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EHAPPEN TO MAKE THEM
reliability, you really have to look inside. Wefocus on superior engineering, from picking

t is outstandingperformance you can count on. Ourfirst-tier reliability status proves it.
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• 5-year limited warranty on microprocessor andmainmemory

• 3-year limited parts-only system warranty
' l-,2-or 3-year optional on-site service agreement forMicron desktop systems

• 30daysof freeMicron-supplied software supportforMicron desktop systems

• 30-day money-back policy

*24-hour technical support
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WHAT A COINCIDENCE, Wl
To get an idea ofhow Micron Electronics" products have achieved leadership status in

the best components available to rigorous performance and reliability tests. The resul
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Millennia™ PI 66 Millennia™ P200 Plus
• Intel 166MHz Pentium® processor
• 512KB pipeline burst cache, flash BIOS
• 12X EIDE CO-ROM drive, 3.5" floppy drive
• 16-bit stereo sound &speakers
• PCI 64-bit 3D video, MPEG, 4MB EDO
•Tool-free minitower or desktop
• Microsoft" Mouse, 104-key keyboard
• Microsoft Windows' 95SMSa Plus! CD

ij- •5-year/3-year Micron Power" warranty

•16MB EDO RAM* 1.2GB EIDE bard drive
•15" Micron 15FGx,.28dp (13.7" display)
• Microsoft Works 95CD

1,999 Business lease S68/monfh

•32MB EDO RAM* 2.1GB EIDE bard drive
-15" Micron 15FGx, .28dp (13.7" display)
• Microsoft Office Pro 95 &Bookshelf8 95 CDs

52,299

• Intel 200MHz Pentium processor
•512KB pipeline burst cache, flash BIOS
• PCI 32-bit Ultra SCSI Fast-20 controller
•12X SCSI CD-ROM drive, 3.5" floppy drive
•> ]6-bit stereo sound &speakers
• PCI 64-bit 3D video, MPEG, 4MB EDO
•Tool-free minitower or desktop
• Microsoft Mouse, 104-key keyboard
• Microsoft Windows 95 &MS Plus! CD

fj' 5-yeor/3-year Micron Power warranty

• 16MB EDO RAM • 2GB Ultra SCSI hard drive
• 15" Micron 15FGx,.28dp (13.7* display)
•Microsoft Works 95CD

$7 899A,V # / Business loose S99/momh

•32MB EDO RAM* 2GB Ultra SCSI bard drive
• 15" Micron 15FGx,.28dp (13.7" display)
• Microsoft Office Pro 95 &Bookshelf 95 CDs

Business lease S78/month

• 64MB EDO RAM* 3.1GB EIDE bard drive
•17" Micron 17FGx,.26dp (15.8" display)
•MicrosoftOffice Pro 95 &Bookshelf 95CDs

$2,949 Business lease SI00/rnonlh

1133MHz Pentium processor. subtract $200
i 200MHz Pentium processor. add SI 00

Millennia Transport™
'Mobile Intel Pentium processor
>Intel 430MX PCI chipset
1256KB L2 pipeline burst cache
'16MB EDO memory (48MB max.)
»8X modular CD-ROM drive
1PCI graphics accelerator, 1MB EDO memory
' Pick-a-Poinf dual pointing devices integrate

both pointing stick and loucnpad
1Removable EIDE hard drive
' 3.5" modular floppy drive
>Intelligent modular lithium-ion battery
• 16-bit stereo sound
>Built-in stereo speakers and microphone
'2Type II or one Type III PCMCIA sfots
1S-video and NTSC-video outputs
•Headphone, microphone ond line-in jacks
' 2infrared ports, one front, one back
>Parallel, serial, VGA and 2PS/2 ports
•Dimensions: 11.7" x9.4" x2.0", Weight: 6.9 lbs.1
>Nylon carrying case
•Microsortndows395andMSBPlus!CD
'MicrosoftOffice Pro 95 ond Bookshelf895 CDs
' Kensington" security lock ready"
' 5-year/3-year Micron Power" warranty

f 6.9 lbs. Includes 3.5" flogpv and one battery
tf Lock secures both MillennioTronsPort ond MicronUotk™

y

Options

53,099 Business lease SI05/month

• 64MB EDO RAM* 4GB Ultra SCSI bard drive
• 17" Micron 17FGx,.26dp (15.8" display)
•Microsoft Office Pro95 &Bookshelf 95 CDs

$4,049
•With 166MHz Pentium processor. subtract $

Business lease SI 38/month

• 133MHz Intel Mobile Pentium processor
• 16MB EDO memory (48MB max.)
• 12.1" active matrix display, 800 x600
•1.2GB removable hard drive

$4 QOQTT, •# # # Business lease S1 SO/ntonth

• 133MHz Intel Mobile Pentium processor
• 32MB EDO memory (48MB max.)
• Motorola8 Montonn 28.8 fax/modem
• 12.1" active matrix color display, 800 x600
•1.2GB removable bard drive

55,199 Business loose SI 63/monlh

• 150MHz Intel Mobile Pentium processor
•32MB EDO memory (48MB max.)
• 12.1" active matrix color display, 800 x600
•2.1GB removable hard drive
• Motorola8 Montana 28.8 fox/modem
• 2nd lithium-ion battery
•Samsonite8 leather carrying case

$5,550 Business lease SI74/month

• With 150MHz Pentium processor odd S200
•With Motorola Montana 28.8 fax/modem odd S259
• With 3Com8 Ethernet 10BT PCMCIA add $149
• With Samsonite® leather carrying case odd S99
•With 2nd modular lithium-ion battery odd S199
•With primary 2.1GB removable hara drive add SI 00
•With 2nd hard drive (1.2GB) odd $599
•With2ndhorddrive(2.1GB) odd S699
•With 16MB DIMM module upgrade add S349
• With 32MB DIMM module upgrade add $749
• MicronDock" multimedia port replicator add $299
• MicronExec" desktop package add $799

MI link load, Htipa, IB Mil! •Mon-Fri Inm-IOinr Sat 7om-5pm INI) •Inlemtfonjl Sales louts: Mon-Fri Mpn (NT] •20B-893-3434 •fiiM-KM
• Putcbose Order Fax 208-B93-3992 •lecbnkel Support Available 24 Hours // Bays •Tecrinkol Support E-ma'd: tHbsupport.riek®mkion.com

3 ^t International Fax

208-893-7393
Tollfreefrom Puerto Ri<

800-708-1756 1*1
Tollfreefrom Mexico

95-800-708-1755 1*1
Tollfreefrom Canada

800-708-1758

01996 Micron Electronics, Inc. All rights reserved. Micron Electronics isnotresponsible foromissions and/or errors intypography orphologracry. All purchas
esare subject to availability. Prices and specifications may be changed without notice; prices do not include shipping and handling. 30-day ir;-V.-back policy
does notinclude return freight andoriginal shipping/handling charges, applies only toMicron brand products andbegins from dateofshipment. All salesare
subject toMicron Electronics' current terms and conditions of sale, lease prices based on 36-morrh lease. Intel, Intel Inside and Pentium are regstered trade
marks oftheIntel Corporation. Microsoft, Windows,Windows NT andtheWindows logo areregistered trademarks ofMicrosoft Corporation a,Ioiher service
marks, trademarks andregistered trademarks aretheproperty oftheir respective companies. 8YTE-FAM-9611

Circle 1 73 on Inquiry Card.

HomeMPCP133
• Intel 133MHz Pentium9 processor
- 256KB pipeline burst cache, flash BIOS
•16MB EDO RAM'1.2GB EIDE herd drive
• 12X EIDE CD-ROM drive, 3.5" floppy drive
•I6-bit stereo sound &speakers
•28.8 fox/modem, speakerphone, voice mail
•Microsoft8 Phone telephony software
• Internet ready:

Internet in aBox from CompuServe'VSpry
Microsoft Internet Explorer

• Prodigy3, America Online8 SCompuServe
trial memberships

•PCI 64-bit 3D video, MPEG, 2MB EDO
•15" Micron 15FGx,.28dp (13.7" display)
•Tool-free minitower or desktop
• Microsoft Mouse, 104-key keyboard
•Microsoft Windows8 95 SMS* Plus! CD
• Quicker. Financial Pak includes: Quicken Deluxe

5.0; Quicken Financial Planner"; Quicken Parents'
Guide to Money": Quicken Family Lawyer"

• Family Pak includes: ABC by Dr. Seuss; Thinkin'
Things"Collection I;Earthworm Jim"; ond
Mecfrwarrior5 2

• Microsoft Home Pok includes: Works 4.0 for
Windows 95; Publisher Deluxe for Windows
95; Encorta^ 96; Encorta 96 World Atlas; Music
Central" 96; Wine Guide; Arcode 1.0; Scenes-
Sports Extremes Collection; Cinemonia8 96;
Julio Child Home Cooking; Best of Windows
Entertainment Pack; CD Sampler (including
Fury1 gome demo)

f?' 5-yeor/3-yeor Micron Power" warranty

1,899
• With 166MHz Pentium processor. add S

Home MPC mP200
• Intel 200MHz Pentium processor
•256KB pipeline burst cache, flash BIOS
•32MB EDO RAM'2.1GB EIDE hard drive
•12X EIDE CD-ROM drive, 3.5" Boppy drive
• 16-bit 3D Waveloble stereo sound card
• Advent AV270 2x25 watt stereo speakers
• 28.8 fox/modem, speakerphone, voice moil
• Microsoft Phone telephony software
• Internet ready:

Internet in aBox from CompuServe'/Spry
Microsoft Internet Explorer

• Prodigy, Americo Online &CompuServe
trial memberships

• PCI 64-bit 3D video, MPEG, 2MB EDO
•17" Micron 17FGx,.26dp (l 5.8" display)
•Tool-free minitower or desktop
• Microsoft Mouse, 104-key keyboard
•Microsoft Windows 95&MS Plus! CD
•Microsoft Office Pro 95 S Bookshelf 95 CDs
• Quicken Financial Pak includes: Quicken Deluxe

5.0; Quicken Finonciol Planner: Quicken Parents'
Guide to Money; Quicken Family lawyer

• Family Pok includes: ABC by Dr. Seuss; Thinkin'
Things Collection 1; Earthworm Jim; ond
Mecnworrior2

• Microsoft Home Pak includes: Works 4.0 for
Windows 95; Publisher Deluxe for Windows
95; Encorta 96; Encarta 96 World Atlos; Music
Central 96; Wine Guide; Arcade 1.0; Scenes-
Sports Extremes Collection; Cinemania 96;
Julia Child Home Cooking; Best of Windows
Entertainment Pock; CD Sampler (including
Fury1 game demo)

I >5-year/3-year Micron Power warranty

$2,899
• With 166MHz Pentium processor. subtract $100

Millennia™ Pro2 200 • Millennia™ Pro2 400 Plus
• Intel 200MHz Pentium® Pro processor
• Supports dual 200Mb Pentium Pro processors
• 256KB internal cache, flash BIOS
•12K EIDE CD-ROM drive, 3.5" floppy drive
•l 6-bit stereo sounds speakers
• PCI 64-trt 3D video, MPEG, 4MB EDO
• Tool-free minitower or desktop
• Microsoft5 Mouse, 104-key keyboard
• Microsoft Windows Nf Workstation 4.0 CD

j}•5-year/3-yeor Micron Power5* warranty

• 15" Micron 15FGx,.28dp(l 3.7" di!
•Microsoft Works 95CD

52,299 Business lease S/B/month

• Dual Intel 200MHz Pentium Pro processors
• 256KB internal cache, flash BIOS
• PCI 32-bit Ultra SCSI Fost-20 controller
•12X SCSI CD-ROM drive, 3.5" floppy drive
•16-bit stereo sounds speakers
• PCI 64-bit 3D video, MPEG, 4MB EDO
•Tool-free mini-tower or desktop
• Microsoft Mouse, 104-key keyboard
•Microsoft Windows NT Workstation 4.0 CD
•Microsoft Office Pro 95&Bookshelf 95 CDs

•it • 5-yeor/3-year Micron Power warranty

• 32MB E00 RAM • 2GB Ultra SCSI hard drive
•15" Micron 15FGx,.28dp 113.7" display]

53,999 Business lease SI 36/monlh

• 32MB EDO RAM • 2.1GB EIDE hard drive
•17" Micron 17FGx,.26dp (15.8" display)
•Microsoft Office Pro 95 8 Bookshelf 95 CDs

$7 849^§yt~ # Business lease S97/manth

• With 2nd 200MHz Pentium Pro processor...add $699

•64MB EDO RAM*4GB Ultra SCSI hard drive
• 17" Micron 17FGx,.26dp (15.8" display)

$4,949 Business lease SI68/monlli

•128MB EDO RAM* 9GB Fast SCSI-2 hard drive
• 21" Micron 21 FGx, .26dp (20.0" display)

3» %»)
7,199 Business lease S226/month

pentium pentiumjpho

MICRON
ELECTRONICS. INC.

800-362-7306
http://www.mei.micron.com



Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0

Microsoft
Internet V2-

Explorer [^

•Connect time charges may apply to all offers.

©1996 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft is a registeredtrademarkand the Microsoft InternetExplorer logo and Where doyou want to
go today? aretrademarks ofMicrosoft Corporation. The Wall Street Journal® Interactive Edition is a trademark ofDow Jones &Company, Inc. ESPNET is
a trademarkof ESPN, Inc. SportsZoneis a trademarkof Starwave Corp. MTV is a trademark of MTV Networks, a division of Viacom International, Inc.
Hollywood Online is a trademark of Hollywood Online Inc. InvestorsEdge ©1995 Ethos Corp.



IS YOURS TO DOWNLOAD, ABSOLUTELYfiee,
complete wim subscriptions
TO THE WALL STREET JOURNAL INTERACTIVE

EDITION AND ESPNET SPORTSZONE,

also free

EDITION. »55
9:30 10:30 11:30 12:30 1:30 2:30 3:30

Prior tixy's close —™«-~

Introducing Microsoft" Internet Explorer 3.0. The new browser

that's a step ahead of all the rest. It lets you experience all the

coolest content, like sound and animation, that's being developed

for the Internet today. It lets you customize the way you access

and view the web. And it's yours to download right now, absolutely

free* From now through December 31, we have all kinds of spe

cial offers that make the experience even better: You get The Wall

Street Journal0 Interactive Edition, free. It's the web's leading

source of business news, with 24-hour updated coverage of world

business and deep background on thousands of companies and

_»SJ

topics. You also get a free subscription to the premium areas of

ESPNET™ SportsZone," the number one destination site on the

web, including expert columnists, multimedia highlights, behind-

the-scenes reports, in-depth player profiles, and more. Our new

browser also gives you free access to "buy, sell, hold" stock

recommendations from InvestorsEdge, the Internet's premier

financial information service. And there's even special content

on MTV" Online and offers on other sites that can only be seen

with it. Just go to www.microsoft.com/ie. Then click one button.

And see what a real browser can bring you these days.

Microsoft
Where do you want to go today? www.microsoft.com/ie
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Java codefaster than regular
CPUs—but willsmart compilers
soon make thesehot chips obsolete?
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89
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105
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CE will bring some Win 95
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how's it compare to Microsoft
Exchange and Lotus Notes?

The x8G Gets Faster

with Age 89
While Intel enhances the Pen
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Pinnacle Micro's

2.6 GB Optical
Storage System

• Best Overall Removable Media Drive

• Best High Performance

• Best Low Cost

Pinnacle's award-winning 2.6 GB Removable Optical Drive
is only s1695 (MSRP) complete with one optical disk. Based on Pinnacle's unique

optical technology, the Vertex™ boasts a 19 msec seek time, a maximum data

rate up to 4.3 Megabytes per second, and a fast rotation speed of 3755

Vertex utilizes removable, high capacity optical media for unlimited storage.

Fill up a disk, just pop in another. Data intensive applications such as imaging,

networking, digital video/audio, graphics, and data archiving all require the

optimum level of data integrity, portability, and fast random access

to your information. Vertex can hold up to 2.6 Gigabytes of

mass storage on a single cartridge that complies with industry

standards for data interchangeability with other 2.6 GB optical

drives. Each removable disk is only SII9 (MSRP) and has an

estimated shelf life up to 100 years! And now, Vertex-based

optical library systems are available in capacities ranging from 40 Gigabytes

to 2.5 Terabytes for on-line centralized storage in network environments. Go with the

winning removable storage drive from Pinnacle Micro, the optical storage leader.

800-553-7070

•••*••«•••

The Pinnacle Micro logo is a registered trademark ofPinnacle Micro Inc.
All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners.

THE OPTICAL ST O R A G E COM PA M Y<*

Tel: 714-789-3000 • Fax:714-789-3150 • http://www.pinnaclemicro.com
Circle 155 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 156).
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It's Only Logical That Intelligent Manageab

(Now, What The Heck Is I
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Security

AsselCM 1

|| Intelligent your data on the network in case of
Storage[HI,

Manageability is kind failure; but now, thanks to our new

Thermal °f 'i'ce Extra Sensory PD-CD drive backup, it also preserves

Perception for a computer and every your data locally.

new Compaq Deskpro has it. It letsyou Okay, so our newest version of

know if something's going to happen Intelligent Manageability is smart,

before it actually does. This way you can But affordable? Considering that the

manage all of the desktops on your net- Deskpro line from Compaq starts at

work from one location. around $1,100,* we think so.

I'm burnt.

I need a vacation.

because we deliver continually updated

Taking inventory, for instance, of Equally impressive are the high- support software via our Web site and

all hardware and software isdone simply performance features. Up to Pentium* CDs. And soisupgrading and servicing,

and efficiently from one Deskpro. Or if Pro 200 processors. Choice of PCI thanks to a quick-release CPU hood

a hard drive's about to fail anywhere, graphics. Plus a choice of EIDE and and accessible components'*

ou'll know ahead of time. As before, Ultra SCSI hard drives"y In the end, Intelligent Manage-

Intelligent Manageability backs up And maintenance? That's easy ability gives you a lowered cost of

N

__.._..... qqa ©1996 Compaq Computer Corporation. All rights reserved. Compaq andDeskpro registered U.S. Patent andTrademark Office. Deskpro iscovered byour3-year limited warranty. 'Price mentioned isestimated streetprice.
pnocESSon withWindows 95. TheIntel Inside Logo and Pentium areregistered trademarks andthePentium Processor Logo andthePentium ProProcessor Logo aretrademarks ofIntel Corporation. Otherproducts mentioned may be



ility Also Comes With An Intelligent Price.

telligent manageability?)

>.

ownership, a three-year warranty and

dedicated toll-free technical support

that's open for business seven days aop ys

week, 24 hours a day. And what could

possibly be more logical than that? For

more, visit us at www.compaq.com or

call 1-800-392-8883.

Call MIS.

The Deskpro line
starts at around

COMPAQ

Has It Changed Your Life Yet?

Dealer prices may vary. "Features vary by model. Monitor not included. Thermal sensor available only on Deskpro 4000 and 6000. Some features available with Compaq Deskpro and independent software applications. Other features only available
trademarksor registered trademarksof their respectivecompanies.
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of (processor
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I
3 ^^ P100 Processor
J ,F(P133 Option)
« and

I (S) Active Matrix
Screen

| ^ Internal 14.4
Fax/Modem
(28.8PCMCIA
Fax/Modem

WinBook XP5
100MHzIntel*Pentium8Processor

1 10.4" Active Matrix Color Display
1 810MB removable Hard Drive

8MB RAM expandable to 32MB
1 256KL2 Cache

1 3.5" 1.44MB Diskette Drive

' 6.1 lbs
14.4InternalFax/Modem
NiMH Battery
1MB Video RAM

Two Type II oroneType III PCMCIA Slot
Integrated dual-button pointing stick, optional
dual-button trackball ordual-button touchpad
Parallel, Serial andPS/2ports
One-year extendable warranty

Add anSX CD-ROM docking
station with expansion bay &
2 expansion slots for S3SS$1999

133MHz Intel" Pentium-*Processor

1.3MB removable Hard Drive
1 16MB RAM expandabie to 32MB
1 256K L2Cache

• 28.8 PCMCIA Fax/Modem
1 Lithium Ion Battery

Add an SX CD-ROM docking
I station with expansion bay &

2 expansion slots torS339

CALL FOR OTHER MODELS

$2999

Always
for the mark
of a Winner

The30AwardWinningWmBook'XP5 startingat

$1999

P133 Processor i

(P150 Option)
plus

U2.1"Active

Screen

plus
Modular Bay

with

6X CD-ROM

or

3.5" FDD

or

8-celllithium

IonBattery
(Option)

OPTIONAL
TOOCHPAD

SHOWN

TheMultimedia WinBookEX (PBS) startingat

WinBookFK
1 133MHz Intel*Pentium"Processor
1 12.1" SVGA Active Matrix Color Display
1 Z56K Syncburst L2 Cache
1 Options Bay accepts 6X CD-ROM, 3.5" Floppy Drive

(both included) orOptional 2nd Lithium Ion Battery
i 59WattSmartLithium Ion Battery
i Integrated dual-button pointing stick, optional touch-

pad(shown!
Integrated Soundblaster Pro 16-bit Stereo Audio
One Type II andoneType III PCMCIA Slot

i PCI Local-bus PCMCIA Controller withGraphics
Accelerator

i 810MB removable Hard Drive
i 8MB EDO RAM expandable to40MB

Parallel, Serial, PS/2, Game port, andone2-way
Infrared port

i One-year extendable warranty

Upgrade toKBHDD.
16MB MM.218 internal
lax/modem—add SSW$2999

NEW 150MHz MODEL!
i 150MHz Intel-Pentium'Processor
i 28,8Internal Fax/Modem
1 1GBremovable Hard Drive

24MB EDO RAM expandable to40MB

Upgrade to2SB HOD,
32MB RAM-add5600

CALL FOR OTHER MODELS

$3999

With over 30 awards and

counting, theWinBook* has
made its mark as a winner. WinBook

has built areputation for having the
highest quality, best-designed note
books atthelowest prices available.

For the impossible price ofs1999
the XP5 offers you the performance
of thepower-saving Intel* Pentium*
notebook processor with abrilliant
active matrix screen plus aninternal
14.4 fax/modem! Ifyou're looking
for a feature-loaded multimedia

model, the FXdelivers — from the

swappable CD-ROM/ 3.5" disk drive
modules and long-lasting 12-cell
lithium ion battery tothe giant
12.1-inch active matrix screen.

So check outourwinning marks.
Give one ofourknowledgeable reps
acall today tohelp you choose the
WinBook that's right foryou andfor
additional information on the mod

els featured here orthemany models
available toyou.

CALL FOR OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE

1-800-293-1639
Monday-Friday, 8am-9pm EST

Saturday, 9am-4pm EST
Use your WinBook Card, VISA, Discover Card, MasterCard, per
sonal check orP.O. with credil approval. U.S. sales only. 30-day

unconditional money-back guarantee from dale ofpurchase.

WinBook
COMPUTER CORPORATION

a subsidiary otMicro Electronics,

WinBook keeps mnning...and mnning...and mnnin%...and winning...and mnning...and winning...and mnning...and mnning...and mnning...and winning...and mnning...and mnning...and winning...and winning...and mnning...and ll

June1996.
$.'SB WinBook XP5 PI20

I 1B/1.3GB Acti'.'i:
Matrix

laptop Buyer's Guide
May I99G,

REST WinBook XP5P1ZB
rnni' 16/L3GB TFT

Circle 61 2 on Inquiry Card

NSTL PC Digest 4-Star Rating

August 199G
WinBook FXP133

i_ August 1996
PC Magazine

JMHI.'H Eiitofs' Ctioicn
WinBook FX/P133 EDITORS' WinBook XPS PtDD

CHOICE.
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Deliver Jndustrial-Strength
Decision Support Tools
nF and Watch the Sparks Fly!

"••'•>.
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ehvering effective decision support for hundreds or
thousands of users is definitely not child's play. It
takes powerful, mature tools. IQ Software's decision

support tools are industrial-strength, best-of-breed prod
ucts that can be deployed individually or as a total decision
support solution.

For end-user query and reporting, IQ/Objects is simply
unbeatable. This award-winning tool's familiar, easy-to-use
Microsoft look and feel belie the awesome power of its true
object-based technology. IQ/Objects sup
ports everything from simple ad hoc
queries to the most sophisticated cross tab
ulations. Reusable objects let users com
bine new queries and reports with previ
ously saved ones to create sophisticated
reports easily and quickly. Aselection of templates makes it
easy to create presentation-quality results in minutes.

IQ/SmartServer provides production reporting, scheduling
and job monitoring facilities. This elegant three-tier archi
tecture implementation harnesses the power of servers
(UNIX and NT) to reduce network traffic and deliver
a scalable, manageable, high-performance solution.
IQ/SmartServer cures fat client performance problems
without limiting user access to information.

IQ/Vision works directly with relational databases and
Arbors Essbase or can be implemented with its own
MDDB to deliver a complete OLAP solution. For robust
multidimensional and drill-down analysis, nothing is easier
to use or functionally as rich as IQ/Vision. An intuitive
interface displays information in interactive charts or cross
tabs, allowing any user to visually slice and dice, drill up
and down, nest dimensions, flip axes, and rotate dimen
sions - all with point and click simplicity.

©IQSoftware Corporation 1996. The IQSoftware logo is aregistered trademark and IQ/Objects, IQ/SmartServer, IQ/Vision and IQ/LiveWeb are trademarks ofIQ Software Corporation. All other product
names arc trademarks orregistered trademarks oftheir respective companies. IQSoftware Corporation (770) 446-8880, fax: (770) 446-0321, email: info@iqsc.com, World Wide Web: http://www.iqsc.com.

is**"*-"""'"'



IQ/LiveWeb links corporate databases and cyberspace, turning
your intranet into a source of live database information. With
IQ/LiveWeb, users can request and view reports anytime, any

where using a standard Internet browser. IQ/LiveWeb lets you

design and build database reports, charts and cross tabs.
Server-based publishing makes it easy to keep those

reports current. Simply tell IQ/LiveWeb the

schedule. That's it. IQ/LiveWeb automatically
executes your requests, refreshing the infor

mation and publishing it to your intranet.

Special Offer! For a limited time, down

load a fully operational copy of IQ/LiveWeb,

valued from $4,000 to $20,000, absolutely
free. See http://www.iqsc.com for details.

Start the sparks flying! Contact us today for details on our
industrial-strength tools.

DOWNLOAD I

FREE ]
SOFTWARE /

l^/UDjects - a^dh

nology for query and reporting tools."
Aberdeen Group

"IQ Software has brought the power of

objects to mainstream business intelli-

"IQ/Vision is an extremely powerful and

easy to use OLAP tool that shines with

complex data."

nnittilioit Week I ahs

1
SOFTWARE

800-458-0386

info@iqsc.com

http -Jwww, iqsc.com

European Subsidiaries &Affiliates: UK(44) 1-962-844-777, France 33 (1)474-903-04, Italy-Dexia Italia (39) 6-517-933. International Distributors: Australia (6!) 2-369-1932, 2-975-7669, 2-436-2788,
Canada-Information Access (416) 620-5811, Chile (56) 2-341-4785, Hong Kong (852! 2541-9900, Mexico (52) 5-575-6098, Singapore(65) 298-3838, South Africa (27) 11-421-4800, Spain (34) 50-27-55-1 \.
Fordistributors inallother Pacific Rim countries, call(65)334-1936, European countries callthe UKoffice, andallothere callIQ Software's U.S. headquarters.

Circle 1 79 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 180).
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Computing Crossroads

Will it be Intel inside orJava everywhere?

Ihis month, our Cover Story
(which is the State of the Art
section) highlights the most

Iradical bidinyears foranew
computing platform: SunMicrosystems'
Java chip/Java language combination.
This is not just an alternative to Intel/
Microsoft computing, a la the Power
PC/Mac OS package. It's a reinvention of
the computer into a more universal, ver
satile, and interoperable device.The Java
model could obliterate many of the dis
tinctions between standard computers,
embedded systems,and products still to
come, such as intelligent cable boxes
and cellular phones.

For years, we've lived with chips that
will run almost anything and languages
that will run on almost anything. Java
chips will give us performance where
we need it—runningJava applications—
while the Java environment will give us
interoperability with every other hard
ware platform.

Sun hopes that electronic designers,
corporate information technology (IT)
departments, and, ultimately, end users
will find this so compelling that they
will leave behind the Intel architecture.

However, it's a tall order. Look at how
hard it's been for the mighty PowerPC
troika of Apple, IBM, and Motorola to
make headway against the x86 line.

Still, I think Sun will win a significant
place with itsJava chips. In the last year,
we've started to hear some awful gnash
ing sounds coming from Redmond, as
Microsoft grinds off a few gear teeth
tryingto keepupwith the paradigmshift
toward the Web. On the hardware side,
Intel hasn't made any major adjust
ments to the infobahn. Check out our

story on Intel's road map ("The x86Gets
Faster withAge") onpage89, andtheonly
newsigns thatyou'll see arethose formul

n
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timedia. Keep those MIPS coming!
There's no question that simpler,

cheaper, fasterPCs willspreadcomput
ers to people who have never used them
before. As business communications and

public commerce march relentlessly
toward computerization, the network
computer (NC), or Web PC,or whatever
you callit,willproliferate (see"Insidethe
NC" on page 105). Ditto for new devices
wehaven't named: the wireless gameboy-
phonebrowseremotecontrol and such.

But Sun may be ahead of its time.
When will the network infrastructure

arrive to make fully networked comput
ing possible? It will definitely be a year
that begins with 20 before we have the
kind of end-to-end digitalbroadband net
work we'll need.

So don't put all your money on one
horse justyet—you'll need both Java and

think about computing. Can it be a coin
cidence that Microsoft has revived its

hand-held computer OS project, now
calledPegasus? Or that Oracle hopes Intel
willbuy into itsNetwork Computer con
cept? That's not the end of it: Look for

It will be a year that begins with 20 before we have

the kind of broadband network we'll need.

Wintel for the foreseeable future. Java
chips and the Java language will solve
some of client/server's thorniest prob
lems. (Do you reallywant to individually
maintain hundreds of PCs that are noth

ing more than cash registersor data-entry
terminals?) The Java duo will also make
lots of cool but dumb stuff like cellular

phones much smarter.
Yetour familiar OSesand applications

make the classic PC—Intel, PowerPC, or
whatever-—much more flexible than

those devices will ever be. Throughout
the next decade, I may want a Java unit
for the office and a self-sufficient but con-

nectable machine for computing on air
planesor when I'm otherwiseoutsidethe
wired urban hubs of the world.

Win, lose, or draw in the commercial
war,Javahasalreadychangedthe waywe

traditional OS vendors to let you turn the
desktop GUIinto a screen onto which
you project server-basedapplications, NC-
style.

Users' interests lie in being able to flex
iblycombine the best elements of the Java
concept with the best of what we have
now.Forexample,products suchasNotes
and higher-end database managers can
choreograph local and centralized data
management. Make that skill widely
available to all sorts of applications, and
we'll have the best of both worlds.

VtolJcJ&d
in Chief



UNDERSTAND

INTRODUCING DESKTOP COMPUTING WITHOUT THE DESKTOP

Isn't the most natural interface of all

your voice? Sohow come you're still chained to a key

board? Why don't you just talktoyour computer while

you geton with the zillion otherthings that needyour

attention? Sound impossible? Not anymore, because

we've incorporated IBM VoiceType speech recognition

technology into the bestdesktop operating system solu

tion money can buy: OS/2® Warp 4.Which means you

can have hands-free e-mail, voice Internet navigation,

even dictation intomostallyour applications. All at the

sound ofyour voice. Sonow you'll be able to geton with

your work while you get out from behind your desk.

With a greatnew graphic interface, OS/2 Warp 4

is the ultimate network computing solution that letsyou

connect to almost anything, fromjust about anywhere.

All it takes is a couple of mouse clicks and you're into

yourdrives, printers, networks, servers and Web pages.

It even comes with Java™ runtime so youcan run Java

applets from your desktop without a browser. And now

you can also download a native OS/2 Warp 4 version of

Netscape Navigator" from our website at no additional

charge.* All in all, whether you're in the office or on the

road, there's no better universal client. Wherever you

happen to be in the universe.

Solutions fora smallplanet"

I get J afree interactive demo CD that allows you to experience the benefits of "hands-free computing"
by visiting our website at www.software.ibm.com/info/w442, or call 1 800 326-2504.

trademark otNetscape Communications Corporation. Java isa trademark ofSun Microsystems, Inc. © 1996 !BM Corp. All rights reserved.
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The Future On-line

I found the vision of the on

line future that Mark

Schlack described in "Smart,

Fast, and Well Connected"
(September Editorial) stimu
lating and bracing. Howev
er, I don't believe that vision
willbe fully realized until the
companies concerned with
building the global infra
structure forget the idea, at
least for a quarter of a
century, of making substan
tial money out of it. The
Internet arose out of a sense

of collective experimenta
tion that had little to do with

the profit motive. Tim Bern-
ers-Lee is not as wealthy as
BillGates by a long way!
Paul Richards

EastFinchley,London

Iagreeit will take visionaries
to make the intelligent net
workhappen, but theywon't
haveto ignore theprofit
motive. For some time, the
telecom industryhas been
makingthe transition from
hardwired, inflexibleswitch
es to a software-definednet
work,and for theirown rea
sons: efficiency,manageabil
ity, expandability, and the
ability to sell value-added
services. Once the network is

programmable, nearly any
thingispossible. Thebiggest
obstacle will befor carriers
to act morefrom theircus
tomers'perspective. —Mark
Schlack, editor in chief

Wizard Review

Kudos to BYTE for the crisp
and substantive review of

the OS/2 Warp 4.0 beta ("You
Talk, Warp Listens," Sep
tember). I have my sights set
on installing Merlin as soon
as it arrives, and the article
gaveme sufficient edge to
coordinate my program
mingstrategystarting today.
Now I will pass around that
issue of the magazine to my
30 OS/2coworkers, and I will
buy future issues.
MarkA.Ehlen

Germantown, MD

mel3 @cornell.edu

Cover Story
Uncovered

BYTE is usually pretty good,
but the August cover is mis
leading. There is no article
called "Run Your Business

on the Web" but rather

something called "Your Busi
ness Needs the Web." These

are not even remotely the
same thing. To run a business
you need marketing, pro
duction, financial, and per
sonnel strategies. Your arti
cle doesn't touch on these.

And yes, I really did expect it
to, or at least to show exam
ples of businesses that are
unique in how they exploit
new opportunities enabled
by the Web. I don't care
what not-for-profit organi
zations like NASA and Har

vard are doing with mam
moth budgets and half the
brainpower in the free
world; show me what
economies my business can
achieve or how it could be

transformed in the short as

well as the long term.
Greg Graham
gregg@idacom.hp.com

—————————-—..dial .ij.br'"°im'l

Thinnest. Bilohl.lt ThlnhPid

Microsoft Powort Up
SQtServorBS

I RunYour Business
on the Web

Refreshing

I get sickof all the hype and
misrepresentation about the
huge shift that has happened
with the Internet. So many
articles, so little substance.
"Your Business Needs the

Web" was different. It was

well written, well
researched, and informa
tive—a breath of fresh air. I

think you actually touched
on the real issues, chal
lenges, and exciting
prospects facing all us poor
slobs who have to imple
ment this stuff.

Ryan Sutter

Ryan.Sutter@mortenson.com

Thanks! Used to be, I wrote
about a lot ofthingsthat
werefarremovedfrom what

I didon thedevelopmentside
ofBYTE's business. Now I
buildthings andwriteabout
what I learned. What cuts

through all theInternethype
formeissimplythefact that
thishas become possible. It's
justplainexciting.—Jon
Udell, executive editor

Inspiration
and Perspiration

Let me be the one-millionth

customer to point out that
Thomas A. Edison did not

exactly work "on his own"
in his lab ("The Elements of
Design," August). He may
have in the early days, before
he set up his lab, but not lat
er. He had lots of assistants

with whom he interacted

and to whom he assigned
"polishing up" tasks. Many
historians feel that those

people received nowhere
near the recognition they
deserved.

K. Steven Knudsen, Ph.D.

Resolute Research Ltd.

Calgary, Alberta, Canada

You're not quitethemil
lionth customerto point this
out. However, you're the first
to realize thatI was talking

ON THE WEB BY E-MAIL SUBSCRIPTION

VisitTheBYTE Site! Address letters to edi- CUSTOMERSERVICE

Search our archives. tors@bix.com. To reach U.S.only: (800) 232-
Download articles. See individual BYTE edi 2983; international:
industrypressreleases. tors, see The BYTE Site (609) 426-7676; or see

Join on-line conferences on the Webfor a direc www.byte.com/admin
with other BYTE read tory.Lettersmay be Impcstsvchtm
ers!www.byte.com. editedforpublication.

Foradvertisingand
BY FAX BY POST other noneditorial

(603) 924-2SS0 Editors, BYTE,One contacts, seepage 10
PhoenixMill Lane, or click on the
Peterborough, NH Information link on

03458 The BYTE Site.
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about hisearlydays.I cer
tainly did not intend to
rewrite history. It mighthave
madegood closureto the
article to point out that Edi
son adopted thisadministra
tive model for his research
work. The same model is

usedtoday, buton a larger
scale. —Tom Thompson,
senior technical editor

Token Token Ring

In this age of political sensi
tivity, I was disappointed to
see you slip into a minority-
unfriendly attitude in
"Mainstreaming Pentium
Pro" (August). No, you did
n't bash a political minori
ty—just a technical one. A
significant portion of the
networked world uses Token

Ring, and we know that
"built-in networking" is
media slang for "built-in
Ethernet," which for us
translates into "a tax on

minorities." May the Deity,
if H/She exists, bless AST for
not wasting the electricity
and materials for such a

device on those of us who

live happily without. Other
wise, nice job!
Tim Schultheis

Victoria, MN

OS Insecurity

In "Air-Tight Windows NT"
(August),author Jim
Reynolds states that the U.S.
National Security Agency
granted Windows NT 3.5 C2-
level approval. What few
people know is that this eval
uation was limited to a

stand-alone computer and
did not include network

interfaces. If a user hooks up
an NT server to a network,
the computer can no longer
be considered C2-secure

until almost all network

functionality isdisabled.
Failure to mention this is

20 BYTE NOVEMBER 1996

misleading and lures users
into a falsesenseof security.
The article also doesn't men

tion the so-called "boot flop
py" vulnerability of Win
dowsNT.Bybooting from a
floppy and using assembly
language utilities, a person
can bypass NT security and
can read, write, and delete
files from the hard disk with

out leaving a trace.
KarlPottie

Rumbeke-Roeselare, Belgium
karl@jvl-brabant.be

Thesecurity features I dis
cussedalso apply to net
worked computers. NTis
currently undergoing net
workevaluation (theNSA
usuallyconducts stand-alone
and network evaluations

separately). But remember,
the evaluatedconfiguration,
which includes hardware and

software, mightnot match
what you have or need. The
NSA team was awareofthe
boot-with-floppyissue; the
evaluatedconfiguration pro
hibitedphysicalaccess to the
floppy.A lessstringentneed
for securitymight take
advantageofthe common PC
feature thatprevents booting
froma floppy. Of course,
without physicalsecurity
this solution can be circum

vented. The bottom line is

that ifyou can boot a differ
ent OS, then none of the
security mechanisms ofNT
work. This is to be expected
with any OS. Whatmakes the
NTcaseappeardifferent is
the ubiquitous character of
the hardware platformand
thefact it isgenerally
designed to boot fromflop
py,unlike older, time-sharing
systemssuchas Unix.
—Jim Reynolds

Xyratex Omitted

While your news story on
Serial Storage Architecture
("SSA Products Deliver Bet

ter Storage," September
Bits) was informative, it
neglected to mention that
Xyratex supplied the pair of
eight-SSA-disk deskside tow
er units (S9000) for BYTE's
testing of this hot technolo
gy. We also manufacture sin-
gle-SSA-disk desktop models
and 16-SSA-disk rack-mount

units, as well as SCSI RAID
devices and a complete line
of test equipment for SCSI,
SSA, and Fibre Channel
interfaces.

Roger Nixon

Xyratex International Ltd.

71740.3316@compuserve.com

Mr. Nixon is correct. We

apologize fortheoversight.
—Editors

Apache

I've been reading your Web
Project column on Web site
management with growing
amazement. How can you
continue to write about the

Web without ever mention

ing the world's most popular
Web server, Apache? Apart
from this glaring deficiency,
it's an interesting column.
Ben Laurie

Freelance consultant and

technical director

A.L. Digital Ltd.
London

ben@algroup.co.uk

I useApacheon my main
conferencingserver, a Linux
machine,and, in fact, I men
tion that in this month's Web

Project. Currently, I'm
experimentingwith dual-
mode NNTP/Web confer
ences, wheretheprimary
messagebaseis handledby
INND, but a Web view—
whichnow includesposting
as well as reading capabili
ty—echoes themessage base
usingApache. Theconfer
ence, which will now
becomean ongoingaccom
panimentto thecolumn, is

at http://dev4.byte.com/jon-
conlthreads.html or news:/1
dev4.byte.com/joncon.
—Jon Udell,executive editor

Java and Forth

After reading your August
issue with all those Java arti
clesand code examples, it
became very clear that we
old-timers can pull our Forth
manuals out of storage and
put them to use again. IfJava
basically is Forth, is this a
copyright infringement?
ThomasA. Naegele, DO
Albuquerque, NM
tanman@swcp.com

TheJavaand Forthvirtual
machines do share many
common elements, but the
syntaxof theJavalanguage is
quite differentfrom Forth's.
—Rick Grehan, senior tech
nical editor

Why Not Tao?

In "Weird, Wacky,and Won
derful" (August Editorial),
you question whether dis
tributed computing can be
made to work. The technol

ogy to do this already exists
in the form of the Tao oper
ating system, which has been
reported on by your own
U.K. correspondent, Dick
Pountain, in "Parallel
Course" (July 1994).The big
advantage of the Tao OS's
translated system is that the
speed penalty is only about 1
percent; this leads inevitably
to the fact that it reduces the

processor to a commodity
item, something that can
only benefit the consumer.
For more information about

Tao's technology, go to
http://www.tao.co.uk/.
Russel Hughes
rhugesc@cix.compulink.co.uk

TaoSystemsis still actively
talkingto telecomand elec-
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Unprecedented Winner of

3 Editors Choice Awards in 1996
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September 24, 1996 February 20, 1996 February 20, 1996
SAG STA Pentium Pro 200 SAG STF 166 Pentium SAG STF 150 Pentium

SERVERS WORKSTATIONS LANS RAID STORAGE

Want a custom bttill system'/

Until SAG, that meant high-priced VARs
and other costly consultants.

Wa ii I to pay less fo r yo u r
sys i e m wi t ho u t comprom is i ng
on quality?

Until SAG, your only
options were
pre-configured

systems and their
many limitations.
SAG uses only the
highest quality
components the
marketplace has to

offer and still

provides you with the best cost!

Don'I Settle fo r Less.

We dpn^t_build it until you buy it! Now

you can have custom quality
configurations without compromise. All
SAG solutions are precision-built and
packed with features. We offer the latest
in technology, with speed, data
integrity, and compatibility in mind.
For affordable disk arrays, tape backup
solutions and RAID 5 technology, SAG
Electronics is the acknowledged "High-
End Solutions Company."

TIt e Ch oi ce Web Serv c r

Companies like Business WeekMagazine
are choosing SAG Electronics as their
high performance web server solution.

pentium

Quad Pro 200MHz RAID 5 Dual Pro 200MHz SMP Pro 200 Workstation Alpha 433 Power System Dual Ultra 200MHz

2 Intel Pentium Pio® Professors

Exp. to 4

44MB of ECC 4way Interleaved

Memory Io 1GB

nlelligent Management System
reduces costof ownership.

1 Intel Pentium® Pro

Processot

32MB of 40 NOS

E00 RAM

Expandable to128MB

254Bit Bus

1MB SRAM Cache

1DEC 433MHz Alpha CPU

1 Intel Pentium® 200MHz

Processor, Upgradable to2
CPOs

Triton II Chipset

32MB (AM Expandable to 254MB

Built-in Expondabiirty wrrh
SMP Natoma Chipset

1 Intel Pentium® Pro

200Processor

Sk*(6)PCI;(4)EEA 32MB rf60 N0S RWA E^pcndoble
To 512MB ECC Supported Slols(4)PCI,(4)EISA

Adaptec 3940 UW

Quantity: 3,4.1GB UW
Removoble HD

RAID 5 Ultro Wide Controller

8xCD-ROM

ECC Supported

imagine 128 Senes II
4MBVKAM

Integrated on Boon):
•Adaptec 2940 UW
•16-Bit Sound Card

S10IS: (4) PCI,

(4) ISA

3GB 5400 RPM

9.5ms HO

44MB RAM to1GB

8xCD-ROM

ELSA Gloria 8Video Cord

Sony 8x CD-ROM

floppy, Mouse

Imagine 128 Senes II128 Bit "3D"
4MB VRAM Video

fl 2MB »MM Video

8GB DAT Drive

Quad PCI Ethernet 10/100

.Intel 10/100 PCI Ethernet

•Asic for HardwDie Monitrxirig

4.1GB OtaWide

SCSIHD

Matrox 2MB WRAM Video

1Hit Sound Cord

Sony 8* CD-ROM

4GB/200RPM

SCSI Wide HD (8ms)

2940 UW

2.1GB Ultro SCSI Wide HD (8.5ms)

32PNP Sound
Floppy, Keyboard

ond Mouse
Sony 8x 0>SOM

Keyboard,

Keyboard, Floppy,

Mouse
Slots (4) PCI, (2) ISA, Midtowet Case

12 Buy lower 450

Watt Power
Floppy, Mouse

lower Case 300Watt
Midtowet Tower 300Wott

MAG 1/DX1 Monitor

s3530

s13000 s3350 s2159 7990
Single Processor Moiherboard Solution

53280

AT&T on-site and 4 year CTtemJed warranties are available. Leaseoptions available. Return) may be subject to restocking fee. RMAff musi be acquired. Somedeviceshave
not been approvedbythe FederalCommunicationsCommission.Thesedevicesare not, and may noi be.offeredforsaleor lease,or soldor leaseduntil die approvalof the FCChas been
obtained. GSA Schedule #GS-35F-3103D

r

HMV 1.800.989.3475
S«G Electronics • 45Un*over Strut • toil; Aldover, Ml01)45

Sit 682 0055 tax503 ESS OltO Hoars: Uaai-Mpai.Monday Friday ESt

LE C T D C\ Kl I f* C 5Year Limiled Warranty
L V* I R V 11 I V 1 http://sagelec.com

High Quality Custom-Configured Systems at Off-the-Shelf Prices
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We've solved your
inter-connecting puzzle.

Avoid the twists and turns in choosing
your communications software. FaxFacts
is your one stop source for enhanced
fax/voice solutions.

Fax documents from any
Windows application

Complete transaction
reporting

Total network support

TRY THIS DEMO:

847/923-3030
DOC. NO. 889812 ^,

• On-line credit card
authorization

• Fax over network from
multiple workstations

Faxfacts*
V by

Copia International Ltd.
Wheaton, Illinois 60187

,,_ (800) 689-8898
' . (630) 'ISsEfiasfiral

SEE US AT
COMDEX

BOOTH

S4661

rMW
Millri-acreen Windov/3 HT L>yzunn

controls from 2 up to 12 monitors
using PCI !>usbased single- or multi-channel graphics boards in a PC.

'Frit! N'T"WiiM:x product supplies x iiirgc virtual screenof multiple monitors for the Windows NT
user in a U 1 bus I im.<I l'(' it \\ Walls lohmms of giaphsts solmaR dincis and PCI
graphics board?;.:Ail Window*3.1 . Windowh'9? ,unl Windows:NlU:ouip;mb.k' applications-can.-
be run on the lame screen ni" j-iuhipie monitors.

Resolutions for one channel from VGA up to 1280x1024 or 1600x120(1 pixels. Applying 4
graphics channels with I600x 1200resolution each and 4 monitors in a 2 by 2 configuration can
reside a 3200 by 2400 pixel total resolution for example.

Specifications
Compatibility Windows NTWorkstation 3.51 or4.0
Controllers single- or three-channel PCIboards
Accelerators S3 or Weitek
No. of boards from 1up to 4 in one system
No.ofmonitors from2 up to 12in onesystem
Resolution fromVGAupto 1280x1024 or

1600x1200 each monitor screen

Total resolution sum ofall monitor screens -&g<^53
Platform PCImotherboards with

Intel processors

Customized and UNIX based solutions are available.

DEXONSystemsLtd.
Forall technical andcommercial questions:
Fax: +36-1393-2618 Phone:+36-1393-2617

E-mail: sales@dexon.datanet.hu
Web: http://www.diitanet.hu/dexon

Distributors* fax:
USA; +1-310-941-5757

Japaii:'+8i-337-679-709
UK: +44-1959-700-300

All other countriespleasefax:
+36-1-393-2618
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Ironiescompanies but has
yet to name any licensees.
That'swhy we haven't cov
eredthe Taooperating sys
tem recently.Ifany deal is
announced or new develop
ment occurs, we'll be sure to
mention it.—Dick Fountain,
contributing editor

FIXES

Due to editing errors, we
omitted some text in "Cyrix
6x86 Matches Pentium,"
(SeptemberBits). The $1500
price we cited in the article
was meant to refer to the

approximate cost of the SCSI
controller with 64 MB of

memory, not the entire sys
tem. The price at the end of

the story is the correct
approximate system price.
We also said the Cyrix sys
tem had 64 MB of RAM. The

SCSI controller had 64 MB of

memory; the Cyrix system
itself had 3 2 MB of RAM.

The rightmost graph in the
figure "SQLServer Perfor
mance" on page 162 of the
Quad Pentium Pro Server
comparison (September)
was mislabeled. The scale at

the bottom should have read

1 to 4, reflecting the number
of processors.

In "Microsoft Catches Up
with Netscape" (Septem
ber), we referred to "Sun's
JavaScript." JavaScript is a
Netscape product.

COMING UP IN DECEMBER

COVERSTORY

The Microprocessor at 25
BYTE examines how, in 25 years, the microprocessor has
changed the world. We'll also explore the evolution of
microprocessor design and where it's going, and we'll

bring you the viewsof industry luminaries on the impact
of future advances in computing technology.

EXCLUSIVE!

Hot New Processor

We take a detailed look at Exponential's PowerPC-
compatible bipolar chip, which delivers clock speeds in the

range of 500 MHz.

STATE OF THE ART

Next-Generation Internet Applications
Asa platform for distributed applications development,
the Internet is dynamic but immature. BYTE takes a close
look at evolving standards for directory services, e-mail,

and security and explains what they'll mean for develop
ers deploying enterprise-wide applications on the

Net of 1997 and'98.

HARDWARE LAB REPORT

Network Laser Printers

NSTL tests monochrome laser printers with output speeds
of 17 to 32 pages per minute. Here's where to find the one
that can meet the needs of large corporate departments

and small businesses.

SOFTWARE LAB REPORT

Lotus Notes and MicrosoftExchange
Which of the groupware heavyweights isbest for your
business? NSTL's in-depth report will help you decide.
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Cost,

Mirroring/Duplexing

High

Performance

Workstations/

' "imaul to Medium

Manageable Fault-Tolerant Storage
Lasting quality and reliability are built into every ;zStor

RAID system.From the easy-to-use Alert Manager soft

ware to the redundant hot swap components, data

integrity is our first priority. raStor systems

are the first to incorporate

the SAF-TE (SCSI

Accessed Fault-Tolerant

Enclosures) standard

which is leading-edge

CR2 IBGB 0,1,3,5

CR6e 24GB 0,1,3,5

CRB 72EB 0,1,3,5

technology to protect your investment. In addition, ;zStor

utilitiesprovideunmatched manageability which allows

you to switch RAID levelsor capacityon-the-fly. Youcan

also configure a hot spare for automatic data reconstruc

tion without user intervention. So whether you're look

ing for manageabili

ty or reliability raStor

RAID systems meet

your needs. nStor systems sup

port RAID levels 0, 1, 3, 5 and

are compatible with FAST

Reliability Manageability

WIDE SCSI. Call for more information or visit us on the

web at http://www.nstor.com/

Stor. rcStor. Formerly Conner Storage Systems
1.800.RAID511 407.829.3500? Europe:+44(0)1234 213571
c1996, nStor Corporation, Inc. All trademarks are oftheir respective owners. Specifications subject tochange without notice.
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Preventative Medicine:

Management tools help
you monitor, analyze,and

control your PCs and
keep themhealthy.

,?**-• \
The dependability

of Intel

architecture. •-

r

Pentium® Pro processor-
based systems and the

right manageability tools,
like Intel's LANDesk®

Management products,
can save you money on

support andmaintenance*

©1996 Intel Corporation. ^Indicated names are
trademarks of other companies. tWhcn compared to
systems without software and hardware assisted
manageabilitytools. ttRefers to 32-bit performance
as compared to the Pentium processor.

SHOPPING LIST:

L>|' Pentium Pro
KJ processor

l-yj Standards-based
I5_l management software

U2A Built-inhardware
15-1 instrumentation

/

\

5.5 Million Transistors.

(Go ahead, count'em.)

PROUD PARTNER

- Vp
-..;. ^ •• 1846-1846-19315

Smithsonian

}
The right choice for
Windows NT,*
Windows* 95

or any other
32-bit operat
ing system."

www.intel.com/pentiumpro

Manageab



manage-a'bil'i'ty,
n, the ability to simplifyand automatethe maintenance
and support of businesscomputingwith the right
hardwareand softwaretools, i.e., Pentium Pro processor-
based systems with the right manageability software.

/

ility defined.
intel.

The Computer Inside."'
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News & Views

Windows for Tiny PCs
Seamless information synchronization with desktop PCs

will highlight Windows CE.

fat firstyoudon't succeed,try
again. Following an earlier
effort to develop an OS for
hand-held devices, Microsoft

will release an OS called Windows CE this

fall. The first products based on the new
OS,which iscode-named Pegasus,willbe
hand-held PCs that are about the same

size as today's Psion 3Aand Hewlett-
Packard's 200LX.

Unlike these other devices, however,
the new Windows CE hand-held PCs will

feature an OSthat provides a Windows
95 look and feel. Windows CE will also

offer programmers a subset of the Win32
APIs, making it easier for developers

familiar with those interfaces to write

applications for these new hand-held
PCs. Microsoft saysthat Windows CEwill
also be appropriate for such items as cel
lular smart phones, digital information
pagers, and entertainment and multime
dia consoles.

The first Windows CE hand-held PCs

will likelybe releasedlate this year.They
will ship with slimmed-down versions of
popular applications such as Microsoft
Excel and Word, although the CEver
sions will probably offer only some of the
features available in desktop applica
tions. The deviceswill reportedly let you
synchronize information with Schedule

geek my&tlque

Surf Now, Fly Later
From 3Com (aka Candlestick) Park to rock

concerts, Internet-access terminals are

showing up in various
mainstream venues. Now

they are also arriving in
airports and hotels.
Atcom/lnfo, which is a
San Diego-based pro
vider of public commu
nication and information

resources, will have 10 of

its Internet-access kiosks

(seethe picture) installed
at Dallas-Forth Worth

International Airport.
From there, business

down and one stand-up access terminal,
plus two stations for phone service.An elec

tronic card-reader slot

will accept credit-card
payments. GTE, which is
installing the terminals,
will also provide the

ISDN connections.

If you're too busy to
stop at the airport to do
some Web surfing, or to
dash off a last-second

e-mail message, per
haps you can do so when

you get to your hotel.
Atcom/lnfo is develop
ing Internet-access sys

tems for hotels that will

travelers will have access _.-,.,
to e-mail, the Web, Inter- Web Surfin9 at DFW
net newsgroups, ticketing services, infor- allow busy business travelers to log in on
mation about local attractions, and other the road even if they have forgotten their
information. Each kiosk will have one sit- notebook. -D.A.
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Windows CE Highlights
Good PC connectivity

Programming interface based on
Win32

Windows 95 look and feel

Backed by several hardware
manufacturers

Deviceprice near $500

First release slated for this month

Plus and possibly other calendar pro
grams from your desktop.

Microsoft declined to comment in

depth on the devices or the OS,but com
pany officials say the hand-held PCswill
offer strong connectivity to Windows
PCs. Initially, companies such as Casio,
Compaq, HP, LGElectronics, NEC, and
Philips Electronics will offer them. Com
paq, perhaps PDA-shy from its initial
work with the abortive WinPad OS,will
reportedly resellahand-held PCmadeby
another company.

Windows CEis a 32-bit,multitasking,
multithreaded OS. It is also portable to a
variety of microprocessors, such as Hi
tachi's 32-bit SH3. Processors from NEC

Electronics and Philips Semiconductor
can also be used in Windows CE hand

held PCs. The OS will be stored in 5.5

MB of ROM,according to reports.
These hand-held PCswill probably sell

for about $500. Whether they will be
breakthrough products that breathe new
life into the market or just another bust
in a field littered with failures remains

to be seen. However, even if Windows
CEisn't perfect in itsfirst release,it's pos
sible that Microsoft will continue to

improve the product until it is as popu
lar in the hand-held PC arena as Windows

95 is on the desktop. -Dave Andrews



Web Info
the Way You
Want It

The strength of the Internet, its vast col
lection of information, is a double-edged
sword. You can spend hours looking for
something without finding it. To address
this problem, several new products and
services let publishers deliver information
over the Internet in a focused way to the
people who most need it.

Search tools such as Yahoo and Alta

Vista can help you find something more
quickly on the Web, but sometimes you
still have to browse through many bad hits
before you find what you want. Off-line
browsers can download information from

Web sites while you sleep, but they don't
help if your job requires instant access to
the latest information. If you've config
ured your off-line browser to download
information at midnight, you may not get
an important piece of news that breaks

r~ -----

yeah,but.

The Internet is growing so fast that we
can't keep up with it. It's where everything
cool in the computing world is happening,
and nothing can stop it from growing.

Yeah, but a recent report by Yankelovich
Partners (Norwalk,CT), a market research firm,

indicates that the Internet is at a crossroads,

and that unless the cost of access devices such

as PCs and modems improves, the rate of
Internet growth willdecline.Thefirm says the
annual average growth rate in the number of
cybercitizens willdecline to 20 percent by the
end of the year unless the price to play on the

Internet comes down. Another caution flag:
Between May 1995 and May 1996, average
on-line time fell by 25 percent, from just over
16 hours to 12 hours.

early the next morning for another 24
hours.

New services that address the above

problems let information-oriented busi
nessesdeliver just the news you care about
directly to your PC. Subscribers to these
services specify topics they are interested
in, such as business competitors or stock
prices. When news about those topics
breaks, it is sent to your PC.

PointCast's(http://www.pointcast.com)
advertising-supported service allows you

BackWeb can deliver news as an audio message,

a news flash, or in an information package.

to customize which kinds of topics you
want to know about from a varietyofnews
sources, such as Reuters, newspapers, and
others. A new product from PointCast
called Iserver (S995 per server CPU) lets
corporations distribute information more
efficiently over an intranet.

BackWeb's (http://www.backweb.com)
namesake product suite lets content
providers create information-delivery
broadcasts and send information to a wide

audience or just a single end user. The
BackWeb server console lets you track
detailed statistics of how users interacted

with information,and ascriptinglanguage
allows you to control how information
appears at the end user's desk. WavePhore
(http://www.wavo.com) is also getting
into the Internet and intranet real-time

news-delivery business to complement its
current broadcast services. And NetGuide

(http://www.netguide.com), an on-line
guide to the Web, will deliver content
based on your information preferences.

One problem for would-be content
providers isthat some of these server plat
forms can cost thousands of dollars. That

price isprohibitive for manysmall-size and
midsizebusinesses, saysRossRubin,senior
analystwithNewYork City-basedJupiter
Communications (http://www.jup.com),
an Internet consultancy. He also saysthat
a subset of what vendors such as PointCast

are offering maybe availableina fewyears
from standards-based Internet e-mail and

even sooner from Web-server and data

base vendors.

John MacFarlane, CEOofsoftware.com
(http://www.software.com), a provider of
standards-based Internet mail servers,
agrees. Already,saysMacFarlane, the new

IMAP 4 standard lets mail users store Inter

net mail on servers instead of having to
pull them onto a client machine. This lets
active agents automatically filemail to the
correct folder on the e-mail server. Al

though this filtering doesn't currently
approach the levelof functionality offered
byservicessuch asPointCast and BackWeb,
MacFarlane points out that the standards
will continue to evolve. Also, discussions
are under wayamong vendors to improve
the integration among e-mail server and
client programs. Improved integration
would let someone using a program such
as Qualcomm's Eudora create sophisti
cated filters that work wellwith any stan
dard Internet mailserver. Untilthen, prod
ucts such as PointCastprovide a valuable
filter for people who want targeted, fresh
information updates. -D.A.
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PICTURE THIS:

6X CD-ROM,
11.3" DISPLAY AND
ZOOMED VIDEO.

NOW
PICTURE THIS:

$2499!



PENTIUM'-" PROCESSOR
A 100MHz Pentium processor

and 40MB of EDO memory
can speed up any multimedia
presentation. Plus, the 2.9v

processor was designed
specifically to maximize

notebook batterylife.

EXPANSION

Satellite Pro's two PC Card

slots unlocka worldof expansion
capabilities. And the optional
NoteDock" I Enhanced Port

Replicator offers additional
PC Card slots as well as

easy connection to your
desktop setup.

FULL-MOTION VIDEO
With Toshiba's Zoomed Video

technologyand a ZVPC Card, you
get full-screen, full-motion video

and MPEG support without
sacrificingsystem performance.

INTRODUCING THE NEW SATELLITE PRO: whenftraM
to multimedia features, the Satellite Prooffers the bigpicture at a small price. It allstarts

with ahuge display and full-motion video to make your multimedia presentations :.'"JJi»
look more like featute films. And it's easy to take yout show on the road with .:]jj|gL|,
a 100MHz Pentium processor, up to 40MB of memory anda massive harddrive. wirSw?95

Addto that a 6XCD-ROM, integrated ACadapterand PCCard slotsand you've got

morethan you need to get the job done.Sowhenyouwant somereal

portable power, pick up theSatellite Pro. No other notebook can give

you so much for so little. For more information visit the Toshiba

website at http://computers.toshiba.com, or for a dealer near you,

call 1-800-457-7777.
pentium

tll.Odia.

800 x 600 RESOLUTION
Sure, the screen is huge. Andit
also has 800 x 600 resolution,
which means that every inch of

viewing area delivers crystal-clear
definition and vibrant colors.

®
ADVANCED MULTIMEDIA

With a 6X CD-ROM, microphone,
speakerand stereo headset,
Satellite Pro offers the most

advanced multimedia features

you can get at this price.

k'nfn/fif" D-~oUIUIIII
420CDT * • 16-bit Sound Blaster'Pro

• 11.3"dia. coloractive-matrix compatible audio system witb
TFT display microphone, speaker and

• 1.3 billion byte <=1.26GB) hard drive** stereo headset

• Twostacked PCCardslots
420CDS * (two Type IIorone Type III)
• 11.3" dia. color dual-scan DSTN display • irDA compliant
• 810million byte (=772MB) hard drive • Lithium Ion battery

BOTH MODELS • Integrated AC adapter

• 100MHz (2.9v) Pentium'processor • Optional NoteDock* I Enhanced

• 8MB ofEDO DRAM expandable to40MB PortReplicator

• Modular 6X CD-ROM and3.5" floppy • Windows' 95 or Windows' for

drive, swappable inthe SelectBay* Workgroups included

• MPEG support via ZV Port technology • 3-year limited warranty

(requires optional PC Card) • Toll-free technical support -

• HiQVideo" graphics controller 7days aweek, 24hours aday

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
The World's Best Selling Portable Computers.

©1996 Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc. All prices, specifications and availability are subject to change. tPrice is for 420CDS model, price of 420CDT model begins at$3299. *The 420CDT and 420CDS
are sold atselected resellers asthe 425CDT and 425CDS with Windows" 95 and additional pre-installed software. **The 425CDT comes with an810 million byte (=772MB) hard drive. All products indicated

by trademark symbols aretraclemarked and/or registered by their respective companies. Intel Inside and Pentium Processor Logos are trademarks ofIntel Corporation.

Circle 166 on Inquiry Card.
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Cyrix 6x86 Bug
Puts Brakes
on NT 4.0
Cyrix has apparently fixed a bug in its
flagship 6x86 processor that results in
sluggish performance of Windows NT
4.0, but not before chips affected by the
bug reached the market. This bug, uncov
ered by Microsoft during its prerelease
tests of NT 4.0, caused the new OS to
crash. To guarantee NT 4.0's stability,
Microsoft added code that disables write-

back caching in the 6x86's on-board
cache. Tests BYTE performed on a Cyrix
PCwith the 150-MHz 6x86-P200+ pro
cessor revealed that applications running
under NT4.0 on a Cyrix chip containing
the bug suffered a performance degra
dation of about 30 percent, compared
to later revisions of the 6x86.

Cyrix says it hasn't identified the spe
cificproblem in the 6x86 that caused the
instability during Microsoft's testing.
"We're trying to figure out what exactly
isgoing on," said a Cyrix spokesman.

BYTE has confirmed that a new version

of the 6x86 (designated as revision 2.7by
Cyrix) doesn't exhibit the slowdown,
indicating that NT 4.0 can distinguish
between defective and fixed versions of

the chip. IfNT4.0detectsone of the fixed
chips, it runs at standard speed with the
chip's internal cache fully enabled.

Cyrix would not specifywhat changes

r

NT Slow on Some Cyrix 6x86 Chips
•4 Worse Results ofSVSmark/32 benchmark suite running onWindows NT 4.0. Better •
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MS Excel 7.0

MS PowerPoint 7.0

MS Word 7.0

Paradox 7.0
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I
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A 100-MHz Pentium PC with 16 MB of EDO memory, a Quantum Fireball 1280A IDEhard drive,
256 KBof L2 cache memory, and an S3 Trio64V at 1024 by 768 pixels by 256 colors video card,
equals 100. Cyrixsystem tested with 32 MB of RAM.

Real-world applications show the 6x86 slowdown.

it made in the chip or the manufacturing
processbetween revisions2.6and 2.7that
may have fixed the problem. Company
officialssaid it isCyrix's policynot to dis
cuss the specificsof chip revisions.

When asked about the 6x86/NT prob
lem, Microsoft stressed that NT4.0issta
ble on all certified platforms, including
all versions of the 6x86. Once Microsoft

discovered that a 6x86 couldn't complete
the company's so-called stress tests, it
alerted Cyrix, and both companies devel
oped a workaround for the problem.

In the workaround, the companies
added a series of instructions to NT 4.0 to

fjuture watch

identify problematic 6x86es.When achip
with the bug is found, NT4.0 changes the
chip's internal cache operating mode
from write-back to write-through. As a
result, all memory writes, even those
cached inside the chip, force an access
to system memory. This change let the
6x86 complete Microsoft's testing, but at
the cost of reduced system performance.
Cyrix says it is investigating whether a
software patch to NT4.0will correct the
problem. The company also says that
other members of its 6x86family that run
at slower clock speeds may be affected by
the NT slowdown.

Measured by the SYSmark/32bench
mark suite of eight real-world Windows
applications, a 6x86 with its write-back
caching disabled turns in poorer NT 4.0
performance than a 133-MHz Pentium.
One vendor who sells Cyrix-based sys
tems didn't seem worried by the perfor
mance problem. Art Afshar, who ispres
ident of Micro Express (Irvine, CA),
said that most of his customers buy a
6x86-based PC to run Windows 95 and

choose the Pentium Pro to run NT. How

ever, about25percentofthepeople who
responded to an article about the Cyrix/
NT performance slowdown that BYTE
posted to its Website said they had either
bought or were strongly considering a
6x86-based PCas a platform for running
NT. Afshar said that the company will
replace the chip for customers with
slow NT 4.0 performance on a 6x86.

Cyrix recently began direct-marketing

CruisingTwenty-First Century Style

Smart cruise controls for cars

could prevent drowsy drivers
in the future from drifting
out of their lane or driving
too fast around a curve. To

day's cruise-control systems let you set a pre
ferred speed at which your car will travel,
freeing you from the tedium of stepping on
and off the accelerator on long drives. Re
searchers at the Robotics Institute at Carn

egie MellonUniversity (Pittsburgh, PA) are
working on next-generation systems that
combine visual sensors and microprocessors.

These intelligent systems willchange speeds
relative to the curvature of the road. They
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will also be able to warn you if you are not
traveling in the correct lane and alert you to
potential obstacles, even ones you can't see.
Another possibility is maintaining a certain
distance between your car and the one in
front of you.

This is one of several new uses of robotics

(for others, see this month's interview on
page 48). Takeo Kanade, director of the
Robotics Institute, says smart cruise-control
systems should be ready in about two years.
However, before they start showing up in
cars of the twenty-first century, car manu
facturers and the public will need to accept
the concept. -D.A.
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"Look, it's VB - No, Wait - C++"
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• Component-based RAD C++
• Drag-and-drop programming
• Oftr 220 components andclasses
• 5«/i/ W exploit Powersoft DataWindows
• Native driversforSybase®, Microsoft,

Oracle®, Informix®, DB/2®, andmore
• Scalable Sybase® SQL Anywhere™ database
• Exceptionally tight, fastcode
• Buildanddebug CGI, NSAPIandISAPI

custom application servers
• Powersoft ObjectCycleforteam development

PCWEEK1ABS * * _,

r| scrwwe *ANALYST'S
"KChoice Uevel

r > JBNT10.I88B WCrfifllBIncredible Product

Now you can deliver extraordinary

solutions — at an extraordinary speed.

Optima++™ revolutionizes develop

ment by allowing you to quickly build

client/server and Internetapplications

usingvisual componentassembly,

drag-and-drop programming and the

full power of C++.

Forclient/server development,

the newDataWindow™ controlgives
you point-and-clickdatabase access,

powerful extended attributes, and

presentation capabilities madefamous

in PowerBuilder*. For Internet devel

opment, Optima++ delivers visual

component assembly and seamless

remote debugging soyou cancreate

high-performance applications and
custom application servers.

Choose theedition that's right
foryou. Optima++ Developer delivers
approachable C++for client/server

development. Optima++ Professional

adds powerful features forthecorpo

rate developer including DataWindow
technology and Internet development.
Optima++ Enterprise takes scalability

and performance to the next level

with native database drivers and

ObjectCycle™ forteam project
management.

Sodon't just readabout this

revolutionary RAD tool. Orderyours

today andletOptima++ take your
development to new heights!

a Powersoft
Circle 178 on Inquiry Card.

Get 0ptima++ Developer, Professional, or Enterprise today: 1-800-395-3525 or www.powersoft.com
© 19% Sybase, Inc.Allrightsreserved. Sybase-. Powersoft, Optima**, DataWindow, ObjectCycle, Powci

e property of theirrespective owners. Outsidedie U.S.,call508-287-1500. Optima** isa productfamily consisrii
are trademarksof SybaseInc. or its subsidiaries. Allother trademarks
eck thePowersoft Web sitefora complete listing ofthefeatures ineacl
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its own brand of PCs built around the

6x86p. When asked if Cyrix would pro
vide a chip that runs at full speed under
NT 4.0 to customers who request one,
SteveTobak, vicepresident of marketing
at Cyrix, said that it would offer a soft
ware fix ifone isavailable. Or, he added,
at the user's option, Cyrix will replace
the chip. -Robert L. Hummel

CD-ROM Weds
theWeb
Although digital videodisc (DVD), the
impending new CD-ROM standard, is
currently attracting much attention,
another important trend in optical stor
age is the marriage of the CD-ROM and
the Internet's World Wide Web.Hybrid
CD-ROMs are titles that include on-line

communications, such as links to Inter
net siteswhere userscanaccess expanded
content. According to InfoTech (Wood
stock, VT), a CD-ROM research and con
sulting firm, hybrid CD-ROMs are ex
pected to account for nearly 10 percent
of all CD-ROMtitles in print worldwide
by 1997.

Hybrid CD-ROMs have numerous
advantages. A publisher can put high-
quality video clips on the CD-ROM, in
stead of making you squint at postage-
stamp-size, slow video as it transmits over
the Internet. Game developers can estab
lish links to Web sites that let you down
load gaming scenarios or participate in
networked multiplayer sessions. Edu
tainment developers can create titles that
have a link to an on-line interview. For

example, a new title from the Graphix
Zone (Irvine, CA, (800) 828-3838 or
http://www.gzone.com/) called Hetbie
Hancock Presents Living Jazz includes
links to an FTPsite where you can down
load interviews with jazz greats to your
hard drive.

Besidesproviding advantages to con
tent developers, the emergence of the
hybrids is also an opportunity for pub
lishers of toolkits that make it easy to cre
ate such CD-ROMs. One such product is
the WebCD development program,
which is available from MarketScape
(Colorado Springs, CO, (719) 593-9890
or http://www.marketscape.com). Itdoes
much of the work for you by helping you
organize your Web content (for more
information, see"HybridWeb/CD-ROM:
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Hybrid CD-ROM Forecast
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'Forecasted number of titles worldwide.

The next big thing:

CD-ROMs with on-line access.

DoltYourself "on page 54). Companies
such as Folio (Provo, UT, (801)229-6700
or http://www.folio.com), whose cus
tomers accessdata stored in proprietary
infobases, have introduced Internet-

enabled programs that leveragetheir core
products.

For example, Folio says it will release
a new version of its Web publisher that
lets Internet users access information

contained in Folio infobases. Folio's first

Web publisher worked with only one
HTTP server. Version 2, which should
ship this fall, will run on HTTP servers
from Netscape, Microsoft, and others.

Another version of Web publisher,
which will follow version 2 and should

ship late this year or in early 1997,will
add some new features. They include
support for document metering, rights
management, and other functions cur
rently supported in Folio, company offi
cialssay. Folioalsoprovides tools for inte
grating disparate data stored in Folio
infobases and Hypertext Markup Lan
guage (HTML) into a hybrid CD-ROM
package. Says Ted Pine, chairman of
InfoTech, "The Web will become the uni
versal way to look at things, but the data
you're browsingmay originate from leg
acy databases." -D.A.

Bug ofr the Month

Be Careful OutThere!
This month's choice isn't a bug per se, but pany that is working with Microsoft. With

rather a dramatic example of what can Authenticode, a software publisher signs its
happen when good people download bad code with a unique digital signature, which
ActiveX controls. Fred McLain, CEO of confirms to users who published the control
Apropos, a software engineering company, and that it hasn't been hacked,
wrote an ActiveX control to illustrate the Microsoft says Authenticode wasn't
potential dangers in downloading ActiveX designed to guarantee that users won't
programs. Ifyou're using the final version of download malicious code, but that the tech-
Microsoft's Internet »»M»»iii»—^^ nologydoes providea
Explorer 3and down- *"•*',* '£" £ ^ -a- g, ^ ta. measure ofaccount-
load his Exploder ^i^^.^^^SLSL :'"""" ability on the In-
control, it performs a ~ 7~ ternet. McLain is not

, r , . Exploder Test Page
clean shutdown of _ , convinced that's

Tills page ts Microsoft Internet Explorer Hostili
your Windows 95 enough.
SyStem. ForthefoSo^A^Xt^dio.TO]^p«peto.youn«dlob5ii«^Micre,3ttlJitemtt£aplo "\f | WCtC tO DUt 3

undtrWmdsw, 95. *

"I'm warning visi- ,=- , loaded pistol on the
tors to my Web page table with a note

[http://www.halcyon indicating who owns
.com/mclain/ActiveXJ the gun, that won t
that you have to be careful," McLainsays. He prevent a 3-year-old from walking in, pick-
points out that someone else could just as ing up the gun, and accidentally shooting
easily write an ActiveXcontrol that formats himself," says McLain. "The note wasn't
your hard drive or does other equally bad enough to prevent the accident." At press
things. time, McLainwas putting the final touches

Exploder went through the Authenticode on a version of Exploder that does another
process, in which controls are submitted to clean shutdown, this time of Windows NT.
VeriSign, the digital-authentication com- -D. A.

Send your* to edeje&me&bix.com!



TOTAL POWER SOLUTIONS

Introducing bulletproof glass
for Windows- NT networks

System Logging Configuration diagnostics Help

•Ha

Monitoring: AGNI
UPS Model: Smart-UPS 1400

Status: On Line

Battery Volts Utility UPS Load
140 i^i^ 12S |

Last UPS Self Test Passed

Last Test Date: 03(14/96

UPS Output: 116.5 VAC

Line Minimum: 115.9 VAC

Line Maximum: 119.0 VAC

UPS Temp: 87.8 -F

Output Freq: 60.00 Hz

Ambient Temp: 72.8 f
Humidity: 16.2 %

[1)3/14/96 16:30
Last Two Events:

•3/1 4)96 16:30:38UPS on battery Simulated power failure
14/9616:30:40Normal power restored: UPS online

According to Microsoft, "A UPS is an
important part of any deployment of
Windows NT systems..." Fortunately,
APC provides the mostcomprehen

sive protection againstthe single largest cause
of NT data loss—power problems. APC's
PowerChute® plus for Windows NT and APC
Smart-UPS combine to give you the power
management features necessary to make
SURE you're protected.
• Shutdown system safely-graceful, unat
tended shutdown of Win NT & SMS Servers.
Throughscheduled shutdowns you can even
cut energy costs by up to 76%.
• UPS testing/status-assures that system
administrators are informed of power
problems before they impact system integrity.

SurgeArrest

ProtectNet™
ACanddataline surge

suppressors

&

Starting at $ 19
Copyright1996,APC.Trademarksarc thepropertyof theitowners.ASU002

Back-UPS® &
Back-UPS® pro

UPS for PCandadvanced
workstations

Starting at$I 19

• RemoteUPS management-eliminates the
need to send trained personnel to remotesites
to configure UPS parameters, reboot servers or
diagnose powerproblems.
• Environmental/power monitoring-allows
you to quickly diagnose power problems
and thus decrease network downtime
without the expense of an electrician.
PowerChuteplusalso provides:
• NEW FlexEvents-Want to be paged or
have an E-Mail sent to you if there is a
power problem? FlexEvents allows you to
specify these and other customizable UPS
reactions to power events.
• Systems Management Servers UPS MIF
Support permits asset management of UPS
systems.

Smart-UPS^ &
Smart-UPS V/S
Manageable UPS for
servers and networks

Starting at $299

Matrix-UPS™ &
Accessories

Modular UPS for client/
server datacenters

Starting at $3499

_ery runtime
>lays remaining battery runti....
.em use and subsequent outages

ility line voltage
Power quality display for fast problem diagnosis

%UPS load
Load capacity display prevents UPS

"The Smart-VPS notonlyaits theleading
edge ofpower protection, itsPowerChute plus
software alsodelivers fullmanagement and
control...[withj thebest combination...ofnew
andinnovative features." -Network Computing

iTOiwumim

FREE i
DEMO DISK |

or 60 Page Catalog!
or download from our

NEW PowerPage"
http://www.apcc.com
Click on "Free Stuff"

AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION

800-800-4APC
Dept. A2

Cem,ai,y-(t49)89 9S8 235
France-I*33)05.39.32.03
UK-I+44I753511022
India-1*91)44 434 1784

]apan-(+81)033798 3888
Russia-(*7)095 929 9095
China-l+86) flO) 7638917

J

401-788-2797 fax 1800-347-FAXXPowerfax Literature
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WE FINALLY MADE A WORKSTATION

just
like

eve r yo n e

e I se's.
See what's possible

Introducing O2™. A workstation just as practical,

reliable, and affordable as everyone else's. Except that

it's better. Only O2 delivers industry-leading CPU

and graphics performance as well as breakthrough

video and imaging capabilities. All of this is possible

because 02 is the only workstation in its class

that is based on an innovative Unified

Memory Architecture. In addition O2 is

available with a MIPS8 R500CT CPU, or, ^

for your most demanding needs, the more

powerful MIPS® R10000"'. If you think all this makes

02 stand out, wait until you see how well it fits in.

02 is designed to easily plug into your network as

well as leverage the interactive capabilities of the web.

It comes standard with a full set of web-authoring

tools and a personal web

server, a combination

which allows you to

communicate your ideas

to anyone, anywhere, on

any computer. If

you're looking for

the performance

of a workstation

combined with the power

of the web, as you can

see, it isn't hard to find. For more information see

www.sgi.com/02 or call 800.636.8184 Dept. LS0055.

'^..

02 Desktop Workstation

$7,495

MIPS R5000 180MHz processor
32-bit double-buffered graphics

Hardware texture mapping

Image processing engine

Video compression engine
Web-integrated user environment

64MB ECC SDRAM

2GB SCSI system disk

17" monitor, 1280x1040

lOOBaseTX/IOBaseT Ethernet

SiliconGraphics
ComputerSystems
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Survey

Web-Commerce Polarization

1
I

!
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This month's BYTE survey on Internet commerce and privacy reveals asharp difference
of opinion regarding how much privacy users are willing togive up in exchange for access

tofree information. The topic of cookies is an especially tricky one. Cookies, small pieces of
code that are stored on an end user's computer, let aWeb server automatically grant visi
tors access to areas to which theyare specifically entitled.Paidsubscribers can automat
ically access value-added information, for example, butWebmasterscan use cookies to
trackyour activity ontheirsites in a detailed way.

This tracking capability makes users nervous. "Commercial sites have every right tomon
itor your actions within the spectrum of their site," says one respondent. "But they should not
have the right to distribute that information toothers." Another says, "Use of tracking data
aggregated toeliminate individual identity isOK, but using individuals' data is too great an
invasion."

Other respondents favored the useofadvertiser-supported free information. Also, if
faster links tothe Internet become prevalent, letting ads come up more quickly in aWeb
browser, that may reduce complaints against on-line ads. What's the answer? Probably a
mixture ofstrategies. As one respondent says, "I guess we live in interesting times when it
comes to formulation of Net commerce."

Web Commerce: One Strategy Does Not Fit All

I Want to Participate
in Internet Commerce

4%

Users Are Willing
to Pay for Web Info

Cookies Invade

My Privacy
3%

Web Ads

Are Annoying

Advertising Should
Support Web Info

3% 2%

Web Ads

Are Effective

~]Agree strongly | |Agree QNo opinion | [Disagree r~]Disagree strongly
Source: BYTE Survey; vmw.byte.com/ (Due to rounding, not all percentages add up to 100.)

FlashPix:
Future Graphics
Lingua Franca?
It isn't oftenthat a file formatgenerates
much excitement or offers much to end
users, but the new FlashPix architecture
may be the exception. Kodak created
FlashPix, in collaboration with Hewlett-
Packard, Live Picture, andMicrosoft, to
providea better wayfor people to work
with digital images. One important de
sign goal of the FlashPix file format,
which should now be available, is to let
you work with large photographic im
ages without requiring high-end com
puting power or bandwidth.

FlashPixmeets this challenge in an
ingeniousway, basedon the premisethat
most people don't need to work with all
parts of an image at once. Images saved
intheFlashPix format areautomatically
stored in a tiledformatof 64pixels per
square. In this way, you can saveimages
of anysize, and when a FlashPix-opti-
mized software program asks for data,
onlythespecific tileor tilesrequestedare
loaded into memory.The benefits of this
approach: Photo editing is much faster
because only the affected area is loaded
into memory, and the changes are avail
able almost instantly for the samereason.

FlashPixstores singleimagesat mul
tipleresolutions andenables applications
to automatically choose the best resolu
tion for a particular activity. You can thus
access a smallerlow-resolutionimagefor
an on-line preview and then download
a bigger high-resolution copy of the
image. This should eliminate the long
waits currently associated with viewing
high-quality graphics on the Web.

Another big plus is FlashPix's ability
to save edits as a linked file, which can
reduce storage requirements, especially
for graphic artists who often save multi
ple versions of the same image. You can
link edits to an original file but store the
edits separately,thus eliminatingthe need
to store multiple versions of the entire
file.

At press time, there was only one pro
gram, Microsoft's Picture It, an image-
editing application, that supported Flash
Pix. Software Development Kits (SDKs)
for writing Windows and Mac FlashPix
applications should now be available.

Several vendors may incorporate Flash
Pix into scanners, printers, and digital
cameras.Microsoft saysthat it will incor
porate FlashPixinto itsInternet Explorer
Web browser.

However, not everyone has endorsed
FlashPix. One notable company that had

not committed to the format as of press
time wasAdobe. Kodak officialssaythey
will continue to discuss FlashPix with

Adobe and others. If the standard is suc

cessful, FlashPixcouldmakedigitalimag
ing easier, faster, and more fun.

-Jon Pepper
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PointS click live data
solutionson he Web

Borland

IniraBuilder
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Introducing NEW IntraBuilder—the quickest easiest way to
transform your data into interactive information on your Intranet. Automated Experts

guide you through every step of creating your data solutions with point & click ease.

Plus, IntraBuilder's powerful, productivity-boosting visual tools make it easy for you to

switch back and forth between working in the visual designers and the underlying

JavaScript"' code. IntraBuilder Professional comes with Netscape Navigator™ Gold,

Netscape FastTrack"" Server, and prebuilt business solutions, making it the only

complete Intranet solution.

IntraBuilder supports all local and SQL database standards, so you can use your

existing data. And with support for Windows 95 and Windows NT, Java" applets,

ActiveX controls, and industry-standard Web servers and browsers from Netscape and

Microsoft, IntraBuilder bridges the industry standards gap.

Discover the fastest, easiest way to develop your live data solutions on the Web.

To find out more, call 1-800-336-6464 or visit our Web site and download the free

evaiuationcopyatwww.borland.com/intrabuilder20/

Borland
Making Development Easier

CDW

1-800-334-4CDW

Software Spectrum
1-800-787-1166

Stream International

1-800-699-1736

Programmer's Paradise
1-800-445-7899 Circle 138 on Inquiry Card.

Copyright © 1996 Borland International, Inc.All rights reserved.All Borland productnamesare trademarksof Borland International, Inc.Java is a trademarkof Sun Microsystems, Inc.,and refers to Sun's Java
programming language. Netscape andNetscape Navigator aretrademarks ofNetscape Communications Corporation. Microsoft Windows NT isa registered trademark ofMicrosoft Corporation. Bl 9555.2
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Java Forms:
Better than HTML
Now that forms vendors have tackled the

Common GatewayInterface(CGI) prob
lem,theyareaddressing the next stepin
Internet forms software, the incorpora
tion of Java. Vendors such as JetForm
(http://www.jetform.com) and Caere
(http://www.caere.com)haveintroduced
products that let developers create—
without having to learn CGI program
ming—forms solutions thatcanintegrate
with databases for electronic-commerce
and work-flow applications.

However, the current solutions have
trade-offs. You can let an end user fill out

a Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)
form usingany Webbrowser, but HTML
doesn't letyou preservethe exact look of
a paper-based form. Or, users can fill in
a non-HTML form that has added intel

ligence (e.g., field validation and error
checking at the client) and a more robust
look, but that requires them to download
a proprietary filler product such as Jet
Form Filler for the Web. This is where

Java can save the day.
JetForm, which acquired Delrina's

forms and work-flow technology from
Symantec, is about to enter beta testing
on an upgrade to its forms designer,
which will soon emit a Java applet. Ac
cording to Michael Cohen of Paperless
Performance (http://www.paperless
.com), a developer of electronic-forms
solutions, Java support lets you have the
best of both worlds. You can view forms

in anyJava-compliant Webbrowser, and,
unlike HTMLforms, the Java applet can
have field-level intelligenceand help, and
also be an exact replica of a paper-based
form. Field-level intelligence lets a form
catch user-input errors before erroneous
data issent to a server. "And providing an
exact replication of the paper form that
may be used today makes people, espe
cially computer novices, more comfort
able when filling in the electronic form,"
says Cohen.

JetForm admits that the initial version
of its Java solution will not have the full
functionality of its JetForm Filler. For
example, the initialJava implementation
probably will not support database
lookups. But JetForm officials say they
will continue to improve their Java
story. -D.A.
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Book Reviews

What Was the Question?
The most obvious problem with this col

lectionofnineessays on the frame prob
lem inAlis that itdoes not tell you exactly
what the frame problem is.Yourbest bet is
to read the epilogue first. This pseudo-
Mother Goose-style section is probably
intended as an inside joke by the cogno
scenti, but it's actuallymore helpfulthan the
rest of the book.

As Iunderstand it(and ifI'mwrong, write
to Ford and Pylyshyn, not me), the frame
probleminvolves howmuchinformation you
need to give a robot (or a computer) for it
to perform a task as well as a human would.
Forexample,when frying an egg, do robots
need to knowwhat to do when the egg car
ton is empty? What about when the frying
pan used yesterday still sits in the sink,
unwashed?

Other descriptions oftheframe problem
include "describing and updating a set of
beliefs efficiently" and (myfavorite) "Now
what do Ido?," which almost any reader of
this book can say at anytime. Clearly, the
folks who work on the frame problem have

a hard time agreeing
on exactly what it is.
Furthermore, it over

laps many subject
areas, including psy
chology, ethics, phi
losophy, and religion.

Reading this book
is tough work. The
authors do not ade

quately define words
such as metaphrands, metaphiers, and
Quineian, as wellas references to concepts
such as Yale shooting. The book lacks a
glossary and provides a mere one-page
index of topics. One particular essay, a
poorly written science fiction story con
taining profanity and spelling and gram
matical errors, illustrates the book's low
level of editing.

Iwould recommend this book highlyfor
anyone whose essay is published in it.For
the rest of us, any robot story by Isaac
Asimov or Stanislaw Lem will tell us more-

ina more lucidand entertaining manner-
about the difficulties ofdesigningthinking
machines. Now what do Ido?

-Edmund X. DeJesus

Deluxe Digital-
Electronics Primer

Having picked up digital electronics on
myown, I've always looked forabook

that could fill in the holes in my piecemeal
self-education. This is it.With clear expla
nations, manyeffectivefigures, and typical
British humor,
Olive Maxfield sur

veys not only the
basics of com

puter electronics,
but also state-of-

the-art semicon-

ductorfabrioation

and packaging
techniques. I am
happily amazed that Maxfield covers so
much,so well.Fourhundred plus pages on
electronics have never gone so fast.

The humorthat peppers the introduction,
footnotes, and appendixes (especially the
last one, a seafood gumbo recipe) makes
for easy reading, but the content is serious,
well researched, and up-to-date. It starts
with just enough basics from chemistry,
physics, and number systems to get youto
the workings of semiconductors and sim
ple logic circuits. From there, the book cov
ers tools such as Boolean algebra, Kar
naugh maps, and state diagrams that cir
cuit designers use to build more complex
logic from basic gates.

The book then switches gears to discuss
semiconductor fabrication processes, the
design ofmemoryand programmable logic
devices (PLDs), a bestiaryofASICs,pack
aging strategies (includingmultichipmod
ules), and promising fabrication technolo
gies such as 3-D interconnect. That the
author obviously hand-edited the glossary
and comprehensive index is a sign of the
qualitythroughout. Books of this caliber are
rare. -DaveRowell

The Robot's Dilemma Revisited: Bebop to the Boolean Boogie
The Frame Problem in (An Unconventional Guide to

Artificial Intelligence Electronic Fundamentals, Components,
Edited by Kenneth M.Ford and and Processes)

Zenon W. Pylyshyn, Ablex Publishing by Clive Maxfield, High Text
Corp., 141 pages, Publishers, 471 pages,
ISBN 1-56750-143-5, $22.95 ISBN 1-878707-22-1, $35



1N0 Matter What Happens Between Now

And The Year 2003, Our Storage

Enclosures Will Still Be Under Warranty.

Cell phone implants? Intergalactic zoning laws?

There's no telling what the next seven yearscould

bring. But one thing's for sure: YourKingston®

storage enclosures will still be under warranty. These

rugged and reliable storage systems were designed for

some of the most demanding environments—even the

space shuttle. Plus, we offer the longest warranty in the

industry.The Kingston Data Silo" DS500 tower or rack-

mount enclosure can house 3.5-inch and 5.25-inch half-

or full-height SCSI peripheral devices. Our Data

Express* removable drive enclosures, integrated

into our DS500 chassis, provide a variety of

customized enclosures for up to 12 removable, hot-

swappable SCSI devices. Of course, Kingston storage

products are compatible with all major platforms.Want

more information? Give us a call at (800) 435-0670,

or you can send us e-mail at

storage@kingston.com. KingstonXlLT E C H.FN O L O Q Y

For more information, call us at (800) 435-0670 ('(joot/) Visit our Web site: http:llwuiw.kingston.eom/b.ht

Kingston TechnologyCompany, 17600 Newhope Street, Fountain Valley, CA 92708 USA, (714) 438-1850, Fax (714) 438-1847. © 1996Kingston TechnologyCompany.
All rights reserved. Kingston, Data Silo, and Data Express are registered trademarks and ComputingWithout Limits is a trademark of Kingston Technology Company.
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THERE IS A
REASON WHY FIVE

OF THE BIG SIX
iV"L«K TJT

FIRMS BUY DELL.

MICROSOFT.
WINDOWSNT.
REATjY-TO-RUN

3Com-n
M11 w0Ik|[..;ajjjf-f

Hi.

"Risk" is hardly an accountant's favorite

word. So it's only natural that our Big Six

customers have placed so much confidence

in Dell PCs. They've learnedthat with Dell,

jh technology doesn'tmean high risk.

OurOptiPlex GXpro systems are a case in

Y '|5PBB^



point. Designed for Windows NT from the company R&D effort involving every major
ground up, they're backed by eight months of
testing andvalidation. They're fully loaded
with Windows NT and all its native and

non-native drivers, so they're network-ready

system area. They even protect your data

from both thermal and powerfailures.

For the Big Six - and for all companies

regardless of size- Dell isn't just the right

Their NT compatibility isassured by a cross- choice. It's the safe one.

tFora complete copy ofourGuarantees orLimiwd Warranties, please write Dell USA LP., 2214 W.tirakc'
Lane,Suite 0, Austin, TX 78758.*Prices and specifications valid in the U.S.onlyand subject to change

;withoutnotice. ^On-siteservice provided byBancTec Service €prp;On-site service maynotbe available in
certain remotelocations. MS,Microsoft, Windows and the Windows NT logoare registeredtrademarks of
Microsoft Corp, TheIntelInsidelogoandPentium are registeredtrademarks of IntelCorp, 3Com and Etheriink
areregistered trademarks of3Com Corp. ©1996Deli Computer Corporation. Allrightsreserved.

DELL* OPTIPLEX* GXpro 200
200MHz PENTIUM" PRO PROCESSOR

• New Tool-less Convertible Desktop/
Mini Tower Model

• 64MB EDO ECC DIMM RAM

• 256KB Integrated L2 Cache

• 2GB Fast SCSI Hard Drive

• 17LS Monitor (15.7" vis., 28mm)

• S3 Trio 64v+ PCIwith 2MB VRAM

•8X SCSI CD-ROM Drive

• Integrated 3Com*PCI EtherLink® III

• IntegratedVibra 16Audio

• Microsoft Windows NT* Workstation
4.0/1 Year FreeNT Support

• 3 Year Limited Warranty'

DELL OPTIPLEX GXpro180
180MHz PENTIUM PRO PROCESSOR

• New Tool-less Convertible Desktop/
Mini Tower Model

• 32MB EDO ECC DIMM RAM

• 256KB Integrated L2 Cache
• 2GB EIDE Hard Drive (10ms)

• 15TX Trinitron Monitor(13.7" vis., 26mm)

• S3 Trio 64V+ PCIwith 2MB VRAM

•8X EIDE CD-ROM Drive

• Integrated 3Com PCI EtherLink III

• Integrated Vibra 16Audio

• Microsoft Windows NTWorkstation 4.0/
1 YearFree NT Support

• 3 YearLimited Warranty

$4299 $2799
Business Lease0: $155/Mo.
Order Code:300313

DELL OPTIPLEX GXMT 5166

166MHz PENTIUM PRO PROCESSOR

• Mini Tower Model

• 32MB EDO RAM

• 256KB Pipeline BurstCache

• 2GB EIDE Hard Drive (10ms)

• 15LS Monitor(13.7" v.i.s.,28mm)

• Integrated 64-bit PCI with 2MB DRAM

• 8X EIDECD-ROM Drive

• Integrated3Com PCI EtherLink III

• IntegratedVibra 16Audio

• Microsoft* Windows* 95/30 Days
Free Support/Windows 3.1 or
Windows forWorkgroups 3.11

• 3 Year Limited Warranty

Business Lease: $104/Mo.
Order Code:300311

DELL OPTIPLEX GL 5133

133MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

• Low Profile Desktop Model

• 32MB EDO RAM

• 2GB EIDE Hard Drive (10ms)

• 15LS Monitor (13.7" v.i.s., 28mm)

• Integrated 64-bit PCI with 1MB DRAM

• Integrated 3Com PCI EtherLink III

• Microsoft Windows 95/30Days
Free Support/Windows 3.1 or
Windows forWorkgroups 3.11

• 3 Year Limited Warranty

• 258KB Pipeline Burst Cache, add$39.

• 8XEIDE CD-ROM Drive,add $149.

$2399 $1899
Business Lease: $89/Mo.
Order Code: 300312

Business Lease: $70/Mo.
Order Code:300310

DVLL
800-876-1190

http://www.dell.com
Mon-Fri 7am-9pm CT • Sat 10am-6pm CT

Sun 12pm-5pm InCanada*call 800-233-1589

Keycode#01162
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Dataprc Report

Wanted: Client/Server Expertise
High costs and lackofexpertiseand sys

tems management are the majorobsta
cles on the way to realizing the benefits of
client/server computing,according to Data-
pro's 1996 International Client/Server Is
sues Survey. Information systems execu
tives understand the cost implications of
client/server computing, realizing that, de
spite the conventional wisdom of the early
1990s, expenditures may be even higher

schemes. Additionally, about 75 percent of
them incorporated legacy systems, and
about one-third of those incorporated leg
acy systems through real-time connections,
as opposed to gateways or batch data
transfer.

As you can see inthe chart, the perceived
disadvantages of client/server computing
among those who haven't implemented a
system differ-in some cases bya large mar-

Real and Perceived Obstacles Compared

Lack of expertise

Cost

Systems management

Immature standards

Organizational adjustments

WAN issues

Lack of development tools

Budget restrictions

Run-time middleware licenses

Lack of applications packages

Did not see a need

Obstacle cited
by implementer

Obstacle anticipated
by nonimplementer

-
10 20 30 40 50

Percentage of respondents

60

Those not implementing a client/server system underestimate

the obstacles of management and immature standards.

than those of a monolithic system. However,
they also believe that the benefits outweigh
the cost and other disadvantages.

Implementers said the top benefits are
improved end-user access to information,
the abilityto flexibly react to business needs,
and scalability (i.e.,the abilityto add addi
tional capacity).

As expected, the trend linefor fullimple
mentation of a client/server system contin
ues strongly upward. In 1994,18 percent
of the respondents to Datapro's survey had
fully implemented a client/server system.
By 1995, that number increased to 25 per
cent, and this year, itwas up to 46 percent.
Of the implementers, half use a two-tier
scheme, but a third use multiple-tier
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gin-from the disadvantages as stated by
those who have completed their systems.
Nonimplementers seem to have less aware
ness of the pitfalls of immature standards,
system management, and the lack of devel
opment tools compared to those who have
already implemented a client/server sys
tem. Of this year's respondents, 29 percent
are still making client/server plans. Those
who are still in the planning process might
want to reevaluate how many resources they
plan to devote to trouble areas such as sys
tems management and immature standards.
Dennis Byron is a senior analyst for Datapro

Information Services. For more information on

Datapro Information Services:(800) 328-2776,
(609) 764-0100, orhttp://www.datapro.com.

Notebook
Screen Future:
Bigger
anefwider
Major suppliers of LCD panels—includ
ing Sharp, NEC, and Mitsubishi—are
developing displaysthat are larger and
more advanced than today's 12.1-inch
thin-film-transistor (TFT) standard.
Sharp's new Super-V LCD, currently
available only as a 13.8-inch prototype
TFTmodel, has 1024-by 768-pixelreso
lution, a 140-degree viewing angle, an
ultrahigh brightness-to-darknesscontrast
ratio (300-to-l), and a viewable image
area roughly equivalent to that of a 16-
inch CRT.

Although Sharp is not shipping this
model yet, its PC-9090notebook, due for
delivery by the end of the year, will in
clude some of its aspects. The PC-9090
usesa Super High Aperture 12.1-inch TFT
with 1024- by 768-pixel resolution and
brightness Sharp claims is 50 percent
higher than previous models.

Sharp ((800) 237-4277 or http://www
.sharp-usa.com)also justreleasedthe first
wide-screen notebook, the 4.6-pound
WideNote portable. Its 9.6- by 5.6-inch
display (see the photo) can show two
side-by-side Web pages or a standard-

Sharp's WideNote display reduces the

need to scroll through spreadsheets.

width letter with extra space left over
on the side.The 16-to-9aspect ratio isthe
same as a movie screen. The wide-screen

LCDhas a resolution of 1024by 600pix
els and a diagonal measurement of 11.28
inches.

NEC and Mitsubishi (among others)
are currently working on LCD screens
bigger than 13 inches, and NEC has



Network

What you do most, we do best,

FILE AND PRINT SERVER PERFORMANCE

We're very happyto
report that OS/2®

Warp Server has now been shown to
do sometasksup to 26% fasterthan
Windows NT™ or NoveU NetWare®

We're even happier to reportthat
thesearethe tasks your network does
most often—file and print serving.
So this is a speed boosteveryone on
the networkis likely to notice.

(With our drag-and-drop GUI,
the network administrator will see

other tasks move taster, but that's a

whole otherstory.)
These are the

results verified

in independent

tests byZiff-Davis,
comparingthe relative

performance of the majornetwork
OS's! And it's all there in black and

white, for your reading pleasure.
Visit www.software.ibm.com for

your copy of the lab test. .And while

you're at it, be sure to pickup our
new Cost ofOwnership Wliite Paper.

Because now there's proof thatOS/2
Warp Server saves morethan time
when compared tothe othernetwork
OS's—it actually saves money.

Or use our automated fax-back

service. Just call 1 800 IBM-4FAX

and enter 5729 for the lab test and

5728 for the White Paper.

Solutions fora small planet"

Internationa! Busint.K:. Ma^fi!i]e^ r;.i ;:por3t!).ii>. AM olher company and/or product names aret'abemart-s cr- ^emafk^: isreserved.



MEL
demonstrated 20- and 26-inch panels in
Japan. While those are not intended for
use in a notebook (such screens are wider
than today's standard laptop size), ana
lysts expect the 13.8-inch size to appear
in notebooks toward the end of 1997.

Today's12.1-inch displaythat seemslarge
will soon look as outmoded as 10.4-inch

displays do now. -J.P.

New PowerPCs

Boost Macs

Results from BYTE's cross-platform
BYTEmark benchmark indicate that the

latest PowerPC-based Macs give users a
significant performance boost. As we
expected, Power Computing's Power-
Tower Pro 225 is the fastest Mac we

have tested, in terms of its raw process
ing power. Indeed, its BYTEmark scores
are the highestwe've seen in a single-pro
cessor desktop system.

Due to differences in compiler tech
nology, a careful reader will notice that
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the resultsshown here for certain proces
sors (e.g., the 200-MHz603e)differ from
the results we posted in our August issue.
This is because we used different com

pilers to compile the BYTEmarksuite for
Windows NTand the Mac OS.Improve
ments in compiler technology can also
improve performance on the same chip.
For example, the 180-MHz 604getsa big
boost in integer performance when exe
cuting BYTEmarks that were compiled by
release 3.0 of Motorola's PowerPC Soft

ware Development Kit (SDK)—see "New
Power for the Mac" below—compared
to release 2.0.

IBM and Motorola are preparing new
PowerPC processors (code-named G3)
for 1997. These will be based on the

603eand 604e, but with biggercachesand
better system interfaces. Another gener
ation will follow in 1998 (for more infor
mation on the PowerPC road map, seethe
article "PowerPC Regroups" on page
101). The much-delayed PowerPC 620
may finally ship within the next three or
four months, as well.

-Tom Thompson

i
cd-rcm review

Architecture Bible
on CD-ROM

Moving a venerable reference book onto
a CD-ROMcan be eithera waste of plas
tic or a huge step forward interms of use
fulness. Youhope that such a transposi-

An architectural reference bible is

now available on CD-ROM.

tion increases the convenience, search-
ability,and portability of the material.

John Wileyand Sons has put the entire
contents of Architectural Graphic Stan
dards, a reference bible for architects

since 1932, on CD-ROM. The disc de

fines and explains structural, mechanical,
and electrical systems with text and tech
nical diagrams. Youcan search it by sev
eral methods, including standard text
searching and an index.

A potentially great feature of a CD-
ROM like this is the ability to use its in
cluded diagrams inyour drawings. How
ever, only 10 percent of the diagrams on
this version are in accurate vector format.

The interface is intuitive,although nav
igation is difficult because it is hard to
retrace your steps. Youcan export whole
illustrationsor parts ofthem intoyourword
processing or graphics programs, but you
cannot cut and paste from this program.
Currently, tables and equations found in
the CD-ROM are not interactive, but they
will be inafuture version (slated to ship in
about a year and a half).

John Wiley and Sons has not created
a perfect transition of Architectural
Graphic Standards from one medium to
another. However, itis an important begin
ning that hints at exciting possibilities.

-Jason Kraus

Architectural Graphics

Standards

John Wiley and Sons, 605 Third Ave.,
NewYork,NY10158,

(800) 225-5945,
http://www.wiley.com,

$345

. msM



WinBook/^
• 133MHz Intel*Pentium1 Processor
• 12.1" SVGA Active Matrix Color Display
• 256K Syncburst LZ Cache
• Options Bay accepts 6X CD-ROM, 3.5" Floppy

Drive (both included! orOptional 2ndLithium
Ion Battery

• 59WattSmart Lithium ion Battery
• Integrated dual-button pointing stick, optional

touchpad (shown)
• Integrated Soundblaster Pro1B-bit StereoAudio
• One Type II andoneType III PCMCIA Slot
• PCI Local-bus PCMCIA Controller with

Graphics Accelerator
• 810MBremovableHardDrive
• 8MB EDO RAM expandable to40MB
• Parallel, Serial, PS/2, Game port, andone2-

wayInfrared port
• One-year extendable warranty

$2999
Upgrade toKBHDD.

16MB RAM, 2S.8internal
fax/modem—add S600

CALL FOR OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE

is**®

NEW 150MHz MODEL!

• 150MHz Intel1'Pentium1' Processor

• 12.1" SVGA Active Matrix Color Display
• 28.8 Internal Fax/Modem
• 1GBremovable Hard Drive
• 24MB EDO RAM expandable to40MB
• 250K Syncburst L2 Cache
• Options Bay accepts 6X CD-ROM, 3.5" Floppy

Drive (both included) orOptional 2nd Lithium
Ion Battery

• 59WattLithium Ion Battery
• Integrated dual-button pointing stick, optional

touchpad (shown)
• Integrated Soundblaster Pro 16-bit Stereo Audio
• One Type II andone Type III PCMCIA Slot
• PCI Local-bus PCMCIA Controller with Graphics

Accelerator

• Parallel, Serial, PS/2, Game port, and one 2-
wayInfrared port

• One-year extendable warranty

$3999 Upgrade ;c;C-5 HDD.
32MBBAM-a::S5Sa

CALL FOR OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE
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Satisfy
your need
forspeed

The Multimedia WinBook FX (P133) starting at

Satisfy your need for speed with
the multimedia WinBookFX.

The new 150MHz power-saving Intel®
Pentium® processor makes your
applications fly. Ifyour choice is more
value-driven, the 133MHz FX is priced
tomoveatonly!2999. But whatever
your speed, your FX gives you blazing
performance inamultimedia notebook,
complete with swappable CD-ROM/
3.5" disk drive modules and long lasting
12-cell lithium ion battery. Plus, you get
agiant 12.1" active matrix screen.

Give one ofour knowledgable reps a
call to order your WinBook today orfor
additional information on the models
featured hereandothersavailable.

Pentium
• processor

Monday-Friday, 8am-9pm EST
Saturday, 9am-4pm

Use your WinBook Card, VISA, Discover Card, MasterCard, per
sonal check orP.O. with credit approval. U.S. sales only. 30-day
unconditional money-back guarantee from date ofpurchase.

WinBook
COMPUTER CORPORATION
asubsidiary ofMicro Electronics, Inc.

winning...and winning...and winning...and winning...and wim

WinBook FXP133

= I PC
August 1996
" Magaa'ne

Editors' Choice
EDITORS' WinBook XP5 PI01
CHOICE.
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Introducing the SPARC
hyperSTAJTON: Design and
architecture so advanced...



years from now, you'll still
marvel at your applications'
monumental performance.

the SunOS:
and Solaris"
solution.

Just because the Sun is setting
on your current operating sys
tem, it doesn't mean you're left
in the dark. ROSS, the sole sup
plier of hyperSPARC" CPUs to
the SPARC market worldwide,
creates hyperSTATiON 20 and
hyperSTATION 30-the dawn
of a brand new day in
SPARCworkstation perfor
mance. Today, you can have
the power you need to run
SunOS 4.1.3 SunOS 4.1.4, and
Solaris applications at speeds
faster than you'd ever imagined
possible. And you have the
power to maintain that edge in
the future.

The Long-Term
Solution.

Our high performance SPARC
microprocessor architecture is
housed in a new chassis specifi
cally designed for future genera
tions of exactly what ROSS is
famous for... multiprocessor
upgrades. Shining examples
of ROSS' forward-thinking
approach, both hyperSTATIONs
feature an advanced thermal
management system, a stronger
power supply, options for a 6X
CD-ROM drive, 24-bit 2-D and

INTRODUCING THE
HYPERSTATION 20 AND 30.

HYPERSTATION 20. MORE
SPARC FOR YOUR BUCK.

hyperSTATION 20 has more
features than Sun's

SPARCstation 20 for a lot less
money. Dual 50 MHz MBus

slots support up to four
HyperSPARC processors and

up to 512MB of RAM, so you
can pick the level of speedyou

need. And with our 6X CD-
ROM drive, ISDN and high

performance graphic
acceleratoroptions, the

hyperSTATION 20 gives you
features the competition

doesn't even offer.

HYPERSTATION 30.
THE MASTER OF SPARCS.

hyperSTATION 30 is as fast as
it gets. Itfeatures a new 66

MHzMBus for high-through
put multiprocessing and a

1GBphysical system memory
for advanced ECAD and

databaseapplications.
Combine our current micro
processor speedsfrom 133 to
166 MHz and ROSS' evolu
tionary historyof advanced
h)perSPARC performance,
and you'll start-and stay-

on thefast track.

:^Z3-D graphics accelerator, and
IS enough real estate for up to 6GB
S of hard disk space.

EXTENSIBLE,
UPGRADEABLE,
CONNECTABLE,

^ RATIONAL AND
(4m Affordable.

Y/%,Vj, You canalways extend your
''./performance level with our

high speed single, dual- or quad-
processor upgrades. And you can
rest assured that our SPARC-
based and UNIX-compliant open
systems solutions will provide
high connectability. When you
think about it, ROSS
hyperSTATIONs are the only
way to go if you want to put
your company's future on a pre
dictable path for growth-without
buying into the high costs and
inevitable headaches of moving
to alternative platforms.

Other marvels of
ROSS TECHNOLOGY.

If you're in the market for
memory, motherboard

upgrades or microprocessor
upgrades, from 90 to 166 MHz,
we have them. Call us today for

specifications and prices!

CALL 800-ROSS-YES.

ROSS Technology, Inc.
CALL 800.R0SS.YES

5316 Highway 290 West Austin, Texas 78735 800.ROSS.YES International 512.349.3108 FAX 512.349.3101 http://www.ross.com
ah B»^'i|™StIW"1°jB; 'T A" liB!"S rK:eIWf RO?S JVt"i^ and *e R°ss loe° »rc registered trademarks, and hyperSTATION is atrademark ofROSS Technology, toeAll SPARC, trademarks are trademarks orregistered trademarks otSPARC International. Inc hyperSPARC islicensed exclusively toROSS Technology, Inc Products he- iriii- M>\ a ' drmarin

are based upon an architecture developed by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All other product or service names mentioned herein are trademarks of their respective owners lrMemarte
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the Past

Years ago in BYTE

The industry was in transition. Apple and

IBM were working together, as were IBM

and Microsoft, despite their recent public

divorce. More details on a new OS called

Windows NT began emerging. Sales of

Windows 3.0 were encroaching the Mac,
but Novell was still pushing DR DOS.

Meanwhile, we put the ill-fated Momenta

computer on the cover. Pen-based com

puting hasn't yet broken into computing's

mainstream, and Momenta Corp.'s even

tual collapse is a good analogy for the

eventual fate of many of the pen-based

start-ups. A stronger trend that we de

voted coverage to in that issue: network

interoperability.

Years ago in BYTE

BYTE took an early look at Compaq's

Deskpro 386, which started at about

$6500. We also reviewed the Mac Plus,

which upped the Mac's memory from 128

KB to 1 MBand increased the floppy drive

from 400 to 800 KB,among other things.

Also in that issue: scads of information on

knowledge representation.

Years ago in BYTE

We focused on data management and the

problems thereof. Other articles focused
on how to use the

microcomputer as

a laboratory instru

ment and a hard

ware product from

Microsoft called

the Softcard. This

was a $399 board

that allowedyou to run programs and lan
guages written for CP/M on your Apple
computer.
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Beyond R2D2: Robots Evolve
Takeo Kanade, directorof theRobotics Instituteat Carnegie

Mellon University, reveals how robots will make our
world better and moreentertaining.

BYTE: Robots are showing up in new
places and in new forms. Whatinterest
ingnew usesareyou exploringforrobots?
Kanade: The scope of where robots are
used hasbeen and willbeexpanded from
the factory floor to more "natural" envi
ronments, including agricultural fields,
mines, and construction sites. We are also
looking at space and planetary explo
ration and other hazardous environ

ments, including natural environments
such as volcanoes and those of human

origin, such as nuclear environments.

BYTE: Your robotshaveexploredvolca
noes to gather data. What other tasks
canrobotsdo thathumanscurrently must
performatgreatrisk?
Kanade: Another one that we are work

ing on is a helicopter project, a flying
robot. This has an advantage when res
cuingpeople in badweather or firefight
ing. In bad weather, for example, a ship
sinks and survivors are expected. The
first thing is to try to find them. But the
rescue missionmay be put on hold in bad
weather because the rescuers would also

beindanger.Now ifthisisan unmanned
mission, we can risk a helicopter crash.
On all thesedangerous missions,the key
factor is,the more riskyou take, the more
effective is the mission. If you can do a
task in such a way that even a crash isac-
eptable,the effectiveness growsrapidly.

BYTE: Arobot helicoptercouldhelpfight
fires, too?

Kanade: Yes, and again, the more effec
tive the mission, the more dangerous. If
you hit the hottest spot with a fire-fight
ing agent, it's very effective. But it's also
dangerous.Sohuman pilotsdon't flythat
close. Buta robot-powered airplane can
accomplish dangerous missionswithout
risking human life.

BYTE: What about robots and enter

tainment?

Kanade: That's a new breed of robotics,
what iscalledvirtualized reality. Wehave
built a 51-camera dome that we call 3-D

Dome. It's a 5-meter dome where the

cameras are looking inside. In other
words, the dome spaceiscovered bya sea
of cameras.Andwhatever happens inside
is modeled into a CAD model. It's a nat

ural event. So imagine that you are inside
the dome, and you swing a baseball bat.
How your shirt, body, and hand move
are modeled into the computer. Because
it is modeled, we call it virtualized real
ity. Once we do that, we can place you
in that environment anyway you want.
Thanks to the 3-Dmodels, you can actu
ally immerse yourself into that environ
ment. One of the best applications that I
envision is watching NBA basketball on
the court.

BYTE: So this would let you watch the
gamefromthe referee's point ofview?
Kanade: Or from anywhere inside the
court. You could see what it's like block

ingMichaelJordan. Or you can enjoythe
view that the ball would see, if it could
see.

BYTE:Whatabout usingrobots to man
age data?
Kanade: We have an infomedia project
that lets you navigate in a large video
database very quickly by using natural
language as a query.The important view
point Iwould liketo conveyisthat robot
ics is not limited to mechanical things.

For more information on the Robotics

Institute, see http://www.ri.cmu.edu.



Mac Component Application

An OpenDoc word processor delivers on component software's
promise of small, tightly coupled parts. By Tom Thompson

ComponentizedWAV of the Future
s Apple's cross-platform
OpenDoc technology cele
brates its first birthday, prac
tical component software is

starting to appear. One such compo
nent is Digital Harbor's WAV, which
implementsthe bread-and-buttertaskof
word processing. Isawa preliminarybeta
version. Currently, only a Power Mac ver
sion is available. As beta software, WAV
has some rough edges and missing fea
tures, but it proves that OpenDoc's com
ponent-based architecture issound.

At 1.5 MB, WAV offers a lean-and-
mean set of features. That's fine: I don't

want unnecessarywizardsand other "fea
tures" that contribute to code bloat. For

text, you get basicformatting, where you
pick a typeface, style it (bold, italic, un
derline, and a color), and align it with a
few points and clicks.WAV has a simple
word-count command, a handy feature
if you write to length. It does have ad
vanced layout facilities, such as arrang
ingthe text into columns (amaximum of
five)and the ability to tinker with the text
spacing. To readily get at existing text,
WAV has conversion filters for WordPer-

fect3.x, Word 4.x, and Word 5.x files.
A FolderBay function consolidates

operations or content into virtual "fold
ers" with clickable tabs at the top of the
document window. Default folders are

text functions, CyberDog (Apple's Inter-
nettool suite), and a parts folder for addi
tional OpenDoc components (e.g., a
draw editor part or a bit-map editor part).
You can add your own "project" folder
tab to consolidate work documents.

As an OpenDoc component, WAV
takes a document-centric approach to
creating and handling data. You don't
launch WAV itself. Instead, you open a
WAV stationary (or template) file to make
a new document. A Document Info com

mand lets you set each document's file
type (e.g., WAV format or ASCII text) and

v\ 14 ^ P B / 2 v] I CoVjmn ^1 Spicing... i
WAV

$49
(requires a Power Mac or
compatible system running

System 7.5.1 and

OpenDoc 1.0.4)

Digital Harbor

Lindon, UT

(801)785-2115

fax:(801)785-2414

http://www.dharbor.com
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From here, I can get to a conference in progresson the BYTEWebsite. Using
the other link below, I get a quick connection to the latest Mac OS software

updates.
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Apple Software Updates

WAV's tight Internet integration lets you build

documents containing live updates.

memory size, so you can conserve mem

ory by adjusting it to suit the document.
WAV integrates well with other Open

Doc parts. If you have CyberDog in
stalled, its functions are immediately
available from WAV's CyberDog tab.
More important, you can drag and drop
Internet uniform resource locators

(URLs) and graphics from CyberDog into
a WAV window, and save the information
into a live document. When you next
access the file, CyberDog automatically
connects to the Internet and fetches the

URL's current information.

For example, I have a WAV file that
points to a conference on BYTE's Website
pertaining to CyberDog discussions.
When I'm notified of new messages in
this conference, I just open the WAV doc
ument, and I'm automatically positioned
at the last-read message. Conventional
Webbrowsers do this with bookmarks,
butWAV doesthemonebetter:It letsyou
capture links,text, andgraphicsinto doc

uments, bypassing the usual download,
file-conversion, and import stages.

Because OpenDoc components are
small and tightly focused, development
costsare lower.Thus, WAV costsonly $49.
While you couldn't publish a book with

TECHNOLOGY • • * * *

IMPLEMENTATION * • *

it, you can crank out sophisticated pub
lications with embedded images, dia
grams, tables, and charts—thanks to the
OpenDoc components that make WAV
greater than the sum of its parts. Also,
WAV represents thefutureofon-linepub
lishing,where you build documents with
dynamic links to information on the Web.
WAV has no equal in this area. El

TomThompsonisa BYTE seniortechnicaledi
tor at large. You can contact him at tom
_thompson@bix.com.
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3M Color Printer

Alps'MD-4000 prints high-quality, high-resolution color
images, indelibly and inexpensively. By Robert L. Hummel

Waterproof Color That Lasts
Ioasting inexpensive, high-
quality color printing, Alps
Electric hopes that its new

I$499 MD-2010 color printer
and $699MD-4000 printer/scanner will
ride the current wave of interest in PC-

based photo-realistic imaging. Using
Alps' thermal-transfer "Micro Dry" inks,
these units print waterproof, high-res
olution color images (600 by 600 dpi in
color, 1200by 600 dpi in monochrome)
affordably, though slowly, for systems
running Windows 3.x and 95.

I tested the MD-4000 in a Windows

environment. The MD-4000 resembles

the MD-2010, but within it is a 24-bit,
600-dpi, TWAIN-compatible, sheet-feed
color scanner, which makes it an afford
able one-package solution for image ac
quisition and printing. Alps also offers a
Mac version.

With four snap-in ribbon cartridges,
the MD-4000supports hands-off CMYK
printing. The printer determines the po
sition of each cartridge. If a needed col
or isn't loaded, the printer prompts you
for it. A $6.60ribbon produces about 35
to 40pagesat 100percentcoverage. Alps
alsooffers20-page metallicribbons(gold,
cyan,magenta,and silver) for$8.99 each.

Alpsclaimsthat the MD-4000 doesn't
requirespecialpaper,and mytestingbore
this out. I printed full-color images on

TECH FOCUS

Micro What?
The Alps "Micro Dry" process applies dry

resin-based inks to paper with a 240-ele-

ment thermal-transfer head. Like wax-

thermal-transfer printers, the MD-4000

melts small dots from an ink-coated rib

bon, one pass per color. Unlike wax trans

fer, resin-thermal transfer doesn't require

specialpaper,and the output doesn't look
waxy.
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The MD-4000 also has a 600-dpi color scanning head on its

printing carriage. Printing and scanning share the same paper path.

copy paper, postcards, iron-on T-shirt
transfers, transparencies, and photo
graphs, as well as other coated papers,
with good to excellent results. The MD-
4000's multipass print engine shows mi
nor banding only on large expanses of
CMY-composite black. The printer's de
fault color-matching produced accept
able-looking prints, and the Windows
driver gives you ample opportunity to
fine-tune the output.

The MD-4000'splusesare quality and
affordability; speed is the minus. It took
8 minutes to print an A4-size color im
age at 600 dpi. Reducing image size or
density accelerates the printing process
proportionally. Text prints at a page per
minute. Mechanically, the printer is less
than rugged. A bevy of pull-out, flip-
down, and sliding trays, drawers, and
compartments invite accidents. I also
found the feeder tray somewhat finicky.

To scan a document, you must place
it in a plastic envelope—a 4- by 6-inch

***** Outstanding

unit for small documents and photos or
an 8M- by 14-inch unit for larger media.
The Alps Copy Studio software provides
bare-bones service. For anything beyond
color copying, you'll want to scan from
your own TWAIN-compatible image edi-

RATINGS

TECHNOLOGY * • *

IMPLEMENTATION *

PERFORMANCE *

* *

*

tor. AlpsincludesAdobe's consumer-ori
ented PhotoDeluxe with the MD-4000.

The MD-4000 printer isn't likely to
find a home in a high-production photo
studio. But for the small office or home,
the attraction isclear: durable, high-qual
ity color printing and high-resolution
scanningat an affordableprice. El

Robert L. Hummel is an electrical engineer,
programmer, andconsultant. You canreach
fcimafrhummel@monad.net.

**** VeryGood *** Good ** Fair * Poor



Professional
studio quality video
for your PC,

DBUllUijB

miroVIDEQ DC30 PCI

bus mastering provides
the fastest data rates

(up to 6 MB/sec),
the highest resolution
(4:2:2 YUV TrueColor)
with the best image quality
(3.5:1 compression).

D3X21U3B

miroVIOEO DC30
integrates audio with
video on a single
board so you don't
miss a beat.

Professional digital video
and audio editing system

•• PCI bus mastering technology, for the
fastest data rates up to 6 MByte/sec.

• On-board CD audio

• Ready for Windows 95
• Input and output for S-VHS, Hi8, VHS, VideoS
• All standards: NTSC, PAL, Secam at CCIR 601

pixel format and square pixels

miroVIDEO DC30
displays full-motion
video directly on the
PC monitor at all

times. True WYSIWYG
video during capture,
edit and print-to-tape.

miroVIDEO DC30

miroVIDEO DC30 has
fully adjustable video
resolution and

compression settings
to provide the best
video quality in the
space available.

IsTBp^iizJB
miroVIDEO DC30 has
specialized hardware
and world-class drivers
to accelerate video

editing software -
up to 10 times faster with
Adobe Premiere software
during "make movie" and
"preview edit" mode.

Circle 192 on Inquiry
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VVivid colors. Ergonomic design. Performance and features to indulge the

visionary in you.

Princeton Graphic Systems® monitors have always had a solid reputation for pushing
performance barriers far beyond industry standards. This tradition was proven with the
highly respected Ultra 15 which won PC World's Best Buy Award a t^^^ '•
remarkable threetimes ina row. The 135MHz/82KHz

Ultra 17+ further redefined the industry with its award-
winning, high refresh rate performance and ultra-low
price. Now, ourExtraordinary newmodels surpass even
our own stellar benchmarks.

Case inpoint, the E075. With itssuper-high 95KHz

horizontal frequency, 200MHz video bandwidth and an ultra-fine 0.26mm dot pitch,
this 17" (15.8" viewable) monitor delivers a bold, flicker-free resolution of 1600 x

1200 @ 75Hz. That's rock-solid performance. Furthermore, our engineers added

Enhanced Imaging Circuitry fora sharper focus without the moire problems so

common to other0.26mm monitors. That's a difference you cansee!
Princeton's next generation of EO monitors incorporates PreVuSM controls and

Coloright™ technology perfect for intense, graphical applications. In addition,
Princeton offers an Extraordinary, full threeyear"Bucket to Bezel" limited warranty*.

TheEO Series isalready available at yournearby dealer. See it today. Their

performance will win your heart. Their price will easeyour soul.

"Tk:SOULof
A

an

XCOlintant»

ESP

Princeton Graphic Systems • 2801 S.Yale St.,Ste.no • Santa Ana, CA 92704 • Tel. 800/747-6249 or
714/751-8405 • Fax 714/751-5736 • Fax-On-Demand 714/751-0168 • Web Site: www.prgr.com

6Princeton Graphic Systems. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the properties of their respective owners. As anEnergy
Star5" Partner, Princeton Graphic Systems has determined that these products meet Energy Star" Guidelines for energy efficiency.
Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. *PreVus" and Coloright™ are not available on the EO40. Full three-
year limited warranty is offered on the following models: EO40, EO50, E017, EO70 and E075.
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_3HsH Groupware

With its latest GroupWise release, Novellgoes head-to-head
with groupware giants Lotus andMicrosoft. By Steve Gillmor

GroupWise Sends a Message
hoosing the right groupware
product is harder now with
the releaseofNovell's Group-
Wise 5 (hereinafter GW5),

which adds significant document man
agement tools to an already feature-laden
messagingproduct. The new version also
has state-of-the-art NetWare Directory
Service (NDS),TCP/IPclient/server tech
nology, OLEautomation, shared folders,
and an enhanced interface.

We installed the GW5 beta on a Net

Ware 4.1 server, using NetWare Admin
istrator 4.1.1. An included two-user ver

sion of NetWare 4.x gives access to NDS
tools. Initially, GW5 runs only on Win
dows NT Server. Setup went smoothly.
The GroupWise Setup Adviserwalks you
through extending the NDS tree; defin
ingdomain, post office,and agent names,
locations, and contexts; and adding
current users or new ones.

The GW5 client adopts a three-pane
interface, like cc:Mail, Lotus Notes,
and Microsoft Exchange. The left win
dow displaysthe folder list.Youcan orga
nize multiple item types by subject or by
project in folders within cabinets, and
sharing folders is easy.

GW5 leadsthe pack in document man
agement. Novell has integrated much of
itsSoft Solutions product, including doc-
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GroupWise 5
Starts at $718 (5 users)
(Server requires Windows NT

Server running NetWare 4.1.1.

Clients available for NT,

Macintosh, PowerMac, Unix,

and Windows 3.x, 95, and NT.)

Novell Corp.

Orem, UT

(800)453-1267

(801)222-6000

fax: (800) 453-1 26

http://www.novell.com
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Novell'sGroupWise lets you use drop-down menus to select

event types, condition filters, and actions.

Still to Come
The initial release of GroupWise 5 does
not include everything we'd hoped for.
Here are a few important omissions:

• Novell's GroupWise WebAocess sup
ports busy searches and virtuallyall of
GroupWise's client functions via the
Internet, but this isn't bundled into GW5.

• Youcan't create custom icons for spe
cific URLs in the mailbox.

• Unix and OS/2 versions are in the works.

• Promised work-flow tools won't ship until
a later, interim release.

ument check-in, check-out, versioning,
sharing control, version-level security,
and an activitylog. Documents are stored
in libraries, and mailboxes display only
references to documents.

GW5 adds client/serverconnectivity
while maintaining its drive-mapped
access to thepostofficeto easemigration
and useexistinghardware. GroupWise's
proxy capability lets users access other
mailboxes in different post offices.

With GW5 you can convert items from
one type to another—for example, mail
messagesto calendar appointments. You
can track messagestatus by right-click
inga mailbox itemand viewing itsprop
erties.Youcan alsoseeincoming and out
bound messages in a threaded view.You
can create a rule to move items into

folders,and you candefinetriggerevents
that let rules execute on a server—when

you're away, for instance.

••*** Outstanding •*** VeryGood •** Good ** Fair • Poor

GroupWise offers a complete toolkit
for messaging, calendaring,scheduling,
and managing documents. It also gives
you tools for single-point NDS-based

RATINGS

TECHNOLOGY

IMPLEMENTATION

•

administration. The packagerepresents
a tremendous valuefor existingNetWare
shops. Itseaseof useand configurability
compete favorably with Exchange, but
its Web integration lags behind Notes'
Domino technology.And with Windows
NTgaining faston NetWare, the network
administrator must think twice before

making the leap to GroupWise. 0

Steve Gillmor, ofSouthern Digital, hasexten
siveexperience withgroupware applications.
Youcan reachhim at sgillmor@aol.com.
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SEH Web/CD-ROM Development

MarketScape's WebCD packages Web content for off-line use
and automates CD-ROM mastering. ByJon Udell

Hybrid Wcb/CD-ROM: Do It Yourself
hy bother with CD-ROMsin
the Web era? There are lots of

reasons. Try hosting an 8-
minute video on your Web

site.Tryaskingyour salesforce to demon
strate your site to non-Web-connected
clients. Try using your site's content on
an airplane. Youcan solve all these prob
lems with MarketScape's WebCD.

CD-ROMs that venture on-line to aug
ment staticcontent with liveupdates have
been around for a decade. MarketScape
calls it the "big CD, small Web" model.
WebCD heralds a new era—big Web,
small CD. It acknowledges the primacy
of the Web. It delivers a native Web-

browsing experience and adds value to
that experience by facilitating the effec
tive use of high-bandwidth content, off
line accessto allpackaged content, seam
lessWeb integration when on-line, and
content aggregation acrossmultiple sites.

Tobuild a site image, you run WebCD
Packager, aWindows 95application that
integratesa Web crawler,a browser,and
a CD-ROM-mastering utility. Point it at
yourWeb server—orevenseveral ofyour
servers,or any serversanywhere (becare
ful!)—and scoop up the content you
need. As you construct a package, you
can browse it live—no waiting until the
build finishes before you can view it.

To distribute the image, you deliver
it—on a CD Recordable (CD-R) disc,
tape, or conceivably by way of FTP—to
a masteringshop.The imagecontainsall
your Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML), GIF, Audio Video Interleave
(AVI), and other files, mapped to the
eight-dot-three filename convention
required byISO-9660 and optimized for
the peculiar access behavior of CD-
ROM drives.

The image also contains a setup pro
gram that installs WebCD Viewer. It's a
wrapperthatwill findandintegrate with
NetscapeNavigatoror MicrosoftInter
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WebCD i.o

$975

MarketScape, Inc.

Colorado Springs, CO

(888)469-3223

(719)593-9890

fax:(719)532-0165

info@marketscape.com

http://www.marketscape.com
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WebCD lets you seamlessly integrate live Web pages with static

pages and high-bandwidth data types such as video.

net Explorer, adding to either browser a
floating window that controls special
WebCD search and bookmark functions.

Mac and Unix users miss out on WebCD

Viewer. However, they can point their
browsers directly at the data.

I tested WebCD Packageron The BYTE
Site. The image I built (see the photo)
combines articles from our document

server with messages from our confer
ence server.When you aggregate content
across multiple Web servers (or sites),
where's the home page?You can choose
an existing one or make a new one, but
either way, you'll want WebCD Viewer's
bookmarks to call out landmark pages.

I discovered a few glitches. Although
it supports proxy servers,WebCD could
not tunnel through our multiple-proxy
setup. Because it interleaves uniform-
resource-locator (URL) discovery and
retrieval, I found it tricky to map out

our whole site before choosing what to
package. Also, when I ran my first build,
some links resolved on-line rather than

locally. I'd have liked a verification tool

TECHNOLOGY • • • * •

IMPLEMENTATION * * * *

to ensure that all referenced pages were
included in the package. You wouldn't
want to find on-line dependencies after
you mastered your CD-ROM.

Its minor immaturities aside, WebCD
is an outstanding tool that I recommend
highly. There's no easieror better way for
marketers to transform acompany's Web
site into a distributable, stand-alone,
high-impactpresentation. B

Jon IWe//(judell@bix.com,) isBYTE's execu
tiveeditorfor new media.
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Removable one-gig disks,

unlimited space,

fast as a hard drive.

X

e Unlimited Personal Hard

Endless storage space.
Load and edit projects insta

Goes anvwhere vou ao.

BECAUSE IT S YOUR STUFF.

For the nearest dealer, call:
888-2-IOMEGA, ext.j22

Orsee us at: www.iomega.com

The Jaz™ drive is you,

man. It's fast, it holds

tons of stuff, and it's

personal. You won't find

an easier or cooler way

to upgrade your hard

drive. Just connect it

to your PC or Mac and

you're jammin': files,

pictures, graphics, video,

CAD stuff, whatever. And

with its dark green color,

hey, the cat's got style.

1GB disks for as low as $99.95.

Compact one-gicabyte cartridges.
Great for graphics, sound, and video.

Portable files. Fiist, easy backup.

Iomega



Your business
decisions
just got easier.

Now there's aPC that's flexible and sensibly priced for your office or

department—the ClientPro™ system from Micron Electronics. Designed

for long life and reliable, affordable performance, this new PC offers years

ofproductive and adaptable computing without costly system upgrades.

Now we are matching the power and reliability ofthe ClientPro PC with

powerful system software by introducing the new 32-bit operating system

everyone is talking about—Microsoft® Windows NT® Workstation. With

the ClientPro PC, you get asystem custom-configured to fit yout office

needs, network-ready with Windows NT Workstation and backed by our

industry-leading Micron Power- warranty.

5-year limited warranty onmicroprocessor andmain memory
3-year limited pans-only system warranty

l-,2- or3-year optional on-site service agreement forMicron desktop systems
30days offree Micron-supplied software support for Micron desktop systems

? •30-day money-back policy

24-hour technical support
Thaforegoing is subjectla anc quailed by Micron's stnndud limitedwarrant
Termsand conditionsd sale myvarylorspecificconfigurations. Copiesof lb
on our Website or bycallingMicron.

>dwarrantiesmaybe oblaiied
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ClientPro P120
Intel 120MHz Pentium® processor
256KB pipeline burst cache, flash BIOS
3Com® 3C509 Combo network adapter
3.5" floppy drive
PCI 64-bit graphics accelerator, 2MB EDO RAM
Tool-free minitower or desktop
Microsoft® Mouse, 104-key keyboard
MS-DOS® 6.22/Windows® for Workgroups 3.11
Microsoft Works preinsta Iled
5-year/3-year Micron Power"' warranty

16MB EDO RAM •
14" Micron 14FGx,

.2GB EIDE hard drive

.28dp (12.9" display) $1499
Bus. lease '51/mo.

16MB EDO RAM • 2.1GB EIDE hard drive
15" Micron 15FGx, .28dp (13.7" display) 1699

Bus. lease o i/n

With Intel 133MHz Pentium processor add $50

1*1
Tollfreefrom Canada

800-708-1758

Tollfreefrom Puerto Rico

800-708-1756

hi
Internationa] Sales

208-893-8970

Tollfreefrom Mexico

95-800-708-1755

# International Fax

208-893-7393

900 E. farther Road, Nompa, ID 83687 • Mon-Fri fiam-1 Opm Sat 7am-5pm (MT) International Sales Hours: Mon-Fri 6am-7pm (MT}
208-893-3434 • Fax 20B-B93-3424 • Purchase Order Fax 208-893-8992 •Technical Support Available 24 Hours / 7Days

Technical Support E-mail: techsupport.meic@micron.com
©1996 Micron Electronics, Inc. Allrights reserved. Micron Electronics is not responsible for omissions and/or errors in
typography or photography. Allpurchases are subject to availability. Prices and specifications may be changed without
notice; prices do not include shipping and handling.30-day money-back policydoes not include return freightand origi
nal shipping/handlingcharges, applies onlyto Micron brand products and begins fromdate of shipment.Allsales are sub
ject to Micron Electronics' current terms and conditions of sale. Lease prices based on 36-month lease. Intel, Intel Inside
and Pentiumare registeredtrademarksof the IntelCorporation. Microsoft, Windows, the Windows logoand Windows NT
are registeredtrademarksof Microsoft Corporation, All other service marks, trademarks and registeredtrademarksare
property of their respective companies. BYTE-CLPR-9611
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ClientPro 2 PI80

J

Intel 180MHz Pentium® fro proce
256KB internal burst cache, flash BIOS
3Com 3C509 Combo network adapter
PCI 64-bit graphics accelerator, 2MB EDO RAM
3.5" floppy drive
16MB EDO RAM
1.2GB EIDE hard drive
14" Micron 14FGx, ,28dp (12.9" display)
Microsoft Works preinstalled
Tool-free minitower or desktop
Microsoft Mouse, 104-key keyboard
Microsoft Windows NT® Workstation
5-year/3-year Micron Power warranty

Pentium PENTIUM.PRO
PROCESSOR

$1999
Bus. lease ft 8/mo.

MICRON
ELECTRONICS. INCELECTRONICS, INC.

800-486-2059
http://www.mei.micron.com



A developer's dream come true...

#1 Protection Supplier
You'll have peace of mind
with your software backed
by world leader Rainbow

Leading Technology
Sentinel® is the only
protection combining
multiple algorithms
and ASIC technology

The Highest Quality
Only Sentinel keys meet
ISO quality standards and
offer the best reliability

Truly Compatible Security
The industry's largest engineering
staff is dedicated to making your
software safe on any platform

^ Increase Your Revenue
•J(^ Sentinel stops piracy, ensuring

you that every user of your
software is a paying customer

\

The SentinelWizard™ GUI

is an innovative tool that

makes protecting your

software easier than ever

*¥•
*

COMDEX/Fall '96
Visit Us At the Sands

Booth #S4381

The world's

is now the

#1 software protection
easiest to implement!

You've always dreamed of
superior software protection
that was simple to integrate
into your entire product line.
The new SentinelWizard makes

your dream a reality.

Ask us about SentineILM™ - the new

software-based network license manager

Just tell the SentinelWizard how
you want to sell your products.
It then automatically configures
your Sentinel keys and generates
the pseudo code necessary to
complete the protection process.

Visit our web site

www.rnbo.com

Call now to order your
Sentinel Developer's
Kit, featuring the
SentinelWizard.

1-800-852-8569

SETUinEL
Software Protection

^m^ jh lam^^HI HEADQUARTERS: 50 Technology Drive, Irvine, CA 92618 • Tel: (714) 450-7300 • Fax: (714) 450-7450
ffS^l!#%li^l0VrfW ASIA/LATIN AMERICA: (714) 4507300 • FRANCE: (33) I41 43 29 00 • GERMANY: (49) 89 32 1798 0• U.K.: (44) 1932 579200

TECHNOLOGIES ©1996 Rainbow Technologies, Inc. Sentinel, SentineILM and SentinelWizard are trademarks ofRainbow Technologies. All other names areproperty oftheir respective owners.

ALGERIA: AFAK (213) 41 85 61
ARGENTINA:Agri-Aid, S.A.(54) 1 8030536
AUSTRALIA: LOADPLAN (61) 3 9690 0455
BELGIUM/LUXEMBURG: E2S(32) 92 21 11 17
BRAZIL: MIPS Sistemas Ltda (55) 11 574 8686
BULGARIA: KSIMETRO (35) 9279 1478
CHINA (East): Shanghai Pudong Software
ParkElectronics Company(86)21 6403 1966
CHINA (North): CSSS (86)1062177722X2404
COLOMBIA: Construdata (57) 1 622 6011

CZECHREPUBLIC: ASKONInt'l (42) 2 3103 652
EGYPT: ZEDAN-ADS (202) 248 8994
GREECE: Byte Computer S.A. (301)924 17 28
GUATEMALA: SoftCorporation (502) 2 304006
HONG KONG:AlfaLink Tech Co (8S2) 2333 0626
HUNGARY: Polyware Kft (36) 76 481 236
INDIA: ANC Engineering Co. (91) 11 4615680
INDONESIA P.T Promptrade InfoScan (62) 21 375 166
IRAN: GAM Electronics (98) 21 87 44 001
ITALY: BFI IBEXSA SPA (39) 23 31 00535

ITALY: Siosistemi (39) 30 24 411

JAPAN: Giken Shoji Co.,Lta.(81) 52 972 6544
JORDAN: CDG Engineering (96) 26 863 861
KOREA: Genesis Technologies (82) 2 578 3528
LEBANON: National Group Cons. (961) 1 494317
MALAYSIA: Eastern Systems Design
<M) Sdn Bhd (60) 3 241 1188
MEXICO: Impex Comp., Sa X C.V. (52) 66210291
MOROCCO: Futur S Soft (212) 2 40 03 97
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NETHERLANDS: IntroCom (31) 74 2430 105
NEW ZEALAND: Software Images (64) 09 378 9790
PERU: OpenSoft (51) 1 224 2125
PHILIPPINES Mannasoft Technology
Corporation (63) 2 813 4162
POLAND: HITEX Sp. z 0.0. (48) 22 41 97 51
PORTUGAL: COMELTA (351) 1 941 65 07
RUSSIA: Multisoft Int'l (7 095) 186 35 84
SAUDI ARABIA: ZEDAN (966) 2 665 1904

SCANDINAVIA: Perico A/S (47) 2249 1500

SINGAPORE: Systems Design PTE LTD (65)747 2266
SOUTH AFRICA: SOFTSECURE (27) 11 477 6053

SPAIN: MECCO (34) 3 422 7700
SWITZERLAND: IBV AG (41) 1 745 92 92
SWITZERLAND: SafeCompaid S.A. (41)2 421 5386
TAIWAN: Evershine Tech. (886) 2 8208925
THAILAND: BCS Int'l (66) 2 319 4451
TUNISIA: Soft Informatique Tech (216)17 19 486
TURKEY: BIMEKS, Ltd. (90) 216 348 3508
VENEZUELA: HRT-M Osers (58) 2 261 4282



Operating Systems

Better reasons than tradition explain why Digital's VMS
operating system continues to survive. By Ben Smith

VMS: Alive and Well

I ith a facebetraying myshame,
I mumble, "Hi. My name is
Ben, and I am a VMS user."

IThe crowd responds: "Hi,
Ben. We're VMSusers, too!" But using a
20-year-old OS calledVMS—which unof
ficially stands for Virtual Memory oper
ating System—doesn't mean you have a
disease, or even a temporary condition.

Besidesits longevityand proliferation,
due in great part to its robustness and
sophisticated management design, VMS
isadept at handling mission-critical jobs,
and its clustering capabilities make it
well-suited for multiprocessing. The OS
isn't without flaws, which become more
apparent because of its age. But Unix,
which is even older, is growing in popu
larity, whereas VMS is just holding its
own. Is VMS at the end of its life cycle?

Who UsesVMS, Anyway?
The VAX computer and VMS have been
inseparable since birth. In fact, the VAX
is one of the earliest designs in which
the software engineers played a major
role in the hardware design: They deter
mined what structures and services

should be implemented in microcode.
Now, with the VAX being supplanted by
AlphaVMS servers,VMS survives beyond
its original architecture despite the
close hardware ties.

VAXes have been applied to every kind
of computing, so VMS has been used by
every kind of user, from scientists run
ning supercomputing applications to
office workers doing word processing.
But the days of broad-spectrum com
puting are past. Personal computers and
much simpler LANs have replaced VAX
es and terminal servers for low-end office

computing. What work can't be handled
by desktop computers can be done inex
pensivelyon Unix machines and, despite
their immaturity, Windows NT servers.
Still,VMS can be found handling the crit

ical, the fault-tolerant, and the secure
computing jobs such as bank and stock
market transaction processing, record
keeping, and billing systems. A hiccup
in any of these applications could cost

A VMS Time Line
April 1975: DEC's Gordon Bell
writes memo that starts formal work

on VAX/VMS.

April 1978: First VAX shipped, with
a preliminary version of VMS.

August 1978: VMS 1.0 ships.

April 1980: VMS 2.0, VAX/750
(first new processor) added to DEC
product line.

April 1982: VMS 3.0, VAX/730
rolled out. Ethernet connectivity
added.

September 1984: VMS 4.0 and
VAXcluster introduced. Many new
VAX models introduced.

September 1988: VMS 5.0, the
VAX 6000, and symmetric multi
processor VAXes introduced.

November 1992: VMS 1.0 for the

Alpha processor released.

July 1993: VMS 6.0 released. The
major features are support for very
large VAXes and a C2/B1 govern
ment security rating.

January 1996: VMS 7.0 released.
Kernel-level support for DECthreads
and 64-bit memory management
supported on Alpha.

;;

millions of dollars in a flash, or even put
lives in jeopardy.

Another important V.\IS feature isclus
ters. The basicconcept is: Ifperformance
isn't adequate, add another server; they
all appear as one.

The engineering and research com
munities have a huge investment in VMS
applications. These are the millions of

lines of FORTRAN code that also fall

into the categoryof legacy systems. These
hoary applications work perfectly well
in the VMS environment, and they con
tinue to gain in performance whenever
Digitalshipsa newer, faster,VMS server.

Another reason for the OS's continu

ing popularity is a feature that all VMS
applications exploit: VMS programs can
share the same data types, system
resources, and process control. Devel
opers can thus seamlesslybuild a mono
lithic application in which each individ
ual part is crafted in the language
best-suited for its function. For example,
an application's general business logic
might be coded in COBOL, its bit-manip
ulation aspects written in C, and its
sophisticated numeric operations and
utilities composed in FORTRAN.

VMS vs. Unix

VMS, along with its hardware counter
part, the VAX, was over a year in design,
not counting the six months of discus
sions that took place before Gordon Bell
(then head of R&D at Digital) wrote a
memo, in April of '75, committing to its
development. From the very beginning,
VMS was built for demanding commer
cial applications. The VMS/VAX design
team tried to anticipate all the levels and
details that any commercial operation
might need, and to implement them at as
low a level as practical. High on the list
of VMS features hasbeen itsconsistency,
its rich set of management features, and
its security (C2/B1 rating from the U.S.
government). Most important, VMS was
the VAX's native operating system.Even
today Unix, which is VMS'sclosest com
petitor, isconsiderablyweaker inallthese
areas. Conversely, VMS's file system still
lacks theability tohandlemorethaneight
levels of subdirectories.

Unix is the quintessential example of
ad hoc OS development. Unixgrew out
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Core Operating Systems

In Case of Emergency, Use Duplicate Clusters
Digital implements multiprocessor com

puting over the entire spectrum of con
figurations:fromtightlycoupled computers
that share memoryand whose processes
must be tightly synchronized, to the very
loose asynchronous model of networked
heterogeneous computers that share tasks
through remote procedure calls (RPCs). The
VMScluster lies between these two

extremes.

VMScluster implementations share
resources between processors insuch a way
that the processors and the resources
appear as a single system to the user. The
connections between a cluster's elements

can be through just about any method; the
loosest is a simple Ethernet connection.
These connections are made through redun
dant one-way cables with duplicate "send"
and "receive" ports.

For disaster tolerance, portions of the
cluster "mirror" the activityof the other por
tion, as shown in the figure at right. That is,
the system takes allthe processing and stor
age that lives on one part of the cluster and
duplicates it in another part of the cluster.
One side is designated as the primaryseg
ment of the cluster until it fails, at which time

the other section becomes the primary.
By placing parts of a cluster several

miles from the other and having the pro
cessing and storage mirrored between the
sites, disasters such as a power failureorfire
at one site don't affect the others. When the

systems are connected by high-bandwidth

fiber-optic lines, processing continues unin- funds transfer centers,andmilitary systems
terrupted. Thiskind offault-tolerant com- require. Additionally, VMS islaudably secure
puting iswhat stockexchanges, electronic in contrastto the majority of Unix systems.

of a solution to running a compute-inten
sive simulation program on a computer
that had been all but abandoned (ironi
cally, a DEC PDP-7). Unix has grown as
need be. Great leaps in design have been
the result of some special application,
research project, or academic program.
Unix didn't actually become a commer
cial product (from Interactive Systems
Corporation) until 1977, the same year
that VAX/VMS was announced at a DEC

stockholders' meeting.
While the VMS OSwas integral to the

VAX and hadn't (until the DECAlpha) run
on anything but VAX computers, Unix
has been uniquely portable. Because of
its humble roots and minimalist hard

ware requirements, Unix was quickly
ported to all platforms, including the
VAX. Despite the system's haphazard
beginnings, many Unix features have
become models for implementing simi
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A Fault-Tolerant Cluster

i XXI Controller \ ' Controller

TT-JF IILocal-area
transportserver

Operator
management

station

VAX 6000 VAX 9000

mm Intelligent Intelligent «m
j disk 1 I disk I
controller controller

H-J C—I
Smart diskcontrollers make devicesthey manage available to

all processors on the net, thus resembling a unified system.

lar services on other OSes, including
Unix's simple file I/O,which was extend
ed to devices and interprocess commu
nications (through sockets); a config
urable hierarchical file system;and more
than one way for a user to interface with
the OS(different command interpreters,
or "shells").

Reports of My Death Are
Greatly Exaggerated
An OS has reached its terminus when it's

no longer breathing with new develop
ment. VMS isstill alive.And it's drawing
new energy from another OS: NT. The
connection here is DEC's NT Affinity
product and the concept of using VMS
servers to do the high-end computing for
NT servers and workstations. Tosupport
this capability, VMS has incorporated
many of NT's data structures and design
elements.There isa life-supportingtrans

fusion going on between VMS and NT.
The VMS development group is very

muchalive and well. Someof the origi
naldevelopersare stillthere, turning out
new releases. The truth is,VMS doesjust
fine for its long-term customers who are
running COBOL and FORTRAN applica
tions, as well as for customers writing
applications in C/C+ +, using RDB or
Oracle databases and doing distributed
transaction processing. Both of these
types of users are going to be around for
along, longtime.

VMS still serves as a reliable tool for

getting the job done, particularly in mis
sion-critical situations. There is no shame

in being a VMS user. EI

BenSmith is an independentcontract pro
grammerspecializingin UnixandPerl. He used
to be a BYTE technical editor. You can reach

him at ben@ronin.com.



Visio Technical

There's a

new way

to create

technical

drawings.

Look who's using it.

See what it can

do for you.

ViSiO
TECHNICAL 4.1

♦A

Just because your

work is complex
doesn't mean

it has to be difficult

Amoco is saving 5% per

project or up to 20 million

dollars by using Visio to

plan and manage ,5t»»

their oil explo

ration. Other

companies use it

to save time or

increase productivity.

You'llfind lots of compa

nies have adopted Visio:

Chrysler, National

Semiconductor and Fluor

Daniel, for example.

To get your work done, you've always needed CAD. But then

along comes Visio® Technical, a Windows-based drawing

program that's actually easy to learn and use. Our SmartShapes®

technology lets you create 2-D technical drawings and schematics

that are both intuitive and intelligent. You can finish drawings

faster, make changes easily, work with AutoCAD files and even

create custom solutions through OLE Automation. Make things

easy on yourself for a change. Call 800-24-VISIO, ext. E27 or

visit www.visio.com. For corporate evaluation call 800-VISIO-07.

Visualize your business" WiSi©

§1996Visio Corporation. Visio. Visio Technical and SmanShapes areregistered trademarks ofVisio Corporation. All other trademarks areheld bytheir respective companies.



isplay Business

•

laeaseD HoducHvity

Whether your business relies onbasic spreadsheets orthemost advanced multimedia
applications, ViewSonic*' has the perfect Graphics Series monitor for YOU! Infact, our
Graphics Series offers NINE different monitors, ranging from 15" through 21" (vari
ousviewables) for both PC andMac" systems. Each provides a unique combination
ofperformance, features, value and screen size tomeet your specific needs.

Graphics Series Monitors
Our Graphics Series offer features like OnView* controls for easy on-screen adjust
ments, ViewMatch* tomatch screen color toprinter output, andoverscan
capabilities which provides use ofthe entire screen. And 'Plug & (Pfay +• for easy
installationwithWindows" 95.

For multimedia, personnel training and internet applications, the Graphics Series
PerfectSound™ 15GA and 17GA multimedia monitors are the ideal choice.

Product
CRT Size/
Viewnble

Dot Pitch
Aperture Grille*

Max. N!
Resolution

OnView*
Controls

TC0
Certified MSRP

ViewSonic 15GS 15714.0" 0.28mm 1,280x1,024 Yes Yes $449

ViewSonic 15GA 15714.0" 0.27mm 1,280x1,024 Yes Yes $499

ViewSonic 17GS 17716.0" 0.27mm 1,280x1,024 Yes Yes S699

ViewSonic 17GA 17716.0" 0.27mm 1,280x1,024 Yes Yes $799

ViewSonic GT770 17715.9" 0.25mm* 1,280x1,024 Yes $795

ViewSonic 20G 20718.4" 0.28mm 1,600 x 1,280 Yes SI ,299

ViewSonic GT800 20719.1" 0.30mm* 1,600 x 1,280 Yes $1,495

ViewSonic G810 21720.0" 0.25mm 1,600 x 1,280 Yes S1.745

All monitors are EPA Emniy Star™ and MI'U- iIcertified. ' 'Aperture Grille Free VMA-1 Mac ableadapter :

i

..."".,

mf

With high fidelity speakers integrated into the bezel for directed stereo sound, abuilt-in
microphone* headphone jack, aswell asmute andvolume controls, tliese award-
winning monitors offer a unique experience insight andsound.

The ultimate inhigh performance monitors, theViewSonic GT770 and GT800 blend
aperture grille mask technology andthe vertically flat SonicTron" screen topro
duce the sharpest, most brilliant colors from center tocorner. The high contrast
images are therichest andbrightest available today.

Our monitors are backed bya limited 3-year warranty on
CRT, parts and labor... thebest in thebusiness. Plus
your company can take advantage ofourspecial

ViewSonic*

At ViewSonic, we make more than just good
business monitors. We make good business sense.

llr
48-hour Express Exchange™ Service option.

Phone: (800)888-8583 or (909) 869-7976; Agent Code 1266
Internet:http://www.viewsonic.com
"Optionalmi,lopliniiradaptermayIn-iei|iiiied unit cerl \1ariiilosli"systems.
Tricesand spi-iilc,:,ii<.]is siilijcciin clianeevyiiiioi ice tiorporalemimes;imltrjcli-iiiiuks slatedherein are lire
properlyofliieirrespective coilipiinies. ': 1000ViewSonic Corporation Ml liejitsreserved.

|mbiJ
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Sun's revised NFS could overcome HTTP's limitations
in handling large amounts of Web data. By Bob Friesenhakn

A File System for the Web
Ihe popularity of the Webhas
skyrocketed in the past few
years. Few technical chal-

Ilenges have impeded itsex
pansion. However, it is beginning to
showseveregrowingpains.PopularWeb
sites now use networks of multiple high-
performance computers to sustain the
heavy load when serving data via HTTP.

The intranet is now beginning to rival
the Internet's growth. Corporate users
expect to manipulate Web data in the
samewaythat theydealwith data in their
other productivity applications. Unfor
tunately, poor data-manipulation capa
bilities are the Achilles' heel of existing
Web technologies.

The Web isbased on Hypertext Mark-
up Language (HTML) and the simple
HTTP. While it's simple to implement
and understand, HTTP is an expensive
protocol intermsofconnection overhead
and data transfer. Each object you trans
fer via HTTP requires a new TCP con
nection. (See "The Backbone of the
Web," October BYTE, for details.) Fur
thermore, you must transfer the entire
object at one time. Each HTML page can
contain references to other objects (e.g.,
graphics images) that you must down
load to build the entire page. This
requires additional TCP connections.

Web browsers such as Netscape's Nav
igator have adopted a threaded model
that allows multiple HTTPaccessesto be
concurrentper HTML page.Whilethread
ing helps avoid TCP-connection laten
cies (causing pages to load faster), it in
creases the load seen by the server.

What we need are more efficient Web

data-access technologies that let users
selectively access, manipulate, and
update data as they have become accus
tomed to. Sun Microsystems believes it
has a technology in its inventory that can
provide the solution with a little brush
ing up. The basictechnology isNFS, and

the Web-enhanced version is called

WebNFS.

NFS in a Nutshell
NFS implements a virtual network file
system that maps remote disks so that
they appear local to a client computer on
the network. NFS isa mature product that
Sun introduced commercially in 1986.It

An NFS Session

NFS client

RFC 1014. Client and server versions of

NFS are available for all major OSes.
Development of NFS is relatively easy,
because the source codes to XDR, RPC,
and NFS are available in the public
domain. Alternately,you can licenseNFS
technology from Sunaspart of itsONC+
platform, which most Unix system ven
dors license.

PORT MAPPER
(port 111)

MOUNT

Remote
system

NFS
(port 2049)

MOUNT protocol port?

Return port

File handle for "/pub"?

Return file handle

NFS port?

Port = 2049

LOOKUP file handlefor "foo"

Return file handlefor'loo"

LOOKUP file handle for "index.html"

Return file handlefor "index.html"

READ using file handle

Return data for "index.html"

NFS session for /pub/foo/index.html

NFS requires many data transfers to establish

access to a specific remote file.

rose to industry-standard status in 1989
with the publication of RFC 1094, cov
ering NFS 2. In 1995, there was the pub
lication of RFC 1813, which covers NFS3.

NFS isbased on Sun remote procedure
call (RPC), RFC 1057, which is in turn
based on data formats established by
External Data Representation (XDR),

Sun considers any Web use of NFS—
whether it's NFS 2, NFS 3, or NFS with
WebNFS enhancements—to be a form of

WebNFS. This can be extremely discon
certing to users, given that no specific
form of the protocol can be labeled as
WebNFS. In this article, I refer only to
Web-enhanced versions (described
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below) of NFS as WebNFS,rather than
using Sun's broader scope.

The Evolution of NFS
If NFSis so great, how come we have not
seen it used on the Internet? NFS is an effi

cient protocol that's optimized for LANs.
Assuch, it originallyreliedon UDP, which
provides no flow-control mechanisms or
error recovery, other than for time
outs. Becauseof this, NFS has proven to
be largely unusable over the Internet.

With the advent of NFS3, TCPbecame
the preferred transport protocol. TCP
offers flow control, reliable transfer, and
ordering characteristics that UDP lacks.
With Sun's recent announcement of

WebNFS,many of NFS'sdrawbacks over
high-latency networks have now been
eliminated.

Unaltered NFS isa terrible protocol for
use over high-latency networks, asshown
in the figure "An NFSSession." NFS's
designwas intended to be pure in that few
assumptions were made regarding the
OS's characteristics, such as path-name
separators or even port addresses. Simi
lar to other protocols based on Sun RPC,
a port-mapper process maps the RPCpro
tocol types to specific port addresses.

NFS depends on two RPCprotocols:
MOUNT and NFS.MOUNTgets a han
dle to the top, or start, of a directory tree.
Once MOUNT accomplishes this, the
client has "mounted" the server and uses

this handle through the remainder of the
session. Unfortunately, all this port map
ping takes quite a bit of time over slow
networks.

A more significant problem than port
mapping is how NFS works with files.
Rather than access files via their full

paths, NFS iterates through the directory
elements, retrieving file handles for each
element. NFS then uses the final file

handle to read the file.

Toimprove itsperformance over high-
latency networks, NFS needs to eliminate
port mapping, mounting, and path-name
recursion overheads. Toaccomplish this,
WebNFS makes three assumptions: The
NFS default port is 2049,a directory can
be exported as "public" with a known
handle (zero or null length), and path
name delimiters are similar to an HTTP

uniform resource locator (URL). That is,
they usea forward slashto separate path
elements, which lets full file paths be
specified.

WebNFS thus introduces a new type of
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URL, the nfs URL. Nfs URLs are specified
via the format nfs://server:port/path,
which is immediately familiar to Web
users because the format is similar to that

used by HTTP. As just mentioned, Web
NFS uses the default NFSport of 2049,
unless the URL specifies one.

The steps the modified protocol takes
are illustrated in the figure "AWebNFS
Session."These steps reduce the number
of RPC packet transmissions to retrieve a
relatively short path name from 12 to
four. Furthermore, with traditional NFS,
retrieving extra path elements increases

A WebNFS Session

vide in the future) cannot be supported
directly by WebNFS.

For example, WebNFS does not sup
port the Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions (MIME)Content-Type infor
mation, a feature that HTTP supports.
Thus, data that's obtained via WebNFS
must be identified locallybysome means
(usually a file extension) rather than
being identified by the server (which
could have more accurate information).

WebNFS has another significant limi
tation: It is impossible to support server
applications without radical modifica-

NFS client
Remote

PORT MAPPER MOUNT system NFS
(port 111) (port 2049)

LOOKUP file handle for "foo/index.html" using public (null) mount file handle

Return filehandle for"foo/index.html":

READ using file handle

Return data for "index.html"

WebNFS session for nfs://servername/foo/index.html

Smart defaults and an improved file mechanism reduce access

to remote files to a fixed number of transfers.

the number of packets sent by two per
element. With WebNFS, the required
number of packets remains constant.

Presuming packet latencies of 250mil
liseconds, the overhead to retrieve the
first file on a server is reduced from a min-

imum of 3 seconds to 1 second (not
including TCP-connect time). NFS RPC
requests are inherently threaded in that
you can send them in any meaningful
order and back-to-back. This tremen

dously enhances throughput and de
creases the effects of network latency,
because responses stream back to the
client as requests are serviced.

WebNFS Limits

While use of WebNFS provides signifi
cant performance and usability bene
fits, it has inherent limitations. They are
related to the fact that NFS implements
a filesystem.Anetwork filesystemimple
ments the semantics of a file system on a
local diskdrive. Asa result, many features
that HTTPprovides today (or may pro-

tions to the NFS server. Youmight over
come this limitation by simply using
HTTPwhere NFS is not appropriate.

Will you ever see WebNFS in a Web
browser near you? There are still many
unanswered questions regarding how
WebNFS would be made available in a

browser, and even whether any major
browsers will support it.WebNFS has the
technical prowess to become a major
Web technology. At the same time, we
have seen how difficult it is to predict
which technology will succeed. We can
only wait and see how the story unfolds.

If you would like to learn more about
WebNFS, Sun has made the technical
details available (including an excellent
white paper by Brent Callaghan of Sun
Soft) at http://www.sun.com/sunsoft
/solaris/networking/webnfs/. 13

Bob Friesenhahn is a consulting writer for
BYTE who specializesin Unixand TCP/1P net
working-related topics. You can reach himat
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Motorola's embedded PowerPC processor offers a rich set
of communications features. By Tom Thompson

The Consumer PowerPC Revisited

^^^^^^ otorola intends toexpand its
•~Y~b| reach into the world of per-
" 4 ^ H sonal communications with a
IhbbbhJI slimmed-down variant of the
PowerPC called the MPC801. The chip
begansamplingrecentlyand willbeavail-
able in quantity late this year. The
MPC80Ts feature set makes it attractive

not onlyfor useincommunicationsprod
ucts such as pagers and cellular phones
but also for general-purpose embedded
applications and consumer electronics.

The MPC801 is a three-metal-layer,
0.35-micron CMOS part with 800,000
transistors.The fullystatic3.3-V chipcon
sists of an embedded PowerPCcore plus
caches, timers, memory controller, and
peripheralsupport logic.Ithasfour low-
power modes that make it suitable for
hand-held products, for which long bat
tery lifeisparamount. If thesespecifica
tions sound familiar, it's because they're
similar to IBM'sembedded PowerPC pro
cessor, the 401GF (see "The PowerPC
Goes Consumer," August BYTE). Upon
closer examination, there are signifi
cant differences between the two chips.

IBM's 401GF serves primarily as an
embedded controller. The MPC801 also

acts as controller but, true to Motoro
la's heritage as a communications com
pany, it sports a rich set of communica
tions features. This includes two serial

UARTs and a serial peripheral interface
(SPI). (IBM can provide a custom 401GF
part that includes a serial I/Ointerface.)

The heart of the MPC8 01 is its Power

PCcore. It is a 32-bit implementation of
the PowerPC architecture. It has thirty-
two 32-bitgeneral-purpose registers. Two
function blocks, an integer unit and a
load/store unit, execute all integer and
load/store operations in the hardware.

To reduce the transistor count—which

both reduces the processor's size and
power consumption—the designers
removed a number of features present in

the 60x architecture. The floating-point
unit isgone,sinceembeddedapplications
execute mostly integer instructions.
Additionally, the core's architecture

The core has two on-chip caches, a 1-
KB data cache and a 2-KB instruction

cache. The caches are two-way set asso
ciative, which helps compensate for any

was simplified so that the coreexecutes performance hit due to their small size.

The MPC801 Architecture

2KB

instruction 1
cache j

System
interface un

Internal

unified

bus

Load/store

bus

1-KB I
data

cache

MMU 1
^^^^^^Jjjg <'

Memory controlk

Bus

interface unit

Systemfunction

Timers, real-tinu
clock

Serialinterface

UART UART Serial peripheral M
interface (SPI)

m
Motorola's MPC801 processor has a built-in memory

controller and a number of serial functions.

only one instruction per cycle.This com
promise eliminates the support logic
required to implement multiple execu
tion units. While this approach does
exact a performance penalty, the design
win is reduced power consumption. To
boost performance, the core provides
several instruction queues. It also has
branch prediction logic that performs
branch folding and branch prediction
with conditional prefetch. However, in
keeping with the goal of a simple, low-
power design, the branch logic doesn't
do any conditional execution on any
prefetched instructions.

Portions of each cache can be locked to

hold critical sections of code or fre

quently used data sets. Each cache has its
own memory management unit (MMU).
The MMUs support a variety of memory
page sizes ranging from 4 KB to 8 MB.
They can arrange a maximum of 16vir
tual address spaces with 16 protection
groups. You can program the MMUsto
set the data caches to copyback or write-
through modes and inhibit the caching
ofspecificpagesinmemory (typically for
memory-mapped I/O).The combination
of the PowerPC core and the caches

allows the MPC801 to deliver 33 MIPS at
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25 MHz (using Dhrystone 2.1) and 52
MIPS at 40 MHz.

To reduce power consumption, the
MPC801 supports four low-power
modes: doze, sleep, deep sleep, and low-
power stop. A phase-locked loop (PLL)
obtains the processor clocksignal,which
enables a system designer to dynamical
lyreducetheclockrate to conservepow
er when a hand-held device is idle.

Interfaces Galore
The MPC801 has a system interface unit
(SIU) that enables it to work with a vari
etyofperipherals.It handlesdynamicbus
sizingto 8-,16-,and 32-bitwide memory
and devices. The SIU's built-in memory
controller can generate the signals and
timings for SRAM, synchronous static
RAM (SSRAM),EPROM, FLASHEPROM,
DRAM, self-refreshed DRAM (SRDRAM),
and extended data out (EDO) memory. It
can manage up to eight separate memo
ry banks. The processor supports a glue-
lessinterface to one bank of memory,but
additional banks require external buffer
logic to maintain the signal levels.

The MPC801 has two on-chip full-
duplex serial UARTs. Each of these UARTs
can be independently programmed for
baud rates ranging from 300 bps to 115.2
Kbps. Eight maskable interrupts assistI/O
transfers. Interestingly, these serial ports
provide direct support of the IrDA phys
ical layer protocol. IrDA is an infrared
beam communications protocol, devel
oped by the Infrared DeviceAssociation,
that's used to transfer information in

some hand-held machines. By imple
menting the IrDA protocol in the hard
ware, the MPC801 can reduce the parts
count in a hand-held's design, thereby
lowering its costs.

The processor also provides two oth
er communications interfaces: SPI and

I2C. The SPI is a four-wire, full-duplex,
character-oriented interface. It supports
8- and 1-bit character operations, and it
can operate in master or slave modes.
Likethe UARTs, the SPI can also interrupt
the processor to expedite data transfers.
I2C isalow-speed, full-duplex, two-wire

WHERE TO FIND

Motorola Microprocessor and Memory
Technologies Group
Austin, TX

(512)891-3823
http://www.mot.com/SPS/HPESD/prod/eppc/
MPC801.html
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bus that enables the MPC801 to commu

nicate with a variety of controller chips.
It, too, supports interrupts.

ATMs and Web TVs

Because of its built-in communications

functions, the MPC801 is thus ready-
made for embedded applications that
require such capabilities. It can be used

and hardware configuration settings,
which can change over time. The I2C
interface directs a microcontroller that

scansthe teller machine's keypad for key
pressesand reads the data from the mag
netic strip on the customer's ATM card.

Here's the most intriguingapplication
of the MPC801. Mitsubishi Consumer

Electronics isusingit to convert a 40-inch

An Example ofan ATM Application

UARTl

moo

terminal

To bank

computer
UART2

Modem

Serial EEPROM

MCM2814

If"—'—•Jl.jr

Cardreader

MPC801

32-bit

DRAM

SIMM

The MPC801 can operate the automated teller machine's hardware,

display, and communications with the bank computer.

in set-top boxes, cellular base stations,
automated teller machines (ATMs), hand
held computers, and Internet terminals
or network computers. Two examples
help emphasize how the MPC801 is an
ideal fit for applications that demand
extensive communications support. In
the figure"AnExampleofan ATM Appli
cation," the MPC801 is shown acting as
an embedded controller. The processor
operates the hardware and handles the
user's interactions with the machine. It

can also manage the communications the
ATM requires to verify transactions
with a remote bank computer. One UART
operates a smart terminal that serves as
the teller machine's display screen; the
other operates a modem that relaystrans
action data to and from the bank com

puter. The SPI updates nonvolatile data
in a serial EPROM. This nonvolatile

data might consist of encryption codes

TV into a Web browsing box called the
DiamondWeb TV. Because of the

MPC801's glueless interface to memory
and to Motorola's Scorpion Graphics
processor (which is used to mix text,
graphics, and live video), the Dia
mondWeb TV'sparts count—and there
fore its cost—can be kept low.

The MPC801 implements a Web
browser and a Java virtual machine on
the device. Its serial connections help
implement the TV's audio, modem,
video, and TV monitor interface func
tions. The DiamondWeb represents the
convergence of TV, the Web, and com
puting in one integrated device. The
MPCSOl's capabilities make it all possi
ble. And affordable. Q

TomThompsonisa BYTE settlortechnicaledi
toratlarge.You canreach himattom_thomp-
son@bix.com.
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BayStack.
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the BayStack 28115 Fast Ethernet Switch. Not only
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the best price/performance of any switch available. It lets you deploy

10 or 100 Mbps Fast Ethernet switching on all ports, so you can future-
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A new programming model for parallel processing simplifies writing
programs andpromises code portability. By Dick Pountain

Parallel Processing in Bulk
arallel processing—using
more than one CPU to in-

jcrease computation speed—
is one of those cutting-edge

technologiesthat alwaysseemspoisedto
break through into the mainstream.
The problem hasbeen that writingsoft
warefor parallelcomputersisjusttoo dif
ficult. It requires complex code to syn
chronize the data and activity of tens or
hundreds of processors. Furthermore,
becauseparallelprogramsaren't portable
between different supercomputer archi
tectures, no volume software market has
ever taken off to sustain the effort.

A new parallel-programming model,
called Bulk Synchronous Parallelism
(BSP), promises to remedy this situa
tion. Developed by teams at Oxford in
the U.K. and Harvard in the U.S., BSP
offers a simple synchronization mecha
nism. It also has the potential to make
parallel programs portable between dif
ferent parallel-computer architectures.

Parallel's Pitfalls
Parallel programming's fundamental
problem is that there has been no gener
ally accepted model of what a parallel
computer should look like.Some design
ers have favored distributed-memory
machines, whose processing nodes com
municate by passing messages. Others
have preferred symmetric-multiprocess
ing (SMP) or shared-memory architec
tures, where all the processors read and
write the same memory.

Yet others have used collections of

workstations connected by a LAN to sim
ulate a singleparallel computer. The clus
tering of workstations into virtual par
allel computers is immeasurably easier
sincethe emergenceof standard message-
passing environments such as Message
PassingInterface (MPI) and Parallel Vir
tual Machine (PVM). Still, moving a pro
gram from one type of parallel machine

to another normally involvesa complete
rewrite of the program.

What's needed is an abstract model of

a parallel computer that describes all
these schemes, hidingthe physical details
of particular architectures from pro
grams to make them portable. Another
desirable feature of such a model would

that efficiently supports a global mem
ory space and a mechanismfor the bar
riersynchronization of allthe processors.
Execution of a BSP program proceeds in
phases, and all global communication
takes place between phases.

Eachphase iscalledasuperstep. It con
sists of a number of parallel-running

Supersteps Toward Synchronization

© Each processor starts O !
ata superstep barrier,
executing its own code
thread.

© The processors work
with local data. They
pass communications ©
requests to obtain
global data from other
processors. These
requests are deferred
until the nextsuperstep
barrier.

© Each processor reaches
asuperstep barrier
and halts.

® Global data transfers
take place, synchronizing Processor
all the data.

Processor Processor Processor Processor Superstep
L___J| I,,,-,-,., i barrier

• •••mil

Computation

©

o
T

Processor -

?

Processor I Processor *"*»
barrier

© The processors start q
execution to the next

barrier.
1 ! ! 1

BSP's step-by-step scheme simplifies the synchronization

of both processors and any shared (global) data.

be predictability (i.e., the ability to ac
curately analyze how such portable pro
grams will perform on different real
architectures). BSP provides just such a
model.

BSP's Structure

The BSP model assumes a set of proces
sor/memory pairs. These pairs are con
nected by a communications network

threads that contain any number of oper
ations. The threads perform only local
communication until they reach a syn
chronization point or barrier. At a bar
rier, all the threads must wait until the last
one becomes ready, at which time all
global communication (i.e., accesses to
the physical memory of remote proces
sors) takes place, as shown in the figure
"Supersteps Toward Synchronization."

continued
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This model completely decouples com
munication from synchronization, so
that the synchronization of individual
messages ceases to be of concern to the
programmer.

BSP doesn't care whether a parallel
computer implements barrier synchro
nization via hardware or software,
because this affects only absolute per
formance. Asan example, Cray's T3D,a
massivelyparallel supercomputer based
on DigitalEquipment AlphaRISC proces
sors, supports hardware barrier syn
chronization by providing each proces
sor/memory node with a special barrier
register.

BSP is equally unconcerned about the
underlying mechanism used for com
munication. Thus, the same program
could run on an Ethernet of PCs usingthe
WinPVM library or on a T3D.

BSP Parameters

As important as BSP'ssupport for pro
gram portability is the way it provides an
analytic cost model for assessing the per
formance of parallel algorithms. This is
something to which synchronized mes
sage-passing programs have never been
amenable.

Any BSP computer is defined by three
parameters: p, the number of proces
sor/memory pairs; /, the latency,or num
ber of time steps consumed by barrier
synchronization; andg, a ratio obtained
by dividing the total localoperations per
formed by all processors per second by
the total words delivered by the com
munications system per second. Note
thatg measures only a bulkproperty of
the whole system, not the speed of indi
vidual CPUs or links. The / andg param
eters are normalized with respect to a
fourth parameter, s, the number of time
steps per second or MFLOPS rate, so you
can compare algorithms running on dif
ferent hardware.

Youcan consider any scalable parallel
system to be a BSP computer and deter
mine what its p, /, and g parameters are
bybenchmarking. You canthen usethese

WHERE TO FIND

Oxford Parallel
OUCL

Oxford, U.K.
+441865 273897

fax:+44 1865 273819

oxpar@comlab.ox.ac.uk
http://www.comlab.ox.ac.uk
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results to analyze the computational
complexity of both architectures and
algorithms. Designers of parallel archi
tectures strive to reduce / andg to a min
imum. Likewise, a programmer's choice
of algorithm will try to offset the bad

ory primitives. There are also optimized
native libraries for IBM'sSP1/SP2, Cray's
T3D,SiliconGraphics' PowerChallenge,
Meiko's CS/2, and other supercomputers.

Oxford Parallel isworking on BSP sup
port forSMP machinesrunningWindows

Programming with BSP
BSP doesn't require the inventionofany new programming languages. You can write

BSP programs in conventional sequential languages such as C or FORTRAN 90.
You then link the program to a librarythat implements a few primitive BSP operations.

The simplest primitives are bsp_put and bsp_get, which are requests for nonlocal
data access, and bs p_sy nc, which marks a barrier for synchronization. Put and get are
both one-sided operations, and you don't need to pair them: Youeither put a value into a
remote process or get a value from it,but not both. They do, however, require variables to
have the same names indifferentphysicaladdress spaces, so theyare most suited forSingle
Program MultipleData (SPM D)algorithms.

Other BSP primitivesare better suited for different types of parallelism. Put and get
are nonblocking, so the process that calls them can proceed immediately. Issuing a put
or ge t guarantees onlythat the requested data operation will be completed by the end
of the superstep or next barrier synchronization.

TheCfunction, bsp_al 1sums(), hints at the flavorof BSP programming. Itcalculates
the running sums of p integers stored on p processors. Put another way, ifinteger xi is
stored on processor i, the result on processor i isxO + xl + . . . + xi.

Youuse the primitives bsp_pushregi ster and bsp_popregi ster to register the
name of the destination variable left across allthe processors. The cost of this algorithm
islog(p)x(g + 1 +1) + 1, as there are 1og(p) + 1 supersteps (includingone for the
registration), and the addition operation costs 1 FLOP.

#inc1ude "bsp.h"
#include <stdio. h>

#include <stdli b. h>

int bsp_al1sums(int x) (

int i, 1eft, right;
bsp_pushregister(&1eft.sizeof(i nt));
bsp_sync();

ri ght = x;

for(i=l;i<bsp_nprocs();i*=2) I
if (bsp_pid()+i < bsp_nprocs())
bsp_put(bsp_pid()+i,&right.&left,0,sizeof(int));

bsp_sync();
i f (bsp_pi d()>=i) right = 1eft + right;

1
bsp_popregister(&left);
return right;

effects of large / and g inherent in a
hardware design.

A Parallel Future

The Oxford University Computer Lab
(OUCL) has set up a unit called Oxford
Parallel to commercialize and spread the
word about BSP. The firm offers the

Oxford BSP Library for a number of
machines, including a free generic ver
sion for any homogeneous parallel Unix
machine that has access to PARMACS,
PVM, TCP/IP, or SystemVShared Mem-

NT and for clusters of NT servers. Such a

development would be timely indeed,
given that the PCindustry is entering an
era of multimedia and 3-Dgraphicsappli
cations that cry out to be accelerated by
parallelprocessing.Perhapsafter all those
false dawns, BSP isthe technique that will
bring parallel processing into the main
stream for the first time. 0

Dick Pountain is a BYTE contributing editor
based in London. You can contact him at

dickp@bix.com.
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Great businessesrun fast. As fast as you can make
obstacles disappear. That's why you need ABC FlowCharter*6.
It shows you your business. Clearly. With diagrams that
add a boost to your entire businessprocess.

ABC Flowcharter is not just another drawing tool.
It actually lets you relate charts to data, and automatically
analyze the results. Unlike diagramming tools that hit the
wall at the edge of the page, ABC Flowcharter is powerful.
It can diagram any process. Across anynumber ofpages.
No matter how complex. With linesthatre-route automatically
and shapesthat drop into place. In fact, it's so powerful,

it's used as the engine for Process Model—the world's
most advanced business simulation tool.

ABC Flowcharter does the work, while you work
on making your business run better. See for yourself.
Pickup yourcopyof ABC
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Modular Bay #2

With up to eight hours' battery
life* and full multimedia desktop

performance, the Millennia
TransPort™ puts compact, no-
compromise computing where

you need it.

Take your work to new heights.
With its exclusive FlexOpt™ dual bay modular design, the Millennia TransPort™
notebook system from Micron Electronics lets you mix and match
devices for avariety of customized choices. Drop in amodular CD-
ROM drive to enhance multimedia capability. Add asecond
intelligent modular lithium-ion battery for up to eight hours' use
without recharging*, or add a2.1GB hard drive to more than double
your storage capacity. And there's built-in flexibility, with features MFJ!'",H 'J!
like the innovative Pick-a-Point™ system offering touchpad or pointing-
stick operation and an infrared port for wireless printing from compatible printers.
Top itoff with our industry-leading Micron Power" warranty, and you have the ideal
portable computing solution.

8X CD-ROM Second
hard drive

3.5" floppy drive Second lithium-
ion battery

• 5-year limited warranty onmicroprocessor andmain memory

• 3-year limited parts-only system warranty

• l-,2-or 3-year optional on-site service agreement forMicron desktop systems

• 30days offree Micron-supplied software support forMicron desktop systems

»30-day money-back policy

• 24-hour technical support
Trieforegoingis subject to and qualifiedby Micron'sstandard limitedwarrantiesand terms and conditionsof sale,
Termsand conditionsof sale my varyforspecificconfigurations.Copies of the limitedwarranties maybe obtained
on our Web site or bycallingMicron.

"Aclual battery performance will vary depending on applications and configurations. Based on two 4-hour batteries
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tel Pentium® processor

16MB EDO memory (48MB max.)
•12.1" active matrix color display, 800 x600

1.2GB removable hard drive

i Intel Pentium processor
• 32MB EDO memory (48MB max.)
• Motorola® Montana 28.8 fax/modem
• 12.1" active matrix color display, 800 x600
• 1.2GB removable hard drive

• 2nd intelligent modular lithium-ion battery

150MHz Mobile Intel Pentium processor
32MB EDO memory (48MB max.)
12.1" active motrix color display, 800 x600
2.1GB removable hard drive

Motorola® Montana 28.8 fax/modem
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raphyor photography. All purchasesare subjectto availability. Pricesand specifications maybe changedwithout notice:
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Standard Features
• Mobile Intel Pentium processor • 2Type II or one Type III PCMCIA slots
• Intel 430MX PCI chipset • S-video and NTSC-video outputs
• 256KB L2 pipeline burst cache • Headphone, microphone and line-in jacks
• 16MB EDO memory (48MB max.) • 2infrared ports: one front, one bock
• 8X modular CD-ROM drive • Parallel, serial, VGA and 2PS/2 ports
• PCI graphics accelerator, 1MB EDO memory • Dimensions: 11.7" x9.4" x2.0", Weight: 6.9 Ibs.f
• Pick-a-Poinf duol pointing devices integrate • Nylon carrying case

both pointing stick and touchpad • Microsoft® Windows® 95 and MS® Plus! CD
• Removable EIDE hard drive • Microsoft Office Pro 95 and Bookshelf® 95 CDs
• 3.5" modular floppy drive • Kensington™ security lock recdyt
• Intelligent modular lithium-ion battery jA 5-year/3-year Micron Powers" limited warranty*
• 16-bit Stereo SOUnd 16.9 lbs. includes 3.5" floppy and one lottery
• Built-in stereo speakers ond microphone ' w«"i**w*«'**f
Options:
• With 150MHz Mobile Intel Pentium processor add $200
• With 2nd removable hard drive (1.2GB) add $599
• With 2nd removable hard drive (2.1 GB) add $699
• With 16MB DIMM module upgrade add $349
• With 32MB DIMM module upgrade add $749
• With 3Com9 10BTIDBT PCMCIA add $149
• With Motorola® Montana 28.8 PCMCIA fax/modem add $259
• With MicronDock™ add $299
• With MicronExec™ add $799

MICRON
ELECTRONICS, INC.

800-723-2998
http://www.mei.micron.qom
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Tomorrow's

CPUs
The hard part will be choosing among major

new chip platforms and families;
easier to take will be the blazing speeds

of tomorrow's processors.

Cm onventional wisdom says that Intel dominates the
I desktop CPU market. But look atthecompany's devel-
I opment plans for the next year, and you'll see a cor-
Mporation that's acting a lot more like a hyperactive

start-up than a sleepy giant.
Why? The CPU decisions we make will fuel a fundamentally

new battle among processor architects. Some RISC-chip vendors
are developing a new family of processors designed from the
ground up to run Java applications at optimum speed. BYTE ob
tained exclusive technical details about Sun's picojava architec
ture, which will provide the underpinnings for some Java chips
that should ship next year. Early testsusingJava-chip simulations
point to significant speed advantages over general-purpose CPUs
that use interpreters or just-in-time compilers to run Java code.

Intel hasn't announced Java-specific architectural changes
for its processors, but it's not standing still, either. Over the next
12 months, the company will introduce three major new chips,
including the first Pentium Pro to break the 300-MHz barrier.
Stretchyour sightsinto 1998, and youbeginto seeIntel'sseventh-
generation processor, the secretive Merced joint project with
Hewlett-Packard.

Intel has good reason to continue to innovate. Even if Java
chips never take off, we expect to see nine new x86 chips from
AMD, Cyrix, and the lesser-known IMS. At the same time, the
PowerPC Alliance is redoubling its efforts to develop pace-set
ting chips and a hardware standard that will spawn PowerPC
systemsfor the Mac OS, Windows NT, and Unix.

MyriadCPU choices maybeconfusing at first, butifyouchoose
wisely, your next computer might give you the fastest perfor
mance ever for the applications that are important to you. In
relativeterms, your next processor willdeliver this performance
atabargain price. Ifyouchoose badly, however, youmay beshack
led with a processorthat's blazingiy fast for someapplications
but a slouch for others. If that happens, no price is a bargain.

The following stories can help you find your next CPU and
begin to plan for the generation afterthat. In theend,youmay
long for thedays when you needed only tocompare clock speeds
to find the right chip. -AlanJoch
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Sun Gambles 011 Java
Chips...79
An innovative interpretation
ofRISC design could produceJava-
specific processors that transform
computing...



Fourth quarter First quarter Second quarter Bird quarter Fourth i
1996 1997 1997 1997 1997

The x86 Gets Faster
with Age... 89
... while Intel and a host ofcompetitors
plan a dizzyingnumber ofintroductions
in thenext yearintendedto maintain
the x86's dominance...

PowerPC

Regroups... 101
...and the PowerPC Alliance
continues to pushtheperformance
envelope forgeneral-purpose
computers.
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MORE DEVELOPERS PROTECT.

HASP Packs
More Into Less.
Based on a full-custom ASIC
utilizing 2500-gate, 1.5-micronE2
technology, HASP packs the most advanced
protection into the smallest key in the world.

NSTL Study Rates
HASP No. 1!
Arecent test conducted by the National Software
Testing Labs, the world's foremost independent
lab, compared the flagship products ofleading
software protection vendors* The result? HASP
was rated the clear overallwinner - and number
one in all themajor comparison categories.

NSTL TEST RESULTS, OCTOBER 1995t

Scoring Category
Aladdin

HASP

Rainbow

Sentinel

Security 93 6.3

Ease ofLearning 9-1 7.1

Ease of Use 8.3 7.2

Versatility/Features 10 8.7

Compatibility 6.7 6.5

Speed ofAPI Calls 0.9 1.2

Final Score 8.5 6.5
♦For afull copy ofthe NSTL report, contact your local HASP distributor.

PROTECTS
MORE.
These days, more and more developers are choosing to protect their software against
piracy. They're protecting more products, on more platforms, with better protection
- andselling more as a result.

And more ofthese developers are protecting with HASP. Why? Because HASP
offers more security, more reliability and more features than any other product
on the market.

HASP supports the most advanced platforms, including all Windows 32/l6-bit
environments, OS/2, DOS, Mac, Power Mac, NEC, UNIX and LANs.

To learn more about how you canprotect better - and sell more - call now to
order your HASP Developer's Kit.

Grow With Aladdin!
The fastest growing company in the
industry, with over 4million keys sold
to20 thousand developers worldwide.
Aladdin is setting the standard for
software security today.

Microsoft; , ,

St-Mac OS

1-800-223-4277
a k swww com

NorthAmerica Aladdin KnowledgeSystems Inc. Tel: (800) 223 4277,212-564 5678, Fax: 212-564 3377, E-mail: hasp.sales@us.aks.com
Int'I Office Aladdin Knowledge Systems Ltd. Tel: +972-3-636 2222, Fax: +972-3-537 5796, E-mail: hasp.sales@aks.com
Germany FAST SoftwareSecurity AG Tel: +49 89 89 42 21-37, Fax: +49 89 8942 21-40, E-mail: info@fast-ag.de
United Kingdom Aladdin Knowledge SystemsUK Ltd. Tel: +44 1753-622266, Fax: +441753-622262, E-mail: sales@aldn.couk
Japan Aladdin Japan Co., Ltd. Tel: +81426-60 7191, Fax: +81426-60 7194, E-mail: sales@aladdin.co.jp . . . ?; .
Benelux Aladdin Software Security Benelux B.V.Tel: +3124-641 9777, Fax: +3124-6451981, E-mail: 100526.1356@compuserve.com ///(? FrOjeSSWndl S CuOlCe

• Romania Ro Interactive 064 140283 • Singapore ITR 065 5666788 • South Africa DLe Roux 011 8864704 • Spain PC Hardware 034493193 • Switzerland Opag 061 7169222 • Taiwan Teco 025559676 • Turkey Mikrobeta 0312 4670635 • Yugoslavia Asys 021 623920

Circle 125 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 126).
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Are Java chips better than general-purpose CPUs? Or will

new compilers make them obsolete? By Peter Wayner

Sun Gambles on Java Chips
ownload a small Java appli
cation from the Internet

today and your trusty x86 or
RISC processor won't blink.

These CPUs are designed to optimally run
C-based applications, but they also work
well at emulating theJava virtual machine
(VM) for the simple Web-based applets
we're seeing now.

Life is good, as long as Java spawns
nothing more complicated than cute
dancing applets on Web pages. But Java
has the potential to become much more.
Its cross-platform compatibility is moti
vating some software companies, such as
Corel, to develop large-scale business
applications entirely in Java.

Suddenly, our decisions about which
CPUplatform to buy may become twice
as difficult. Do we stick with a general-
purpose processor and hope it will run
tomorrow's Java applications efficient
ly? Or do we bank on a new generation
of processors built from the ground up
for fast Java performance?

Sun Microsystems, the company that
launched Java, is betting on dedicated
Java chips to deliver the performance
needed for Java-based business and
embedded applications. To this end,
Sun is developing a core specification—
known aspicojava—forJava chips. BYTE
has exclusively obtained the spec prior to
its public release. The architecture out
lines a number of design innovations for
optimally running Java code. At prices
that fall below $100 for even the most

expensive versions of these chips, Sun
hopes the price and performance char
acteristics of Java processors will both
ride on and help power the Java wave.
Chips based on Sun's picojava core archi
tecture should appear early in '97 and
make their way into commercial prod
ucts by the end of the year. Sun alsowants
to license the picojava core design to oth
er companies that want to produce their
own Java chips.

Sun's strategy iscompelling but not air
tight. Platform-specific processors have

picoJava's Stack Architecture
The registers in the
picojava stack hold
method frames ...

Each method frame
consists of...

Each frame state
holds the following
pointers...

Return PC

Parameters and
local variables

Frame state

Return variables

Return frame

Operand stack Current
constant pool

Java stack

Current
method block

Current monitor

The picoJava stack uses 64 32-bit registers. picoJava allocates

variables on the stack; method calls pass data through the stack.

been tried before with mixed results. And

some competitors believe they can
enhance their existingprocessorsto boost
Java performance without resorting to
Java-specific chips.

Either way,we're watching the open
ingvolleyof a technicalwar that maytake
months or even years to resolve. While
many questions will remain unanswered
until we see actual silicon, we can begin
to sort out the technical merits of Java
chips today.

Two Flavors

Sun's picojava architecture will be the
foundation for the first-generation Java
chips, known as microjava, a low-cost
(approximately S25-S50) family for
resource-stingy embedded applications.
Typicalapplications might include indus
trial data-acquisition devices, PDAs, cel
lular phones, set-top boxes, and low-cost
network computers.

Sun is also developing a more expen
sive (approximately SI00) chip called

ultrajava, whichwillbe for desktop sys
tems. Sun officials won't say whether or
not ultrajava chips will use a picojava
core. However, these chips could include
multimedia capabilities such as JPEG
decompression and the graphics-pro
cessing optimizations now found in Sun's
UltraSPARC RISC processors.

BYTE couldn't obtain actual silicon

samples of Sun's Java chips at press
time, so we don't know how well pico
Java succeeds at boosting Java perfor
mance.Accordingto Sun,thesechipswill
run Java programs about 12 times faster
thanthesamecodeexecutedbySun'scur
rent Java interpreter. (See"Preliminary
SpeedTests," page80.) ButJavabytecode
interpreters are getting better, too. For
instance, Intel has written its own Java
interpreter for the x86 series and claims
it runs Java code three times faster than
Sun's interpreter.

Just-in-time (JIT) compilers can run
Java code even faster than interpreters,
but Sunsaysthe picojava chipscould be
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five times faster than a Pentium with a JIT
compiler. However, Sun concedes that
it still isn't certain how much picojava's
hardware improvements for thread syn
chronization and garbage collection
willcontribute to the overallspeed ofJava
chips. Sun officials are optimistic about
seeing performance improvements in
these areas once they test actual silicon.
Nevertheless, the actual performance
improvement you get will depend on
whether the Java program is heavy on
computation and light on object juggling.
Applications that require more system
overhead may see a smaller performance
improvement.

Sun ispinning much of itshopes on the
developing market for Java-based
embedded devices. Microjava chips
could fitwell onto tiny platforms, thanks
to their memory efficiency.Since a Java
chip will nativelyexecute Java bytecode
without converting it to another CPU
instruction set, it doesn't need the extra
memory or cache space that's required
when a general-purpose processor runs
a Java bytecode interpreter or JIT com
piler. Also, the bytecode is generally
smaller than that for a RISC processor. For
example, Java bytecode averages 1.8
bytes per instruction (without the tables
for dynamically linking the code during
method calls), while RISC code general
ly requires 4 bytes per instruction.

Pushing the Stack
What makes picojava chips different
from other processors?Foremost ishow
picojava refinesthe stack. In the picojava
architecture, Java chips allocate variables
locallyon the stack,and method callsand
bytecode operations also pass data
through the stack.

Most C compilers convert C source
code into a stack-based language, but the
compilers then go through an addition-

Java interpreters
Like a translator at the United Nations, Java

interpreters translate Java bytecode into
native instructions the CPU understands.

Interpreters convert bytecode on-the-fly
and must process the same code over and
over again when you run the Java program.
Java interpreters usuallyrun slowly, some
times at only3-10 percent the speed of
compiled Ccode.
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Preliminary Speed Tests

When we went to press, chips based on Sun's picoJava core architecture didn't exist,
so we were unable to evaluate performance of these dedicated processors. However,

preliminary statistics from internalSun tests indicate that Java chips could deliver signifi
cantly better performance than today's two main alternatives for running Java code: using
a Java interpreter or a just-in-time(JIT) compiler with a general-purpose processor.

Note, however, that while Java chip advocates are finishing their core designs, devel
opers of Java interpreters and J ITcompilers are creating new and faster versions of these
technologies. So view the following numbers as snapshots: The competition to deliver
faster Java performance will continue to heat up overthe coming months.

JavacTests RayTracer Tests

Pentium with

Java interpreter

Pentium with
just-in-time compiler

picoJava simulation 1.8

J
13.0

0 5 10 15 20 25 0 50 100 150 200

Seconds

How Sun Tested: Javac is Sun's JDK 1.0.2 javac
compiler for the RayTracer benchmark. Itconsists
of 25,000 lines of Java code (with comments) in
170 different classes. The Java bytecode totals

422 KB.The RayTracer benchmark generates an
image of a 1400-triangle dinosaur standing on a
glossy table. RayTracer is a 3500-line Java pro
gram in32 classes. The bytecode totals 36 KB.

The picoJava simulator is 100 MHz, with 4 KB
of direct-mapped instruction cache and 8 KB of
two-way data cache and no off-chip cache. The
FPU is present. DRAMis 120-ns latency.

The test Pentium machine was a Hewlett-

Packard Vectra VL 5/166 Series 4, with 32MB

of RAMand 256 KB of off-chip cache. The inter

al step of converting this intermediate
languageinto native RISC code (see"RISC
vs. CISC" on page 82). This allows the
compiler to analyzethe flow of data and
keep the most essential elements in the
CPU registers. Astandard RISC processor

atives for Running Ja

Just-in-time (JIT) compilers
Just-in-time (JIT) compilers translate Java
bytecode into native code likeinterpreters
do, but they don't have to translate the
same code over and over again because
they cache the native code. This can result
insignificant performance improvements,
but sometimes a JITcompiler takes an
unacceptable amount of time and memory
to do its job.

preter is Sun's JDK 1.0.2 for Win 95/NT. The just-
in-time(JIT) compiler is Symantec's Cafe 1.5 for
Windows 95 and NT.

All the times were scaled to 100 MHz to match

the picoJava simulator output. Thus, times for the
Pentium system were multiplied by 1.66. The
picoJava simulator does not accurately simulate
I/O, so 0.8 seconds were added for the Javac

benchmark for I/O, and 0.4 seconds for I/O were

added to the RayTracer benchmark results. The

effects of garbage collection were also minimized
by sizing the amount of memory allocated byJava
for the program. By allocating a large amount of
memory for the benchmarks, garbage collection
was never invoked,

simulates a stack machine by loading or
storing data from the stack into registers,
then using one of the registers to repre
sent the stack pointer. This operation is
simple, but the number of registers lim
its the opportunities for optimization.

continued

Java chips
Dedicated Java processors, like those that
willbe based on Sun's picoJava core archi
tecture, natively understand Java bytecode
without the overhead of an interpreter or
JIT compiler. Proponents say native-code
processing and Java-centric optimizations
yield the best possible performance for
more complex Java applications that might
be on the horizon.



STATISTICA (automatically configures itself for Windows 95 Hong file
names, etc.I or 3.1) • A complete data analysis system with thousands of on
screen customizable, presentation-quality graphs fully integratedwith all proce
dures • Comprehensive Windows support, OI.1l (client and server), DDE, cus
tomizable AutoTask toolbars, pop-up menus • Multiple data-, results-, and graph-
windows with data-graph links • The largest selection ofstatistics andgraphs ina
single system; comprehensive implementations of: Exploratory techniques with
advanced brushing; multi-way tables with banners (presentation-quality reports);
nonparametrics; distribution fitting; multiple regression; general nonlinear estima
tion; stepwise logit/probil; general ANCOVA/MAN'COVA; stepwise discriminant
analysis; log-linear analysis; confirmatory/exploratory factor analysis; cluster analy
sis; multidimensional scaling; canonical correlation; item analysis/reliability;
correspondence analysis; survival analysis; a large selection of time series
modeling/forecasting techniques; structural equation modeling with Monte
Carlo simulations; and much more • On-line Electronic Manual with com
prehensive introductions to each procedure and examples• Hypertext-based
Stats Advisor expert system • Workbooks with multiple AutoOpen documents
(e.g.,graphs, reports)• Extensive datamanagement facilities (fast spreadsheet
of unlimited capacity with long formulas, Drag-and-Drop, AutoFill, AutO-
Recalculate, split-screen/variable-speed scrolling, advanced Clipboard sup
port, DDE links, hot linksto graphs, relational merge, dataverification/clean
ing) • Powerful STATISTICA BASIC language (professional development environ
ment) with matrix operations, full graphics support, and interface to external pro
grams (DLLs) » Batch command language andeditable macros, flexible "turn-key"
and automationoptions, custom-designed procedures can be added to floating
AutoTask toolbars• All output displayedin Scrollsheets" (dynamic,customiz
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The picojava architecture uses a stack
of sixty-four32-bitregisterswith a point
er to the top register on the stack (see
"picojava's Stack Architecture" on page
79). If you have 20 registers allocated for
a particular stack frame (call it method
A), then a call to another method (B)
would begin using register 21.The point
er to the top of the stack would move
down from 20 to the last register used by
method B.

Smart Cache

Sun architects devised a clever method of

caching data ifall the registers are full (see
the figure at right). For example, when
you invoke method B, the picojava reg
ister file allocates all remaining empty
registers and carries over to register 1 if
additional space beyond 64 is required.
What happens to the method-A data in
those registers if method B quits run
ning and method Aresumes? Something
Sun calls the "dribbler" steps in from the
background to restore the method-A
data. The dribbler constantly reads and
writes data from the 64registers to a copy
that's kept in memory. So when method
B grabs the additional registers, the
dribbler has already copied the data. (If
for some reason the dribbler hadn't yet
made a copy, the Java chip would pause
any processing tasks until the dribbler fin-

How does the x86 stack up against RISC
chips when running Java? Interestingly,
the ancient x86 has a few advantages. For
example, the x86's PUSH and POP
instructions could become more valuable.

These combination instructions were

some of the first to go with RISC. They
were replaced by two instructions: a reg
ister increment or decrement followed by
a load or a store. So the x86 might handle
Java stack operations more efficiently than
some RISC processors.

One big difference between RISC and
CISC is the number of general-purpose
registers for storing integer and floating
point values. RISC chips typically have
32 or 64 registers, while the x86 has only
16. Normally, this puts the x86 at a dis
advantage. But Java is a stack language;
all the information between subsequent
instructions is kept on a stack. RISC reg
isters offer no great advantage unless a
just-in-time (JIT) compiler can schedule
the use of the registers more efficiently.
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"Dribbler" Saves Data
fcZ3Method A CT5 Method B

O Method A
uses as many

registers as it
needs to store
local variables.

© Method B is
; invoked, but it

needs more
registers than are
free to store its
local variables.

© Dedicated memory!
known as the "dribbler,"
automatically sends the
variables from Method A
to a dedicated cache.

©When
Method B stops
running, the
dribbler

restores

Method A's
local variables.

© This frees
up registers for
Method B.
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Sun's "dribbler" is a clever method of caching data and

returning it to the stack when registers become full.

ished this operation.) When method B
stops running and givesup the registers,
the dribbler restores the data to the stack,
so method A is current.

The dribbler takes advantage of the
fact that the data traffic between the

registersand itsimagein memory ishigh
ly predictable. System designers are able
to easily tune a cache to anticipate the
requests of the dribbler and make sure the
necessarydata isavailablein the local data
cache when it needs to be.

The flexible registerapproach of pico
Java contrasts with the simple register
files of RISC processors. Java's dribbler
dynamicallytries to keepallthe localvari
ablesavailable in fastregisters. RISC chips,
on the other hand, relyupon the compiler
to orchestrate the movement of infor

mation in and out of the chip. Static reg
ister allocation works well with scientif

ic code, which may have complicated
loops that use each piece of data in mul
tiple calculations.

A robust compiler may find a way to
unroll the loops and arrange the flow of
data in and out of the registers. The com
piler might also be able to leave data in a
register in cases where the data needs to

be reused 50 cycles later.
The picojava stack is not well suited

for leaving data around or for pushing
information deeply onto the stack so it
can reemerge at the right time. (Smart
compilers that do this magnificent opti
mization for scientific code should be able

to do the sameforJava code bycreating
fauxlocalvariables thatactlikeregisters.)

However, the picojava stack can shine
with code that calls many short proce
dures that are constantly starting and
stopping. These function calls are con
stantly clearingand filling data in regis
ters. The Java stack handles these chores
in the background, with the dribbler
keeping the register file accurate.

The stack at the center of the Java vir
tual machine is a simple conceit that
makes it easy to pack code. This design
challenges RISC machines and their abil
ity to speed the flow of data by using
registersina smart way. AJava interpreter
can't anticipatethe flowof data through
the stack, so it can't use the registers for
much more than a temporary image of
the very top of the stack. Just-in-time
compilers maybeableto do the analysis
necessary to use the registers more effi-
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ciently, but spending time on this kind
of analysis would end up undermining
their effectiveness.

Stack Efficiency
The picojava architecture wringsout effi
ciency in another important way: It can
dispatch simultaneous instructions when
you need to move a local variable to the
top of the stack and perform some com
putation on it (see the figure at right). If
the instructions were not dispatched
simultaneously, the data would be con
sumed immediately after it's written to
the top of the stack. Picojava issues the
move and the arithmetic operation
together so they execute at the same time
without disturbing the stack,writing over
a register, or forcing the dribbler to do
anything. This reduces memory access
es and potentially cuts execution time.

Early reports from Sun indicate that
the effect of simultaneous instructions

can be dramatic. According to Sun's code
analysis, stack operations account for 43
percent of alloperations a picojava-based
chip performs. If you combine instruc
tions, stack operations drop to 29percent
of the tasks done by a Java chip.

Apersistent challenge in the design of
all CPUs ishow to manage the flow of data
through the system. A modern RISC
processor typicallyhas two levelsof cache
that pull data in and out of main memo
ry. The main memory, in turn, acts as a
cache for a much larger amount of virtu-

Sun Gambles on Java Chips

Improving Stack Performanc

Problem: Stack architectures typically use two ' picolava's solution: The load and
instructions to move a variable to thetop of the ', add instructions run simultaneously,
stack and then perform an add computation. •

Local
variables

Operands

Local
variables

Frame

Top of stack Local variable ,Local variable • Top of stack

Load local

variable

Local
variables

Local
variables

•••»».._.

Frame

1 -

Local
1 variables

Frame

I Operands..
Operands

Local variable

A picoJava chip moves data to the top of the unused registers in the

stack and simultaneously dispatches a computation instruction.

al memory on the hard disk. Ordinarily
this combination works to keep the most
needed information as close as possible
to the CPU, based on the assumption
that the most recently accessed data isthe
most likely to be accessed again.

Garbage collection, in which the pro
cessor examines all objects and deter
mines which ones are not in use, can
ruin this scheme. This exhaustive search

Unanswered Questions

can destroy all the work that the cache
and the virtual memory controller have
done to keepthe mostcurrent and impor
tant data close to the CPU. Suddenly,all
objects are the most recently accessed.
This can be a real problem if the Java
garbage collector runs as a concurrent
thread, as it often does.

The simplest solution is to allow the
software to turn parts of the cache on and
off. This can help manage the stack
because the top of the stack—more so
than the bottom—is likelyto be accessed
next. Many RISC chips use this method
of cache control.

Abigger problem results because even
the simplest garbage-collection mecha
nism cannot be interrupted by normal
systemtasks. Ifgarbage collection isinter
rupted, the list of referenced and unref
erenced memory might be corrupted and
good informationthrown away. Toguard
against this, picojava maintains a tag bit,
known asa writebarrier, on each object.
This barrier allowsgarbagecollection to
operate inthe backgroundand practically
eliminates the effect it can have on run

ning codewhen the entire machinepaus
es to identifyunreferenced memory.

Streamlined Pipeline
For optimum performance, any CPU
design must balance the computational

Architectural diagrams reveal a lot about
picoJava, but a number of questions remain
unanswered untilwe have livesystems.

Q: How fast will systems based on Java
chips run compared to PCs with general-
purpose CPUs?

A: SunsaysJavachipsmight run Javacode
12 times faster than bytecode interpreters.
But Java chips currently exist only as simu
lations, and new generations of general-pur
pose CPUs, Java interpreters, and just-in-
time (JIT) compilers are closing the perfor
mance gap.

Q: Can Java chips satisfy multiple
demands?

A: Withan advanced TV set-top box-a
prime potential application for Java chips-
you could run Java applets from the World

14 BYTE NOVEMBER 1996

Wide Web or play videogames. But the lat
est home videogame machines could do
this, too. Some of these boxes are surpris
inglypowerfuland are easily capable of run
ning a fast J ITcompiler on their general-pur
pose RISC processors.

Q: Howimportant will Javabecome?

A: Javahas the potential to becomea stan
dard for broad-based application develop
ment. The more specialized (but stillsignif
icant) embedded-systems market may
become even more importantfor Java.

Q: How willJava evolve?

A: IfJava does become a foundation for a
broad range of application software, the size
and structure of Java bytecode could
change, and hardware architects would
need to adjust their designs.
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power of each instruction so it can effi
cientlypipelinethe code.Pipeliningsplits
an instruction into several parts, with
each part taking the sameamount of time
to process. This allows a superscalar (mul-
tipipelined) CPU to process several
instructions simultaneously.

For pipelining to work, all the data
needed for a computation must be in the
right place at exactly the right time.
RISC pipelinesdriven byoptimizing com
pilers have done this quite well, and Sun
uses a very RISC-like pipeline for picoja
va. The pipeline has only four stages:
fetch, decode, execute, and writeback
(see "picojava's Pipeline" at right).

The chip accesses the cacheduringthe
execute phase, which can also perform
some addition operations. For example,
some Java instructions demand that you
access a field of an object by adding n
bytes to the pointer at the start of the
object. These Java instructions execute in
the picojava pipeline as one instruction.

Sun is hoping that an innovative stack
architecture, a tweaked garbage-collec
tion mechanism, and a stripped-down
pipeline design will add up to fast per
formance for picojava chips.

Do We Need Java Chips?
The great potential of Java has generat
ed enthusiasm throughout the computer
industry. However, not everyone believes
dedicated Java chips are necessary. After
all, university researchers have built

Sun Gambles on Java Chips

picoJava's Pipeline

Fetch

Fetch fixed-size
cache lines (from
I/O via instruction
cache)into the
instruction buffer.

Decode

Decode and
apply folding
logic, if
appropriate.

Cache

Execute

Execute for one
or more cycles.

Write-back

Write results
back into the
operand stack.

Toget data in the right place at exactly the right time, picoJava uses

a simple, RISC-like pipeline with only four stages.

specialized chips for languages such as
LISP or Smalltalk only to discover that
software implementations running on
RISC chipsoffered superior performance.

Some chip vendors say their existing
RISC and CISC architectures can handle

Java quite well. Advanced RiseMachines
(Cambridge, U.K.) tuned its StrongARM
architecture (see "StrongARM Tactics,"
January BYTE) for embedded applica
tions and stack-based languages, such as
Java and PostScript.The StrongARMcan
move a stack frame in and out of the reg
ister set with a singleinstruction, accord
ing to DaveJaggar, ARM'stechnical mar
keting director. By itself, this probably
won't makeJava programs run any faster,

Vital Statistics

Estimated picoJava die: .35 microns

picoJava core=8.0 mm2

optional FPU =5.5 mm2

Total 13.5 mm2*
*Total size without the instruction or data caches,

which are both variable from 0 to 16 KB.

iava vs. C

but it does conserve system resources and
use the cache more efficiently.

Other processors will soon ship with
subtleJavaenhancements. The Mips divi
sion of Silicon Graphics is working on
improvements to its RxOOO architecture
that could speed upJava programs. These
enhancements will save memory and
bandwidth and help speed the interpre
tation ofJava code. The RxOOO will prob
ably use a single instruction to transfer a
set of bytes from the stack to the registers
while incrementing the stack pointer.
Mips officialsbelieve that users of Silicon
Graphics workstations, set-top boxes,
and videogame machines require com
putational performance first and Java
prowess second. "We want to concen
trate on evolving the Mips architecture,"
says Derek Meyer, director of interna
tional marketing and sales. "Java per
formance will follow."

Some embedded-systems developers
are both encouraged and skeptical about
Java. "There's a direct relation between
Java and the Internet, and this has a lot of
potential for embedded applications,"
says George Nicol, president of Silicon
Composers (Palo Alto, CA). One idea
his company has been investigating is to

Designing a dedicated chip to run Java soft
ware is verydifferentthan designing a RISC
chip to run C code. Here's why.

• Java is much more regimented than C. The
Java virtual machine (VM)stores all its tem

porary data, including the results of each
computation, on a stack. C uses a stack
optionally.

• C compilers rarely know much about the
pointers they manipulate. Java objects, by
contrast, have a type froma strictlydefined
hierarchy,and this type informationis avail
able to the processor. The Java bytecode
interpreter uses the structured information
for security purposes and to optimize the
code.

• Java centrallycontrols memory byallocat
ingand reclaiming memoryforallobjects.
Central control means engineers can tune
the memory/processor interface to keep
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the most important information available to
the CPU. Bycontrast, RISC chips offer lit
tle support for memory control and simply
rely upon the cache to deliver the data at
the right time.

•Java dynamically links procedure calls and
method invocations at run time. This may
involvesearching several tables and chas
ing several pointers. C programs have the
branches and jumps hard-coded during
linking so the CPU can't interveneto speed
up the process.

• The Java specification explicitly identifies
thread synchronization in the instruction
stream. This means that picoJava chips can
support synchronizationprimitives inhard
ware. Incontrast, C programs that are run
ning on a RISC chip carry out thread syn
chronization onlythrough additional layers
of software.
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unnmg una Java wor_ ~l
The picoJava design team knew ithad to

overcome one major hurdle: the Java lan
guage has no instructions for manipulating
a computer's main memory. Most comput
ers use memory locations to handle all input
and output. Forexample, getting input from
a mouse or a keyboard requires reading
directlyfrom memory.Forsecurity and safe
ty reasons, Java won't allow this, which is
why many system designers believe Java is
unusable as a general system language.

But picoJava designers had a trick up
their sleeves. They simply added new byte
code instructions for reading and writing
memory. These instructions won't work on
a Java-ready browser, but they will work for
Java chips. Someone could even write an
entire OS inJava. You also could compile C
forJava-onlychips and convert memoryref
erences. Infact, C is similar enough to Java
that a Java chip running C might be faster
than a C chip emulating Java.
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connect real-time data-acquisition instru
mentation to the Internet to distribute

information quickly to widelydispersed
groups of clients.

However, Nicol saystheJava language
specifications leave him cool in terms of
performance for real-time processcon
trol and data acquisition. "The design
doesn't seem as elegant as it could have
been. There's a strong software orienta
tion," he says. "But Java does have busi
ness momentum behind it."

Economics also enters the picture.
ARM, Intel, and Mips selltheir chipsfor
awide rangeof applications,so theycan
justifyspending more engineering time
on their core engines. This could lead to
a tighter performance race between
general-purpose CPUs withJITcompilers
and picojava chips. Another hurdle for
Sun could be unforeseen problems inte
grating picojava chips into systems.

Intheend,thesuccess ofJavachipswill
depend largelyon the successofJava.An
advantage for Java chip proponents is
how complex it isto designachip for fast
C and Java code performance. CPUs that
run C well may do a good job of emulat
ing the Java VM, but they may never
approach the speed of a chip optimized
for Java code. The reverse is also true.
To compensate, designers need more
than a thorough understanding of CPU
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Sun Microsystems
Mountain View, CA
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design; they need expertise in compilers
and overall system architecture as well.
But a one-size-fits-all approach to CPU
design—with the right mix of software
and hardware to wring out performance
for two different platforms—probably
won't satisfyend usersifJavaapplications
become ubiquitous.

If Java's platform independence and
security features lead developers to
embrace the language, users maybe per
fectly happy with Java-specific systems.
But if native-code applications continue
to dominate the market, specializedJava
chips maybe of interest only in the world
of low-power embedded devices. El

BYTE consultingeditorPeter Wayner lives in
Baltimore. You canreach himat pcwtgaccess.
digex.net.
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PC buyers face tough choices in 1997 as x86-chip vendors

race to maintain their dominance. By Tom R. Halfhill

The x86 Gets Faster with Age
Hall it the year of megahurts.

Rarely have PC users shop
ping for a new system faced
so many microprocessor-in

duced headaches. And it won't end in

1997;hotter competition, architectural
transitions, and software factors will
probably make users' decisions difficult
for the next few years. Hibernation isnot
an option.

While novicescontinue to blindlycom
pare megahertz and megabytes, knowl
edgeable users will be juggling many
more variables. These are outlined below.

• Intel's fastest Pentium is cruising at
200 MHz this fall, but due to inherent
limitations of its aging architecture, it's
barely faster than a Pentium-166. Also,
the current P54C-series Pentiums don't

recognize Intel's new MMX multimedia
instructions. Early next year, Intel will
address these problems by introducing
the new P55C-series Pentiums. But the

P55C is still a fifth-generation x86 pro
cessor that will appear at a crucial junc
ture when Intel is attempting to push the
mainstream market toward the sixth-gen
eration Pentium Pro.

• Lower prices and new system chip sets
are making Pentium Pro-based desktop
PCsmore affordable. Unfortunately, the
Pentium Pro isn't the best choice ifyou're
running 16-bit software, including Win
dows 95. Also, current Pentium Pros do
not support MMX. Intel isreadyinga new
P6-class processor, code-named Klamath,
that improves 16-bit performance and
supports MMX. But you'll have to wait
for it until mid-1997 at the earliest, and
the upgrade path for Pentium Pro users
is muddy.
• Cyrix's rejuvenated 6x86 handily beats
a comparable Pentium, has no trouble
with 16-bit code, and boasts the fastest
I/O bus in the business. However, Cyrix
can't match Intel's fastest core speeds,
and the 6x86 doesn't support MMX. In
addition, BYTE recently discovered that
some revisions of the 6x8 6 suffer from se-

How to Pick aChip
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Are you confused by all the different x86 chips that are coming

soon? Here's how to find your way through the maze.

rious performance problems when run
ning on Windows NT Workstation 4.0.
• Cyrix plans to address all these issues
earlynext year with an improved version
of the 6x86, called the M2. But its MMX
compatibility will be in question at first
because Cyrix doesn't have a licensing
agreement for the Intel technology.
• AMD, still struggling with its disap
pointing K.5 series, will finally ship a ver
sion that livesup to the company's early
promises. But the K5 is hopelessly far be
hind the leading edge. In 1997, AMD's
hopes will ride on the K6, which is sup
posed to support MMXand match or ex
ceed the performance of the Pentium Pro.
After stumbling with the K5, AMDdes
perately needs to win back the confidence
of system vendors and users.
• A new contender. International Meta

Systems (IMS), claims that it will intro
duce a CPU that fits into Pentium sockets

and approximates the performance of a
Pentium Pro. IMS has made previous at
tempts to break into the x86 market, but

those products never shipped. This time,
IMS istaking a different approach (seethe
text box "IMSRidesAgainwith the Meta-
6000" on page 90).
• Looming on the horizon is Intel's sev
enth-generation x86, known as the P7or
Merced. It will introduce a 64-bit x86 ar

chitecture. However, systems built with
this chip probably will not appear until
1998at the earliest, so the Merced should
not affect your near-term plans.

Intel's Introductions
To defend its high profit margins and to
keep its huge wafer-fabrication plants
busy, Intel must periodicallyabandon an
older-generation CPU and steer the mar
ket toward the next-generationproduct.
That's what will happen to the Pentium
in 1997. Although the Pentium will re
main a high-volume product next year,
Intel wants usersto start thinking of the
Pentium Pro as a mainstream CPU. Until

now,Intel has mainly positioned the Pen
tium Pro for servers and workstations.

continued
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However, this predictable transition
(which happens about every four years)
isa littlemore confusingthis timebecause
Intelissimultaneously introducingMMX,
an architectural enhancement that spans
both generations (see "x86 Enters the
Multimedia Era," July BYTE). Because
MMX will debut with the Pentium, not
the Pentium Pro, userswho buy new sys
tems during the transitional phase will
have to wrestle with a few more decisions.

MMXwill appear first in the P55C-se-
ries Pentiums, which are scheduled to
beginshipping in the firstquarter of 1997.
They have improved pipelines and twice
as much on-board cache: 16 KB each for

the primary instruction and data caches,
compared to the 8-KB caches in previous
Pentiums. As a result, the P55C will out
perform a regular Pentium at the same
clock speed, even without MMXacceler
ation. Sources estimate the performance
gain to be about 15 percent—an impor
tant point if you're comparing two sys
tems with different Pentiums.

The P55Cwill likelydebut at 200MHz,
but it may run as fast as 233MHz. Unfor
tunately, upgrading to a P55Cprobably
won't be as simple as plugging the chip
into an existing Pentium socket. Although
it's pin-compatible with existing sockets,
Intel had to reduce the voltage so that
the chip runs cool enough at higher clock
speeds. Thus, you'll probably need a new
motherboard for the P55C.

Waiting for Klamath
Astute users who want to postpone ob
solescence are looking toward the next
generation: the Pentium Pro. Unfortu
nately, this chip has several problems. It
bogs down under 16-bit software and
won't support MMXuntil after the P55C.
It's also expensive, because it usesa mul-
tichip module to incorporate a 256- or
512-KB Level 2 (L2) cache in the same
packagewith the CPU die.And it requires
more costly system chip sets and six-lay
er motherboards.

Intel's solutions are the Klamath and

new chip sets. Intel isn't talking about
Klamath yet, but this P6-classchip will
almost certainly eliminate the expensive
multichip module. Intel will reportedly
offer the Klamath on a small daughter-
card that plugs into a special slot on the
motherboard. The daughtercard would
include the CPUand the L2 cache, and
somedaughtercardsmayhavesocketsfor
multiple CPUs.
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IMS Rides Again With The Meta6<
Only two companies besides Intel make

leading-edge x86 processors: AMD
and Cyrix. InternationalMetaSystems (IMS),
a small company known for rogue CPU de
signs, thinks there's room for a third.

IMSclaims itwill introduce an x86 chip in
late 1997 that tits into Pentium sockets and

delivers P6-level performance. The CPU will
adopt most ofthe techniques used byother
fifth-and sixth-generation x86 processors,
includingdeep pipelines, branch prediction,
speculative execution, out-of-order execu
tion, scoreboarding, and rename registers.
Itwillalso recognize Intel's MMXmultime
dia instructions. UnlikeIntel's chips, howev
er, it willsupport concurrent floating-point
(FP)processing byinternally shadowingthe
FP registers instead of reusing them.

It's difficultto judge the reliability of these
claims. IMS has produced some language-

Getting rid of the multichip module
would drasticallyreduce Intel's manufac
turing costs. It would also make it easier
to upgrade a system, because users could
swap daughtercards to get a faster CPU,
more cache, or both. That's why Apple
started using CPU daughtercards in its
high-end Power Macs last year.

But separating Klamath's CPU and L2
cache could have some less desirable side

effects as well. First, there's the question
of performance. The Pentium Pro's L2
cache is closely coupled to the CPU over
a dedicated 64-bit bus that runs at the

same clock speed as the core. It's an extra
ordinarily fast bus that contributes a lot
to the PentiumPro'ssuperior32-bitbench
mark results. Moving the L2 cache out
of the package may force Intel to adopt
a slower bus. If so, Klamath would need
a larger cache, higher clock speeds, and
perhaps some additional enhancements
to compensate for the loss. If Intel puts
Klamath on a daughtercard, the bus that
connects this card to the motherboard is

another potential bottleneck.

Faster Clocks
In any case, Klamath will support MMX
and probably includesome modifications
to enhance 16-bit performance. Higher
clock speeds are a certainty, thanks to In
tel's new 0.28-and 0.25-micronCMOS pro
cesses. In 1997, these smaller processes
will supersede the 0.35-micron BiCMOS
process on which today's Pentiumsand
Pentium Pros are built.

specific processors (forSmalltalk and FOR
TRAN) and is also workingon a Java chip.
But untilnow, the company has never com
peted against the big boys with an x86. In
1992, IMSannounced the 3250, a unique
RISC chip with rewritable microcode that
could emulate an Intel 486 or a Motorola

68000. That chip never came out, although
there were rumors that IMS licensed the

technology to other companies.
Is the Meta6000 another vaporchip?

Could be, but don't forget the NexGen sto
ry. NexGen labored for eight years before
shipping the Nx586 in 1994. And although
the Nx586 never became popular, itwas a
respectable design that beat AMD's and
Cyrix'sfifth-generation CPUs to market. Last
year, AMD bought NexGen to obtain the
sixth-generation Nx686, now called the K6.
So don't diss IMS.

Klamath will debut sometime in 1997

at 0.28micron, yieldinga minimum clock
speed of 200or 233MHz,going perhaps
as high as266MHz.Later in the year, In
tel will phase in the 0.25-micron CMOS
process.This will lead to a P6-class chip
(code-named Deschutes) that should hit
300 or 333 MHz.

That'll be great for new buyers, but
where does it leave the early adopters of
the Pentium Pro? If Intel, as expected,
discards the multichip module, Klamath
almost certainly won't be compatible
with existing 387-pin Pentium Pro sock
ets. Moving the L2cache outside the pack
age onto an externa! 64-bit bus would
require 72 more pins. The only alterna
tive would be to interface the L2 cache

to the front-side I/O bus, but that would
seriously impair performance.

The bottom line: IfIntel segregatesthe
L2 cache, existing Pentium Pro systems
probably won't be upgradable to Kla
math. The new chip wouldn't fit the old
sockets, and the old motherboards don't
have a daughtercard slot. Intel has long-
range plans for Pentium Pro OverDrive
chips, but they probably won't appear
before 1998. Pentium Pro users will end

up swapping motherboards or buying a
whole new system.

On the bright side, those new moth
erboards and systemswill cost less.New
system chip sets from Intel and Silicon
Integrated Systems (SiS) are slashing the
cost of buildinga PentiumPro system.For
example, Intel's new 440FX chip set has
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only three parts and costs less than half
as much ($94) as the eight-part 450KX
chip set found on many of today's Pen
tium Pro motherboards. And SiS offers a

one-chip solution, called Archer, that
costs only about halfas much ($39)as the
440FX. Moreover, these solutions work
with four-layer motherboards instead
of the six-layer boards required by the
450KX. Although they sacrifice a few
features—suchasmemoryexpandability
and multiprocessor support—these com
promises are reasonable for desktop sys
tems priced in the $2000-to-$3000 range.

Merced Mania

Further out is Intel's seventh-generation
x86, the mysterious P7/Merced. Merced
will extend the 32-bit x86 architecture

to 64 bits and introduce a new instruction

set. This architecture, dubbed IA-64,
will be backward compatible with the
existing x86 architecture, just as the 32-
bit architecture of the 386was compati
ble with the 16-bit 286, 8086, and 8088.

Although Merced is the fruit of Intel's
partnership with Hewlett-Packard, it's
looking less likely that IA-64 will radical
ly depart from today's x86 architecture
by adopting very-long-instruction-word
(VLIW) technology. Intel will probably
take a more conservative approach by
extending the microarchitecture of the
Pentium Pro. Pure VLIW is the antithesis

of Intel's current design track; the Pen
tium Pro optimizes the instruction stream
during execution, while a true VLIW pro
cessor would shift that responsibility to
the compiler at design time.

The x86 Gets Faster with Age

There's still plenty of performance to
be gained byextending the Pentium Pro's
"dynamic execution" core. Intel could ex
pand the reorder buffer, tweak the re
ordering algorithms, improve the branch
prediction, add more execution units,
boost the Level 1 (LI) caches (which are
relativelysmall), and make other gener
al improvements that would legitimate
lyrepresent aseventh-generationdesign.

If VLIW plays any role at all, perhaps
Intel and HP have found a way to adapt
some tenets of that philosophy to the x86,
just as Intel has integrated some elements
of RISC into the Pentium Pro. Or maybe
a full-blown VLIW design will appear in
a subsequent processor.

Intel's alliance with HP also calls for

Merced to run PA-RISC software. Some

observers think this trick will require em
ulation, in either software or hardware.
It would be useful to run PCapplications
on an HP workstation, but it's doubtful
that the ability to run PA-RISC software
on PCswould win significant additional
market share for Intel.

In any event, Intel is committed to a
64-bit CPU that runs 16- and 32-bit x86

software without emulation. Native IA-

64 programs will run faster than 16- or
32-bit programs, but nobody—possibly
not even Intel—knows exactly how much
faster.

Another unknown is how quickly the
industry will adopt IA-64. Remember, it's
been 11years since Intel went 32-bit with
the 386 in 1985, and most PC users are
only now migrating to 32bits. Microsoft
didn't ship a 32-bit OSuntil 1993,and the

vast majority of PC users still use 16-bit
Windows 3.1 or 16-/32-bit Win 95. Al

though Microsoftrecentlydropped some
vague hints about a 64-bit Windows NT,
the first 64-bit OS for Merced will prob
ably be Summit 3D, a new flavor of Unix
currently under development by HPand
The Santa Cruz Operation (SCO). If the
64-bit transition follows the same course

as the 32-bit transition, then IA-64 won't
be a significant market force until the
year 2009.

Cyrix Crystal Ball
After a shaky start with the 6x86, Cyrix
is finally gainingon Intel's price/perfor
mance lead. The first 0.6-micron ver

sion of the 6x86 suffered from a huge
die. Cyrix switched to a process with five
layers of metal instead of three, shrink
ing the die from 394 square millimeters
to 210mm2. During the summer, Cyrix
moved to a 0.5-micron process, achiev
inga diesize of 170 mm2.

Like an overweight athlete shedding
excess fat, the 6x86 chip now runs a lot
faster: 150 MHz instead of 100 MHz. And

thanks to a more efficient microarchitec

ture, the 6x86 easily outruns a Pentium
at the same clock speed. In fact, the 150-
MHz 6x86 chip slightly outperforms a
200-MHz Pentium, which is why Cyrix
designates this chip the 6x86-P200+ in
accordance with the P-rating benchmark
(see the text box "The Problem with P-
Ratings" on page 94).

Recently, however, BYTE discovered
that some 6x86-based systems have a seri
ous problem with the final-release can-
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Here's what to expect from x86 vendors over the next year. (Note: Performance estimates and ship dates are BYTE's
assumptions based on preliminary information from vendors.)

Company CPU x86 generation MMX Availability Comments

AMD K5 Fifth No Now Latest versions have significantly increased performance.

AMD K6 Sixth Yes March 1997 Redesigned NexGen Nx686.

Cyrix Gx86 Fifth No Now Highly integrated chip for low-cost PCs.

Cyrix

Cyrix

6x86 Sixth No Q11997 75-MHz I/O bus is the fastest on any x86 chip.

M2 Sixth Yes Q11997 Improved version of 6x86; MMX compatibility a challenge.

IMS Meta6000 Sixth Yes Late 1997 Company has uncertain track record.

Intel P54C Pentium Fifth No Now Dominates market; fastest speed is 200 MHz.

Intel P55C Pentium Fifth Yes Q11997 Slightly fasterthanP54C Pentium.

Intel

Intel

Pentium Pro Sixth No Now L2 cache in multichip module; poor 16-bit performance.

Klamath Sixth Yes Mid-1997 (?) Improved Pentium Pro; L2 cache probably separate.

Intel Deschutes Sixth Yes Late 1997 Improved Pentium Pro; should reach 300 MHz.

Intel P7/Merced Seventh Yes 1998-1999 (?) Highlysecretive joint project with Hewlett-Packard.
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didate of Windows NT Workstation 4.0.

Weran 32-bitWindows applications tests
on a 6x86-P200+ system and then com
pared the results to those obtained on
the same system with a beta version of
NT4.0. Toour surprise, the tests ran about
25 percent slower on the release candi
date of NT 4.0. The 6x86 also ran NT 4.0

about 16percent slower than NT3.51and
24percent slower than Win 95. In similar
tests with Pentium-based PCs, perfor
mance improved on the releasecandidate
ofNT4.0.

This problem might be related to some
last-minute code that Microsoft added to

NTto make it more stable on Cyrix-based
PCs. Check The BYTE Site (http://www
.byte.com) for the latest updates on this
developing story.

Another upcoming challenge for the
6x86 is MMX. Cyrix was working on its
own multimedia extensions when Intel

unveiled MMX and announced a cross-

licensing agreement with AMD. Cyrix
doesn't have such a deal, but it promises
that the next version of the 6x86—code-

named M2—will be MMX compatible.
The M2 is scheduled to start sampling

in the fourth quarter of this year and then
begin volume production during the first
quarter of 1997.That means the M2will
be committed to silicon before Cyrix's
engineerscangetacloselookat the P55C.
To support MMX, they will have to rely
on publiclyavailable technicaldata from
Intel—and perhaps some Texaswindage
as well.

Cyrix saysthat it has indirect accessto
some Intel technology through its fab
partners, IBM Microelectronics and SGS
Thomson, which have licensing agree
ments with Intel. Cyrix also notes that it
has a good track record of x86 compati
bility. Even so, MMX will be a question
mark until independent parties get a
chance to thoroughly test the M2.

Klamath Competition
The M2 will also move to a 0.35-micron

process and beefup itsunified LI cache
to an impressive 64KB. M2clockspeeds
will be 180 MHz and 200 MHz at intro

duction, with 225 MHz coming later in
1997.In combination with other improve
ments, those clockratesshould allowthe
M2 to beat a P55Cand compete strongly
againstKlamath.

Cyrix'sbiggest contributionto the PC
industry might be a kickin the pants to
ward 75-MHz I/O buses. The 6x8 6-P200 +
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AMD and Cyrix will soon face a dilem
ma: How can they compare the perfor

mance of their processors to that of Intel's
when the baseline keeps changing?

Untilrecently, users could judge the rel
ative performance of two different x86 chips
of the same generation by comparing clock
speeds. CPU cores from AMD, Cyrix, and
Intel were similar enough that performance
didn't vary much-a 33-MHz 486 from one
vendor was as fast as a 33-MHz 486 from

a competitor.

But as the x86 moves through its fifth and
sixth generations, microarchitectures are

P-Ratings vs. Clock Speeds

AMD K5-PR150*

AMD K5-PR133*

AMD K5-PR120*

AMD K5-PR100

AMD K5-PR90

AMD K5-PR75

Cyrix 6x86-P200

Cyrix 6x86-P166

Cyrix 6x86-P150

Cyrix 6x86-P120

Intel Pentium-200

Intel Pentium-166

Intel Pentium-150

Intel Pentium-133

Intel Pentium-120

0 50 100 150 200

•Latest version of AMDK5 is faster than clock speed because of architectural improvements (see text).

Ratings

standardize on Performance Ratings, abbre
viated as P-ratings by Cyrix and as PR-rat-
ings by AMD.

MicroDesign Resources, which publish
es the Microprocessor Report, acts as the
independent testing lab. Cyrix's 150-MHz
6x86 is labeled the 6x86-P200+ because

it matches or exceeds the performance of a
Pentium-200; AMD's new 100-MHz K5 is

called the K5-PR133 because it's compa
rable to a Pentium-133.

But P-ratings use today's Pentium as the
baseline. When Intel introduces the P55C

Pentiums in 1997, they're expected to per-

An x86-compatible chip rated at P-120 delivers

performance comparable to that of a 120-MHz Pentium.

diverging to the point where clock speeds
are no longer valid,even for shorthand com
parisons. For instance, Cyrix's 150-MHz
6x86 outruns a 200-MHz Pentium.

Industry-standard benchmarks, such as
SPEC95, are one answer, as are magazine
benchmarks, such as the BYTEmark and

WinBench. But these tests typically yield
measurements that don't directly compare
different CPUs. (BYTEmarks are normalized

to a Pentium-90 baseline, not relative clock

speeds, although you could figure itout by
doing a littlemath.)

AMD and Cyrix prefernumbers that users
can compare directlyto Intelclock speeds.
That's why they joined forces last year to

form about 15 percent better than a regular
Pentium at the same clock speed. Users
might be confused: Which Pentium does
theP-rating refer to?

Then there's the Pentium Pro. Compar
isons to Intel's flagship CPU willrequire yet
another variation of the P-rating.

Cyrixand AMDclaimthey're working on
a solution. But knowledgeable buyers don't
rely exclusively on vendors' performance
claims, anyway. By collecting benchmark
datafrom multiple sources-including the
popular magazine benchmarks, which are
freelyavailable-expert users can reach their
own conclusions, even ifit takes a little more

effort.
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runs its core at 150 MHz and the I/O bus

at an unprecedented 75 MHz. Until now,
the fastest x86 buses topped out at 66
MHz.That 14percent improvement pro
vides a significant boost for I/O-intensive
servers.

Unfortunately, systemsdesigners have
trouble making 75-MHz motherboards,
which is why nobody has done it until
now.Only one systemchip set (from VLSI
Technology) currently supports the 75-
MHzbus.Without that chip set, the 6x86-
P200+ has to synchronize its bus at 50
MHz,which bleeds so much performance
that the chip no longer merits the P200+
designation. Maybe that's why Cyrix en
tered the systems business last summer;
if you want to get a 6x86-P200+ system
with a 75-MHz bus, you can buy one di
rectly from Cyrix.

Cyrix is also working on an 83-MHz
bus. That's nearly 26 percent faster than
66 MHz and would certainly provoke
server envy among rival vendors. Until
chip-set makers and motherboard man
ufacturers catch up, however, these bus
speeds are mainly a technical curiosity. It

The x86 Gets Faster with Age

will probably require the weight of Intel
to shove the industry forward, and Intel
hasn't publiclycommitted itselfto speed
ier buses.

In another interesting move, Cyrix isin
troducing a highly integrated chip that
would allow consumer PCs to retail for

$800.Tentativelycalled the Gx86,the new
processor isbased on a low-cost chip that
Cyrix announced last year for notebook
computers. If the $800consumer PCssuc
ceed, Cyrix hopes to design a version for
corporate intranets. Cyrix would posi
tion that chip as a CPU for low-cost, Win
dows-compatible network computers.
(See the text box "Cyrix Gx86 for Dirt-
Cheap PCs"at right.)

AMD Road Map
Sometimes a design that looks great on
paper falls flat in the real world. AMD's
ordeal with the K5 wasn't quite asembar
rassing as the baggage-handling debacle
at Denver's new airport, but it was bad
enough. The K5 was supposed to bring
AMD's chips within striking distance of
Intel's top CPUs; instead, numerous prob

lemshavekept the K5 from seriouslychal
lenging even the Pentium, much less the
Pentium Pro.

Despite the conventional wisdom that PC
prices go nowhere but down, entry-level

computers have been stuck in the $1 200-to-
$1500 rangefora decade and haveactually
doubled in price since the early 1980s. Now
that IBM, Oracle, Sun Microsystems, and oth
ers are promoting economical network com
puters, some PC vendors are exploring ways
to makesub-$1000 systems without sacrific
ing Windows compatibility.

Intel is taking a wait-and-see attitude. Cyrix,
however, is jumping inwith theGx86,ahighly
integrated, low-cost PC-on-a-chip that allows
a full-featured system to sell for about $800.
Buyers would get a PC with Pentium-1 20 or
Pentium-133 performance, 16 MB of RAM,a
hard disk, a six-speed CD-ROM drive, a mo
dem, and input devices.

Tomake this possible, the Gx86 integrates
several functions that normally require extra

YOU

PowerComputing
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Now the K5 is back on track. It's too late

for the chip to gain the leading edge, but
it canstillcompete againstthe Pentiumfor

desktop PCs costing under $2000. Cur
rently, AMDis shipping the K5 at three
speeds: 75,90, and 100MHz. They close

ly match Pentium performance at equiv
alent clock rates, earning them P-ratings
of PR75, PR90, and PR100, respectively.

Cyrix Cx86 for Dirt-Cheap PCs

PCI bus

The Gx86 integrates components that normally need separate

chips and eliminates the frame buffer and Level 2 cache.

chips. It has built-in SVGA graphics, a PCI inter
face, and 16-bit Sound Blaster emulation. It also

has a unifiedmemoryarchitecture (UMA), which
buffers the screen data in main memory instead
of in a separate frame buffer. UMAcan degrade
performance, but Cyrixsays the Gx86 avoids this
by integrating the video logic with the CPU.

The CPU core is a stripped-down version of
the Cyrix 6x86. It sacrifices superscalar pipe
lines and speculative execution but still predicts
branches and retains a 16-KB cache. Although
the Gx86 probably would not do as well as a
Pentium-1 20 or Pentium-133 when running a
CPU-level benchmark, Cyrixclaims the efficien
cies of high integration allow the chip to deliver
that level of overall system performance. (BYTE
has not yet tested these claims.)

Cyrixexpects to introduce the chip by the end
of this year and says that several "top-tier" system
vendors willship Gx86-based PCs inearly 1997.

POWERED BY MOTOROLA

People take their computers personally. Which is why every award-winning PowerCenter1MMac OS'M system from Power Computing is

designed tobe customized by its end user. Priced under $2K, these high-performance systems can be configured in an infinite number of ways.

Yet, every one of them attains its speed and power from an identical source. Motorola PowerPC 604'M RISC microprocessors are the oomph! that help PowerCenter
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J3n (Til II The x86 Gets Faster whh Age
The next versions of the K5—which

are scheduled to ship in September or
October—are supposed to liveup to the
K5'soriginal specifications, which called
for 20 percent to 30 percent greater per
formance than a Pentium running at the
same clock speed. The new chips run at
90 and 100 MHz but carry P-ratings of
PR120 and PR133, respectively.

Toattain these higher P-ratings,AMD's
engineers tweaked the K5 chips's core in
several ways. First, they optimized the
K5's execution ofcertain x86 instructions

(e.g., repeat MOVs and far CALLs) that
occur more often in real-world software

than AMD'ssimulations had predicted.
Next, they added a small prefetch cache
in front of the LI instruction cache. This

fixed a problem that arose when the
K5's prefetch logic aborted a cache fill in
order to follow a branch to a new target
address; if the program later branched
back to the original instruction stream,
the K5had to fill the cache all over again.
The new prefetch cache temporarily
holds the cache lines to prevent a slow
memory transaction. Finally,AMDelim

I,missions Moiulariiii

©ftOOO Mile Tutu

inated some internal bus bottlenecks.

According to AMD, the K5 now runs
about 30 percent faster than an equiv-
alently clocked Pentium. (BYTE has not
yet confirmed these claims.) In Novem
beror December, AMD plansto startship-
ping a 120-MHz version of this core,
which would yieldan equivalent Pentium
performance ofPR150. Even faster cores
may appear in 1997.

Pinning Hopes on the K6
With Intel ramping up the P55C, Pentium
Pro, and Klamath, 150-MHz performance
will keep AMD firmly stuck in the num
ber-two spot—or at number three, be
hind Cyrix. Clearly,AMD's future hopes
ride on its next-generation product, the
still-evolving K6processor.

Here, too, the road to glory has been
rocky.Asoriginally designed byNexGen,
the K6was supposed to have a dedicated
bus for the L2cache, an integrated L2
cache controller, and a new execution
unit for multimedia instructions. It was

also going to be manufactured by IBM
Microelectronics, NexGen's fab partner.

When AMD acquired NexGen in late
1995, those plans abruptly changed.

For the past year, AVID engineers have
been modifying the K6 to make it com
patible with MMX. This could require
some major changes. The original K6in
cluded a special multimedia execution
unit, while Intel's MMX instructions are
integer operations designed to execute in
the regular integer units. It's possiblethat
AMDwill replace the multimedia unit
with another integer unit, which would
improve the K6'sperformance with non-
MMX code, too.
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Another significantchange is that the
K6will be pin-compatible with P54C-se-
ries Pentium sockets. The original Nx686
had a proprietary pin-out that required
specialsystem chip sets, a disadvantage
that stunted the sales of NexGen's ear

lier Nx586processor. Pin compatibility
with Pentium sockets opens up a more
lucrative market for the K6. Unfortunate

ly, it alsoforcesAMD to abandon the K6's
high-speed L2 bus and integratedcache
controller, because Pentium sockets don't
support those features. To compensate,
the K6's LI caches now total 64 KB,com
pared to 32 KB for the Nx586.

Finally, engineersare reworkingthe K6
so that AMD can manufacture the chip
at its new Fab 25 in Austin, Texas. The
K6will debut on AMD's0.35-micron, five-
layer-metal CMOS process, migrating lat
er to 0.25 micron.

In an important move, AMD has li
censed an advanced pad-bonding tech
nology, called C4,from IBM Microelec
tronics. On most chips, the wires leading
to the pins are soldered onto tiny pads
crowded along the edges of the die. C4

technology allows circuitdesigners to dis
tribute those pads anywhere on the die.
This gives the designers more flexibil
ityand alsoshortensthe chip's critical
paths, yielding higher performance. In
addition,when thechipmigrates to small
er processes, C4 preventsit frombecom
ing "pad-limited"—AMDwon't have to
hold the die at a certain size just to leave
room for the pads.

AMD says it will begin sampling the
K6 late this year and start production in
March. The K6will debut at 180 MHz and
support bus speeds as high as 75 MHz.
AMD issticking toNexGen'soriginal per
formance estimates for the Nx686, claim
ingthat it willbe "competitive" with the
Pentium Pro when running 32-bit soft
ware and considerably faster with 16-bit
code. If AMD can deliver on those prom
ises—admittedly,that's a big if—the K6
willhelpclose the performance gapthat
widened when the K5 missed the target.

Look Before You Leap
In a transitional year like 1997,purchas
ing decisionswill be more critical than

ever. It's not assimpleasbuyingthe fastest
Pentium.

Ifmultimedia matters, you should wait
for MMX.Ifyou want to get the best pos
sibleperformance with 32-bitsoftware,
then wait for Klamath or even Deschutes.

If you're running a great dealof 16-bit
software (especially on Windows 3.1 or
Win 95), wait to see how well Klamath
and Deschutes address the Pentium Pro's

16-bit weaknesses—or consider getting
a Cyrix or AMD chip. If you crave the
fastest possiblebus for an I/O-intensive
server, the Cyrix6x86-P200+ isthe only
game in town.

You can shop for bargains, too. There
will be markdowns on regular Pentium
systemsafter MMX appears and while
Intelpushesthe Pentium Pro asthe next
mainstream CPU. There's nothing wrong
with buying a systemthat isn't top-of-
the-line—as long as you know what you
are getting. 0

Tom R.Halfhill isa BYTE senioreditorbased
inSanMateo,California. You canreach himat
thalfhill@bix.com.
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The fastest motherboard

on the planet
just got faster!

Ijz, 1 Gigaflop
Since 1982 Microway has provided the PC world with the fastest numeric devices and
software available. No product in the last 14 years has excited us more than the 500
MHz Alpha Screamer. With its ability to execute 2 billion operations persecond,
the Screamer is the best choice foryournext workstationor server! In addition
to NT, the ScreamerrunsDigitalUNIX,OpenVMSand Linux. This means

hardware that runs Microsoft Excel or Word, Oracle, Adobe
Photoshop; plus engineering and graphics applications like Pro/
ENGINEER, Microstation, AutoCAD, Softimage and
Lightwave. Plus, Digital's FX132 makes it possible to run .
32-bit WIN95 and NT applications on the Alpha. Over
the last fourteen years we have designed systems /^.r
for thousands ofsatisfied customers including many ^"v^'
prestigious institutions. Our technicians are expert at
configuring the four Alpha operating systems we support.

System Performance
Microway understands the importance of
balancing a fast CPU with equally fast
caches, memory and peripherals. To achieve
balanced performance, the Screamer fea
tures the fastest cache/memory system in the
industry, employing 1 to
2 MB of 9 nsec burst

SRAMs fed by a 288-bit
wide memory system. Its
64-bit PCI bus is driven

by a state-of-the-art
Digital chip set that feeds
32-and 64-bit PCI sock- I
ets. To take advantage of these tesources,
Microway installs the best graphics and hard
disk controllers available, including control-
ers appropriate for 2 and 3D Graphics

Workstations and RAID powered Servers.

/

Micro
Way

Numeric Performance
Finally, we are experts at squeezing every
drop of numeric performance out of the Alpha.
Microway produces one of the finest numeric optimized
compilers running on any platform - NDP Fortran. Since its
introduction in 1986, hundreds of applications have been
ported to the X86 with it, including well known industry
standards like MATLAB and ASPEN. Our latest RISC sched

uler has a number of featutes that make it easy to take advan
tage of the Alpha's quad-issue capability. Running on a 500
MHz 21164 that bursts at 1 gigaflop, a dot product kernel we
use for compiler testing runs at a mind-boggling 844
megaflops!!! For a complete description of the optimization
facilities provided by NDP Fortran or C+ +, our Screamer
Systems and motherboards call 508-746-7341 or visit our
WEB Site at: http://www.microway.com.
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Stung by Intel's gains in processor performance, the PowerPC alliance will strike

back with higher clock speeds and new chip designs. By Tom R. Halfhill

PowerPC Regroups
on't count your megahertz
before they're hatched.
That's what the PowerPC

alliance has learned after pre
maturely gloating over the imagined
obsolescence of Intel's x86.

One famous advertisement from 1992

showed how CISC performance was
falling flat while RISC technology soared
toward the SPECint stratosphere. Anoth
er ad warned about the coming fate of
x86-based PCs by picturing a highway
running smack into a brick wall.

Somehow, things didn't work out that
way. Intel's Pentium and Pentium Pro
have not only managed to keep the 18-
year-old x86 architecture competitive;
they have at times surpassed the perfor
mance of leading RISC chips, including
the PowerPC. Apple fulfilled its promise
to sell millions of Power Macs, but sys
tem-level limitations have foiled Apple's
attempts to exploit the full potential of
the PowerPC chips. IBMfumbled the
introduction of its own PowerPC desk

top systems and embarrassingly failed to
port OS/2 to PowerPC. And four years
after the PowerPC's birth, the alliance is
only now finalizing the PowerPC Refer
ence Platform for clone makers.

If the PowerPC is to retain any credi
bility as an alternative to the x86, the
alliance must deliver a steady stream of
faster chips and a viable system standard
that attracts big-volume vendors. In 1997,
Motorola and IBM will roll out faster ver

sions of current PowerPC chips, intro
duce a new generation of 32- and 64-bit
processors, accelerate the development
of future CPUs,and oversee the debut of
PowerPC Platform systems that can run
the Mac OS, Windows NT, and Unix.
With Intel running fullspeed toward 300-
MHz Pentium Pros and the 64-bit

Merced, 1997 could be the PowerPC's last
shot at glory.

Thelndy300
One measure of the PowerPC'scompet
itiveness will be its ability to break the

PowerPC Roadmap

Highest-level
performance for
1998 and beyond

First bipolar
PowerPC

First 2K-series
PowerPC

Exponential
-1 GHz?

13 G4
9 MHz 500+MHz

2K

1GHz

First G3-series
PowerPC

High-level
performance
in the near

term

•

604e
225 MHz

603e
200 MHz

Entry-level
performance

1996

Exponential
-500 MHz G3

300+ MHz

First G4-series
PowerPC

a Exponential *
„ -300 MHz 620
G3 -300MHz

200+ MHz s
604c300 MHz

620

200 MHz

Transitionto 0.18-micronfeature size

603e
300 MHz

Transitionto 0.25-micronfeature size

PowerPC hits
300 MHz

1997 1998 1999 2000-2001

PowerPC designers need to achieve 300 MHz next year to stay

in the performance race with the x86.

300-MHz barrier. Digital's exotic Alpha
did it more than a year ago, but CPUs for
mainstream desktop systems are only
now creeping beyond 200 MHz. By the
end of next year, we should see 300-
MHz chips from Intel, IBM, Motorola,
and probably Exponential Technology, a
Silicon Valleystartup that will ship the
first PowerPC processor built with bipo
lar transistors (see "Exponential's Bid to
Beat the Pack," page 104).

CPUs capable of attaining 300 MHz
include Intel's Deschutes (a Pentium Pro
variant), the PowerPC 603e, and the Pow
erPC 604e. At 300MHz, the 603e and 604e
will offer about five times the perfor
mance of the first PowerPC 601, which
ran at 60 MHz.

Of course, raw clock speeds are no
longer an adequate way to compare
processor performance, especially
between twoarchitectures asdisparate as
the x86 and PowerPC. However, clock

speeds do indicate which companies have
the most advanced wafer-fabrication

processes and speed-tuned microarchi
tectures. Intel designed the super
pipelined Pentium Pro for high clock
speedsto exploit itsleadin buildingnew
fabrication plants (fabs). But IBMand
Motorola are no slouches in this catego
ry, either. The PowerPC 604e hit 225MHz
lastsummerwhileIntel'schipswerestuck
at 200MHz, and Mac clones running at
225 MHz and 240 MHz have been avail

able for several months now from Pow

er Computing. Evenat 200MHz,the 604e
outguns Intel's fastest x86.

Aspart of their plan to carry the Pow
erPCarchitecture into the twenty-first
century,IBM, Motorola, and Applehave
forecast threegenerations of chips that
will runateven higher clock speeds. They
refer to thesegenerations asG3, G4, and
2K. (The 601 isconsidered the first-gen
erationPowerPC because itwasahybrid

NOVEMBER 1996 BYTE



PowerPC Regroups

ive Generations of PowerPC

Company CPU PPC

Generation

Feature Size

(micron)
Availability Analysis

IBM/Motorola 601 1st 0.5 Phasing out Maximumclock speed limited to 120 MHz
IBM/Motorola 603 2nd 0.5 Now Smaller caches, slower clock than 603e

Exceptionallylow power consumptionIBM/Motorola 603e 2nd 0.35 Now

IBM/Motorola

IBM/Motorola

604 2nd 0.5 Now Smaller caches, slower clock than 604e
604e 2nd 0.35 Now Outperforms Pentium Pro at same clock speed

IBM 615 Unknc

2nd

wn Unknown Never Dual PowerPC / x86; project probably canceled
IBM/Motorola 620 0.35 1997 Disappointing performance delayed introduction
Exponential Bipolar 2nd Unknown 1997 Unique hybrid of bipolar logic and CMOS cache
IBM/Motorola G3* 3rd 0.35-0.25 1997 32- and 64-bit chips; up to 30 million transistors
IBM/Motorola G4* 4th 0.25-0.18 1999 32- and 64-bit chips; up to 50 milliontransistors
IBM/Motorola

*Code names for a series

2K*

of chips inthe v

5th

ame generation

0.18 2000-2001 Good bet to break 1-G Hz barrier

chip based on IBM'sPOWER architecture
and Motorola's 88110; the PowerPC603,
603e, 604,604e, and 620 are more mature
designs that comprise the second gener
ation.) Allfuture generations willbe com
patible with today's PowerPC software.

The most significant departure from
the alliance's original strategy, as first
mapped out in 1991, is that the new pro
jects are going forward concurrently, so
the development work on each genera
tion overlaps work on the previous gen
eration. This is similar to the accelerated

development schedule at Intel, where
independent teams are working on new
x86 generations simultaneously.

To make this possible, the PowerPC
alliance has expanded its Somerset lab (a
shared designcenter in Austin,Texas) by
50percent. Inaddition, IBM and Motoro
laareworkingon PowerPC projects attheir
own labs in Texas, Vermont, and else
where.New designscanemanate fromany
of these labs, and IBMand Motorola share
manufacturing rights to any PowerPC
chipsthey jointlydevelop.

Future Generations
The G3 series is scheduled to arrive in

mid-1997 with a CPU that will run at

about 200 MHz on 0.35-micron CMOS.

This chip has already taped out and is
available insamples. LaterG3-series chips
will migrate to a 0.25-micron CMOS pro
cess, and clockspeedswillscale upward
to about 400 MHz, according to Will
Swearengin, PowerPC product manager
at Motorola. The fastestG3chipswill run
about 10 times faster than the original
PowerPC 601, he estimates.

Some chips in the G3 generation will
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be 32-bit processors, while others will
be 64-bit implementations based on the
620.Presumablythey willimprove on the
620, whose performance has been dis
appointing. Ayear ago, in fact, there were
rumors that the 620 would be killed.

Those rumors were greatly exaggerat
ed, saysIBM PowerPC product manager
Dave Ryan; the 620was merely delayed
until a better process technology was
ready. Instead of making its debut on a
0.5-micron process at 133MHz, the 620
will appear next spring on a 0.35-micron
process at 200MHz. Sofar, only Motoro
la and Groupe Bull are committed to
making 620-based systems.

Some G3-series chips will inherit the
128-bit backside bus that the 620 uses to

address itssecondary (level2)cache. Oth
ers may have integrated L2 cache con
trollers, multichip module L2packaging
(like the Pentium Pro), or integrated L2
caches (likethe Alpha). Astrong clue that
IBM and Motorola are thinking about
integrated or closely coupled caches is
that transistor counts in the G3 series will

soar ashighas30million,nearlyan order
of magnitude greater than the number of
transistors in today's PowerPC chips.
It's unlikely that the chip architects will
design logic circuits requiring so many
transistors in this generation; bigger
caches are a virtual certainty.

In 1999, IBMand Motorola plan to
introduce the G4generation,whichwill
first appear at about 500 MHz on 0.25-
micron CMOS. Later, the G4-series chips
will graduate to 0.18-micron CMOS,
which should enable clock speeds
approaching 1GHz (1000 MHz). Tran
sistor counts will range ashigh as50mil

lion—again, mostly cache, not logic.
Some G4chips will be 32-bit, but most

will probably be 64-bit. Users probably
won't realize the full benefit of 64-bit

architectures until OS vendors and appli
cations developers rewrite their software
to take advantage of the wider architec
tures. Even then, I/O-intensive applica
tions such as databases probably stand to
gain more performance than mainstream
desktop applications.

Even the 32-bit versions of the G4-

series processors will match or exceed the
performance of Intel's 64-bit Merced,
Motorola's Swearengin claims. G4chips
will be available in mainstream desktop
systems immediately after introduction,
he says. (Intel's pattern is to introduce a
new x86 generation in servers and high-
end workstation PCs, then phase in the
lower-priced desktops later.)

Both IBM and Motorola maintain

that the PowerPC will weather the 32- to

64-bit transition better than the x86.

Intel's Merced will introduce a new archi

tecture, known as IA-64, that almost cer
tainly will require developers to recom
pile their software to get maximum
performance (see "The x86 Gets Faster
with Age," page 89).Although PowerPC
developersfacea similartransition, it may
be a little smoother simply because the
PowerPC carries less architectural bag
gage.For example, x86 userswill expect
a 64-bit x86 to be backward compatible
with 16- and 32-bit software dating as
far back as 1981,while the PowerPCstart
ed life as a modern 32-bit architecture in

the 1990s. Of course, there's no way to
verify any of these claims until the end
of the decade. continued
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NOW you have a problem.
Bad power can
corrupt all the files
on a UNIX system.

And that's not all. Power

problems can also cause net

work and hard drive crashes,

read/write errors, corruption

or loss of data, faulty data

transmissions, system lock

ups, premature failure of
components and much more.

Best Power products are your

answer. They clean up dirty
power before it reaches your

equipment, which can reduce
your computer and network
downtime up to 80%.* And
if you have a blackout, they
provide backup power to shut

down your system correctly.

And now, every Best Power

Single-Phase UPS comes
with free software, pro
viding power monitoring
and unattended shutdown

for your entire computing
environment.

Visit us at COMDEX/Fall, Booth #S3570
©1996 Best Power. All Rights Reserved.

So call Best Power for your
power protection answers.

1-800-469-4842
Ask for operator 298

E-mail: info@bestpower.com
Internet: http://www.bestpower.com
24-hour FAX information line at

1-800-487-6813.

• A five-yearpowerquality study conductedby
Best Power's NationalPower Laboratoryshowed
that the number of calls for computer service
dropped 82% after installation of a UPS.

Power

Fortress® Uninterruptible Power Systems
(IncludesFreeSoftware)

The Answer in Power Protection
Circle 132 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 133).



In 2000 or 2001, IBM and Motorola
plan to introduce their fifth-generation
PowerPC series, code-named 2K. The
alliance is saying very little about this
long-range project. If process technolo
gy stays on track, the 2Kseries will pre
miere at 0.18 micron and the best fabs will

be moving toward feature sizes of 0.15
micron or smaller.That should yieldCPUs
with as many as 100 million transistors
and clockspeedsexceeding1GHz. When
combined with further architectural

improvements, the result should be
microprocessors that run at least 10times
faster than today's CPUs.

No MMX or Java
Neither IBM nor Motorola acknowledge
any plansfor additional multimedia sup
port in the PowerPC architecture. Intel,
of course, isadding 57newMMXinstruc
tions for multimedia to the x8 6 architec

ture next year. Multimedia enhance
ments are lessimperativefor the PowerPC
architecture, which already includes
some RISC instructions that duplicate
MMX instructions. BYTE's tests show that

PowerPC chips have overall better inte
ger performance than x86 chips, and
there's no context-switching penalty
when the PowerPC mixes multimedia

with floating-point operations, as there
is with MMX. IBM and Motorola argue
that the architecture of the whole system,
not just the CPU, is the most important
factor in multimedia performance.

Up to now, the vast majority of Pow
erPC-based systems have been Power
Macs. Next year, however, PowerPCsys
tems will undergo a major transition to
the new PowerPC Platform. This is the

systemarchitecture for all future Power-

Apple Computer info@exp.com

Cupertino, CA http://www.exp.com

(408)996-1010
hrtp://www.apple Motorola
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IBM Austin, TX

Microelectronics (800) 845-M0T0
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http://www.chips.ibm http ://www.mot.com/
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index.html
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PowerPC Regroups

Exponential Technology, a start-up com
pany based in Silicon Valley, stands a

good chance of breaking the 300-M Hzbar
rier before the big names in the PowerPC
alliance. Exponential is pinning its hopes on
bipolartransistors, which can switch states
much faster than conventional CMOS tran

sistors; faster switching means higherclock
speeds. Exponential's PowerPC 604-com
patible chip (blessed withlicenses from IBM
and Motorola) uses bipolar transistors for
almost all the logic, or about 40 percent of
the chip's circuitry. The remaining 60 per
cent of the transistors are CMOS, mostly in
the SRAM caches.

This radical new processor is on sched
ule to ship in the first half of 1997, the com
pany says. Exponentialestimates peg initial
clock speeds at 300 to 400 MHz, with 500
MHza possibilitybythe end ofnextyear (see
"Watch Out: 500-MHz PowerPCs Planned

for 1997,"MayBYTE, page 40).
Even more intriguing is a little-known U.S.

patent Exponential won last January.
Exponential won't talk about the patent, but
it covers a technique for sharing a CPU's

PCsystems, including Macs, Mac clones,
and machines that run Windows NT and

Unix. Although you might expect that a
brand new system architecture would
offer much better performance than the
older x86-based PC architecture, it's not
guaranteed. The PowerPCplatform car
ries some baggagefrom both the existing
PC architecture and the Mac because it's

designed to work with industry standard
PCcomponents and Mac peripherals. It
remains to be seen whether this baggage
will compromise performance.

Likewise, it's too early to tell whether
Java will become important enough to
justify modifications to the PowerPC
architecture. Sun is betting heavily on
Java with a line of dedicated Java chips—
but then, Sun invented Java. Another
major chip vendor (which gave BYTE this
information on a confidential basis) is
planning to enhance its CPU architec
ture with new instructions that improve
Javaperformance. Otherchipmakersare
waiting to see ifJava becomesa signifi
cant market force or fizzles out like a fad.

Turnaround: 1997?
Since the PowerPCalliance came togeth
er in 1991,it has largely kept its promise
to offermicroprocessors at roughlytwice

registers between two different instruction
sets. This seems to indicate that Exponential
is working on some kind of emulation tech
nology. Could this be the spiritual descen
dant of IBM's PowerPC 615, which was

supposed to run x86 software at native
speeds? Sources say the 615 project is
dead, but maybe Exponential is taking a dif
ferent approach.

Another possibility is that Exponential is
trying to integrate hardware support for
680x0 emulation in a PowerPC chip. Pre
sumably the goal would be to run older
Macintosh programs much faster than the
software-based 680x0 emulator that Apple
built into the Mac OS. (Apple is a major
investor in Exponential.)This theory seems
less likely because the most important Mac
software has already been ported to the
PowerPC, and a bipolar CPU that runs at
300 to 500 MHz wouldn't need hardware

assistance to emulate 680x0 software faster

than a 68040 could run itnatively.
Foran in-depthreporton how Exponential

plans to achieve this speed breakthrough,
see our exclusive coverage next month.

the price/performance ratio of Intel's
x86—in other words, twice the perfor
mance at a comparable price, or compa
rable performance at half the price. But
the alliance has failed to even dent the

x86's overwhelming market share.
Indeed, it's possible that the most sig

nificant impact of the PowerPC has been
to prod Intel into accelerating its research
and development. Ironically, Intel
seemed to take the PowerPC more seri

ously than almost anyone else. Asa result,
the x86 is still highly competitive and far
from obsolete. The PowerPC is the best-

selling RISCarchitecture on the desk
top, but almost all PowerPCsystems are
Power Macs, and Apple has less than 9
percent of the market.

The long-awaited PowerPC Platform
is the best bet for a turnaround. After

inexcusable delays, it's finally ready to
open up the Mac clone market and pro
vide a common hardware platform for
multiple OSes. Although the PowerPC
stands little chance of dethroning the x86,
the alliance can at least do a better job of
running in second place. O

TomR.Halfhill isa BYTE senioreditorbased
inSanMateo, California. You canreach himat
thalfhill@bix.com.
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From LAN to WAN

with ISDN
ISDN/LAN integration is sometimes complex, but the rewards are worth it.

ByJeffrey N. Fritz

m vangelists oftentout theglamorousapplications such
asvideoconferencing, real-time audio, and collabo
rative computing when they're preaching about the
virtues of ISDN. But for many corporations, ISDN can

be a cost-effectivesolution for linking LANs to remote sitesand
telecommuters, to enterprise networks, to businesspartners and
clients, and to the Internet.

ISDNpromises WANcon-
nections that are up to 10
times faster than a 28.8-Kbps
modem, call-setup times
measured in milliseconds,
costs that accrue only when
using the digital pipe, flexi
ble configurations, and near
error-free transmissions. All

this bodes well for integrat
ing ISDN into LAN and WAN
connections.

If you can get it at your
location (and you probably
can), ISDNcan provide sig
nificantly enhanced remote
LAN access. ISDN network

equipment, once too pricey
for the average user, has fall
en into the affordable range.
And while there has been

some ambivalence from the

telephone companies in set
ting ISDNrates, the general
cost trend has been down

ward. ISDN/LAN integration
benefits corporations,
telecommuters, small
office/home office workers,
and Internet service

providers. But all is not rosy
when it comes to integrating ISDNinto the LAN infrastructure.

Optimizing for ISDN
ISDN linescome in two flavors. The Basic Rate Interface (BRI)
supports two 64-Kbpsdigital channels (called Bchannels) and
one 16-bitD channel for carrying signalingand control infor
mation. The primary rate interface (PRI) uses a single D chan
nel and 23Bchannels (or 30 Bchannelsin Europe). ISDN has

some notable advantages, especially when compared to analog
phone lines, that make it ideal for the networked computing
environment: It's digital, it supports both voice and data on a
single line, and call-setup times are fast enough to make con
nections almost seamless.

Although ISDN can optimize WAN connections, its trans
mission speed of 64-Kbps is still meager when compared to the

native bandwidth of most

corporate LANs. Therefore,
it's vital to maximize the effi

ciency of the slower WAN
connections. Most network

devicescome equipped with
a variety of tools to over
come the lower bandwidth

capacity of ISDNWAN links.
Optimization strategies
include combining ISDNB
channels for additional

bandwidth, filtering out
unnecessary traffic from the
WANconnection, and com
pressing data to achieve
effective throughputs much
greater than 128 Kbps. All
these measures make the

ISDN WAN perform more
efficiently.

ISDN connections can be

more economical than

leased lines when WAN con

nectivity is intermittent,
thanks to features such as

networking on demand and
bandwidth on demand

(BOD). (Fora comparison of
current and future WAN

technologies, see the chart
"Linking LANs: ISDN andAlternatives" on page 104NA 6.)

Unlike thecase with a leased line, ISDN connection charges
arebased on usage, much like astandard phonecall. When the
ISDN line is notinuse, you don't pay for it. To save money, many
ISDN network devices areprogrammed to drop the WAN con
nection after aperiod ofinactivity. Networking ondemand keeps
the calldisconnected when there is no traffic for the network.

Much asnetworking on demand letsyoupayfor the con-
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nection only when you need it, BOD lets
you pay for bandwidth only as you need
it. Not all network applications need the
samebandwidth, and not allapplications
need the same bandwidth all the time.

BOD can accommodate changes in WAN
bandwidth requirements by aggregating
multiple Bchannels into one faster virtu
al B channel. Depending on the device,
bandwidth is usually scaled in 64-Kbps
increments, called N by 64, all the way
from 64 Kbps to Tl rates (1.544 Mbps).
When traffic demands fall off, the addi
tional channels can be dropped. If traffic
picksup again, more channels can be allo
cated according to need. This channel
flexibility makes WAN connections more
cost-efficient than a dedicated line that

incurs the cost for bandwidth whether it

is used or not.

ISDN network devices that offer BOD

generally do so by using the Multilink
Point-to-Point Protocol (MP). MP can
allocate and deallocate up to six Bchan
nels at once on-the-fly. MP negotiates
channels rapidly, making it ideal for the
bursty nature of network applications.

Compression Varies
Compression increases the apparent
bandwidth of a WAN connection by
reducing the size of the data files travers
ing the pipe. However, unless network
devices support the same compression
suites, the connection will come up with
out compression. That canslowdown the
WAN link considerably.

Compression figures are partially
determined by file type. Ordinary text
(ASCII) files compress well, binary files
not so well,and precompressed filespoor
ly. If a vendor measures compression
strictlywith text files, itwillget averyhigh
compression ratio. Another vendor, using
the same compression algorithm with a
mix of text, precompressed, and binary
files,will report a much lower and prob
ably more realistic number. Networks
generallyhavea combinationof all three
file types traveling across the wires. So
when you hear throughput numbers
based on compression schemes,be wary.
Try to find outthedatamixusedtodevise
the throughput numbers.

Most ISDNnetwork devices, working
in the real world with a decent mix of file
types,candeliver3:1compression.Typi
cally, the measuredbandwidthfor a con
nection with two B channels is 95 to 105
Kbps. Therefore, with3:1 compression,
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the real WAN throughput would gener
ally be about 315 Kbps. While not 10
Mbps, this is respectable throughput—
more than 10 times greater than that
offered by a 28.8-Kbpsmodem.

Hardware and Software
If you have ever configured a bridge or
router, you should haveno difficultyhan
dling most ISDNnetwork devices. How
ever,there are issuesto keep in mind when

ISDN line. These devices are offered in

bothinternalandexternalconfigurations,
but keep in mind that the serial port's
115.2-Kbps data rate will become a bot
tleneck on an aggregated ISDNconnec
tion (128-Kbps or better). If you have
remote PCs that need to hook into your
LAN via ISDN, they will each need a ter
minaladapter installed.Major manufac
turers such as Motorola, 3Com, and US
Robotics now offerterminaladaptersfor

ISDN/LAN Integration Strategies
Direct connection

n=n RBOC ISDN
11 I.., 43| socket

LAN

a

Hie LAN connects directly to ISDN, which connects to theremainder oftheWAN.

ISDN PBX
Voice phone lines

An ISDN PBX can handle ordinary voice telephone lines, in addition totheISDN data traffic.

Remote access to corporate LANs

D
ISDN router

RBOC ISDN
socket

Remote PCs can connect to LAN through ISDN iftheyeach have anISDN card.

ISDN backing uporsupplementing leased lines
J,, »""* _j —i Leased line

*LAN
ISDN router' 1ISDN router

ISDN

Ifleased lines godown orexceed capacity, standby ISDN can takeonsome ofthe bandwidth.

You can implement ISDN in a variety of ways to accommodate your

communications equipment and applications.

integrating ISDN with LANs (see the fig
ure "ISDN/LAN Integration Strategies"
above). Configuring an ISDN bridge, for
example, includes setting parameters
for switch type, ISDN type, callback (on
or off),compression, protocol filters,and
security for remote access.

Hardware components in the
ISDN/LAN equation include terminal
adapters (TAs), ISDN bridgesandrouters,
remote-access servers, and ISDN PC
Cards. The TAconnects your PCinto the

an average cost of about $500.
Most ISDN/LAN solutions use routers

to direct traffic across the LAN/WAN link.

Simplebridges do not alwayssupport the
typeof filteringrequired for network-on-
demand configurations. ISDN routers
usually support Ethernet connections to
the LAN and a BRI or PRIport for the ISDN
link. BRI routers cost $1000 to $1500.

If you're using ISDN to support
telecommuters or other mobile work

ers,you'll need to consider remote-access
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solutions. Remote-access products from
vendors such as Shiva, Microcom, and
Gandalf now support ISDN. Remote-
accessservers with up to eight BRI ports
range from $7000 to $10,000. Many
models also support standard analog
connections, so users well-served by
your current analog solution won't have
to upgrade right away. Of course, most
telecommuters and mobile users carry
portable computers, so they'll need an
external TAor, better yet, an ISDNPC
Card. Current PC Cards such as the IBM

WaveRunner are somewhat bulky solu
tions because the required network ter
minator is not built in, but that should
change soon as vendors ship cards with
integrated network terminators.

Client Concerns
Whenever you add clients to a network,
you've got to handle the assignment of
network addresses, particularly for
TCP/IP. With some protocols, such as
IPX/SPX or AppleTalk,assigningaddress-
es is semiautomatic. But for TCP/IP,
you've got to do it manually with static
addresses or dynamically through pro
tocols such as Dynamic Host Configura
tion Protocol (DHCP) or Bootstrap Pro
tocol (BootP). The point is that remote IP
clients must be given an appropriate net
work address and subnet mask whenev

er they are connected to the enterprise IP
network or the Internet.

From LAN to WAN with ISDN

Typical Configuration ofan ISDN Bridge

Configuration parameters:
Switch type 5ESS ~*—
ISDN type Custom

Callback OFF -«

Line speed 64K/line
Protocol COMPRESSED -«
Address age time 1000 •*
Connection type Auto On -
Packet timeout OFF
Retry delay 30-*
Called number 2935555 -
Ringback number

Security parameters:
Access status ON -*—
Client password Exists
Callback security None
Remote configuration PROTECTED -*- Device configuration is password protected.

Protocol filtering:
0806 ACCEPT-
809b ACCEPT
80f3 ACCEPT
Type forwarding mode is ONLY
Type demand mode is ANY
Number of Ethernet addresses: 20 -^-Bridge haslearned 20 Ethernet addresses.

- Set-up foran AT&T 5ESScustomswitch

- Callback of remote user is turned off.

- Compression is turned on.
- Toss out addresses older than 1000 seconds.
- Automatically callthe remote device.

- Ifcall isunsuccessful, trycalling theremote every 30 seconds.
• Remote bridge phone number

- Remote access of device for configuration is turned on.

Pass theseEthernet protocol types totheWAN, filter all other protocols.

Network administrators need to use parameters specific to ISDN

services in order to configure bridges properly.

Additionally, whenever a client,
remote or not, comes on the network, the
network topology changes. This can be
particularly tricky with network-on-
demand connections that are dropped
during inactivity. This capabilitycan cause

problems for hosts and network proto
cols that may be looking for the discon
nected remote client. On a client/server

network, acknowledgment packets are
often sent between nodes, even when
the nodes are not sending live data. The

-_ ' ! :

Linking LANs: ISDN and Alternatives

Leased Lines

X.25

Analog Dial-up
Services

ISDN

Broadcast Satellite

Cable Modems

Asymmetrical
DigitalSubscriber Line

Billing Structure Strengths Weaknesses

Fixed rental byspeed anddistance Cheap forconstant, high-volume access Too costly foroccasional use

By speed,callduration, data volume Good for interactiveapplications

Same as telephone calls

Bycall duration, time of day,
distance, per call

Okayfor short, nonrecurring
communications

Monthly chargefor unlimited usage Very lowcostafter initial investment
(excellentfor Web)

Purchase cable modem, setup

and monthly rates

Still intrial mode(nopricing yet)

Highbandwidth, lowinvestment,
cable probablyalready installed

High downstreambandwidth,works
over regular phone lines

Data volume charge costly
for file transfer

tow speed, iffy quality, long call
setup; poor security

Cheapfiletransfer,cheaper than leased Canbe hardto order and set up,
line for occasional use, easy to add not available insome areas
moresitesand bandwidth

Inbound data only

Regulatory red tape,
devices not yet widespread

Modest to low upstream bandwidth
not ready for prime time
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packets can trigger a connection when
one is not needed, which incurs additional
costs.Different methods ofspoofing fool
the network by acknowledging the LAN
packets locally, as if the WANconnection
were still active. Spoofing can save sig
nificant costs by preventing unnecessary
connections.

It's important to minimize superflu
ous traffic on the WAN. Typicallythis is
done with address and protocol filtering.
Youcan block unwanted protocols from
the WAN link with intelligent filtering.
You can also block WAN traffic to select

ed addresses. This is a key requirement,
particularly when chatty protocols that
may be on the enterprise network do not
need to cross the ISDN WAN.

Hard to Order

Anunfortunate problem that has plagued
ISDN implementation since its inception
is its burdensome ordering process. Al
though strides have been made in simpli
fyingordering and configuration of ISDN
linesand equipment, the technologyitself
is complex, and some of the configura
tion details reflect this complexity.

One of the most confusing parts in
integrating ISDN with LANs is in config
uring the ISDN network device.Of all the
parameters that must be entered, by far
the most mystifying is the service profile
identifier, or SPID. The SPIDis used to
identify the ISDN deviceto the ISDN net
work, much likean Ethernet address iden-
tifies a computer's network interface
card. Without the SPID,which looks like
a telephone number with a bunch ofextra
digits thrown in, the ISDN device simply
will not work on most lines.

SPIDs are tricky because they vary
from ISDN switch to ISDN switch. For

example, some switches require a single
SPID for both Bchannels in a BRI config
uration. Other switches may want differ
ent SPID numbers assignedto each chan
nel. The SPID itself can vary in format
dependingonwhat theswitchexpects. To
make matters even more confusing, some
switches do not require a SPID at all.

There is hope that SPIDs will soon be
made a little easier. The North American

ISDNUsers' Forum, along with a num
ber of switch vendors including Lucent
Technologies, Nortel, Siemens, and Eric
sson,hasproposed the GenericSPID Spec-
ification. Basically, the Generic SPID
replaces thehorrendously widevariations
in format with one common SPID format
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The Generic SPID Format Looks Like:

Three-digit

numbering prefix

In mostISDN network devices,
the suffix would be 0101.

[XXX XXX XXXX] [01] [01]

Three-digit numbering

plan area (NPA), also

known as area code

The local number So, ifyour ISDN number is304-555-1234, theSPID
for asingle device would be: 30455512340101. The

formatof the SPID is the same no matter wherethe

lineis installed or who installedit

The service profile identifier, or SPID, looks like a phone number,

but its job is to identify the ISDN device for the ISDN network.

for all new ISDN installations. This for

mat issimilar to an ordinary phone num
ber, with a three-digit area code (thenum
bering plan area, or NPA) followed by a
three-digit prefix and four-digit local
number, but with a four-digit suffix
(usually 0101) tacked on.

Getting Up to ISDN Speed
Inside your local telephone building sit
the multimillion-dollar digital switches
that are owned by the phone company.
Until now, you probably could not care
less about them. But with ISDNyou are
expected to know what switch is in your
serving office, which software version it
is running, and what form of ISDN (Cus
tom or National) it is offering. You need
this information to properly configure
your ISDN network devices.

To configure a typical ISDN router, for
example, you need to know how standard
items like filtering, compression, call
back, and security are handled. On top of
that, the device configuration might also
call for switch parameters such as line
speed, switch type, and ISDN type. With
out this information, which you must
gleanfromyour localphone company, the
device probably won't work.

And don't assume that your network
equipment is compatible with the local
ISDNswitch unless your vendor specifi
cally says it is. While much of today's
ISDN network equipment is designed to
work with a variety of ISDN switches,
there are still a few devices that are

designed to operate only with a specific
switch. These devices,when operated on
an incompatible switch, either work
poorly or not at all.

The good news for users is that

National ISDN, a highly interoperable
form of ISDN, is now becoming widely
available. Currently, there are three
National ISDNversions: NI-1, NI-2, and
NI-95. Most NI-1 devices will work with

virtually any Nl-equipped switch, usual
lywithout a lot of difficulty.

No matter what version you choose,
ordering and configuring ISDNis still
complex. Fortunately, once you get
beyondthe up-front hassles, you'll appre
ciate the payoff. ISDN brings powerful fea
tures to the LAN/WAN environment:

• High-quality digital lines reduce errors
during data transmission.

• Bandwidth on demand and network on

demand save significant costs over a
leased line for intermittent LAN-to-LAN

or LAN-to-WANconnectivity.

• ISDNis very flexible, especially when
compared to a leased line, allowing you
to establish alternate connections

quickly and transparently with other
ISDN-enabled sites.

• Dial-up and call connection are fast and
transparent.

The bottom line is that ISDN/LAN inte-

gration extends your LAN out to the
world in an efficient, cost-effective way.
Plus, remote users will love their
enhanced connections. Q

Jeffrey Fritzisresponsible fortheoperationsof
WestVirginia University's datanetworks. He is
chair emeritus of the North American ISDN
Users' ForumEnterprise NetworkData Inter-
connectivityFamily. FritzisauthorofRemote
LAN Access: A Guide for Nerworkers and the

Rest of Us and Sensible ISDN Data Applica
tions. You can reach him at jfritz@wvu.edu.



Inside the NC
Are network computers just stripped-down terminals? No way.

The official NC platform definition covers everything from a set-top box to a Cray.
By Peter Wayner

m
esuspicious whensomeone denounces networkcom
putersasbeing justdumbterminals: Eithertheydon't
know what they're talking about, or they're hoping
you don't.

A network computer may indeed be a dumb terminal. It
mayevenbe a dumbterminal that runsWindows and applica
tions fasterthan your PC does.Or it could bea conventionalPC
or Macintosh. It could bean under-$500TVset-top box or a mil
lion-dollar Cray supercom
puter. It could be a desktop
system tethered to a LAN or
even a mobile notebook

computer with a modem. A
network computer can be
any of these things because
it's a unique platform that
doesn't specify the type of
hardware, CPU, or OS it sits
on. Instead, it defines an
open client model centered
around familiar Internet

standards and Java.
If this description of a

network computer conflicts
with what you've heard
elsewhere, keep in mind
that some people (and com
panies) who apparently feel
threatened by this comput
ing model appear to be
spreading disinformation.
Other sources are merely
uninformed. Most of all,
many companies today toss
around the term "network

computer" rather loosely,
along with other terms such
as Internet appliance, Web
PC, browser box, and net-
top box (see "Inside the Web PC," March BYTE cover story).

"Network computer" can be used as a generic term like "per
sonal computer" or "PC." It can also refer to a specific platform
standard, just as "PC" often refers to the standard originated by
IBM with its Personal Computer in 1981.This article examines
the specific network computer platform defined by a loose
alliance of companies led by Oracle, Sun Microsystems, IBM,
Apple, and Netscape. In fact, Oracle has trademarked the names
"Network Computer" and "NC" and has spun off a new com
pany called Network Computer Inc. This group's official NC

standard encompasses a wide varietyof computing devices for
business, education, and home markets.

Defining the Standard
Oracle's visionhas two parts. First isthe NCReference Profile.
Only computers that offerallthe features in the profilecanwear
the designation "NC."AtestsuiteofJavaappletsand documents
willallow any manufacturer to verily complianceand earn the

designation. Numerous
hardware and software

companies are supporting
this profile. (See "What It
Takes to Make a Network

Computer," page 108.)
In addition, Oracle's

Network Computer sub
sidiary is developing and
marketing a software pack
age called the Oracle NC
System Software Suite. It
includes a microkernel OS

known asNCOS,Sun's Java
application environment, a
Java-enabled Web browser,
Macromedia's Director

player, Oracle's Media
Objects player, and addi
tional software. Acompany
that wants to sell an NC with

a minimum of fuss could

simply license this suite
from Oracle and ship it
along with the NC-compli-
ant hardware (see "Oracle
NC System Software Suite,"
page 108).

The NC Reference Pro

file is not a radical docu

ment. It's just a list of what
asystem hasto offerto make thecut.TheMacI'm using towrite
this article satisfies all the requirements because I've installed
Eudora, NetscapeNavigator, and Sun'sJava Developer'sKit.

The NC basic hardware requirements are simple: a 640- by
480-pixel screen, apointing device, some provision fortextinput,
and audio output. A hard disk, floppy drive, or other form of
persistent localstorage isoptional. There must be a network con
nection that can carry IPpackets, but the channel is flexible:You
can use an ordinary analog modem, a cable modem, a wireless
modem, ISDN,or a LAN. continued
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The softwarerequirementsare equal
ly conservative. NCs must communicate
over a network using standard IPproto
cols:TCP, UserDatagramProtocol (UDP),
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP), Bootstrap Protocol (Bootp), and
Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP). If users store their data remote
ly,Sun's Network File System (NFS) will
be the standard method for mounting
remote drives. Optionally, NCscan sup
port remote connections to other systems
via FTPor Telnet, and they can establish
secure connections via Secure Sockets

Layer (SSL).
Some of these protocols are probably

less familiar than others. UDP allows NFS

to set up end-to-end application-specific
communications. Bootp enables an NCto
boot over a network. DHCP allows an NC

to automatically acquire an IPaddress and
send configuration data over the network
when it boots. SNMP ensures that NCs will

act like well-behaved clients on man

aged networks.
The key requirement in the profile is

the ability to read and interpret Hyper
text Markup Language (HTML) docu
ments through the Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP).In other words, the NC
must run aWeb browser. For now, the NC
Reference Profile doesn't specify which
version of HTML or which tags are
required. To exchange e-mail, NCs will
use a collection of well-understood mail

protocols that dominate the Internet:
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP),
Internet MessageAccess Protocol version
4 (IMAP4), and Post Office Protocol ver
sion.! (POP3).

In addition, NCs must recognize the
most common multimedia formats

encountered on the Internet: JPEG and
GIF graphics and WAV and AU audio
files. Still to come are recommendations

for sending output to printers.

Must Have Java
Perhaps the most fundamental require
ment is that NCs must support the Java
application environment, which includes
the Java virtual machine (VM),the Java
run-time interpreter, and the standard
Javaclasslibraries.There's nothing to pre
vent an NC from also running software
written for Windows, MS-DOS, the Mac
OS, Unix, OS/2, or any other OS. But at
minimum, it must run Java.

In fact, there is no description of the
05 layerat all in the NCReference Pro-
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Network Computer Architecture
Applets always
run within a
browser.

Browser may be
a native

application or
written in Java.
Browsers N.
written in Java
run only atop
the Java virtual
machine.

OS layers are
interchangeable
without breaking
Java applications
or applets.

CPU is
interchangeable
without breaking
Java applications
or applets.

Stand-alone Java
applications cannot talk
directly to the OS or CPU.

Native applications can
talk directly to the OS
and CPU, but at the
expense of portability.

The Network Computer Reference Profile is based on an

architecture not chained to specific hardware or operating system.

file.Theoretically, you could use CP/M or
MVS if they supported the Java VM. In
practice, however, there are some prob
lems. For example, Java programs can
bemultithreaded,eventhough someOSes
that support the Java VM are single-
threaded. Currently, the behavior of mul
tithreaded codevariesfrom systemto sys
tem because some OSes,like Windows 3.1,
don't do a good job of supporting multi
ple threads. Others, like the Mac OS,do
a reasonable job but don't offer preemp
tive switching with various priority lev
els. The best OS for an NC is one that offers

full-fledged preemptive multithreading.
Above all, the OS must maintain a

TCP/IP stack so the NC can communicate

with the outside world. Other OS func

tions take a back seat—even file man

agement and the user interface. In fact,
there's no special GUIfor an NC; in the
absence of anything else, the Webbrows
er can act as the GUI. If the user requests
a file directory of a local or remote drive,
the OScan format the directory listing
into HTMLand display it in the browser.
(This isn't unique to NCs; some browsers
on PCs already do this for FTP sessions,
and Microsoft is adding optional brows
er views to Windows.)

Because the NC platform is neutral
below the Java VM, an NC vendor can
changethe OS, the CPU, or justabout any
thing elsewithout affectingthe user—if

the applications are written in Java. (See
the figure "Network Computer Archi
tecture" above.)SinceJavaisthe onlysoft
ware guaranteed to run on all NCs, the
success of the NC platform depends in
large part on the success of Java.

Most Macs and PCs can hit the NC ref

erence target with software you can get
for free or little cost. Eudora Lite can han

dle the e-mail chores, and a free Web
browser such as Microsoft's Internet

Explorer can display HTML. Sun distrib
utes free versions of itsJava Development
Kit that can execute Java applets. Some
of these packages aren't full-featured, but
you can purchase commercial versions at
modest cost. In fact, the latest version of
Netscape Navigator will handle both the
HTMLand e-mail requirements.

NC-Specif ic Hardware
NCs can be based on a wide variety of
different processors and OSes, including
some configurations optimized for low
retail price and easy administration. For
example, Oracle has an NC reference
design whose parts cost less than $300.
(Oracle says it has no intention of manu
facturing NCs; the reference design is for
other vendors to use.) In corporate envi
ronments, the lower administration costs
will be more important in the long run
than the initial purchase price.

Most NCs will probably be desktop
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Inside the NC

WhatIt Takes to Make a Network Computer
•nw --• -: aaag

NC Reference Profile Requirements

• Java application environment (which
includes the Java virtual machine, Java
run-time interpreter, and standard Java
class libraries)

•Text input capability

•Audio output

•Pointing device

• Minimum screen resolution: 640 by 480
pixels

•TCP/IP networking

• Simple MailTransfer Protocol (SMTP),
Internet Message Access Protocol v.4
(IMAP4), and Post Office Protocol v.3
(POP3) e-mailprotocols

• SNMPfor network manageability

• Abilityto use the following fileformats:
HTML, JPEG, GIF, WAV, AU

NC specs are flexible enough to accom

modate devices for office and home.

Oracle NC System Software Suite

Allnetwork computers built to Oracle's NC
reference specifications will run NCOS and
the NC System Software Suite without
porting. The next version of the software

Optional Capabilities

• Secure Sockets Layer(SSL) for secure • Bootstrap Protocol (Bootp) for booting
TCP/1P con nections the NC over a network

• FTP ifthe NC has local storage • Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

• Sun's Network FileSystem (NFS) ifthe (DHCP) for network booting withauto

NC supports a distributed file system matic IP addressing and network

• User Datagram Protocol (UDP) for appli
cation-specific, end-to-end connections

configuration

• ISO 7816-standard smartcards

under NFS • Europay/MasterCard/Visa

• Telnet (ifthe NC supports character- specifications

based console access to remote hosts)

suite will include a portable OS capable of
running on multiple hardware platforms,
Oracle says.

NCOS is based largely on a multitasking
OS from Acorn. Keyfeatures include
antialiasing and dithering algorithms that
make itpossible to display high-quality text
and graphics on lower-grade monitors and
TVs.NCs can work with regular computer
monitors, of course, but low-end devices for
consumers may relyon a TVas the display
device. The software must be compatible
with GIF, GIF89a, JPEG, QuickTime, Indeo,
AVI,WAV,AU, and Shockwave files.

The NC System Software Suite includes
the following components:

•NCOS

• Web browser

• Macromedia Director player

• Oracle Media Objects player

• Oracle Interofficesuite, includinge-mail,
scheduling, and calendar functions, plus
directory services

• Java virtualmachine, with support for both
streamlined Java applets and full-function,
stand-alone Java applications

•NFS file services

• Network boot services (Bootp/DHCP)

• Support forSecure Sockets Layer(SSL)

• Smartcard authentication mechanism

• Support for streamed video

machines, but there's no reason why a
mobile computer can't support the NC
standard if it has occasional access to some

sort of network. The NC standard does

not require constant network connec
tions. Mobile NCs will probably have
some form of local storage to hold infor
mation between network sessions.

Some NCs will be set-top boxes that
use aTVasthe displaydeviceand connect
to the Internet via a phone or cable
modem. Just about all they need is a rel
atively fast CPU, a video controller, a
network interface chip, and 4 to 8 MB of
RAM. The latest home videogame ma
chines from Nintendo, Sega,and Sony are
morethanpowerfulenoughandcostless
than $300. The Nintendo 64 and Sony
PlayStation havespeedyCPUs basedon
theMipsR4000 andvideo capabilities that
would put a $2000 PC to shame.
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Acorn, a major Oracle partner in the
development of NCOS and the NC refer
ence design,plans to introduce a low-cost
NC this fall through a U.K. subsidiary,
NChannel International. The NC will

make its debut in the U.K. at an anticipat
ed price of about £400 (approximately
$620). Acorn hopes to introduce a U.S. ver
sion a few months later that will sell for

about $400.Another company,NetChan-
nel International, is planning to launch a
consumer-oriented Internet service for

NCusers that would put a friendlier face
on the Internet and the Web.

One of the most controversial features

of the NC is the lack of local storage.
This is completely optional, but there are
good reasonsto leaveout the hard drive.
The first is cost. Although prices have
plunged, it's still difficult to buy drive
mechanisms for lessthan $75, and this can

add at least $150to the retail price. More
important, local hard drives invite
unskilled users to install untested soft

ware. This leads to the administration

problems that plague PCs.
Some NCs will have local storage for

caching purposes only. The OS and fre
quently used applications may reside on
a local hard disk that's as transparent to
users as a CPUcache. For longer-term stor
age of user files, these devices will rely
on network servers.

For instance, Corel could sell its draw
ing software as Java applets that store
their data on the same HTTP servers that

offer the applets on the Web. If you cre
ate a drawing, you don't need to store it
locally; you could store it on the Corel
server. This frees users from the respon
sibilityof creating backups. Of course, the
downside isthat moving large documents
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across the network consumes bandwidth.

It's not the ideal client/server model if the

files are large and the network connec
tion is slow.

If the files are relatively small or if the
connection is fast (for example, an Eth
ernet LAN or a broadband modem), a
stripped-down NC coupled with a smart
server could provide many of the func
tions of a traditional PC at a fraction of

the cost. It's not really a new client/serv
er model, but it does expand the defini
tion of a client.

What's Missing?
The biggest problems in the NC concept
are lack of compatibility with existing
software and the slow speed at which the
machines will run certain kinds of soft

ware. Backward compatibility isn't
required by the reference specification,
which leaves aJava-only NC at the mercy
of Java. Simple solution: If the software
you need hasn't been ported to Java, then
don't buy a Java-only NC. Note that this
doesn't prevent you from buying a so-
called "thin client." Youcan still get rela
tivelyinexpensiveand easilyadministered
terminals that run Windows applications
on a Windows NT server with Citrix

multiuser software. Some of those ter

minals also meet the NC specification, so
they're Java-ready.

Slowly executing software is another
Java weakness. Java bytecode is inter
preted, so it typicallyruns only 3to 10per
cent as fast as native code compiled in C.
Just-in-time (JIT) compilers may soon
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One of Oracle's four reference designs

integrates a phone with an NC.

boost the performance of Java programs
to about 50 percent the speed of native
code. Still,there's a performance gap that
may never be closed.

For some kinds of applications (word
processing, Web browsing, database
access, casual spreadsheet work), the
difference may not be noticeable. For oth
ers (high-end image editing, graphics
design, serious number-crunching, soft
ware development, games) the difference
could be dramatic.

One solution is to take some well-

designed APIs, such as Apple's Quick
Draw 3D, and meld them into the Java
class hierarchy. Java has a provision for
classes compiled in native code, and this
could provide significantly better perfor
mance. Of course, the native classes
would have to be ported to different
machines, but the cost might be worth the
benefits.

Another solution is to optimize CPUs
for Java. Sun is already working on Java-
specificchips, and another chip vendor is
planning to includeJava optimizations in
the next revision of its RISC instruction

set. These chips are still in the testing
stages, however (see "Sun Gambles on
Java Chips," page 79).

In the meantime, the NCstandard will
evolve. The NC Reference Profile will

undergo revisionsasthe partners become
convinced that new technologies are pop
ular enough and good enough to warrant
making them part of the NCfoundation,
says LuKabir, vice president ofworldwide
sales for Network Computer Inc. In the
future, video streaming and MPEG-2
decoding could allow an NCset-top box
to replace a cable TVbox. The NC stan
dard will embrace Internet telephony in
coming months, Kabir promises.

One of the most interesting (but cur

rently optional) features of the NCspec
ification is the ability to read ISO7816-
standard smartcards. These credit card-

size devices contain a chip that can store
personal information, such as bank bal
ancesor health records. They can alsoact
as identification tokens becausethey can
hold a public-key certificate. You could
use an NC with a smartcard to download

electronic cash or other types of secure
information over the Internet.

Earning Respect
Moving forward from a collection of
trademarks and buzzwords to a comput
ingplatformthat earnsrespectinthe mar
ketplace isa hazardous endeavor that has
defeated many seeminglygood ideas.The
NC spec makes a good start by building
upon standards that already are com
monplace. The ability to retrofit a PCas
a makeshift NC provides an easy migra
tion path for those who don't want to
gamble on a very different kind of device.

But the NC concept also builds upon
trends that are emerging with the devel
opment of the Internet. For some users,
Webbrowsing and e-mailare major appli
cations in their own right. Corporate
intranets are beginning to challenge PC-
centric networks and applications. Many
databases are now accessible to Web

browsers. Platform-independent pro
ductivity programs, such asword proces
sors, are already under development.

The NC Reference Profile wisely
avoids specifying an OS, CPU, and GUI.
With technology in flux, setting a rigid
standard is like trying to hit a moving
target. The NCprofile recognizes this and
leaves them out of the picture.

Perhaps the biggest question is
whether any force smaller than Microsoft
can establish a new industry standard.
Publicly,Microsoft still ridicules the con
cept of network computers. At the same
time, Microsoft says it is committed to
making all the software in the Windows
realm capable of interacting with the
Internet. Wintel PCs will soon meet the

NC standard even though, for political
reasons, they may never bear the trade-
marked name. 0

BYTE consultingeditorPeterWaynerfrequent
ly writes about the Web and other Internet-
related topics. You can reach him at
pcw@access.digex.net orviewhishomepage
at http://www.access.digex.net/~pcw/

pcwpage.html.
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Eight Twin-Engine
Pentium Pro
Workstations
• or 32-bit number-crunching

and running technical appli
cations under a 32-bit OS like

Windows NT, the Pentium
Pro is the Intel processor of choice. For
some people, two Pentium Pros isan even
better choice, either to run a multipro
cessing NT application or to multitask—
downloading from an FTP site or han
dling e-mailwith one processor while you
tie up the other with your heavy-hitter
32-bit application.

In this month's Hardware Lab Report,
we take a look at eight 200-MHz dual-
processor Pentium Pro workstations that
will keep you from sitting on your
thumbs. Our test subjectscome from Dell
Computer, Digital Equipment, IBM,
Hewlett-Packard, Polywell Computers,
SAG Electronics, and Xi Computer
(whichsuppliedtwo systems). Theseven
dors arebetting that NTwillemergesoon
asaprominentgeneral business platform.
The recent release of Windows NT 4.0, in
particular, hasincreased interestinhigh-
end Pentium Pro systems.

Built for 32 Bits
With one of these symmetric multi
processor (SMP) speeddemons on your
desk, you can take full advantage of
both 16-and 32-bit applications simul
taneously. Admittedly, the Pentium Pro
processor isn'toptimized for16-bit DOS
and Windows 3.x software, or even for
the mixture of 16-and 32-bit code found
in Windows 95. Such software is full of
segmentwrites, partial register opera
tions, unaligned data accesses, and
instruction-prefix bytes thathave stymied
the Pentium Pro in previous BYTE tests.
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However, you won't care if a Pentium
Pro doesn't run 16-bit code much faster

than a lessexpensivePentiumsystemfor
two reasons. First, the clock speed ishigh
enough that you won't notice a slow
down with an older legacy application,
particularly if it's running on its own
private processor.Yourperformance-crit
ical software will be 32-bit. Second, busi
ness software is starting to go 32-bit;
many office suites are already there. The
proliferation of Windows NT-optimized
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Dell's OptiPlex GXpro 200

Digital's Personal Workstation 200i

Polywell's Poly P6-200ND2

These three systems offerthe best

combination of performance, features,

usability, and good price.

applications isn't an adequate reason in
itself to buy a dual-Pentium Pro work
station, but it helps.

The desktop, mini-tower, and tower
systems we review range in price from
$4700to $9200asconfigured for testing:
with 64 MB of system RAM, 2- to 9-GB
hard drives, and 17-inch displays. The
Dell,Digital,and SAG modelscamewith
integrated Ethernet, while HP provided
an Ethernet card. Ingeneral, the vendors
chose similar high-performance com
ponents in designing theirdual-proces
sorPentiumProsystems. OnlyDellwent
with the costly512-KB-cache version of
the Pentium Pro chip.

Hardware

For compute-intensive
applications, a second-
Pentium. Pro chip can
make the job go faster.
By Maggi Bender,
Dorothy Hudson, Jim Kane,
andJohn McDonough

Six of the eight systems have SCSI hard
drives of various flavors, while the Dell
and Xisystemshaveslower-spinning, but
less expensive, Enhanced IDE (EIDE)
drives. Five systems use a Matrox Mil
lennium graphics adapter, two have a
Number 9 Imagine 128Series 2 adapter,
and one has a Diamond Stealth 64 card—

allPCI. Most systemsincludesix-or eight-
speed CD-ROM drives; the Hewlett-
Packard VectraXU 6/200has a four-speed
drive. (Seethe features table on pages 120
and 121for details.)

Most of the systems use Intel's latest
82440FX Pentium Pro chip set, which
supports fast extended data out (EDO)
memory, Universal Serial Bus (USB), and
dual concurrent PCIbuses. HP and Poly
well stayed with the older 82450KXOri
on chip set. Six systems actually imple
ment USB by providing ports. The Dell
and HP workstations have none. The

Digital, Polywell, and Xi systems have
two ports.

The USB defines a standardized con

nector and socket for many types of
peripherals (seethe Tech Focus on page
116). Because you can daisy chain many
peripherals to a single port, USB hasthe
potential to eventually eliminate the
number and kinds of connectors on the

back of a typical PC. With USB-enabled
PCs, userswillalsobe ableto hot-plug USB
peripherals without rebooting their sys
tems or having to deal with IRQsettings,
DMA channels, and I/O addresses. With
USB, youcouldconnectup to 127 devices
to a single PC. USB's 12-Mbps serialdata
rateprovides amplethroughputfor low-
and mid-bandwidth peripheral devices.
With strong support from Microsoft,



Typical Pentium Pro

POWER SUPPLY— «• » _
Dual-processor Pentium Pro
workhorses use lots of juice. A
power supply inthe 200-W to
300-W range is appropriate in
most cases. A well-engineered
system can get by with less.

DRIVE BAYS'*

The systems in a tower chas-
sis-the SAG STF3000, the

PolywellPolyP6-200ND2,
and the Xi Pro400 Ntower

DP-provide more drive bays
than the mini-tower and desk

top systems.

EXPANSION SLOTS- ""
A combination of PCI and ISA

expansion slots matches the
mixof 32- and 16-bit expansion
cards you are likelyto install ina
system.

Illustration based on X

Pro400 Ntower DP.

Intel, and big system vendors, USB is as
inevitable as was PCI.

Tight Bunch
Although Windows NT4.0 isthe hot news,
it was just out of beta when we were test
ing these systems, so we stuck with tried-
and-trueNT3.51. Our suite of NT bench

marks shows that these systems provide
unprecedented performance on the Intel
x86 platform.

While the three fastest systems—Dell's
OptiPlex GXpro 200, Digital's Personal
Workstation 200i, and Polywell's Poly P6-
200ND2—are benchmark burners, the
remaining five models were right behind
them. Youwon't notice speed differences
among them when navigating through
typical desktop applications. Though it
wasn't the fastestoverall,IBM's PC 365per
formed best in the two benchmarks that

test dual-processor efficiency (see Test
Specs, page 119). The Dell took second.

Only one system lagged noticeably
behind the others—Xi Computer's Pro400
Mtower DP—and that can be blamed on

its EIDE hard drive. Xi's Pro400 Ntower

DP,which had a high-rpm IBM Fast/Wide
SCSI drive, ran right with the pack.

Who needs so much horsepower at their
desk? Vendors' marketing plans givesome
idea. Hewlett-Packard aims its Vectra XU

6/200 at users who need enough comput
ing force to create two-dimensional ani
mation or to designelectroniccomponents
with a package like AutoCAD. Polywell
provides options for its Poly P6-200ND2
that let it serve as a CAD/CAM workstation,
a SQL-based Internet server, or a video edit
ing workstation. Dell sees its OptiPlex
GXpro 200 as a number-crunching finan
cial workstation. SAGElectronics offers the

STF3000both as a workstation and, when
configured with RAID 5 storage options
using the Ultra-SCSI architecture, asa low-
end networkserver; indeed,the SAG sys

^CD-ROM DRIVE
* Most of the systems we tested have

six-speed or eight-speed CD-ROM
drives. Faster is better for installing

development packages and reading
on-line documentation.

DUAL CPU CHIPS

Most vendors place two Pentium
Pro chips side-by-side inZlF
sockets on the motherboard,

although the DellOptiPlexGXpro
200 has one CPU on a riser card. To

keep the CPUs from overheating,
many vendors place a big heat sink
and a cooling fan directly on top of
the processors. HP takes the more
sophisticated approach ofdirecting
airflow onto the CPUs from a larger,
and perhaps more reliable, stand
alone fan blowing through plastic air
conduits (not shown here).

HARDDISK

ASCSI hard drive provides the best
performance for an NTworkstation,
even insingle-drive configurations.
Compared to EIDE,the disadvantage
of SCSI command overhead is more

than compensated for by the higher
spin rates available with SCSI models.

MEMORY UPGRADESLOTS

The Pentium Pro chip sets in these
workstations support up to 1 G B of
system memory, though only the
Polywell and Xisystems can take that
much. Half the test systems have
SIMMs (shown here), and the others

have newer DIMMs, which require half
as many modules for a given capacity.

tem has many built-in server features such
astemperature, fanspeed, and voltagesen
sors, as well as the necessary software to
report on problems these sensors find.

The systems we tested for this Lab
Report were similar in their overall per
formance, mainly due to the commonali
ty of architecture dictated by Intel's PCI
chip sets. The small differences in speed
are due mainly to the vendors' selections
of hard drives and graphics cards. Given
the narrow performance spread between
these machines,we recommend that you
pay more attention than usual to fea
tures, usability, and, of course, price.

Contributors

Jim Kane, ProjectManager/NSTL
Dorothy Hudson, Project Manager/NSTL
John McDonough,TechnicalWriter/NSTL
Maggi Bender, Technical Analyst/NSTL
Dave Rowell, SeniorTechnical Editor/BYTE
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P E N T I U PRO WORKSTATIONS

• he eight dual-processor Pen
tium Pros we tested not only
boast top-notch perfor
mance, they also provide a

bridge to a future dominated by 32-bit
applications. Loaded with 64MBof RAM,
they were all exceptionally fast in our
benchmarks, with only small perfor
mance differences between them. Still,
we had to pick winners in our two cate
gories: Best Overall and High Perfor
mance. Tight scoring resulted in the same
three-way tie in both categories.

Dell's OptiPlex GXpro 200 ($6685)—
a combined Best Overall and High Per
formance winner—differentiated itself

by using Intel's most expensive CPU, the
200-MHz Pentium Pro with 512-KB cache.

The big-cache chip helped it eke out a
small lead in the performance testing, but
at a cost of roughly $1500 more than
you'd pay for two Pentium Proswith 256
KB cache (also available). Like most of the
other systems, the Dell uses Intel's 440FX
Pentium Pro chip set.

Fast performance isn't the OptiPlex
GXpro 200's only forte. It's tops in our

features category, too. The Dell system
comeswith integrated networking. It has
3Com'sPClBus Mastering 3C59XTwist
ed Pair EtherLink III on the motherboard

so you don't need a network interface
card in one ofyour PCI slots.The test unit
camewith a 2-GB Seagatehard diskwith
an EIDE interface. EIDE drives are cur

rently limited to 5400-rpm spin rates,
which givessystemswith 7200-rpmSCSI
drives a slight performance advantage.
The OptiPlex's other components in
clude fivedrive bays, an eight-speed CD-
ROM drive, a Number Nine Imagine
128graphics card, and a Dell 17LS mon
itor. The small-footprint desktop chassis
has a push-button removable cover, lever-
locked expansion cards, and a hinged
power supply,allofwhich helped the sys
tem's Usability score.

The second double winner isPolywell's
Poly P6-200ND2. Its strengths are per
formance—particularly in the Excel/
Word tests—and price. At S5270,the Poly
P6-200ND2is one of the least expensive
systems in this roundup. Polywell's ma
chine could have scored even better if it

Dual-Processor Workstation Tests
The IBM PC 365 performed best overall with the two dual-processor tests. The Dell
OptiPlex had the best C++compilation time, while the Xi Pro400 Ntower did best
with the Fourier analysis. Performance differences between the Xi Ntower and

Mtower models are due to different hard drives (SCSI and EIDE, respectively). Both
tests run two simultaneous instances of the test task.

DellOptiPlex GXpro 200

Digital Personal Workstation 200i

HP Vectra XU 6/200

IBM PC 365

Polywell P6-200ND2

SAG STF 3000

Xi Pro400 Mtower DP

Xi Pro400 Ntower DP

Fourier WAV analysis

Visual C++ Compile
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Scaled Score

Scoresarescaledto the fastest system (10)ineachtest.

wasn't such a hassle to remove the chas

sis to get to the internal components.
Once inside the PolyP6-200ND2 you'll

find plenty of room for expansion. The
tower has six available expansion slots
(two PCI and four ISA) and seven avail
abledrive baysfor upgrades. The 4.3-GB
Seagate ST15150W hard disk has a Fast/
Wide SCSI-2 interface, but the S3-based
Diamond Stealth 64-bit graphics card
came with only 2 MBof DRAM.

Also tying for first place in both cate
gories, Digital Equipment's Personal
Workstation 200i ($5834) had the best
scores in our low-level InterMark per
formance tests, which stress the proces
sor, hard disk, video, and CD-ROM com
ponents. The powerful mini-tower NT
workstation arrived with a speedy 2-GB
Seagate ST32550 Fast/Wide SCSIhard
drive, a Matrox Millennium graphics
adapter, and an eight-speed Toshiba CD-
ROM drive.

The company markets the Personal
Workstation 200i for graphics-intensive
applications for mechanical CAD, digi
tal content composition, and software
engineering. Along these lines, Digital
offers more capable 3-D graphics card
options. The workstation sports innova
tive features such as two USB ports and
integrated Ethernet (lOBase-T/lOBase-
2) on the motherboard.

Best of the Rest
The IBMPC 365 ($7081) provided un
matched speed in our CPU-intensive
Fourier and Visual C+ + benchmarks that

challenge symmetrical dual-processing
capabilities. We also found that it boots
upWindowsNTfasterthan anyother sys
tem. IBM'sdesktop workstation features
a Matrox Millennium graphics adapter
with 4 MBof Window RAM (WRAM) that
supports a 1600-by 1280-dpiscreen res
olution. The PC 365 has a 2.1-GB IBM

hard disk with an Adaptec UltraSCSIPCI
host adapter, and it has a six-speed CD-
ROM drive.

IBM positionsthis systemat the top of
its desktop PCproduct line yet stresses
the machine's network management



BEST OVERALL

Dell'sOptiPlexGXpro 200, Digital's Personal
Workstation 20oi, and Polywell's Poly P6-200ND2
In a verytight race, the Dell,Digital,and Polywell workstations
tied for first in Overall score. They are also the top three in our
performance benchmarks. Dell's OptiPlex GXpro
receivedthe most impressive Featuresscore thanks to
importantworkstationingredients likeintegratednetwork
ingandaneight-speed CD-ROM drive. Agreatperformer, the
roomy PolyP6-200ND2 also has one of the smallest price tags.
Keepin mind that IBMand Xi (the Pro400 Ntower DP)were not
far behind.

WEIGHTING

Features

PRICE

Dell OptiPlex GXpro 200 $6685
Polywell P6-200ND2 $5270
Digital Personal Workstation 200i $5834
IBMPC365 $7081

XiPro400 Ntower DP $4788

SAG STF 3000 $5650

HP Vectra XU6/200 $9206

XiPro400 Mtower DP $4688

TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION PERFORMANCE USABILITY FEATURES OVERALL RATING

• ••• **** • ••• • ••• • ••• • •••

• ••• **** • *•• • *• • ••* • ••*

• ••• *••* • ••• • *• • ••• • •••

**** • *•• *••• • ••• • ••• • •••

*•** • •** • *•• • ••• • •• • ••*

• ••* • •* + • **• • •• • ••• • •••

• ••• • ••* • ••• • •••• • •• • •••

• ••• • •• • •• • • *•• *••

HIGH PERFORMANCE

Dell'sOptiPlexGXpro, Digital's Personal Workstation
20oi, and Polywell's Poly P6-200ND2
As the top speedsters, these three systems performed within
several hundredths of a point of each other. However, each ex
celled in a different test. The Dell OptiPlex took advantage of its
large512-KB L2 processor caches to get the high score in the dual-
processorVisual C+ + compilingbenchmark. Digital'sPersonal
Workstation 200i got the top score in the InterMark low-level test.

Polywell'sworkstation finished far ahead in the Excel/Wordapplication
testing. Again, the other systems were not far behind. The IBM PC 365
had the highest combined score in the two dual-processor workstation
tests, but it faired poorly in the less important Excel/Word tests.

WEIGHTING

PRICE TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION PERFORMANCE USABILITY FEATURES OVERALL RATING

Dell OptiPlex GXpro 200 $6685 • ••• • ••* • *** • ••• • •*• *•••

Polywell P6-200ND2 $5270 • ••• • *•• *••• • •• • ••• • *••

Digital Personal Workstation 2001 $5834 • ••• • **• • ••• • ** • ••• • *••

IBMPC365 $7081 • ••• • •*• • ••• • ••• • •*• • •••

SAG STF 3000 $5650 • ••• • •*• • •*• • *• • •*• • •••

XiPro400 Ntower DP $4788 • ••• • *•• • •*• **•• • •• • •••

HP Vectra XU 6/200 $9206 • ••* • *•• • ••• • •••• • •• • •••

Xi Pro400 Mtower DP $4688 • *•• • ** • •• • • • •• • ••

+•*++ Outstanding *••• Very Good **• Good ir-k Fai * Poor

capabilities. The box didn't come with a
network card, but it does have Wake-on-
LAN, IBM networking tools, and predic
tive-failurehard drive technology.Wake-
on-LAN enablesnetwork managersto turn
on unattended systemsfrom anywhere on
a local network. The system's USB port
prepares users for the USB-based hardware

peripherals that willbearrivingwithin the
next year.

For those who can't afford to spend
much more than $4000 but still want

power, the Xi Computer Xi Pro400Ntow
er DP ($4788), which scored very well in
our tests, isa good bet. The tower system
hasplentyof room for expansionand fea

tures top-notch components such as an
eight-speed CD-ROM drive and a 2-GB
Fast/Wide Seagate SCSI hard drive. At the
otherendofthepricespectrum,Hewlett-
Packard's well-engineered Vectra XU 6/200
wasa cut above the rest in its Usability
score, but it didn't stand out otherwise in
this competitive field.
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Designer's Choice

Kudos to the engineers at Dell and
Hewlett-Packardfor thoughtful sys

temdesigns. DellmadeitscompactOpti
Plex GXpro 200 (shown below) easy to
service with a hinged power supply and
expansion cards that lock in with a lever.
Also easy to open, HP's Vectra XU6/200
achievedour highestUsability scorewith
features like accessible DIMM slots near

the top of its mini-tower chassis.
Betting Twice on USB

Digital believes Universal Serial Bus
(USB) peripherals will become wide

lyavailable in the next six to nine months
and that you'll want both of the USB ports
incorporated in the Personal Workstation
200i.You'll likely use one port to daisy
chain the keyboard and mouse in front of
the system,the other for peripherals like
scanners and printers that cable out from
the side or rear. Systems from Polywell
and Xi also have dual USB ports.

Down to Three

Most of the systems we tested use
Intel'snew PentiumProchipset, the

440FX PCIset. For workstations, it pro
videsperformance efficiencies byreduc
ing the chip count to three (from the
seven chips of Intel's Orion sets), sup
porting EDO memory, and allowing its
dual PCI busesto work concurrently.

TECH FOCUS

Let's Make It Universal
Though it has been on the boards for a while, the catchall Universal

Serial Bus (USB) interface is working its way into mainstream desk

top computers. The USB standard, sanctioned by Intel and Microsoft

and strongly backed by major vendors like IBM, Digital, Compaq, and

NEC, will arrive more quickly than did PCI. IBM introduced the first

two business PCs with a USB port last summer; Compaq, Siemens

Nixdorf, and Sony have, too. Six systems in this Lab Report, including

the IBM,provide USB ports. The Digital, Polywell, and Xi have two.

Microsoft is preparing Windows drivers, and Intel has developed USB

device chips as well as USB support in its latest CPU chip sets.
Like the AppleDesktop Bus (ADB), USB lets youdaisychain periph

erals likekeyboardsand pointing devicesinto a single port. With its
12-Mbpsserial transfer rate, however, USB hasenough bandwidth to
support printers, scanners, ISDN terminal adapters, and telephony
devices, including T1 or E1 lines. (The telephonyangleexplains Nortel's
strong backing of USB.)

USB's convenient bustopology isactually moreof a staggered star
topology than a chain. Hubs that provide seven USB portscan be
chainedtogether with5 meters between hubsto support as manyas
127 USB devicesfrom one host system.Thefour-line USB cable has
twolines to carrydifferential serialsignals, onefor ground anda +5-
Vpower line, which largely eliminates the need for power bricks for
many peripheral devices. The spec defines threeclasses ofdevice: low
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PERIPHERAL INTERFACE

power, bus-powered (100-mA maximum current draw); high power,
bus-powered (500-mA maximum); and self-powered. USB devices like
scanners and printers willobviously have their own power supplies but

could use the USBpower to exit power-saving states. The cabling is

shielded twisted pair to support the 12-Mbps signaling rate. The spec

allows a limited number of low-speed, 1.5-Mbps devices.

You will be able to hot-plug and unplug these devices, and they will

automatically register with the host operating system in true Plug and

Play manner. Not only is the USBtopology LAN-like; its signaling pro

tocols are, too. USB has abstraction layers similar to the first three

levelsof the OpenSystemsInterconnection (OSI) protocol stack. USB
sets up point-to-point connections, termed pipes, between an appli

cation or USB driver program and a USB device on the bus. At the phys

ical hardware level, the host controller (always the initiator) and the

USB device send and receive serial signals on the bus. At the middle

level, USBsystem software and a particular device send each other

framed data. At the top level, an application talks to one of the device

interfaces that a USB device can present.

The upshot is that you'll be able to easily attach external periph
erals to a PC without rebooting, without confronting a confusing

array of ports, and without having to deal with IRQ settings, DMA
channels, and I/O addresses. Bring on those USB peripherals.

-DaveRowell



HUGGED

PORTABLES

WITH LOTS OF

SLOTS
DolchComputer Systems builds portable computers for indus

trial and militaryapplications that must withstand the rigorsof
rough treatment and harsh environments — demanding massive

expansion capability and the performance of a high-enddesktop.

Grit, Grime and Water Proof
Dolch builds the world's toughest portables for sophisticated

military and industrial users.

J Tested to Military and NEMA Standards — Shock to 50Gs
• Completely Sealed Systems — NotePAC™ Runs in the Rain
J Add-in Protection — Unique Card Retention System

Massive Expansion

The PAC™, L-PAC™

(Light-PAC) and NotePAC

families offera wide variety

of slot and drive specifica

tions. Systemscan be tai

lored to precisely match the

application requirements.

• From 1 to 7 Expansion Slots— ISA, EISA, PCI and PCMCIA
J Up to 4 Drive Bays— Tape, CD-ROM, Removable,etc.
J Configurable System Power— 100watts to 350 watts

Unrivaled Performance

Dolch PAC portables are available with a broad range of perfor

mance options — meeting or exceeding all the best of desktops.

J CPU Options — 486 up to Dual Pentium at 150MHz
Zi Displays — 16.7MillionColorsor Daylight Readable Mono
J Active Matrix TFT Screens— Up to 12.1-inches
J Resolution — 640 x 480, 800 x 600 and 1024 x 768

J Graphics Performance — In Excess of 115WinMarks™

• Drives — EIDE or High-speed PCISCSI — Up to 9 GB
J Memory — High Speed Cache and EDO DRAM

Dolch Computer Systems

3178 Laurelview Ct.

Fremont, CA 94538 USA

Tel. 510.661.2220 ; Fax 510.490.2360

Web Site — http://www.dolch.com

CALL TODAY: 1 .800.995.7580.

Circle 141 on Inquiry Card.

Dolch.



Philips Brilliance Monitors.

They bring out

the DaVinci in you.

See Us at

*] COMDEX
Fall '96
Booth L2625

BRILLIANCE
HIGH RESOLUTION MONITORS

Whatever you're creating on screen, Philips
Brilliance monitors will bring out the best in you.
Because the really clever thing about them is their
pixel perfectdisplay, offering you incredibly high reso
lution, colour accuracy, contrast and consistency
right across the range.They are available in IS", 17"
and 21" sizes, which means that whether you're a
design professional, office or small business user,or
a game freak we have the right kind of monitor for
you. So why waste your talents on anything less?
Look into a Philips Brilliance monitor today.

Circle 205 on Inquiry Card {RESELLERS: 206).

M

PHILIPS
Philips Consumer Electronics Company
One Philips Drive
Post Office Box 14810

Knoxville.TN 37914-1810
(800) 835-3506
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H workstation with Intel's

fastest Pentium Pro processor
provides great performance
for running applications. A

workstation with two 200-MHz Pen

tium Pros is even better—but not for

everybody. To really get your money's
worth, you'll have to be using a techni
cal application that threads well over two
processors, or running something com
putationally intensive as a background
task while doing other work. Youmight,
for example, want to write code or

SCSI or EIDE?

With higher data densities, quicker
head movement, and faster spin rates,
hard drives deliver data much faster

than they used to, some with sustained
rates higherthan 8 MB/second. Both
the IDE (as EIDE) and SCSIdevice inter

faces have kept pace; either can shoot
data to the host PCfaster than a single
drive can deliver it. So why are high-
end Windows NT systems faster with
SCSI drives? Forsingle-drive systems
that don't fully use SCSI multitasking,
an EIDE drive may have a slight perfor
mance advantage over a SCSI drive
because it has a simpler, more direct
interface with little command over

head. The answer is that drive manu

facturers put SCSI connectors on their
fastest and most expensive drive
mechanisms.CurrentlyEIDE (orATA)
drives top off at 5400 rpm, while many
high-end SCSI drives do 7200 rpm.
Spin rate affects both sustained data
rate and access time.

answer e-mail while compiling a large
application.

The eight systems we tested can all han
dle this kind of work. For our evaluation,
we requested 200-MHz dual-processor
Pentium Pros with 64 MBof RAM, at least
a 1-GBhard disk, and a 17-inch monitor.
All came with at least 2-GB hard drives,
mostly SCSI of various flavors; the SAG
system came with a 9-GB Wide Ultra-
SCSI drivefrom Seagate. Sevenofthe sys
tems arrived with 256-KB-cache versions

of the Pentium Pro; the Dell OptiPlex
came with the newer CPU that has a 512-

KB cache (adding around $1500 to its
price). Most camewith strong 2-Dgraph
ics cards from either Matrox or Number

Nine. We evaluated the systems for
usability, features, and performance with
some consideration of price.

Performance
We tested performance under Windows
NT3.51with our usualapplications-based
benchmarks and low-level InterMark

tests, but we also hammered the dual-pro
cessor machines with two new tests that

evaluate their multiprocessor efficiency
under NT. Given the nature of the prod
ucts, our Performance rating is weight
ed heavily (50 percent) by the dual-pro
cessor tests. After putting NT3.51on each
system,we installed Microsoft Office and
Visual C++ (4.2). We used each system's
vendor-specified configurations and exe
cuted all the tests at 1024- by 768-dpi
graphics resolution and 16-bit color
depth (65,536colors).

To evaluate multiprocessor perfor
mance, NSTL's R&Ddepartment devised
two tests that measure system speed when
both processors are being pushed to the
limit. In the first test, we ran a floating
point-intensive Fourier transform pro
gram that analyzes the spectral content
of a WAV file.Ashellprogram loaded two
simultaneous copies of the test and timed
the results. The spectral analysis test has
high data locality and little file I/O, so
the test data generally resides in cacheand
the results are primarily dependent on
raw floating-point power.

The second multiprocessor test mea
sures how fast a system can build (com
pile and link)a large chunk of VisualC+ +
source code. We ran two simultaneous

instancesof the test.Thisbenchmarkpro
duces results that depend on both CPU
and hard disk performance; the test hits
the hard disk often with both read and

write operations.
Although dual-processor workstations

aredesigned forhigh-end technical appli
cations, many people will want the sec
ond processor to run general software.
Our applications-based benchmark
employs two 32-bit businessprograms,
Microsoft's Word 7.0 and Excel 7.0. The

macro-based tests exercise common func

tions of each application. For example,
the Excel test measures the time it takes

to delete a variety of cell ranges and cal
culate various addition, financial, and sta
tistical functions. The application tests
account for 20 percent of the overall
Performance score.

Toget at the performance of important
system components, we also ran NSTL's
InterMark tests. In addition to CPU per
formance, these low-level tests measure
the efficiency of such components as CD-
ROMdrive, hard disk, and video/graph
ics subsystems. InterMark accounts for
30 percent of the Performance rating.

Featuresand Usability
We also rated system features and
checked how easy the PCswere to set up
and upgrade. In coming up with our Fea
tures ratings, we rewarded system char
acteristics that differentiate these top-
notch Pentium Pro workstations from

each other. Length and completeness of
the warranty, number of slots and drive
baysfree for expansion, built-in security,
and amount of dedicated graphics mem
ory to support high screen resolutions
(1600 by 1200 pixels) all contributed to
better ratings.

For usability, a screwless design that
makes it easy to remove the case and
install an adapter card is a plus, as are
clearly labeled I/O ports. On the other
hand, an obstructed expansion slot is a
minus. We gave extra points to systems
that came with clear, well-indexed doc
umentation. We consider adequately
detailedjumperand DIP switchsettings
to be particularly important.

Evaluations inthisreport represent the
judgment ofBYTE editors, based on
tests conducted by NSTL, Inc., as
documented in a recent issue of their
monthly PC Digest. Topurchasea
copyof thefull report, contactNSTL
at 625 Ridge Pike, Conshohocken, PA
19428; (610) 941-9600; fax (610)
941-9950; on the Internet, edi-
tors@nstl.com. Fora subscription,
call (800) 257-9402. BYTE Maga
zine and NSTL areboth operating
units ofthe McGraw-Hill Companies.
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PENTIUM PRO WORKSTATIONS FEATURES

Dell Computer Corp.
OptiPlex GXpro 200 M

Digital EquipmentCorp. BS3
Personal Workstation 200i 1"SI1

Hewlett-Packard Co.

Vectra XU 6/200

Price as tested (MSRP)withmonitor $6685 $5834 $9206
Overall rating 8,2 8.2 7.7

Performance 8.3 8.3 7.8

Features 7.9 7.4 6.4

Usability 8.2 7.9 9.5

MICROPROCESSOR

Manufacturer and model Intel Pentium Pro 200 Intel Pentium Pro 200 Intel Pentium Pro 200

Secondary cacheRAM perCPU(KB) 512 256 256

Number ofprocessors/maximum numberofprocessors 2/2 2/2 2/2

BIOS vendor and version Phoenix A01 Phoenix 4.05 Hewlett-Packard

MEMORY

Standard/as tested/maximum (MB) 32/64/128 32/64/512 32/64/256

Packagetype DIMM SIMM DIMM

Speed(nanoseconds) 60 60 60

ECC • • •

Memory architecture EDO EDO Fast-paged

MASS STORAGE

Hard drive manufacturer andmodel number (capacity) SeagateST32140A (2-GB) SeagateST32550W (2-GB) SeagateST32550N (2-GB)
Hard drive interface Integrated Intel PCIEIDE Adaptec PCIFast/WideSCSI-2 card IntegratedAMD PCIFast SCSI-2

Standard3!4-inch floppy drive • • •

Standard5/i-inch floppy drive
CD-ROM drive speed, manufacturer and model, interface 8xNECA310-00,EIDE 8xToshibaXM5602B-FW,EIDE 4xSonyCDU-76S, EIDE

DRIVE BAYS

Total 3!£-inch/5'/Hnch 3/2 3/3 4/3

Total 3'/4-inch/5K-inch with external access 3/0 1/3 2/3

Available 3K-inch/5'/4-inch 2/0 2/2 2/2

GRAPHICS

Graphicsmanufacturer and model NumberNineImagine 128 Series 2 PCI Matrox MGA Millennium PCI Matrox MGA Millennium PCI

Maximum noninterlaced dispiay resolution (refresh rate) 1600x1200 (83 Hz) 1600x1200 (72Hz) 1600x1200 (72Hz)
Color depthatmaximum noninterlaced display resolution (bits) 16 8 8

Standard graphics memory/as tested/maximum (MB) 0.5/4/4 2/2/8 2/2/8

MONITOR

Manufacturer and model 17-inch Dell 17 LS 17-inch Digital SN-PCXAV-YZ 17-inch Hewlett-Packard Ultra VGA 1280

Dotpitch (mm) 0.28 0.26 0,28

Maximum noninterlaced display resolution (refresh rate) 1280x1024 (60 Hz) 1280x1024 (75 Hz) 1280x1024 (75 Hz)

EXPANSION SLOTS

Number of PCI/ISA (shared) 5/2 (2shared) 3/3 (1shared) 3/2(1 shared)

Number of slots used 2 2 2

I/O

Serial/enhancedparallel 2/1 2/1 2/1

Rated throughput ofserial port(s) 115.2 Kbps 115,2 Kbps 115,2 Kbps

UART compatibility 16550 16550 16550

Integrated EIDE • • •

Universal Serial Bus(USB) ports 0 2 0

Integrated FastSCSI-2 •

10Base-T Ethernet Integrated Integrated Card

POWER SUPPLY

Output rating (Watts)
AC voltage (V)
Autodetecting/autoswitching

Energy Starcompliant

DIMENSIONS

Height xwidth xdepth (inches)
Weight (pounds)
FCC rating

CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Warranty length (years)/coverage
Phone

Toll-freephone
On-line address

Inquiry no.

= BYTE Best • = yes

230

110/220

•

300

120/240

160

110/220

•

6.5x16,5x17.6 16x8.5x17.5 16.4x8,3x15.9

30 21 33

Bpending B B

3/P,L,F,R

Call local Dell dealer

(800) 289-3355

http://www.dell.com

1011

3/P.F

CalllocalDigital Equipment dealer

(800)344-4825

http://www.workstation.digital.com
1012

Warranty: P = parts; L= labor;
F=freight to repaircenter; R= returnto customer.

3/P,L,R

Call local Hewlett-Packard dealer

(800) 752-0900

http://www.hp.com

1013
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IBM Personal Computer Co.
IBM PC 365

Polywell Computers, Inc.
PolyP6-200ND2

SAG Electronics

STF3000

Xi Computer Corp.
Xi Pro400 Mtower DP

Xi Computer Corp.
Xi Pro400 Ntower DP

$7081 $5270 $5650 $4688 $4788

8.0 8.2 7.9 7.3 7.9

8.1 8.3 8.0 7.3 7.9

7.2 7.4 7.3 6.5 6.7

8.7 7.5 7.4 6.8 8.4

Intel Pentium Pro 200

256

2/2

IBM Flash Level 17A

32/64/512

DIMM

60

•

EDO

IBMStarfireSX-DFHS(2.1-GB)

AdaptecPCIUltra SCSI card

Intel Pentium Pro 200

256

2/2

AMI 3.0.6

64/64/1024

SIMM

60

•

EDO

SeagateST15150W(4.3-GB)
AdaptecPCIFast/Wide
SCSI-2 card

Intel Pentium Pro 200

256

2/2

AM11.01 Beta

64/64/512

DIMM

60

•

EDO

SeagateST19171W(9.1-GB)
Integrated AdaptecPCI
Ultra Wde SCSI

•

Intel Pentium Pro 200

256

2/2

Award 4.51 PG

32/64/1024

SIMM

60

•

EDO

Intel Pentium Pro 200

256

2/2

Award 4.51 PG

32/64/1024

SIMM

60

•

EDO

QuantumFireball 3200AT(3.2GB) IBM 32160 (2.25 GB)

Integrated Standard
Micro SystemsPCIEIDE
•

NCR PCI Fast/Wide
SCSI-2 card

•

•

6x Panasonic LF-1195, EIDE 6xToshiba3701B,EIDE 8x Plextor PX-83CS. SCSI 8xGoldstarGCD-R580B,EIDE 8xGoldstarGCD-R580B,EIDE

3/2 0/10 3/3 4/3 2/8

1/2 0/8 2/1 2/3 2/5

2/0 0/7 2/2 2/2 1/6

Matrox MGA Millennium PCI Diamond Stealth 64 PCI Number NineImagine 128 Series 2 PCI Matrox MGA Millennium PCI Matrox MGA Millennium PCI

1600x1280 (85 Hz) 1280x1024 (65 Hz) 1600x1200 (83 Hz) 1600x1280 (80 Hz) 1600x1280 (80 Hz)

16 8 16 16 16

4/4/8 2/2/4 4/4/8 2/4/8 2/4/8

17-inchlBMP70 17-inch Sampo17MX 17-inch Princeton GraphicsE075 17-inch ViewSonic OptiquestV775 17-inch ViewSonic Optiquest V775

0.26 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.26

1280x1024 (60 Hz) 1280x1024 (60 Hz) 1600x1280 (75 Hz) 1600x1280 (60 Hz) 1600x1280 (60 Hz)

5/3 (3 shared) 4/4 (none shared) 3/1 (none shared) 5/3 (1shared) 5/3 (1shared)
2 2 1 3 3

1/1

115.2 Kbps

16550

•

1

None

200

115/230

2/1

115.2 Kbps
16550

•

2

None

300

110/240

2/1

115.2 Kbps

16550

•

1

•

Integrated

230

115/240

2/1

115.2 Kbps

16550

•

2

None

235

110/220

2/1

115.2 Kbps

16550

•

2

None

300

110/220

6.3x16.5x17.9 24x7.5x22.5 19.8x7.5x17 20x7.8x17 29x8.8x17.8

28 70 40 20 35

B B B A A

3/P,L,F,R 3/P,R; 5/L.R 2/P,L,F,R 3/P,L,F,R 3/P,L,F,R
Call local IBM dealer (415)583-7222 (508)683-0339 (714)498-0858 (714)498-0858
(800)426-2968 (800) 300-7659 (800)989-3475 (800)432-0486 (800)432-0486
http://www.pc.ibm http://www.polywell.com http://www.sagelec.com http://www.xicomputer.com http://www.xicomputer.com

1018
1014 1015 1016 1017
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How Multimedia
Multitools Compare
Hutting on a multimedia pre

sentation used to be a real

bear. But computer-based
multimedia has changed all

that. Everything is virtual.
Wefound the leading edge in four tools

on the high end of the scale, all multime
dia authoring packages that run under
Windows 95 (though some are 16-bitand
some are 32-bit): Macromedia's Author-
ware Interactive Studio 3.5 (hereinafter
Authorware), Aimtech's IconAuthor
7.0, Innovus's Multimedia 2.1, and
Asymetrix's ToolBook II Instructor 5.0.

Asan all-around package for creating
our test applications—a computer-based
training (CBT) program and a kiosk pro
gram—ToolBookIIInstructor offers the
bestbalanceofusabilityandflexibility.lt
comes with the most complete set of tools
for developing and managing tests,offers
a bevyof learningaids(includingwizards
and templates), provides the easiest inte
grationofdatabase information,andsup
ports program distribution likeno other
product. Also,it's the best Web-enabled
multimedia authoring tool for distribut
ing CBT material via the Internet.

Macromedia is almost synonymous
with multimedia, and its Authorware
packageis still the one to beat for pro
ducing games and other audiovisual-
intensive material. However, for the test
CBT and kioskapplications we created,
the program's flowchart interface was
less satisfactory than ToolBook II's
screen-basedapproach. Authorware sim
plydoesn'tdoasmuch toautomate mak
ingtestsand accessing databases.

The new kid on the block, Innovus

122 BYTE NOVEMBER 1996

Multimedia, is impressive.Unlike many
authoring tools, it isn't designed to cre
ate eye-popping audio and video extrav
aganzas. Innovus saysthe program is for
"business multimedia." It's best used as a

kindof programmable, interactive,super
PowerPoint. The time-line view is help
ful, and its scripting language—compat
ible with Visual Basic for Applications
(VBA)—will be of interest to many peo
ple working in corporate environments.

BYTE EST
AUTHORING TOOLS

Asymetrix's ToolBook II Instructor 5.0

comes with the most complete testing

tools and a bevy of learning aids.

It integrates database information most

easily and supports program

distribution features like no other.

But the package's learning aids and test-
writing tools aren't as complete as Tool
Book II's. The next version's Rich Text

Format (RTF) import facility and Inter
net support will be key enhancements.

Despite its power and many useful
mini-applications, IconAuthor's inter
face, database connectivity, and tools
for formulating testsaremore difficultto
learn and use than ToolBook II's or

Innovus Multimedia's. But ifyou want to
develop native OS/2 applications, Icon-
Author is the only game in town.

How We Tested
We modeled our tests on typical multi
media projects likely to be encountered

Software

NSTL tests four
remarkable packages
for creating
mixed-media hits.

By David Seachrist

in corporate and academic environments.
Our target user is someone with basic
knowledge of business software but no
experience in writing program code.
Because these tools can be used to build

a vast range of applications, our ratings
would likelychangeifthe test application
hadbeen, for example,acomputer game.

With each product, we created two
applications. One was a CBT program
designedto teach the user to playa song
on the guitar; the program includes
text, graphics, sound, digital video, and
a test. The second program was an infor
mation-kiosk application tied to a real
estate database.

We've evaluated these authoring tools
primarily on the basis of their ease of
learning and ease of use. Performance
isn't a big issue with authoring software;
speed of operation isn't as important as
speed and ease of creation, and the time
needed to add or import files into an
application is minimal compared to the
time needed to construct and check pro
gram logic.

Our testers needed approximately two
daysto learn the programs and create the
two test applications with Authorware
and IconAuthor. They needed one day
with Innovus Multimedia and ToolBook

II Instructor.

Structure or Content?
The heart of any authoring process is
applying structure to content. Youneed
both subject matter and a logical way to
present it. For multimedia authoring, it's
especially handyto be ableto viewboth
the structure and the content of a project.



Visual programming, shown here as implemented in
Authorware, is the primary model for constructing
multimedia projectswith anyofthese packages.^

However, the face of visual pro
gramming, as the user sees it,can
varyconsiderably from one product
to another, as illustrated by this

IconAuthor program.

Another authoring model involves
designing the finalscreens and
incorporating any necessary action
elements into them, as done here

with IconAuthor.

^»ToolBook II proved to be first rate
* forsettinguptests. Ithasspecial

tools that help the developer pre
sent questions and answers and
plot actions based on the end-
user's right or wrong responses.

: 6 SJjeoin [

*Yetanother approach, taken by
Innovus Multimedia, is based on

displaying the various project
elements in a time line.

1233

cl director, to {d55364B12a}

H,de V/mdows m,

"" A third programming model
involves a scripting language. You
record a script, then refine it.This
screen shows ToolBook II's

scripting language, which is based
on and compatible with Visual

Basic for Applications,

Name your multimedia programming style and it's probably

supported by one of these versatile tools.

In fact, each of the four tested programs
offers at least two authoring modes. One
mode isorganizational and provides a top-
down view of the components in an appli
cation byshowing their sequence and rela
tionship to one another. A second mode
lets you see how a screen will actually be
displayed. Innovus Multimedia also offers
a time-line view that shows graphically the
timing of all the events and objects tied to
a given screen. We found this especially
helpful in creating a screen that plays a
sound file and a video file.

Authorware, IconAuthor, and Innovus
Multimedia all use a visual flowchart for

structuring applications. ToolBook IIuses
an object browser to viewcomponent hier

archies; its organizing principle is that of
a book with chapters and pages. In con
structing the CBTapplication, we found
that Authorware and IconAuthor lend

themselves to creating structure first and
then adding content. Innovus Multimedia
and ToolBook, on the other hand, are bet
ter suited to starting with the content and
developing screens on-the-fly.

All the packages allow you to create
applications using visual programming
techniques, though the emphasis varies
from program to program. Authorware
and IconAuthor, for example, offer on
screen icons that work like elements of an

electronic flowchart. Toadd a bit of pro
gramming logic toanapplication, youdrag

an icon that represents the desired pro
gramming construct into the flowchart
area of the screen. Authorware in partic
ular rewards those who plan their text
ahead. Butasthe projectgrowslonger and
more complicated, you have to consoli
date the individual programming con
struct icons into compound icons, making
it harder to maintain the bird's-eye view
of the application.

ToolBook II's visual programming
emphasis is on screen design. Making a
buttonto playavideo involves selecting a
button tool, muchasyouwould draw with
arectangle tool inan illustrationprogram.
Aftercreatingthe button, youselectmenu
options in order to assign properties that
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MULTIMEDIA AUTHORING T 0 0 °L S

^••^^^,TmnflmmrTg.W!T^frrrl«ffTfTiH!»

&• Immediate Feedback "" j 5 - Delayed Feedback
1 - General Z - Answer* g - Scoring

I OK

BEST OVERALL

Asymetrix ToolBook II Instructor 5.0
ToolBook II balances usability and flexibility with a wealth of construction
and management tools, learningaids,and integratedWeb features.

PRICE (NEW/UPGRADE) TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION USABILITY OVERALL VALUE

• •••• • •••• *•••

• ••• • ••• *•*•

••• ••• •**

• •• • •• • ••

ToolBook II Instructor 5.0 $1995

Authorware Interactive Studio 3.5 $4995/$595

IconAuthor 7 $1295/$895

Innovus Multimedia 2.1 $495/$150

****• Outstanding + *** VeryGood • *• Good

• •••

*•*•

• ••

• **

* Poor

define how the button will work.

Allfour programs offer strong features
for application development and pro
gramming constructs, including the abili
ty to create and evaluate variables, build
looping and branchingstructures, accept
and evaluateuser input, and provide feed
back.The powerful scriptinglanguagesin
ToolBook II, Authorware, and Innovus
Multimedia givethese programs an advan
tage in a corporate environment with
skilledprogrammers. Innovus's script lan
guage is compatible with VBA, and Tool
Book II allows access to VBX controls to

extend its power. All four programs sup
port OLE, but only Authorware and
Innovus currently support OLE1.0and 2.0.

Text in Context

Although "multimedia" conjures images
of splashy graphics, sound, and video, text
remains the fundamental means of com

munication. Any authoring tool worth its
salt must provide flexible and easy-to-use
text tools. The text editing environments
in all four programs will seem below par
compared to today's word processors. For
example, Innovus Multimedia won't let
you italicize just one word in a block, and
you have to edit a block of text in a dialog
rather than directly on-screen. IconAu
thor's text editing isalsolessfluidthan oth
er aspects of the program.

Still, these packages are primarily for
combining content, not creating it. Each
one can import text, so you would nor
mallyedit and format screen text in with
your word processor,then import it into
the authoring program. With Innovus
Multimedia, you can't currently import
RTF files, just straight ASCII text, which
doesn't maintainformattingattributes like
boldtypeand charactersize. The nextver
sion, due out in November, will contain
an RTF import capability.
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Authorware offers the best text import,
with the option to interpret page breaks as
new screens. This really saves time when
designingscreenswith lots of text. Innovus
allows a similar option with straight text
files, but the files require careful format
ting with tabs, not page breaks.

Graphics and AVTools
All four tools are good for creating,
manipulating,and imporringgraphics.We
did find that Authorware doesn't import
JPEG graphics, and ToolBook II initially
threw us for a loop until we learned that
it loads JPEGs through its resource man
ager rather than through its graphic
import option.

The relatively modest use of video and

TECH FOCUS

audio in our CBT test application didn't
challenge any of these tools. It was easy
to attach sound filesof guitar chords to the
JPEG photos of the chords being played
and to attach AVI (Video for Windows)
files for video of the song being played.
The only tricky element was synchroniz
ing the video playback with the sound file.
But all the programs control playback
speed and can start and stop audio and
video files easily.

Authorware has the most extensive

audiovisual tool set, mainly because
Macromedia bundles Director and Sound-

Forgewith it.Butitstools are reallygeared
toward building an audiovisual produc
tion, not the kind of application our tests
focused on. You can make drawn objects

DATABASE

Making the Data Connection
Many types of multimedia applications-encyclopedias, kiosks, even some games—depend
on sophisticated databases. For these applications, a tool that supports database access is a

necessity. Allthe products we tested offer some form of database support, but they vary dras

tically in how easy these functions are to use.

ToolBookII Instructor was by far the easiest for adding a database to our kiosk applica

tion. ToolBook has a database utility that parses database files and automatically creates a

database front end with fields, labels, and browsing buttons. Unfortunately, what ToolBook

gains in ease it loses in flexibility because dBase and Paradox are the only two Fileformats it

supports. Theother three programs are all compliant with Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)

and support many database formats through the Microsoft ODBC driver.

Of these three, Innovus Multimedia was the easiest to use to add the database to the

kiosk. It aids in formatting the screen by adding the field placeholders and record naviga

tion buttons. In both Authorware and IconAuthor, the application designer has to add the

proper field placeholders, labels, and record navigation buttons manually and individually.

The process lacks the automation found in Innovus Multimedia.

Authorware's tutorial material for creating a kiosk application is less than satisfactory.

The program comes with a sample application describing how to set up connections to vari

ous database formats and a booklet on connecting to databases using Microsoft's ODBC

driver. But to succeed in using a database with an Authorware-constructed project, you will

need a working knowledge of database structures and SQLstatements. There are no automated

tools to help here.



move in a designated path (path anima
tion), and you can create simpleeel (frame-
by-frame) animations. Although Tool
Book's animation and video tools aren't

ascomplete asAuthorware's, the program
offers ancillaryvideo capture and editing
software at minimal additional cost.

Testing
ToolBook II is the environment of choice

for creatingcourseware,althougha third-
party course management package is
availableat extra charge for Authorware.
ToolBook II lets you develop interactive
tests that use a wide variety of prede
fined question types (multiple choice,
true/false, etc.). Its course management
system allows an administrator to track
students' progress and test scores. Design
tasks—specifying correct and incorrect
answers, answer feedback, and scoring—
are all properties of question objects that
the application designer can set from a sin
gle tabbed dialog box. This was by far
the easiest approach to learn and use.
Innovus Multimedia has question objects,
but with fewer options. Authorware and
IconAuthor have programming con
structs to facilitate formulating test ques
tions but lack the others' easy, object-ori
ented interface.

Program Distribution
Once an application is finished, it's time
to distribute it. Authoring tools that can
saveprogramsas EXE files, easily manage
resources (such as digital video, sound
files, and drivers), and add an installation
program can simplify this job.

All four packages let you freely distrib
ute run-time players. IconAuthor, Innovus
Multimedia, and ToolBook II have distri
bution programs that let you manage pro
gram resources and create floppy disksets
complete with an installation program.
ToolBook IIand Authorware allow you to
save your programs as executables, so you
don't need a run-time player. All in all, the
packaging capabilities of ToolBook IIand
Innovus Multimedia are more complete
than Authorware and easier to learn and

use than IconAuthor.

Platform Support
Authorware is the only program we test
ed that runs as an authoring and playback
application under both Windows and the
Mac OS. IconAuthor offers OS/2 author

ing and playback capabilities in addition
to Windows support. Authorware and

Multimedia Authoring Tools Software Lab Report

E A T U R E S

Authorware IconAuthor Innovus ToolBook II
Multimedia

GENERAL FEATURES

Authoring metaphor Flowchart

•

(A)

Flowchart

•

Flowchart Book/Page

Built-in database

ODBC support
Includes screen/page layout templates

•

•

•

Training/course management •

CROSS-PLATFORM COMPATIBILI

Windows 95: Authoring, playback
Windows 3.1: Authoring, playback
Macintosh: Authoring

rr

•

•

•

•

16-bit

•

•

•

16-bit

•

Macintosh: Playback Future Via Web

OS/2: Authoring, playback
Windows NT:Authoring, playback •

•

16-bit •

Web playback
16-bit

Unix:Authoring, playback Future Web playback

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

OLE 1.0 and 2.0 support

VBXsupport
Scripting language
Script recorder
WYSIWYG structure/screen design

•

•

•

•

•

•

OLE 1.0

•

•

•

•

•-

•

OLE 1.0

•

•

•

screen only

Hypertext, hypermedia links,
event handling

Assign procedures to screen controls

•

•

•

•

Program flow statements (B)

•

(B) • •

Integrated debugging environment • • •

TEXT TOOLS

ImportRTFand ASCIIfiles •

•

•

•

•

(C) •

Search and replace
Text search and retrieval tools

(D) •

•

DRAWING AND IMAGETOOLS

Number of graphics formats imported
Pen, line, rectangle, oval tools,
snap-to grid
Image manipulation
Graphics object manipulation
commands

Clipart and tools included

7

•

•

•

•

34

•

•

•

•

14

•

•

•

20

•

•

•

•

ANIMATION AND VIDEO TOOLS

Number of animation/movie

formats imported

Path, frame-by-frame animation

5

•

7

•

5

•

6

•

Automatic, polymorphic in-betweening
Animate text

Video capture and editing tools
Video control tools

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

extra cost

•

Transitioneffects (fades, wipes, etc.) • • •

AUDIO TOOLS

Number of sound formats imported
Sound synchronization
Control sound speed, duration,
sequence

3

•

•

3

•

•

3

•

•

3

•

•

INTERNET AND DEPLOYMENT TOOLS

Package to Web server •

Save to HTM L and Java

FTP utilityto transfer files to Web server •
Can be run from Web browser using •
player software or plug-in
Network deployment •
Free run-time player •
Create distribution disks with

install program

Create stand-alone executabies •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• =Yes

A=Third-party application
B= Branching, conditional branching, and repeat until
C= Import ASCII C.txt) files; RTF files supported via aseparate RTF editor included with theauthoring software.
D = Available in script editor environment
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New Products, New Properties, New Prices
scripting language,which is extensible. With mTropolis, youcreate
your multimediaprogram once and can then deploy iton the Macin
tosh (68Kand PowerMac) and on Windows3.1 and 95 platforms.
Cost is $1195.

Oracle Media Objects 1.1
Oracle's entry, as you mightexpect, readily connects to Oracle data
bases and isfocused heavilyon entertainment and interactive broad
cast production as well as corporate communications and training.
With this product, you can buildyour program on either a Windows
machineora Macintosh, then playitbackoneitherplatform or-tadal-
Apple's forthcoming set-top box. With that addition, as well as Ora
cle'scommitment toWebcomputers, this$495 packagemay become
an important player in the multimedia market.

PowerMedia 2.0

RadMedia's authoring package is a good bet ifyou don't need data
base support (thoughthe company promis
es thatforthefuture). Whatyour$495 buys
now is a storyboarding environment that
enables easy Web distribution with one-
clickhyperlinking and generating of Hyper
text Markup Language files. Youalso get
hundreds ofscreen layouttemplates; good
support fora wide varietyofgraphics, video,
and audio imports; an image editor; and
illustration tools. This will be of interest to

people developing educational course
ware, Internet advertising, entertainment
titles, and corporate communications.

The range and numberofmultimedia authoringtools is expandingat
an amazing rate. When NSTL started this evaluation a few months
ago, none of the programs in this report were available for under
$1000, and twowerepricedat $5000. Butsince then,several ven
dors havechanged theirpricing drastically. Authorware isthe only
program that remains at $5000; ratherthan reduce price, Macro
media decided to add value by bundling Macromedia Director,
Extreme3D, SoundForge XP, and xRes withthe product.

Several other programs were outside our focus or arrived too late
for inclusion inthis review. Whilewe didn't put them through the rig
ors ofour testing program,they are packages worthconsidering.

Corel Click & Create 2.0

Thisinternational production(aU.K. productsold bya Canadiancom
pany) is aimed at a variety of multimedia developers and uses. The
$695 package ($249update) usesa storyboard paradigm, makes
heavy use of drag-and-drop editing, and
supports DirectX video, WinG, ODBC
databases, QuickTime, and Rich Text For
mat. As with most Corel applications, it
comes with hundreds of fonts, clipart, ani
mation files, and video clips (on two CD-
ROMs).

mTropolis1.1
Aheavy-duty performerfrom mFactory, this
program lets you build applications out of
reusable objects. It's intended primarilyfor
designing commercial CD-ROMs and
Internet presentations. Itrelies heavilyon its

jTsh title; InteradrveZoolrtroductionScrean
e sir'

Title: In

•f ,.a»d B*|8*!|5:*l|H6«by«o |*|»l|
? •••-.•
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9
Title: In
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Innovus Multimedia run as 32-bit appli
cations under Windows 95.

But platform-specific support becomes
lesscritical as the World Wide Webgrows
in popularity. Already,ToolBook IIispow
erfully Web-enabled; it can save applica
tions in Hypertext Markup Language

Corel's Click and Create, with its time line

and storyboard, is especially versatile.

(HTML) and Java formats, has a browser
plug-in, and offers templates for building
applications distributed via the Web.
Authorware also offers a browser plug-in,
and end-users can configure Authorware
and IconAuthor run-times ashelper appli
cations. Innovus Multimedia plans Inter-

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Authorware 3.5 Innovus mTropolis 1.0
$4995 ($595 upgrade) Salt Lake City, UT $1195
(486, 8 MB;16 MB recommended) (800)433-1806 mFactory
Macromedia (801)463-8200 Burlingame, CA
San Francisco, CA fax:(801)484-9561 (41 5) 548-0600
(800)326-2128 http://www.innovusmm.com http://www.mfactory.com
(415)252-2000 Circle 1024 on Inquiry Card. Circle 1027 on Inquiry Card.
fax: (415) 626-0554
http://www.macromedia.com ToolBook II Instructor 5.0 Oracle Media Objects 1.1
Circle 1022 on Inquiry Card. $1995 $495

(386DX, 8 MB; 12 MB Oracle

IconAuthor 7.0 recommended) Redwood Shores, CA

$1295 ($895 upgrade) Asymetrix (41 5) 506-7000
(486,8 MB;16 MB recommended) Bellevue.WA http://www.oracle.com
Aimtech (206) 462-0501 Circle 1028 on Inquiry Card.

Nashua, NH fax:(206)637-1650

(800)289-2884 http://www.asymetrix.com PowerMedia 2.0

(603)883-0220 Circle 1025 on Inquiry Card. $495

fax: (603) 883-5582 RadMedia

http://www.aimtech.com Corel Click and Create 2.0 Palo Alto, CA

Circle 1023 on Inquiry Card. $695 (upgrade $249) (415)617-9430
Corel fax:(415)473-6826

Innovus Multimedia 2.1 Ottawa, Ontario, Canada http://www.radmedia.com
$495 ($150 upgrade) (613)728-8200 Circle 1029 on Inquiry Card.

(486SX, 8 MB; 16 MB http://www.corel.com
recommended) Circle 1026 on Inquiry Card.
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net capabilities for the next version, due
out in November.

In the final analysis, ToolBook II is our
top pick because it does the best job of bal
ancing ease of use with a rich set of fea
tures. Innovus Multimedia, which takes a
minimalist, PowerPoint-like approach,
would beour second choice,especially for
developing simple presentations. 13

David Seachrist has testedsoftwarefor NSTL
for 10 years,concentratingon desktoppublish
ing and graphics. You can reach him at
dseachrist@prodigy.com.

Evaluationsin thisreportrepresent thejudg
mentofBYTE technical editors, based inpart
on extensive tests conducted by National
Software Testing Labs,as documentedin a
recent issue of NSTL'smonthly Software
Digest. Topurchasea copy of that report,
with NSTLs own evaluations and data, con

tact NSTLat 625 RidgePike,Conshohock-
en, PA 19428; (610) 941-9600; fax (610)
941-9950; editors@nstl.com. For a sub

scription, call (800) 257-9402. BYTEMag-
azine and NSTLareboth operatingunits of
TheMcGraw-HillCompanies.
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On-Line
Componentware

7 use AltaVista to

build BYTE's Metasearch

application and realize
that every Web site is a
software component.

oftware components can turn
up in the unlikeliest places.
In our May 1994 cover story
("Componentware," http://

www.byte.com/art/9405/sec5/sec5.htm),
for instance, we pointed out that object-
oriented programming (OOP) technol
ogy had failed to produce a rich harvest
of plug-and-play software objects. How
ever, we showed that Visual Basic custom
control (VBX) technology—a hastilycon
ceived mechanism for Visual Basic plug-
ins—had, to everyone's surprise, jump-
started a thriving component-software
industry.

Fast-forward to 1996.1 want to proto
type a Web-search application that em
braces BYTE and five fellow McGraw-

Hill publications. Ihave only a few hours
to spend on the task. What component
can I pull off the shelf and use? Java or
ActiveX components? They're coming,
but they're not here yet. Distributable
search engines? They exist, but deploy
ment across six Web sites will take more

than the allotted few hours.

As I drove home from work, I sudden
ly knew where to find the right compo
nent for the job. It wassittingin plain view
at http://www.altavista.digital.com/.
That's right—Digital Equipment's Alta
Vista, a public Web site, is also the soft
ware component that let me prototype
the McGraw-Hill Metasearch applica
tion before I went to bed that night.

A powerful capability for ad hoc dis
tributed computing arises naturally from
the architecture of the Web. This month's

column demonstrates that fact, in a com
pelling way, using AltaVista as an exam
ple. But the technique that Idescribe here
applies equally to The BYTE Site or any
public Website. My intent isonly to dem
onstrate the technique and consider how

Go to: dev4. byte,com/metaseafch. pi
_ yIM—, •

m BYTE's McGraw-Hill Metasearch:

isdn+near+internet

BYTE
May 1996I International Features
February 1996 ! Cover Story I Toss Your TV
February 1996 I Cover Story I Toss Your TV
March 1994 / Covey Story I Building The Data High Way
January 1995I Special Report/ The Virtual Storefront

Data Communications
Network Software
Internet Watch

The 1996 Data Comm Market Forecast

Stop Singing Those Blues
International Network Services

Browse by Subject/Technology

BusinessWeek
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY- 01/29/96

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY/! - 01/29/96

UnixWorld Online
UnixWorld Online: Hardware Review: No. 001

Powered by AltaVista

.afaal Document: Done

Inonly a few hours, Icreated an application that intercepts

AltaVista search results and groups them bysite of origin.

it enables large-scale software compo
nentry. For commercial-grade solutions
that leverage AltaVista, check out the
AltaVista BusinessExtensions at http://
altavista.software.digital.com/sitemap/
nfbusexten.htm.

Web Site as Software
Component
Brad Allen, who created Quarterdeck's
WebCompass, first showed me how a
Websitecan work asa softwarecompo
nent.AtFall Comdexin 1995, heplugged
The BYTE Site into WebCompass and

showed how Quarterdeck's product
could add value to our site's native search

function.How wasthispossible? Ifthere
is a telnet on your system,try doing this
experiment:

telnet www.byte.com 80
get /

The above sequence transmits an HTTP
GETrequest to the BYTE Web server and
then asks for the server's root document.
What telnet subsequently spews forth
will betheHypertext Markup Language
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(HTML) source text of BYTE's home page.
Internet newcomers are often surprised

to learn that the Web is built on such a sim

ple mechanism. Old hands just take it for
granted because they're familiar with oth
er Internet applications that work the same
way. For example, telnettodev4.byte
. comon port 119 and enter hel pto reveal
the NNTP command set of BYTE's news

server. And below is a way that you can
query the BYTE archive and our Virtual
Press Room for documents that contain

references to NNTP:

telnet dev5.byte.com 80

get /cgi-bin/sw2.pi?keywords=

nntp&index=both

LikeallWebsitesthat run scripts to gen
erate pages, The BYTE Site has an implic
it API. It's not documented, but it's easy
to discover. Just run an interactive search

On-Line Componentware

and then view the source of the results

page. There you will see how the form
variables keywords and i ndex control the
several search engines that are running on
the site.

When you query interactively, those
variables are transmitted by way of a tem
porary file using the HTTP POST method.
However, an equivalent command line
that uses the HTTP GETmethod, as shown
above, works just as well.

ANaive Implementation
of Metasearch
A little interactive experimentation with
AltaVista revealed the API that I needed to

call to implement Metasearch. I exploit
ed AltaVista's fielded search capability to
isolate a set of Web sites, like this:

q=host:www.byte.com+and+host:

1antimes.com+and+nntp

I couldn't expect users to telnet to Alta
Vista and type this junk. So my first naive
implementation was aWeb form that called
a BYTE Site script that returned another
form that called AltaVista.

Sound squirrelly? It was. I needed the
first form to capture the search keywords,
the script to interpolate the keywords into
a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) re
quest template, and the second form to
present the final request to the user as an
action that could be invoked via an HTML

Submit button.

When Javascript and VBscriptstablilize,
they'll eliminatethe need for manyof these
CGIgymnastics. Simple active-client tech
nology could have streamlined my naive
implementation. But if Metasearch did
nothing more than point the user's brows
er at AltaVista, I'd still call it naive.

The finished application does more. It
adds value by intercepting the results that

Getting Along with AltaVista
Web-component interactions run back

and forth along a two-way street. The
BYTE Site now uses AltaVista as a compo
nent of Metasearch. But conversely, Alta
Vista uses The BYTE Site as a content-pro
vidingcomponent. We're the source ofabout
5000 of the nearly 20 million pages in Alta
Vista's vast index. The API that AltaVista (or

anyrobotic indexer) uses to access TheBYTE
Site (oranyWeb site) isthe same as the one
that humans use: uniform resource locators

(U RLs). Thus,you don't need to do anything
special to make your site a pluggable Alta
Vista component.

Some Webmasters worry-with reason-
that a robotic indexer will fetch too many
pages too quickly and render a site unre
sponsive to normalusers. That isn't a prob
lem withAltaVista,which adapts dynamical
lyto your site's ability to pump out pages.
When I first heard about AltaVista last win

ter, Iwas amazed to learn it had already in
dexed our site.

Why the surprise? Aftera few other ro
bots had applied heavysuction to our server,
Iadded a "pig report" to my daily log pro
cessing. Ithighlightsvisitorswho pullmore
than 1 percent of any day's pages. These
high-volume customers are invariably Web
crawlers. Iliketo keep track ofwho they are
and how they use the data they vacuum out
of my server.

But AltaVistanever showed uponthepig
report. Its inventor, Louis Monier, later ex
plained why. Scooter,the AltaVista spider,
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measures the time it takes to fetch a page
from each of the hundred-odd sites it visits

concurrently. Itmultipliesthat intervalbywhat
Monier calls a "good-guy factor" and waits
that long between fetches. Thus, Scooter
can concurrently fetch once per second from
a major site on a T3 link, and once every 5
minutes from a minor site on a 28.8-Kbps
dial-up link.

The Robot-Exclusion Standard

There's an API that can govern site/Web-
crawler interaction. It's called the robot-ex

clusion standard, and your site implements
it by placing directives into a file called
robots . txt at the Web-server root. Here

is the robots . txt file that I use on several

AltaVista's Altruism

Problem: Robotic indexers can clog your
Web site by trying to fetch too many
pages too quickly.

Solution: AltaVista's indexer, called

Scooter, multiplies the time it takes to
fetch a page by a "good-guy factor."
Thus, Scooter dynamically adapts itself
to each site's ability to send out pages.

Result: Scooter maycall upon a major
site with a T3 linkto pump pages at a
rate of one per second, while the rate for
a site with a 28.8-Kbps linkmay be one
every 5 minutes.

BYTESite development servers to lock out
robots completely:

User-agent: *

Disallow: /

Why? A few months back, Idid an Alta
Vista search and turned up URLs pointing
not onlyto http://www.byte.com, but also to
a backup archive on one of mydevelopment
servers. I checked its log and found that
about 5 percent of the official site's traffic
had diverted to the backup server. Worse,
the archive was several months out of date.

How did this happen? I'd let a page on
the official site include a pointer to an unre
stricted subtree on the backup server. Scoot
er found the hole and jumped through. Yikes!

Toprevent Inktomiand WebCrawler and
the rest from following suit, I plugged the
hole using access controls and (for good
measure) robots . txt. But AltaVista to this

day remembers these unofficial URLs, and
there's no way Ican make itforget them.

An ambitious fixwould be to regenerate
the archive on the backup server, substitut
ing redirection headers for documents. My
less ambitious fixwas to lock down the back

up server and rig it to tell people to look in
stead on http://www.byte.com. Ifyou're one
of those people, Iapologize for allowing the
sorcerer's apprentice to run amok. Learn
from my mistakes and use robots . txt
(alongwithregularaccess controls)to pro
tect what you don't want to publish.
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AltaVista returns and grouping them by
site of origin (seethe screen on page 129).
You could achieve this effect using ad
vanced active-client technology—a Java
program or an appropriately scripted Ac
tiveXcontrol. Or, sincethesetechnologies
are not yet widespread and stable, you
could do it on the server side with conven

tional CGI techniques. Because I wanted
to write the application in a few hours and
know it would work on most installed

browsers, I chose the latter approach.

Script Control
There are several Perl libraries that you
can use to call uniform resource locators

(URLs) from your own Perl scripts (see
CPAN, the Comprehensive Perl Archive
Network, at manyURLs, includingftp://ftp
.digital.com/pub/plan/perl/CPAN/). Two
that I've tried are Roy Fielding's libwww-
perl (http://www.ics.uci.edu/pub/arcadia/
libwww-perl/) and Jim Richardson's Wire
.pm (http://www.maths.usyd.edu.au:
8000/jmr/perl/PerlCode.html).

For arbitrary reasons, I used Wire.pm,
but libwww-perl (or another equivalent
package) would also have worked. With
any of these, you can pass a URL to a library
function that "calls" it and "returns" the

resultingHTML document (or perhaps just
an HTTP header), which you assign to a
Perlstring variable.Then you can usePerl's
unparalleled string-handling power to
analyze and act on the result page. When
that page is program output, it will typi
callyexhibit a regular, repeating structure.
Parsing these kinds of pages is like shoot
ing fish in a barrel.

There was one complication. Rather
than issuinga singlerequest that combines
all the Web sites that are checked on the

form, Metaseach instead issues one re
quest per site. Why? AltaVista chunks its
results acrossa series of pages that must be
fetched sequentially. A search that pro-

TOOLWATCH

QuickDNS Pro
$290

Men and Mice

Reykjavik,Iceland

http://www

.menandmice.com

Who saysyou need a Unixbox to provide
DNS service for your site? QuickDNS Pro
does it very nicely on a Macintosh.
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Plugging In the Linux Box
A few months back, analysis of the keywords used to search The BYTESite revealed that

Linuxranked fifth.Clearly, a lot of visitors knew something Ididn't, and Iresolved to find
out what.

Today, a P150-based Dell runningthe Caldera distribution of Linux is an increasingly im
portant pillarof The BYTE Site. All our conferences runthere; INNDsupports newsreaders,
and Apache provides an alternate Web-based view. Itransfer files between Windows NT
servers and Unix servers using Samba, a niftySMB utility that makes the Linux server look like
an NT peer file server.

Andwhen Ifound that the keycomponent of Metasearch (a Perl5 module called Wire.pm)
didn't like myNT Perlsetup, Ididn't waste timefiguring out why. (Alotof Perltools, though in
principle are portable, in practice work better with Unix.) Itwas easier to build and run Meta
search over on the Linux box, so Idid.

What's delightfulabout Web development is that the components youbuildcan floateffort
lesslyfromone platformto another. NTand Unix offercomplementary strengths. Exploit them
both. And ifyou want to deploy a Unix system as part of the mix, Linux is a reallyuseful one.

duces hits for all the selected sites often

won't represent each of those sites on the
first results page. That mandated a multi-
request strategy.

One approach would be to thread a se
riesof requests using the URL that's behind
the Next link on every AltaVista result
page. But how to decide when to stop?
One query might yield a few result pages;
another, dozens. So I opted for one page
of results per selected site.

Doesn't that mean each site's results

aren't fully enumerated? Yes. There are
other problems, too. Metasearch is only
as current as the most recent AltaVista vis

it to the sites I list. And it forces you to
wait twice—once for AltaVista to return

the results to The BYTE Site, and again for
Metasearch to process them and return a
final page to you.

Metasearch isn't a real solution. Some

commercial-grade solutions are available
from Digital, including one that will "cus
tom crawl" a group of sites and maintain
a separate index for that group. I describe
Metasearch here only to show how the
Web is transforming software develop
ment evenmore profoundly than it's trans
forming publishing.

AWeb of Components
It should be clear to you now that you
can use tools such as libwww-perl and
Wire.pm to quite easily construct your
own customized link checkers and Web

spiders. Why bother? Well, I've tried a
bunch of shareware and commercial link

checkers, and none that I've found can
integrate easilyand wellwith mysite-man
agementprocedures.

But spiders and link checkers merely

scratch the surface. Imagine a cousin
to Metasearch called Metaorder, which
would automatically spring into action
when you ordered a subscription to BYTE
using our site's order form. Metaorder
might need to update four or five differ
ent databases in different locations around

Where Wizards
Stay Up Late:
The Origins of
the Internet
$24

by Katie Hafner

and Matthew Lyon

Simon and Schuster

http://www.simonsays.com/

WHERE.
WIZARDS.
STAY.UP.
LATE. ..

Tales from the sixties, when the Internet

was just two tin cans and some string.

the world. Each of these databases might
use a different engine and run on a differ
ent OS, but all could be available (behind
layers of encryption and authentication)
on the Web.

Metaorder could therefore orchestrate

a heterogeneous two-phase commit. The
"APIs" at each of the sites will have been

built anyway to support browser-based
interactive execution of these several tasks,
per corporate intranet objectives. Once
that's done, it shouldn't take 18 worker-
months to prototype Metaorder. It should
take a day. EI

Jon Udell is BYTE's executive editor for new
media. You can contacthim bysending e-mail
to jon_u@dev5.byte.com.
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SPECIAL REPORT

YOUR NEXT OS
What to consider when evaluating
next-generation operating systems.

By Dick Pountain

In this Special Report, we'll evaluate the next-generation
implementations of three major OS platforms: Unix, with its
continued enhancement of 64-bit architectures; Windows NT

and the stopsand startsofwhat hasbeenknown as Cairo; andApple's
Copland, whichwillarrivepiecemeal overthe comingmonths rather
than as one integrated package.

Whether you're committed to one of these platforms or
you're considering a switch to a different one, the decisions
you make today will affect your OS strategy for years to come.
How do you begin to evaluate tomorrow's operating systems?
Start by analyzing six key areas.

ROBUSTNESS

An enterprise-level OS ought to run in protected mode and
employ preemptive multitasking, so errant programs can be
killedoffwithout bringingdown the OS itself.WindowsNTand
Unix both offer such protection now. However, some people
are concerned about the robustness of the new kernel-mode

graphicsdriverschemein NT4.0(whichwillpresumablypersist
in forthcoming versions) compared to the slower but safer
scheme in earlier NT versions.

Coplandstill represents onlya partialanswerto Macintosh
robustness. Copland's newmicrokernelrunsapplications, asfar
aspossible, in protected memory, but it mustallowkernelaccess
from old applicationsto maintain System 7.x compatibility.

MULTIPROCESSING

What's driving the move to multiple CPUs? Partly the perfor
mancerequirements ofnetworkservers; partlyprocessing-inten
siveclient-sideapplications, such as rendering 3-D graphics
and calculatinglarge spreadsheets. These applications don't
require massively parallel supercomputers, justrather modest
symmetrical multiprocessing (SMP) systems thatuse shared mem
oryand anOS thatautomatically distributes multithreaded appli
cations over different CPUs. NT already supports one to four
processors, and machines like Intergraph's four-Pentium graph
ics PCs areexploiting NT's multiprocessing capabilities. Atthe
same time, specialist vendors like Sequent runNT with upto28
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CPUs. The Cairo development effort worked at refiningthe exist
ing thread-allocation algorithms to achieve better load balanc
ing between the CPUs.

Apple desperately needs to provide SMPability for Power
Macs to keep its traditional high-end graphics users from defect
ingto NTto reduce rendering times. Copland willintroduce SMP
with the microkernel's Thread Manager, which can allocate
threads to multiple CPUs. However, backward compatibility may
constrain Copland's SMPabilities.

Unix has supported multiprocessing for years, and most mas
sivelyparallel supercomputers run Unix-derived OSes. The main
commercial Unix variants, such as SCO, Solaris, and UnixWare,
all support SMP, and such systems often run with up to 64CPUs.

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

Perhapsthe greatest singledisadvantage ofPCstoday isthe night
marish difficulty of maintaining large numbers of them. Every
new peripheral requires new drivers, which get updated fre
quently. Current PCOSesoffer little assistance to a system man
ager who has to install new drivers on hundreds of machines.

Mature software version control has become a critical issue.

OS upgrades commonly overwrite—without asking—system
DLLs with new versions that break existing software installa
tions.The Windows95/NT registryscheme,for example,isinad
equate and should be strengthened or replaced. Copland will
track software revisions with a service called Patch Manager.

Unix management has traditionally been a matter of main
taining many text-based configuration files, the contents of
which are a mysteryto all but the gurus. WindowsNTand the
Mac OS have the advantage of GUIs and interactive configura
tion utilities. Even so, the sheer number of PCperipherals ven
dors has made management more and more arduous. Hence



Plugand Playbecomesvital, and its absencehas stalled wider
acceptance of Windows NT.

The Macintosh haslong been blessedwith true plugand play
andeasyconfiguration (possibly dueto less nonproprietaryhard
ware). But with the growth of a clone Mac market, this could
becomean issue. Copland'shardwareabstraction scheme, which
organizesdevicedriversinto related families, willmaintainsome
discipline whilestillallowingthird-party vendors to differenti
ate their products.

NETWORK CONFIGURATION

Asnetworks grow, an administrator must get help from the OS
to remotelyconfiguresystems and shareconfigurationchanges.
Windows NTcentralizesuser management onto asingleprima
ry domain controller. But if network growth requires multiple
domains, it becomes abeast. Microsoft's plan is to organize mul-
tiple domains into a tree
structure like that of arch

rival Novell's NetWare

Directory Service (NDS).
Future versions of NT will

also support multiple mas
ter domain controllers, giv
ing remote branch offices
connected via WANs more

independence while still
maintaining system coher
ence. Microsoft also plans
retooled directory services
to simplifymanagingmixed
networks by unifying log-in
and administration proce
dures. The Open Directo
ry Services Interface (ODSI)
is intended to do for direc

tory services what Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) does
for database access: make it vendor-independent.

DISTRIBUTED OBJECTS
Unix vendors, under the Object Management Group (OMG),
have spent several years on the Common Object Request Bro
ker (CORBA) standard for different systems exchanging objects.
OMG recently settled on Sun's Universal Networked Objects as
the standard for remote interoperability and on OpenDoc as the
compound document model for CORBA 2.0. This conflicts
with Microsoft's own proprietary Distributed Common Object
Model (DCOM)and ActiveX. To complicate matters, Sun's Java
Component Architecture offers a way for Java components to
talk across the Net. Sun's approach is backed by Netscape's 38
million copies of Navigator, which isready to accept Java-based
plug-ins. Netscape is cooperating with OMG to make Internet
Interoperable ORB Protocol (HOP) the unifying technology for
Internet objects in all its future Web browsers.

This seems to have panicked Microsoft into a compromise:
It will hand over its ActiveX object technology to a customer-
driven open standards body (a first). So perhaps customer pres
sure might finally force a convergence of object standards.

64-BITNESS
Unixvendorsworry howMicrosoftand Appleplan to pushWin-
tel and the Mac further into traditional Unix domains. The Unix

solution is to move up to 64-bit OSes (see "Unix Leads the 64-
bit Charge" on page 139).Microsoft hasonly juststarted offer
ing PCusers a fully 32-bit OS: NT, not the 16-/32-bit hybrid that
is Windows 95.

The main attraction of these next-generation OSesisthat you
can access more memory through 64-bit addressing. A 32-bit
address spaceallowsup to 4GB of memory.Until recently,most
users have regarded gigabyte memories as quite enough (if not
pure fantasy),but the riseof client/servercomputing hasuscon
templating servers that cache huge databases entirely in RAM to
speed up access rates. Gigabytes of memory suddenly makes
sense as a giant disk cache. And a 64-bitaddress bus and OS can
access up to 18billion gigabytes.

Windows NT already runs on DEC's64-bit Alpha chips. To
push NTasa server OS, Microsoft needs to let Alpha users fully
exploit its 64-bitness, or Unix may tempt them away.However,

the lack of 64-bit applica
tions, plus Intel holding 64-
bit addressing for its next-
generation Merced chip,
means that this is not a top
priority for Microsoft, or
most of its users, just yet.

WHERE FROM

HERE?
If you're a Unix user, you
justhave to choose when or
ifyou'll move up to a 64-bit
version. If you really need
the huge address space of
64 bits, you probably
already know it. Similarly,
the question for a Macin
tosh user is not whether

you need Copland but rather how soon you can get it. If your
graphicswork involveshigh-resolution rendering, then you need
the assistance of multiprocessing now. Because many Mac
tools are being ported to NT, it's becoming a race: The longer
Copland takes to deliver SMP, the more alluring are the cheap
er hardware and existing SMP of NT.

Windowsusersfacethe mostuncertainty. For intranets, you
could useNT,NetWare,or Unixfor the serverOS, and any of a
dozen choices for your Web servers. Microsoft's new Internet
orientationmightaffectyour plansinseveralways. The nextNT
shell—with integrated Internet Explorer—is currently in beta;
it presents an "HTMLeverywhere" desktop that can display
liveWebpages.Eventhe WindowsHelp fileformat abdicatesto
Hypertext Markup Language. Visual Basic's current incarna
tion istemporary, as its forms engine isnot based on HTML. Plan
ningto investin a hypertextor documentmanagement system
that doesn't involve HTML? Think hard.

Most important, though, youmust decidewhether Microsoft
canmake themoreambitious features oftheCairoprojectwork
and, if so, when. OS developments are exciting to watch,but
excitement may not be what you want when it comes time to
makingdecisions. Ifyoucando it, waitingfor the dust to settle
may be the best strategy for the next few months. Q

Dick Pountain isa long-time BYTE contributing editor who lives in
London. You canreach himat dickp@bix.com.

OS Features Checklist

Symmetric multiprocessing
support

Protected-mode kernel

Per-process memory protection

Preemptive task scheduling

Multithreaded execution

Automatic hardware detection

Component architecture

Extensible OS kernel

64-bit address space

Fault-tolerant file system

•=yes

NT

•

Copland

•

64-bit Unix

•

• • •

• •

• Not for

legacy code
•

• • •

• •

ActiveX OpenDoc Various

• Rebuild

•

tf Some
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The total 32-bit power of Windows NT Workstation means

reliability, security, and easy access to the Internet and
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It's Internet-ready because it's loaded with built-in features

like T£j \P, the Microsoft Internet Explorer browser, and

integrated Peer Web Servl which lets you create a small

intranet for your workgroup. And because it's all controlled

by the Windows 95 interface, you can customize your system

to work and look however you like. So does all this mean

Windows 95 is history? Absolutely not. Windows 95 may still

be your best choice, depending on your existing hardware and

applications. We suggest you dive headfirst into our Web site

to compare and contrast operating systems to see which

32-bit desktop is best for you.

Microsoft
Where do you want to go today?™ www.microsoft.com/ntworkstation/
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Unix Leads
the 64-bit Charge

64-bit OSes are moving from the horizon to your desktop. And you get the benefits.
By Laurent Lachal

Homputer technologies march relentlessly to the
rhythmofbigger andfaster. CPU clockspeeds, which
once seemed fast at 33MHz, now push past the 200-
MHzmark. Similarly, OSes that gaveusaspeedboost

with 16-bitarchitectures now are evolving to 64-bit technology
to meet the demands of processor-hungry applications, such as
data warehousing and virtu
al reality (VR).

But if you're not setting
up an on-line transaction-
processing (OLTP) server,
how much can you really
benefit from today's 64-bit
versions of Unix or tomor

row's 64-bit Windows NT

or Mac OS? In reality, the
added capabilities of 64 bits
are narrow in scope. The
most significant changes
affect process and file man
agement and memory capac
ities. The 64-bit transition

leavesreasonablyuntouched
such aspects of OSesas con
currency (where multiple ap
plications share resources),
scheduling, and security.

The answer to how you
can benefit from a 64-bit OS

ultimately depends on what
applications you are run
ning, whether your hard
ware is tuned for 64 bits, and
whether your system has the
massive amounts of memory
needed to take advantage of
the architecture. In the end,
the possible advantages of
64-bittechnology come in shades ofgray,not the relativelyblack-
and-white distinction that defines the performance differences
between 16- and 32-bit systems.

Faster Number Crunching
Process management benefits from 64-bit OSesbecause the OS
kernel executes larger instructions that can do more processing

per cycle. The kernelcanalsomanipulate64-bitintegersto give
applications faster, morecomplexnumber-crunching abilities.

This increasedprocessing capabilitygoeshand in hand with
an exponential growth in the memory (virtualand real) that's
addressable by each process. A 64-bit memory space can now
address a maximum RAM of 264bits—or more than 18 billion

GB—compared to the mere
232 bits (4 GB) possible for32-
bit OSes.

More and

Larger Files
Virtual memory enables an
application to use RAM as a
disk cache. In turn, a larger
disk cache is necessary with
64-bit OSesbecause not only
can they handle a larger
number of files, but they can
accommodate much larger
ones. Vendors are starting to
speakin terms of terabytes—
not just gigabytes—of data.
Data handling among the
CPU, memory, and hard disk
improves with 64-bit regis
ters because the registers not
only enable the system to
move data around more

quickly but can also refer
ence a larger number of data
chunks.

You don't need a 64-bit

OS justto handle 64-bit-long
integers, manage large files,
or get yourself more mem
ory. After all, you can use
several 32-bitinstructionsto

comeupwith a 64-bitoperation, splitlargefiles into moreman
ageable ones, use a parallel design for multiple storehouses of
memory, or opt for a largeblockof memoryresidingon a hard
disk. However, 64-bitOSes are certainlythe most straightfor
wardtechnology for achieving thesecapabilities.

Beyond these general benefits, 64-bit OSes havedistinct impli
cations for desktopsystems and servers. Desktopapplications
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will be able to exploit 64bits to provide
Nintendo-like graphics—first for 3-D-
based programs and then for VR-based
ones. Advanced GUIs are already avail
able: Computer Associates' flagship man
agement tool, CAUnicenter TNG,sports
a new VR interface.

On the server side, the very-large-
memory (VLM) capability of 64-bit OSes
will first attract developers in specialty
areas, such as video on demand. The tech
nology will then appeal to more main
streamOLTP and data-warehousingappli
cationsdevelopers. Microsofthaspointed
to credit-card transaction-authorization

databasesand worldwidereservation-sys
tem applications for its long-range move
toward 64-bit NT.

DBMS vendorsand, increasingly, busi
ness-applications vendors say they will
use 64-bit architectures to develop lead
ing-edge technology and support their
largecorporate customers.Similarly, Unix
vendors have jumped on the 64-bit band
wagon, partly because it's a way to keep
Microsoft's NT development team on its
toes (prompting Microsoft's vague pub
liccommentsabout 64-bittechnology be
ing in NT's future). Unix vendors might
also find themselves in a battle to keep up
technologically with the "Joneses": name
ly, 64-bit pioneers Digital Equipment and
Silicon Graphics.

The Impact on
Applications
Overall, 64-bit technology should have
little impact on the fundamental architec
ture of applications, since programs are
discrete and rather small data structures.

However, applications will benefit from
the following.

64-bit high-speed I/O: Commercial
applications that shiftdata rather than just
massage it can take advantage of the ca
pability to boss around larger chunks of
data more quickly. Devices that require
improved I/O, including Nintendo's lat
estgamestation, QMS's printers, and Cis
co's routers, also have the ability to ex
ploit 64-bit technology.

64-bit logical/arithmetic operations:
These operations increase the perfor
mance of "rocket science" applications
based on complex data calculations, in
cluding satellite-imaging, weather-fore
casting, technical-modeling, genetic-
research, and simulation applications.
Graphics also inherently benefit from
high-speed calculations and extended
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Foundation for 64-bit OSes
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To deliver performance improvements over 32-bit systems, 64-bit

OSesneed CPUs with 64-bit data buses for memory and I/O.

memory capacity, as they are essential
ly continuous large data structures mod
eled discretely. In addition, 64-bit virtual
addressing givesa boost to OLTP and data-
warehousing applications, aswellasmore
technical applications, such as compu
tational fluid dynamics. All these types
of applications require large amounts of
memory.

Large files: This is a gain for all types
of applications, as new features expand
software and consume the ever-increas

ing hard disk space.
OS vendors are promising unified APIs

and more advanced compiler technology
for software developers who will need to
write code for 64-bit OSes. Unix develop
ers in particular will probably be the first
to have a unified 64-bit Unix API that will

enable 64-bit applications to run on any
of the various versions of Unix that sup
port 64-bit architectures.

Youshouldn't expect an end to diver
gent APIs for 64-bit Unix, although we
can certainly hope that the number of dif
ferent APIs will be diminished. An inter

esting twist to the Unix tale is that the in
tricacies of 64-bit OSes are likely to lead
to fewer versions of Unix as the smaller

Unixvendors rallyto the biggerones,such
as the Hewlett-Packard/Santa Cruz Op
eration team, which promises to deliver

a super 64-bit OS sometime during 1998.
How will OS vendors migrate from

32- to 64-bit applications support? Each
designer team might take a different ap
proach.Forinstance, Digital choseto skip
32-bitapplicationssupport, but it released
a 32-bit translator for Ultrix and VMS to

64-bitAlphas.Sunpledges100percent bi
nary compatibility between its 32-bit and
64-bit architectures.

Better Compilers
The same Solaris binary source will run
on 32- and 64-bit systems, so it won't re
quire the recompiling of 32-bit applica
tions. However, this feature will come in
handy only for a while, as recompilation
isultimately the only way to produce exe-
cutables that use the full capabilities of
64-bit OSes.This process in turn requires
sophisticated compilers that will be crit
ical to the competitive edge of 64-bit OS
vendors.

Even with a good 32-to-64-bit porting
environment, there's still the question of
which applications would benefit most
from a conversion from 32 to 64 bits. The

extra 64-bit coding is difficult to master
and can actually decrease performance if
the application doesn't have the ability to
take advantage of the extra power deliv
ered by the 64-bit OS.
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Feature

WHAT 64 BITS BUYS YOU

Benefit vs. 32-bit OSes Best Applications

Larger files Can process terabytes of data
(vs. megabyte-size files).

OLTP; data warehousing;
high-end graphics; processing-
intensive applications;
general business applications.

Greater RAM Memory can be a maximum
of 18 billion GB (vs. 4 GB).

OLTP; data warehousing;
high-end graphics.

Faster

processing
Can handle more calculations

faster.

High-end graphics;
processing-intensive
applications.

Faster I/O Access times between main

system and peripheral hardware
are shortened dramatically.

High-end graphics;
general business applications.

Unix Pushes the 64-bit Envelope
Digital Equipment's Unix, IBM's OS/400, and SiliconGraphics' Irix are the onlyfull 64-

bitOS environments available today. Siemens' Reliant Unix (themergerofSiemens'
Sinixand Pyramid's DCOSX) should ship by the end of the year.

Other OS vendors have opted for a piecemeal approach. For example, Sun's Solaris
alreadysupports 64-bit extended-precisionarithmeticand largefiles, whichcan both ben
efitfromCPU-specific instructions to speed up networking.You can expect Solaris to han
dle file sizes up to 1 TBin1997 and to become a full-featured 64-bit OS in1998, witha 64-
bit kernel and 64-bit virtual addressing.

When willMicrosoft deliver a 64-bit OS? Last June, the company promised that Cairo
wouldsupport 64-bit verylarge memory(VLM) forapplications needing morethan the 4 G B
ofmemory addressable with32-bit systems. Butthe rollout ofCairocontinues to be a fuzzy
target (see "Unearthing Cairo"on page 145).

VLM will most likely show up in Digital's Unix for 64-bit Alpha systems, which already
can potentiallyprovide 14GB ofaddressable storage. Thismemoryspace will soon increase
to 28 GB-significant, but stilla longwayfroman 18-billion-G Baddressable witha true 64-
bit OS.

This is why software developers have
not started to 64-bit-enable their applica
tions en masse, as few of these packages
actually exceed the capacity delivered by
32-bit systems. Indeed, 64-bit technology
is likely to come hand in hand with mar
ket education; this way, companies will
be able to avoid repeating the mistake that
Intel made when people realized that the
PentiumPro boosts 32-bit-applicationper
formance but delivers poor 16-bit-appli-
cation speed.

64-bit Technology
vs. Parallelism
As important as 64-bit technology is, it's
only a small part of some larger changes
that are currently taking place in OSdevel

opment. One trend is the fragmentation
and modularization of OSes, which will
confine the hardware-specific portion of
the OS code to a small microkernel. An

other trend is the adaptation of de facto
standard OSesto parallel environments—
specifically, symmetric multiprocessing
(SMP), a shared-disk architecture; mas
sivelyparallel processing (MPP), a shared-
nothing architecture; and clustering.

The advent of 64-bit architectures is

interwoven closelywith the various ap
proaches to parallelism. Both technolo
giesbenefit from the R&Dand marketing
muscle of vendors of relational database

management systems (RDBMSes). These
companies are employing 64-bit technol
ogy and parallelism to support next-gen

Special Report

eration RDBMS products, such as con
tent managementsystems(CMSes), which
handle structured and unstructured data

alike. (According to one study, reported
in the May issue of European Software
MarketsService, CMSeswill represent 28
percent of the total European database
market by the year 2000.)

Cost vs. Speed
The best mix of 64-bit technology and
parallelism,however,isunclear."There's
no easy answer," says Oracle marketing
director John Spiers."Youhave to balance
cost and need, since infinitely fast is also
infinitely expensive."

Indeed, the RAM needed to hold giga
byte-size databases does not come inex
pensively. For instance, 4 GB of memory
costs hundreds of thousands of dollars,
compared to just a few thousand dollars
for installing an extra processor in a par
allel system. On the other hand, accord
ing to Jean Jacque Pairault, senior con
sultant of R&Dstrategy at Groupe Bull,
you get a decreasing performance boost
with each added processor. The alterna
tive—a complete 64-bit system with a
lot of memory—yields increased perfor
mance over 32-bit systems.

Vendors are unsure about how these

technologies will improve your life. "Par
allelism boosts performance in all situa
tions, while 64-bit OSes help mostly in
read-only situations, such as data ware
housing," says Arthur Hochberg, Euro
pean marketing director for Informix. On
the other hand, "the large-memory ap
proach is more relevant to OLTP than to
data warehousing, where databases have
grown too large for current hardware
platforms," explains Spiers.

Alternatively,64-bit technology may
not be the most important issue. "Atthe
highend, where people concentrate more
on scalability than on large memory size,
[the emphasis is on] solutions that com
bine parallel systemswith advanced disk-
storage technology," explainsJon Barnes,
RS/6000 hardware product manager at
IBM U.K.

The debate goes on. For the moment,
the combination of 64-bit and parallel
technologies will prove more beneficial
to SMP than to MPP and clusters. Why?
First, a 64-bitaddressspacedramatically
improves the scalability of SMP systems.
Second, both technologies address dif
ferentbottlenecks: SMP addresses a pro
cessing-power bottleneck, while 64-bit
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memory reduces the processor-to-disk
bottleneck.

Softwaredevelopersare likelyto post
pone implementation of MPP, which re
quires a real architectural revolution, in
favor of SMP,which ismuch closer to non-
parallelsystems. "Forpeoplewho require
very high throughput, the real battle will
be between 64-bit technology and clus
ters, " saysJulian Lomberg, Solaris prod
uct manager for Europe. The cost/perfor
mance ratio currently favors clusters, due
to the huge cost of memory.

In the long run, we willsee tighter in
tegration of 64-bit and parallel systems,
for two reasons. First, parallel-systems
vendors are moving, albeit slowly,toward
an architecture that combines SMP and

MPP. Second, the data-warehousing and
OLTP markets are converging as demand
emerges for read/write analytical data
bases, where decisions from analytical
work automatically feed into changes to
production data.

Technology Mix
Veryfew of the 64-bit-enabled hardware
platforms that are currently shipping ac
tually sport the huge memory capabilities
that make a real performance difference.
Digital acknowledges that only about 30
percent of its200064-bitTurbo Laser sys
tems sold during their first 15 months of
release have shipped with enough mem
ory to actuallybenefit from the VLM capa
bility of Digital Unix.

But standard Alpha configurations
may soon ship with substantially more
memory, according to Pauline Nist, vice
president for Alpha Server operations.
"DRAM prices collapsed by over 60 per
cent in mid-1996," she says. "Digital re
sponded with a midrange server,capable
of 8 GBof RAM, that started shipping in
June." Bill Reed, advanced technology
consultant for IBM'sAS/400 business, pre
dicts that by the end the century, AS/400s

Hardware Platforms
with 64-bit Muscle

What hardware is available to support 64-bit OSes? All the leading RISC archi
tectures currently use 64-bit designs. Intel's Pentium processors use 64-bit

arithmetic operations and internal data paths. We expect that its successor, dubbed
Merced, will be a full-blown 64-bit architecture.

Processor designers are further along in embracing 64-bit architectures than are OS
developers. Today,there are 64-bit implementations for CPUs and for the data buses that
interconnect the main processors withmemory and I/O modules. Many data buses are 64
bits(orwider) to keepupwith theCPUsthatfirst implemented 64-bitarithmetic operations
(i.e., loadand store,and then add and multiply). Thebuses first arrived with a 64-bit internal
data path and then moved on witha 64-bit externaldata path and 64-bit addressing. The
latter enhancement enables CPUs to talk directlyto 64-bit-wide memory.

All this lane-widening helps the CPU shuffleand process more data per cycle than in
32-bit systems. However, 64-bit architectures aren't the onlyway to boost CPU perfor
mance. Other performance enhancments include largercaches, higherclockspeeds, more
compact siliconwafers,and technologies such as verylonginstructionword (VLIW) forfew-
er but more complex instructions per cycle.

Six for 64

The following companies now

Company

Apple/IBM/Motorola

offer 64-bit RISC processors.

Processor platform

PowerPC

Digital Equipment Alpha
Hewlett-Packard PA-RISC

IBM AS/400

Mips RxOOO

Sun SPARC

will ship with at least 40 GB of memory
and more than 50 TBof disk space.

Performance First
In the meantime, we need to closelywatch
how software suppliers take advantage
of the underlying technology and see
whether they implement 64-bit technol
ogy or parallelism, says Hochberg. But
David Hughes-Solomon, director of tech
nology at the client/server powerhouse
SAP,believes end users don't care whether

Digital Equipment Hewlett-Packard The Santa Cruz Sun Microsystems,
Corp. Palo Alto, CA Operation Inc.

Maynard, MA (415)857-1501 Santa Cruz, CA Mountain View, CA

(508)493-5111 fax: (415) 857-5518 (408) 425-7222 (415)960-1300

fax: (508) 493-8780 http://www.hp.com fax: (408) 458-4227 fax:(415)969-9131
http://www.digital.com

IBM

http ://www.sco.com http://www.sun.com

GroupeBull Old Orchard Road Silicon Graphics, Inc.
Louveciennes, France Armonk, NY Mountain View, CA

+331 3966 6060 (914)765-1900 (415)960-1980

fax:+331 3966 6062 http://www.ibm.com fax:(415)390-6220

http://www.bull.com http://www.sgi.com
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their systems use a 32- or 64-bit OS. "End
users are mostly concerned about how
well an application performs, especially
on a large scale. If it can deliver, then they
look at the price and decide," he explains.

In the same way that most PCsconsist
of a mix of elements running at various
speeds and bandwidth capacities (e.g.,
128-bit memory buses, 64-bit graphics
accelerators, and 32-bit processors), we
will probably see a mix of 32- and 64-bit
OSes, hardware, and applications. "Three
to fiveyears," reasons Hochberg, "seems
a reasonable time frame for 64-bit tech

nology to permeate the high end of the
market, while 32-bit technology will keep
on satisfying the bulk of the market for
the foreseeable future." 0

Laurent Lachal, a consultant specializing in
IT, iseditorof European Software Markets Ser
vice, a quarterly publication that analyzes
OSes,applications development tools,business
applications,and databasemanagementsys
tems. Youcan contact him at editors@bix.com.
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Unearthing Cairo
The next version of Windows NT will flex its enterprise muscle

by incorporating features from "Cairo."

By Mark Minasi

t the first NTdevelopers conference in 1992,BillGates
announced that Cairo would arrive in three yearsand

|would incorporate object-oriented technologies,
especiallyan object filesystem.Since then, we've seen

Windows NT 3.1, NT 3.5, NT 3.51, and most recently NT 4.0.
None is object oriented, none has an object file system, none is
Cairo. It seems that Cairo is Microsoft's sly way of promising
the world. "Will we see Plug
and Playin NT?" "Oh yes,of
course, in Cairo." "Will NT
ever produce world peace
and cheap antigravity?"
"You bet—in Cairo."

What isbecoming appar
ent is that we'll never see

Cairo as the manifestation of

Microsoft's next-generation
operating system. But much
of the development work
that went into the Cairo pro
ject will see the light of day.
Indeed, some Cairo features
have already been bolted
onto NT4.0, and others may
be slipstreamed into interim
NT releases or will appear
in the next major release of
NT sometime in 1997 or ear

ly '98. Either way, don't
expect to see a shrink-
wrapped box of Cairo at
your corner software store.

For its part, Microsoft is
framing itscourse correction
in the best possible light:
Cairo isn't an OS, it's a set of
technologies. What does this
mean for current NT users or

for those people who are
contemplating a switch ?Here's a rundown of the Cairo features
you can expect to see in future versions of Windows NT.

Networking Enhancements
WindowsNTwillcontinue to beMicrosoft's "enterprise" OS as
the company triesto pushinto largecorporationsand pry data
off mainframesand Unix machinesand onto PCs. To that end,
the companyhas partnered with companiessuch as Digital

Equipment to gainaccessto big-iron IS managers.ButNTisdevel
oping a reputation more asan excellentOS for workgroup servers
than for enterprise-level systems. Thus, one of Microsoft's
missions is to instill NT with more enterprise character. To do
that, Microsoft must refine how NT handles domains. NT's
domain structure looked wonderful when compared to Net
Ware 3.x's server-based bindery, Novell's term for a server's list

of recognized users. Unfor
tunately, domains pale as an
enterprise structure beside
NetWare 4.x's NetWare

Directory Service (NDS).
That's because NT cur

rently lets you centralize
the lists of user accounts for

a number of servers on one

single server—kind of a
security server—called apri-
mary domain controller.
Taken together, these servers
constitute a domain, in
Microsoft parlance. (NT
allows you to establish
"backup" domain con
trollers aswell.) Ifyou've got
50 servers in that domain,
then you have to build your
company's users only on one
server rather than having to
rebuild them 50 times, once
on each server. But NT-based

enterprise networks become
clumsy when a second
domain appears, which
requires administrators to
manage interdomain securi
ty treaties called trust rela
tionships. The number of
these relationships can easi

lygrowto become almost unmanageable. Forexample, six
domains require 30trustrelationships, butinorganizations with
50domains, the number of relationships soars to 2450.

One ofMicrosoft's main development efforts will be toreply
to NDS. Instead of having to create dozens of domains, and
then having toestablish hundreds oftrust relationships among
them,you'llprobablybeableto create"trees"ofdomains. While
Microsoft hasn't released much information about this change,
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we expect to seea domain tree notion that
sounds suspiciously like Novell's direc
tory trees in NDS. In fact, Microsoft has
recently taken to calling its current
domains-and-trusts model Microsoft

Directory Services, or MDS.
Additionally, NT's current notion of

one primary domain controller and a col
lection ofsubordinate domain controllers

may give way to multiple master domain
controllers, a great boon to maintaining
geographicallywidespread domains. Cur
rently, it's possible (and convenient) to
put a backup domain controller in a
branch office. That backup domain con
troller can authenticate network log-ins,
so users in the branch office needn't wait

for their log-ins to occur over the slower
WAN links to the primary domain con
troller. In fact, the WANlink can be down
altogether and users can still log on
through the backup domain controller.

What users can't do now is change
anything about their accounts: pass
words, groups they're members of, etc.
They can do that only if they're con
nected to the primary domain controller.
The multiple master domain controller
model would mean the domain con

troller in the branch office could han

dle changes locally, reconciling them
with the other domain controllers when

the WAN link comes back up.

The Cairo Internet
Two pillars of Microsoft's Internet strat
egy, the Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP)and the Windows Inter
net Naming Service (WINS), will alsosee
changes in future versions of NT. DHCP
isasystemthat greatlysimplifies installing
IP addresses and TCP/IP configuration
information on a new PC. DHCP allows

you to create a serverthat hands out that
configuration information. The problem
is there's no simple way to provide fault
tolerance for the server's function—it's

not acceptable to have two DHCPservers
on a network handing out IP addresses
from the same pool of addresses. The
Cairo development effort is working to
changethat: DHCP serverswillbeableto
replicate amongthemselves sothat ifone
goes down, the others know what that
server was doing.

WINS, Microsoft's server-based "nam
ing" system, supports NetBIOS-based pro
grams (like Microsoft's own network
redirector). And it provides translations
between human-friendly names like
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Multiple LANs, Single Log-in

Windows NT Today

Log-in Log-in Log-in

I
NT IBanyan I NetWare

Enterprises with multiple LANs may
require multiple log-ins.

Windows NT Tomorrow

Log-in

!
ODSI (Open Directory Services Interface)

I !
NT Banyan j; I NetWare

ODSI permits simultaneous log-ins
to different networks.

Open DirectoryServices Interface (ODSI) can support unified log-in

and administration tools for a variety of network operating systems.

"Bigserver" and the necessary IPaddress
es like 210.32.11.87. The problem with
WINS is there already is an Internet stan
dard called the Domain Naming System
(DNS) that handles this chore. NT-based
Internet servers must run both WINS and

DNS, and they must somehow persuade
the WINS server to share its knowledge
with the DNS server. The Cairo approach
does away with WINS altogether by wed
ding DNS and WINS into something called
Dynamic DNS, which reportedly iswork
ing its way through the request-for-com-
ment process now.

What's more, Services for NetWare
(the new name for the combined File
and Print Services for NetWare and the

Directory Services Manager for NetWare)
will include NDS support, something even
the NT4.0 version ofServices for NetWare

lacks. The Microsoft networking client
will include client-side support for the
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) as well. Microsoft's big push for
creating unified log-inand administration
tools sits atop its support of Open Direc
tory ServicesInterface (ODSI). Ausercon
trol tool like the User Manager would sit
atop an ODSI layer; there would be ODSI
drivers for NT,Banyan,NetWare, or oth
er networks. This ODSI-dependent User
Managerwouldhandleuseraccountsfor
each of those network operating systems.
Similarly, an ODSI-basedlog-on could

perform simultaneous log-ins to different
networks (seethe figure "Multiple LANs,
Single Log-in").

Desktop Enhancements
While the enterprise is important,
Microsoft also has to battle for corporate
desktops. First and foremost is Plug and
Playsupport. This isessentialifNT'sgoing
to be a simple-to-use OS, given today's
PCsand the market's embracing of the PCI
bus. PCI'sgreat for its speed and flexibil
ity, but it is nightmarish to try to set
IRQs, DMAs, and memory addresses on
PCI-based machines, which typically
don't give you a way to control what
resources your PCI add-in cards claim.
Plug and Play gets rid of these problems.

So, why wasn't Plug and Play in Win
dows NT 4.0? According to NT product
manager Andrew McGehee, Microsoft
justdidn't have time. While Plugand Play
maybesimpler on Intel platforms, putting
it into Mips, PowerPC, or Alpha systems
is tough and will require some develop
ment support from hardware vendors.

Microsoft isalso working to make dri
vers for hardware easier to come by.The
company will merge the driver models of
Windows 95 and Windows NT. Because

drivers for 95 and NT are now different,
board vendors without large program
mingstaffsoften end up ignoringNTdriv
er development or staying in "perpetual
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Cairo Inside

Anobject-oriented, next-generation operating system called Cairo
may never ship. However, future versions ofWindows NTwill enjoy
the fruits of the Cairo development effort.

Cairo Technologies

MicrosoftDirectoryServices

DynamicHost Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) servers will
replicate among each other.

Replace Windows Internet
NamingService (WINS)

Client-side support for the
LightweightDirectoryAccess
Protocol (LDAP)

Support for Open Directory
Services Interface (ODSI)

Plug and Playsupport

Merge Windows 95/97 and
Wndows NT driver models

Bookmark API

jeot FileSystem

Power management

What They Do

Refine how NT handles domains;
may use a tree structure a la
Novell's NDS for creating one
primary domain controller with a
collection of subordinate domain

controllers.

Ifone DHCP server goes down,
another server will be able to

take over.

Successor will wed WINS with

DomainNamingSystem (DNS),
the existing Internet standard for
translating human-friendly server
names and the necessary IP
addresses.

Provides a low-overhead way for
clients to access X.500

directory services.

Creates unifiedlog-inand
administration tools for enterprises
witha varietyof network
operating systems.

I

Simplifiesinstallationof peripherals
that use the PCI bus.

A boon for NT users who often

have to struggle to findappropriate
drivers fortheirOS platform.

Restores the screen and PC

state to where they were when
you shut down the system.

Lets you create a pseudodirectory
that unifies local, network, and

Internet files.

beta" stage. Microsoft will also try to simultaneously ship Win
dows 97 and a new version of NT next year. The two OSeswill
still be quite different, but they'll use identical drivers for
sound cards, video boards, network cards, and the like. Hard
ware vendors will all want to support Win 97, so there'll be tons
of drivers for Cairo: a bonanza for NT users.

Ul Updates
The NT user interface, which went to the Windows 95 style in
version4.0,willcontinue to evolve.Expect to seethe "Nashville"
versionof the Explorer, which integratesa Webbrowser and a
diskbrowser. This may appear before the next major edition of
NT, perhaps as part of a servicepack.

An interesting rumor, and potentially the most important UI
improvement, isthe BookmarkAPI, asetofprogrammingexten
sions for the UI. Here's how it would work: You shut down NT
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while Word and Exchange are running.
The system says to Word, "Tell me what
you're doing." Word replies, "I'm on doc
ument X at page Ywith the cursor on the
300th character." Exchange reports sim
ilar info. When you start up your system
the next day,Word and Exchange launch,
and document X loads. The screen and

state ofthe PCgo back to where you were
when you shut down the day before.

Information may become easier to
find thanks to the Object File System
(OFS). For example, if you're interested
in pictures of the Space Shuttle, you may
already have some fileson your C: drive
and others on a D: drive. An FTP site

may post new pictures, and Websitesmay
also store shuttle images. The OFSwould
allowyou to create a pseudodirectory that
would seem to contain the scattered data

from all these locations.

•

TO FIND

Microsoft

Redmond, WA

(206) 882-8080
http://www.microsoft.com

Unearthing Cairo

Servers will benefit because network

objects, such as shared directories, won't
be associated with a particular machine.
You'll just see a shared object called "mail
database" and attach to it, without having
to know what server it's on.

Other new features will include NT

support for Direct3D and Directlnput,
FireWire/P1394, and the Universal Serial
Bus.And for laptop users, there's power
management coming, Microsoft says.

Beyond Cairo
What must Microsoft address after

Cairo pushes the evolution of NT?It will
have to match the 64-bit muscle of chips
like Digital's Alpha. Microsoft saysthere
will be a 64-bit NT "in the next couple
years." Fault tolerance must appear in
all networking services, and NT's clus
tering "Wolfpack" technology will need
to move beyond simple support of pairs
of machines. Let's hope Microsoft's fas
cination with the Net extends to better

support for TCP/IP infrastructure issues
like better dynamic routing protocols,
better support of static routing over

Beyond Cairo
Here's a wish list of improvements that
need to be part of Microsoft's long-term
development plans.

Support for 64-bit processors

Faulttolerance for allnetworking
services

Clustering support for more than
pairs of machines

Better dynamic routing protocols

Improved static routing over
remote access servers

IPng support

remote access servers, and IPng.
But beware of basing your enterprise

plans on Microsoft plans. Cheap anti-
gravity may come before Plug and Play
and other enhancements NT needs. 0

Mark Minasi writesbooksandgivesseminars
on desktop and network OSes. Youcan reach
him at mark@mmco.com.
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Copland, Revisited
A closer look at how the microkernel and hardware abstraction

services will strengthen Apple's upcoming OS.

By Tom Thompson

or more than a year, Apple has provided tantalizing
glimpses of Mac OS8, its future OS,which is more
commonly known by its code name of Copland.

IUnfortunately, much like Microsoft's Windows 95
launch, the release of Copland has been plagued with delays.
The expected shipping date has slipped from this year until
well into 1997. (For BYTE's previous coverage of Copland, see
"Apple's New Operating
System," June 1995, and
"Copland: The Abstract
Mac OS,"July 1995.)

At the August MacWorld
trade show in Boston, Apple
CEO Gilbert Amelio an

nounced a new blueprint for
OS releases. Instead of a

monolithic release of system
software, as happened with
System 7, Apple will release
portions of Copland piece
meal over the next year.

Component
of the Month
This piecemeal plan has sev
eral benefits. First, the devel
opment breaks into man
ageable chunks for the
system-software engineers.
Any bugs that appear after a
release are probably due to
the newly introduced OS
components, which simpli
fies code maintenance.

Second, some of the
promised Copland tech
nologies will get into the
hands of users without their

having to wait for Apple to
roll out other portions. For example, an OSrelease slated for the
middle of 1997will provide many Copland user-interface (UI)
elements, Java support, and a much-needed multithreaded
Finder update, as shown in the figure "Copland Architecture"
on page 152. (The improved object-based UI,with sophisticated
messaging and scripting functions, was the easiest part of the
Mac OSto win early release.)

Finally, the staggered-release schedule means that Apple

can craft some of these components as 680x0 code. Thus, some
of Copland's features—but not all—will be available to own
ers of 680x0-based Macs.

This incremental-release strategy has problems, too. Cop
land's elementscan't all separate conveniently into discretecom
ponents. The most glaring examples: System7.x's FileManager
and parts of the I/Osubsystem(still emulated 680x0code).Releas

ing these crucial parts as
native code early would
boost the performance of
PowerPC-based Macs and

Mac clones, but, saysApple-
Soft vice president Jim
Gable,"Much of the file-sys
tem code is tightly coupled
to the preemptive features of
the Copland microkernel:
There's no way to separate
them."

This plan alsoaffectsnew
PowerPC Platform systems
next year: Such systemswill
need a specialSystem7.x to
manage the hardware ab
straction for each hardware

design. Finally, Apple must
work closelywith third-par
ty developers to spot and fix
problems that these small
releases mightcauseto appli
cations software.

In Apple's favor, it has
experience in extending the
OS in stages. Separate re
leases of QuickDraw GX,
QuickTime, QuickDraw 3D,
and Open Transport added
new capabilities to System
7.5 without revamping the

OS code.Furthermore, Apple hasbeendesigning parts of the
system software asOpenDoc components. Thishelps the plan
because OpenDocis a modular architecture, the verything
required to ship the OS as parts.

Withall these suddenchanges in direction, trying to figure
out exactly what Copland is requires a scorecard. I'll review
the Copland systemarchitecture first, then focus on the latest
information available on the microkernel and I/O abstraction.

continued
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Copland Architecture
Its modular design allows system software to be released in stages.

User mode

I/O

Services

(interface,
drivers)

Hardware

Supervisor mode

I I Exists, to beupgraded
in mid-1997

I | Exists inSystem 7.x,
to be upgraded later

| | Mac OS 8 components
to be added later

Asof now,Copland consistsof several
parts: microkernel, core systemservices,
and tasks. The microkernel performs all
low-level services directly with the pro
cessor or hardware: task creation (pro
gramming the processor's memory man
agement units [MMUs] to set up a separate
memory spaceand access rights),sched
uling (with the processor's interrupt
mechanism and timers), and task control
(which uses processor-specific atomic
instructions for low-level messagingand
semaphores).

Modular Microkernel
The microkernel has a modular structure

that lets other software modules (e.g.,
ones that implement a virtual memory
backing store or perform memory allo
cation) plug into itwithout modification.
This differs from some Unix kernels,
where adding a new service requires you
to rebuild the kernel. The microkernel's
design also supports symmetric multi
processing (SMP) on systemsthat have
multiple processors.Alow-level multi
processorAPI hasbeenavailable for spe
cial-purpose applications under System
7.x, and it willwork under Copland.

The core system services are clients
of the microkernel. They implement a
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number of services that higher-level por
tions of the Mac OS rely on. These ser
vices consist of either DLLs or OpenDoc
components. Some of them are familiar
services, such as Code Fragment Manager
(which loads and unloads PowerPC code
libraries), Process Manager (which man
ages task creation), and Mixed Mode
Manager (which handles transitions
between native PowerPC code and the

680x0 emulator).
However, there are also many new ser

vices, such as Patch Manager (tracks soft
ware patches), SystemNotification Ser
vice (coordinates tasks), and Dynamic
Memory Allocation Service (no more
fixed memorypartitions). Some coresoft
ware utilities have obvious functions, such
as Debug Services, Interrupt Services,
TimingServices, and ExceptionHandler.
Another utility, Server Manager, creates
and controls special-purpose processes,
as described below.

The last part of the OS architecture
consists of tasks. A task is a basic unit of

programexecutioninCopland.Processes
consist of one or more tasks and use a

common set of memory and system re
sources. Notable examples of processes
are the Finder (the shell application that
manages the Desktop screen and han

Task creation,
scheduling,

and task

control

] Upgraded to Mac OS 8 level
(Open Transport l.xl

dles certain file operations), Printing Ser
vices,and FileSharing (which implements
peer-to-peer network services).

A process's code might be located in
RAM or on disk, and it has its own stack
and register set. Even better, because of
Dynamic Memory Allocation Service,
such code need not occupy a contiguous
section of memory. Instead, a process's
code fragments can be located anywhere
in memory, arranged as necessary to best
fit a limited amount of RAM.

The familiar Mac application consists
of a main task the Process Manager sets
up, plusany threads this main taskspawns
via the Thread Manager. Mac applica
tions can create one or more threads,
which implement single paths of execu
tion. For new Copland-aware applica
tions, the microkernel can schedule the
tasks to execute simultaneously, which
improves load balancing on the system.

It's important to note that certain parts
of Copland's services (e.g., the Quick
Draw graphics engine) contain nonreen-
trant code. Therefore, any task using these
services must be scheduled to execute

cooperatively (i.e., one at a time). Typi
cally,these are applications because they
make heavy use of the UI.

Because the Process Manager creates
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and launches each application's main
task, it ensures that only one main task
executes at a time. The microkernel, cer
tain core systemservices,and any task that
doesn't rely on graphics can operate un
der preemptive time scheduling. Pro
cessesthat provide specificfunctions but
don't need a UI—such as those that han

dle file-system and network services—are
called servers.

Copland's architecture thus makes
Apple's release plan possible. The sched
uled mid-1997 release, for instance, con
sists of a new process (the Finder), which
System 7.5 treats as an application. This
release will also provide an assortment of
DLLs that implement the Copland UI
elements and the Java virtual machine,
which, again, System 7.x's Code Frag
ment Manager can handle.

Memory Matters
Copland's microkernel provides memory
protection and address-space isolation,
except for existing System 7.5 applica
tions. The microkernel, drivers, and cer
tain servers execute in the PowerPCpro
cessor's privileged mode. Most servers
and Mac applications operate in the pro
cessor's user mode, and they can obtain
memory or perform I/O only by making
requests to the OS. This improves the
overall system reliability because it en
sures that only the low-level OScode can
directly operate the hardware, such as
fielding interrupts, modifying the access
attributes to sectionsof memory,and con
trolling the processor's caches.

The microkernel provides another
level of protection by placing servers
and OScode in separate address spaces.
Accessing a separate space requires build
ing its address using values from page-
table entries (PTEs) in the processor's
MMU. Becauseonly the microkernel can
use and modify the PTEs, this effectively
"walls off" these tasks from any errant
memory accesses that a malfunctioning
program generates. Copland maps the
microkernel codeintoeveryaddressspace,
so that tasks can quickly use system func
tions without involving cycle-stealing
memory-accessmechanisms. This scheme
still provides ample protection, because
the OScode is marked read-only.

For compatibility's sake, existing Mac
applications and certain sections of the UI
Toolbox code must cohabit a singlemem
ory space: The System 7.x application
model expects a contiguous address space
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I/O Abstraction

High-level
Mac OS APIs

I/O plug-in
architecture
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File-
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Block-storage
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driver
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Transport
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Network

interface

card

SCSI
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Pointing
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Serial

pointing
plug-in
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pointing
plug-in

t_M
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pointing device, routes
data to/from a specific
I/O bus

I
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appropriate driver plug-
in to operate a specific
device on a bus

J_T¥I
Serial

family

device-

specific
serial

plug-in

X
0
Serial

mouse

ADB

family

device-

specific
ADB

plug-in

Digitizing
tablet

Copland achieves hardwareindependence through a layer

of interface libraries and plug-in modules.

and unfettered access to some system
globals. Still, Code Fragment Manager
flagssystem code and native System 7.x
applications as read-only, which offers
some protection.

ProcessManager also provides an ex
tra levelof safety. When it loadsa System

7.x application, it places guard pages
above and below the application's fixed
memory partition. These guard pagesare
markedwith excludedaccesspermission.
If an application attempts to overrun its
boundaries, itgenerates anexception. It's
possible that a misbehaving application
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XvjvtxStak™ - Maximum performance at a minimum price.
Inexpensive Cost Per Megabyte.
Ifyou need the protection RAID hasto offer, but the expense has been holding you

back, then Artecon's new desktop Xv-nxStak is your solution. For about the same
price as many standard 3.5" drive subsystems, ZvjMxStak gives you all the bene
fitsof RAID. By purchasingthe RAID systemto fityour needs, you can expand incre

mentally without the limitations or cost of apre-configured box. And ZvjwxStak is
the onlydesktop RAID solution thatoffersthe highavailability and redundancyonce

available at the more expensive enterprise level.

Removable, Redundant and Reliable.
•/IwwxStak gives you theutmost in reliability with features like true hot plug remov
able diskdrives. Independent front-removable power supplies and rearremovable

cooling fans provide both high availability and easy serviceability. Optional hot

plug removable Xv-nxRAID controllers can be configured for dual failover provid
ing you with the extra redundancy needed for mission critical applications.

AjvtxStak supports RAID levels 0, 1, 0+1, 3or 5for complete flexibility and opti
mal performance in your environment.

Superior Price-Performance.
Don't let the low price of the

•£i»jwxStak fool you. Exceptional
performance and excellent trans

fer rates are packed into our com

pact 3.5" form factor. ZvfHxStak
outruns the other RAID systems on

the market with a 486-DX2

processor resulting in extremely

fast transfer rates at all RAID levels. Fast-wide end-to-end interfaces, multiple drive

channels and custom ASICs contribute to maximum performance at a minimumprice.

Investment Protection.
With AjvtxStak, you can incrementally upgrade into the RAID system of your choice
as your needs grow. Froma single desktop unit to a powerful server configuration,

you never sacrifice your original -£v|HX investment. Desktop RAID systems start at
4GB and can be expanded easily and incrementally to over 100GB. And,

XvjMxStak is compatible with virtually any platform including Sun, HP, SGI,
Macintosh and PCsrunning Windows NT/Windows 95.

See our web site
for more details.
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ISOO /^B
1000 /^B

l/Os Per Second - Maximum Reads

1 -800-USA-ARTE

http://www.artecon.com

E-mail: stakad@artecon.com

Enterprising solutions for your enterprise

So call Artecon today and see how we stack up!

Visit us at COMDEX Fall '96 Booth #S7011

Artecon
PO Box 9000, Carlsbad, CA 92018-9000

(619)931-5500 FAX (619) 931-5527
email: sales@artecon.com

A Member of the Nordic Group of Companies

Nihon Artecon 81-03-5458-8260 Artecon S.A. France 33-1-6918-1850 Artecon B.V. 31-53-4832208 Artecon U.K. 01344 636390

Artecon and the Artecon logo are registered trademarks of Artecon. Inc. All other trademarks are proprietary to their respective manufaclurers.
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Special Report

mightcorrupt the data of another appli
cation, because everyone can modify
any of the data insidethis address space.
However, given the address-space isola
tion and write-protection safeguards,
Copland is significantly more reliable
than its predecessor, which has no pro
tection mechanisms.

The payback for this compromise is
that userscan carry their existing body
of Mac software to Copland and expect
it to work. Applesoft's Gable admits: " If
we could rewrite the OS without regard
for the installed software base, the job
would be done by now."

I/O Abstraction

One goal of Copland is greater indepen
dence from the hardware. Given the

growing Mac-clone market, vendors need
to differentiate their systems by distinc
tive hardware features. Also, the Mac OS
needn't rely on erratic supplies of custom
ASICs that have, on prior occasions,
crimped sales.

All I/O operations—from hard drive
to videoto pointing devices—are grouped
into families (seethe figure "I/OAbstrac
tion" on page 154). An I/O family is a set
of software components to perform spe
cific I/O services. If a task uses the SCSI

family,that in turn usesinterface modules
(called plug-ins) to operate SCSI devices.

For example, one application might—
via the OS—call the SCSI family to per
form file I/O to a device on the SCSI bus.

The SCSI-family module calls the plug-in
that manages a SCSI hard drive. Next, a
scanning application uses the SCSI family,
but this time the SCSI-family module calls
a plug-in to control a color scanner.

The I/O family provides an interface
library that implements device functions
and exports data structures for use by
the applications or the OS. Although an
I/O-familymodule provides one interface,
it might have two sets of interface li
braries: one for user-mode tasks and

another for supervisor-mode tasks. The
OS uses the supervisor-mode library,
which can be performance-tuned because
it doesn't require the user-mode I/O re
quest mechanism, and no address-space
conversions are involved.

The I/O-family architecture provides
a remarkable degree of hardware abstrac
tion, because an I/O family can call other
families to route data to the appropriate
device. Suppose an application calls File
Manager to perform file I/O. File Man-
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Apple will release the OS instages. Open
Transport for networking is already out. A
mid-1997 release will provide:

• Native PowerPC multithreaded Finder.

• Java virtual machine.

• Advanced user-interface elements.

• OS parts for 680x0-based Macs.

• The Patch Manager's limitedsupport
for 680x0-trap patching.

• Complete memory protection for the
kernel, drivers, and server tasks. The

kernelprovides preemptive scheduling
with prioritylevels.

• Limited memoryprotection and coop
erative task scheduling for existing
applications that require user interface
(necessary for compatibility).

• Support for multiple processors.
QuickTime 2.5, QuickDraw 3D, etc.,
already multiprocessor-ready.

ager first calls a file-system family. This
family calls a file-system plug-in, which
implements a particular OS file format,
such as the Mac's HFS or Windows NT's

NT File System (NTFS).
The file-system plug-in next calls the

block-storage family, which orchestrates
operations on large-capacity, random-
accessstorage devices, such as hard drives,
CD-ROMs,or digital videodiscs (DVDs).
This family inturn calls adisk-driver plug-
in or a network plug-in if the target device
is on a network. If the disk-driver plug-
in iscalled, it might call the SCSI familyor
the ATA family, depending on whether the
target device is a SCSI or an IDEdrive.

Adding a new device usually requires
writing a driver that conforms to the
Open Firmware specification (IEEE-1275-
1994) and a suitable plug-in. Practically,
the Mac OS probably won't use an NTFS
plug-in, becauseyou normally accesssuch
storage indirectly through a networked
NTserver. However, that you could write
such a plug-in shows that the microker
nel is completely uncoupled from its file
system. So, ifApple usesa better file-sys
tem format later, it canadd a plug-inwith
out revamping the system software.

Furthermore, access to new device
interfaces and peripherals is vastly sim
plified. Normally, you'd have to wait for
a new OS release to gain use of a new

device interface (e.g., IEEE-1394 Fire-
wire). With Copland, you simply add a
Firewire board and the corresponding
plug-in modules that handle the Firewire
interface.You then connect a peripheral.

The Once and Future OS
The majorproblem with Copland: When
will it finally ship? While the incremen
tal-release strategyisdifficult,Applehas
shownit canadd newcapabilities to Sys
tem 7.x without overhauling the OS code.
Open Transport's release isa prime exam
ple. This Copland networking technol
ogy was in users' hands last year, letting
Apple fix bugs and tune performance
before Copland itself ships. Still, releas
ing the microkernel assoon as ispractical
helpsApple, becauseit will significantly
enhance the Mac platform.

First, Copland will boost the perfor
mance of PowerPC systems by eliminat
ing almost all the emulated 680x0 code.
The staged-release schedule also offers
the possibility that some Coplandservices
will appear on 680x0-based Macs. The
new memory services will also make ef
ficient use of available system RAM.

Another majorbenefit isthat Copland
willexploit the computing power of mul
tiprocessor systems. The OS will distrib
ute tasks, which server applications cre
ated by calling the microkernel services,
among the processors for better load
balancing. (Forcompatibility, applications
that spawn threads via Thread Manager
must be cooperatively scheduled.)

Technologies such as QuickDraw 3D
and QuickTime 2.5 already use reen
trant codeand canautomatically leverage
the power of a multiprocessor system
under Copland. The multiprocessor sys
temsfromAppleand DayStarDigitalpro
vide the hardware necessary for work in
this area.

Finally, Copland's hardware abstrac
tion will let clone vendors offer a variety
ofsystems. One vendormightopt for low-
cost parts, while another might provide
advanced high-performance peripherals
for vertical markets or custom jobs. This
variety lets you pick the system that best
fitsyour needs, and the competition will
hold the line on system prices. 13

Tom Thompson is a BYTEsenior technical
editorat largewitha B.S.E.E. degree fromthe
University ofMemphis. You can contact him
on the Internet or BIX at tom_thompson
©bix.com.
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(5400rpm F/W SCSI-2 HDD) Mbytes/sec lOs/sec
Sequential Read (max) 16.8 1307

Sequential Write (max) 17.2 1247

Random Read (max) 9.9 620

Random Write (max) 13.0 357

RD10 RAID Subsystem Specifications

RAID Levels Supported 0, 1,3,5,6,(0+1)

Processor 33MHz 32bit RISC

Cache Memory 8Mbytes to 128Mbytes
Channels 2 host channels

6 disk channels

Disks Supported 3.5", 1" high
SCA-2 or 68-pin connector

Fast/wide Single Ended SCSI-2 interface

www. i n teg rix. com

RAID Storage Subsystem
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' Features

• High Availability
• True RAID data Integrity
Fast throughput-17mb/sec

• Upto 25.2GB storage
• SPARC/SUN pizza box

form factor

• Easy to use GUI

Whenyou need yourdata safe,

reliable, and ready, the Integrix RD10

delivers highperformancewith low

cost per Mbyte.

Thanks to a dedicated 33MHz RISC

processor and enhanced RAID technology,

combinedwith dedicated I/O processors for each

drive and host, the RD10reaches throughput

speeds inexcess of 17Mbytes/sec. For high

availability environments, dualfast/wide SCSIports

makeyourdata available to twohosts simultaneously.

Fivedifferent hardware RAID levels, hot spare disks,

and hot-swappable drives keep yourdata safe and secure.

Data automatically and transparentlyrebuilds on the spare

driveeliminating downtime and data loss. Data integrity is

assured forall mission-critical applications.

The RD10 Graphical User Interface eliminates the need to

type obscure commands found buried in the back of a service

manual. Historical performance software analyzesand fine tunes

yourRAID. Configuration and firmware upgradescan be handled

automatically. RD10 status and context-sensitive onlinehelp are

made instantly available. All with the click of a mouse button.

RD1Q RAID Storage Subsystem
Compatible with Solaris and Windows NT

* '* •* w *>*

Integrix

Corporate Headquarters
2001 Corporate Center Drive
Newbury Park, California91320
Tel: 800-300-8288 / 805-376-1000

Fax: 805-376-1001

Email: sales@integrix.com
http: //www.integrix.com

Asia

Beijing, P.R.China
Tel: 8610-253-5305

Fax: 8610-253-5306

Seoul, Korea
Tel: 822-515-5303

Fax:822-515-5302

S1996 Integrix.Inc., Integrixand the Integrixlogo are registered trademarks and UWS. IGS, SEC, RD, HA,SGX,
TGX, SWS and SSC are trademarks of Integrix, Inc.All other trademarks mentionedare the propertyof their

respective companies. Manufactured in USA. Internationally supported.
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Diagnose any PC's problems fast with

the^..IVERSAL
DlAGNOSTI

Loop-back Plugs—
9-pin serial, 25-pin serial
and25-pin parallel .
plugs, used forexternal
I/O port testing.

TOOLKIT^
Get the best, most accurate
fun-system diagnostics package
for all your problem PCs.

Loui-Leuel Formats all hard

driues including ides. Allows
relocation of TracK o.

(juorhs with any PC regardless
of O/s: DOS, windows 95 &NT.
0/S2, Unix, noueii, etc.

2 Micro-Scope
floppy disks-
containing the best
PC diagnostic tools
on the market.
Comes with both 3.5
and 5.25" disks to
workwith any PC.

ivpb«.o.
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diagnostic software...

j

Callfor upgradepricing &
complete newfeatures list!

MICRO-SCOPE Universal Computer Diagnostics was developed to satisfy
the expanding needforaccurate system diagnosis in the rapidly growing

desktop computer market. Patterned after super-mini andmainframe diagnostic
routines, MICRO-SCOPE runs independently of any standard operating
system, and is therefore at home on any machine in the Intel world. Speed,
ease-of-use, and razorsharp ACCURACY are a few of theadvantages thatarise
from this system independence. Jerry Pournelle awarded MICRO-SCOPE &
POST-PROBE the User's Choice Award in the May 1994issueofByte Magazine,
saying: "You name it, this tests it. If you maintain PCs you'll love it."

♦ LOW-LEVEL FORMAT—Performs low-level format on all hard drives
including IDE drives. ♦ TRUE HARDWARE DIAGNOSTICS—Accurate testing
of CPU, IRQ's, DMA's, memory, hard drives, floppy drives, video cards, etc.
♦ RELOCATES TRACK 0 on hard drives that support relocation. ♦ IRQ
CHECK—Talks directly to hardware and shows I/O address and IRQ of
devices that respond. ♦ O/S INDEPENDENT—Does not rely on O/S for
diagnostics. Talks to PC at hardware level. All tests are full function regardless
of O/S (i.e. Windows, Novell, UNIX, 0/S2). ♦ IRQ DISPLAY—Show bits
enabled in IRQ chip forfinding cards that aresoftware driven (Network, Sound
Card, etc.). ♦ MEMORY DISPLAY—Displays any physical bit of memory
under 1 MB. Very useful for determining memory conflicts and available
memory space. ♦ AND MUCH MORE...We don't have enough space here for
everything this software cando!

Govt. Orders: NSN-7030-01-421-6459

MICRO
Call tlom tor Special Pricing

1-800-864-8008 be

Complete Micro-Scope Manual— easy to
follow testing procedures anddetailed error
codedescriptions. See thefeatures listat leftto
view some oftheincredible wealth oftesting
capabilities thisprogram contains.

Windows

^VEWSltf^



ido% accurate results
Tri-State Logic Probe—works
withPost-Probe and enablestesting
downto individual chip level.

RiTEflOptional Tutorial
and PC Trouble Shooting
Videos—Call for titles and
currentprices. Awealth
oftechnical helpatyour
fingertips.

Extensive Post-Probe Manual—exhaustively complete,
containing BIOS errorcodes for most PCs onthe market.
Look up the 2-digit error code inthis manual and instantly
diagnose your PC's problem. Also contains common chip
diagrams, descriptions and complete troubleshooting tips.

Durable Zip-up Leatherette
CarryingCase—allyourtools
in one organized easy to carry
toolkit.

Post-ProbeDiagnostic Card—
whenPost-Probedetectsan error,
a 2 digit BIOS codewill display on
thecardtelling you exactly what's
wrong with yourPC. 100% com
patible with all ISA, EISA, Compaq
and Micro-Channel PCs.

Micro-Channel Adapter Card—
(behind Post-Probe card) allowsPost-
Probe to be used with Micro-Channel
equippedcomputers.

fosfrProbe S*
wtrnzi'mrnimmimMim wAU

PC won't boot up? Find out why
fast with our uniuersal POST card...
"Hphis is the only card that will function in every system on the market. The

1 documentation is extensive, and not only covers the expected POST
Codesfor different BIOS versions, but also includes a detailed reference to the
bus signals monitored by the card." —Scott Mueller from his globally
recognized book, 'Upgrading&Repairing PCs, Second Edition'

♦ Includes pads for voltmeter to attach for actual voltage testing under load.
♦ 4 LEDs monitor +5vdc -5vdc +12vdc -12vdc. ♦ Monitors Hi & Lo clock and

OSC cycles to distinguish between clock chipor crystal failure. ♦ Monitors I/O
Write and I/ORead to distinguish between write and read errors. ♦ Accurately
monitors progress of POST for computers without POST codes. ♦ Reads POST
codes from any IBM or compatible that emits POST codes. ISA/EISA/MCA.
♦ Compatible with Micro Channel computers. ♦ Dip switch allows easy selec
tionof I/Oports to read.♦ Includes TRI-STATE LOGIC PROBE to determine
actual chipfailures. ♦ Manual includes chip layouts and detailed POST proce
duresforallmajor BIOSs. ♦ AND MUCH MORE.. .callfor moredetails.

Govt. Orders: NSN-7025-01-421-6467

mlCPO 2000, IflC. Makers ofProfessional PC Diagnostic Tools
1100East Broadway, Suite 301,Glendale, California, USA 91205
Toll Free: 800/864-8008 • Phone: 818/547-0125 • Fax: 818/547-0397
Web Site: http://www.micro2000.com
International Orderspleasecall:
Micro 2000 Australia 61-42-574-144

Micro 2000 UK 44-1462-483-483
Micro 2000 Amsterdam 31-206-384-433
Micro 2000 Germany 49-69-420-8278

Copyright © 199<> Micro2000, Inc. AllRightsReserved.
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Why use more and more developers WIBU-KEY
to protect their software against piracy?

• Longevity: You could use a WIBU-BOX made In 1989 right now with
Windows NT,which didn't exist 1989!Also you can run old software
for DOS right now in a DOS box on Windows 95 or NT. Every
WIBU-BOX comes with a full 3-year warranty.

• The most flexible security system for you, the programmer:
Great Windows interface for programming WIBU-BOXes and protec
tion of applications. Automatic detection of all WIBU-BOX variants at

run time.Transparent and cascadable WIBlT-BOXes for LPT, COM
and ADB, as well as PCCard and (E)ISA card. No special, expensive
"network" dongle - the same WIBU-BOX works for single stations
and on a network with programmable usage limits. Protect over 200
different applications seperately within one WIBU-BOX. One consi
stent API for DOS,Windows 3.x, 95, NT OS/2, MacOS and

Networks, independent of the programming language.

• The most user-friendly security system for your customer, the
end user: The WIBU-BOX is one of the smallest dongles available
with a unique design and handling advantage for your customers. A
powerful Control Panel applet provides easy installation and diagnostic
tools for your customer. New sales or program updates can be hand
led by "Remote Programming" the WIBU-BOX on your customer's PC.

• The most secure system: WIBU-KEY doesn't just do a quick check
to see if the dongle is connected - it works by encrypting through our
custom ASIC. Each encryption through the WIBU-BOX is initialized by
a FEAL algorithm (block chiffre, 64 bit key). Each encryption has over 4
BILLION variants, chosen by a 32 bit selection code.The odds of
cracking one program's encryption are I in 1050, and that process
would get you no further on cracking any other program's encryption.

i
i ....

W1BU-BOX/M

SSCURITV-CAWD

WIBU-KEY on stage
at these events:

SYSTEMSS6
Munich, Germany
October 21 - 25, 1996

Hall 12, Booth AI2

3l COMDEX
Fall'96 S2031

Sands Expo, Las Vegas
November 18-22, 1996

Lefc.w1"

**^ril***

Providing the highest quality Software Protection since 1989
We are happy to serve you:

WIBU-SYSTEMS AG

Rueppurrer Strasse 54 *D-76137 Karlsru!
* Tel. +49-721-93172-0 -FAX +49-721 -93172-22

SYSTEMS BBS +49-72I-93I72-23 •CIS 100142.1674

%
This symbol identifies

high performance

energy-efficient

computers, moni

tors and printers

that save you

money and

reduce air

pollution by

GRIFFIN
TECHNOOGIES INC Tel.(800) 986-6578 + (9I3J832-2070

FAX (913) 832-8787 • CIS 71 141,3624
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down" when not in use.

Be part of the solution.

Start buying Energy

Star™ equipment

today. To receive

a list of available

products, call

the Energy Star5'

Hotline at

powering E ? ;\ P D L i TI0N ? ii £ V £ j}J T £ Si
202 775-6650.

Buy \tAnd Save.



InterCon -Products
PrintServers and PrinterPeripherals

NetWare
tested and MICROSOFT
Approved Windows

Microsoft
Internet

Explorer

InterCon-ETHER/token-kyo-fs Printserver

InterCon-ether-mt Printserver

Multiprotocol support of

• SNMP (MIB II)

• NOVELL (IPX)

• UNIX (TCP/IP)

• Apple Ether/TokenTalk
• Windows NT (TCP/IP)
• Windows '95 (TCP/IP)

• Windows for Workgroups

Hardware Support

• Ethernet 10Base2 (BNC), 10Base5 (AUI),

10BaseT(RJ-45)

• Token Ring STP (IBM Typl/2),
UTP (IBM Typ3)

Printer / Plotter connections

• Interfaces for MIO V.5.X printers/plotters
• Interfaces for KYOCERA FS printers

• Interface for EPSON printers (Type B port)
• Interface for M-Tally MT350/360/380
• 2x Serial RS232 (Box-Versions)

• 2x Centronics (Box), lx Centronics (Pocket)

Features

• HTML configurable with Internet browsers

like Microsoft Internet Explorer or
Netscape Navigator

• Multiprotocol support of all mentioned

operating systems

• Automatic recognition of the used
network connector

• Software update and upgrade via download
in Flash-EPROM

• Printer status request from host computer
• Automatic protocol recognition

• Configuration parameters can be edited
by software

• Automatic recognition and reaction to

changes in the network environment

• Supports 64 queues on 16 servers (Novell)

• Easy installation via PCONSOLE (Novell)

More information about InterCon-Products

SEH Computertechnik GmbH. Germany
Sunderweg 4 D-33649 Bielefeld
Phone: +49/521/94226-0

Fax: +49/521/444049

Internet: http:// www.seh.de
E-Mail: info@seh.de

CS-Id: 100742,1452

INTERCON-MULTIPORT Serial Parallel Adapter

SEH
Computertechnik GmbH
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Ifs a rapidly changing world outthereandyoudon't want

to lose touch with it. So don't. INTRODUCING airmedia live.

IT'S wireless. We continuallybroadcast the best of the

Internet directly to your PC, without needing to be

on-line or tying up a phone line. AirMedia Live Internet

Broadcast Network delivers breaking headline stories

from sources iike Reuters, the latest stock market

updates from financial sites including Quote.com

and up-to-the-minute sports scores from services

like SportsLine. AirMedia Live never sleeps—you get

E-Mail alerts, weather forecasts, enter

tainment reviews and more. Beamed

right into your computer. DON'T search,

BE sought. Once you've signed up, relax

anduse your computer as youalways do.

Before youknow it you'llhaveaudio and

visual alerts flying in wirelessly hotoff

theInternet™ andappearing abovewhat

ever application you are using. Click on

one of these alert icons and now you've TTr,„

got your finger on the pulse of the web. S 1Z'17^'"
FOR THOSE WHO NEED TO KNOW FIRST. So howdo you get

your hands onthisrevolutionary service? Simple. Install

a Global Village NewsCatcher along with our award

winning multimedia software. Then sign-up andkeep in

touch with the world that counts the most...yours.

Visit us at www.airmedia.com or call 1-800-AIR-

(JrQ"2licfil-»a line! Q* (T)-

AirMedia Live

'

Knowing now makes the difference.

NewsCatcher
NewsCatcher from Global Village Communication. Featuring the AirMedia Live InternetBroadcast Network. Now available in a computerstore near you.
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THIS IS YOUR FASTEST

LINK TO THE INTERNET!

File Edit View Go Bookmarks Options Directory Window Help

Back Forwsi-d Home Reload Images

Go to: http://www.geosat.com/

What's New! j What's Cool! I Handbook Net Search I Net Directory

Tothe Internet user phone linesare a frustrating,
consumingjoke. Stop being limitedby the technt
phonesystemand receive informationfrom the ii
easilyand digitally.

Introducing the Hughes \
Network System Direct PC with Turbo \
Internet Here's how itworks: You send ^V
your requestsfor data out overyour old28.8 >v
modem. (Remember, data requests are small bin
commands that movejust fine over standard pho
lines.)Then, instead of sending all those graphical
pagesand downloadsback through your 28.8modem,
information is shot down to your computer via your D
satellite dish. The result: Now you can tour the Internet at
400kbps...l4times faster than your 28.8modem running at its
fastest That's it! You'vegot the information of the Internet with
out the World Wide Wait It's easy to install, or we'll do it for
you. Give us a call, they're
going fast! C"--, ^~-£. \

•TrS*
msti

Open Print
ft
Find

\

Your Entire

Office Can Now

IHave The Internet! |

Now everyone on your network
can access the blinding speed of
our Satellite interface. One 28.8

modem for the data requests, 1
DirecPC dish, 1 Isa card for the
Server...That's it! From 5 to 50+

people can logon at the same
time and surf simultaneously!
What an Intranet tool! It gets
even better...ask our sales

reps how!

Pre-Configured systems are |
available. Starting at $1995!

1.800.292.5742
HUGHES

DirecPC"

SUREAIR m
Exclusive National Installer

Stop

"At least 15 times

faster than your
standard 28.8..."

"A major speed bump on the so-
called information superhigh
way has been cleared thanks /
to Renegade Systems of
Gilbert" Tribune

\

System includes:

• 21" Fiberglass Dish
• ISA Adapters
• DirecPC Software

The Time it takes to Download

a 4.8 megabyte file

14.4 Modem

28.8 Modem

ISDN

DirecPC

29.2 Minutes

9.6 Minutes

• 1.98 Minutes

! Shorter bars are better !

GEOSAT
COMMUNICATIONS

Let GeoSatput the worldin your hands.
Shipping not included. All returns must have RMAM ami beIn original condition. 30day money hack
•jiiaraniee. minus sliipping. 10* restocking. 7%cancellation tec.Orders charged, processed andtested

prior toshipping. All logos arc trademarks of their respective companies. Not responsible tortypograph
icalerrors.*IOO-/f Compatibility (iuaranteeinvolvescertainrestrictions, call for details.HueliesNYm-ork

Systems Insight DirecPC, andTurbo Internet are trademarks of Hughes Network Systems, Inc.
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Imagine ifyoucouldtakeallofyourforms-based data

and instantly sendit to yourdatabase—nomanual data

entry, no delays. Stop imagining anddo it today with
TElEform, themostaccurate and affordable forms

processing software available.

TElEformhasthepower, speed andaccuracy you
need to automatically collectdatafromscannedor faxed-

in forms. Using familiar communications—paper and

pen, fax machines andmodems—TElEform reads
hand-printed, typed and filled-in data.

Automated

Data Entry.

accuracy

from a to z.

Eliminating dataentry means your staff will befree
for more productive activities. Having data entered
inseconds means increased productivity—you'll
work smarter, capture more data, faster and
with less effort.

Thousands ofcompanies use TELE/bnw to
make their businesses more efficient. Join them by
calling 800-659-8755 today.

For more information, visitCardiff Software's

Web site: http:www.cardiffsw.com.

READS MACHINE

PRINT TEXT (OCR)

READS HAND PRINT

TEXT (ICR)

READS OPTICAL

MARK RECOGNITION

ENTRIES (OMR)

READS BARCODES

• S3 iitnun lim atilian

REGISTRATION FORMS,

SALESORDERS, CLAIMS,

TIME CARDS, SURVEYS

AND MORE.

M
Cardiff)p- Software

PHONE: 619-752-5200 FAX: 619-752-5222

Go From Paper To Electronic Forms
TM

mips TransForm Suite
The Total Solution for creating and using electronic forms.

Includes TransForm™, TransFill™ and WordFill™

TransForm - Uses artificial intelligence and multiple OCR engines to redraw your scanned form into
a fully editable vector graphic. Convert your paper forms to electronic forms in seconds by scanning
or faxing them into TransForm.

TransFill -An MS Access based form filler. Set up complex calculations with an easy point and click
interface. Save the data you've entered toTransFill's database oryour own database for future access.

WordFill - The ideal solution for easily processing forms directly into MS Word. Import forms
created orscanned in TransForm, including data-entry field information, straight into MS Word.

• Automatically creates intelligent WYSIWYG form templates for use with MS Word for
Windows and MS Access, ensuring compatibility with the most popular e-mail, routing
and internet packages.

t/ Supports calculations, range checking, data validation, look-ups, and multi-database
look-ups with database attachments to Access, DBase, FoxPro, SQL Server, Paradox,
Btriev, ASCII delimited, ODBC and many more.

SRP $299.00

Call nrips at (801)888-8560

Also available
through:

800-EGGHEAD

800-555-MALL

COMPUSA
800-COMPUSA
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MicroW4REHOU5E

800-367-7080

TigerSoftware
800-888-4437

TTilp^
Dateline America, Inc.

Windows 3.1 & 95 Compatible

Tel: 619-679-4070 Fax: 619-679-4073
13240 Evening Creek Drive, Suite 311 • SanDiego, CA 92128
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IN NOVATIONS FOR THE WORLD OF UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES.

31COMDEX
Please visit us

at the FCLC booth at N232

Main Las Vegas
Convention Center

November 18-22, 1996
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BOOST YOUR PRODUCTIVITY.

INTRADISK ™FROM MRT.
If you communicate in open or closed networks, you will know all too well that the volume of information a network manages

and the number of users connected have a significant effect on the access time to the data. Faster processors generally offer only

a shortterm - and expensive - solution to this problem. But now things are changing! The new IntraDisk'" from MRT will meet

both your current and future needs. IntraDisk™ pushes the specific information you require up to the surface. And unlike normal

storage media, IntraDisk" utilizes ultra-fast DRAMs, allowing you to access information 100 times faster. With an access time of

under 100 us, you can process up to 3300 I/O requests per second depending on the application. And thanks to

its modular design you can start at 128 MB and grow up to 1 CB per unit. See for yourself! IntraDisk™ is more

than just a storage device. It's a complete storage solution. Interested in finding out more about IntraDisk™?

Simply give a call, send a fax, e-mail us or visit our homepage. MRT micro

Inc., USA, 8400 E. Prentice Ave. Suite 325, Englewood, CO 80111 - USA, Phone:

+ 1 303 793 3660 or 888 MRT Sale, Fax: +1 303 793 3126, E-Mail Sales &

Shipping: MRTUSA@aol.com, WEB site: http://www.mrt.no Ideas with a future!
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Keep Networks
Safe from Viruses

Your network can spread viruses, but it can also help get rid of them. Here's how.
By Barry Nance

mhe movie Independence Day showcased some clev
er humans defeating aliens by planting a virus in the
alien mother ship's computer. The ship—the big
gest file server ever—suffered physical damage and

crashed. Obviously,the alienshadn't heard of antivirus software.
Couched in a large dose of poetic license, this entertaining

science fiction tale brings
computer viruses to our at
tention yet one more time.
Here on earth, computer vi
ruses are a real threat to your
data and your networks—
but aliensaren't the culprits.
Rather, a few individuals feel
the need to distribute delib

erately buggy software.
Viruseshave been a prob

lem for years, of course, but
their threat is heightened
today because of our grow
ing interconnectedness. We
now regularly share files on
servers, download files from
the Internet, and accept at
tachments to e-mail mes

sages. Any one of these ev
eryday activities can load
buggy software into our
computers. And no form of
computer file seems to be
immune. Java applets, Ac
tiveXcomponents, and word
processing and spreadsheet
files all can—and do—con

tain viruses.

Fortunately, there ishelp.
A comprehensive backup
plan and centralized antivirus scanning can reduce viruses to
minor annoyances.

Network Vulnerabilities
Encountering a virus is riskiest on a network because of the in
discriminate way that people share executable files and data
files alike throughthefile server. Combine inadequate databack
ups and a virusthat's allowed to go unchecked for a period of
time, and the cost to your organization in lost data and wasted
time can be enormous.

Most organizations encourage the use of antivirus tools, but
virusawarenessisoften left for individual departments or remote
offices to administer. This isa mistake.Centralized,enterprise-
wide virus detection and reporting are important, and for an
important reason: An organization must know quickly whether
it's dealingwith an isolatedvirusincidentso it cankeepthe cost

of antivirus measures com

mensurate with the level of

threat. The most effective

antivirus procedures are
those that apply to an entire
enterprise, use the organi
zation's network to report
any problems, distribute
antivirus software updates
over the network, and, via
the use of log-inscripts, en
force the regular useof anti
virus software.

But even before you can
deal effectively with the
problembylaunchingan en
terprise-wide plan, you've
first got to cut through all
the vocabulary and euphe
misms that have sprung up
around viruses. Repeat after
me: A computer virus is a
buggyprogram that executes
on the computers attached
to your network. It's not a
germ; viruses don't spread
the way germs do. A virus
simplycopies itself through
the filesystemon your com
puter or file server.

An antivirus utility does
not "inoculate" your system or "disinfect" your PC. It scans
for known virus programs, removing buggy programs and
theireffects using normal file- or disk-management opera
tions. And what seems like an "outbreak" is notacontagious epi
demic, but rather theresult ofavirus reading your computer's
clock and taking some sortofaction (erasing files, perhaps) on
a certain date.

Acomputer virus is notself-aware. When an unsuspecting
victim executes aprogram containing avirus, thevirus program
or programsegmentcopiesitselfto another program file. The
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MINITAB
Statistical Software.

Master your data with ease.
For over 20 years inover 80 countries, users have experienced thepower andsimplicityofMINITAB

StatisticalSoftware. Used in businesses fromstart-ups to Fortune 500 companies, MINITAB is:

NEW! Release 11 runs

on Windows 3.1,
k Windows 95, and

Windows NT -

one product,

Powerful andcomprehensive - an"all in one"statistical
software package frombasic to complex statistical functions

Easy touse- with dialog boxes andprompts everystep oftheway

Easyfordataentryorimporting- enter datainto MINITAB
worksheets orimport data from Excel®, Lotus® andother programs

Ready touserightoutofthebox- withMINITAB Statistical
Software, thereisno lengthy learning process and a simple and
quick tutorial gets youworking right away

Available onmultipleplatforms- MINITAB Statistical
Software runs on Windows® '95, Windows® 3.1,

Windows NT™, Macintosh and Power Macintosh

Fully supported - on-lineHELP iseasyand quickplusskilled
technical specialists arejusta phone call away

Affordable-pricedunder US$1,000

Guaranteed -when you purchase directly from MINITAB,
youreceive our unconditional 30-day, money-back guarantee

Moving data
between MINITAB

and other packages,
including Excel and

Lotus is a breeze

Hot Bar Pressure

Your data comes

alive quickly
and attractively
with MINITAB's

presentation
graphics.

Dwell Time

With MINITAB's

wide range of
analytical tools,

you have complete
flexibility in

analyzing your data.

;

•r1

MINITAB has pull-down menus for
all ofits statistical capabilities.

Just click and work with your data!
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Descriptive Statistics

MINTAB
STATISTICAL]
SOFT-WARE

MINITAB Statistical

Software runs

on Windows '95,
Windows 3.1,
Windows NT,
Macintosh and

Power Macintosh.

To learn more about MINITAB,
visit us on our Web site:

http://www.minitab.com
MINITAB INC =€
Making Data Analysis Easier r.

MinitabInc., 3081 EnterpriseDrive.Stale College. PA.USA:
Tn Europe,call+44-(0)1203-695-730; OutsideEurope,fax814-238-4383.

All product names are trademarksof their respectivecompanies
© Minitab Inc., 1996 MINITAB is a trademark of Minitab Inc.

To order MINITAB
Statistical Software, call:

800-448-3555 814-238-3280



Keep Networks Safe from Viruses

target program istypically an executable
file, but it can also be the master boot rec
ord of the hard disk. The new copy of the
virus in the infected program also inher
its the ability to copy itself when run.

Somevirusesdo nothing elsebut make
copies of themselves.Or they might sim
ply display a message on a certain date.
But others are not so benign—they strike
by changingor deletingyour files.

It's a popular misconception that vi
ruses affect only DOS-based computers
and that protected-mode systems, such
as OS/2, NT, and Unix, are immune. But
viruses can attack these OSes. Viruses de

signed to infect native OS/2 executables
are more complicated to write than their
DOS counterparts. However, dual-boot
OS/2systems that occasionally run DOS
are subjectto the thousands of DOS-based
viruses. These buggy programs can alter
boot records and DOS program files on
OS/2-based machines.

In addition, we know of two OS/2 vi
ruses: OS2virl andjiskefet. OS2virl re
places all EXE files in the current direc
tory with copies of itself.Asa result, this

One Virus, Many Consequences

OS/2
Kill "C:\shmk"
Adds "deltree/y C:
to AUTOEXEC.BAT

MDMA Microsoft
Word macro virus
resident on server

fl
Windows 95
Kill "C:\shmk"
Kill "C:\windows\*.hlp"
Kill "C:\windows\system\*.cpl"
Damage to the registry

Macintosh
Kill MaclD$ ("*****")
(deletes all files)

Windows 3.x
Kill "C:\shmk"
Adds deltree /y C:"
to AUTOEXEC.BAT

Windows NT

Kill "*.*."
C:\shmk"

Once a macro virus, such as MDMA, infects a server, it can create

cross-platform havoc throughout an organization.

virus is hard to overlook and thus does

not spread very far.OS2virl displaysmes
sagesidentifying the filesthat it's replac
ing as it runs.

KR

Jiskefet replaces EXE files with a new
file that contains the original EXE file.
When the new, infected file is executed,
it re-creates the original EXE file under

We sat through 5 big presentations in 3 days.
All the people and equipment... a logistical nightmare.



EXPLORING
CHEMISTRY
FOR WINDOWS

EXPLORING CHEMIS-TRY
contains a large num-ber of
topics, which include: the
laws of chemistry; La-voisier,
Dalton and Proust; the
weighted balance of chemical
reactions; matter; pure
substances and mixtures;
elements and compounds;
atoms and mo-lecules; atomic
models; the orbital quantum
model and chemical bonds. It

is also possible to select the
elements on the basis of their
chemical and physical properties
and to make a comparison of the data
for several different elements by
creating a graph.

The EXPLORING series is a multi-media
collection for Secondary School students,
designed specifically to help them learn in
a simple and intuitive manner. It is not
intended solely for students but also for anyone
wanting to increase and broaden their knowledge of
a specific subject. The user can learn all the information
either by following the topics step by step or by navigating
through the contents. Learning is pleasant and the results are
guaranteed thanks to particularly sophisticated multi-media
techniques, such as the use of graphics for a more effective
understanding of the contents, hypertext links for moving
from a given topic to other related ones and helpful functions
for searching for the best-known terms.

EXPLORING PHYSICS
FOR WINDOWS

EXPLORING PHYSICS is split up into several learning units
covering the main topics of physics: the measurement of physical
magnitudes; units of measurement; the analysis of experimental
data; from the analysis of data to physical laws; speed,
acceleration and force; equilibrium in stiff bodies and fluids;
energy, temperature and heat; and electricity and the related
phenomena.

EXPLORING
BIOLOGY
FOR WINDOWS l'"3?rSl Element! ilitin shtmiia jtSrej—i

EXPLORING
MATHEMATICS
FOR WINDOWS

EXPLORING MATHE
MATICS covers a range of
many different topics: sets and
their relationships, classes of
equivalence, real and non-real
numbers, operations and pro
perties, algebraic expressions,
monomials and polynomials,
logical operations, equations and
disequations, systems of
equations and disequations and
their performance, 1st and 2nd
degree equations, radicals,
parametric equations and
biquadratic equations.

Exploring Biology deals with a
large number of topics that cover
experimental analysis, scientific
methodology, the instruments of
scientific enquiry, the features
underlying life, including the
molecules that make up the
structure of sugars, lipids, proteins
and nucleic acids. The cell and its
components, glycolisis, Krebs'
cycle, cellular respiration,
fermentation, chlorophyll related
photosynthesis, genetics, nucleic
acids, DNA and RNA, DNA duplication, proteic synthesis, cell reproduction,
Mendel's laws, sexual reproduction, modern genetics, genetic diseases, Darwin's
and Lamarck's theoriesof evolution, proof of evolution,evolutive mechanisms,
theorigin of life, theclassification of life-forms, thebinomial list,classification
criteria. Thekingdoms into which living beings aredivided arealso dealt with:
the Viruses, the Monera, the Protista, the Fungi, the Plantae and the Animalia.
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Minimum configuration: 100% MS-DOS compatible PC, CPU 80386 or higher. 4Mb ofRAM (8Mb are recommended), hard
disk with 6Mb ofavailable space, mouse, VGA graphic card orhigher, Windows 3.1 or higher.
Recommended: Windows compatible audio card, Windows compatible printer.
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$ 39.99
each title

Available inEnglish. German. Spanish and Italian

MS-DOS andWINDOWS arercgislered trademarks ofMicrosoft Corpor.ilion.

FMS(Qj,
FINSON srl

Via Montepulciano, 15
20124 Milano (ITALY)
Tel. +39-2-66987036
Fax +39-2-66987027

E-MAIL: finson@finson.it

FINSON (UK) Ltd.
Parallel House - 32 London Road

Guildford - Surrey GU I 2AB
Tel.+44-1483-451856
Fax+44-1483-452144

E-MAIL: finson@finson.co.uk

For more information and demos:
http://www.finson.com
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another name and then executes the orig
inal file. Jiskefet is not particularly ef
fective at finding new files to infect. Sim
ilar viruses in the DOS world have never

spread exceptionallywell,whichsuggests
that Jiskefet will not pose any significant
threat to OS/2systems.

Both Windows 95 and NT are fertile

ground for the spread of DOS viruses, as
well as virusesspeciallytargeted for Mi
crosoft's two latest OSes. Every unique OS
requires individually tailored antivirus-
protection software.

Virusesthat infect filestypicallyinstall
themselves as memory-resident TSRs.
Win 95 and NT support TSRs running in
DOS sessions. These memory-resident vi
rusescan infect new programs or floppies
as they are used. Some file-infecting vi
ruses fail in the NT (and OS/2) environ
ment because they attempt to use undoc
umented and unsupported DOS features.
A memory-resident virus can't spread
directly between separate DOS sessions,
but any program executed in a DOS ses
sion that's running a virus will likely be
come infected. continued

Threats and Countermeasures
Viruses can infect an enterprise via server files, floppies, the Internet,
or remote connections. Each entrance requires a different protection plan.

Threat
Virus resident on server;
all users at risk.

Countermeasure

Run virus scan dally.
Comprehensive backup to
restore data. Audit trails.

Threat
Infected floppy.
Local server system
at risk. Files shared
or put on server can
spread.

Countermeasure

Virus checker to
screen floppies
locally.

Internet

Threat
Viruses pass through
firewalls undetected.

Countermeasure
Users must screen all
downloaded programs
and documents before
use.

Threat
Mobile or remote
users exchange or
update large
amounts of data.
Risk of infection is
greater.

Countermeasure
Scan files before
upload or after
download. Make
frequent backups.

Then this guywalks in and only has two small bags,
a laptop and what looks like another laptop.



COMPUTEX
TAIPEI

THE 17TH TAIPEI INT'L
COMPUTER SHOW
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Taiwan's IT exports in 1996

shall reach US$ 25 billion,

making it the third largest IT

producer in the world.

Whether it's monitors,

notebooks, mainboards,

scanners, keyboards, mouse

devices, CD-ROM drives or

multimedia kits, there's hardly

a sector where Taiwan is not a

potent force. The future of 3Cs

is closely intertwined with that

of Taiwan.

COMPUTEXTAIPEI is your

link to the world's most

comprehensive IT sourcing

center. COMPUTEX TAIPEI

is also the entire world of

Information Technology in

microcosm, coming from Asia's

technical leader.

To be on-line with the future,

plug in COMPUTEX TAIPEI!.

#
ChinaExternalTradeDevelopment Council (CETRfl)
5 HsinyiRd..Sec. 5, Taipei,Taiwan,R.O.C.
Tel:886-2-725-1111, Fax: 886-2-725-1314
http://www.computexlalp8i.org
http://www.cetra.org.lw

GZH Taipei Computer Association (TEA)

Venues:

Taipei World Trade Center Exhibition Hall

TaipeiInt'l ConventionCenter(TICC)

Sponsor:
TaipeiWorld TradeCenterm$%

txhibilion information, pleasecontact CF.TRA.
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OS/2 programs use an executable file
format that's different from that of ordi

nary DOS programs. Afile-infectingvirus
that treats an OS/2 or NT executable file
like a DOSfile will likely render the target
program inoperable. In some cases,start
ing an OS/2 program from within an in
fectedDOS sessionwillinfectthe program's
DOSstub (the part of an OS/2program
that prints "This program cannot be run
in DOSmode").

Word processor and spreadsheet mac
ro viruses are nasty cross-platform prob
lems. The destructive MDMA macro virus

infects Microsoft Word documents and

has the capability to delete files (see the
figure "One Virus, Many Consequences"
on page 169). Because this virus is appli
cation-based, it works across many plat
forms: OS/2,Windows, Win 95, NT, and
the Macintosh. MDMA infects NORMAL

.DOT as well as files that use the Auto-

Close macro.

MDMAactivates itself on the first day
of the month. The result of an MDMA

attack is different on different OSes. A

typical effect: After the damage is done,

MDMA displays the following text in
a message box: "You are infected with
MDMADMV. Brought to you by MDMA
(Many Delinquent Modern Anarchists)."

LAROUX is a another macro virus; it
infects Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. LA
ROUX replicates itself but does not de
stroy data. It has been reported by only
one company,at sitesinAlaskaand Africa.

The LAROUX virus infects the PER

SONAL.XLS file, which is located by de
fault in \MSOFFICE\EXCEL\XLSTART

PERSONAL.XLS is a default filename sim

ilar to NORMAL.DOT for Microsoft Word

for Windows. If this file does not exist,
the virus creates it.

LAROUX usestwo macros to replicate:
auto_open and check_f i 1es. It infects
Excel versions 5 and 7 on Windows 3.1,
Win 95,NT, and OS/2. Because of the way
it searches for PERSONAL.XLS (which is
a DOS filename), the virus does not repli
cate on the Macintosh.

Viruses can spread on any system on
which a program can create or modify
another program. And they can spread
between users anytime a program that

one user runs can create or modify a pro
gram that another user can run.

Virusesaren'ttypically network-aware,
but there are two notable exceptions. In
November 1988,an Internet worm infect
ed thousands of Unix-based machines that

were connected to the Internet. And the

CHRISTMA EXEC, a Rexx program for
IBM'sVMOS,produced millionsof copies
of itself on computers attached to Euro
pean universitynetworks, aswellasIBM's
own computers. In both cases, the net
work structure enabled the programs to
spread rapidly ina matter of hours.With
inadayorso,networkadministrators wad
ed in, disabling the programs and clean
ing up the mess.

Recommended Dosage
So how do you stop viruses from attack
ing your enterprise ?Stopping your work
every 10minutes to run an antivirus util
ity is unproductive. But running such a
utility just once every few years isa wast
ed effort. For most organizations, bal
ancing safety and productivity means
running antivirus software as frequently

.•'.. .••£•/:"....'..->-.'.. . .. -.

I say, "Where's yourpresentation?" He just smiles,
plugs them together and BOOM... he blows us away!



Quantum Physics. Term or Life.
The Infield Fly Rule. Convergence.

Ah, we knew that last one would confuse you.

But then, which of life's complexities is tougher to

decipher than the Convergence market?

Where the need for expert Information Technology

solutions turns every decision into a Pass/Fail test.

It can all seem overwhelming. Until you discover

something nearly one million computing experts already

know. It's called BYTE, and within its pages

are the answers and insights IT decision-makers

trust to make Convergence a reality

instead of a nightmare.

Now, we're not saying BYTE can unravel all of life's

mysteries. But if your company is in the Convergence

market, or advertising to it, you'll find no one is more of

an authority on the subject.

The Infield Fly Rule?

Hey,your guess is as good as ours.

Why do nearly one million computing experts worldwide read BYTE magazine every month? Because only BYTE
delivers the global coverage and technical insights that illuminate Information Technology from problem through
solution. That makes us something of an authority on the subject. And you something of a genius when you advertise

in BYTE. For more information, call John Griffin, VP/Publisher at 603.924.2663. Or contact us at http://www.byte.com

The Global Authority for Computing Technology.
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asoncea day or aslittleasoncea week.If
your employees frequently use floppies
or other uncontrolled media to transport
data, running such a utility daily makes
sense (see the figure "Threats and Coun-
termeasures" on page 171).

Unfortunately, the majority of anti
virus programs are outdated even before
you install them; IBM estimates that up
to five new viruses are written each day.
Updates thus form an important part of
any antivirus policy. A typical organiza
tion should plan to update its antivirus
software at least every quarter.

Toremindyou ofyour potential expo
sure, many antivirus programs will an
nounce their staleness when a certain date

is reached. Distribute updates soon after
the utility displays its out-of-date mes
sage, but let users know that it's OKto
run a utility that claimsit's a few months
out of date. Be sure to distribute updates
to all your sites on a timely basis.

You should require 100 percent com
pliance with your antivirus procedures.
If you achieve 90 percent, then you will
have a fairly effective antivirus program
in place.Ifyournetwork OS (NOS) isNet-

-

WHERE TO FIND

Cheyenne Software Intel Corp. S&S Software TCT-ThunderByte
Roslyn Heights, NY Santa Clara, CA International, Inc. Corp.
(516)484-5110 (408)765-8080 Burlington, MA Cornwall, Ontario,

fax: (516) 484-3446 http://www.intel.com (617)273-7400 Canada

http://www.chey.com fax:(617)273-7474 (613)930-4444

McAfee Associates http://www.drsolomon http://www
IBM Santa Clara, CA .com .thunderbyte.com

Armonk, NY

(914)765-1900
http://www.ibm.com

(408) 988-3832
fax: (408) 970-9727
http://www.mcafee
.com

Symantec Corp.
Cupertino, CA
(408)253-9600
http://www
.symantec.com

Touchstone Software
Huntington Beach, CA
(800)531-0450
http://www.antivirus
.com

Ware,consider running the antivirusutil
ityinNetWare's system log-in script. Each
computer willthen scan for virusesevery
time a user logs on to the network. DOS,
Windows 3.1, Win 95, the latest version
of NT, and OS/2 all support NetWare log
in scripts.

No Immunity
Inevitably, every organization will en
counteravirusproblem.Networked com
puters, especially those running DOS or
Windows, are most at risk. Networks al
low viruses, the majority of which are
DOS-based,to spread quickly.

However, no computing environment
hasa natural immunity to viruses.Agood
backup of your data, along with an ag
gressive enterprise-wide antivirus strat
egy, is inexpensive insurance. 13

Barry Nance, a BYTE consulting editor, has
been a programmerfor25 years. He is theau-
tborof UsingOS/2 Warp (Que, 1994), Intro
duction to Networking (Que, 1994), and Cli
ent/Server LAN Programming (Que, 1994).
You can contact him at barryn@bix.com.

Introducing Proxima! Lightbook
The first truly portable, lightweight, multimedia notebook projector built to withstand
the rigors of the road. Call (800) 447-7692, ext. 443 to schedule your demonstration

and request your free "The How-To's ofPowerful Presentations" booklet.
Let us show you what portable really means.

PROXIMO
MULTIMEDIA PROJECTORS

http://www.prxm.com-MainOlfice: 9440 Carroll Park Drive, San Diego, CA 92121-2298 • (619) 457-5500 FAX: (619) 457-9647
Prnxim.i is .n registered trademark t>! iiu- Pmxima Corporation. Lightbook is a ir.nifui.irk of the Proxima Gornoration-. other M-.nlrm.irks .nr-,- nmnniv ,,i ii„.ir r,..,.,.,-,;,
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THE 1996 MICROGRAFX CHILI FOR CHILDREN COOK-OFF
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19,1996 • 6 PM -11 PM • THOMAS & MACK CENTER (UNLV)

Let yourself go at thisyear's Micrografx Chili for
Children Cook-Off-COMDEX/Fall's premier charity event.

It's a zesty mix offun, fun, fun—with chili judging
andarmadillo races, alltopped off with a sizzling
concert byBTOandthe VILLAGE PEOPLE.

Your ticket to the Chili Cook-Off and concert is

only $50 —or $25 for the concert alone. And most
important, it all goes to support the vital work of
the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children (NCMEC).

For ticket information,call the ChiliHotLine today
at 1-800-357-7255. Orvisitour red-hot Chili Web Page

at http://www.micrografx.com/chili.html or
drop into the Micrografx Chili for Children
Booths at LVCC and Sands Expo Lobby at
COMDEX/Fall. What's more, mention this ad and
you'll get$5 off theconcert admission only.

So come on out and dance the night away.
You'll have a great time,and you'll help us all
go a long way towards helping missing children.
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C/S Tools

New versions of PowerBuilder and Centura offer improved
performance andfaster 32-bit applications. ByMark Heftier

Upgraded C/S Tools: How Much Better?
arlier this year, we compared
Borland International's Del

phi Client/Server Suite, Mi
crosoft's Visual Basic 4.0

Enterprise Edition, Powersoft's Power
Builder Enterprise 4.0, and Gupta's
SQLWindows 5.0 (see "New Leaders of

POWERBUILDER 5.0

TECHNOLOGY • • • *

IMPLEMENTATION • * * •

PERFORMANCE • *

the Client/Server Migration," June
BYTE). Since then, Powersoft has released
PowerBuilder 5.0, while Gupta has
changed its name to Centura Software
and issued Centura Team Developer
1.0.These products are so improved that
we considered it important to look them
over and update our previous ratings
based on the new capabilities.

Both of these packages are develop
ment tools for creating custom, stand
alone client/server applications that let
users enter, sort, filter,and report on your
organization's data according to your
business policies, procedures, and data
operations. As in June, we tested these
products for performance, usability,
and versatility,usingeach one to develop
an order-entry-system database of books,
authors, and customer orders. With our
test applications, users browse a database
of 50,000 existing orders, enter new

orders, and run simple and complex
reports.

In our tests, PowerBuilder and Centura
come out close together. PowerBuilder is
a little easier to use and a little more pow
erful, but Centura builds better-per
formingapplicationsmore quickly. In the
June review, Delphi showed itself to be
several times faster than Visual Basic,
which in turn was several times faster

than its other competitors. Centura and
PowerBuilder have narrowed the gap, but
Visual Basic is still a solid second.

UsingNSTL's overall ratings scheme,
Centura's greatlyimproved performance
and PowerBuilder's much better versa

tilitymove both products within striking
distance of Visual Basic. In fact, on the
1-to-10 scale we use, a mere 0.2delta sep
arates the three runners-up. Though it's
a good performer, VisualBasic is clearly
on a tier below the other three products
in terms of features. Delphi, though it has
the steepest learning curve, isstillthe per
formance and features champ.

ADVANTAG

+ Integrated version-control sys

remarkably easy to set up

+ Excellent support for three-tiered client/

server applications that communicate

with one another

DISADVANTAGES

- Repository platform requires Sybase's

SQL Anywhere

- Improved performance still lags behind

the competition

der Enterprise

Most of the features and architecture

that havemade PowerBuilderpop
ular are still in place in version 5.0. You
still use interfacescalledpaintersto cre
ate the various parts of applications, and
DataWindows allow easy implementa-

*••** Outstanding **•* Very Good *•* Good •* Fair • Poor

CENTURA TEAM BUILDER
Team Object Ma

File Edit View Toots Windows Help

*\v\ m [wwj\ mm i

Afi Folders

m(h Protect 8STARTER -State
E _1 Project TEST •Test Protect

fi _il TeamMembets

Exploring Repository

Hietafcriic-sJ view of piojects

TECHNOLOGY * • • •

IMPLEMENTATION *" * *

PERFORMANCE

tion of database access. InfoMaker, the
report generator, looks and feels much
the same as in PowerBuilder 4.0, but it's
now available as a 32-bit application.
Developers can create reusable compo
nents called user objects, which can be
based on built-in components or other
user objects and inherit their properties.

Beyondthe familiar features, however,
version 5.0 moves the product into the
next generation of client/server devel
opment by introducing support for a
three-tiered architecture. This capability
is already available in Visual Basic and
Delphi, but PowerBuilder is the best of
the three products at providing step-by-
step instructions for developing client
and server applications that communi
cate with each other. Powersoft intro

duced nonvisual user objects in version
4.0. It extended the capability in version
5.0to allow the nonvisual objectsof one
program to be executed by another.

Users familiar with PowerBuilder's

Library Painterwillgo through virtually
no additional learningcurvewith the new
version-control system, ObjectCycle.
Once you set up an ObjectCycle Server,
you simply register the contents of a

NOVEMBER 1996 BYtE 1 77



Comparison

library withObjectCycle. From thatpoint,
you checkcomponents inand out as inear
lierversions. Setting up the ObjectCycle
Serveris effortless. This is amazinggiven
that the system must create a client/server
database to store project data.

ADVANTAGES

+ Much improved perfoi

+ Allowsbuildingof32-bit applications

+ Data repository uses Oracle, Microsoft,

Sybase, or Centura databases

DISADVANTAGES

- Features and versatility are little changed
- Application Serverforthree-tiered

applications is not yet available

- Need to manuallyedit configuration files

The companythat wasformerlyknown
as Gupta has adopted a completely

new identity, renamingboth its flagship
software package and the company itself.
Inside the new package, however, Centura
Team Builder is essentiallya version up
grade of SQLWindows. You still develop
applications by writing code in the famil
iarOutliner interface, usingthe sameSQL
Windows Application Language (SAL)
commands and functions that earlier ver

sions used.

Developers can avoid the Outliner to a
large degree by using QuickObjects, which
generate forms and other objects auto
matically based on input supplied by the
developer. This isn't a new feature, how
ever, having been introduced in SQLWin
dows 5.0. The Team Object Manager is
essentiallyTeamWindows with a new user
interface. Centura's much-touted Appli
cation Server, the tool for developing
three-tiered applications, won't be avail
able until later in the year.

The earlier version's annoying details
are also still in place. To enable access to
remote databases, you must still edit con
figuration files manually. Team Object
Manager, like the earlier Team Windows,
still leads the field in maximizing the
power of theclient/serverenvironmentfor
repository-based applications manage
ment, but it's still poorly integrated with
the main development interface. Also,
while QuickObjects produce applications
and components more quickly than writ
ingcode in the Outliner, it isdifficultand
confusingto change properties after you
generate them. continued
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PowerBuilder vs. Centura

You canaccess thefull data, including Delphi andVisual Basic 4.0,complete
with individual weightings and scores ineach categoryand line item, onThe
BYTE Site (http://www.byte.com/).

PowerBuilder Centura

FORM DESIGN
Visualquery builder • •
Query by form •

Quick form from database table • •
Movefields after generating • •

Quick master-detail form • •

•Multiple record display •

APPLICATION-CONTROL FEATURES
Dynamicmenu building •
Multitab dialog boxes • •

Form can call another form • •

EVENT HANDLING
Procedures triggered byevents • •

Detect keystroke/mouse-click/time event • •

Process based on old or new value • •*
Cancel any event • •

ADVANCED FUNCTIONS
Incorporate VBX and ActiveX controls • •

OLE2.0edit-in-place • •

Store OLE objects in database • •

SQLSUPPORT
Generic SQL • •
Engine-specific native SQL • •

Transparent joins across engines

REPORTGENERATOR

,Incorporate report intoapplication •

Quick report within application • •

Specify selection criteria, sort order at run time • •
Event procedures • •

Multiplerecords across page • •

APPLICATION REPOSITORY
Store application components • •
and reusable objects
Store multiple versions • •

Store form/report templates • •

WORKGROUP FEATURES
Check out/check in • •

Built-in version control • •

Version control of external files • •

REMOTE AUTOMATION

•

Produce remote programs •

Call and exchange data with remote programs •

Remote procedures can access database •

Call in-process OLE server • •

Call out-of-process OLE server • •
Produce in-process OLE servers •

OBJECT MANAGEMENT

Copy objects between applications
Copy code snippets between applications
Reusable object classes
Subclasses with inheritance

Multiple inheritance

* Byretrieving status codes from database. i/ = yes

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•



PC-TO-UNIX

CONNECTIVITY, AS DESIGNED BY

NETWORK PROFESSIONALS.

If it were up to you, even the most complicated things would be
simplified: tricycle assembly, VCR programming, maybe even your
UNIX network.

Not that you'd want to manage it with one button. But with
ReflectionX fromWRQ, it's almost that easy. Reflectionprovides a
powerful X11R6 PC X server and complete PC-to-UNIX
connectivity that lets end-users handily access mission-critical
applications right from the Windows desktop.

REFLECTION" X/REFLECTION SUITE FOR X
A ARCHITECTURE: 32-BITWITH WINDOWS ACCELERATED VIDEO ENHANCEMENTS

(WAVE);XI1 R6 COMPLIANCE (XTEST AND MULTI BUFFERING EXTENSION [MBX]),

OPTIMIZED FOR WINDOWS 95

A INTEGRATION TOOLS: DIAL-UP X, CONFIGURABLE PANNING.VIRTUAL SCREEN, BACK

ING STORE AND SAVE UNDERS, 24-BIT COLOR SUPPORT, REMOTE AND LOCAL WINDOW

MANAGEMENT,GUI KEYBOARD MAPPING, AND ENHANCED LOCAL PRINTING

A TCP/IP AND APPLICATIONS: VT420, VT320, SCO ANSI, BBS ANSI, LPR/LPD, NFS, FTP

CLIENT/SERVER, SNMP MIB II, DHCP, FINGER, PING, NETWORK MANAGEMENT, INTERNET

A MANAGEMENT TOOLS: XTRACE UTILITY WITH CUSTOMIZED FILTERS, QUICK-START

CONNECTION TEMPLATES, HOST RESPONSE WINDOW, AUTO-FONT SUBSTITUTION, AND

CENTRALIZED SITE ADMINISTRATION

A TECHNICAL SUPPORT: FREE PHONE SUPPORT, BBS,TECH NOTES BY FAX AND WORLD

WIDE WEB

WRQ REFLECTION OFFERS COMPLETE SOLUTIONS FOR UNIX, X, HP, DIGITAL,
AS/400,3270, AND TCP/IP CONNECTIVITY.

CALL 800.926.3896 IN EUROPE, CALL +31.70.375.11.00

OUTSIDE EUROPE, CALL 206.217.7100

INTERNET: info@wrq.com WEB: http://www.wrq.com

PCWEEKLABS

NALYST'S

OCT. 9,1995

Reflection Suite for X5.0

New

WINDOWS NT
Version Available.'

It has the highest level of application reliability,
an award-winning TCP/IP stack, plus 32-bit
architecture for faster performance. And best of
all, it's everything you need—PC X server, transport, TCP
applications, emulation, even an NFS client and Internet
access tools—all from one vendor.

To try PC-to-UNIX connectivity designed from your
point of view, get yourself in gear and call for a free
evaluationcopy. Then sit back and watch everythinggo like
clockwork.

JCF/IP

X For a FREE evaluation copy, call
800.926.3896

^Reflection
CONNECTIVITY FOR A CHANGING WORLD
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Comparison C/S Development Tools

TECH FOCUS

New Versions, New Controls
Inany developmentenvironmentthat involves morethan one person,
the issueof version control(sometimes calledchange control)becomes
criticallyimportant. Asa software project evolvesand grows, youadd
andchangeroutinesand modules, requiring recompilation, relinking,
and resynching of some or all of the executable files.

BothPowerBuilder Enterpriseand Centura TeamDeveloper include
facilities for version control, and both use client/server database tech

nologyto create and manage a shared, central object repository.
Centura's Team Object Manager lets developers choose from Oracle,
Microsoft, Sybase, or Centura databases for a repository platform,
while PowerBuilder'sObjectCyclerequires Sybase's SQL Anywhere.

Object-based systems must store many types of objects together
with their properties and histories, includingwindowsstored in libraries,

menus, ActiveXes, bit maps, icons, DLLs, and even Word documents.

Centura Team Developer features a graphical class browser that visu
ally describes inheritance relationships among objects and classes,
management reports that detail where an object is used in an appli

cation, ownership information on objects, the assignment of separate
roles to team members who function as class engineers or object assem

blers, version control of objects, and much more. PowerBuilder has

ObjectCycleManager (see the screen at the right), a graphical inter
face to the ObjectCycle Server that provides administration of

PowerBuilder objects and projects, and version control for non-

PowerBuilder objects. Centura's Team Object Manager supports proj

ect branching (e.g., running development for versions 1.1 and 2.0 con

currently), coding standards management, deployment management,

VERSION CONTROL

impact analysis,audit trails, and management reporting.
Important tasks related to version control include the administra

tion of multiple platform versions, configuration information, build
management, quality control, and release management. Both com
panies claim that their version-control facilities are up to the com
plete task. Forexample,PowerBuilder has a buildprocessthat's quite
different fromthat usedina Cor C++ environment. Third-partytools
have onlya limited ability to handle such product-specific, cross-tool
builds,and that can limit their usefulness and versatility. Centura has
a buildmanagement feature with whichyou can specifyhowdifferent
files come together to constitute a deployable application.
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With all these holdovers, why did we
bother with Centura? Its major new fea
ture is that it now supports the develop
ment of 32-bit applications, a change that
significantly improves performance (see
the section below). In addition, the pack
age incorporates Centura Ranger for data
base replication. Many leading database
vendors (e.g., Oracle, Sybase, and Micro
soft) support replication. Centura's strat
egy isto approach the issuefrom the client

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Centura Team PowerBuilder

Developer 1.0 Enterprise 5.0
$4995 $2995
(486 or better, 8 MB (486 or better, 12 MB
ofRAM.BOMBofdisk of RAM[16 MB is
space, Windows 95 or recommended], 32 MB
Windows NT) of disk space, Windows
Centura Software 3.1 x, Windows 95, or

Corp. Windows NT)
Menlo Park, CA Powersoft Corp.
(800) 444-8782 Concord, MA
fax:(415)321-5471 (800)395-3525
http://www (508)287-1500
.centurasoft.com fax: (508) 369-8639
Circle1004 http://www
on Inquiry Card. .powersoft.com

Circle 1005

on Inquiry Card.

side, providing heterogeneous replication
between a variety of database formats. At
present, however, it supports only SQL
Base and Oracle databases; replicating
Oracle databases requires buying an addi
tional product from Centura.

Performance
NSTL ran PowerBuilder 5.0 and Centura

Team Builder through the same bench
mark suite used in the June review, with
the identical configuration: We executed
applications on a DellDimension XPS P90
with 24MBof RAM running Windows NT
3.51, accessing a Microsoft SQLServer
database. This allowed us to compare the
results directly to those of the June review,
where PowerBuilder and SQLWindows
trailed Delphi and Visual Basicby signifi
cant margins.

Both products are markedly faster, but
Centura is by far the more significantly
improved. This is due largely to its 32-bit
capability; the previous 16-bitversion was
at a disadvantage to the other three prod
ucts in the earlier review. However, data
retrieval isdramatically improved aswell.
The time to retrieve a 50,000-record data

set is 80 percent shorter. Report genera
tion takes a third less time for a complex
report, more than halffor asimplereport.
These improvements are enough to move
Centura ahead of PowerBuilder, though
it's still well behind Delphi and Visual
Basic.

PowerBuilder has introduced a new

machine code compiler. By Powersoft's
own admission, however, the benefits for
suchoperations asdata retrievaland screen
drawing—which are, after all, the central
facetsof an on-line database application—
will be minimal at best.

Nonetheless, PowerBuilder 5.0 shows a
consistent 20 percent to 30 percent in
crease over version 4.0 on most of the tests.

Report execution times are reduced by
more than a third, largelybecause the Info-
Maker report generator is now a 32-bit
application.

In the final analysis, PowerBuilder beats
Centura (despite the latter's improve
ments), and neither beats Delphi for fea
tures and performance. 0

Mark Hettler is a senior technical editor at

NSTL. Youcan reach him at markh@nstl.com.
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IW114V Real-Time Systems

ObjectGeode, an OO CASE tool for real-time development, is a
suite of tools based on accepted standards. By Rick Grehan

Real-Time RAD

I bject-oriented (OO) CASE
tools have been notoriously
deficient when applied to

Ireal-time applications. Now,
Verilog's ObjectGeode, with its triad of
interwoven editors, will take on this real-
world challenge.

Opponents of generic OOmethod
ologiescomplain that they are not effec
tive in modeling the asynchronicity, con
currency, and distribution of real-time
systems, and that typical OO CASE tools
provide no formalconnectionbetween
abstract models and programs.

Consequently, ObjectGeode has
some rapids to cross. It does so by lash
ing together a collectionof tools based
on well-accepted standards.

Editors, Editors
I tested ObjectGeode on a SparcClassic
runningSolaris 2.5. It isalsoavailable for
SunSparc,Hewlett-Packard Series9000/
7xx-8xx, IBM RS/6000 and PowerPC,and
DECAlpha/OSFl.

AtObjectGeode's core are three edi
tors: object modeling technique (OMT),
specification and description language
(SDL), and message sequence chart
(MSC).The OMT editor is sometimes
referred to as the class diagram editor.
Each editor's notations are based on

TECHNOLOGY * • * *

IMPLEMENTATION • * * •

PERFORMANCE * • * •

widelyacceptedstandards: SDL and MSC
are standard notations in the telecom

munications industry. OMT is the well-
known technique developed by James
Rumbaugh and others.

The OMT Editor
This editor allowsyou to build classand
instance diagrams using OMT notation.

author iieCi^dCCashCarci, (
authx-iieHithorwiKCa '"
balance (INTEGER)
b&lancetip
claanLogBook
enclosed
crwOk
dispenseCash(INTEGER)
duBpLosBook
•rrtarr^«wor(l(CH*SrRING>
lresrtCar\J(PoirrtHo)
lc«Book(CHRRSTRINQ)
quItOp
report(freratior-Repcrt)
rK»aiwtoieiCCHnCinfi
r^qjesWnrtt**a.»l(CoshCard,
tafa-CashCBOGLEf-t-O
v*rif«C«^(Casr*C«rd,

P Errors [~ Warnings P Informal

Nooutput for signalauthorizewith I
Noinputforsignalor timeratmstaI
Noinput for signal or timer logboc I
No output for signal whhdrawalop f

ObjectGeode
$48,000
($60,000 with seven

days of training and one

year of support)

Verilog, Inc.

Dallas, TX

(800) 424-3095

(214)241-6595

info@logtech.com

Circle 1067

Next Previous

ObjectGeode's SDL editor allows you to design

finite state machines and will generate source code.

From within the OMT editor, you make
setsof modules, each module beingapar
ticular view of the system. Typically, you
create an overall view of the system to
identifythe principalactors (i.e.,objects)
and then construct other modules that

describe those actors in increasing detail.
Diagrams you construct with the

OMTeditor are necessarilyvisualand fall
into two categories: class diagrams and
instance diagrams. Class diagrams show
the internal structure (i.e., data items and
methods) of—and relationships be
tween—the system's objects. For exam
ple, ifyou are designinga systemto con
trol a bank's ATMs, you would use a class
diagram to define what's inside the sys
tem's notion of a bank object and how
that object relates to a customer object.
Instance diagrams illustrate how a par
ticular set of instances derived from the

system's classes might be logically con
nected to one another.

ObjectGeode cangenerate C+ + code
from the modules you create in the OMT

editor. This code is really C+ +-style-
header filescontaining classdeclarations
filled with variable definitions and

method prototypes. You can't use the
OMT editor to specify the details of a
given class's methods.

The AASC Editor
You turn to the MSC editor to diagram
each use case, which is like the script of
a play. You can read use-case diagrams
to determine the actions that unfold as

the system operates.
Other methodologies call use cases

usagescenarios oreventtraces. ButObject
Geode scenarios refer to high-level event
descriptions that are separate from the
low-level details of the event. Thus, a sce
nario might be shown as a block labeled
SCSI read in an MSC diagram, while the
MSC would be the chart detailing the
steps of the read operation.

It's important to note that the charts
you build with the MSC editor show dis
crete activities, so you cannot use it to
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Review

model the entire behavior of the system.
Additionally, MSCs show the expected
behaviorof the system—what the system
is supposed to do, not how it does it.

Use cases are helpful in determining
derived requirements of objects. In other
words,workingout theusecasefor apar
ticular event may revealan attribute that
wasomitted from an objectparticipating
in that event.It's a two-stepprocess.First,
youidentifythe functionsthe systemmust
perform; next, you work through the
details of the lowest-level activities.

The SDL Editor

ObjectGeode's SDL editor is a combina
tion ofthreeeditors:a hierarchyeditor,an
interconnection editor, and a finite-state-
machine (FSM) editor. The hierarchy edi
tor is similar to one found in the MSC edi

tor and is likewise a means of grouping
similar activities.

With the interconnection editor, you
can model communication between ob

jectsin thesystemlikeinawiringdiagram.
It's easy to get confused here, because
you're likelyto conclude that objects in the
SDL editor are the sameas those you built
in the OMT editor. This is not so, and the
distinction is revealed once you under
stand ObjectGeode's designprocess.Sim
ply put, you use the OMT editor in the
problem domain and the SDL editor in the
solution domain. Thus, SDL editor objects
are often artifacts—objects that are con
structed to solve the problem outlined in
the OMT editor.

You program the machinations of the

TECH FOCUS
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processes themselves visually, using the
FSM editor. From a distance, you could
mistake the FSM diagramsfor flowcharts,
which in a sense they are. FSM diagrams
reveal how SDL processes work.

The Process Process
Working through a project with Object
Geodedoesnot meanmoving amongedi
tors sequentially. Rather,youvisitthe same
editormultiple times. Theoverall process
goes something like this:

Requirement-analysis phase.Usingthe
OMTeditor, you work out major classes
based on real-world objects, identifying
class attributes, methods, and relation
ships. In use-case modeling, you use the
MSC editor to outline what the system
should do, grouping cases into scenarios
and defining messages between objects.

Architectural design.You introduce
objects that willparticipateinthesolution,
avoidingspecifics. Much of this happens
in SDL. The focus shifts from objects to
processes. The interconnection editor lets
you map out how processes communicate
with one another, thereby revealing the
architecture of the system.

Detaileddesign. At this point, you use
the FSM editor to begin working out the
details of processes. Once you have the
state machine of a processspecified, you
generate SDL code and run it in simulation
on an SDL engine. This lets you catch
such problems as deadlocks and unex
pected signals. You can also backfill miss
ing details in the OMTclassdiagrams that
preceding phases have revealed.

SYSTEM TYPES

What's an Asynchronous System?
ObjectGeode addresses one class of real-time systems: asynchronous systems-those that

service nonperiodic events. An example of an asynchronous system is a telecommunications

switching system; there's no way for the system to predict when you'll pick up the phone. It's

no surprise, then, to find that many of ObjectGeode's customers are in the telecommunica

tions industry.

The other class of real-time systems-synchronous-deals with events or signals that arrive

within a known period. (The dichotomy is not rigid. Plenty of real-time systems have both
synchronous and asynchronous characteristics.) Synchronous systems also tend to be "hard
real time" in nature. That is, not only do the events occur with known regularity, the system

must service them in a specified amount of time. An example of a synchronous real-time sys

tem is a stepper-motor controller. Signal pulses must be transmitted to the motor at a cer

tain frequency, or the motor simply won't step.

Designinga synchronous real-time system amounts to determining how many events will

arrive at the systemand at what frequency,and deploying tasks (or threads) to handle each
event. Thedeveloper then explores worst-case scenarios to determine, for example, whether

there would be enough horsepower to service events if they all arrived simultaneously.
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Test design. You refine the MSCs pro
duced in the requirement-analysis phase
to construct detailed message sequences
that exerciseall possiblescenarios.When
running an SDL simulation, ObjectGeode
will generate MSCsand match them with
those specified. Youcan also create failure
MSCs—message sequences that, if exe
cuted, indicate a failureof the system.

Targeting and testing. These phases
convert the working SDL models to exe
cutable code. The conversion is straight
forward, but it requires an SDL virtual
machine on the target system. Virtual
machines exist for a number of popular
real-time OSes (RTOSes), including pSOS,
VxWorks, and Vertex.

Good, Bad, and Ugly
ObjectGeode has competitors, most
notablythe real-timeobject-orientedmod
eling(ROOM) tool suitecalledObjecTime
(see "Systems Design in ObjecTime,"
December1995 BYTE). Additionally, real
time projects have used the Shlaer-Mellor
object-oriented-analysis (OOA) method,
which is supported by development tools
from Project Technology.

ObjectGeode'sindisputable advantage
isitsuseof standard notational languages
and methodologies. This savesyou from
havingto learnconceptsthat aren't appli
cable elsewhere.

Its use of SDL as the procedural nota
tion providesa measureof portability. Not
only can you target a variety of RTOSes,
you can also deploy a singleSDL model on
different topologies (e.g., the same model
can produce code for both single-proces
sor and multiprocessor systems).

On the downside,ObjectGeodesuffers
from the difficulties in applyinggeneral-
purpose OO-modeling methodologies to
real-timesystems,suchasrequiring trans
lation "by hand" of items specified in the
OMT and MSC notations into final code.

ObjectGeode therefore can't provide a
complete model-to-code solution. Con
trast this with ObjecTime's ROOM,which
uses an executable notation.

The pricing is steep as well. The soft
ware suite we tested costs $48,000 ($60,000
adds seven days of training and mainte
nance support for one year).The different
components of ObjectGeode are available
separately, and there are discounts for
quantity purchases. El

RickGrehan isaseniortechnical editorforBYTE
reviews.Youcan reachhimat rick_g@bix.com.
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Iomega's Ditto 2GB tape drive can back up all your data on a
single cartridge—albeit slowly. By Robert L. Hummel

Ditto Your Data

• apebackupwasonceamurky,
quirky domain where techni
cians tended expensive, pro
prietary black boxes. Today,

ease of use and low prices make tape
backup a sizzlingconsumer-oriented af-
termarket. Iomega's latest entry into this
pageant, the Ditto 2GB External, contin
uesthe trend toward higher-capacity me
dia, lower-priced drives,and user-friend
ly software.

Asthe sizeof the averagehard diskhas
swollen to epic proportions, so has the
chance of data disaster. Given the cost

of re-creating even a single complex
file, personal tape-backup devices, such

Ditto Data

Interface: Parallel port (with printer
pass-through)

Read compatibility: QIC-80, QIC-
SOW, QIC-3010, and QIC-3020;

Travan TR-1, TR-2, and TR-3

Writes: Preformatted Iomega 2GB only

Native capacity: 1 GB

Cartridge cost: Less than $20

as the Ditto 2GB drive, are increasingly
attractive.

Measuring 5.4 by 1.6 by 7.6 inches,
the Ditto 2GB drive easily finds a home
on a crowded desk. It connects to a par
allel port (with printer pass-through),
and it's eminently portable, weighing in
at a svelte 1.4pounds, although the larg
ish power brick weighs 1.7 pounds.

The drive reads many quarter-inch-
cartridge (QlC)-standard tape formats,
but it writes only to Iomega's proprietary
1-GB format (2 GBwith compression).
Fortunately, formatted Ditto 2GBcar
tridges have a street price below $20—a
lower cost per megabyte than compara
ble formats. If a tape becomesunusable
for any reason, however, you'll have to
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replace it. Iomegadecidedto prevent the
Ditto 2GB from formatting tapes, citing
the longformat timeand highercartridge
price.

Single-Step Backup
The Ditto Toolsbackup software (devel
oped for Iomega byArcada Software) is
as easy to use as could be. You can back
up a single file or an entire set of drive
volumes in one session. The simple 1-
Step version, the ultimate in auto-pilot,
manages backup operations automati
callyand restores filesjustaseasily. More
experienced users craving backup flexi
bility can choose from various options,
including full, incremental, and differ
ential backups. Supported environments
include DOS, OS/2,and Windows 3.x and
95. Iomega promises an NT version soon.

You'llappreciate the software's sup
port for unattended backups, given the
Ditto's somewhat sluggishperformance.
For example, on an 8-MB 486DX/66 sys
tem runningWin95with defaultsettings,
Imeasured an averagedisk-to-tape speed
of about 4.5 MB per minute with a typi
cal mixture of applications and data. (Io
mega claimsspeeds up to 9.5MBps with
faster systems.) Adding in the time re
quired to verify the backup reduced the
effective backup speed to 1.7MBpm.At
that rate, filling up an entire tape could
take 10 hours.

RATINGS i

TECHNOLOGY + •*- *

IMPLEMENTATION * • • •

PERFORMANCE • •

The Ditto 2GBis not without prob
lems—most of them common to all par
allel-port tape drives. To function prop
erly under DOS, for example, the drive
needs exclusive use of a hardware in

terrupt. That means you have to resolve
any potential conflicts with sound, net

work, or other expansion cards manu
ally. Driveperformance isalsohighlyde
pendent on systemspeed. On slowersys
tems running Windows 95,don't expect
to perform other taskswhile backingup
in the background. It's possible, but not
practical.

A Personal Ditto

The Ditto 2GB drive combines a 1-GB

native capacity (or 2 GB, assuming typi
cal file compression) with ultraportabil-
ity and affordable pricing—both for the
drive and the media. And although its
parallel-port interface means that it's
not the fastesttape drive around, the Dit
to is a solid choice for personal system
backups. 13

Robert L. Hummel is an electricalengineer,
programmer, and consultant. You can reach
him on theInternet afrhummel@monad.net.

•**•• Outstanding •••• Very Good •*• Good *• Fair • Poor
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've got a new method for
writing fiction, and it's been
working so far. Every morn
ing, including Saturday, I get

up at 8:00,have a leisurelybreakfast, and
read the papers. By10:00, I'm upstairs in
what used to be Alex's room. There's

nothing in it but an elderly (in this busi
ness, three years is old) Gateway 2000
486DX2,a steno chair, a portable icechest
I fill with Dr. Pepper and root beer, and
Alex's old high school books. There are
no distractions. No phone. No modem.
No computer games. No interesting
books.

I stay there until 12:30. So far, I have
averaged more than 1000 words a day
plus rewriting the previous day's output.
Starswarm, my new juvenile about a boy
who grows up with a computer in his
head, is taking shape wonderfully, with
over 50,000 words done. At more than a
thousand words a day, it will be finished
in two weeks.

The Gateway 2000486DX2was Rober
ta's computer before we upgraded her to
a Gateway Pentium 200. It's a perfectly
good machine, and we've never had any
trouble with it. It's certainly fast enough
for what I'm doing. (Heck, for writing
fiction, a 286 with Q&A Write is good
enough.) The programs I run are Win
dows 95 (Win 95), Microsoft Office, Nor
ton Commander (for DOS), and Info
Select.

Info Select is a general notes pro
gram. It started life as Tornado Notes,
which was a far better name than Info

Select. When Micro Logic changed it
from a DOS pop-up to a Windows util
ity, they changed names. I find the name
ugly, but it's a terrific utility.

I use Info Select to accumulate and

organize notes, such as character names,

Don't Swap:
Network!

Upgrading the Pournelle
way means more than
trading in one machine
for another.

locations, and all the other stuff that goes
into my novels. It's easy to copy some
text, such as the first scene where I name
and describe a character, switch to Info
Select, create a note or open an existing
one, and stuff the new information into
it. It's also great for diaries, keeping track
of work in progress, and other stuff. You
can learn to use it in about 5 minutes, and
I don't see how anyone gets along with
out it. Micro Logic also makes DiskMap-
per, a program that graphicallymapsyour
hard drive and shows you exactly what's
eating up all that disk space. I'll try to get
to that soon, too.

ently,CyberMedia caught the serial-num
ber disease from Microsoft, because you
can't install First Aid without one. This

means keeping paperwork handy, and I
don't want to do that, so I use a marking
pen to write the serialnumber on the face
(the printed side, not the data side) of the
CD-ROM. I do that on all those that

need a serial number. Now I can't lose the

serial number.

The First Aid CD-ROMis auto-play,
so when you put it in the drive, it offers
to install the program for you. So far, so
good, but now it asks for the serial num
ber. I opened the CD-ROM tray to read

Heck, for writing fiction, a 286 with
Q&A Write is good enough.

I've also installed CyberMedia's First
Aid 95 Deluxe on this Gateway machine.
I chose it as much for its cleanup capa
bility as anything else. Roberta had a
whole bunch of stuff on the computer
that I don't need, so after I copied it all
to her new machine, I erased almost ev
erything.That freed up a lot of diskspace,
but it left a whole bunch of Win 95 short

cuts and other junk. First Aid seems to
have fixed all that.

I had what I thought were some prob
lems with First Aid on another machine,
but I know now that the problems were
something else. I've been using FirstAid
on a number of machines without diffi

culties. It's good for cleaning up after
big deletes, and while I haven't needed
the recovery features so far, I might.

On the other hand, the installationpro
gram sucks rocks.

Actually, that's not true; the installa
tion program works fine once you get it
going. The problem isthe serial number.
First Aid comes on a CD-ROM. Appar-

the serial number. When Iclosed it, auto-
play brought up another copy of the
installation program. Eliminating that
blewup the originalinstallationprogram.
There was nothing for it but to close
down all attempts to install, copy the se
rialnumber on paper,and start over.Once
that was done, things went smoothly
enough, and FirstAid'sbackground pro
grams came up on restart. I fail to under
stand the point of having serial numbers
on CD-ROMs.

I formerly used Norton System Doc
tor to accomplish the same things that
First Aid does, but System Doctor has an
ugly feature: when it's running in the
background, there's asteadyblink-blink-
blink of the cursor on the desktop that I
find extremely annoying.FirstAiddoes
not do that.

What I do on that upstairs machine is
important.Ibackup to floppydisks every
day, but I worry about power failures, so
I have an American Power Conversion

uninterruptible power supply (UPS) on
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Chaos Manor

the machine. If First Aid 95 Deluxe has

even a small chance of saving the work in
progress, it's worth it, and having it there
makes me feel better.

"There are still plenty of Windows 3.11
I systems out there,soweneedonehere

as a test-bed. The machine that got stuck
with the job is SuperCow, a Gateway
2000486DX2 VL-Bus system. When wegot
that machine, it was the fastest thing in the
house. Over the years, this column has fea
tured upgrades to SuperCow: a Western
Digital Caviar AC310001-GB hard drive, a
new BIOS to support that drive, more
memory, and new video cards. One of the
first upgrades was a Creative Labs Sound
Blaster 16 card and a CD-ROM drive. That

was at least three years ago.
Since then, I've used SuperCow for

nearly everything, including using it as the
world's heaviest portable: I used to lug it
down to the beach house when I'd go there
to write. Whether it was from doing that

Don't Swap: Network!

That happened twice: the CD-ROM
driveworked fine in DOS and lockedup in
Windows 3.1.Time to do some thinking.
It took me longer than it should have to
figure it out.

SuperCow is on my local Ethernet.
When it comes up, it goes out on the net
work to connect to whatever machines it

can find. Until that happens, though, the
network card hasn't been accessed, and,
more important, the interrupt request
(IRQ) hasn't been used by the network
card.

The Sound Blaster Performance 8x Kit

comes set to use IRQ 5 for the sound card.
This is standard: many DOS games expect
it to be there, and a few can't be set to look
elsewhere. As a general proposition, you
are best off leaving your sound card set to
IRQ5. (If you have a second parallel port,
you'll have to choose a different IRQ for
the sound card.)

The sound card uses a different IRQ for
the eight-speed CD-ROM drive, and that

I've used SuperCow for nearly everything, including
using it as the world's heaviest portable.

or something else,eventually the CD-ROM
drive began to fail. It might have been the
cable, or perhaps the laser needed clean
ing—I'm not sure I ever cleaned it—but
whatever happened, it stopped working.
I decided this would be a good opportu
nity to update the double-speed CD-
ROMdrive,and asit happened, Ihad anew
Creative Labs Sound Blaster Performance

8x Kit.

Physicalinstallation wasa bit tight. The
CD-ROM cable Creative Labssupplied was
shorter than the one that came with the

originalkit.However,becauseofthe local-
bus slots, I didn't have any choice where
to put the sound card/CD-ROM controller.
Eventually, I had to shuffle the drives so
that the CD-ROM drive was on top, with
the floppy drives beneath it; hardly a big
sacrifice—indeed, it's an improvement—
but justa bit annoyingbecauseIwaswork
ing in close quarters.

When I got it installed, I tested it all
under DOS. The sound card worked fine.

So did the CD-ROM drive. I went into Win

dows. As Windows came up, Mr. Spock
gave me some information about the
confines of this solar system, so the sound
wasworking; but when I accessedthe CD-
ROMdrive, the systemlocked tighter than
a drum. The only way out was the power
switch.

isset by default to IRQ10.Once again, this
is no bad thing. Many systems use IRQ 10
for the CD-ROM drive. Unfortunately, that
is where I long ago set the Intel EtherEx-
presscard on the grounds that nothing uses
IRQ 10 by default—which was true at the
time. At least I'd found the cause of the

problem.
I now had two choices: reset the Ether-

Express card or the Sound Blaster. Reset
ting the EtherExpress card issimple, so in
keeping with the notion that I go to a lot
of trouble to try complex things so you
don't have to, I decided to reset the Sound
Blaster's CD-ROM drive IRQ.

In theory, that should be simple. Like
the EtherExpress card, there are no jumpers
on the Sound Blaster. Instead, there is
software that automatically configures the
card, an attempt at Plug and Play.There's
also software that is supposed to let you
change the card's configuration. It's not
well documented, so I called Creative
Labs' technical-support department. The
first two people I talked to couldn't make
it work. The next day, I got calls from
increasingly savvy people. It didn't help.
We'd manage to get the card to reset to a
different IRQ—but as soon as I powered
down and brought it back up, it seized IRQ
10with a death grip.

To make the story short, I finally gave



up. IRQ10belongsto the Sound Blasterto
control the CD-ROM card. I used SoftSet

to change the IRQfor the EtherExpress
card. That's a DOS program. One thing:
if you change the IRQ for your network
card in Windows 3.11, you must then
invoke Windows with the command WIN

/n, bringing it up without the network;
go into the network settings; and manu
ally change the IRQ to your new setting.
Ifyou don't, Windowswilleither lockup
or try to change the card setting back to
what it expects, and since Windows for
Workgroups originally shipped with
EtherExpresscards,Windowsknows how
to do that.The result is that you'll be back
where you started. This isone casewhere
attempts to Plug and Play actually get in
the way.

Now that the IRQconflict isover, Super-
Cow's CD-ROM,sound, and networking
are fine. The CD-ROM drive is scream

inglyfast,the newspeakersthat camewith
the Creative Labs Sound Blaster Perfor

mance 8x Kitare wonderful, and all's right
with the system. Of course, the processor
is no faster than it was before, but like
many of my readers, I get attached to my
computers.

Note that ifyou installthe Creative Labs
Sound BlasterPerformance 8x Kiton asys
tem running Win 95, you shouldn't have
any problems. The installation software
was designed for Win 95 and understands
it just fine. Do make sure you have the
latest installation software from Creative

Labs; they had some real teething prob
lems with their early Win 95 installation,
as did many others, and some of the old
software isstill in the dealer pipeline. The
updates are on CreativeLabs' BBS and Web
site.

Ifyou need sound—and most of usnow
do—and you want to add a CD-ROM drive
to your system, the Creative Labs Sound
Blaster Performance 8x Kit is a good way
to go.The sound quality ismore than good
enough, you get alotofneat software, and
Sound Blaster is the standard that sound-

using programs are written to. You won't
have any trouble installing it in Win 95,
and probably none in Windows 3.11unless
there's a conflict with your network card's
IRQ.If there is, change the IRQon the net
work card. Recommended.

You will have noted that we have sev

eral Gateway 2000machines. There's Rac-
ingCow,a P5-133XL that Eric usesto cruise
the Internet; SuperCow, and its non-VL-
Bus counterpart I have upstairs; Joizy, my
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wife's new P5-200XL; the Liberty laptop;
and Alex sometimes uses the old Hand-

Book. We work these machines hard;
indeed, SuperCow has undergone some
real torture tests, what with frequently
being taken apart to accommodate new
equipment and every couple of months
being carried off to the beach house in
the trunk of the car.

Except for an initial problem finding a
free IRQ so we could add a SCSI board to
RacingCow—that system came fully
equipped with an internal modem and
sound card, and my first act was to add an
Ethernet card, using the last free IRQ—we
haven't had any problems with these
machines. Roberta used the older Gate

way machine for years and now has the P5-
200XL, which she loves.

These are not special machines. I get
them offthe factoryline, justasyou do, and,
indeed, the P5-200XL came with evidence
of hard shipping since a few of the bezels
inthe front panelhad beendisplaced.It did
n't seem to matter; the machine worked just
fine right out of the box.

I say all this because I get a lot of mail

asking if it's really safe to buy computers
by mail order, and I can only reply that it
depends on the mail-order outfit. I know
of several good ones, and I can't possibly
tell you which is best. I can only say that I

upgrade might keep that in mind. Exam
ple: we just acquired a Nimantics Orion
6x. It comes with a Pentium 150processor,
a built-in 6x CD-ROM drive, Sound Blaster,
SVGA video in a 12.1-inch active-matrix

This is one case where attempts to Plug and Play
actually get in the way.

can get justabout any machine Iwant, and
I've had quite satisfactoryexperienceswith
Gateway 2000 systems. I use them, and I
rely on them.

Note also that I write only about what
I'm familiar with. There was a time when I

mighttryto keepup with the fieldand know
what's best, but that was long ago. Now,
all Ican guarantee isthat Idon't write about
what I won't use, and Isure won't use any
thing that's not more than good enough.

If my mail is any indication, a lot of you
are concerned about upgrade paths. I've

given this a bit of thought.
First, there are now full-featured lap

tops that are good enough to be your
only computer, and people looking to

display, a 2.1-GB removable hard drive,
and many other features. With 32 MB of
RAM and the Pentium 150, Blue Streak—
I've named it for the blue stripe on the
packaging—is a real screamer.

The keyboard isn't bad, either: it's full-
size, with plenty of keys—it's not one of
those "space-saving" designs that assigns
two or even three functions to every other
key—and it includes so-called Windows
95 keys. Of course, keyboards are a per
sonal thing, but I like this one, and I can
write with it.

I could write books with this machine,
and, in fact, if I didn't already have the
Gateway machine installed upstairs in
Alex's old room, I'd probably be taking
Blue Streak up with me. Be warned: by

At Microsoft, products are
of

Microsoft's new, lightweight Windows® CEoperating system is usher
ing in the next generation of inexpensive computing devices. Alongwith
big new opportunities for forward-thinking innovative individuals.

Based on the familiar Windows32™ OS, the Winders® CE kernel is

now being introduced in affordable, easy-to-use hand-held computers
designed to exchange information with desktop PCs, read and send
e-mail, and access the Internet.

But that's onlythe beginning. Imagine a global positioning system for
automobiles, or Windows® CE-based consumer products. Windows® CE
opens the door for an amazing varietyof applications that will entertain,
communicate, instruct and inform. And they're all up to you.

opportunities.
Hardware Program Manager

You'll lead the integration of new hardware technologies into the
new Windows® CE operating system. This includes evaluating
new hardware technologies, working with leading industry hard
ware companies, recommending important new technologies,
and following through with Microsoft software developers to
implement support. Qualifications? Minimum 2 years hardware
design. Driver or embedded software development experience
required. Excellent communication and interpersonal skills pre
ferred. Knowledge of CPU design, PCMCIA, small displays, touch
panels, infrared, or RF wireless desired. Travel is required.

E-mail your resume in ASCII text format (noattachments, please)to resume@microsoft.com (indicate Dept A15h1-1196 inthe subject
header) or mail to: Microsoft Corporation, Attn. Recruiting A15hl-1196, One Microsoft Way, STE 303, Redmond, WA98052-8303. No
phone calls please. We are an equal opportunity employer and support workforce diversity.

Microsoft
www.microsoft.com/jobs/
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There Is Only One Choice For Data Compression.
PKZIP for Windows

New Features in

PKZIP for Windows Version 2.50
Ability to create .ZIP files that span multiple diskettes

. Create a Windows self-extractor

• Self-extractor can span multiple diskettes
• Long file name support for Windows 95 (16 and 32-bit) and

Windows NT (32-bit)
• Integration with Windows 95 &NT Explorer
• Plus additional features

The growth of the Internet and the increased use of World Wide Web
browsers are creating a greater need to compressand uncompress data
files. Saving disk space and saving on-line phone charges are big
benefits of compressing data files with PKZIP®for Windows. PKZIP
for Windows compresses files an average of 50-70% with many large
text and database files compressing well over 90%. PKZIP's simple
point-and-click interface lets you easily compress one file or all files
on an entire hard drive, and store them in the .ZIP file. PKWARE
provides the best and fastest data compression technology on the
market, try it and see!

PKZIP for Windows allows you to easily open files created with
PKZIP for DOS Version 2.04g. PKZIP is also compatible with
Windows 3.1 or higher, Windows 95 and Windows NT.

PKZIP for Windows $49, PKZIP for DOS $47 plus shipping and
handling.

To order call (414) 354-8699
or visit our Web Site http://www.pkware.com

See us at COMDEX Booth #S2861

Other PKWfiRE Products

Put Your Executables on a Diet
PKLITE™ increases your
valuable disk space by
compressing DOS and
Windows 16-bit executable

(.COM, .EXE and .DLL)
files by an average of 45%.
The operation of PKLITE is
transparent, all you will
notice is more available disk

space! Price $46

Software developers, save disk space and media costs
with smaller executables. You can distribute your
software in a compressed form with PKLITE
Professional.™ PKLITE Professional gives you an extra
option to compress files so that they cannot be expanded
by PKLITE. This discourages reverse engineering of your
programs. Price $146

Put Compression Into YOUR Application

The PKWARE Data Compression Library products
allow you to incorporate data compression technology
into your software applications. The application
program controls all the input and output of data,
allowing data to be compressed to or extracted from any
device or area of memory.

The all-purpose Data
Compression Algorithm
compresses ASCII or
binary data quickly.
The routines can be

used with most

compatible language
compilers. Separate
DOS, DOS32,
Windows, OS/2, Win32,

UNIX and Macintosh

versions are available!

Call for pricing.

CMEEB INC

The Data Compression Experts
9025 N. Deerwood Drive / Brown Deer, Wl 53223 USA

FAX: 414-354-8559 BBS: 414-354-8670

Email: info@pkware.com

SBfl

%

1992-1996 PC World World Class Award

1996 Government Computer News
Best New Product Award at FOSE Finalist

1995 Computer Currents Readers Choice Award
1993 Shareware Industry Award
1992 Premiere Computing Magazine Award
1992 Dvorak/Zoom Award

^p :a|p; check fffijjjjy

BY-1196

Copyright 1996 PKWARE. Lac. AllRighls Reserved. Alltrademarks orregistered trademarks areproperty oftheir rcspecti
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Chaos Manor Don't Swap: Network!

Win 95,and for that matter Windows 3.11,
make networking simpleand painless,and
you'll soon findplentyto do with both sys
tems. For one thing, you can do instant

need portability, you have other alterna
tives.The obvious one is to buy the fastest
system you can find, a Pentium Pro, a Pen
tium 200,or one of the Cyrix wonders. Our

today's standards, it's a realheavweight—
about 8 pounds—if you're considering
lugging it around airports, but on the
other hand, it really isgood enough to be
your desktop machine. I don't have room
here for as full a report as I'd like to give;
but check the Pournelle bonus section on

BYTE's Web site for much more on the

Nimantics Orion 6x.

In myjudgment, the bestupgrade route
isnot to fiddlewith your old system;get a
new machine and network it to your old
one. Ethernet boards are cheap and get
ting cheaper, and so are Ethernet PCCards.

Ifyou've decided to upgrade by networking, get the
fastest new system you can afford.

Gain
Access
to themm
world of
Smartcards
In an increasingly wired world, thousands
ofprofitable smartcard applications arejust
waiting tobe developed, ina wide variety of
fields - banking, security, telecom, education,
healthcare and more.

To seize this opportunity and create successful
smartcard applications, allyou need isASE -
The Aladdin Smartcard Environment.

ASE isan integrated, PC-based development
environment thatgives developers anefficient,
flexible and secure tool for making the most of
this exciting new technology.

The quickest, easiest, andmost effective
introduction to the world of smartcards is

the ASE Developer's Kit. Each Kit isa
comprehensive package containing everything
you need toget acquainted with ASE.

backups of important work by sending a
copy to the other machine. That practice
has saved me more than once.

Full-featuredlaptops—likethe Niman
tics Orion 6x—are one way to upgrade
your capabilities. However, if you don't

The ASE Developer's Kit includes t&Wrive, a
versatile smartcard drive; MSESoft interfaces
and utilities; andvarious types ofASEC'ards.

To gain access to the world of
smartcards - order your low-cost
ASE Developer's Kittoday!

North America 847-808 0300.Fax: 847-808 0313,E-mail: ase.sales@us.aks.cora
Int'l Office +972-3-636 2222, Fax: +972-3-537 5796, E-mail: ase.sales@aks.com
Germany +4989894221-37, Fax: +49 89894221-40, E-mail: info@fast-ag.de
United Kingdom +44 1753-622266, Fax: +44 1753-622262, E-mail: sales@aldn.co.uk
Japan +81 426-60 7191, Fax: +81 426-60 7194, E-mail: sales@aladdin.co.jp
Call u s for details o t your local distributor!

1-800-562-2543
www.aks.com

ALADDN
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS LTD

©Aladdin Knowledge Systems lid. 1985-1996 (9.96] ASE™ isa trademark dtAladdin Knowledge Systems Lid. All oilier names areirade~a--.s 31 their respective o
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Cyrix 6x86-P166system continues to work
extremely well, and it's sure a fast machine.

Whatever you do, get a PCI-bus system
and a PCI-bus Ethernet card for your new
system; they're much easier to set up, and
when Plug and Playworks, it works very
well.

On that subject, we've found there are
two kinds of Ethernet cards to consider:

3Com and no-name generics. The no-
names are cheap and often work, but if the
drivers that come with them don't work

well, you'll probably never get anything
better. The 3Com cards come with good
drivers, and when there are updates, you
can download them. A PCI-bus 3Com

Internet card will cost maybe $30 more
than a no-name card; in my judgment, the
peace of mind and absence of installation
problems are worth the money.

Understand, this is in the context of a
low-cost upgrade by networking; those of
you with more serious networking re
quirements should look into other alter
natives, such as Applied Creative Tech
nologies' Ultimate PCI-3000 network card.
Of course, if you already have Ethernet
cards that work, it's hardly worth buying
new cards until you're ready for an upgrade
to FastEthernet. We'll be doing that one of
these days, but for the moment, I've found
vanilla Ethernet plenty good enough.

Once you've decided to upgrade by net
working, the obvious choice is to get the
fastest new system you can afford. Less
obvious—but possibly cheaper and bet
ter—is to get a reliable dual-Pentium sys
tem. Ifyou go that route, you'll have to use
Windows NT; Win 95 can't make use of
your second processor, and given IBM's
treatment of OS/2,1 can't recommend that
to anyone not already using it. That's a pity,
but there it is.Fair warning: installation of
NT isn't all that simple. If you don't know
what you're doing, be prepared for head
aches or get it preinstalled.

Once it's installed, you probably won't
have any problems. We've been using NT
3.51 for a while, and it works well with a
dual-processor system. Now there's NT
4.0, which is much like Win 95, so much so
that most times you need to look to be sure



Save the whales,

the rain forests

and the red berry

r-

On the Web, you'll find some of the most quickly disappearing

things on earth. Now, you can save these files easily by transferring

them to a CD*R disc. And the easiest way to do this, is through

WebGrabber. It installs directly onto your copy of Netscape

Navigator™ 3.0 and works entirely within the Netscape Navigator

browser. Plus, it lets you open and browse these saved files from

within the browser and link back to the internet directly from your

CD«R disc. So with WebGrabber, transferring Web files to a CD*R

disc is extremely easy. Or, in other words, a piece of cake.

'//

yNe*>GTa*>*>e

Available now with Netscape Navigator 3.0
Get the full story at www.elektroson.com
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Chaos Manor

you're not running Win 95. NT 4.0 is sta
ble and, except for some DOS and Win 95
games, runs all your software.

If you are running multiple programs,
especially if at least one is a DOS pro
gram, a dual 120or 133 willlikelybe faster
than oneof 'he screamingly fastsingle-pro
cessor systems.Youwill almost certainly
win with dual processorsifyou routinely
run more than one DOS session simulta

neously. DOS programs eat cycles, and
handing control to a DOS program and
then taking it back involves a deal of
overhead. Dual processors let one run
the application while the other does the
overhead and housekeeping.

Actually, it's not quite that simple. The
OS doesn't say "you do housekeeping
and I'll do applications"; rather, the OS
passes control back and forth as needed.
Still, the effect is the same. The applica
tions get the attention they need while the
networking and other OS stuff goes on in
the background.

A dual-processor system architecture
will let you do all your networking and
communications without losing speed.

Don't Swap: Network!

We've been experimenting with Diamond
Flower's dual-Pentium Doubleshot 133,
and for manymultiple tasks,it isbyfar the
fastest machine in the house.

The original Pournelle's law was "one
user, one CPU," but that was back when
CPUs were really expensive. I've since
amended it to "one user, at least one CPU."
No one deep down insidelikesto share CPU
cycles with anyone—including oneself. I
believe multiprocessor systems are the
wave of the future. So, incidentally,does
Intel. Of course, it's self-serving for Intel
to recommend multiple processors, but
that doesn'tmeanit'snot agoodwayto go.

I'm still tracking down the hesitations I
get in Win 95. A dozen readers have

made helpful suggestions; and I think I
now know what the problem is.

The symptom is that every few min
utes there's a series of hesitations, typi
callymanifesting itselfwhen I am typing:
I strike the key,and nothing happens for
halfasecond or so.Thisgoeson for acou
ple of seconds and then the system returns
to normal.

The strange part is that Pentafluge, a
Pentium60that wasthe fastestthing in the
house when we built it, didn't have this
problem under Windows 3.11;but assoon
as we changed over to Win 95, the hesita
tions began, and we see them in Win 95,
Windows 3.11, and DOS programs.

We don't see these hesitations on all the

machines; the common element among
thosethatdohavetheproblemisthatthey
all have Intel EtherExpress-16 ISA Ether
net cards. I am told by a reader that all I
need to do isget the updated Win 95Ether-
Express drivers, and my glitches will go
away.

I don't know if that's true. I downloaded

what I thought were the proper Intel driv
ers. However, when Iwent to install them,
Win 95 refused to believe there were any
proper driversin the directory I'd put them
in. To make matters even worse, when I
decided to reinstall the EtherExpress card
with itsoriginal drivers, it took me fivetries
to get my network restored. The problem
is that when Win 95 installs the EtherEx

press hardware and default software, it
does not automatically install NetBEUI.

continued
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With so many web sites popping up today, it's hard to know which ones Net the best

results. Especially ifyou're an advertiser looking to reach key Information Technology prospects.

Fortunately, the answer is close at hand. Its called The BYTE Site, and more computing

influencers worldwide call it "home" than just about any address on the Web.

The BYTE Site is the online version of BYTE magazine, the worldwide technical authority

for computing experts. That means its chockfull of insights and information about the IT market

from products to applications to trends. On The BYTE Site, visitors can instantly access every BYTE

article published since 1993 through the BYTE Archive. Read all about the newest products and

technologies in our Virtual Press Room. Share viewpoints with BYTE editors worldwide by on-site

Email. Even download industry standard CPU test suites from our BYTEMarks benchmark service.

With features like these, it's no wonder The BYTE Site logged nearly 150,000 visits this

past January alone, and posted an overall repeat

visit rate of 41%. Not surprisingly, it's become

egually popular among advertisers. Thats because

The Byte Site offers such interactive marketing options as hot-linked AD-Action buttons to showcase

product information, catalog listings and data sheets. Plus our Virtual Press Room where users can

access the latest press releases from your company.

To learn more about The BYTE Site, call John Griffin, VP/Publisher at 603.924.2663. Or

find him on The BYTE Site at http.V/www. byte. com. You'll discover reaching computing influencers

worldwide is easy once you know where they live.
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The Global Authority for Computing Technology.



If It Can Be Done
In a Conference Room,

You Can
Do It Online!

Introducing

Internet
CONFERENCE

View, discuss,
edit and
approve
documents
with anyone
in the world
over the
Internet.

Everyone can see the document you're working on.

Internet Conference Professional Version 2 brings

seamless and efficient real-time multimedia com

munication to your desktop. Use it to give remote
presentations and receive instant feedback. Link

several offices and your clients together.

Telecommute. Work online using the same pro

grams you use now; use your own spreadsheet,

word processor, contact manager, graphics or
CAD/CAM program. Create documents or make
changes. Even draw and highlight. Everyone

meets in the same place... Your PC!.

Make sales presenta
tions remotely and
interactively.

Turns your Microsoft®
Office into an online
application.

Work in Microsoft® Word, Excel
or Powerpoint. Collaborate on
projects.

Work on the Web together.
Everyone views the same page
at the same time.

Works on any network! Lan, Wan,
Intranet, or Internet.

Download Free Trial
http://www.VDcaltec.cam/560.HTM

Call 800-899-3942
E-Mail: info@vocaltec.com

©1996 VocalTec Ltd. All rights
reserved. VocalTec Inc., Internet
Conference are all trademarks of
VocalTec Ltd. Micrososoft Office,
Word, Excel, PowerPoint are regis
tered trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation.
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Chaos Manor

NetBEUI isan elderly protocol whose ma
jor—almost only—use is Windows 3.11
and other Microsoft peer-to-peer net
works, but you must have it for those.

Worse, the Network Troubleshooter
wizard in the Win 95Help systemisalmost
useless.It does not ask ifyou have installed
NetBEUI,so if you don't know you need
that protocol, I don't know how you'd
ever find out. I had forgotten I needed it,
but since I had other systems networking
properly, I could go study one that worked
and see what I had left out.

In any event, I'm pretty sure the hesita
tions are caused by Intel EtherExpress
cards running the Win 95 default drivers,
and that they can be made to go away by
either installing a different Ethernet card
or getting the proper drivers for the Ether-
Express card. I'll try to test that before we
go to press next month.

T"he first book of the month is also the

CD-ROM of the month: Erica Sadun's

JavaScriptCD-CookBook (Charles River
Media, ISBN 1-886801-35-5). This is a
"book" you read with your Web browser.
Clearly written, lots of examples, and
probably the first of many "books" done
this way.

A more traditional computer book of
the month isMark Warhol's TheArtofPro
grammingwith Visual Basic (John Wiley
and Sons, ISBN 0-471-12853-8). The sub
title is Techniques for Writing Solid Code
That'sEasy to Maintain, and it is all that
and more. The chapter on naming con
ventions is worth the price of the book. If
you do large VisualBasicprograms, or you
supervise people who do, this is nearly
indispensable.

The book of the month is Thomas

CahilPs How the Irish Saved Civilization:
TheUntoldStory ofIreland's HeroicRole

Don't Swap: Network!

from the Fall of Rome to the Rise of
MedievalEurope(Doubleday, ISBN 0-385-
41848-5). It's as much a delightful insight
into Irish character as a history. Parts of it
are serious enough, but even then you'll
hear an echo of Irish laughter.

The game of the month isThe Pandora
Directive from Access Software. This is

one of those role-playing movie games,
and frankly I wouldn't have fired it up if I
hadn't noticed that my old neighbor
John Agar is in it.

It's actually a rather interesting plot
hinging around what happened in Ros-
well,New Mexico, on July 6,1947, involv
ing UFOs. The acting is quite good. I find
the pace of this game to be a bit slow, but
that's really saying that I am not usually
fond of the kind of game where you must
poke around, looking in desk drawers and
under rugs, and talking to everyone in
sight. For those who do like that kind of
game, The Pandora Directive is about as
good a one as I have seen.

The piles grow higher at Chaos Manor,
and even with the longer column—see
BYTE's Website for the parts of the column
that didn't get into the printed edition—I
can't keep up. We now have CDmakers, a
lot of great new software, so many CD-
ROMs I have lost count, and a whole bunch
of stuff Iwish I had space to tell you about.
The computer revolution isn't slowing
down at all. 0

Jerry Poumelle is a sciencefiction writerand
BYTE's seniorcontributing editor. You canwrite
toJerry c/oBYTE, OnePhoenixMillLane, Peter
borough, NH 03458. Please include a self-
addressed, stamped envelope and put your
addresson the letteras well as on the envelope.
Due to the highvolumeof letters, Jerry cannot
guarantee a personal reply. You canalsocontact
him on the Internet orBIX at jerryp@bix.com.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

First Aid 95 Deluxe http://www.miclog.com (801)359-2900

about $59.95 Circle 1007 on Inquiry Card. fax:(801)359-2968

CyberMedia http://www.accesssoftware.com
Santa Monica, CA Orion 6x from $2999 Circle 1009 on Inquiry Card.

(800)721-7824 Nimantics, Inc.

(310)581-4700 Tustin, CA Sound Blaster Performance

fax:(310)581-4736 (800) 646-5005 8xKit $449

http://www.cybermedia.com (714)573-4030 Creative Labs, Inc.

Circle 1006 on Inquiry Card. fax:(714)573-4025 Milpitas, CA
http://www.nimantics.com/ (800)998-5227

Info Select $149.95 Circle 1008 on Inquiry Card. (408) 428-6600

Micro Logic Corp. fax:(408)428-6611

Hackensack, NJ The Pandora Directive http://www.creativelabs.com
(800)342-5930 $79.95 Circle 1010 on Inquiry Card.

(201)342-6518 Access Software, Inc.

fax:(201)342-0370 Salt Lake City, UT
(800) 800-4880
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Essential Products

and Services for

Technology Experts

Mailorder

Top mail-order vendors offer the

latest hardware and software products at

the bestprices. Page 19©

Hardware/Software
Showcase

Yourfull-color guide to in-demand

hardware and softwareproducts, catego

rizedfor quick access. Page 219

Buyer's Mart
The BYTE classified directoryof

computer products and services,

by subject soyoucan easily locate

the right product. Page 228
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MICROTEK
Better Images Thwugfi Innovation.

ScanMaker E6
Capture lifelike color

at a real-life price
♦ 600 x 1200 dpi optical,

4800 dpi interpolated
resolution ♦ Single-pass scanning
♦ 30-bit color ♦ 8 x 13 scan area

♦ Includes: Image Pals 2 Go, OmniPage
LTD and ScanWizard

E6 Standard w/Photolmpact $u2u.U I CDW 72263
E6 Pro wAull Photoshop §090.11) CDW 65671
ScanMaker E3
♦ 300 x 600 dpi optical resolution ♦ Single-pass
scanning ♦ 24-bit color ♦ Includes PhotoImpact SE,
Image Pals 2 Go, OmniPage LTD and ScanWizard

WHY
PAY

RETAIL?

CDWSeUs
ForLessX

Windows NT

Server V4.0
• One platform for e-mail, file
server, databases and communica
tions A Integrates seamlessly with
existing systems, including NetWare" • Built-in Internet,
Intranet and communications services • Includes web
services: FrontPage and Internet Information Server
A Distributed on CD-ROM

Server + 5-clients O lOOiuu '

Server +10-clients $1 U2o,0 I
Upg +5 client licenses pO I I • I O

Upg + 10client licenses y4u«ii I Q i
Call your CDW Account Executive for Microsoft Windows NT

Server V3.51 and other V4.0 configuationst

CDW 73221

CDW 73218

New lower price $349.81

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS AT PRICES

Adobe PageMaker V6.0 WIN 3.5'CD 552.71
Adobe PageMaker V6.0 WIN upg 3.5/CD 132.81
Adobe Photoshop V3.0.5 WIN 3.5/CD 545.78
Adobe Photoshop V3.0.5 WIN upg 159,55
Arcada Backup for Windows 95 .. 5G.90
Caere OmniForm V2.0 WIN95 171.13

Caere OmniPage Pro V7.0 WIN95 vers upg 113.65
Corel WordPerfect Suite V7.0 WIN95 CD 241,34
Corel WordPerfecl Suite V7.0 WIN95 upg 3.5/CD 133.70
Corel WordPerfect Suite V7.0 WIN95 upg CD 93.15
Corel WordPerfect Suite WIN 3.5/CD 274.38

Corel WordPerfect Suite WIN CD 241.34

Corel WordPerfect Suite WIN upg 3.5/CD 133.70
Core! WordPerfect Suite WIN upg CD 91.77
CorelDRAW! V6.0 WIN95 CD 438.37

Dalastorm Procomm Plus V3.0 WIN95/WIN 122.77

Dalaslorm Procomm Plus V3.0 WIN95/WIN CD .123.55

Delrina WinFAX PRO V7.0 WIN95 77.35

Deirina WinFAX PRO V7.0 WIN95 CD 76.84

Helix Hurricane V2.0 WIN95/WIN 42.99

Intuit OuickBooks V4.0 WIN .. .95.70

Intuit Quicken Deluxe V5.0 WIN CD 59.99
Lotus 1-2-3 V5.0 WIN 291.45

Lotus 1-2-3 V5.0 WIN spec upg 93.15
Lotus cc:Mail Mobile V6.0 WIN 126.00

Lotus SmartSuite 96 WIN95 upg CD 138.72
McAfee VimsScan V2.0 WIN95 44.23
McAfee VirusScan V2.2 WIN 44.17

Microcom Carbon Copy V6 1 DOS 86.61
Microsoft Access V2.0 WIN 296.94

Microsoft Bookshelf WIN95 CD 44.94
Microsoft Encarta '96 World Atlas WIN95 CD 44.94
Microsoft Encarta Encyclopedia 1996 WIN CD 44.94
Microsoft Excel V5.0 WIN comp upg.. 114.98
Microsoft FrontPage V1.1 WIN95 137.34
Microsoft MS-DOS V6.22 upg 51.52
Microsoft Office Professional V4.3 WIN 535.47
Microsoft Office Professional V4.3 WIN license .,.458.68
Microsoft Office Professional V4.3 WIN upg 354.25
MS Office Professional w/Access WIN95 upg 314.50
MS Office Professional WIN95 CD w/Bkshelf 539.03
MS Office Professional WIN95 upg CD w/Bkshelf314.29
Microsoft Office Std WIN95 CD 461.57

Microsoft Office Std WIN95 upg 223.97
Microsoft Office Std WIN95 upg CD 229.31
Microsoft Office V4.2 WIN 449.03
Microsoft Office V4.2 W!N upg 265.72
Microsoft Plus! WIN95 44.84
Microsoft Plus! WIN95 CD 45.13
Microsoft Project V..0 WIN 416.73
Microsoft Publisher CD Deluxe WIN95 69.29
Microsoft Publisher V2.0W1N 69.29
MS Visual Basic Pro V4.0 WIN95/WIN/NT CD 443.49
MS Visual Basic Pro V4.0 WIN95VWIN7NT vers upg CD. 86.33
Microsoft Visual C++ Subscription WIN95 447.93
Microsoft Windows 95 183.47
MicrosoftWindows 95 upg 94.77
MicrosoftWindows 95 upg CD 94.77
Microsoft Windows V3.11 92.06
MicrosoftWindows V3.11 upg 51.29
Microsoft WordV6.0WINupg 114.98
MicrosoftWord V7.0 WIN95 upg 55.35
Microsoft Works V3.0 WIN 45.13
Microsoft Works W1N95... 45.13
NetManage ECCO Pro V30 WIN 88.B8
Quark QuarkXPress V3.32 WIN 574.86
Quarterdeck Clean Sweep V2.0WIN95 28.85
Quarterdeck QEMM V8.0 WIN95/WIN 62.16
SymantecACT! V2.0WIN 171-24
Symantec Norton Antivirus V20W:N95 65.88
SymantecNorton Antivirus V30 DOS/WIN 49.20
SymantecNorton Antivirus WIN95 72.14
SymantecNorton Antivirus WIN95 trado-up 33.75
SymantecNorton NTTools V1.0WIN NT CD 45.00
SymantecNorton Utilities VB 0 DOS/WIN 112.53
Symantec Norton Utilities WIN95 116.15
SymantecNorton Utilities WIN95 trade-up 57.24
SymantecpcANYWHERE V2.0WIN 119.21
SymantecpcANYWHERE V5.0DOS 121.17
SymantecpcANYWHERE V7.5WIN95/NT upg 61.79
SymantecpcANYWHERE32 V7.5WIN95/NT 131.24
SymantecWinFAX PROV4.0WIN 78.14
Ventana Netscape NavigatorV2.0WIN 43.04

Technical V4.1 WIN95/WIN/NT 259.78
V4.0 WIN 3.5/CD 132.88

NASDAq
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
CDW IS A NASDAQ
TRADED COMPANY

TICKER SYMBOL CDWC
D & B rated 5A1

Duns 10-762-7952

NetWare 4.1
5-user CD 715.60
10-userCD 1619.15
25-userCD 2391.71
50-userCD 3231.25
100-user CD 4509.48

NetWare 3.12
5-user 3.5" 699.03
10-user3.5" 1574.17
25-user3.5- 2325.28
50-user3.5" 3231.25
100-user 3 5' 4509.48

GroupWIse V4.1
Multilingua"chcnVadmin CD .471.75
Single-use iccise 93.91
5-user CD 487.29
25-userCD 2337.53

ManogeWiseV2.0
10-userCD 875.62
50-userCD 1852.58
100-use: CD 2642.32

LAN WorkPlace V5.0
Single-user CD 169.52
10-user CD 1344.42
100-userCD 4676.57

Microsoft
BackOffice Server V2.0

Version upg CD 686.74
Comp upg CD 1591.06
Full version CD 1958.91
5-client license 1159.88
20-ciient license 3697.84

Windows NT Server V3.51
Server CD 622.50
Network Value Pack w/lntemet Inlo Server 889.15
Single-client license. 37.86
20-clien- \xv< -^ pack 503.27

Windows NT Server V4.0

Upg + 5-cicrt .icenseCD 377.15
Upg + 10-client license CD 499.73
Comp upg + 5-d'cnt hcense CD 376.92
Comp upg + 10-client license CD .503.25
Server-t 5-c ent icense CD 738.94
Server + tO-chent I cense CD 1023.61
Single-client license upg ..,.16.92
Single-client license 34.08

Microsoft Windows NT Workstation V4.0
Version upg CD.... - ...133.53
Single-chent upg 239.49
FullversonCD 283.20

Microsoft SOL Server V6.5
Server+ 5-cheni license CD 1237.62
Server + lOc'.ient license CD .....1761.65
Server -t 25-cliont license CD 3516.50
5-client license — --- 659.16
20-client license 2084.26

Microsoft Systems Mgmt Server VI.
SMSSe-verCD 579.18
SMS Server upg CD 583.18
Single-clientlicense - 48.14
20-client license 716.04

Microsoft SNA Server V2.11
SNA Server CD 359.59
Single-ci.onthcense.... 55.37
20-clien; license pack ...861.40

Microsoft Exchange Server V4.0
Server + 5-d.ent license CD 889.76
Server- 10-cllenl license CD 1218.21
Server - 25-chon- i:oense CD 1905.20

+ CD.Starter kit 3.5" h
Add-on kit 3.5" •
1-user comp upg CD ...
10-user comp upg CD

ModemShare V7.0
1 shared port, unlimited users
4 shared ports, unlimited users
32 shared ports, unlimited users

Artisoft
LANtastic V7.0

3C900 EtherLink XL PCI 10BT 112.16
3C900 EtherLink XL PCI 10BT 5-pack . . 504.30
3C900 Ethernet XL PCI combo 132.85
3C900 Ethernet XL PCI combo 5-pack 5BG.87
3C905 Fast EtherLink XL PCI 1C10CBT . . ., 136.95
3C905 Fast EtherLink XL PCI 10/1C03T 5.pac< .606.42
SuperStack IIHub 12-port10BT 506.93
SuperStack IIHub 24-port 10BT 866.77
SuperStack IIHub 12-port100BT 1G29.34
SuperStack IIHub 48-port 100BT 5974.26
SuperStackIISwitch1000 12-portEnet 2489.74
SuperStackIISwitch100024-pcrtEre; 3115.96
SuperStackIIHubTR 12-port 1192.51
SuperStackI!Switch2000 TR 12-port 5349.47

... 245.54
128.53

57.36
232.51

87.91
..,.291.24
.1569.24

gg§ 2H €®1 '

COMPAQ
Netelligent 10BT PCI controller 103.31
Netelligent 1Q/100BTX PCI controller 139.05
Netelhcent 2000 8-port 10BT repeater 477.16
NetelRgenl 2000 16-port 10BT repeater 579.46
Netelliaer,! 5000 10/10OBTX 6-por switch 1029.19
Netellicen;5012 10/100BTX 12-port switch 3114.08

intel
EtherExpress PRO/10+ PCI combo 139.71
EtherExcess PRO/10+ PC: combo 5-pack 591.23
EtherExpress PRO 100 PCI 131.64
EtherExrj-ess PRO 100 PC 5-pack 592.26
Express 100BTX 12-port stackable hub 1516.05
Express 100 BTX switching hub 3185.23
LANDesk Virus Protect V3 01 1-server pack 606.15
LANDesk Virus Protect V3.01 4-server pack 1805.17

ULlNKSYS
Combo Ether16 LAN card 35.39
Combo EtherPC! LAN card 79.54
Combo PC/Ethernet card 10BT 105.71
PC Card LANmodem 10BT 339.85
EtherFast 10/100BTX LAN card 104.92
EtherFast 100BTX 12-port hub 1093.74

SMC
EtherEZ 5T 10BT hub 86.00
Eth.erEZ 8TC 10BT hub 151.97
EtherEZ 16TC lOOThub 344.12
Ers-EZ 10BT ISA 92.03
EtrerEZ 10BT ISA 5-pack 372.03
EtnerPower 10BT PCI 117.39
EtherPower 10/100BTX PC! 139.3G
TigerStack 10BT 12-port hub 499.02
TigerStack 10BT26-port hub 858.25

i.r.w.m.i:,.w

Jumbo 350 350MB TBU internal .59.70
Jumbo 1400 1.3GB TBU internal 190.00
Trakker 350MBTBU parallel 147.00
T10O0E 800MB TBU parallel 181.93

Iomega
Zip drive 100MB parallel 199.00
Zip drive 100MBSCSI 199.00
Ditto Easy 800MB Travan internal 119.00
Ditto Easy 800MB Travan external 149.00
Jaz drive 1GB internal SCSI-2 399.00
Jaz drive 1GB external SCSI-2 499.00
Jaz drive 1GB cartridge 124.00

SONY

SDT-5200 DDS-2 DAT internal 676.90
SDT-5200 DDS-2 DAT external 788.58
SDT-5000 DDS-2 DAT internal 843.63
SDT-5000 DDS-2 DAT external 1006.73
SDT-7000 DDS-2 DAT internal 927.77

Hi SyQuest
EZ135 135MB IDE internal 119.23
EZ135 135MB SCSI external 119.23
EZ135 135MB external 119.23
EZ135 135MB cartridge 19.45
EZFIyer 230MB SCSI external 291.47
EZFIyer230MB external 291.47
EZFIyer230MB cartridge 29.1B

.'.HHJI.'.H.JM

ADS TV Superscan 2 PC to TV converter 292.20
Connectix OuickCam for Windows .98.05
Connectix Color QuickCam for Windows .209.44
EXP 8X CD w/game port PCMCIA 733.30
EXP 8X CD w/sound module PCMCIA .. .. 859.51
Microsolutions 4X CD parallel 219.67
Microsolutions 6X CD w/sound parallel 359.58
Microsolutions 8X CD parallel 337.55
NEC 4x4 4X CD 4-disc changer internal 99.00
NEC 4Xc 4X CD 7-disc changer external 342.15
NEC 6Xi 6X CD interna! 243.82
NEC 6Xe 6X CD external 335.65
NEC 8V 8X CD internal IDE 153.71
NEC BXi 8X CD internal SCSI-2 341.76
NEC 8Xe 8X CD externa SCSI-2 449.51
Panasonic portable 4X CD SCSI 399.00
Sony portable 4X CD Discman® 347.46
SunMoonStar 6X CD portable 259.37
SunMoonStar 8X CD internal IDE/ATAPI 161.12
SunMoonStar 8X CD portable 271.88

Alps Desktop GlidePoint 61.58
Alps GlidePoint Windows 95 keyboard 87.19
Calcomp Drawing Slate II 6x9 w'pressure pen .. 179.94
Calcomp Drawing Slate II 12x12 w/pressure pen 199.95
Epson PhotoPC digital camera 499.00
Epson ActionScanning System II 403.27
Epson ES10O0C color scanner 539.86
Epson ES12O0C Pro color scanner 1134.01
Hewlett Packard Scan, or 4s 184.27
Hewlett Packard ScanJet 4p 468.08
Hewlett Packard Scanjet 4c 894.09
Kodak DC20 Digital Sc er-co Camera 329.00
Kodak DC40 Digital Science Camera 599.00
Kodak DC50 Digital Sc ence Camera 899.00
Logitech MouseMan 96 49.17
Logitech Cordless MouseMan... 67.44
Logitech TrackMan Marb'e 75.51
Logitech TrackMan Live! cordless pointer 109.40
Logitech PageScan cole scanner.. .297.71
Microtek PageWiz compact scanner 114.69
Microtek ScanMaker E3 color flatbed 349.81
Play Snappy video still capture 165.92
Umax Vista-S6E SOHO scanner 368.06
Umax Vista-S-12 scanne- 796.86
Visioneer PaperPort Vx scanner.. ...257.45
Visioneer PaperPort ix scanner 297.24

l.'.M.'HM=H

Mag Innovision DX1595 PnP 15" ,28mm 359.58
Mag Innovision DX1795 PnP 17' 26mm 612.61
Mag Innovision DX15T 15" .26mm 394.49
Mag Innovision DX17T17" .26mm 668.51
Mag Innovision MXP17F 17" .26mm 713.22
Mag Innovision MX2IF 21' .28mm 1484.25
Magnavox CM2099 J41 23mm 244.24
MagnavoxCM2015 15" 23mm 324.88
Magnavox CM1215 15' 2omm 342.50
Magnavox CM4018 17" 28mm 599.50
Magnavox 20CM64 20" ,31mm 924.01
NEC C400 14" ,28mm 308.75
NEC XV15+ 15" .28mm 473.13
NEC M500 15" ,25mm 478.81
NEC XV17+ 17" .28mm 799.84
NEC XE21 21" ,28mm 1711.15
NEC XP21 21" ,28mm 1943.57
Samsung 17GLi 17" ,28mm .759.00
Samsung 17GLsi 17" 26mm 929.00
Sony Multiscan 15sx 15' PnP .25mm 395.63
Sony Multiscan 15sfl! 151 PnP .25mm 4G9.90
Sony Multiscan 17sMI 17' PnP ,25mm 775.83
Sony Multiscan 17sell 17° PnP .25mm 976.41
Sony Multiscan 20stll 20' PnP .30mm 1635.53
ViewSonic 15GS 15' .27mm 385.06
ViewSonic 17GS 17' .27mm 616.79
ViewSonic G810 21* .25mm 1507.28
ViewSonic P810 21' .25mm 1579.50
ViewSonic P815 21* ,25mm 1858.06
ViewSonic PT810 21" .30mm 1632.17

ATI3D Xpression PCI 2MB 147.90
ATI Graphics Xpression PCI2MB 94.71
ATI Graphics Xpression ISA 2MB 95.93
ATI Graphics Pro Turbo PCI 2MB 223.72
ATIGraphics Pro Turbo PCI 4MB 315.GG
ATI Video Xpression PCI 2MB 116.69
Diamond Stealth64 2120 PCI 1MB 91.36
Diamond Steallh64 Video 3240XL PCI 2MB 223.72
Matrox Millennium PCI 2MB WRAM 252.29
Matrox Millennium PCI 4MB WHAiw1 377.00
Matrox Mystique PCI 2MB WRAM 188.57

Intel OverDrive DX4/75 138.66
Intel OverDrive DX4/100 178.74
Intel OverDrive Pentium 63MHz 13B.66
Intel OverDrive Pentium 83MHz 189.27
IntelOverDrivePentium12ai33MHz upg for&60.566 253.45
Intel OverDrive Pentium 125MH/ uog 'or 5<75 253.45
Intel OverDrive Pentium 150MHz ung'or 5.9C ... 319.20
Intel OverDrive Pentium '66MH? upg tor 5/100. 456.23

3Com Etherlink IIIC 138.55
3Com Etherlink III 28.8 Enet 10BT 414.30
Megahertz 10BT Enet adapter wXJACK 122.07
Megahertz 28.8 V.34 data/fax w XJACK 249.04
Megahertz 28.8 V.34 cellular w'XJACK 244.60
Megahertz 28.8/Ene! cellular w/XjACK 318.58
Megahertz 28.8/Enet combo cellular w/XJACK .. 342.44
Megahertz AllPoints wireless 464.12
Motorola Montana 28.8 cellular 231.95
New Media 28.8 NetSurfer faxvrio.-Jen 189.27
Simple 28.8 Communicator cellular 168.17
Simple 28.8 Communicator 225.38

d shipments 0156.00 (or muNi-

;ir«l toy) tot snipping when

CDW3 TELEPHONE
HOURS

Sales

Monday-Friday7am-9pm CST
Saturday9am-5pmCST

Tech Support (or Customers
Monday-Friday8am-9pm CST

Saturday 9am-5pm CST

If you find a better price,
call CDW® before you buy
Fax: 847-465-6800
Sales: 800-959-4239 wm6S J,Vid =r-..V.Ji-.'.:.v:^riJlfMfTU.'>Sl-i7KSatprapenVrttni
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Snappy
The best way to get
pictures into your PC
Grab sensational PC stills from any
camcorder, VCR or TV. Just plug Play's
Snappy into your PC's printer port,
then connect to any video source with
the included cable. With the press of a
button, Snappy captures images in
16.8 million colors at resolutions up to
1500 x 1125. From desktop publishing
to creating PC photo albums, Snappy
makes your PC more powerful, more
visual and more fun!

$181.97c

FREE!
Includes Adobe

PhotoDeluxe,
MetaTools Kai's Power

GOO and Gryphon
WHY

SETTLE
FOR LESS?

CDW
SERVICES YOU

BETTER"

Ascentia

J Series pentium
♦ Intel' Pentium" processor
♦ 8MB RAM, upgradeable to
40MB ♦ Hard drive upgradeable
to 1.35GB ♦ Integrated 14.4Kbps
data/fax modem (J 10, J30, J50)
♦ 5.81bs

Hard

8»

Model CPU Drive Display Price CDW

J10 75MHz 500MB 10.4" dual-scan $1958.56 64481

J20 100MHz 540MB 11.3" dual-scan S1736.97 73027

J30 100MHz 800MB 10.4" active-matrix $2434.62 64483

J50 133MHz 800MB 10.4" active-matrix $2808.50 67377

The Intel Inside1 Lotto and I'cnti

CDW® CARRIES OVER 20,000 PRODUCTS.
M.HIJIIJJiH

IF YOU DON'T SEE l\

TOSHIBA
Satellite & Satellite Pro Notebooks

110CS 5/100 8MB 810MB 11.3" dual 1939.75

110CT 5/100 8MB 810MB 11.3" active 2469.07

410CS 5/90 8MB 772MB 11.3" dual 2274.62

410CDT5/90 8MB 772MB 11.3" active 4X CD ..2739.39

420CDS 5/100 8MB 810MB 11.3" dual 6X CD...2505.75

42QCDT 5/100 8MB 1.26GB 11.3" active 6X CD3289.82
Portege Notebooks

610CT 5/90 8MB 720MB 9.5" active 2429.66

620CT 5/100 8MB 1.2GB 10.4" active 2431.16
650CT 5/133 16MB 1.266B 11.3* active 4339.19

Tecra Notebooks

B00CS 5/120 16MB 1.26GB 12.1" dual 3657.56
500CDT5/120 16MB 1.26GB 12.1' active 6X CD 4519.30
720CDT 5/133 16MB 1.13GB 12.1" active 6X CD.5289.11
730CDT 5/150 16MB 2GB 12.1" active 6X CD .6002.37

/JST
Ascentia Notebooks

J10 S/75 8MB 500MB 10.4" dual 1979.47

J20 57100 8MB 540MB 11.3" dual 1736.97
J30 .5/100 8MB 800MB 10.4" dual 2063.79

J30 i/100 8MB 800MB 10.4" active 2434.62

J50 5/133 8MB 800MB 10.4" active 2808.50

P30 5/100 8MB 800MB 11.3" dual 4X CD 2408.28

P30 5/100 8MB 1.2GB 11.3" dual 4X CD 2596.09

P40 5/120 16MB 1GB 11.3" active 6X CD 3287.93

P40 5/120 16MB 2.1GB 11.3* active 6X CD 3749.59
P50 5/133 8MB 800MB 11.3* active 4X CD 3528.11
P50 5/133 8MB 1.2GB 11.3" active 4X CD 3809.67
P50 5/133 24MB 1GB 12.1" active 6X CD 4217.73

P50 5/133 24MB 2.1GB 12.1" active 6X CD. ...4676.95

Advantage! Lifestyle Mini-towers
9312 5/166 24MB 2.5GB 8X CD 2445.84

931C 5/166 24MB 2.5GB 8X CD 2351.94
931E 5/166 32MB 2.5GB 8X CD 2633.64

931E 5/200 32MB 3GB 8X CD 2821.44

Advantage! 9300 Series Mini-towers
930* 5/133 24MB 1.6GB 8X CD 1659.53

930E 5/166 24MB 2.5GB 8X CD 2073.30

9314 5/200 24MB 4GB 8X CD 2633.64
Bravo Desktops

LC 5100 5/100 8MB 630MB 1167.46

LC 5100 5/100 16MB 1.2GB 1287.19

LC 5133 5/133 8MB 630MB 1293.52

LC 5133 5/133 16MB 1.2GB 1375.74

LC 5166 5/166 16MB 1.2GB 1704,60
MS 1.100 5/100 16MB 1.2GB 1377,41

MS £5100 5/100 16MB 2.1GB 148B.05

MS 5133 5/133 16MB 1.2G3 1499.11
MS 5133 5/133 16MB 2.1GB 1609.74
MS 5166 5/166 16MB 2.1GB 6X CD 2062.28

Bravo Mini-towers

MS-75100 5/100 16MB 1.2GB 1399.54
MS-T 5100 5/100 16MB 2.1GB 1543.36

MS-T5133 5/133 16MB 1.2GB 1554.43

MS-T 5133 5/133 16MB 2.1GB 1707.60

COMPAQ.
Armada Notebooks

1120 5/100 8MB 810MB 10.4" dual 1888.23

1120T 5/100 8MB 810M8 10.4" active 2208.02

4110 5/100 8MB 810MB 11.3" dual 2496.17

4110D 5/100 8MB 810MB 11.3" dual 2879.37

41205/120 16MB 1.08GB 11.3" dual 3072.47

4120T 5/120 16MB 1.08GB 11.8* active 3744.82

41 SOT 5/133 16MB 1.08GB 11.8" active 4417.17
LTE 5000 Series Notebooks

5000 5/75 8MB 810MB 10.4' active 3648.77

510C 5/90 8MB 810MB 10.4" active 4032.97

5100 5/90 8MB 810MB 10.4* active 2X CD 4417.17

5150 5/100 8MB 810MB 1!.3" dual 2879.37

5200 5/120 8MB 1.35GB 10 4" active 4801.37

525C 5/120 16MB 810M3 10.4" active 3648.77

5280 5/120 16MB 1.35G3 11 3" active 4417.17

5300 5/133 16MB 1.35G3 12.1" active 4801.37

5380 5/133 16MB2.16G3 12 1" active 5761.87

Deskpro 2000 Series Desktops
5100/630 5/100 8MB 630MB 1118.70

5100/1200 5/100 8MB 1.2GB 1282.55

5100/1200 5/100 16MB 1 2GB 1384.25

5120/1200 5/120 8MB 1.2GB 1401.20
5120/1200 5/120 16MB 1 2GB 1502.90

5133/1200 5/133 16MB '..2GB 1655.45

5133/2500 5/133 16MB 2 5GB 1858.B5
5166/1200 5/166 16MB 1 2GB 1966.20

5166/2500 5/166 16MB 2 5GB 2169.60

5200/2500 5/200 32MB 2 5GB 2768.50

6180/1200/CD 6/180 16MB 1.2GB8X CD 2542.50

620G/2500/CD 6/200 16MB 2 5GB 8X CD 3152.70

Call for a free
COWcatalog

COMPAQ.
Deskpro 2000 Series Mini-towers

5133/2500/CD 5/133 16MB 2.5GB 8X CD 2073.5
5166/2500/CD 5/166 32MB 2.5GB 8X CD 2621.6

6200/2500/CD 6/200 32MB 2.5GB 8X CD 3406.9
Deskpro 4000 Series Desktops

5120/1080 5/120 16MB 1.08GB 1627.2

5120/1620/LS 5/120 16MB 1.62GB 1875.8
5133/1080 5/133 16MB 1.08GB 1808.0
5133/1620 5/133 16MB 1.62GB 1875.8
5166/1620 5/166 16MB 1.62GB 2186.5
5166/2500/LS 5/166 16MB 2.5GB 2508.6

6180/1620/CDS 6/180 32MB 1 62GB 8X CD 3051.0
6200/2500/LS/CDS 6/200 32MB 2 5GB 8X CD .3638.6

Deskpro 4000 Series Mini-towers
5133/1620/LS 5/133 32MB 1.62GB 2309.8

5166/2500/CDS 5/166 32MB 2.5GB 8X CD 2881.5
Deskpro 6000 Series Desktops

5166/1080/CDS 5/166 16MB 1.08GB 8X CD 2847.6

5166/1080/CDS 5/166 32MB 1.08GB 8X CD 3107.5

5200/1080/CDS 5/200 32MB 1.08GB 8X CD 3519.9

6180/2150/CDS 6/180 32MB 2.15GB 8X CD 3813.7

6200/2150/CDS 6/200 32MB 2.15GB 8X CD 3983.2

6200/4200/PDS 6/200 32MB 4.2GB PD-CD 4847.7

Deskpro 6000 Series Mini-towers
5166/2150/CDS 5/166 32MB 2.15GB 8X CD 3519.9

6200/4200/PDS 6/200 32MB 4.2GB PD-CD 4881.6
Presario Desktops

4112 5/120 16MB 1.6GB 6X CD 1499.0
4122 5/150 16MB 2.5GB 8X CD .1899.0

4402 5/133 16MB 1.6GB 6X CD bu>lt-in 15"monrtor 1999.0

Presario Mini-towers

4704 5/133 16MB 1.6GB 6X CD 1699.0
4712 5/166 24MB 2.5GB 6X CD 2199.0

6704 5/166 24MB 2.5GB 8X CD 2399.0

8702 5/166 24MB 2.5GB 8X CD 2499.0
4716 5/200 32MB 2.5GB 8X CD 2799.0

6708 5/200 32MB 2.5GB 8X CD 2999.0

ThinkPad Notebooks

365ED 5/100 8MB 540MB 10.4" dual 4X CD 1969.00

365ED 5/100 16MB 810MB 10.4' active 4X CD 2537.28

365X 5/100 8MB 810MB 10 4" dual 1999.00

365X 5/100 8MB 810MB 10.4" active 2339.05

365XD 5/100 8MB 810MB 10 4" dual 4X CD 2365.37

365XD 5/120 8MB 1GB 11.3* dual 4X CD 2562.18
365XD 5/120 8MB 1GB 10.4' active 4X CD 2887.21

560 5/100 8MB 810MB 11 3" duel 2761.79

560 5/120 8MB 810MB 12.1" active 3743.78

560 5/133 8MB 1GB 12.1" active 4195.15

760E 5/120 8MB 810MB 12.1" ociive 4407.24
760E 5/120 8MB 1.2GB 12.1" active 4427.71

760E 5/133 16MB 1.08GB 12.1" active 5947.85
760ED 5/133 16MB 1.2GB 12.1" active 4X CD..6994.9B

760EL 5/100 8MB 810MB 11.3" dual 3206.62

760ELD 5/100 8MB 810MB 12.1' active 4X CD4599.B2

760EL 5/120 8MB 810MB 11.3" dual 3409.81
760EL 5/120 8MB 1.08GB 12 1" active 4392.50

760EL 5/133 16MB 1.08GB 12.1" active 5497.32

Aptiva Series Desktops
C33 5/133 16MB 1.6GB 8X CD 1999.00
C65 5/166 16MB 2GB 8X CD 2449.00

C73 5/200 16MB 2.5GB 8X CD 2899.00
PC300 Series Desktops

PC330 5/133 16MB 1.2G3 3bays 1739.91
PC330 5/133 16MB !.6G3 3bays 1808.89
PC340 5/100 16MB 1.2GB 4 bays 1389.16
PC340 5/133 16MB 1.2GB 4 bays 1618.87
PC350 5/100 16MB 1.2GB 5 bays 1589.87
PC350 5/133 16MB 1.2GB 5 bays 1775.70
PC350 5/133 16MB 1.6GB 5 bays 6X CD 1998.82
PC350 5/166 16MB 1.6GB 5 bays 2146.32

PC700 Series Desktops
PC700 5/100 16MB 1.2GB 5 bays 1708.23
PC700 5/133 16MB 1.2GB 5 bays 1916.19
PC700 5/166 16MB 1.2GB 5 bays 2542.16

NEC
Versa Notebooks

2400 5/100 8MB 810MB 11.3" dual 2299.00

2400CD 5/100 16MB 1GB 11.3" dual 6X CD 2699.00

4200 5/100 8MB 810MB 10.4" active 2999.00

4230 5/133 8MB 1.08GB 10.4" active 6X CD ....3699.00

4050H 5/90 8MB 810MB 10.4" active 2999.00

4080H 5/120 8MB 1GB 10.4" active 3699.00

6000H 5/100 16MB 1.08GB 11.3" active 6X CD 3999.00

6030H 5/133 16MB 1.35GB 12.1" active 6X CD4999.00

6030X5/133 16MB 1.44GB 12.1" active 6X CD6399.00

*T
Extensa Notebooks

510 5/100 8MB 810MB 10.4" dual 1739.77

555CD 5/75 8MB 524MB 10.4" dual 1354.90
570CD 5/100 8MB 810MB 11.3* dual 6X CD 2248.27
570CDT5100 5M3 1.2GB 10.4" active 6X CD .2894.07

TravelMate Notebooks

TM5200 5/120 8MB 1.2GB 11.3" active 2701.43
TM5300 5/133 8MB 1.2GB 11.3" active 2701.43

TM6020 5/120 8MB 1.08GB 11.3" active 4041.95
TM6030 5/133 16MB 1.35GB 12.1" active 4606.26

•TBI HEWLETT-
MCCM PACKARD

Vectra 500 Series Desktops
510CD 5/120 16MB 1.26GB 6X CD 1616.99

Vectra 500 Series Mini-towers

515CCx 5/120 16MB i 2SGB 6X CD 1819.45
515CD 5/133 16MB 1.62GB 6X CD 1828.75
515MCx 5/133 16MB 1.62GB 6X CD 2064.29
515MCx 5/150 16MB 1.62GB 6X CD 2174.31
515MCX 5/166 16MB 1.62GB 6X CD 2353.19

Canon*
BJ30 monochrome 265.5
BJC70 293.8
BJC210 149.0
BJC610 429.0
BJC4100 229.0
MultiPASS 800 pnnt/copy/scan/lax 499.0
MultiPASS C2500 color pnnycopy/scan/fax 699.0

EPSON
AP5000+ 216.0
DFX5D0O+ 1385.4
DFX8000 2343.1
FX870 289.4
FX1170 376.5
LQ870 443.0
LQ2070 383.0
LO2170 599.0
LX300 167.0
Stylus 1500 995.0
Stylus Color 500 279.0
Stylus Color II 279.0
Stylus Color lis 157.0
Stylus Pro color 379.0
Stylus Pro XLcolor 1799.0

wga Hewlett-
WL'PM PACKARD

HP DeskJet 400 pnnter 168.6
HP DeskJet 340 portable inkjet printer 293.8
HP DeskJet 682C color primer 299.0
HP DeskJet B20Cso color printer 399.0
HP LaserJet 5L Xua printer 479.0
HP LaserJet 5P pnnter 681.8
HP OfficeJet inkjet laxr'cop.er/pnnter 484.0
HP OfficeJet 350 inkjet tax/copier/printer/scanner549.0

LEXM^VRK-
4039 10 Plus 1037.81

Optra N

184 Turbo

OKIDATA

OL600e 399.00

l!M:I.M:H'J=«

MEpgor'

2.0GB Fast-ATA 275.33

631MB Fast-ATA 165.94

1.08GB FastATA2 196.01
1.08GB Fast SCSI-2 265.22
2.1GB Fast ATA-2 578.70
2.14GB Fast SCSI-2 736,68
2.1GB ultra w:0e SCSI-3 573.11
4.29GB Fast SCSI-2 988.74
9GB Fast SCSI-2 1965.49

32 WESTERN DIGITAL
Caviar 853MB EIDE 171.71
Caviar 1.2GB EIDE 222.82
Caviar 1.62GB EIDE 239.78
Caviar 2.1GB EIDE-2 308.36
Caviar 2.5GB EIDE-2 346.43

(DHayes
ACCURA 366 V.34 interna! w/fax 141.13
ACCURA 366 V.34 externa! w/fax 149.36
ACCURA 366 DSVD internal 201.80
ACCURA 366 DSVD external 225.38
ACCURA 366 V.34 internal voice 158.77
OPTIMA 366 Business Modem external 236.48

(W motorola

BitSURFR ISDN adapter internal 263.97
BitSURFR ISDN adaptor external 263.63
BitSURFR Pro ISDN terminal adapter 345.90
ModemSURFR V.34 28 8 internal 111.39
ModemSURFR V.34 28 8 external 127.02
OnlineSURFR V.34 28 8 internal 132.69
OnlineSURFR V.34 28.8 external 151.71
VoiceSURFR V.34 28 8 internal 157.97

14.4 internal w/fax 66.77
14.4 Mini-tower w/fax 79.05
V.34 28.8 internal w/fax 116.54
V.34 28.8 Mini-tower w/fax 139.95

Mobotlcs
Sportster Series

14,4 internal w/fax 96.52
14.4 external w/fax 113.62
V.34 28.8 internal w/fax 149.48
V.34 28.8 external w/fax 169.29
Voice V.34 28.8 internal w/fax 169.29
Voice V.34 28.8 exterral w/fax 1B9.40
Winmodem V.34 28.8 ntemal w/fax 114.93
ISDN 128K terminal adapter 297.91

Courier Series

V.34 28.8 internal w/fax 238.90
V.34 28.8 external w/fax 275.65
l-modem ISDN V.34 faxmodem internal 418.52
l-modem ISDN V.34 faxmodem external 468.41

APC

Back-UPS Office •-•—•-•- 138.33
Back-UPS Pro 280 PNP I Hyyill 145.12
Back-UPS Pro 420 PNP ^^J-MJ ... 241.90
Back-UPS Pro650PNP Hfcf&fl 298.56
Smart-UPS 700 ^^Kfl 362.89
Smart-UPS 1000 IHKH 496.46
Smart-UPS 1400 j'7\r>lC| 621.50
SurgeArrest Personal . '. 16.14
SurgeArrest Professional.. ....26.18
SurgeArrest Network 29.24

BC250 g3.20
BCPERS420 126.49
BCPERS500 156.25
BC PRO 550 181.41
BC PRO 675 213.24
BC PRO 850 275.86
BC PRO 1050 309.20
OmniSmart 280 PNP 133.93
Omn:Smari450 PNP 204.75
OmniSman 675 PNP -^ 234.21

CDW® sells for less and services you better!"

800- 959-4239(4cdw)
Visit our web site! www.cdw.com

H996 CDW"Computer Centers, Inc. Byte 1833 11/96 Circle 235 on Inquiry Card.



RAIH
PERFORMANCE

DATA INTEGRITY

O

O

Today's applications require higher performance and reliability from your storage configurations.
Consan RAID systems are your storage solutions.

We have specialized in mass storage configurations for nine years and Consan designs the highest
performing RAID configurations to meet your most demanding needs.

HARD W A RE + SOFTWARE RAIDS — All Raid levels for all platforms.

HOT SWAP — Optional hot swap drives, power supplies, and fan.

DIGITAL VIDEO + CAD — Digital Video + CAD Approved with most applications.

NETWORK SERVERS — Combining performance and data integrity.

CONSAN builds Seagate based solutions as well as a full line of tape, optical and CDR storage
products. For more information, call Consan toll-free at :

1 1»(573

^Seagate
7676 EXECUTIVE DRIVE

EDEN PRAIRIE, MN 55344

TEL: 612-949-0053

FAX: 612-949-0453

1320 TOWER ROAD 101 EAST PARK BLVD.

SCHAUMBURG.IL 60173 PLANO, TX 75074

TEL: 847-519-1060 TEL: 214-422-3392

FAX: 847-519-1248 FAX: 214-422-3397

) 1996 Consan, Inc. Seagate and the Seagate logo are registered trademarks of Seagate Technology, Inc.

Circle 252 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 253).



Switch to any Server
by Name from an

On-Screen Display!

ffS DIRECTOR
-1 MailServer
2 Accounting 1
3 Accounting 2
4 Modem Server

Now, switching computers with your

AutoBoot keyboard/video/mouse

switch is even easier. Just call up the

Director menu, choose a computer and

you're done! No buttons to push or

codes to remember. Since you name

your computers whatever you like,

picking one from the menu is a snap.

Keep your current computer name on

screen at all times, or for just a few

seconds after switching.

Best of all, the Director works with any

platform, operating system or software you use.

All you need is a Commander product with

keyboard control capability. And, because it's an

add-on product to your existing Commander,

there's no software to install.

With the Director, making the

switch to Cybex is easier

come see us at than ever!
Networks Expo in Dallas, TX Oct. 29-31 Booth #1591

COMDEX/Fall "96 in Las Vegas NV, Nov. 18-22 at Booth #L4254

Cybex Computer Products Corporation
4912 Research Drive • Huntsville, AL 35805 USA
1-800-932-9239 • FAX (205) 430-4030
http://www.cybex.com

I'Cisa registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computerjnc. Sun isa
trademark ofSun Microsystems. Cybex, Commander,AutoBoot and 4xPare trademarksof Cybex Computer Products Corporation.

Dealer Program Available Made in USA

Circle 239 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 240).



WE WILL TRY TO MATCH OR BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE. CALL FOR LATEST PRICING!!
WE ACCEPT PO'S

FROM QUALIFIED FIRMS -p_-%ll EMORY
-___rillADAMTr:i: *^_-

LIFETIME
^WARRANTY

SECURITY WIU CALl WINDOW NOW

OPEN! NO SURCHARGE FORMC,
VISAAEi DISCOVER

HOT BOX SPECIALS
lompat] contura 4UU, 4Meg My'

4x8-80 29M

4x8-70 39ffi

Compaq 1MegV-Ram Pt. No.171017-001 19"
Thinkpad 750, 720, 700, 360, 355 4Meg 49m
1x1-80,18 pin chip 2"
1x9-80 12M
256x1-10,16 pin chip 500
Cyrix DRX2,16-32 69"
NEC Versa4Meg 49"
Panasonic6500,1Meg Module 14"
HP4P, 5P,4V, 1Meg 14®
HP4,1Meg 14"

32K-8 9.00 450 4.25 4.00
32K*B(3.3V| - 1400 tx

11.00 9.01
11.00 9.01 a.oo

64Kx8 15.00(5V) 19.0013.3V)
16KX4 3.00 7.01
12BKx8 29.50 26.H 24.00
32I8SOJ 12.00 11.01 9.00
Call (or SOJ Version

irT^frT^l-
MEMORYFORIBMJ APPLE

IS]
5DHS EONS 70NS SINK 100NS

685 645 SIS 4.95
49.00 39.00 iflnn

1Meg.xl(ZrpPI(| - 24.00 22.00 /nm

TStomnm -
2S6l(SulicOip| -

7.25 6.75

256x4(PaocZip) -
256*4Video Tjp) -

9.25 9.00 HHi
10.95 HHI. 7.95

256xr3(S0J} 19.00 16.00
256*1 3.25 2.95
64x4 H/ii
64x1

39.00 29.00
256x16 SOJEdO - 39.00

256«16VideoZtp - 4900 39.00
-

CACHE MEMORY I CACHE MODULES
256K(160pin) PipKlu;:: iiias! ;,".„•..•;•'

$22.00

512KIWO nm)PipelineBurstCacheModule
S39.00

256K(160pin)AsyncCacheModule
compatible mti\IBMAptiva

S59.00

80287-XL 49.00
80387-16 DX 39.00
80387-20 DX 44.00
80387-DX (DoesAll) 49.00
BW87-SX (DoesAll 183.00
IntelSX(DoesAll) 49,00
Intel SL Mobil 39.00
Intel 16SX 29.00
Intel 20SX 29.00

Lowestpriceon Inteloverdrive chips

CYRIX Fasmath

Make Your 486 Run like a Pentium
3X Fasler. for486Based DxfDx, Sx2, Sx ONLY $135.01

SIMM MODULES (Add $5.00 forSIPP)

72 PINSIMMS (fpm, edo) • SO D1MMS (7_im pin)

Bx 36 32 mg
16>36 64mg
1 x 32 4 mg
2 x 32 8 mg
4x3216mg
Bx 32 32 mg
16x32 64 ma
1 f>;,'•',!"•; (w
2 x 32 8 mg EDO
4x3216 nig EDO
Bx3232mgED0

Pentium Pr
16Meg 159.00
32Meg 319.00
64Meg 2349.00
12BMerj J628.00

3.3V ECC
BMeg 106.00

16Meg 209.00
32Meg 329.00
64Meg 709.00

44.00
74.00

124.00
249.00

i.3|)

• riV

Pin, 3.3V
Pin. 3 3V
Pm. 3 •••'.••
Pin, 3.3V EDO
!•.!, •;<,?;'>:>!)
Pit,3 •VI;::
[•:n. 3.'.V (00

Pill, 5VEDO
f Li;1-; :.:k;
<••• :..V EuC
P,n.5VEDO

EMeg
16Meg

BMeg

32:/.":

BMeg
16Meg
_;.';;

166,00
hViUHi

IIjIiLI 1)0

ECC Simms/Dimms Modules • DIMMS (168 pin)
16Meg
32Meg
64Meg

1BMeg
32 Meg

1B9.BB

209.00

449.00

AST MEMORY
MODEL
Bravo LCSeries. Bravo MT,Bravo MS.
MS-L,AdvantagePro DX33.SX25

Premmia LX P/60, MX4,66d, 4/100T, P/60

Premmia 4133,4133S. 4/50d.4/60d
Premmia SE 4/33.4/66d. P/60
Premmia MTE 4/33,4/65d. P/60
Manhattan G,VSeries Server
Power Premium 3/33,4/33.4/33S. 4/50d, 4/66d
Premium 486/25. -IE:;?:::.. 4iicv33 ••?.iy?J:z
Premium 386/33TE,4S6/25TE,486/33TE
Prem. II386/25.386/33.486/33,486 SXffiO
Bravo 486/25,4B6/33
Advantage 486/25,4B6/33,466/33P, 466SX/20
Premium SE4/22
Premium SE 4/50. d.66d, P/60
Prem 386/33T.386 8X16,Prem.ll386SX.20,366/25
Premmia GXP/90, P/100

ASTCupid Board

8M«o
16M«0
32M«g
8Meg

16 Meg
32 Meg
64 Meg
8 Meg

16 Meg
32 Meg
64 Meg

8Meg

-::-r-002
• -003

•.-•-004

• :-.'-005

•-•-003

501340-002
500987-005
5C'55;-0C1

501159-002
501159-003
501159-004
501159-005

500780-001

8MegKil/15MegKit
32MegKit/6JMegKil

0-32Meg

500780-005

500780-001
500780-003
500780-004

501565-001/501566-001

501567-001/501566-001
500818-001

59.00
98/178

27S.'518
159.00

AMBRA

Ambra N Series
AirihiaSNSurics
Ambra N-75.N-100

99/169/269/333
79/219

99/129/219

We also sell Memory for: Dell, Gateway, HP,
DEC, Sun, Zenith, Acer, NEC and Epson

! MASI'RCAFIL •.'.•:• ;S.V DP. ril"Cl«E ORDESS ACCEPTED FF1CM FORT-MS
•••••-> ••::..•:••••:.'-.W ,-. ',:-.'.'."•..',.•; . '..• • •:•• ::- '•• •'•.:.• •'.•••-•:< vvti-i-l ,'.•:::!.;';.:••.•
=•.:.;.:::.::; . •-:::• '.••:-. ','l- :•• l; -:. '••:• •:.: rsi '."•; ••-• • ••'-•'•-
AirAPO. FPOordersv,, . • ..,:.•••..•.•••'.•••::;.•. •:.-••..••.: :•.-• .-••,••-.;••. w^ Intl.AllCred:l card
ch-rasvenfied torfraudulent se 50RR1 '." SEFUNOS UTEP. JQ PAYS -EXCHANGES ONLY. Ityourective defects
•-.- -. • ; •-• .,.• :•. • • ;.• •-..— - ••• - •.',. .•'.'• . •••• . .• •:•:•••.••••;•

••'•.•:;::.••.•••::• :-.

'CflrtBfrl restrictions apply. Allpricesfinal ondateofsate.

IBM PS/1, PS/2 MEMORY MODULES
IBM PART NO.

30F5360(2Meg|
6450604/92G7196(2Meg]

6460608(2Meg)
34F2933 (4Meg
i7;J377 -32G7199(4Meg)
=JFJ335 i2Meg)
92P9694 14Meg)
92G7200 14Meg)
4Meg/3Meg/15MiB/32Meg
4Mtgmeg.-16Meg/32Mtg
4Meg/8Meg/16Hegl-32Meg
4Meg/8Mig/16Meg/32Meg
8Meg/16Meg/32Mg (Ecc)
92G7334f16Meg163pinEDO)
<KT,iys:,(32Meg16BpinEdO)
92G7539 !4Meg)
92G7541 BMegj
92G7543(16Meg)
92G7545 32Meg]
'.•v:i-j1L:l--i2-j7201 i4f,'aa:

•• :i:5;• 1;>'=: .-•'.- 2G72C3 =3-M fjrj'i
6OG1622/92G7204(16Meg]
92G7205 |32Meg)
6450902(2Meg)

645012S792G7200(4Meg)

6451158/92G720B(4Megecc)
i;-i:!ii5y;eN!egecc)
•••: :••..:• •:;.;••: :••_•/;:;::•

30-2B6. 25-286. 50 MTHS ED 79.00
70-061. E61.12t, 50Z. 55SX 65SX, P-70. 39.00
55LS 65LS X-Siat:- *i: i. •':'. •:;• 15-5 Hi-
70-A2I. A-6T.3-21 =•_' _:S'. -5-E Hit VaiFt :;5T 29.00
35SX i'.z: Hi: =: =.' 55LS 65LS 59.00
55SX ;5.3 i:i> Hi? 35S*. 35LS 59.00
PiS1&P.S1.,3555X-2i21 49.00
P/S1 & P/S1/386SX. Model-21?1 49.00

49.00
39ffl/i)3/219
39/69/119/219
39/69/119/219
39/69/113/219

119/213/399
aM 730/750 199.00

339.00

A:.:iv.: .111).330. 350. 510. 530,710.730. Pentium 39.00
A|i:iv.i.-i1ii331) 35!) :3lil. 530. 71C "3: rfntium 69.00
Ah:iv.,;m i. :i:iu. :!Sii fiiu. :,:iu /'. .::
A|Ov.i:!!•:). 331).3:'iil il0.530.7'C ":. =enbum 219.00

ValuePointPerformance,PCServer4|,66 49.00
ValuePoint Performance, PCServer 4.56
ValuePoint Performance. PCServer 4.66 139.00
ValuePoint Perlormance. PCServer 4'66 239.00
56,57, 57SX.90. 95, F-75. 57SLC 49.00

•:,H.Ja:<: iv-

57SX.90.95.P-75. 575LC =c. 565.3 = :' 386SX. 49.00
Mod-2123,2133.2155,ValPi77 -33!5: -rr=X. SVPE5-
Value Poml 77 486DX2.486SX. SVR 65

B9.00
56. 57.57SX, 90,95, P-75,57SLC 89.00
ValuePomi 77 486DX2,4B6SX,SVR35

486:95XP;95A(inslailm pairs) 69.00

9595 OPT

IBM NOTEBOOK & LAPTOP MEMORY
lln--.|.i:|i|i'IjIJ i:. /DO!:. 720,C,CL57SX
Thinkpad 750.C.700.C,720,CCL57SX
ThinkPad750, C
TN:'*[ias1755.365.3G0.355.340,450
TM-.kp.id 755.365,360,355,340,450
Tbirtpad755,36b. 355. 34b. 450
Jblniptd 760EX. Ed.EL. 365X.XO
Thinkpad500.510CSa 3 volt)
Thinkpad500.510CS[3.3volt)
JM:.:;33Sx.PSNo!e
LX40.N33SX. PS Note.Tkpd350.350c. PS Note425
LXJ3 N33SX.PS Note
Thinkpad755 DimmModules
Thinkpad755
Thinkpad350,350c. PS Note425
Thinkpad 350,350c,PSNote425

07G1415/07G14.0;4r.ta:i
07GH16/07G14!l;SM«i-.
66G0095(16Meg.32Meg)
66G0094 (4Meg)
66G0094(8Meg)
66G0094(16Meg.32Mea)
6tieg/16Meg/32Klig
81B9098(4Meg)
B1B9099(8Meg,l6Meg)
79F0999 (2Meg)
79F1000(4Meg)
79F1001(BMeg)
(4Meg/16Megl
(4Meg/16Megw/Adap
60G0378 (8Meg)
60G0379(16Meg)
4Meg/smg/i6mg
92G7259(4Meg)
92G7261(SMeg)
<v;;/;'ti3i16Meg.32Meg)
SMeg/16Meg
•:•.:.•-:;:.'•;.; :•:;- !.':.:

SMeg/16Meg/32Meg

Thiiikiwii /:ii!:.i.:H.ii.itt':ii:y
i -i),:i/;!ii:.i::;.i!.itN)ii,v
lln:|.|Ji:l /:))!:. C!i.H.ltl:!r[l,'
Thinkpad820
Thinkpad850
Thinkpad760

169/536
219/399

99/169/299/499
129/199/Call

COMPAQ MEMORY MODULES

Deskpro3B625E;20E

Deskpro386V25.20
DeskproSystemPro;S5'33.488/25,486/50L
Deskpro 4/66I,4/331,42SIS, 37331.3/251
;')usnpm"M"Series
Deskpro450,466, 4100. 575.590,5120,5133
Deskpro XE433S,450,466
DeskproXE560 (pairs)
Deskpro XL450, 466,XL560. xl566. XL575, 5100H590 4/8/16/32/6JM;3
Presario433, CDS520.CDJV520. CDL524, CDS526.CD^V528 4/8/16/32Meg

660.CDS6G0 CC-572T! CDS724 CDE.744, CDSB60
CDS920 CDTV920.924, CDS924. CDS954

;.l:jOS;r:= V.l •.-:=.. ;-J0 S,:; ;i 4 0 16 :•'.<?;
-•••.:• ir -• crj=: r- ci s ~": ;: = :•=: •::•:::

CDS992 7152. 7170. 7160. 9546. 9548, 9564
Prolinea 4/25S. 4^3. 4.33S. 4,'SO.4/66. CDS ' :; '-'•=---
PmMwaMT4.335.-i50 - H :in:,nMd 4-'33S.4-50S. J JO ••'':•' -! •• ': 33 '-'•.:

ea450, 466, 4100, 575. 590. 5120, 575, 590. 5120 4/871632Meg

1MegBoara4M»;Scard
1MegModuie-4i.'::',':•:.;

IMegBoarfl'4 f.';; l-zir,
1MetModvJe/4Me9 Module

2M2Meg
2/4/8Meg

ExpansionBeard0k
4/8/16r32Meg

2/4/8Meg
4/8/16/32;'64Meg

575 r ii. 5100 m ,5133 m
Prolianl 15005/75,5/100.1500R 5/75,5100 (install inpairs)4,B/l£lIV;g
Prosignia 300.575,590.5005m. 5005/120 (install inpairs)4/6.1632M=g
Prolianl 10005/60,Prosignia 5/60 (installmpairs) 4/8/16/32
" " ,nt2000466/50,5,66.5/90,2000R 5/66.5/30(installInpairs) 4/8/16/32

•&y)••Si,ryj :•;•: vu.3--i:c. .vm:-,-i,ii *w.b/imi

45005/100,4S00H 6/100

99/201

79/129

29/89/299

59/69/169

19/29/49/99

29'49/104/189
29/49/104/189

29/49/104/189
29/49/104/189

29/49/104/189

29/49/104/189

COMPAQ LAPTOPS & NOTEBOOKS
Elite 5900. 520O
LTE/3B6S/20
LTELITE/20,25,25C
LTELITE/20,25,25C
L.TELITE 20. 25.25C
_TEL:TE-:33 33C3;E -:.
LTE LITE 425C-33C:;E:f_
LTE LITE 425C33C--i5t2=L
SLT/386
Concerto. LTEElite

Centura 320,325

8Mtig/16MBg/32Neg$4Mig
4MegModule
4MegMoouie
BMegModule

16Meg Module
4MegModule
8Ueg Module

l6Meg Module
4Merj Module

4Meg
8Meg

l6Meg
4Meg

4Meg/8Mci|--,ui.Mi:i,i
4Meg
SMeg

l6Meg
4Meg

8Meg/i6Meg

121125-002
129769-002
129769-003

•:;•::;•::--

142337-002
142337-003
142337-004

11B305-O01
144790-001
144790-002
144790-003

146520-001
146521-001
146531-001
190532-001
190597-001

HARD DISK DRIVES

B50MB AC2850

1.2 GIG AG31200
1.6 GIG AC31600

2.1 GIG S339 2 5 GIG

HARD DRIVES FOR LAPTOP & NOTEBOOK

THINKPAD355,360.370.
750,755-B10mg

1.3 GIG
2.1 GIG

THINKPAD 760-1.3 GIG

COMPAQ

LTE5000,5100-810m
13 GIG

VersaE, V.M. P-1.3GIG 5769
2.1 GI3 839

Versa2000,4000 - 810mg S499
1.3 GIG 768

TOSHIBA

4700/4600-BlOmg S4^
1.3 GIG 786

TecraT7O0-810mg S7J9
1.3 GIG 829

NOTEBOOKS AMDLAPTOPS

BlOmg S41!
1.3 GIG 76!
2.1 GIG 841

CUSTOMER SERVICE & TECHNICAL: OPEN M-F, 9-4 PST

Allproducts brand new&guaranteed • Webuyexcess inventory
Trademarks areregistered with theirrespective companies.

y TMDE
228S5 Lockness Avenue • Torrance, CA 90501

BATTERIES
• • CALL FOR NOTEBOOK AND LAPTOP BATTERIES • •

Compaq, IBM, Toshiba, Epson. AST, Tl and More!!

MODEL
Ttttl SOO/P650
Teem 700. 710. 729 (SDRAM)
Itcia 7DO, 7IO, 7*0

T2000SXE2200SX/T1800,1850. C
T2100,2105, 2150. 2:55.5110 2115
T4:D0.C.Ti500,T470O,T19OO.C.T191O,
T4E00.CTi=00.T4700,T1900.CT1910,
T4500,C.Ti6D0,T470O,T19OO.C,T1910,
T3400CT. T2400, T3600
T600.610,CTEdc

1ilhMVi<rll,Vj:
AMT. UPGRADED

SMeg/16Meg/32Meg
SMig/16Meg/32Mtg

B10Mcg/1.3Big
2Meg/4Meg/8Meg

4Meg/8Meg/16r/=c 2~<;-:h
T1950(3.3v) 4Meg
T155:!3.3vi BMeg
TiK:(33v) i6Meg/32Meg

4Meg/a.M-.-:n",;,'-.i
8Meg/l6!.ii::-.:::r.':-i

MANU.PARTHI PRICE
r,i?3?-l55

149/7S9X99
729/319

59/89/119
'•v ':= L~j

69.00
109 00

199/349
89/119/179

119/189/319

PC-PA2012U
PC-PA2013U
PC-PA2014U
i'(M'A?l)!'l;l

NOTEBOOK, LAPTOP MEMORY
MODEL
ACER730.735C, 760,780
ACER763.765,782,784,786,767.
ACER 750
ACERNets Pro. ACERNote tile, 35b. 355
ARM TS33
4Sr4sce/Tr/3P30,P5<!
ASTAscentiaJlb. J30.J5b SMeg/li
.•.~-.'.;--:r-j 90011 SOON,B10,910
AST Ascemia 950
ASTBravoS Exptortr
- .- ',.••.:. .. : •••: [.- •:!•:-. :>.. •/ . : .:.!
AST =(!,•,-! E^i2iu 425EL.425SL

AT5TGio0alysll30,200,250
Austin DX4,DX2.SX2.SXSeries
Austin Vista
i;:irinnlri-.i-v.i Book 150.175
Canon mncua Book 200LS
Canon tooova Book 350CO. 360, -175
Canuri Irnc-va 486-10
C.r' -j^::-;"}-•',. 475rli
CTXEl Book 5xS6 Pent, Series
DEC HifJole. Ultra HiNole
OECHItiote VP
DellUMiideLM(pairs)
De!IL3::i!uieLX4100C.MX.MC, M

•. :.•!;• '::•:,',; -.:.-:: •
j ,•'.:•.; ;:-.•• 2'100 CoiorSook 4/33

Mom 14S5OXL/SXL
Gateway20004BliHiiridsndk oi I ilunv.'
Gateway2000SoloSeries
HitachiC-Serles
Hitachi M-Serles
HPC-":-.U;«300,480,425
HPC •:•• L^C"-. 530. 600
M-C-- ycoHIOOO
HPCr-":bcok5000
LeaOmg EdjeAviva 2000
Le>mark SE10
Magnavoi y etalis
MidwestMKroElileSX-25.SX33.DX2-50. DX2-66

:-:::r;•::•;'.•• :•:•:'. '.'- :•*•-/.
V:,',r=:V-::c-E :;S>::> -•.;• :;-:5 ;;5-s5
HitSubaN:njall
Mitsohishltpricol
fJCRSa1an3)80.31B1
NECUI V.MP

;;iS. fess2000CS2000D
[!ECV,;i:.:i •'.i.HJO 4050/40BD
NFC Versa 6000

>S' 286
PsEkard Be'l 3:nle:.m:in
P.-;ria="--•" GF380. CF480
Panaso:-- - CF-V21P, CF-5B0
Panasonic CF-V41
SogerMidtm.ail models
Sanyo17/18NB
Sceptre Sound*,all models
Sharp3839.3070
:-;-:•«• l: ••-.: -r-i 0700.5800.674
S-.ir:,.= i=; •.:=-• :-CT. 7700.7760
Sdarp 8700, S800,8900
Sharp 3010.3020.3050,3060
Sharp 9000.9030

AMT. JPGRAUED
V •::/ • •'.: .

JMeg/8Meg7l6Meg
••' • '-•.••:

4Meg/8Meg/16Meg
-•.•-_l'.'i-: :cV:.;

-Meg/SMeg'1Weg
8Meg.'16Meg
4¥eg/15Mtg

4Meg/i6Meg

iMeq
Jl-.:ea/l6Mi;ii

•;/„'(.',; Si.!, •!.' 111,•./,.'n-2l! .',.';•.•;
•1t.'.::!/l(iMi:i|

•;-.ii:; :-:.ii-.: 1'-::-.:i:m:.:.::
SMeg/16Keg
4Meg/16Meg
•If.'eii'lGMeg

4Meg/6Me.-j-i !;:,••:<;
(lege

lirn ii',h'j 1C-u':'(!
'.' -:.'•.'•: '• ',• •

4Meg/6Meg/16Meg
••'.•rzv.'r: •••••:.-.'•

- '.':: IF '.'•': ]
Lfj-'.ri -•:=:-E':i- 1?'.'•::

i 4Meg/16Meg
4Mh/BMu IBM 1 '-'

4SLC2-50.4000 6Meg
2Meg

8<Yeg/15Meg/32t/leg
•::.:,:.: ^.h::;:6:,U:. :• j ;',•;:;•;;

SMeg/16<Vcl :•:::.:•::•.!
•iMe-~/iGN-,.ocj
4Meg/16Mcg
4Meg/16Meg

4Meg/8Meg/16Meg
Stti'M-!tji,lmy3?Vmi
,;;.'-.••:•• h;-.'::'::. r;v-r

2Meg/4Meg
4Meg/8Meg/l2Meg
iMeg.'8Meg/16Meg

6Megr16Meg.'32Meg
4Meg/16Meg

4Meg/8Meg
4Meg

4Meg/BMeg/16Meg
4Meg/8Meg.'16Meg
-i.':g-3M=c i6'.pis
-i.'cctv.;: :;.:;.-•::

4*fej,'SAfer; 1(•".,:•
4Meg/BMeg

•!Mi:.T.-:V-n ,['.l':::;;-'!.'::-i
' ir.*i:u-3M-:-::-l-.:.--:!

.1.'S/16'32f,'su
8/16/32/54Meg

2Meg/BMeg
2Meg/4Meg/6Meg

4Meg'l6Meg

•i!,!m]'8r,h-i:-lbi,im!.-:.-:.::!'!
2Meg

4Meg/3Meg/16Mag
SttegnBl.k':-: JJ.'^-

2f.*eo-4Meg
4Meg/16Meg

4Meg/8Mca:;',••::
••••:,.:•.?•:• • •-'.• :

16Meg/32Meg
-;:.'•:. •':.•: :•:::.-. • :.'/ :

4Meg/16Meg
8Meg/16Meg
BMeg/15Meg

4Meg/6Mztt if.'.'••.'
IMeg

net

Tandy I91D
Tandy2820.3820,3B30
Tulip, allmodels

::;i.:. • :::•;•• H !:• W.*.v, ilV.'.
T-.-, nr-=,-.j f.rrrote 5 4Meg/6Meg/16Meg
Ultra436T338 4\1eg.'3Mea-;i6Meg
Winbook XP 4Meg/16Meg/32Meg
Zeos386SXNoiebook(noi me • version) 2Meg
ZemttiMasrerSport3BBSX 2Meg

2Meg
ZsnHt :--._:•; -'.2iLN.LKlC.LNP 4Meg
ZenithZ-NcteMX 4Meg-8Meg<16Meg
ZenitfiZ-SQr4/33 2Mid=l.'eo
Zenith2-StarEX 4Meg/8Meg/15Me~g

DOOM

5O12S5-O01. -602
500314-003

501166-001.-003
501318-001 002

PRICE
-:9.--65 53

<}'•} •<•':•> !5j

5^ 159 CHI Call
70 129 219

99/189
79/219

••••:;•!

109/189
79/219
79/219

69-109/169.'299
119.00
89.00

219/399/599

/•I •ll'l-S";

mm sin
83/129

89'119/219
9J'-i?'i9:-
«'^3=?

79/219
79/119
119.00

l6U-:'<l<J-Srj Iii50
119.00
49/99

G5-99.'-35
79/219

79/119/219/369

:3;75,'J?
•••0t«?J7S

79/129

199/419
!>;•;;;: :;?5

140/719
109/219
219/399

::H-9;'159
59/99/159

59.00
65/99/135

Ti 119219
:'•• 119 -19
•'-/7.0-15D

:;• ;i9199
69/119

59/199/169

PCMCIA VERSION 2.0

3-RAYi Cards 1MEG
3-RA'vl Cards 2MEG
28.6/14 -1 Data'Fax Mortem
1.1..;(!(!.;1.1,K]IH).ir,i/l,i. M(i:li-ril

Mcndwriiur Caul (ISASlot)
Lan Ethernet (Coasj, (10Br--T'

S119 6XCDRom
199 8XCDRom
159 SCSITypeII
59 Audio Card

149 MiiltiiimJ:,! Ui!n:ii!. l-imindoCS!
"" TypeIII340 MgHardDrive

28.8 Comm. from SirnpM ,,v.'tiiiii|jl,lack 219 '/::cy: CanitKiEtlcrnel • Mdtlem II

FLASH RAM {ATA) - Works with Digital Cameras Kodak DC-50 S More
4 Meg-169 8 Meg-239 16Meg-399 20Meg S ^OMeg-CALL HON ATA-CALL

LASER PRINTER MEMORY UPGRADES
••v:::--::.. ": "-:; •-:- "^ =—B5—® : : : : = =
Canon LBP430 - -39---49-----
CaronLBPS60,126<} - --39 --69 --94 144 309
CanonLEP4.4Uie,4rjlus - - 129 179 --------
Epsoi B000,AcHoSl m - - - 129 - - 229 - - - - -
Epson ActtonLasei fTOO, 1600 - - 69 ?o - - 99 - - 199 359
EpsonAction LaserII - - 74 - 173 - - £72
!.:•;»• ,-.i.,::-0••-.:• :.;:• :•.::.••••.:.;. • ?:j • /:i :-'/:'

Eison1000,150O,5000.5200 - -39 - -178
HP2.2D- - --69--99^-_--
HP3.3D.3P.2P2P> - - - BB - - » - - - - -
HP4.4M 4S1 4SIMX - --49 --59-- 99--

:'.'".1 n : ii ••:..:.•

HP4L - -34 ---------
HP SSI - - 39 - - - 69 - - 99
HP5L - - 49 74 - - 89 - - 199 - -
HP5P V.'".4V,4MV - - 19 39 - - 49 - - 39 124
-= :=; :••..:•::"••:: •-:?-- -9 -;9 :b
^d^..:::::: :'-::•'• •.:::•"• - -
•'••::-;:••' T:00:. 1200CiP - --39 --49-- 89--
HPParntiet XL300 54 ----- 69 - - 144 299 -
••/.;. - • ':• -: i;-i
:-::.i^.:--U'j ::,: - - 89

IBM Laser 4B39.4979 - - - 59 - - 89 - - 189 - -
KW :j LF-3110.3115 - - 119 189 239 ------ -
Lexmart Medn 4C.h iSX - - Call Can Can -------
LeSiMt* Ofltfal Lxh.hx - - - - - - S9 - - 84 139 ass

••••• n 39 :-::i
:•• rkWHiwrnaf200,4DD(SOD - - 29 39 - - 89
NEC90,290 - __89--------
NEC95.97 - - - 79 -------
Oki400 - - - 79 --------

••• I 4MK.41QE,4tOEX - - 89 109 169 -169
OkiaiOE.EX,600E.EX.510E,EX - - 29 39 - - 79 - - 119 179
Oki830.840 - - - 89 --------
Cki 2350.2450 - - Call Call --------
Packard BelP8BS0Q - - - 139 - - 227 - - - - -
Packard Bell 9815 - -- 139 --229-----
Panasoiilcl420/4450l - - - 99 - - 169 - - - - -
Panasonic UW/4430 - - - 89 - - 129 - - - - -
Panasonic 4450 - - 89 ---------
Panasonlc4400ffi400 - - 89 99 - - 169 - - - - -

Sharp 9400. 9460. 9600. 9700E - -6999--149-----
) E.H 9700. H - - 79 - - - 259 _ _ _ _ _

TIXL/PS17/PS35 - -49 ---------
nWaoteefPrafPwspraPro600 - - 89 129 - - 189 - - 329
Tl Microwriter - - 79 119 ________

310-539-0019
FAX: 310-539-5844

SECURITY WILL

CALL WINDOW

NOW OPEN

CALL

TOLL FREE
1-800-433-3726

(US and Canada)

ESTAB.

1985

Prices & Availability .. _ . . .. , _ __ __
Subject toChange Mon-Frl' 8!°°a-m- *°5:00 P-m- PST

Without Notice Sat. 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon

Sales/Orders: latradesls@aol.com Customer Service: latradecsd@aol.com Price Inquiries: latradeinq@aol.com

Circle 256 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 257).
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he AIIMicro CNE Self-Study Course™ is the first 100%
Computer Based Training (CBT) program to fully pre
pare you for Novell's CNE exams. Its innovative design

provides fast, effective and convenient training to anyone wishing
to becomea Certified NetWare Engineer, even when hampered by
a busyschedule. Our CNE CBT allows you to learn and practice
everything you'll need for full NetWare certification.

• Ail on one CD

• Interactive NetWare simulation for hands-on exercises

• S:udy at your own pace
• Hundreds of practice questions
• Priced below competitive products
• Everything you need to prepare for

Novell's test!

rij

Affordable!
The AIIMicro CNE Self-Study Course is priced far below other

competitive training packages, so you can now get top quality
training at a price you can easily afford.

Added Bonus!
The AIIMicro CNE Self-Study Course even

comes with the required Micro House
Technical Library™. You'll have at your
fingertips the latest specifications, diagrams,
hardware settings, component locations,

configurations, and other hardware technical
information, all on CD-ROM. Familiarity with the
Technical Library is required for full certification.

MICROHOUSE

Don't put your career on hold
any longer! Get the AIIMicro
CNE Self-Study Course and
get certified...FAST!

COURSE MODULES INCLUDE:

Effective!
Through the use of interactive exercis

es, you'll be able to gain practical hands-
on knowledge under simulated situations
without the need for a working network.

AIIMicro's CNE CBT ensures that when

you complete your training you'll be fully
prepared to pass your CNE exams, and
best of all, you'll be ready and confident
to go into the workplace and perform
vital CNE functions.

Convenient!
Our CNE CBT program offers you flexibility and portability

unmatched by traditional training methods. You will study when
and where it's convenient, at your own pace using a step-by-step
format for either NetWare 3.1 x or 4.1!

For more information about our limited time discount pricing CALL: I "800B653"4933
INTERNATIONAL: (813) 539-7283 • FAX (813) 531-0200

FoREFRONT/AIIMicro
18820 U.S. HWY. 19N., #215, CLEARWATER, FL 34624 BM

Circle 255 on Inquiry Card.

pros""

• Administration v3.1x

. Advanced Administration v3.1x

.3.1x Installation &Configuration (#802)

. Service &Support for NetWare (#801)

TCP/IPTransport for NetWare
Networking Technologies
NetWare 3.1x to 4.1 Update
NetWare 4.1 course also available

NOTE: As of 6/30/96 current CNE's will lose
their certification unless they pass Novell's
new 3.1x-4.1 update test. We have the course!
CALL TODAY!!
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SPORTSTER "33.6Kbps Data" Fax modem with Personal Voice Mail
Puts all the convenience ofan answering machine, speakerphone. fax machine and reliablemodem inone compact unit- and its easy to use, rightfrom
your home or office PC.

Sportster
•Supports true ITU-T V.34 data transmission at 33.6Kbps. w
• Plug and Play design. 16550 UART for improved performance
•Speakerphone designed withMicrophone Included.
• MultipleVoice MailBoxes for convenient &confidential access.
• Fax on Demand Menu features ability for caller to choose requests.
• Quick, Remote Fax Retrieval! Abilityto signal an alphanumeric pager!
• Full Duplex Speakerphone lets you talk and listen without interruptions.
• Caller IDand Distinctive Ring so you'll always know whose calling.
>5 Year Limited MfgWarranty: Factory Repair or Replacement

Mobotics
Intelligent Choice in Data Communications

Reliable & Affordable Ethernet Networking Products! |
10BASE-T/BNC Adapter Card features Plug 'N Play I/O,interruptand PROM
address. NE2000/IEEE802.3 compliant with LEDindicators for activityand link
detection. Supports NOVELL, Microsoft, Artisoft, FTP and PC/NFS. Compatible
with all Bus systems, 10Mbps transfer and is FCC certified.
Configuration options: MMff

ADDTROI.

uv\

- Plug 'N Play Design
-I/O 300h,320h,340h & 360h
-Interrupt 2,3,4,5,10,12,15

AE-200-PNP-CE

AE-380PCI

AEF-350TX

UTP16/L

UTP8SL

10BaseT/BNCAdap.
32-Bit PCI 10BaseT Adap.
PCI 10BaseT 10/100 Mbps Adap
16Port10BaseTHub

8Port10BaseTHub

SPORT-VI

SPORT-VE

33.6Kbps Internal Faxmodem with Voice Mail

33.6Kbps External Faxmodem with Voice Mail

16-Port 10BASET Concentrator

pnpn *Reliable—Jl 11 .j—\ . Compact
IHHIM-IH . Cost-effective!

OffersSixteen 10BaseTports with RJ45 connectors, One BNCand One AUIport
forcascading hubs or connection to existingbackbone, has 21 LEDindicators for
confirmingstatus and operations. IEEE802.3 compliant.
BEN220 BOCAHUB-16PLUS 10Base-T Concentrator

BEN210 BOCAHUB-8 (Eight Port) 10Base-T Concentrator

JCat 5 & Coaxial Networking Bulk Cable 1.99'
VDC5-4 Level 5,4 Pair, Unshielded CL-2 PVC $.15
VDC5-4P Level5,4 Pair, Plenum .45

I RG58U RG-58U Coaxial Systems PVC Cable .15

*179

209

524? I
99

1000'

$.10 $.09
.30 .26

.10 .09

Netwirk HI Switch
MASTER VIEW allows one console to access six

servers (CPUs). Supports VGA to Multisync,
has built-in buffer, is Daisy Chainable, AutoScan
or Manual selection (3-40 sec. scan interval),
Perfectforcomputer room access to fileservers,
CS-106 MasterView (ATOnly), 1to6'279
CS-104 AT/PS2 MasterView,1 to 4 269
CS-102 ATMasterView, 1 to 2 219
CS-122 PS/2MasterView (1 to 2) 219
VIDEO SEPARATOR - Video Signal is enhanced
fordistanceupto 210ft. (Daisy Chainable)
VS-104 41o 1 $99 *T-ij
VS-108 8to1 159 CYI KSr^
Parallel Line Extender
PLE-100 DB25 Male to DB25 Male, 30' $43
PLE-110 DB25Maleto 36 P Male,30' 43

Premium Cable Assemblies (Fully Shielded)
Part* Description
PPC301 -6 Printer Cable DB25-36 Pin Centronics, 6ft.
PPC1284-6 Bi-Directional EPP Printer Cables, 6 ft.
25M*-6 DB25, 25 Line Cable M-M or M-F, 6 ft.
HD15MM-6 15 Pin High Density, Male to Male, 6 ft.
5MM-6 5 Pin Din Male to Male , 6 ft.
KEC-6 ATKeyboard Extension Cable, 6 ft.
PS2KEC-6 PS2 Keyboard Extension Cable, 6 ft.
MEC-6 AT Monitor Extension Cable, (9M-9F) 6 ft.
PS2MEC-6 PS2 Monitor Extension Cable, 6 ft.
ATM-6 ATto Modem, 6 ft. (9S-25P)
ACPC-02 PC power cable, 6 ft.
ACPC-03 PC power adapter cable
ACPC-04 Monitor power ext. cable, 6 ft.
SCSI-II 50-Pin Centronics (M) - 50-Pin Half Pitch
SCSI-lll-1 SCSI-Ill, 18" Internal Cable
NMA-* RS-232 Null Modem Adapter (25S-25P or 9S-9P)
Gender Changers - Ultrathin
TGC-25* 25-pin M-M or F-F ultrathin
TGC-9* 9-pin M-Mor F-F ultrathin

Each

$2.99
12.95

3.99
4.99

2.99

2.99

3.39

2.99

3.39

2.99

2.49

2.29

3.69
29.95

29.95

2.99

$2.99
2.69

10+

$2.54
11.99

3.51

4.24

2.54

2.54

2.99

2.54

2.99

2.60

2.24

2.06

3.32

28.50

28.50

2.69

$2.69
2.42

lOOMHz PENTIUM

MOTHERBOARD
PREMIO Quality, Performance &
Reliability. Novell approved offering SiS
chipset, AMI Plug 'n Play Flash BIOS,
clock generator for fast speed changes
and meets EPA Energy Star Standards.
-256kB cache upgradeable to 1Mb -*"T3
-Four 72-pin SIMM sockets /jrfffcl.jN
support EDO with up to 128Mb. VjrtS'jy

-Built-in Controller support 4 IDE ^"•T: .
drives (up to16.6MBps transfer) B?JR'!W!

-Features 4 PCI Master & 4 ISA Slots

-Integrated I/O features EPP/ECP bi
directional parallel port, Two 16550
UART Serial ports w/16 byte FIFO. LBA
IDE drive support over 528Mb

MBPEN-100 PREMIO

Pentium Motherboard

100MHzCPU *289
MBDX4P120A 486 DX4 "Green"

Mainboardwith

PPC301-6

.':.
Category 5 10Base T Cables (Hi-Flex Gray, Red, Green, Blue, Black, Yellow)
Part# Description Without Boot
73-66^-3 3 ft.
73-66_-7 7 ft.
73-66_-15 15 ft.
73-66_-25 25 ft.
73-66_-50 50 ft.

1-9 10-49 50+ 1
i m $3.82 $3.47 $3.18
\% 4.80 4.36 4.00

T". 6-92 6.29 5.77

9.56 8.69 7.97

15.20 13.82 12.67

* ? f\»
120MHz AMD CPU '199

BCPER280

BCPR0675

BCINT280

BCINT675

OMNIPRO450

285vA, 175Watts, 2 Outlets
67bJVA, 425Watts, DB9Lan Port, 4 Outlets
280VA, 2 Outlets _fc ~~ _
675VA, 4 Outlets rRJfT,UTE
450VA, 280Watts, 4 Outlets

Slice

$97

231

99

230

203I
IVIVSWI I

Altex
Cupiters i Eleetruies

1-800-531-5369

Enjoy sharp color _ clarity! 1
14" SVGA Monitor features 1024x768

resolution with 28mm aperature. Energy Star
compliant with One-Year Mfg.Warranty.

D10BT RJ45 Ethernet, AS400/Sys3x
Protector (Wires 1,2,3, 6) 24
DB25 Serial DB25, RS232 Protector
(Pins 1-8,20) 23
SUPER8 8 outlet, 18,000amp spike protect.,
6' cord, 2 yr.warr. 24
IB6ULTRA 6 outlet, 3 filter banks, LEDs,
6' cord,$25KUlt. Ins. 52
ISOTELULT6 6 outlet, 3 filterbanks, LEDs,

$25K Ult. Ins. 61
CC16-P Command Console, 6 outlets,

Fax/Modem protection., $10K Ult. Ins. 69

MON-08

MON-13

MON-11

14"

15"

17"

FAX: 210-637-3264 http://www.altex.com
Hours 7:30am-6:30pm M-F • 9-5pm Sat. CST

HIHI1TE, llllllllllllt I SMIIMIl Hi IEIEIIE. IE1 II 1EIII IIIIIIIIE INI IrHIIM
TERMS: ForC.O.D. ordersadd $5 perpackage.Minimum $25.Cashor Cashiers Checkonly.Forordersunder$99 add $3 handling
charge. All shipping is FOB San Antonio. Texasandwill be added royour invoice. Texasresidents add 7-3/4% sales tax.All returns
require flMA# and mustbe returned in original condition. A15%restcck,-g lee will be assessedon product relumed in non-resaleable
condition. Pricessubjectto changewithout notice. Weare not resc-:-=:-e tor typographical errors.

>34 on Inquiry

'259

329

619

5 Texas Locations
11342 IH-35 North

San Antonio, TX
(210) 637-3200 • FAX: (210) 637-3264

10731 Gulfdale

San Antonio, TX
(210) 828-0503 • FAX: (210) 340-2409

10705 Metric Blvd. • Austin, TX
(512) 832-9131 • FAX: (512) 835-1328

15207 Midway Road • Dallas, TX
(972) 386-8882 • FAX: (972) 386-9182

2650 S.P.I.D.

Corpus Christi, TX
(512) 814-8882 • FAX:(512) 814-8812



Transfers data 3
times faster than
other portables.

Soaks tip twice
as much data as

a TR-3 drive.

It's a ciear-cut victory for the backpack 8000t,the fastest tape

backup system in the field, It has a big 8GB capacity, and

it's portable, This powerful drive transfers data at up to

30MB per minute, That's 3 times faster

than you'll find elsewhere. Using a single

Travan TR-4 tape, backup your large

hard drives in record time, But that's not all, Installation

is a breeze. Plug the backpack 8000t into your printer

port and your printer into the backpack, There are no

-. _ expensive card options to deal with.

Then unplug and take it with you to backup data on

other PCs. The backpack 8000t gives great performance

at a price well under external DAT drives.

Now that's what you call a winner!

,-

Plugs into any standard
printer port. Share data
between portables,
desktops and laptops.

Available through computer dealers, computer superstores, and mail order catalogs. Travan is a trademark of 3M
Circle 243 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 244).

Free

Travan" TR-4

Tape with purchase.
[ (Limited Time Offer)

OcIGKpclGK
8000t

[VHicmSolutions

The portability leader.

Ph: 800-295-1214 (USand Canada)
or 815-756-3411, Fax: 815-756-2928
Internet: www.micro-solutions.com



Circle 262 on InquiryCard (RESELLERS: 263).

Windows NT • Solaris

System Commander makes it safe
and easy to add as many OSes to your
PC as you want!

Easy Automatic Installation
• Prepares your PC for new OSes in

minutes
• Simply select the OS you want and

System Commander does the rest
• To use another OS simply reboot

and make another selection

Money-Saving Flexibility
•Minimize hardware expenses by

putting up to 100 OSes on one PC
•Use any combination of hard drives

* When ordered before noon

subject to change without notice.

Windows v3.x • DOS/V

Windows 95

• Use any Intel compatible OS or
combination of OSes, in English or
any other language

System Commander is only $99.95 and
comes with an unconditional 60 day
money back guarantee. Get Free
overnight shipping when you mention
this ad. 'Order it now and have it on your
desk tomorrow morning!

"System Commander is a
blooming miracle"

Jerry Pournelle- BYTE

PC-DOS SCO UNIX

Free
overnight shipping*
when you mention this ad.

800*648*8266
www.v-com.com

\T V Communications, Inc.
4320 Stevens Creek Blvd, #120-4BYT

San Jose, CA 95129
408.296.4224 fax 408.296.4441

PST. No Saturday delivery. Standard shipping outside US. CA res. add $7.25 sales tax. Offer
All logos and product names are trademarks of their respective companies. VISA/MC/Amex ©1996

Windows 95J MS-DOS

with a Rose keyboard monitor switch

Call today for free catalog

♦ Print servers

♦ Data switches

♦ Keyboard/video control

800-333-9343

Streamline your computer room by reducing excess equipment.
Access up to 256 CPU's from a single keyboard, monitor, and mouse.
ServeView is our best-selling switch, has every feature you can imag
ine, and installs in minutes. Compare price, features, performance,
quality, and support and you'll find Rose can't be beat. Call us to
discuss your application or to receive your free information kit.

Come See Us at
Fall COMDEX, Nov. 18-22
Las Vegas, NV Booth #S4424 and
Comdex Hispano America, Dec. 4-6
Miami, FL Booth #C323

P.O. Box 742571 ♦ Houston, Texas 77274
TEL 713/933-7673 ♦ FAX 713/933-0044
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Powered By Polywell
For CAD/CAM, Animation, Video Editing, inte

ft

msn. r-jm.

Custom Configuration for
high-end Alpha, Multi
processor Pentium Pro
Server/Workstations.

PolyRaxx RackMounts
Clustering Disk Array
Portable Alpha, PCs

pA**\ I

%_*«.**

: PENTIUM-PRO

J0J €

£_

mourn—_»

Optimized for:
Video/Animation Authoring,
Image Editing, Presentation,
CAD/CAM, 3D Rendering,
Internet/Intranet/SQL Server

433MHz (256-bit Alpha 21164A) Super System with 9GB HD from $9,995
400MHz (256-bit Alpha 21164A) Advanced System with 4.3GB HD from $7,995
300MHz (256-bit Alpha 21164) Standard System with 2.1GB HD from $4,995
275MHz (128-bit Alpha 21064A) Basic System with 1.2GB HD from $2,995

Quad Pentium Pro 4 x 200MHz SQL Server with 20GB Disk Array from $19,950
Dual Pentium Pro 2 x 200MHz SMP NT System with 4.3GB HD from $4,500
Single Pentium Pro 200MHz Standard NT Station with 2GB HD from $2,500

Pentium 200MHz High-Power PC with 2GB HD
Pentium 166MHz Standard PC with 1.6GB HD

Cyrix P166+ Budget PC with 1.2GB HD

from $2,300
from $1,995
from $1,595

Polywell Computers, Inc (800) 789-
www.polywell.com

1461 San Mateo Ave., So. San Francisco, CA 94080, USA
Tel: (415)583-7222 Fax:(415)583-1974 E-Mail: info@polywel.com

llPCComputing CADALYST
Q0f3QQ

I HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

EE

Warranty and Support
5-year in-house labor,
2-year standard parts,
10-year toll free support
30-day money back guarantee

POLYWELL
SYSTEMS



Access any PC attached to the
AutoBoot Commander 4xP or

IxP via telephone lines!
Works with any IBM PC/AT or 100%
compatible computer

Built-in support for both text and VGA
graphics viewing modes

Full remote key
board control

allows you to
control any
attached PC

as if you were
actually there

Perfect for offsite

troubleshooting!
Change the CMOS
setup, reboot, or even
cold-boot any attached PC

Won't interfere with running
applications or network software

Upload or download files to any attached
PC; transfer files or upgrade the software
on any computer

Key*-View™ COME SEE US AT

COMDEX/Fall '96 in Las Vegas NV
Nov. 18-22 at Booth #L4254

Cybex Computer Products Corporation
4912 Research Drive Huntsville, AL 35805 USA

(205) 430-4000 (205) 430-4030 fax
http://www.cybex.com/

Company

OBEX
Computer products Corporation

Cybex, Commander, AutoBoot,4xP,and IxPare trademarks of CybexComputer ProductsCorporation. IBM, PC, and PC/AT are registered trademarks of International
Business Machines Corporation. Key-View isa trademark of Fox Network Systems, Inc. TheInc. 500logoisa registered trademark ofColdhirsh Group, Inc.
Dealer Program Available Made in USA

Circle 237 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 238).



(CD-ROM, Backup, and Removable Storage) (CD-ROM, Backup, and Removable Storage)

"Price comparison based on MSRP's as of 8/15/96.

Their Solutions.

PlayCD-ROM programs
audio CDs. or use a I'D

cartridge for additional
on-line storage.

tote them from PC In
PC. Plufis into an}
IBM-compatible
notebook or desktop.

Sure, you need to add function to your computer,

but you don't need all those machines cluttering up

your desk. The backpack pd/cd is a 3-in-l mass storage

solution that gives you a CD player and a removable

cartridge storage drive. Backs up your

hard drive, too.

Now, just in case you're not up on

PDs (optical Phase Disks), they're a new

kind of media you can read, write on,erase and remove an

unlimited number of times, PDs look a lot like CDs, cost less

than magnetic cartridges,and can store

650MB. Also, they can't be accidentally

erased by magnetic fields.

Another good thing is the easy installation. Plug the

backpack pd/cd into your printer port and your printer

into the backpack. That's it, Save your precious few

expansion slots for something else.

And best of all, the backpack pd/cd is half the price

of those other solutions!

Standard 650MB
optieal disks can
be erased. Use
over and over.

Available through computer dealers, computer superstores, and mail order catalogs.
Seagate Software isa trademark of Seagate Technology. Inc.

Circle 245 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 246).

Y\ Seagate Software™ N
[backup solution included]
k, with purchase price. >

v (Offer expires 12/31/96) J

backpack
pd/cd

IVIicmBoIutions

The portability leader.

Ph: 800-295-1214 (US and Canada)
or 815-756-3411, Fax: 815-756-2928
Internet: www.micro-solutions.com
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ThinkPad Notebooks

Thinkpad 560 Series
TPAD 5B0C _ 5/100 8/810MB DSTN_ W?^...^. „. ;_$cal1_
TPAD 560C _ 5/100 8/810MB DSTN_ W95_„_.„ . „ . JsaN.

TPAD 560C _ 5/100 8/81DM8 DSTN_. M^v —ii-.:lc.a!L

Thinkpad 365 Series
TPAD_ 3B5XD_ J/1008/810MB4XCD 10.4DSTIh.„_. .$2285.7£
TPAD_ _365XD_ J/120 8/108MB.4XCDJ1.3_DSTN_. .„ .S2450.D£
TPAD_ 3fj5XD_ J/1208/108im4JffipjlO.4_ACr..^..$2918.75
TPAD_ 365E_ J/100 8^40MO 10J DSTN W95^. _ .$1699.33
TPAD_ 365ED_ J/10J 8^01^ 4XCD 10.4 DSTN^._„_..12035.42^

Thinkpad 760 Series
TPAD_ 760ED_ .5fl3316MBJ_D0J2.1 MT 1.2GB HD4XC_. „. ._^_. ._$Ca][
TPAD_ 760E _ 5/120 8MB 12GBHD 12.1 TFTOnCD^. _ .J4493.75
TPA0_ 760E _ 5/13316HBJp0 T0eriB_HD_t2._1 TFT W95 „_. .46130.21^
TPAD_ 760E _ 5/1208MB L2GBHIM2J Tf-T OPTCD.^._„_. 44341.67
TPAD_ 760EL_ 5/133 «BJ.08GB HDJ2.1_TfT W95._„„, .-15469.79
TPAD_ 760ELD_ 5/1008MB810MBHD_4XCDJ2.1JFT ._;_.._;_..-Jj4445.83^
TPAD_ 760EL_ .5J120MB8£0MBJD11.3DJJN£95^. ._^.. $3333.33
TPAD 760EL 5/100 8MB 810MB HD 11.3 DSTN W95 $3148.96

www.computerlane.com
Notebook Systems

HEWLETT PACKARD

Printers
HP DESKJET 340 $295
HP DESKJET 60O/660C $289/392
HP DESKJET 850C/1600C $495/call
HP LASERJET 5L/5P $485/call
HP LASERJET 4+/4M+ $1340/1845
HP LASER 4V/4MV $1840/call
HP SCANJET 4S/4C $call/892
HP LASER 5SI/5SIMX $call
HP LASERJET 4+ $1045
HP LASERJET 5/5M $1265/1699

COMPUTERS

VECTRA XU SYSTEMS
XU 6/150 16/1GBscsi+CD+Matrox $StOCk
XU 6/150 16/2GBscsi+CD+Matrox $stOCk
XU 6/200 16/1GBscsi+CD+Matrox $StOCk
XU 6/200 32/2GBscsi+CD+Matrox $StOCk

built in Networkcard, WindowsNTpreloaded

Armada 1120CSTN
Armada h20CTFt
Armada 41iocstn
Armada 4110CSTN
Armada 4hocstn
Armada 4hoctft

Armada 4130CTFT

P100 8/810MB $1850
P100 8/810MB $2179
P100 8/810MB $2450
P100 8/81OMB, cd.sound$2S50
P120 8/810MB $2999
P120 8/810MB $3685
P133 8/1GB $4350

NOVELL
Netware 3.12/4.1 Promotion
5/10/25/50/100/250 USERS

RED or WHITE BOX

Netserver LC P/100/133/166 32/1gb+CD... $call
Netserver LC P/133/166 32/1gb+CD $call
Netserver LH P/133/166 32mb,notiisic.Array.. $call
Netserver LH P/133/166 32mb,m> disk .... Seal!
Netserver LH P/133/166 64mb,4.2gb, Array. $call

-*-:•:- call for all other Netserver configuration **

HP VECTRA 500 COMPUTERS
515MCX 5/133 16/1.6 GB ♦cd+souna.pirom $stock

answering-t-ttearjphones

515MCX 5/166 16/1.6 GB +crJ+soum!+prionB $stock
answerinrj+he artphones

iiM i I [• JI rA'

LTE 5150

LTE 5250
LTE 5250
LTE 5280

Deskpro 2000
Deskpro 2000
Deskpro 2000
Deskpro 2000
Deskpro 2000
Deskpro 4000
Deskpro 4000
Deskpro 6000
Deskpro 6000

Prosignia 300
Prosignia 500
Prolinat 5000

Prolinat 5000
Prolinat 5000

Prolinat 5000
Prolinat 5000

Prolinat 5000

P/75 8/810MB, Active. . $StOCK
P/100 8/810MB, Active. . $StOCK
P/120 16/1.3GB, Active . Sstock
P/133 16/1.3GB, Active . $StOif
p/100, 8/1.2gb $1275
p/133,16/1.2gb $1675
p/166,16/2.5gb $2175
6/200,16/2.5gb $2690
6/200cd, 32/2.5gb $3299
6/200,32/2.5gb, cd $2799
5/120, 8/1gb $1599
5/166, 8/1gb, eds $call
6/200, 32/2.5gb, cd $1275

Pentium 90,i20,i50Mhz .. $stock
Pentium i20,i50Mhz.... $stock
6/166 ModeM $stock
6/166 MorJellA $stock
6/200 Model2 Sstock
6/200 Model2A $stock
6/166 (rackmount Models) . . . SstOCk
6/200 (rackmount Models) . . . $StOCk

call tor best price

* free network card with Purchase over $2500.00 * COMPAQ, IBM, TOSHIBA, HEWLETT PACKARD

T2110CS DX4/75

T2130CS DX4/75
T2150CDSDX4/75
T2150CDTDX4/75

T2150CDTDX4/75

T100CS P/75
T400CDT P/75

T410CDT P/90
T700CT P/«0
T710CDT P/133
T720CDT P/133

T110CS P/100
T110CT P/100
T420CDS P/100
T420CDT P/100
T500CS P/100
T500CDT P/100
T610CT P/90
T720CDT P/133
T730CDT P/150

8/810MB .

8/810MB .

8/810MB .

16/1.3GB

16/1.3GB

8/810MB .

16/1.3GB

16/1.3GB

Sstock

8/540MB $StOCk
4/540MBtCDtSOUND ,$StOCk
8/540MB+CD+SOUND .SstOCk

4/540MB+CD+SOUND .SstOCk

8/810MB $StOCk
8/810MB+CO SstOCk

8/810MB+CD $StOCk
B/1.3GB $StOCk
16.'1 3GB+CD SstOCk

16/1.3G8+CD Sstock

.Sstock

.Sstock

.Sstock

.Sstock

.Sstock

.Sstock

.Sstock

.Sstock
.. Scall

Also carry Toshiba
Refurbished Models

* Call for Price *

Matrox Millenium 2mb WRAM .. .$189.00

Matrox Millenium 4mb WRAM . .$250.00

Matrox Millenium

MPEG Capturecard Scall

Creative Lab

Recordable CD-R 4210 $599.00

Creative Lab 8X IDECD $119.00

8X Parallel Port CD $325.00

6X Parallel Port CD $259.00

Creative Lab SB 32 PnP $115.00

Panasonic 6X portable
CD-ROM drive $379.00

Epson Style 500 colorprinter .. .$369.00

ZEBRA S-500

Stripebarcode PRSER $1175.00

ZEBRA S-300

Stripe barcode PR SER $899.00

-. •;

Kodak DC 40 Digital Camera ... .$523.00

Kodak DC 50 Digital Camera ... .$859.00

Microtek Scanmaker E6 scanner .$549.00

Seiko Smart Business Card Reader . .Scall

Sportster 33.3Fax/Modem Voice .$169.00

Sportster33.3 win modem $119.00

Zip Drive 100 MB $195.00

Jaz 1GBdrive $365.00

Tapestor8GB internal SCSI Drive .$355.00

Pentium Motherboard

512k piplinecache $139.00

Ami Pentium Pro

Merlin motherboard $640.00

Intel Pentium Pro

Venice motherboard .$345.00

Computerlane
Outside California: 1-800-526-3482

Inside California: 818-884-8644 • Fax: 818-884-8253

comlane@instanet.com
7500Topanga Cyn Blvd., Canoga Park, CA 91303

ours: Monday - Friday 9-6, Saturday 10-5

Compaqis ARegistered
Trademark of Compaq. IBM
is A Registered Trademark
of International Business
Machines. All Quoted
Prices Relied A 5% Cash
Discount. VISA, Master
Card, Wire Transfer Also
Accepted. Prices Subject
to Change Without Notice.
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Window NTWorkstation 4.0 ... .$278.00

Mag 15" SVGA Color Monitor .. .$345.00

NEC XV+ 17" svga monitor $782.00

Adaptec 2940 PCI SCSI Scall

PCMCIA 28.8 Megahertz $234.00

PCMCIAXircom 2.8 fax modem .$219.00

Black computer case &

Monitors

14" 1024x768 .28ni $281.00

15" 1024x768 .28ni $399.00

Mini TowerCase 250W 5 bays .. .$99.00

MidTowerCase 250W 6 bays .. .$149.00

Mouse Serial $25.00

Keyboard 101 Enhanced $49.00

Academic Software
Microsoft Academic Partner

Microsoft Office Professional
for windows 95 (with bookshelf)

$165
MS WINDOWS NT WORKSTATION ...$125
MSwindows NTServer $399.00

MsBackOffice $1174.00

MsSQLServer $799.00

call for other Microsoft AcademicPrices
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MPUTER P ODUCTS

Products highlighted In yellow offer
special pricing for BYTE readers only!
Take advantage of these outstanding

values by mentioning VIPHB6when you
call today to place your order.

Embedded 486 CPU Card for
Panel PC Based System

For use with

the passive
backplane 3ft£9l
(P/N 133250)
in industrial
panel
systems that
use heavy
duty chassis
casing.
• Award BIOS

• Compatible withfollowing 168-pinPGA socket
CPUs:486SX/DX/DX2/DX4/5x86 (not included)

133241 Embedded CPUcard $299.95

Power Leap Upgrade Adapter
For 486SX/DX/DX2 to 586-100/120

• Supports 5V486
motherboards only

• 586-XXX chip
not included

• Supports 64-bit
X86compatible
processor with 16KBwrite-back cache

• 100 and 120MHzcore speeds with 33,40 and
50MHz bus options (BIOS written before 1995,
willonly workwithAMD CPUs)

• Includes manualand 3.5"utility/testdisk
1131941 Upgrade adapterfor586 CPU $49.95

PCMCIA Type II Combo
BNC/UTP Ethernet Card

• Minimum

socket, BNC/UTP Ethernet connectivity, PCMCIA
release 2.1 compliant card services

I • 10Mbpsspeed in10BaseTand 10Base2format
1132581 PCMCIA network card $99.95

Jameco Printer Card
2 Bi-directional Parallel Ports

I

nrnm mr

• 286/386/486 & Pentium" systems (16-bit bus)
• Supports ECP/EPP/SPP
• Select from IRQs: 3,4, 5, 7, 9,10,11,12,15
• Address selectable to LPT1-LPT6

• Print mode jumper selectable

132214 2-port printercard $39.95

Jameco High-Speed
Serial Card

4 Serial Ports
•PC/XT/AT and compatibles
• Four serial i

ports; two
each

DB9M and

DB25M

• High-speed
16C550

UARTs with
16 byte FIFO

•IRQs: 3, 4, 5, 7, 9,10,11,12,15
• Includes cables and instruction sheet

132572 4-porthi-speed serialcard $49.95

Dynamic RAM
SIMMs

Part No.Product No. Description Price

53701 94000S-70 4MBx9 70ns....$59.95
53719 94000S-80 4MBx9 80ns 54.95
75117 P361000-XX-7 1MB x 36 (4MB). ...54.95
75096 P362000-XX-6 2MBx 36 (8MB)....99.95
75168 P364000-XX-7 4MBx36(16MB)159.95
41515 41256A9B-70 256KBx 9 70ns 9.95
41769 421000A9B-80 1MBx9 80ns 20.95

Your One Stop Component &Computer Source
Exbk 17" SVGA "Green"

Color Monitor
• PC/XT/AT,386.486, Pentium*

and compatible
computers

• 0.28mm dot pitch
• 20 controlled

presets for optimal
operation

• Push-button

degaussing
eliminates

spurious magnetism
• Green monitor power management

133786 17" SVGA monitor S749.95

Win'95104-Key Keyboard w/
Trackball and Palm Rest

II 111 I ( K I I 1 II-1,1

\u
!y\\v\

• Ergonomic design • Removable palm rest
• Dual connectors: keyboard 5-pin DIN,

and trackball 9-pin serial connection
on one coiled cable

133760 Win'95 trackball keyboard S49.95

IBM 89-Key Adjustable
Keyboard

• PS/AT style
• Adjustable keyboard with standard

QWERTY layout
• Leftand right set of cursor-movement keys
• Erase-ease feature

132978 IBM 89-keyadjustable keyboard....$44.95

g-moNix. Sheet Feeding
Scanner

256 truegray scale - full width
- Windows? '95 compatible!

• 800 dpi x 800 dpi in gray mode
• Minimum system requirements: IBM PCor

compatible-386, DOS 3.3, Windows3 3.XX, 4MB
RAM, 5MBhard drive space, one 16-bit ISAslot

• Includes software and manuals: Twain. Presto!,
wordlinxand image Prolmage Plus

133233 Paper feed gray scanner $149,95

Microsoft6
2-Button Mouse

• Serial mouse

•PC/XT/AT/386/486/
PS/2 and compatibles

• Includes Microsoft* setup
diskette and manual

111860 2-button serial mouse $39.95

cS?Seagate
Performance

SCSI Hard
Drive Solutions

Hawk
• Average seek, read/write: 9/10.5msec
• 3.5" low profile • One-yearwarranty
130542 Fast SCSI-II, 1.05GB $409.95

Barracuda 2LP
• Average seek, read/write: 8/9msec
• 3.5" low profile • One-yearwarranty
130577 Fast SCSI-II, 2.1GB $849.95

Barracuda
• Average seek, read/write: 8/9msec
• 1024KB multisegmented cache butter
• 3.5"lowprofile • One-year warranty
130593 Fast &fast wideSCSI-II, 4.2GB...$1199.95

Floppy Disk
Drives

• PC/XT/AT compatible 11895

118957 Panasonic 1.2 MB 5.25'

118922 Panasonic 1.44 MB 3.5'
74392 Teac 3.575.25" combo.

"?£
:r -

..$39.95

...49.95

.119.95

SEC 4X IDE CD-ROM Drive
with 4-Disc Changer

• Use with enhanced

IDE interface

(P/N 127386)
• 600KB/sec.data

transfer rate, • •;
150KBaudio ' -••.-•>-•.._

• Selection button for each drive with indicator
• Cables not included

133508 4X4-disc DC-ROM drive $149.95

6X Enhanced IDE CD-ROM Drive
• Requires enhanced IDE

controller card

• SoundBlaster

compatible •> - _.
• 195ms access;

229ms seek time

• 256KB buffermemory
• 900KB/second transfer rate

• Power tray loading • Windows*'95 compatible
• Also plays video, photo and audio CDs

133031 6X IDE CD-ROM drive $79.95

Alpec Laser Pointer Pen
200 yard range [~
670nm red

laser

• Heavy duty
silver brass

• Power

requirements:
2 AAA batteries (included)

127749 Laser pointer-pen

Class Ilia Laser Product

..$59.95

Optical Laser Mouse
Three modes of

operation that are
selected from a

combination of

clickingwhich
facilitates mouse

mode, sketch
mode for 1 to 1 precision,and joystick mode.
• For 486 and Pentium* PCs

• Use with optical mouse pad (included)
• High resolution: 450 dpi
• Auto detection of direction without mechanical ball

• Automatic double click function-side button

clicking • Compatible with Microsoft* mouse
and Windows* 95

133284 LaserMousew/ opticalpad $39.95

JAMECO
V^ ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

COMPUTER PRODUCTS

©1996 Jameco 11/96

Ordering Hours:
5:30am - 5:30pm PST

1355 Shoreway Road Ca",or »our Fl
Belmont, CA 94002-4100
FAX: 1*800*237*6948 (Domestic)
FAX: 415*592*2503 (International) k
E-mail: info@jameco.com
http://www.jameco.com

VISA Fed Mention
V.I.P.#NB6

Call 1*800*831*4242 to order today!

Jameco 64-Bit VESA Graphics f
Accelerator Card

• 1MBexpandable to 2MB
• Non-interlaced resolution and Zero-Flicker™

refresh rates provide you with exceptional
versatility and display clarity

• VESA-compliant 28-pin feature connector for
multimedia applications

• Full VESA and VGA selectable modes
132935 VESA graphics card $99.95 I

specomVideo- frrrtT3||
conferencing Card V*

With VisionTime
Pro Software
This packageoffers
friendly and affordable, easy
to use desktop personal
videoconferencing. With a PC
and a modem, you can do
document conferencing. If
you use a DSVD modem, you
can do voice conferencing,
and adding a camera, actual
two-way videoconferencing!

131844 Videoconf. cardw/software $149.95 I

If.*/

™*B

33.6 kbps Data/Fax Internal
Modem
• 33,600 bps data

modem, 14,400/9600
fax modem

• Fullycompatible with
ITU-TV.42,V.42bis
V.34, V.32bis, V32,
V.22bis, V.21-23, MNP 2-5 and as
a fax/modem communicates with

all ITU-T group 3 fax machines
129672 Internal 33.6fax/modem $139.95 |

MICK)
HOUSE

Modem Technical Guide|
The Modem r
Technical Guide is a

great tool for beginners and r
experienced modem users
andincludes a bonus CD- [
ROM! The book starts off [
with a modem primer, then '
givesyouset-up information, a:
hardwareconfiguration
settings and diagrams for many of the most
popular modem models on the market.

133794 Modem Technical Guide $49.95

Switchbox for 4 Monitors
This unit allows
you to duplicate
a video signal
from one

source to 4

monitors up
fo210 feet.

Perfectfor broadcast systems, conventions,
schools and multipledisplay uses!
• Suitablefor SVGA,VGA and multisync monitors
• Daisychainable
• Power-save mode when computer is

off, indicated by flashing power LED
• DB15 female connectors on box

• Slide switch for video signal gain control
• Includes power adapter 9VDC @ 130mA

133866 Switchbox for 4 monitors $79.95

Si wiber Surge Protectors
• 330V clamping voltage /fjT\ .
• EMI/RFI noise reduction

• Audible alarm • 3-line protection
SurgeSentry 6 Outlet

• Ultimate3-stage protection
• No limitconnected equipment

manufacturer guarantee
• 62,525 amp spike

suppression; 880 joules
133090 6-outlet, suppress62,525 amp $29.95 I

DataGard 7 Outlet
Standard 1-stage J
protection » f ••,
$1000 connected ''.':'•''.'y
equipment manufacturer guarantee
13,000 amp spike suppression; 520 joules

133081 7-outlet,suppress 13,000amp $12.95



MEMORY UPGRADES S
DISCOUNT PRICES
HUGE SELECTION
OVERNIGHT DELIVERY

FREE SUPPORT FOR FSI CUSTOMERS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
NO SURCHARGE ON CREDIT CARDS

CORPORATE PO'S WELCOME
GOVERNMENT &
EDUCATIONAL PRICING

CALL NOW
FOR YOUR

Always your best buy on the widest selection of memory upgrades! CATALOG! ''"• Hi,rdna'e

DESKTOP COMPUTER MEMORY

COMPAQ
Prnario425,433,633, 650,660,800C, BOOF. BOOS, 833,850, 866
Proljneo MT 4/33s,MT 4/50,MT 4/66, 4/25s,4/33,4/50,4/66,4/33),
enkmanj4/100,4/33i, 4/50,4/50i, 4/66. Netl/25i. Netl/33i

4MB I41684O0I S3? BMB 1416B5O01 $71
16MB I49320O0I $117 32MB 149147-00! SM7

Presario 510.520,524,526,528.720.724,744,774.860,920,924,954
4MB 147522001 $31 8MB 147523001 $56
16MB 147524-001 $114 32MB 147525001 $220
1MB Video 1/I017O0I M9

Preiorio972, 974,97B, 982, 992,5524. 5528, 5536,9536,9546,

9548,9564, Proline 4100, 466,5120MX,575MX, 590MX, 5100,

5U3,5120.5100,575,590. ProUnea 450.5l00e, 5120e.5758,
6'50e. 61B0e, Deskprt>410Or 450,466,575MX, 590MX, 5100,5120,
51J3,575,590

4MB I72712O0I $31 8MB 17271JO01 $56

16MB 17271*001 $114 3?M3 172715001 $220
IMBVideo I7I0I7O01 $4.9

256KCache 223557001 . $49

Preiorio7212,7222,7232,7234.7240

BMB 236548O01.236312-001 $62

16MB 23654BO02 236513001 $108

32MB n/o $22B 64MB n/c. ... $456

1MBWoo 236709-001 $49

Presario 9232,9234,9240,9250,9642, 9660

BMB 234567001 $62 16MB 234566O0I $108

32MB n/o $228 64MB n/o $456
1MBVideo 213922001 $49

Proliireo 5133 2000/Mi, 5150 2000/Ml,5166 2000/ML,5100

840/1200.5120 1200,5133 1200/2000, 5150 1200/2000,5166

1200, Deskpro5l33 2000/ML, 51502000/ML, 51662000/ML, 5100
840/1200,5120 1200,5133 1200/2000,5166 1200/2000, 575 840

8MB 243011001 $62 16MB 2430I2O0! $108
32MB 243013O0I $138 64MB 2430UO01 .$456
1MBVideo 171017-001 ... .$49

2MBWeo 223335O01 $139

6MBVideo 223336001 $369

Deikp.oXE560.5/66M.5/60M
16MB 149949001 $148 32MB 149912001 $284

64MB I49913O01 $508 12BMB 149914O0I $988

1MBVideo I391674M1 $49

Deskpro XL 450,466,560,566,5100,5120,5133,575, 590
8MB 1481BBO01 $74 16MB 148189001 $143

32MB 148190001 $254 64MB 148191001 $494

1MBVideo I39I67O01 $49

Deskpro XI61501050/CDS, 2100/PO. XL 62002100/PO
16MB 210948001 $4B1 32MB 228417-001 $375

64MB 228418001 $851

2MBV«Im 2233350CI $139

6MBVideo 2233350C- . ..$369

Deskpro XE41O0,433j, 450,4ie
4MB 141684401 $4$ 3MB UI685O01 $82
IMBVkteo 139I67O0: $49

256KCache 19435BOO!. 194356O02 $49

Deskpro 3/251, 3/331,386/25M. 336/33M. 4/25*.4/331.4/6*.
486/33M,4B6/J0M, 486/66M,486s/16M. 486s/25M, 486)/33M
4MB 118690001 $45 8MB I23S7/O0I $83

5l2KVideo 141236001

1MB Video J39167O01

/ST
Ascenfio800N &81DN Models
4MB SOUBSmi $79 BMB 501488-002 $114
16MB 50I48BOO3 $209

Ascentio900NS910N Models
4MB 501392-001 S69 BMB 501392OO2 iV
16MB 501392003

Ascenlio950N Models

$191

8MB 501723-002 $104 16MB 501728003 $IB9
Ascentio J Models

8MB 501984-001 $87 16MB 501985-001 $159
32MB 501986001 $309

Ascenlia P Models
501013-001 $102 16MB 501013-002 $269

32MB 50I013O03... CALL

COMPAQ
1M5W001 $99

16MB 190598-001 $219
Cerium 4/25, 4/2501 J'JStUodelt

4MB 146520001 $53 BMB 146521001. $117
16MB 11465310CI $151

CcriLjia400.410.420 430Mod.li
4MB 147653-001 $50 8MB 147655001 . . $111
16MB 147657-001 $199

Concerto 4/25, 4/33 Mooels
4MB 144790001 $55 BMB I4479OO02 $109
16MB 144790003 $219

HE Elite486 Models

4MB 199013-001 $55 8MB 199015001 $109
16MB I99017O0I $174

ElitePentium5000 Models
BMB 213515001 $83 16MB 213515002 $163
32MB 2)3515003 $346 64MB 2I35I5O04 $624

Armodct4110,4120. 4530
8MB 21791*001 $107 16MB 217915001 $229
32MB 217916001 $409

Armada 1120

8MB 220581001... . $81 16MB 220582001 $1M

D0LL
Power Desktop 486Models

4MB 310-2507 $37 16MB 310-2625 .

PowerEdge XE, OptiPle., Dimension XPS, OmniPlc. ME 486&Perlor
M/L/TModel!

4MB 310-3325 $31 BMB 3106083 $56

16MB 310-3327 $114 32MB n/o $230
Performance ME, OmniPfcx PemmME, OptiPItt DGX, Powtrfdge
SP/XE/E1 Models

8MB 3103335 $64 16MB 3103336 $128

32MB 310-3337 $260 64MB n/a $463

Powert™WorbiaiiomSE&DEModel!

8MB 310-2468 $74 16MB 3l0-24o9 $141

32MB 3IO2630 $254

Dimension XPS J OptiPle. XL/XM/XMT Pufiim Models
BMB 3102647 $64 16MB 3103374 $128

32MB 3103375 $260 64MB 310-3368 $462

NEC
PowerMac &Reody 4B6Models
4MB 158OB2232O00...S37 16MB l5BO82222O00..,$127

PowerMac 486D/MModels
4MB OP-4IO4003 $31 8MB OP-4104004 $56

16MB OP-410-4005 $114 32MB OP-4104006 $220

EMM!
'Ton'wgalafritndinthehakeu •

P5Series &Fomily PC P5Series Modell
4MBE" n/a $29 BMB00 n/a $51
loME™ n/o $104 32MB™ n/a $199

v3ST
COM!

BroroLC&MSPentiumModeli

BMB™ 50300BO01 $62 16MB™ 503006002 $108

32MB"" 503008O03 $228 64MB™ 5030C3OO4 $456

Manhattan Vi GModels Preramio 4/33, 4/33i, 4/50d,4/66d,MIE

4/33,4/66d, P/60,SE4/33, SE4/66d,SEP/60

BMB 501I59O02 $74 16MB 501159O03 $142

32MB 501159-004 $254 64MB 50I159O05 $494

Bravo LP, MT, LC (II) &LC Jl), Premmia MX 1 LX 4 Adva-ngel Models

4MB 500987002 $31 8MB 500987003 $62

16MB 500987004 $114 32MB 5O0O,-7OO5 $228

Bravo 4/33|onginal], 4/25,Premium, TE, Premium 1,

PowerPremium Modeli

4MB 500780004 $67 BMB 500780001 $92

NEW LOWER PRICES!

Aptivo [oil models] 4 PC300Model 330/350

4MB 92G7539 Ml 8MB 92G754I f»
16MB 92G7543 $114 32MB 92G7545 $220

1MB Video 92G7443 -$*
2561; Cnche 92G7251 J79

Valutfoim 6384/6472/6482/6484/6492/6494/6381 SIModels
4MB 92G3131 $J7 8MB 92G0130 (71
16MB 92G0160 (117 32MB 92G0320 (147

PS/ValuePoint 6384,PS/1Ccdsulront/Essenlial/Eipert Models
4MB 96F9290 $35 16MB 96F9291 (149

PS/ValuePoint 6382/6384/6387, PS/I

A^s«/Cwsulkinl/Eisentiol/EipeilMllow/lr>vesloi Models
4MB 645012B (17 8MB 6450130 (Tl
16MB 92G7204 *,1J7

PC700 Model750/6887, Model730/6877

8MB 92G73I8 (61 16MB 92G7320 (114
32MB 92G7332 $221 64MB 92G7324 $454

PC700 (Model 750/6885/6B86, Model 730/6875/6876

4MB 73G3131 (17 BMB 6450130 J71
16MB 92G72W (1» 32MB 92G7205 $247

PS/225/286,30/286,35SX/IS, 40SX, 50Z,55SX/LS, 65SX/IS, 70,

80,90XP,95XP

2MB 30F5360,6450604, 6450608,6450379 (31
4MB 34F2933.87(9977.6451060 (J7
8MB 6450129. P\

Eipansion Boards lorPS/2Syile-i
4-16MBw/4MB 6450609 (119
2-14MBw/2MB 34F3077 (119

4.16MBw/4MB 34F301I (IW

w
HEWLETT

PACKARD

Nelse.vers4VertaVl!Modal,

4MB 02974A $37 8MB D2975A $71
16MB D2676A $127 32MB D229BA $247

Veclra XU/XM3/XM2/M2/N2/V13/VE, Multimedia PC4 Pavilion Models
4MB D2690A $31 BMB D269IA . $56

16MB n/a $114 32MB n/a S220
WcKo486 XM/ST/U/T/N/M/NI/MI/VL Models

4MB D2I56A $37 8MB D2152A $71

16MB D2676A $137

D:CpcMTE,lP4MlModels
4MB FRPC74MAA $37 16MB FR-PC74MAB $127

Slarinn4 VenerisModels

4MB FWCVAMAA $31 BMB FR-PCVAM-AB $56

16MB FRPCWAAC .$114 32MB FR-PCfflMAD $320

MICRON
I Eucmowca. wc.

16MB n/o $108 32MB n/a .... $209
PQ Mellenn; Se' es P;>-er S-oion Series4 HomeMFC5*>ej Moodl
4MB80 n/o . S29 BMB™ n/a . $51
16MB"n/o $104 32M£"° n/a .... $199

A% Packard Bell.
Eiecuiiv* Series, forteSeries J legendSi'.-i .'.'.;di!

4MB n/a $29 8MB n/a..
16MB n/a $108 32MB n/o

oftt&» STANDARD SIMMS ^£s I^SbKB?1*
30-PIN

lx3-70ns

(3-tliip/IM!) S10
I x 9-70ns

(IMS) s17
4 x 3-70bs

I34V4M1)
4 X 9-70ns

(4MB)

72-PIN
Non-parity

1x32-76

72-PIN
Parity

1 X36-70

(4MB) S28

EDO

1 x 32-60

Synchronous
1 DRAM

168-PIN

S9S

S1S5

s382

[4MB]

2x32-70

(8MB)

s22

s42
2 x 36-70

(8MB) 56

$27

s36

4 x 32-70

(16MB)

8 x 32-70

s90

$184

4x36-70

(16MB)

8x36-70

132MB)

$105

$204

(4MB)
s?4

2 x 32-60

(BMB) s47
4 x 32-60

(16MB)

8 x 32-60

(32MB)

s99

s198

MM ...

16MB

32MB.
First Source International

Always Includes
Installation Instructions!

{on standard slmms)

ALWAYS CALL FSI BEFORE YOU BUY!

LAPTOP & NOTEBOOK MEMORY

^ Apple Computer
Powerfiook520 &540 Models

8MB M19I3U/A $109 16MB n/i
PowerBook 5300 Models

8MB M3750U/A $102 16MB n/o $199
24MB n/a $269 32MB n/a $349

. 5'J2v

D0LL
latitude 433 Models

4MB 3103385 $69 16MB 31033B6 $219

latitude 433m/mc. 450mc/mcx, 475mc, LX 4100/475Models
4MB 3103416 $89 8MB n/o $139
16MB 3103417 $239

latitudeXP450/475/4100, XPiPentium Models

4MB 3103421 $39 BMB 3103435 $B9
16MB 3103422 $163

CALL FSI WITH THE

NAME OF YOUR PC!
Our upgrade experts hove detailed configuration
information onthousands ofcomputers andprinters,
fromthe oldest to ihe blest modelsl

WE PROVIDE YOU WITH:

Y Your system memory fealures
[RAM, cache &video]

Y How much memory you really need
Y Memory products available for your system
Y Most cost effective upgrade palfi for your system
Y Your systems minimum &maximum

memory capabilities

yf Texas
Instruments

TrovelMaK 4O00MModell

4MB 9793357 $139

Extensa450 A 455 Models

4MB 9803932-0001 $59 8MB 9803933-0001 $109

$399

sd 350 Models

79F1O0O $59 8MB 07GIB28 $99

i 60G0379 $128

id 345,360C/CE/CSE/P/PE, 370,755Pentium Mod*

84G5689 $69 BMB 84G8692 $99

I B4G5695 $219 32MB n/o $389

id 365C/CS/CD/CSD &365 E/EDModeli

92G7287 $50 16MB 92G7293 $209

id 365XADS560Models

92G7340 $109 16MB 92G7341 $219

id 500 &510 Models

ThinkPad 701 Modeli

4MB 92G7259 $33 GmB 92G7261 $92

ThinkPad 750, 755 456 Meefei

16MB 66G5109 $219

16MB

ThinkPad

760C/CD/1lj?erMin Modeli

92G73I5

92G73I6 .

/oOE/ED/EL/FlDFsPhumModeu

92G7340

92G734I . $199

W
HEWLETT

PACKARD

1MB C2024A $29
bserJet5L,5LfS
4MB C3148A $69 BMB 1/0 5103

LaserJet 4, 4M,45iMX, 4Si,DesV.f2-»: IXC *> Z-n;-Jei5e-«
4MB C3148A $67 8MB C2066A 579

loserjet!IISi,4., 4V,4MV,4M.. 4P 4MP.5' 5vP. 55.. 'SAW. Color
LaserJet, DeskJet 1600C,1600CM Copyjet
4MB C3132A $35 BMB C3I33A $69
16MB C3I46A $119

loserjel IIP, DP*, III, HID, HIP
2MBEJp.Btd. H33475B $69
4MBEif Bid. n/a $129

LoierjelII,HD
2MB Exp. Brd. H33444B....
4MB Exp. Bid. H33445B..

T.OWER
PRICING!,

TOSHIBA
T1900.TWO. T1950,11960, T4500.T4600,T4700,T4800.T4B50. T490C

4MB PCfMOnil $59 BMB PC-PA2013U $108
16MB PC-CA2014U $191

14400 Models

4MB PCPA2004U $79 8MB PC-PA20O5U $109
16MB PCW2010U $189

T2I0O.T2I05,T21I0,12115, T2150,T2155 Moddi
4MB NW2026U $49 BMB MW2027U $87

16MB NW2028U ..$139
T100, •105,T110, Tl15,T400, T405, T410,T415, T420, T425, T410,
Tecra710/720 Modeli

BMB NW2031U $109 16MB NW2G32U .. $179

32MB NW2034U $299

Tetra 500Models &Portege 650a
8MB PA2038U $136 16MB 'A2039U $274

32MB PA2040U $473 46-^6 ?A2041U $742

Tecro700 Models

BMB NW2035U $139 16MB MM2036U $219
32MB NW2037U.. . $529

NEC
VersaS,500,550,2000, 2200, 2205 Models

4MB OPJI0-120I $44 BMB Of-410-1202 $94

16MB OP-41O-1203 $163
VersaV,M,P,4000, 4050,4080 Modeli

4MB OP-4104001 $79 BMB OPJ10J002 $114
16MB OP-41O4003 $197 32MB OPJ1CU004 $338

Verso6000 Modeli

8MB OP-4IO62001 $129 16MB CP-41O62O02 $229
32MB CH>-4IO420O3 $465

HiNole4S6 Modeli

4MB FE-PCP7WAA $59 BMB fR-PCP7MAB $89

16MB FR-PCP7MAC $162
HiNcte Ultra486 & UltraIIPentiumModels

4MB FWCPBMAA S59 8MB FR-PCPBMAB $89

16MB FR-PCP8MAC $163

HitatoVP PentiumModeli

BMB FB-KP9MAA $109 16MB IRPCP9MAB $269

WINBOOK
WinBook XP, XPC Models

16MB n/a $221 32MB n/o $429

Externa5104515 Models

8MBm 9805763-0001 ,.,.$109 16MB11" 9805763O002 $201

Extensa 550.555,560,570 Models

8MB 9B098IOO001 $99 16MB 9B0484IO001 $191

TravelMate 5000,5D10, 5020,5100,5130,5200,5270,5300Models

BMB 979BB16OO01...$179 16MB 97988160002 $299

TravelMate 6020, 6030 Modoli

BMB 98114560001 .CALL 16MB 9811456O0C2 .CALL

IF YOU CANT FIND WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR CALL!

MAIL OR FAX ORDERS TO:
(714) 448-7750 • FAX: (714) 448-7760

EMAIL ADDRESS: sales@firsfsource.com
Firsf SourceInternational

7Journey • AlisoViejo, California 92656
FSI SALES HOURS

Monday -Friday: 6am •6pm • Saturday, 7am -4pr,
TECH. SUPPORT HOURS

Monday • Friday • 7am -5pm
Technical Support: (714) 448-7770

Ailhours Pacific Standard Time

Call the Upgrade Experts [<g ]

ORDER NOW 93
800-508-9866 n
International Orders Call 714-448-7750 nIWi ,

| SEE US ON THE INTERNET: www.firstsource.com1 WmT2

Circle 241 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 242).

TIRMS ftCONDITIONS: Credit ccrd orders shipped only toyour verified tiling address. All returns
must teinbrand new condition, including nil original packaging, wairanry cmds, manuals and acces
sories and may be subject toa 20% restocking lee. All returns aad exchanges
must temode within 15cfays ofinvoke dote. FSI excepts returns on tompulers,
printers, scanners, memory and software for repair 01 replacement only. Shipping
and insurance charges are non-refundable. AReturn Merchandise Aulhoii20ti'on
IRMA) number isrequiied for all relyrns, please contact our cus
tomer seivice depaitntenl. Memory products ote third party ond e
manufacturers port numbers are for your convenience. Due to IXC I
tariffs placed on some monufoclurers, memory pricing may be I
higher itm advertised. Prices (imf availability subject to change '
without notice. Purchase prices ollime oforder ore final. FSI can
not he responsible (or errors in typography or photography.
Trademarks and registered Irodemarks ore oftheir
respective companies.



Take the quickest route to healthcare
Information Systems solutions

In todays dynamic healthcare climate,
decisionmakers can't afford to get
lost while searching for the right

Information Systems solution.
MDB Information Services—an

alliance with Datapro Information
Services Group and MDB Information
Network—delivers the break you've
been looking for. We're the only
worldwide, comprehensive provider
of immediate, actionable data for

purchasing Administrative Systems,
Clinical Support Systems, Client Server
Technology, and Network Integration.

MDB Information Network members

annually save more than two to three
times their membership cost to MDB
Information Services by relying on
MDB's up-to-the-minute acquisition
and analysis of information on hun
dreds of Information Systems products
and services.

Plus Added Value
MDB Information Services also delivers:

• Information technology
briefings/strategic planning

• Custom RFP electronic templates
to speed response

• Cost-benefit analysis of systems
and technologies

• Success Matrix to measure process
improvement

• Access to Consultation Center

and on-line services

Call 1-800-687-0001

Administrative Systems
General Financials to Utilization

Management, Ancillaries including
Home Health and Long-term Care.

Clinical Support Systems
ER, Laboratory, Pharmacy, Radiology,
Physician Management Systems,
Clinical Pathways, and more.

Client Server Technology
From Workstations to Telemanagement,
Scheduling to Network Management.

Network Integration
Network Operating Systems to
Community Health Information
and beyond.

MDB INFORMATION SERVICES

DATAPROAn alliance with Datapro Information Ser
Andersen Consulting, and MDB Injormatit

ices Group,
11 Network

MDB Information Services 5910 N. Central Expressway Suite 1800 Dallas Texas 75206 mdbinfonet.com



We Carry

ALPS ^H
BASF brother.

Canon

CEriTRDIllCS

#crnzEN- ccfsafi
CREATIVE LABS INC.

CURTIS Dataproducts
BBBDQBD Dyson

EPSON" EXABYTE
PACIT Eg FUJITSU

van GRAHAM MAGNETICS

GENICOM

IlU PACXAflO i3M

i-JMSGMT r^KHEBRa
3M M. TALLY
maXBlL MICROSOFT

Nashua SEC

OCLI OKIDATA-
Olivetti OLYMPIA

OTC PACIFIC DATA

^Polaroid QMS
Quma KflSffluT

tSPseagate
SKLKOSHA corona

SONY star*

SYQUEST ©TDK

TEAC. IWlHlMiWI

Instruments TOSHIBA

TRIPPLITE
\£rbatim ll'AVfti

and many more
OEM supplies!

ALL LOGOS ARE THE

PROPERTY OF THEIR

RESPECTIVE COMPANIES

HIGH-CLIP

PREFORMATTED

MF2HD 3.5" HD

1.44MB DISKS

10 PER BOX...$3.00

LOWEST PRICES
Prices in US $ from America's Leading Exporter

DISKETTES (10 per box)
DESCRIPTION IDK BASE MAXELL SONY
5V«" DS/DD 3.15 3.15 3.25 2.00
5</4" DS/HD 3.45 3.25 4.45 2.50
3'/2" DS/DD 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75
3'i" DS/HDF 3.65 3.35 3.65 3.65

BROTHER
DRUM UNIT 630/641/655/665 127.95

TONER CARTRIDGE 630/641/655 .. .24.95

FAX CARTRIDGE 900 PC-91 20.95

FAX PRINT CARTRIDGE PC-101 28.95

DATA CARTRIDGES
DESCRIPTION 3M MAXELL SQS1
DC-2120 S.90 8.20 8.50

DC-6150 9.50 9.30 9.30

DC-6250 12.50 12.30 12.30

DC-6525 16.50 16.30 16.30

OKI DATA
LASER RIBBONS

400/800 TONER .. .17.95 320/321/100 5.25

400/800 DRUM .. .169.00 380/390/391 5.95

400E/810E TONER .16.95 520/521 7.95

400E/810E DRUM 117.00 590/591 7.95

4MM & 8MM CARTRIDGES
DESCRIPTION TDK SONY EXABYTE

4MM 60 METER 4.50 5.15 7.50

4MM 90 METER 4.75 5.35 8.50

8MM 112 METER 4.75 5.25 7.50

OPTICAL DISKS
DESCRIPTION MAXELL 3M SONY

3.5" 512/128 MB 15.95 16.95 11.50

3.5" 512/230 MB 23.95 25.95 13.50

5.25" 600/650 MB 40.95 44.95 39.50

5.25" 1.2/1.3 GB 47.95 50.95 46.50

HEWLETT PACKARD
INK JETS TRANSPARENCY/PAPER

HP51604A ... 8.50 HP51630Z .. 15.75

HP51625A ...22.50 HP51630S .. 45.75

HP51626A ...20.95 HPC3835A . 37.75

HP51629A ...21.50 HP92281K .. 52.75

HP51649A ...23.50 HP17703T .. 35.75

LASER TONERS RIBBONS

HPC3900A ...123.95 HP92151H ... 4.25

HPC3903A ...67.95 HP92155A ...11.75

HP92291A ..102.95 HP92155L .. 13.95

HP92295A ...59.95 HP92156S ... 8.45

HP92298A ...86.95 HP92154B . 109.00

We carry a complete line of HP Products.
Please call for the lowest prices.

PANASONIC
KX-P115 RIBBON 6.99

KX-P155 RIBBON 6.99

KX-P4450 TONER KIT 28.69

KX-P4450 DRUM KIT 115.69

(CALL FOR OTHER PANASONIC ITEMS)

RICOH
TONER KIT 80/150 24.95

OPC KIT 80/81/150 125.95

FAX TONER SM3000 59.95

FAX TONER 2700L/4700L 88.95

FAX TONER SM1000 18.95

CD-R 74 MIN 650MB 6.75

KYOCERA
TONER 32.00

DEVELOPER 117.00

DRUM 156.00

FUSER 206.00

DIGITAL
LN03X-AC TONER KIT 36.75

LN03X-AD OPC KIT 136.00

TK-50 TAPE CARTRIDGE 14.95

TK-70 TAPE CARTRIDGE 23.95

TK-85 TAPE CARTRIDGE 34.95

TK-88 TAPE CARTRIDGE 93.95
Dec Ribbons &other supplies
Please call tor the lowest prices.

IOMEGA (Bernoulli Cart)
5'/4" GOLD 20 MB 63.95

5V4" GOLD 44 MB 107.95

51/4" GOLD 90 MB 77.95

5V4" GOLD 150 MB 79.95

SYQUEST (Removable Disk Cart)
44 MB 56.95

88 MB 56.95

105 MB 56.95

270 MB 55.95

CANON
BC-01 INK CARTRIDGE 17.50

BC-02 INK CARTRIDGE 18.50

FX-1 FAX TONER 75.50

FX-2 FAX TONER 64.50

EPB2 TONER HP C-3900A . . .119.50

EPS/SX TONER HP 92295A 54.50

EPL/IIP TONER HP 92275A 61.50

TEKTRONIX (Phaser III supplies)
016-1123-00 COLOR STIX BLACK .... 130.00
016-1124-00 COLOR STIX CYAN 75.00
016-1125-00 COLOR STIX MAGENTA .. 75.00

016-1128-00 COLOR STIX YELLOW .... 75.00
016-1144-00 CLEANING KIT 30.50

016-1103-00 TRANSPARENCY SHEETS 125.00

016-1219-00 TRANSPARENCY FILM .. 125.00

(CALL FOROTHER TEKTRONIX ITEMS)

EPSON
RIBBONS

7753 ....

7754 ....

7762 ....

8750

8755 ....

8762 ....

8763 ....

8764 ....

8766 ....

8767

. 3.45

. 3.85

. 5.85

. 3.05

. 3.45

. 5.85

. 4.25

. 9.05

17.75

11.45

LASER.
SO50002

SO51005

SO51009

SO51011

SO51023

INK JETS
SO20002

. 107.95

..137.95

..177.95

.147.95

.107.95

... 17.95

SO20025 9.15

SO20034 .... 11.45

SO20036 23.45

COPIER TONERS
CANON

F41-2302-100 75.00

F41-4102-710 100.00

F41-4214-700 89.00

CANON COLOR

F41-6811-000 83.00

F41-6821-000 83.00

F41-6801-000 83.00

KONICA

946-181 9.25

946-241 12.25

947-376 31.25

MINOLTA

8915-743 12.90

8915-348 27.90

8931-202 76.90

MITA

37037011 12.25

37041011 5.25

37042011 27.25

RICOH

887051 5.75

887132 6.75

887143 17.75

SHARP

SF-730MTI 16.50

SF-830MTI 14.50

SF-980MTI 33.50

TOSHIBA

T-220P 22.50

T-61P 10.50

T-68P 11.50

XEROX

6R-229 27.90

6R-244 51.90

6R-257 41.90

IBM
RIBBONS

1040150

1040282

1040440

1040930

1299095

1299790

1299845

1299933

1319308

1337765

1361195

1380999

6295158

6328829

6845100

7034437

7034640

7819690

.8.20

45.30

11.40

.7.50

.1.80

.9.90

.3.90

13.80

11.30

.2.70

.1.60

.3.40

28.40

.5.30

28.90

27.50

.5.60

12.80

LASER

1382100

1382150

1380850

1380950

1380200

1380520

1669113

1669115

1669151

70X7001

70X7002

70X7003

70X7280

70X7281

70X7243

70X7244

70X7285

70X7286

.. .135.00

. . .175.00

. . .145.00

. .170.00

..143.00

.. 160.00

... 17.00

... 60.00

... 60.00

... 72.00

..175.00

...17.00

... 34.00

.. 124.00

.. 363.00

.. 276.00

... 85.00

.. 384.00

RECORDABLE CD'S

DESCRIPTION

FUJI CD-R 74 MIN CALL

KODAK CD-R 74 MIN CALL

MAXELL CD-R 74 MIN CALL

MITSUI CD-R 74 MIN CALL

PHILIPS CD-R 74 MIN CALL

SONY CD-R 74 MIN CALL

TDK CD-R 74 MIN CALL

VERBATIM CD-R 74 MIN CALL

(PRICES SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY)

O lAH I Cv/rl 3iUeMudumcd
COMPUTER SUPPLIES

5575 Magnatron Blvd., Suite G
San Diego, CA 92111 USA

TEL: 619-278-2600

FAX: 619-278-2780

EXPORT SPECIALISTS

TERMS: WIRETRANSFER (T/T)
L/C at sight
L/C at 90 days

Prices are subject to change without
notice. We cannot be responsible for
typographical errors.
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New public network market

New technologies

tele.com
New purchase influences

New opportunities

New informational needs

-New products and secyices

•"••;*;&.,.:. Stikflfefo M*-

Anew publication from

The Mcbraw-Hill Lompanies

For advertising information contact: Dan Duly, Associate Publisher (212) 512-6658



A playground for experts.
Training wheels for their friends.

Q

•EffSW:SWJ*^jW-l>*--!-

_,*.*—*""*•"•'Trav

A new exhibit at

The Computer Museum

computer_info@tcm.org / 617.423.6758 / www.net.org
300 Congress Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02210

Principal Sponsor: Sprint
Major Sponsors: Apple Computer, Hewlett Packard, Novell,

NYNEX, Stratus, S.W.I.F.T.

ami
Official

Media Sponsor



ATTENTION INTERNET USERS

Call Global. Pay Local.
International Calls
from 10$a minute.

(save upto95%toany country intheworld)
FREE software from our website

FREE trial to any toll-free number

The first service which allows you to
call any phone in the world

from your PC

No setup charges • Cellular Quality

RATES FROM THE U.S. TO

CANADA 130

SWEDEN 176

U.K. 180

AUSTRALIA 200

GERMANY 260

SINGAPORE 260

JAPAN 290

iiiin
El

'•.J

Visitour website forcomplete details
and download our free software:

http://www.net2phone.com
Call us toll-free using Net2Phone at 1-800-438-8879
Or call direct at 201-928-2990. E-mail us at: info@net2phone.com

Putting global calling within everyone's reach.
Net2Phone requires calleronlyto havemultimedia PCwith anyPPPInternet connection.
Receiving partygetscallon regular phone. *15C peak. IOC offpeak. Rates tothe U.S.

NET2PH0NE IS A TRADEMARK OF IDT CORPORATION

Will—
mm

^APHICI*
JKff

For 56K or Tl
please call
(800) 573-9438

c.
MONTHLY UNUmnD!

UNCENSORED!

The lowest flat monthly national Internet rate HadalodTand
Windows" 3jl/9S compatibility No per minute charges Unlimited tech

sum art 24hours aday Internet access available in most U.S. cities
http://www.idt.net/

id.

SAVE UP TO 99% MONTHLY WITH IDT

Monthly Usage

l.S Hours perday
3 Hours per day
All day

$73.70

$161.45
$1,389.95

EL plan (S19.95 without) ' Wi
lesareupto 50% below AT&T. Pricing as ofJ

IDT Corp. All othertrademarks are theproperty

$93.70

$226.45

$2,084.20

$19.95 $15.95
$19.95 $15.95
$19.95" $15.95'

1-800-689-9438 HlDT Internet

IlllSllillliU
at the first industrial
handheld with the power
of the Pentium® processor, come to
booth H9 in the Microsrft ftrtner fevilion al COMDR.

Visit usandsee the new Tek-Field, thefirst industrial handheld computer thatputs thepower ofthe Pentium processor in
thepalm ofyour hand. It's a rugged, fully-contained unit, making itidealfor mobile applications ofany kind. Features
include a built-in SoundBlaster®, 6PCMCIA expansion slots, dualmouse. 6.4" Active Matrix Color VGA monitor, touch

screen, full I/O capability, anda Duracell® smart battery. Tek-Field is just one oftheproducts availablefrom
Teknor Industrial Computers, Inc. for OEM applications andindustrial
systems integrators. For more information, call mat 1-800-387-4222, ' j s TEKNOR.
nkit nur inph haoe at. htth-//wrirw teknnr mnr or set? us at COMDEX. J industrial computers inc

Wi'v S99'.
vj

visit our webpage at http://www.teknor.com, or s
Trademarks areIbe properly oftheir respective companies, '/be Intel inside logo and

Circle264 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 265).
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It could
be a best

seller.

You can't buy the Consumer Information Catalog anywhere.
But you can send for it, free! It's your guide to more than 200 free
or low-costgovernment publications about getting federal benefits,
finding jobs, staying healthy, buying a home, educating your children,
saving and investing, and more.

Send today for your latest free Consumer Information Catalog.
The Catalog is free. The information is priceless.
Send your name and address to:

Consumer Information Center
Department BEST, Pueblo, Colorado 81009

A public service of this publicationand the Consumer Information Center of the U.S. General Services Administration

m



Circle 260 on InquiryCard (RESELLERS: 261).

Making these two environments work \_ h.
together has been like mixing oil and water... '%

UNIX

.. Microsoft.
WindowsNI

until now
announcing

%%%

Call 1-800-GET-UNIX today!

OpenNT, fromSoftway Systems, is the first
product to provide true POSK.land POSEX.2
conformance fortheMicrosoft Windows NT operating
system. By providing an enhanced POSK.l sub-system
anda complete setofPOSIX.2 utilities and shell, NT users
are finally given a 100% POSIX conforming environment. The
samePOSH environment thatmostUNIX systems use butwithout
sacrificing yourinvestment in Windows NT. ThesamePOSTX
environment required bytheU.S. Government foralloperating
system purchases as specified byFIPS 151-2 &F1PS 189.
Conformance meansfilefinks, case sensitive filenames, user and
group ownership, background processing andmore. Add to thisa
real POSIX shell and all your favorite UNIX utilities (hkeflnd, grep,
awk, sed, Is) andyou endupwith an environment so closeto UNIX
thatyou won'tknow it isn't UNIX!

. OpenNT is available today. OpenNT Commands and Utilities
isonly $199— and we include free updates for a year.

Our30-day money backguarantee andfreetechnical
support makes this a no riskopportunity togive your
Windows NT system the POSTX punchit needs!

Softway,

A,

Softway Systems, Inc.
185 Berry Street, Suite 5514, San Francisco, CA, USA, 94107

Tel: 415-896-0708 • Toll Free: 800-438-8649 • Fax: 415-896-0709
Email: sales@softway.com • WWW: http://www.softway.com/OpenNT ^ySIOHlS

OpehHT is atrademark of Softwoy Systems, Inc. This product includes software developed by the University of Colifornio, Berkeley ond its contributors. All other registered trodemorks ond trademarks ore the property of their respective owners.

RaidtecRAID
High-Performance SCSI RAID Systems

Discover the best RAID price/perfor
mance in the industry. Raidtec is the
affordable, open, SCSI-to-SCSI hard
ware RAID solution for complete data
protection. Ideal for mission critical
applications, document imaging &
multimedia.

It's time to re-visit the

ultimate in high-availability ^jjj
storage. Contact Raidtec
today at (770) 664-6066.

i liiildim: J-jkre

Circle 258 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 259).

• Fast, Wide, Ultra SCSI

Programmable RAID Level
selection: 0, 1, 10, 3/5

• On-the-fly hardware parity
generation eliminates read,
modify, write-back
performance overhead

• Single ended or differential

• Downloadable flash firmware

• Rackabie, stackable

• Remote alarms, configuration &
monitoring

• Environmental sensor ports

• Hot replaceable drive bays, fans
& power supplies

• New EAM & Service Channel

• Single SCSI ID

• Solid state-of-the-art load
sharing power subsystem

• LCD control panel status display

Tin; Standard In Advanced Mass Storage Systems
Raidtec USA

105 Hembree Park Dr.* Suite C

Roswell, GA 30076, USA
Tel.: (770) 664-6066
FAX: (770) 664-6166

http://www.raidtec.com

Raidtec EUROPE

Glen Mervyn House • Glanmire
Cork, Ireland
Tel.: (353) 21-821454
FAX: (353) 21-821654
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nan
Benelux
Gerry Westerhof
Phone: 31 72 509 1855

Fax: 31 72 509 1145

Bulgaria
Daniel Christov

Phone/Fax:

359 2 974 3557

France

Eric Le Quinio

Phone: 33 1 49 77 03 06

Fax:33 1 43 76 74 29

Germany,
Austria,
Switzerland
Wolfgang Brezina
Phone: 49 89 525 847

Fax: 49 89 529 850

Greece

Maria Hadjioannou
Phone: 30 61 620384

Fax: 30 61 272072

Hungary
Imre Szabo

Phone: 36 76 488888

Fax: 36 76 488889

Ireland
Ian Bangham
Phone: 353 1 280 7133

Fax: 353 1 280 7157

Italy
Enrico Campia
Phone: 39 11 8127656

Fax: 39 11 8994422

8/96

To Subscribe to BYTE magazine, or for
Customer Service, contact your local BYTE
Subscription Representative:

Middle East
Zafar Inamdar

Phone: 971 4 666788

Fax: 971 4 621149

Poland
Wlodek Bincyzk
Phone/Fax: 48 2 625 2275

Portugal
Manuel Neves

Phone: 351 1 3479301

Fax: 351 1 3475127

Scandinavia
Gunnar Sandbjerg
Phone: 45 3314 2226

Fax: 45 3314 2218

or Lauge Dehn
Phone: 45 86 223188

Fax: 45 86 228159

South Africa
Cape Town:J Trisos
Phone: 27 21 24 4094

Fax: 27 21 24 8681

Durban: T Tyson
Tel: 27 31 2027303

Fax: 27 31 2027307

Johannesburg: M Kendrick
Tel: 27 11 8804988

Fax: 27 11 4428327

Spain
Barcelona: Javier Casellas

Phone/Fax: 34 3 2380342

Madrid: Eduardo Montojo

Phone/Fax: 34 1 5716685

or Henri Misrahi

Phone: 34 1 7337346

Fax: 34 1 7338970

Turkey
Cengiz Eren
Phone:

90 216 345 3473

Fax: 90 216 346 2464

United Kingdom
Peter Gregson
Phone: 44 1 61 430 3423

Fax: 44 1 61 494 6976

or John Luker

Phone: 44 1 258 821114

Fax: 44 1 258 821115

If there is no BYTE

representative listed above
for your country, please
contact::

BYTE Subscriber
Services
PO Box 72, Galway, Ireland
Fax: +1 353 91 752793.

Phone:+1 353 91 752792.

ADivision ofTheMcGraw-Hill Companies

A Message to Our Subscribers

From time to time we make the BYTE subscriber list avail

able to other companies whose products or services
would be of interest to our readers. We take great care to
screen these companies, choosing only those who are
reputable. Furthermore, subscriber names are made avail
able for direct mail purposes only; telemarketing calls are
strictly prohibited.

Many BYTEsubscribers appreciate this carefully
managed program, and look forward to receiving informa
tion of interest to them via the mail. While we believe this

information is of benefit to our subscribers, we firmly
respect the wishes of any subscriber who does not want
to receive promotional literature. Should you wish to
restrict the use of your name, please send your request
(including your magazine mailing label, name, address,
and subscription account number) to:

wm BYTE Magazine Subscriber Services
PO Box 555, Hightstown, NJ 08520

ADivision ofTheMcGraw-HittCompanies

SOMETHING MISSING?
Complete your BYTE collection by ordering Back Issuestoday!

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Window, Windows'93

SpeCial ISSUeS " °° Portability BGukJeSumrmr'93
B Guide Fall '93

Special Issues U.S. Delivery $3.00, Foreign Delivery $4.00' 1990thru1996U.S. Delivery $6.50, Foreign Delivery $8.50,
Canada ft Mexico $7.00'Allissues priorto1990U.S. Delivery $3.00, Foreign Delivery $4.00. (Call foravailability)These
prices include: postage (US), surface mail (foreign). •Allchecksmustbein U.S. fundsanddrawnon a U.S. bank.
Please indicate whichissuesyou wouldlike bychecking (•) the boxes.Send requests with payment to:

I[III I -I Back Issues, One Phoenix Mill lane. Peterborough, N.H. 03458, (603) 924-9281

BYTE OCTOBER 1996

Check enclosed

VISA MasterCard

Card*

Exp. Date

Name

Signature

First Name

Last Name

Address

Address

City

State Zip

Charge:

American Express

ADivision ofTheMcGraw-Hill Companies



Add-In Boards • Bar Coding

Your Specialty
PCMCIA Headquarters

Ifyour needs areportable, Quatech hasthesolution. Ourcomplete lineof
communication anddata acquisition PCMCIA cards include:

1,2, or 4 Port Serial RS-232/422/485 PCMCIA Cards
Parallel Port/EPP PCMCIA Cards

Multi-Protocol PCMCIA Adapter Cards
Digital I/O PCMCIA Cards

Analog Input and/or Output PCMCIA Cards
IEEE 488.2 PCMCIA Interface Cards

Forcomplete specifications onthe above products, call one ofQuatech's
expert sales engineers today at1-800-553-1170 oremail sales@quatech.com.
Ask forafree copy ofQuatech's new 1997 Product Catalog.

QUATECH

Application to Solution
Check us out on the web: http://www.quatech.com

See us at COMDEX, Booth #S3385

Circle 61 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 62)

Celebrating...
LaserLite & DuraTrax

f4 The Next Generation

Join the party as we celebrate two hot new products!
LaserLite—the smallest portable laser bar code reader on the market!

And DuraTrax—the first portable reader to fully integrate
Touch Memory*and bar code technology.

Call for your free information kit!
See us at COMDEX, Booth #L143

1105 N.E. Circle Blvd., Corvallis, OR 97330
541-758-0521 • Fax 541-752-5285 • http://www.videx.com ccora

E fflffinfflWlTrafflnilniffl

• Uses standard RS-232 commands -
no special drivers needed

• Automatic data flow control

• 16C550 UART with16-byte FIFObuffe
• Transmission speeds up to 115K bps
• Complete RS-232 modem controls||
• Supports 2-wire or 4-wire operatioj

for RS-422/485

• Both DB-9 and DB-25 connectors inclu

• PC-ComLIB software included, but not neces

• Multi-port cards also available part#pcl-i
a iwUMn..*.iHn.w.^.pc. 750 East Arques Ave., Sunnyvale

ADNAKTTECH Tel- 408-245-6678 • Fax. 408-24
'^*'T**,,,,"W, " Home page:http://www.advs

Circle 64 on Inquiry Card.

Supervisor
mm Matrix

Simultaneously manage up to 8
computers from up to 16 locations!

Control with keyboard and control panel
Scanning function Lock access to a CPU
File transfer function as option Automatic

booting of keyboard and mouse Supporting
high-resolution monitors Customization always
available Rack mountable 1 year warranty

Variable configurations available: any combination from
1 user to 2 computers up to 16 users to 8 computers

Minicom.
Advanced Systems Ltd.

International Headquarters:
11 Beit Hadfus St.
95483 Jerusalem, Israel
Phone:+972 2 651 85 93
Fax: +972 2 651 89 71
Email: rguggenh@minicom.co.il

CONNECTIVITY 50I.UTI0NS

Visit pur Home Page!
http://wWw.minicom.nettnedia.cail

Circle 66 on Inquiry Card.

STtRVIEW ^
Control up to 216 Servers

with just 1 Monitor, Keyboard, and Mouse
• Supports SVGA, VGA,and Multisync Monitors
• Keyboard or pushbutton CPU selection
• Autoboots Keyboards and mice (SV421)
> Cascadable

**» 9* <<"
SV621 AT r. $349
sv-iji Vh'i

•i vvr

Listed Price Applies to CSA/UL model

USA/Canada: 800-265-1844 (ext. 231)
France Office: 0-590-3661 / UK Office: 0-800-96-7710
Fax:(519) 455-9425 / Internet E-Mail: startBch.computer@onlinesys.com
—, -r- j http://www.startechcomp.com
StarTech
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

USA • Canada • UK • France

Netherlands* Hong Kong

European/International Distribution
use Fax or Internet

or Call: <519) 455-9675 (ext. 231)

Visa/Mastercard/American Express

Circle 63 on Inquiry Card. Circle 70 on Inquiry Card.

^tiH I I Rack
g[0f? ' Mount•jjr^- H |Available

ilinesys.com ^H
omp.com ^m
:ributIon ^^H

press
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Communications/Networking • Computer Systems | | Computer Systems

TAKE CONTROL
of 2 to 64 SERVERS

FROM ONE KEYBOARD, MONITOR AND MOUSE

• Any mix of PCs;
Mac, and Sun

• Keyboard/mouseemulation

• AUTOSCAN

• Front panel &
Hot key operation

• Remote access to 150'

• Desktop or rack mount

• Over 50,000 in operation

MasterConsole
Rock solid, reliable control

1 HHDMHJ5J t ••

| - ' . . : :':! *

CALL TODAY! 800-RCI-8090 X 71

Comesee us at ComdexFall, Las Vegas, Nov 18-22, Booth#L5000

DISTRIBUTORS LOCATED WORLDWIDE

RCI Europe(31)-10-458-6673
(ax (31)-10-451-9610

0-1117 •*•<RCI Taiwan (886) 2-218-1
fax (886)-2-218-1221 RCI

Raritan Computer, Inc. 908.874.4072 fax 908.874.5274
10-1 llene Court, Belle Mead, NJ 08502 •sales@raritan.com •http://www.raritan.com

3(1 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE FULL 1-YEAR WARRANTY

Circle 67 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 68).

DON'T

•* m maim Mm

GET YOUR MESSAGES!

TTI's«ew4-PLAY
Voice Processing Card &

Voice Window Application Software]
PEACE OFMINDFOR UNDER A THOUSAND D01LARS

1-801

///- n,

MC/VISA/AMX
DeveloMrj/OFM Packages Available

Specialist inInternational Soles and Support

Talking Technology, Inc. 1125 Atlantic Ave. Alameda, CA
>. Phone: 510 52?-3800Fax: 510 522-5556 Email: sales@tti.net Web!

Circle 65 on Inquiry Card.

LMlE&Tflrll] £tf§ HB@ 1535573?.

ISA/PCI 3-20 Slots

' 85V-265VAC, -48VDC,

+24VDC, +12VDC Inputs
J 200W-350W Power Supply
• 19"Rack-Mount/Wall-Mount ,

3 ~20-Slots Chassis
Available !!

ACI Systems
Western Region: 1-800-983-1177
Eastern Region: 1-800-886-2243

Circle 80 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 81)
220 BYTE NOVEMBER 1996

Industrial PC Solutions

••••;t^H,m;'.-"':;:;

Rackmount PCs

Industrial PC Chassis

Industrial Workstations

Panel Display PCs

Pentium/486/386 CPU Cards

RS-232/422/485 Interface

Analog and digital l/Os

Data Acquisition

Call 800-800-6889 to
receive a FREE 100-
page Solution Guide for
your OEM or system
integration needs.

Advantech
750 E. Arques Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-245-6678, Fax 408-245-8268

Circle 71 on Inquiry Card.

Embedded PC
Fits your applications

A Industrial Automation with PCS-

Ab\ANTECH

biscuit PC
386/486 Single
Board Computer
with SVGA/LCD

and mors...

• Ultra small size

(145mmx 102mm)

• Supports all 486DX
and 5x86 CPUs

• Local-bus SVGA/LCD
interlace

• Multi-port RS-232
and Ethernet

communication

• Supports Solid State
Disks

• PC/104expansion

Call Today fora Free Catalogue!

U.S.A.

Tel:(408)522-4696 Fax:(408)246-8268
E-maiL irrlo@Advantecri-USA.com

International

Tel: 886-2-2184667 Fax: 886-2-2183875
tittp://www.advantech.com.tw
E-mail: EBC#acl.advanteclj.com.tw

Circle 72 on Inquiry Card.



Computer Systems

Turn Key Solutions ForIndustrial Computers
200MHZPentium Processor PCI/ISB SBCATI Mach 64PCI SVGA. Pipeline Burst Cache, SCSI II Fast Wide

1FaultTolerant System/RAID Solution

1Full Line of Rack Mount Products

1Partnership for the Future

- Hyperspeed Reseller Program

- OEM/Customized Design Projects

- Government/Corporate Discounts

Mwwm'iimsm-f,<%>"•«*
7~. T, ~ Fa 96 flMtt #P4605

E-I.lrappro^pro.com ^SSSST
800-927-5464 — on**-r~m-

wffii I International, Inc.

2032 Bering Dr.,S.n|U«;,CA 95131 Tet(406)452-9200 Faxl«8>452-9210

Circle 77 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 78).

All-in-one Flat-Panel

Rack-Mount Systems
For Your PC-based Control Application

ISO
v9001/

•'°"....

ra«TSg©

at-panel

• 386/486/Pentium® with PCI Bus.

1250 power supply
• Disk bay space: 5.25" x 1, 3.5" x 2

| Tel: 909-464-1881
I® Fax:909-464-1882

E-mail:sales "Saxiomtek.com

Circle 82 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 83).

anQx^aaaa feDifiriiD (§^©11x3

• Pentium -166MHz

• PICMG Standard
• DiskOnChip™ -2MB Flash Diak
• 256KB/512KB Pipelined Cache

1 486-Pentium™

fl CPU Cards
Available!!

PCI VGA on-board

• 2 PCI IDE
• 2 16C550RS232
• PS/2 Mouse

ICP ACQUIRE INC.
TEL: 415 967 7168

FAX: 415 967 5492

Computer Systems

Circle 89 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 90).

NEW! 386 PC-IN-A-BOX

lO1

•••ff

Portable PC System
Battery operated 386

DOS in ROM

Graphics LCD

4M Ram, 1M Flash

PCMCIA

I 3 serial, 2 parallel

Keypad & Enclosure

Peripherals & Support

$449+
':

CPU CARDS

5-Serial Port 386 $249+
KS-6B CPU: 33 MHz, RS-422/485, 2 parallel, 4M Dram, 1M
Flash, 512K Sram, AT bus, PCMCIA, DOS in ROM.

Low Cost XT $139+
KS-l CPU: V40, 3 serial, 2 parallel, 512K Dram, 1M Flash,

512K Sram, modem, 10 bit A/D, PCMCIA, XT bus, DOS in

ROM.

KILA
DOS-IN-ROM

CALL 800-505-6749
303-444-7737

FAX 303-786-9983

email: sales@kila.com

Circle 73 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 84 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 85). Circle 88 on Inquiry Card.
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Computer Systems

^A^
A large variety of

SBCs in stock

for fast delivery

• 486 AND PENTIUM CPUs

• UP TO 200MHZ SPEEDS

• PCI SCSI INTERFACE

• E-IDE INTERFACE

• SVGA VIDEO OUTPUT

• DUAL SERIAL PORTS

• ISA 8. PCI BACKPLANES
CALL TOLL FREE

1-888-RECORTEC

Tel: 1-408-734-1290

Fax: 1-408-734-2140

e-mail: info@recortec.com
http://www.recortec.com

RECORTEC
1290 Lawrence Station Road

Sunnyvale, CA 94089

FblI

Request our free
Product Catalog

• COMPUTERS

• ENCLOSURES

• KEYBOARDS

• MONITORS

• PRINTERS

• CUSTOM DESIGNS
CALL TOLL FREE

1-888-RECORTEC

Tel: 1-408-734-1290

Fax: 1-408-734-2140

e-mail: info@recortec.com
http://www.recortec.com

RECORTEC
1290 Lawrence Station Road

Sunnyvale, CA 94089

Circle 75 on Inquiry Card. Circle 76 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 79 on Inquiry Card.

U.S.A. Made Rackmount Solutions

Over 40 models, sized from 1U through 6U, 17" to
24" deep, plus rackmount switches, monitors up
to 20",& keyboards with or without trackballs,

QTY. PRICWG FROM $138.
' 5 to 20 slot segmented or unsegmented
passive backplanes w/ or w/o PCI slots.

• Complete line of 486& Pentium slot
boards & motherboards up to 200 MHz,
including Intel's full line.

A.C OR 48V

HOT SWAPS

UP TO 800W

Customized Colors Available

TRI VALLEY TECHNOLOGY, INC.
4569-A Las Positas Road, Livermore, CA 94550

VOC: 510 447-2030 • FAX: 510 447-4559 • www.rackco.com

.P'- *

from THE

Circle 74 on Inquiry Card.
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Computer Systems • Data Acquisition

PENTIUM, 486 Single
Board Computers
& Mother Boards

ORDER DESK 1-800-777-4875

US LOGIC
(619) 467-1100 • FAX (619) 467-1011

sales@uslogic.com
The Intel Inside Logo and Pentium are registered trademark of Intel
Corporation. 3 year warranty applies to Single Board Computers.

RAVEN PENTIUM PCI/ISA

FALCON IV486 Single Board
RACKMOUNT SYSTEMS
• On-Board IOE/FDD/10

• REV Control • AMI BIOS

• OPTI CHIPSET

Circle 86 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 87).

2 GS/s A/D and Scope Card

GciGg
1-800-567-GAGE

Ask for extension 3425

From outside Ihe UnltGd States:

Contact Gage Applied Sciences Inc.. 5610 Bois Franc, Montreal, QC, Canada H4S

V 12 bit, 60MSPSA/D
V 8 bit, 250 MSPS A/D

2 GS/s for repetitive signals
V Up to 16 Meg Memory
V Extensive Software Drivers

CSLITE 8 bit, 40 MSPS $595
CS2125 8 bit, 250 MSPS $4995
CS6012 12 bit, 60 MSPS $6995
U.S Prices. International prices may vary

Gage Applied Sciences (U.S.) Inc.
1233 Shelburne Road, Suite 400
South Burlington, VT 05403
Tel: (800) 567-4243 Fax: (800) 780-8411
e-mail: prodinfo@gage-applied.com
web site: http://www.gage-applied.com

1A9 Tel: (51d) 337-6893 Fax: (514) 337-8411

Circle 104 on Inquiry Card.

IEEE 488 Controllers

i Boards for PC/AT, PCMCIA™,
PCI, parallel, serial,
Sun™ workstations ^ES3§§
& DEC" workstations

i Drivers for DOS™, Wind
Windows' 95, Windows
LabVIEW, UNIX™, & more

216-439 4091 • Fax: 216 439 4093

http://www.iotech.com

Circle 105 on Inquiry Card.

BYTE
Breaks the 4-Color Price Barrier with the

Hardware/Software Showcase
See how affordable it is to advertise to BYTE's

500,000 computer professionals in this sectic
•

For more information call your BYTE sales
representative (see listing,

page 233) or fax 603-924-2683



Data Acquisition • Disk £t Optical Drives

DAQValue

PortableDataAcquisition
Performance and Portability-

We Give You Both.
DAQCard'" Series
• SixType II flP^ji^K,

PCMCIA |i Wtl
cards

• Up to 100 ~ TS=3»
ksamples/s

• 12-bit resolution

• Analog input
and output

• Digital I/O
and timing I/O

SCXI Signal
Conditioning
• Parallel port I

or PCMCIA i !l||
interface

• Expandable to
384 channels

• DC power, optional
battery pack

DAQPad" Series
• Parallel port

interface

• 100 ksamples/s
• 12 or 16-bit

resolution

• Analog, digital,
and timing I/O

• DC power, optional
battery pack

Software

• Nl-DAQ* driver
software for:

- LabVIEW"
- LabWindows'/CVI
- ComponentWorks
- Basic, C/C++,

Visual Basic, Pascal
and many more

Call for FREE DAQ Designer-
(800) 433-3488 (U.S. andCanada)

£7NATIONAL
^INSTRUMENTS8

TheSoftwareis the instrument"

U.S. Corporate Headquarters • Tel: (512) 794-0100 • Fax: (512) 794-8411
E-mail: info@narinst.com • WWW:http://www.natinst.com

© Copyright 1996 National Instruments Corporation, All rights reserved.
Product and company names listed are trademarks or trade names of their respective companies.

F

Circle 106 on Inquiry Card.

Custom Fast 20 SCSI Tools
SCSI Vive "Active]
Terminator
Benefits: fieroofi

• Improves SCSIBus Performance
• Less Errors; More Reliable Data Transfer
• Diagnoses Problems • Analyzes Signal Quality
Features:

• Active Regulation • Supports 68 Pin, 50 Pin
• Status Indicators • Gold Contacts

From:

Over 40 Cable Styles In Stock

Optional

Fast 20 & Ultra S

SCSWue Gold
* Benefits: Diagnostic Cables

• No Loss Of Important Data
• Faster Performance • Test Cable Integrity
Features:

• Diagnostic Indicators • Large Ferrite Filters
• Triple Shielding (Unique Cable Design)
• Double Gold 20u" Plated Connectors

• Extra Heavy 26 Gauge Wire, 50 & 68 Pin

SCSWue Teflon
Custom Internal Cables

Benefits:

• Less Errors, Ultimate Performance
• Silver Wire Improves Signal Quality
Features:

• Perfect 90 Ohm Impedance Match Custom Internal Cables in 1 DAY!

'SCSWue™Active
Digital Switch

Benefits:
• Share SCSI Devices Between 2 Computers
• Attach up to 14 Devices to 1 Computer
Features:

• 2-1 Active Digital Switch/Repeater
• Regenerates SCSI Signal for Long Runs

' Triple Pronged Connector With Gold contacts

i=- ' '•:' V The SCSI Solution Company
http://www.scsipro.com

3101 Whipple RdT «Union City, Ca. 94587 «Ph: 510-471-6442 • Fax 510-471-6267
Circle 91 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 92).

Diagnostic Equip.'Fax Boards/Machines»Memory/Chips/Upgrades

Computer/LAN Tools
and Diagnostics
Call for a free copy of
the new Jensen Catalog
for all of your PC/LAN
diagnostic products and
installation accessories.

JGNSGNTOOLS
7815S.46thSt.,
Phoenix, AZ 85044
Ph: 800-426-J194
FAX: 800-366-9662
http://www.jensentools.com

Circle 108 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 109).

SMART FAX MODEM?
Yes, a fax modem that works with your PC off!!

Introducing The Fax Modem That Stands Alone..

The FutureFax 144
Advanced Multi-function Fax System

for DOS, Windows & Networks

Zg y, J • •—' •

1

_j4ADVANCEDJMAGE •MnriMirtuan

•

0 Send/Receive Faxes With Your PC Turned Off!

0 Print Plain Paper Faxes Directly To Your Printer

and save hundreds of $ on thermal paper.

0 Stores Faxes In Memory 0 Send Faxes with any Scanner

0 View Faxes Before Printing 0 V.42, MNP Data Modem
0 Forward to Remote Location 0 Up to 32MB of Memory

0 Comes With FREE Software 0 AC or Battery Operation

0 Supports CAS Applications 0 And Much, Much More!!

Call our 24 Hour

Fax-On-Demand System
for FREE Information.

1-888-GET-FAX4

^ Advanced Image Communications
3343 Vincent Rn. #D Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 FAX 1-510-947-1900

Circle 93 on Inquiry Card.

HteiBertby
The only way to make 6ureyour
super-powered PC is properly cooled"!

|.w.|"*!|«-.7!m..|

Makesureyour system and CPU are operating
at proper temperature.

•Know theexact temperature ofyour system..
I*"""! and CPUatall times.

• Prevent heat-related system crashes.
.Protectyourdata.
• Prolong your PC's life.
. F)e notified automatically ofoverheat conditions,
• Windows 3.1/ 95 / NT, Novell versionsavailable.

1-363-346-4321
http://www.camusa.com

816 CharcotAve., SanJose, CA95131Tel:1-408-321-9880 Fax: I-408-32K

Circle 94 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 95).
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ifi—
BYTE MAGAZINE RECOMMENDED!

• 11.3" 800x600 Dual-scan Color screen. 2MB
DRAM. Optional 12.1" TFT Active Matrix.

• Built-in 6x CD-ROM drive, 16-bit stereo
sound, 2 speakers, & mic.

• Two type II PCMCIA slots, serial,
parallel, MIDI, PS/2, & infared ports.

• Windows 95 or DOS / Windows.

•1GB removable PCI EIDE HD
(up to 2.1GB available).

• 16mb RAM (maximum 64mb)
and 256K level 2 cache.

• 1 year parts and labor warranty.
Extended warranties available.

• PS/2 Glide Point & Joystick.

• 3.5" removable floppy drive.

ma U COST
lalionafsMint5200 gets the
'b grciil price/performance n

• Please visitour

web page for the
latest specs and prices

Micro International, Inc. 10850 Seaboard Loop, Houston, Texas
77099. Topquality merchandise with excellent service and support

since 1984! Houston: (713) 495-9096. Fax (713) 495-7791.
Hours: 8-6 Monday-Friday.

♦Pentium is a registered trademark of Intel Corporation.

Industrial PC Enclosures

Tower PC Enclosures

Tower Drive Enclosures

Rack Systems
Rackmount Accessories

CPU Cards and Backplanes
Rackmount Drive and PC Enclosures

Industrial PS2 Power Supplies
Redundant N+1 Load Sharing Power Supplies

is a vertically integrated design
and manufacturing company specializing in computer enclosures, disk
subsystem enclosures and fully integrated systems.

Phone: 1-702-356-5595 Fax: 1-702-356-6361 Email:info@sliger.com
Internet: http://www.sliger.com Postal: 1385 GregSt.Suitc 101 Sparks, NV 89431

Circle 96 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 97).

Design, Print and
Apply CD Labels
for $7995
That's .J
NEAT

:

NEAT
CD LABELER KIT

1 Create your own artwork On Your Computer
with easy-to-use NEATO Templates.

2 Print on Any Laser Printer using NEATO
pressure sensitive die-cut labels.

3 Using the NEATO Label Device, apply
labels... PERFECTLYEVERY TIME!

KIT INCLUDES

• LabelDesignTemplates(PC& Mac)
• The Amazing Neato Labeler
• CompleteInstructionGuide

"

OKDERrJQlV,

100 LABELS
NEAT-'
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'ffl^B ^D_

"^ 800-984-9800
MicroPatent® 250Dodge Ave.* East Haven, CT 06512

203-466-5170 • Fax 203-466-5178
InEurope:+44 (0)990 561571 • Fax+44 (0)181 932 0480

See us at:http://www.nealo.cam

Circle 99 on Inquiry Card.

Laptops Et Notebooks • Misc. H/W • Multimedia! I Multimedia • Programmable H/W

disaster Recovery

For WiNdows 95
NEVER install Windows 95 Again!

CocjeBLue/2
• SiiviplE asI '2'5
1. Boot disaster recover diskette

2. RESTORE to any size drive
3. Re-Boot to Windows 95

• COMplETE PROTECTION
•Backup complete Windows 95
system: Registry, hidden files, LFN's
•Backup to any locally attached hard disk
Syquest EZ, Iomega Jaz & Zip drives,
MO Drives.

Also works on Win NT with FAT 16

Hard Disk.

$49.00
plus S/H

TAPEDISK Corp

800-827-3372

CocJeBIue/2 Remote
• For network disaster recovery
• Backup to server
• DOS Boot client to network

• Restore & reboot to Windows 95

Call for network license price

tapedisk@tapedisk.com
http://www.tapedisk.com

715-235-3388

FAX:715-235-3818

TAPEDISK UK 1703-841 550

TAPEDISK EURO +49 84.41.80.39.00

Germany +49 761.59.21.00
The Netherlands +31 23 563 39 60

France+33 61.80.92.71

Flashlite
• 8 Mhz V-25 + Processor

•512 KBRAM •^^_
• 256 KB Flash

• 2 Serial Ports

Single Board Computer with DOS and Utilities $195
Embedded controller applications: Simple software development:
2 fast DMA channels • 8analog inputs with • Create onaPC compatible computet.

Download in .EXEor .COMformat to flash disk.
Testanddebugthroughtheconsole serial port.
Modifythe startup batch fileto loadand
execute the application on tesetor powerup.

; EDN 100Hot New
Products of 1995

programmablecomparator levels • priority
interrupt conttolletwith vectoror register
bankswitching.

Circle 98 on Inquiry Card.

Jfv microsystems 510 236-1151 tax 510 236-2999
1275Yuba Ave., San Pablo.CA 94806 http://www.dsp.com/jkmicro H

Circle 102 on Inquiry Card

Low Cost 16-bit Controllers
Easyto program in Borland/Microsoft C/C++.

C-EJtlgine™ Prices start at $119 Qty 1, $49 OEM
• 3.6x2.3", 24 I/O,3 UARTs, 3 timers 2 counters

• Upto 512K SRAM, 512K EEPR0M, Watchdog
•11 12-bitADC, 3 mA standby,

Battery, RTC

• Networking, C library,
Development kits

TtjTERN
INC.

216 FSt.#104,Davis CA95616 USA

Tel:916-758-0180 Fax:916-758-0181
InternetEmail: tern@netcom.com
ftp://ftp.netcom.com/piibAe/tern

Circle 101 on Inquiry Card.



Programmable H/W • RAID Drive Arrays

Control
Practically
Anything.

WORLD

Little Star, $195
30I/O Lines

Our miniature controllers are ideal for machine

control and data acquisition. Easy to program
with our Dynamic C. Start saving time and
money. Call for your free demodisktoday!

1724 Picasso Ave.
Davis, CA95616
916.757.3737
916.753.5141 FAX

http://www.zworld.com
For immediate informadon, use our 24-Hour AutoFAX.
Call 916.753.0618 from your FAX. Request catalog #18.

Circle 100 on Inquiry Card.

All steel construction Server & RAID chassis
-Front access with 14 *S 1/4" exposed drive bays
-lockablefront and both side doors
-6 ball bearing cooling Fans pre-fnstalled
-4 lockable casters pre-instalted
-Reduntand & heavy duly power supply options

Non- Stop Server Chassis
-Front access 10 *5 1/4" exposed drive bays -
-Lockablefront door, open able side doors ^
-W/300W AT ULP/S $178
-w/2x300W R.P.M $399

< Slide-in M/B Drawer
-M/B: ATX. Baby AT, Full Sire AT
- Drive Bays: 5.25"x3,

3.25"x2. 3.25"x2
(Internal)

- FCC class B, CE

Removable Hard Drive Modules
-Wide SCSI. SCSI or IDE

Available, Patent
protected

- Perfect for RAID 8. .

removable

M[irt K5SSS5S5 storage application

Heavy Duty Power Supply Non-Stop Redundant
ETA-4600 600waitAT 5221 Power Supply p-
ETA-4500 500 watt AT 51*5 - Balance load-
ETA-400O 400 watt AT 5146 Sharing Design
APA-5400F-RV 400watt AT r, 5195 - Power Fault
SP2-4400 400 wall PS2 5121 Alarm/LED/Signal
SP2-4300 300 watt PS2 5 61
AP2-5400F-RV 400 waft PS2 ....5155

m AEH CORP.
254 S. 5th Ave., La Puente, CA 91746

- ? Tel: (818) 369-2608 • Fax: (818) 961-0468
TX, 800-454-9999 • M.T.C., NY, 800-366-4860

Circle 110 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 111)

Security • Tape Drives

We make software
protection easier to handle.

Even thoughour new hardwarekeys
are small, they still offerthe most
powerful and reliable barrier against
software piracy ever developed,

And with competitive pricing, they
won't squeeze yourmarginseither.
• Secure protection for multiple

applications/versions

• The industry's onlypatented
protection technology

• Protects applications quickly,
without programming

• Remote update capabilities

• DOS/Windows/95/NT/Unix/
NetWare support

• Time/date-based execution control

• Made in U.S.A.

Software Security's
newUniKey8

technology could
change theway
you think about

software protection
forever.

UniKey makes software protection
easier on your customers, your
developers,andyourbudget...
but harder than ever on pirates.

Call 1-800-841-1316 for
more information, or to order our
Developer's Kit, with everything you
need to try UniKey protection on
your application.

SOFTWARE /'H^
SECURITY ••
A new slant on software protection

6 Thorndal Circle, Darien, CT06820-5421

(203) 656-3000 • Fax: (203) 656-3932
http://www.softsec.com

C€

Circle 107 on Inquiry Card.

Seismic Proven

tsESL
Automated Backup
Bata Interchange

Storage Management

llURLSTfW, 800-468-0680
www.qualstar.com

FAX: (818)592-0116
TEL: (818) 592-0061

Circle 103 on Inquiry Card.

Let your "true colors shine through"
when you advertise your
computer products in the

BYTE
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SHOWCASE

our popular, affordable,
4-color advertising section!

For more information call your BYTE sales

page 233) or fax 603-924-2683
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Communications/Networking»Eng./Scientific»Math/Stats I I On-Line Services • Programming Languages/Tools

NTMail
NT List"
NTDomain

the backbone

mail system
for Windows NT &

Windows95"

♦ full featured SMTP, POP and FINGER server
♦ highly configurable, secure list server
♦ multiple independentmail domains on a single machine
♦ graphical installation and configuration

From Only $49
AFREE Fully Functional

Time Limited Evaluation Copy

Is Available On Our Web Site
j j

HCknowtedgtd ant!arcth,-property aflht'i.

InternetShopper Limited - POBox6064- London- SW12 9XG - ENGLAND

http://www.net-shopper.co.uk 0) 011 44181 6737422

Circle 112 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 113).

FBEE Engineering Software Catalog

Engineering Software Direct is
your #1 source for engineering
software! The more than 1,000
products listed in this catalog
were developed by companies
and practicing engineers and
represent a vast resource of
tools that can help you get
your job done better, more
accurately, and more quickly.

98.9044
Self6Ch SliTc<h ln,ern°,i°r"11 2S2S N- Els,on Ave<< Chicnrjo, IL 60647 •Tel 773.486.9191
^^^^ Fax 773.486.9234 • e-mail info@scitechint.com • URL http://www.scrtechint.com

Circle 1 14 on Inquiry Card).

CAKE
Simple Software from Clou Consulting Co.

DOS OS/2 WIN Computer algebra bykeyboard entry.
Something for everyone. Arithmetic,

algebra and MC RE. Practical and useful.
No language to learn. Free upgrades.

Simply $67.00 plus shipping.
Order: 1-800-226-0640 Fax: 612-553-0147

VISA MC AM-EX

1400-F Hwy 101 North, Suite 183, Plymouth, MN 55447

Circle 1 15 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 116).
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Put Your Company on the World Wide Web!

VIRTUAL

WEB

HOSTING

Domain name registration
provided (http://your_name)

Unlimited updates via your
own FTP account

Complete domain mail processing
[Multiple P0P3, forwarding,
autoresponders)

500 MBof data transfer per month
(>0.IZper MBover 500 MB)

20 MBof disk space for your html
documents &graphics (*i permb over20mb)

• T3 Connectivity to the Internet

• Unlimited e-mail address forwarding

• Microsoft Front Page® support
• CGI Scripting (Now includes shopping cart)

• Cybercash support

Detailed web usage statistics
&access to raw log files

• Controlled anonymous FTP

9 TrueSpeech® server support included
(real-time audio)

Real Audio'2.0

SSL Secure Processing

Hiway
Wkf Technologi

http://www.hwiy.net 1800339-H4W,AX sales@hway.net- (4071989-857'

Circle 117 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 118).

Fortran is our forte

Specializing in Fortran
Language SystemsSince 1967

The Lahef Advantage
FREE, unlimited,

expert technical support.

Guaranteed bugfixes or
workarounds within

60 days.

30-day
money-back
guarantee.

FREE %IN»wii.l
product patches S?a
on the Web at

http://www.lahey.com.

or

Fax: 702-831-8123

sales@lahey.com
http://www.lahey.com

LF90
Delivers!
Speed. Dependability.
Great Tech Support.
Create Fortran programs or port
legacy code to the PC with the
most-productive, best-supported
Fortran 90 language system.

Lahey Fortran 90
Fortran-smart Windows
Development Environment.

•DOS, Windows 3.1x,
Windows 95 and

NT Support.

•DLL interfaces to VB,
VC++, and Borland C++.

State-of-the-Art Intel

Pentium andPentium Pro Optimizations.

US$895
Educational, multiple-copy, and
site-license pricing available.

Lahey Computer Systems, Inc.
865 Tahoe Blvd.,P.O. Box 6091
Incline Village,NV 89450 U.S.A.

Circle 119 on Inquiry Card (RESELLERS: 120)



Programming Languages/Tools Security

Learn Java" Programming..
Simply, Quickly! "Run Client/ServerApplications]

Securely over the Internet"
Use the OML Learning
Series'" to master Java

programming quickly. It
is the only CBT that
offers you "traditional"
and "by example"
learning styles. The
Java Series features:

Java Series -1™
(Basics)

Java Series - II™
{Object Model)

Java Series - III"
(Fundamentals)

Java Series - IV"
(AWT)

Call us for
information,
and FREE
Demo Software

Individual Corporate

Each series: $79 S249
Any 2 series: S149 $399
Any 3 series: $199 $549
All 4 series: $249 $649
Other series: Call

800-6789-OML

Object

Management

Laboratory
TEL: 805-373-8111
FAX: 805-373-8116

Dunn SiptwM

M 5ECURE M
SQLBase ~»

M'^H-i'llil

G

LXl OD

Circle 121 on Inquiry Card.

A Message to Our Subscribers
From time to time we make the BYTE subscriber list available to other companies
whose products orservices would be ofinterest to ourreaders. Wetakegreat care
to screen these companies, choosing only those whoare reputable. Furthermore,
subscriber namesare made available fordirect mail purposes only; telemarketing
callsare strictly prohibited.

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this carefully managed program, andlook
forward to receiving information ofinterest to them via the mail. While we believe
this information is of benefitto our subscribers,we firmly respect the wishes ofany
subscriberwhodoes notwantto receive promotional literature. Shouldyouwishto
restrict the useofyour name, please sendyour request (including your magazine

address, andsubscription account number) to:

Use the Internet as a secure virtual Wide Area Network

Develop powerful Internet applications using 4GL tools

Use SQLWindows.Visual Basic, Powerbuilder, Delphi, C++...

Provides automatic data-stream encryption for all SQL data

Uses RSA security and Netscape's secure socket references

Includes a complete enhanced version of SQLBase v6.1

Transparent to users, developers and administrators

BYT
BYTE Magazine Subscriber Services
PO Box 555, Hightstown
NJ08520

A Division ofTheMcGraw-HillCompanic

Use the Internet to securely access
yourclient/serverapplications <^/2^7^

Use Client/Server tools for

remote access solutions!

Pricing starts at S1,595 fora 5-userversion

Call 1-800-486-DUNN ext. 405

http://www.dunnsys.com

&flRSA

Dunn

sysfems, inc.

Circle 1 22 on Inquiry Card.

The First Pan-European
Computer Postcard Deck
Targeting the
Exploding European Market!
If you are a BYTE subscriber in Europe, watch for the
EURODECK coming to you soon! The BYTE EURODECK
contains a selection of state-of-the-art products important
to you and your business.

Advertisers!

The BYTE EURODECK offers you a unique direct mail approach
to increasing sales in this fast-paced computer market.
Circulation ofthe BYTE EURODECK is targeted to 50,000 computer buyers in over 20 countries in Western Europe.
Take full advantage ofthe benefits BYTE provides you with this affordable direct channel toEurope. For information
on the next BYTE EURODECK,

Call Mark Stone today at 603-924-2533!
Fax 603-924-2683 or E-mail: stonem@mcgraw-hill.com

Companies outside of North America, BYTE
please Contact your local representative aDivision 0/TheMcGraw-Hill Companies

•n
II EURO >H DECK
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A DIRECTORY OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

THE BUYER'S MART
THE BUYER'S MARTisaunique
classified section organized by
product category to help readers
locate suppliers. Each ad has Inquiry
numbers to aid readers requesting
information from advertisers.
AD FORMAT: Each ad will be
designed and typeset by BYTE.Do
NOTsend logos or camera-ready
artwork. Advertisers should furnish

typewritten copy. 2"x1 Vi6"ad
can include headline (23 characters
maximum), descriptive text (300
characters is the maximum recom
mended) plus company name,
address, telephone and fax number.
2"x2 5/s" ad has more space for
descriptive text (850 characters is
the maximum recommended).
DEADLINE: Ad copy is due

approximately 2 months prior to issue
date. For example: November issue
closes on September 8. Send your
copy and payment to:
THE BUYER'S MART,BYTE
Magazine, 1 Phoenix Mill Lane,
Peterborough, NH 03458. For more
information please call Vivian Bernier
in BYTE sales at 603-924-2521 or
FAX: 603-924-2683.

RATES (Jan. 1996)
3-5 6-11 12

1 ad $790 $760 $665
2 ads/issue - - 635

3 ads/issue - - 600

1 ad $1,580 $1,515 $1,330
2 ads/issue - - 1265
3 ads/issue - - 1,200

•COLOR -Add $100 •

ACCESSORIES

SVGA Splitters
Monitor, Keyboard and Mouse splitters, multiplexers and
high quality cables to 250 feet.
> Connect 2 or more monitors to your PC
> Support to 1600x1200 - MADE IN USA
> Access 1 PC from several keyboards or vice versa
>- SVGA <> TV Converters

Mil RtStAKH http://www.hallresearch.com
Santa Ana, CA (714) 641-6607 800"959"6439

BAR CODE

Labeling Software
For DOS and Windows with dot-matrix, LaserJet or
DeskJet. Easy WYSIWYG design. Any format/size. Mix
big text, bar codes, and PCXgraphics. Formats for AIAG,
KMart, Sears, MIL-STD, Penneys, WalMart. File Input.
LabelRIGHT for D0S-$279. LabelRIGHT for Wlndows-
$295.

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

Worthington Data Solutions
(408) 458-9938 800-345-4220

RF Terminal
Communicates 2 way to Serial Base Station from
400-1000 ft. Easily covers 1,000,000 square feet.
1-16 terminals per base station. Keyboard, wand,
CCD or laser scanner input. 16 Selectable fre
quencies. Small size and low weight - 14 oz. with
batteries. Base Station - S845 Terminal - S1095.

http://www.cruzio.com/~wds

Worthington Data Solutions
3004 Mission Streel • Santa Cruz, CA 95060

408-458-9938 • FAX408-458-9964 800-345-4220

Portable Reader
• AA Battery Operated, 64K or 256K

• Display messages and optional voice messages
tell operator what to do. Messages are easily
recorded (like answering machine) in any
language. This unit is EASY!

• Double duty as Non-portable Reader

• 4x20 Supertwist LCD Display, 35 Rubber Keys

• 2 Built-in Inventory Programs or create custom

•*• Download tables and Pick Lists

• Wand, CCD, or Laser Scanner Input

• Reads 2of5, UPC/EAN, 128, Code 39, etc.

• 2 year Warranty on Reader & Wand

• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee

• 64K Complete with Integrated Laser- $1299

• 64K Complete with Steel Wand - $799

• Small Size and very long battery life

http://www.cruzio.com/-wds

Worthington Data Solutions
3004 Mission Street • Santa Cruz, CA 95060

408-458-9938 • FAX 408-458-9964 800-345-4220
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Windows Bar Code Fonts
Add bar codes to any font based Windows pro
gram. Fonts designed for dot matrix, DeskJet
and LaserJet. Print Codabar, 2 of 5, Code 128,
UPC/EAN and Code 39 inside your Windows
program. TrueType fonts, bitmaps and metafile
support included. Only $199.

Worthington Data Solutions
(408) 458-9938 (800) 345-4220

Bar Code Readers
for PC, XT, AT, PS/2, Macintosh

and Serial Terminals
• Attaches as 2nd Keyboard, no software changes

• Reads 2of5,128, UPC/EAN, Code 39, etc.

• External or Internal attachment on PC

• Wand, CCD, Slot Badge, Magstripe or Laser

• Supports DOS, Novell, UNIX, Mac OS, etc.

• 100+Configurable Options

• Supports USA and International Keyboards

• 2 Year Warranty, 30 Day $ Back Guarantee

• Direct From Manufacturer

• Top Rated by Independent Review

• Complete with CCD Scanner - S399

• Complete with Laser Scanner - S655

• Complete Wand only Reader- S299

http://www.cruzio.com/~wds

Worthington Data Solutions
3004 Mission Street • Santa Cruz. CA 95060

408-458-9938 • FAX 408-458-9964 800-345-4220

Portable Bar Code Reader
>- Use as a PORTABLE, WEDGE, or SERIAL

>• 9V Battery Operation with Lithium Backup
>- 2x16 Supertwist LCD Display
>• 54 Key Keyboard with Separate Numeric Keys
>• Real-time Clock Supports Date & Time Stamps
> Reads all Popular Bar Codes (16 types)

>- Wand, CCD, Laser, or Serial Input Devices

> Built-in Program Generator
> Create Your Own Custom Programs

>• 6 Built-in Inventory Programs
>• Up to 250 Programs Can Reside in Memory
>- Create up to 250 Data Files per Program
>• Up to 250 Look-Up Files in Memory
>• Built-in Calculator

>• Supports HAYES Compatible Modems
>• 64K Memory with Data Compression

>- 30-day $$ Back Guarantee - 1 YearWarranty
>- Complete Unit with WAND Scanner - $795

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

(800)648-4452 (817)571-9015 FAX (817)685-6232
www.amltd.com

BAR CODE

BAR CODE READERS
For PC, XT, AT, PS/2, & Serial Terminals

>• Emulates Keyboard: Works With Any Software
> Data Appears as Keyboard Input
>• Uses Enhanced Decoding Algorithms
>- Accepts Wand, Slot/Badge, CCD, Laser,

Magnetic Stripe Reader, & RS232 Serial Input
>- Reads All Popular Bar Codes (16 types)
>• Reads HIGH, MEDIUM, & LOW density codes
>• Auto-Discriminates Between Bar Code Types
>• Easily Programmed with a Bar Code Menu
> Over 140 User Configurable Options
> Daisy Chain Up to 96 Readers
>- Supports NOVELL Networks
>- Supports US & INTERNATIONALKeyboards
>- Direct From Manufacturer

>• 30-day $$ Back Guarantee, 1 Year Warranty
>• Complete Unit with LASER Scanner - $645
>- Complete Unit with CCD Scanner - $299
>• Complete Unit with WAND Scanner - $299

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

(800)648-4452 (817)571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232
www.amltd.com

Bar Code Printing Software
LabelWorks forWindows

> Prints all Popular Bar Code Types (19 Types)

>- Desktop Publishing Features: WYSIWYG,
Scalable Fonts, Rulers, Guides, Lines, Shapes,
Page Zooms (25%-400%), Templates

>- Rotates Text, Bar Codes, and Graphics

>• Supports Windows Compatible Fonts

>• Choose From Over One Hundred Popular
Label Formats or Design Your Own

> Rich Text Support: MixStyles, Types, & Sizes

> Automatically Prints Serial Numbers

>• Imports & Exports Graphic Files:

TIFF, GIFF, BMP, PCX, WPG, WMF, TARGA

>• Supports Virtually all Windows Compatible

Printers (PostScript, Laser, & Dot Matrix)

> 30-day Money-Back Guarantee, $295

***CALL FOR FREE DEMO SOFTWARE***

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS
2190 Regal Parkway, Euless, TX 76040

(800)648-4452 (817)571-9015 FAX (817)685-6232
www.amltd.com

WINDOWS™ LABEL PRINTER
GEMINI is the ADC industry's first Windows-only label
printer. Impeccable print Quality, rugged all-metal con
struction, many bonus features standard; allowsyou to
print labels and bar codes from the Windows applica
tions you already use, without special labeling software
or programming. Reseller inquiries welcome.

THARO SYSTEMS, INC.
P.O. Box798, Brunswick, OH44212-0798

http://www.tharo.com/tharo/ Internete-mail: tharo@tharo.com
330-273-4408 Fax: 330-225-0099

Inquiry 451.
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BOOKS

12,000 COMPUTER TITLES
Easy browsing & ordering in our online stores.
Computer books from 450 publishers. Web URL
http://www.compubooks.com. Excellentcustomer
service & technical assistance. Worldwide FedEx &

USMail shipping. MC/Visa/AmEx/Novus/JCB cards.

CompuBooks® Online Bookstores
512-321-9652 Fax 512-321-4525 800-880-6818

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Accounting Software
http://www.capitalsoft.fi
• 100% C++/MFC • Source Available •

Oy Capital Soft Ltd
Tekniikantie 12, FIN-02150 Espoo, Finland

Phone: +358-9-4354 2450 Fax: +358-9-455 8508

Inquiry 452.

Circuit Design Software for Windows
Easy-to-use schematic entry, PCB design, and sim
ulation software, starting at $149 each. Complete
PCB package with schematics, autorouter, and lay
out for 2-layer circuit boards, $399. Enhanced ver
sion with autoplacement, more symbol libraries,
and up to 16 layers, $649. CAMfile outputs.

Mental Automation, Inc.
5415 136th Place, SE-Bellevue WA 98006

(206) 641-2141 FAX(206) 649-0767 BBS (206) 641-2846
http://www.mentala.com/

Inquiry 453.

CAD/CAM

CONTOURING MOTION CONTROL
FROM APRINTER PORT! ft

Indexer LPT™ software ip^'iy
VERSION 3 visa/mc

• Controls up to six step motors simultaneously.
• Linear and Circular Interpolation.
• New features to accommodate machine control.
• Easy-to-use device driver. Super Manual.
• CAD-CAM interface available.

... _ Corporation, 1422Arnold Ave.
Ability Systems Rosiyn, pa 19001 (215) 657-4333
http://www.abilitysystems.com FAX: (215) 65"815

Inquiry 454.

CAD Solutions Software
TG-CAD Professional v.6.0

A16 & 32 bit C/C++Windows 95, Win NT & Win 3.1
CAD Developers Kit. The best in CAD/CAM soft

ware kits. Free Demo and Technical Paper.
1-800-635-7760

Fax: 214-423-7288 BBS: 214-881-9322

Disk Software, Inc. P.O.Box 94H52, Piano, TX USA 75094
E-Mail: disksoft@ix.netcom.com

Inquiry 455.

CD-ROM

Consolidated CDROM, Inc
Worldwide suppliers of CD-ROM software.

We do import, export, publishing &distribution.
We also buy &sell all types of memory chips.

Dealers Wanted!

102 Greenwood Ave Wyncote PA 19095 USA
800-8CD-ROMS 215-572-9831/215-572-9832 fax
Email: cdrom@consldcdrom / www.consldcdrom.com

Inquiry 456.

CD-ROM

CD-ROMS
JAVA- Dev Kit S25.00

HoUAVA browser, demo applets, on-line docs
WINDOWS 95.COM...32-bit Shareware Collection $30.00
WINSITE S35.00

Utilities for Windows 3.1, NT,Windows 95, more!
HOBBES OS/2 $35.00

Software, games, utilities,fixes, updates
BSDISC - NetBSD, FreeBSD. XFree86 & X11R6 $35.00
INTERNETTOOLS $30.00

Networkingtools & utilities SLIP & PPP
LINUX Developer's Resource $25.00

Slackware, Red Hat!, more!
LINUXInstallation &Getting Started Guide $7.50

245 pg manual
LINUX TOOLBOX - $45.00

CDSet & Install Guide. For beginners!
MOO-TIFFfor LINUX - 100'= Motifcompatible GUI $99.00
MOO-TIFF for FreeBSD - 100== MotifcompatibleGUI.... $99.00
MOTHER of PERL $35.00

Source & binaries for UNIX.DOS. NT.MAC
RUNNING LINUX $19.95

576 pg manualforeverything aoout Linux
SOURCE CODE - 4 4 BSD-LfteZ. GNU Interviews, more .... $30.00
STANDARDS - RFCs. IENS. ITU-CCITT BlueBook $30.00
TCL/TK - software todevelop X-Windows apps $35.00
TeX - typesetting tools for matnematical&scientificdocs.. . $35.00
WORLDWIDECatalog $30.00

See the WWW without beingon-line!
X-FILES- Complete sources for X11R6&XFree86 $35.00
Phone Orders: 1-800-800-6613 Wbaccept
FaxOrders: +1-520-526-9573 MC, VISA S AMEX
Inl'l Phone: +1-520-526-9565

Web Orders: www.infomagic com E-mail: orders@inlomagic.com

InfoMagic 11950 N. Hwy 89, Flagstaff, AZ 86004

Inquiry 457.

CD ROM TOWERS &
JUKEBOX SERVERS FOR

ALL OPERATING SYSTEMS!
RAID NOW AVAILABLE

No Device Drivers/ MSCDEXneeded, Complete Kit
Networks CD Roms, unlimited user license, DISCPORT.

"JES, NONE BETTER AT ANY PRICE"
Call NOW: 1 (800) 482-1866 305-597-3980

http://www.jescdrom.com

Inquiry 458.

WALNUT CREEK CDROM
FreeBSD 2.1.5 RocksolidBerkeley Unix for PCw/sre.

2 disc set, easyinstall.6 mo updates $39.95
LinuxSlackware 96 4 disc set, Slackware 96 "OFFICIAL* release
byPatrick Volkerding. Internet's favorite $39.95
Clca MS Windows 2 disc set, 1900+ Windows programs,

games, drivers, fonts, shells, src. Indexes in German/
Italian/French/English/Japanese, Quar.updates $29.95

Hobbes OS/2 1000 MB Free/Shareware drivers,app's,
etc. OS/2Mag'sproduct of the year!6 mo updates $29.95

Simtel MSDOS.2 discs, premier internet technical,
programming Free'Shareware $29.95

Black hawk - New Win. 95 shareware collection $29.95
Internet Into 13,400 doc's. FAQs, FRCs,& lENs $39.95
MusicWorkshop Musicprog.,midi,demos, etc $39.95
Project Gutenberg560- must-readworksof literature.

Eachdocument is in ASCII format text $39.95
ScientificLibraryTechnical shareware.DOS/Win $39.95
POV-Ray Ray-tracing images, src, documentation $39.95
70+titles aboutWindows 95 &NT, games, Tci, perl,QRZ!
HamRadio, Music, Fonts,Royalty-free images

Call for your FREE catalog today!
All our products have a one year unconditional paranteel

1 -800-786-9907
4041 Pike Lane. Ste D-215, Concord, CA94520

+1-510-674-0783 Visa/MC/AMEx, Fax:+1-510-674-0821
orders@cdrom.com http://www.cdrom.com/

Inquiry 459.

COMMUNICATION-VOICE/FAX

InfoOnCall
Your Communications Solution

Customizable phone operator, voice mail box, and
fax machine all in one! Create:

Automated tech-support • Co. news by voice or fax
Product lists • Pager • and much more!

For OS/2, Win 95, Win 3.1, & DOS!

TTC Computer Products (972) 594-8103
Download the demo at www.InfoOnCall.com

Inquiry 460.

COMMUNICATIONS

Frame Relay, X.25, BSC, HDLC, SDLC, PPP
Rock solid, compliant, inexpensive and robust PC APIs and
router Implementations. On board protocol support reduces
PC overhead.

• ForMS-DOS, Windows,Win NT, Unix,OS/2, Netwareand others.
• Routers interconnect any PC systems or LANs.
•Cards for 56kbps to T1/E1.
• Superior test and diagnostics includingSNMP.

Sangoma Technologies Inc.
(800)-388-2475 • (905)-474-1990 • Fax: (905)-474-9223
E-Mail: dm@sangoma.com • Web: www.sangoma.com

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE
Full featured, heads-down data entry

with two-pass verification, edit language,
output record reformat, operator statistics,

key from images (NEW!), free tech support.
For PC, PC LAN, S/36, AS/400.

FREE 30 day trial.
Computer Keyes Tel: 206-776-6443
21929 MakahRd., Fax: 206-776-7210
Woodway, WA98020 USA: 800-356-0203

DATA RECOVERY

We Can Save It!
All Platforms - All Storage Devices

Proprietary techniques so advanced we
rescue data others simply abandon.

DriveSavers
Restoring data since 1985
1-800-440-1904

415-883-4232

Inquiry 461.

The Leader in Data Recovery
• Expertise in virtually every operating system

& media storage device.

• 24-Hour support & emergency services available.

• Call for a FREE consultation!

ONTRACK DATA RECOVERY
MN: 1-800-872-2599 • CA: 1-800-752-7557

DC: 1-800-650-2410 • Europe: +441372 741999

Inquiry 462.

DATA RECOVERY when I.T. Matters
•Tape, Optical or CD. Media
• Accidental Overwrites
• Hardware or Software Failure

VOGON
Europe

USA

Germany

Tel+44(0) 118-989-0042
Fax+44 (0)118-989-0040
Tel 405-321-2585 Fax 8242
Tel+49 (0)180-522-15-42
Fax +49 (0) 89-69-37-00-55

Inquiry463.

DATA/DISK CONVERSION

CONVERSION/DUPLICATION

Tape: 4mm, QIC, 8mm, DLT, 9-trk, 3480/90/90E

Disk:3", 3V,",57«",8" CD-ROM

1-800-357-6250
Shaffstall Corporation 317-842-2077
7901 East 88th Street Fax 317-842-8294
Indianapolis IN 46256 sales@shaffstall.com
Since 1973 http://www.shaffstall.com

Inquiry 464.
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EDUCATION

B.S. & M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE
The American Institute For Computer Sciences offers an in-
depth home study program to earn your Bachelor of Science
at home. B.S. subjects covered are: MS/DOS, BASIC,
PASCAL, C, C++, Data File Processing, Data Structures &
Operating Systems. M.S. program includes subjects in
Software Engineering and Artificial Intelligence. Ada and
Using Windows courses also available. Accredited Member:
World Association of Universities and Colleges.

AMERICAN INST, for COMPUTER SCIENCES
2101 -BY Magnolia Ave.,Suite200,Birmingham, Al 35205

1-800-767-2427 • 1-205-323-6191

ENGINEERING SOFTWARE

ENTERPRISE WIDE VIEWING AND MARKUP

Use AutoVue Professional to view and mark up documents.
Gain access to over 160 file formats from engineering, vec
tor, raster, hybrid, wordprocessor, spreadsheet, database,
fax, and more. Supported formats include AutoCAD DWG,
MicroStation DGN, TIFF, Word. WordPerfect, Excel, and
more. Available for Windows, DOS, and UNIX.

Cimmetry Systems Inc.
(800)361-1904 Tel: 514-735-3219 Fax:514-735-6440

Inquiry 465.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

WORLD'S LANGUAGE CENTER
Automatic Translation with a push of the button
Chinese, Japanese, Russian, 150 languages

Dictionaries - Fonts - Learning - OCR etc.
Best Prices • Best Service

FREE CATALOG

TransLanguage Inc.
800-308-8883 Fax 714-279-9368

PO Box 18024, Anaheim Hills, CA 92807

Inquiry 466.

HARDWARE

Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc™
THE Independent Provider, serving the Dealer,

Professional, Corporate, Government, and
Educational Buyersince 1985.

APPLE IIs & MACINTOSH8
SYSTEMS • PARTS • EXCHANGE REPAIRS

Callfor aCatalog 800-274-53A3
Office: 617-778-4600 • FAX: 617-778-4848

125 MIDDLESEX TURNPIKE • BEDFORD, MA 01730

Inquiry 467.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
Buy - Sell - Trade

LaserJet ColorPro

DeskJet DraftPro
RuggedWriter DraftMaster
Electrostatic Plotters DesignJet

HP 9000 Workstations and Vectras also available.

Ted Dasher & Associates
Your Hewlett Packard Remarketing Specialist

Phone: (205) 591-4747 Fax: (205) 591-1108
(800) 638-4833 E-mail: sales@dasher.com

Inquiry 468.

INTERNET

Gamelon* Internet Files
http://www.menal.com

Buildpowerful, sophisticatedprogramswitha last 00 persistent data
software library thatfitsthearchitecture oftheInternet. Gather lumpy Internet
data or use Ihe Internet for program-to-program data exchange.Object
nesting, hyperlinking, indexing, transaction management, andmore.

• Solaris,Windows 3.1, Windows 95/NT, OS/2(askfor Mac,Linux)
• APIs forC++, C,Visual Basic &Delphi (askforJAVA)

Menai Corporation
1010 ElCamino Real,Suite 370, Mtnlo Park,California 94025

(800) 426-3566(U.S.)or (415) 853-6450
FAX (415) 853-6453 E-mail:info8menaI.com

Inquiry 469.
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LANS

Little Big LAN
The most flexible network

• Peer to Peer LAN to 250 nodes
• $75 total software cost, not per node!
• Linkvia serial, parallel, or Modems
• Also via Ethernet or Arcnet, or mix!
• Typically only 40k ot RAM

Information Modes
817-387-3339 /P.O. Drawer F, Denton TX 76202

Fax 817-382-7407 Orders 800-628-7992

Inquiry470.

LASERJET PCL VIEWER

Visual PCL- End-user & Developer Versions
View your multi-page PCL5e print files in Windows
complete with all fonts and macros. Print to non-
PCL printers. Fax using standard Windows soft
ware. Uses true PCL5e Intellifont typefaces and
rendering software. Runs under Windows 95, NT
and 3.x. Full evaluation available on Web site.

16/32 bit Libraries available for OEM integration.

Visual Software
Fax:+44 1306 742 425

Inquiry 471.

http://www.visual.co.uk
geddes@visual.co.uk

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

High-Speed xBASE Engine for Java...
C, C++, Visual Basic and Delphi programmers. Get
multi-user compatibility with FoxPro, Clipper and
dBASE files. CodeBase is portable between DOS,
Windows and UNIX! Includes client/server option
as well as data-aware custom controls and a visual
report writer!

FREE 30 day test drive!
CallSequiter Software Inc. for details.

Phone 403 437-2410 FAX 403 436-2999

Inquiry 472.

SECURITY

Az-Tech Software, Inc.
Leaders in Software Security

EVERLOCK Safe-D EVERKEY
Phone: (816) 776-2700 xJ10

Fax: (816) 776-8398 * Dept: SMG-MO
Internet: www.az-tech.com

E-Mail: sales@az-tech.com n>

Inquiry 473.

THE ULTIMATE SOFTWARE SECURITY
• STOPCOPY family - UNCOPIABLE copy protection
• STOPVIEW software encryption
• NETLIM1Tnetwork license metering
4 DOS, Windows (3.X, 95, NT), Mac, OS/2, support
• Machine Tie, Internet Protection, CD-ROM Protection,

Serialization, Date & Execution Limitation, Registration,
Remote Authentication, Concurrent User Limitation

• Our products destroy ALLof our competition

BBI Computer Systems, Inc.
14105 Heritage Lane, Silver Spring, MD 20906

8D0/TRY-ABBI • 800/879-2224 • 301/871-1094 • FAX:301/460-7545
E-mail: bbl@bblcs.com Web: http://www.bbics.com

Inquiry 474.

Cop's CopyLock II
Professional software protection.

DOS, OS2, Win 3.1, Win 95, NT, Networks.
CD-ROM and Internet Security.

Known and used world-wide since 1984.

wvrw.linkdata.com

LINK Data Security
Int'l: + 45 3123-2350 Fax: + 45 3123-8448

SECURITY

CRYPKEY SOFTWARE LICENSING SYSTEM
"SoftwareProtectionwithNO hardware lockand NO diskkey
CrypKeyis software copy protection that is:

• completelysecure from any disk copy program
• perfect (or CD-ROM or INTERNET distribution!
• cost effective, user friendly,and 100% guaranteed

to satisfy!

CrypKey can increase your software sales:
• upsell options and levels of your software
• lease or demo your software by runs or time
• enable or upgrade yourcustomers instantly

by phone, fax or email!
New! unique Ready-To-Try feature upon installallows 1 trial
period only per customer. New! unique Adtf-0n feature-add
more options, levels, runs or time to existing licenses. New!
CrypKey Instant-protects in just 5 minutes with no source
code changes.
CrypKey is completelycompatiblewith MS-DOS, MS-Windows
3.x, Win32s, Win95, Win NT,and manages network licenses
on all Novelland Microsoft operating system based networks.
CrypKey is produced by KenonicControls Ltd.- software and
engineering since 1972.

Kenonic Controls Limited
7175-121 ti Street South East

Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2H2S6
(403) 258-6200 • fax: (403) 258-6201

INTERNET: crypkey@kenonic.com
WEB: http://www.kenonic.com/crypkey.htm

Inquiry 475.

CRYPT0-B0X™ locks in your profits!
The MarxCRYPT0-B0X is the result of 10 years
experiencein effective software protection.
• microprocessor controls IDcodes, memory, dynamic

algorithmand highspeed data encryption
• remote access to passwords and counters
• licensemeteringin networks: single keyper LAN

MARX International, Inc.
See us at COMDEX in Las Vegas Microsoft Partner Pavilion #B06

404-321-3020 1-800-MARX-INT fax:404-321-0760
Visit our Home Page: http://www.marx.com

Inquiry 476.

KEY-LOK II™ SECURITY
Software Piracy Prevention— Survival 14 years proves
effectiveness. Activealgorithm, programmable memory,
counters, date control, remote update. No ID on device.

Lowpricing(e.g. $16.50 each for5).
No startup costs.

Also,ACCESSCONTROL systems and disk drive/system LOCKS

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS, INC.
3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton, CO 80122

http ://www. cs n.net/keylok

1-800-453-9565 (303)770-1917 FAX:(303) 770-1863

Inquiry 477.

SOFTWARE/DEVELOPMENT

ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT TOOLKITS

EDAT
Cimmetry System's Engineering Data
Access Technology (EDAT) provides pro
grammers with complete access to CAD
drawing information. Use EDAT to read,
query, write and modify AutoCAD DWG,
DXF, and MicroStation DGN formats. EDAT
is available on Windows, Win 32s, UNIX
and DOS.

VCET
View enable your application with VCET
(Viewing and Conversion Enabling Tech
nology), the most extensive viewing
libraries. Add viewing capabilities for over
160 file formats within your Windows
application in a matter of hours. The same
technology used in AutoVue and other
leading viewing and document manage
ment software.

Cimmetry Systems Inc.
(800)361-1904 Tel:514-735-3219 Fax:514-735-6440

Inquiry478.
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SOFTWARE PACKAGING

FREE SOFTWARE
PACKAGING CATALOG

Everything you will need to Package, Distribute, and Ship Youi
Software!! From manuals and binders to mailers and shippers

LABELS • LABELS • LABELS
For your diskettes, plain or custom printed
dot matrix or laser printer... free samples

•••FREE CATALOG--
Hice & Associates

8586 Monticello Dr., West Chester. OH 45069

Phone/Fax: 513-779-7977

Inquiry 479.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

Analog/Digital Simulation!
• Windows, NT, DOS
• Power Mac, Macintosh
• IsSpice4 Real Time SPICE

• Mixed Mode Simulation

• Schematic Entry
• New AHDL Modeling Kit!!

P.O. Box 710 San Pedro, CA 90733-0710

(310)833-0710, FAX (310)833-9658 Ii
Call for your Free Demo and information kit.

Inquiry 480.

Model Libraries, RF, Power

More Than 5000 parts
Waveform Analysis
Full SPICE programs
starting at $95. Complete
systems, S595-S2595

intusoft

SpiceAge*4W
Windows Analog Circuit Simulator

The "value for the dollar" package you've heard about!
♦ High speed Interactive Real-time analysis: AC, DC,

Transient, Fourier, Temperature ♦ Fast primitives
♦ Added functions ♦ Gain, phase, Impedence, group

delay, noise, reflection coeff, and MORE are included ♦

Starting at $895

Tatum Labs, Inc.
1287 N. Silo Ridge Drive, Ann Arbor, Ml 48108

313-663-8810 FAX 313-663-3640

Inquiry 481.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

The Next Generation of
Imaging Toolkits™

ImageGear™ 6.0
AccuSoft announces the new standard in
imaging toolkits, ImageGear™ 6.0, the succes
sor to the top-selling AccuSoft Image Format
Library™.
New Features include:

& Over 45 Raster Image Formats!
8 Fastest JPEG, Group 3/Group 4
a: Over 100 new API functions

a: Available for all platforms
a; New GUI functions

a: Faster image display & transparency
a: Display with sub-pixel accuracy
a: Advanced image processing
a: Faster image compression
Si New display features, effects, and more!

AccuSoft Corporation
Call (800) 525-3577

www.a«usofl.<am
TELI508) 698-2770 / FAX (508) 898-9662 Ot'pt. BM4

2 Westborough Business Park Westborough, MA 01581 USA

Inquiry 482.

WINDOWS

FREE INTERNET
Free PPP, Get On-Line Immediately, Telnet
to other BBS's, Surf the World Wide Web,

28.8k modems

1-914-346-1777
AllYou Pay For Is The Call

Inquiry 483.

U.S. POSTAL SERVICE

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT
AND CIRCULATION

(Act of August 12, 1970, Section 3685, Title 39,
United States Code)

1. Title of publication: BYTE

2. Publication No.: 535-150

3. Date of filing: 9-12-96

4. Frequency of issue: Monthly

5. Number of issues published annually: 12

6. Annua] subscription price: $29.95

7. Mailing address of known office of publication: One Phoenix Mill Lane,
Peterborough, NH 03458

8. Mailing address of headquarters or general business office of publisher: One Phoenix
Mill Lane". Peterborough, NH 03458
9. Full names and addresses of publisher, editor, and managing editor: Publisher: John
M. Griffin — One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458; Editor: Mark Schlack
— One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458; Managing Editor: Jenny Donelan
— One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458

10. Owner: The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, NY 10020. Stockholders holding 1 percent or more of outstanding common stock
are: Donald C. McGraw, Jr.; Harold W. McGraw, Jr.; John L. McGraw; William H.
McGraw; June M. McBroom; all c/o The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., 1221 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, NY 10020; Bankers Trust c/o Proxy Unit, MS 7230, 648
Grassmere Park Drive, 2nd Floor, Nashville, TN 37211; BZW Barclays Global
Investors. 980 Ninth Street, 6th Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814.

11. Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1
percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities: None

12. Has not changed during preceding months.

13. Publication name: BYTE

14. Issue date for circulation data below: October 1996.

15. Extent and nature of circulation:
Actual No. Copies

Average No. Copies of Single Issue
Each Issue During Published Nearest

Preceding 12 Months to Filing Date

A. Total No. Copies Printed
(Net Press Run) 727,063 739,502

B. Paid and/or Requested Circulation
1. Sales through dealers and carriers,
street vendors, and counter sales 130,051 314,440

2. Paid or Requested Mail Subscriptions . .413,658 409,923

C. Total Paid and/or

Requested Circulation 543,709 724,363

D. Free Distribution by Mail
Samples, Complimentary, and Other Free . .5,959 2,146

E. Free Distribution Outside the Mail

Carriers or Other Means 8,585 9,545

F. Total Free Distribution 14,544 11,691

G. Total Distribution 558,253 736,054

H. Copies Not Distributed
1. Office use, left over, spoiled 8,127 3,448

2. Return from News Agents 160,683 none to date

I. Total 727,063 739,502

Percent Paid and/or Requested Circulation 97.39% 98.41%

16. This Statement of Ownership will be printed in the November 1996 issue of this
publication.

17. Signature and Title of Editor, Publisher, Business Manager, or Owner

John M. Griffin, Publisher

I certify that all information furnished on this form is true and complete. I understand
that anyone who furnishes false or misleading information on this form or who omits
material or information requested on the form may be subject to criminal sanctions
(including fines and imprisonment) and/or civil sanctions (including multiple damages
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ADVERTISER CONTACT INFORMATIO
To order products or request free information, call advertisers directly orsend in the Direct Link Card by
mail or fax! Let them know you saw it in BYTE!

INQUIRY NO. INQUIRY NO.

A D M
80-81 ACI 220 888-618-6188 604-605 DARIM 104NA2 888-GET-MPEG 224 MICRO 2000 158-159 800-864-8008

214 ADOBESYSTEMSINC 153 800-521-1976 • DATAPRO 211 243-244 MICRO SOLUTIONS OOMP 203 800-295-1214
G0159

' DELL COMPUTER CORP 40-41 800-876-1190 PROD

93 ADVANCED IMAGE

COMMUNICATIONS
223 510-947-1000

' DELL COMPUTER CORP 104NA1 800-726-3355 245-246 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP
PRnn

207 800-295-12140

110-111 AE HOME CORPORATION 225 818-961-2499
,

DELLCOMPUTERCORP

DELLCOMPUTERCORP

CV-CVI

CVCVI

800-348-6153

800-247-4709
MICROGRAFX 73 800-877-3040

232-233 AIRMEDIA 162-163 714-644-8223
. DELLCOMPUTERCORP CV-CVI 800-247-2059

MICROGRAFX 176 800-877-3040

125-126 ALADDIN SOFTWARE

SECURITYINC
78 800-223-4277 (FOR 1000)

DELLCOMPUTERCORP CVII 800-433-6681 173

MICRO-INTERNATIONALINC

MICRON ELECTRONICS

224

CII-1

800-967-5667

800-362-7306
127-128 ALADDIN SOFTWARE

SECURITYINC

190 800-223-4277
DELLCOMPUTERCORP CVII 800-822-6092 174 MICRON ELECTRONICS 56-57 800-486-2059

234 ALTEX COMPUTERS 202 800-531-5369
(FOR 1000) 175 MICRON ELECTRONICS 74-75 800-723-2998

S ELECTRONICS DELLCOMPUTERCORP CVII I 800-759-9783 99 MICROPATENT 224 800-984-9800

• AMERICA ONLINE OUTSERT DELLCOMPUTERCORP CVIII 800-568-2902 ' MICROSOFT CORPORATION 188

64 AMERICAN ADVANTECH 219 800-800-6889
(FOR 1000)

• MICROSOFT CORPORATION 2-3

71 AMERICAN ADVANTECH 220 800-800.6889
190-191 DEXON SYSTEMS LTD 22 +36-1-393-2618"

MICROSOFT CORPORATION 136-137

72 AMERICAN ADVANTECH 220 800-800-6889
268-271 DISTINCT CORPORATION 150 408-366-8933

MICROSOFT PRESS INC 91 800-MSPRESS

AMERICAN POWER 32A-B
140 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING

TECH

93 407-830-5522 MICROWAY 100 508.746-7341

CONVERSION 66 MINICOM/CLASSNET VIDEO 219 800-922-8020
141 DOLCHCOMPUTERSYSTEMS 800-995-7580

129 AMERICAN POWER

CONVERSION
33 401-788-2797"

142-143 DTK COMPUTER INC 88 800-289-2385
153

229

MINITABINC

MIPSDATALINEAMERICAINC

168

165

814-238-3280

619-679-4070
AMERICAN POWER 64A-B 122 DUNN SYSTEMS 227 800-486-DUNN

CONVERSION

E
ext 405 192-193 MIRO COMPUTER

PRODUCTS AG
51+49-531-2113-100

130 AMERICAN POWER
CONVERSION

65 800-800-4APC

DPT.A2
MOTOROLA-SEMICONDUCTOR 96-97

77-78 APPRO INTERNATIONALINC 221 800-927-5464 185-186 ELEKTROSON BV

F
191 +31-40-2515-065

187-188

MOTOROLA-SEMICONDUCTOR 98-99
MRT 166 +476389 63 00

219 ARTECON 155 800-872-2783

N601 ATTACH MATE CORP 87 800-426-6283

207-208 AUTONOMY SYSTEMS 128 +4401223421583"
144 FAIRCOM CORPORATION 187 314-445-6833

106 NATIONALINSTRUMENTS 223 800-433-3488
• AVIATION WEEK 142-143 609-426-5526

184 FINSON 170 +39-2-6698-7036
NET2PHONE 215 201-928-2990

82-83 AXIOMTECHNOLOGY 221 909-464-1881
241-242 FIRSTSOURCEINT'L 210 714-448-7750

610-611 NEWCOM 04NA7 818-597-3200

B
255 FOREFRONT/ALLMICRO INC 201 800-653-4933

G
266-267 NOVOTEC 95 +49-89-35629770

222 NRW 147 +49-211-837-2751"
602 BAYNETWORKS 70 800-8-BAYNET

ext 27 104 GAGEAPPUEDSCIENCESINC 800-567-GAGE
154 NSTL 243 610-941-9600

132-133 BEST POWER 103 800-469-4842
ext 3425 209-210 NSTOR CORPORATION 23 800-724-3511

ext 298 230-231 GEOSAT 164 800-772-3667 0
134-135 BEST POWER 107 800-469-4842 221 GLOBETROTTERSOFTWAREINC 149 408-370-2800

ext 299 91-92 GRANITE DIGITAL 223 510-471-6442
121 OBJECT MANAGEMENT 227 800-6789-OML

136-137 BEST POWER 111 800-469-4842 225-226 GRIFFINTECHNOLOGIES 160 800-986-6578
LABORATORY

ext 300

H
" OSBORNEMCGRAW-HILL 238-239 800-822-8158

450 BIX 246 800-695-4775 P
138 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL 37 800-336-6464 117-118 HIWAYTECHNOLOGIES 226 800-339-HWAY

BYTE 174 603-924-2663 1
205-206 PHILIPS BUSINESS

ELECTRONICS
118 1-886 34549566"

BYTE 193 603-924-2663 1
155-156 PIH .••.-••-:. 7 714-789-3000

BYTE BACK ISSUES 218 603-924-9281 IBM OS/2 15 800-326-2504
157 PKWAREINC 189 414-354-8699

BYTECUSTOMERSERVICE 218 800-232-2963 IBM OS/2 43 800-IBM-4FAX
. BYTEMOVING? 192 #5228

247 POLYWELL SYSTEMS 205 800-300-7659

. BYTE ON CD ROM 245 800-924-6621
84-85 ICP ACQUIRE 221 888-618-6188

172 POWERSOFT C++ 85 800-265-4555

• BYTEPUBLSTATEMENT 231
* IDTINTERNET 215 800-689-9438

178 POWERSOFT OPTIMA 31 800-395-3525

. BYTESUBMESSAGE 218
202 INNOVUS MULTIMEDIA 131 888-301-7728 194-195 PRINCETONGRAPHICSYSTEMS 52 800-747-6249

ext 165
• BYTE WEB SITE 237 http://www.byte.com/ 216 INTEGRIXINC 157 800-300-8288

.

PROXIMA CORPORATION 169

c
INTELCORPORATION 24-25 800-538-3373

PROXIMA CORPORATION 171
89-90 INTERLOGICINDUSTRIES 221 516-420-8111

PROXIMA CORPORATION 173
94-95 CAMELEONTECHNOLOGYINC 800-440-7466 112-113 INTERNETSHOPPER 226+44-IC

176-177 PROXIMA CORPORATION 175 800-447-7692
223 CARDIFFSOFTWARE 165 800-659-8755 105 10 TECH 222 216-439-4091

ext 443

603 CARDINAL TECHNOLOGIES 104NA5 800-775-0899 • IOMEGA 55 888-2-IOMEGA

Qext 667 extj22

196 CETRA 172 179-180 IQ SOFTWARE 12-13 800-458-0386 159 QNXEXPLR2 18 800-862-1883
213 CLEAR SOFTWARE 186 617-965-6755 J 158 QNX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS LTD 183 800-656-0566
115-116 CU 226 800-226-0640 ext 102

• COMPAQ 8-9 800-392-8883
* JAMECO ELECTRONICS 209 800-831-4242 103 OUALSTARCORP 225 800-468-0680

235 COMPUTER DISCOUNT 196-197 800-959-4CDW 108-109 JENSENTOOLS 223 800-426-1194 61-62 QUATECH INC. 219 800-553-1170
WAREHOUSE 102 JK MICROSYSTEMS 224 510-236-1151

R236 COMPUTERLANE UNLIMITED 208 800-526-3482 K215 COMTROLCORP 138 800-926-6876 88 RACKMASTER 221 800-480-4384

252-253 CONSAN INC 198 800-221-6732 73 KILA 221 800-505-6749 258-259 RAIDTECCORPORATION 217 770-664-6066

252-253 CONSAN INC 198 800-221-6732 145-146 KINGSTON CPU UPGRADE 66 800-435-0056 160 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 58 800-852-8569

* CONSUMER INFORMATION 216 147-148 KINGSTON STORAGE 39 800-251-9059 220 RAVECOMPUTER ASSOCIATES 148 800-966-RAVE
CENTER

L 67-68 RCI 220 800-RCI-8090
139 COREL 109 613-728-0826 ext 71

ext 3080 256-257 LATRADE 200 800-433-3726 75-76 RECORTECINC 222 888-RECORTEO
239-240 CYBEX COMPUTER

nocM-ii ifto r^rtnn

199 205-430-4000 119-120 LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS 226 800-548-4778 248-249 ROSE ELECTRONICS 204 800-333-9343

237-238 CYBEX COMPUTER 206 205-430-4000
606-607 LOTUS COMPONENTS 83 800-TRADE-UP

ext C200
161-162 ROSSTECHNOLOGYINC

s
46-47 800-ROSS-YES

PRODUCTS CORP
608-609 LOTUS NOTES 16-17 800-828-7086

extC371
183 SAG ELECTRONICS 21 508-682-0055
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ADVERTISER CONTACT INFORMATION
INQUIRY NO. INQUIRYNO. INQUIRY NO.

114 SCITECH INTERNATIONAL 226 800-898-9044 264-265 TEKNOR INDUSTRIAL 215 800-387-4222 63 VIDEXINC 219 541-758-0521

227-228 SEHCOMPUTERTECHNIKGMBH161 +49-521-94226-0 COMPUTERS 170-171 VIEWSONIC 62 800-888.8583

163 SILICON GRAPHICS 34-35 800-636-8184 165 TEKTRONIX 69 800-835-6100

1314
VISIO CORPORATION 61 800-24-VISIOE27

D440 211-212 VOCALTEC 194 800-899-3942

79 SILICONRAX 222 800700-8560

w96-97 SLIGER DESIGNS 224 702-356-5595 101 TERN INC 224 916-758-0110

107 SOFTWARESECURITY 225 203-656-3932-
THE COMPUTER MUSEUM 214 916-758-0110

• WALKER, RICHER4QUINN 179 206-217-7100

260-261 SOFTWAY SYSTEMS 217 415-896-0708
166 TOSHIBA AMERICAINC 28-29 800-457-7777

225-226 WIBUSYSTEMSAG 160 800-986-6578

70 STARTECH COMPUTER 219 800-265-1844
167-168 TRAVELING SOFTWARE 127 800-224-7704

612 WINBOOK COMPUTER 11 800-293-1639

PRODUCTS ext 231 74 TRI VALLEYTECHNOLOGY INC 222 510-447-2030 CORPORATION

250-251 STARTECH INTERNATIONAL 212 619-278-2600

u 613 WINBOOK COMPUTER 45 800-288-1538

164 STATSOFT 81 918-749-1119 CORPORATION

65

T
TALKING TECHNOLOGYINC 220 800-945-4884

86-87 U.S.LOGIC

V
222 800-777-4875

100

z
Z-WORLD ENGINEERING 225 916-757-3737

98 TAPEDISK CORPORATION 224 715-235-3388 262-263 VOOMMUNICATIONS 204 800-648-8266

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF

John M. Griffin.Vice President, Publisher, OnePhoenixMillLane, Peterborough, NH 03458,
Tel: (603)924-2615, Fax: (603)924-7620Jgriffin@mcgraw-hill.com

NEW ENGLAND

CT,MA,ME,NH,NY,RI,VT,
Ontario, Canada, Eastern Canada
John Ferraro (617) 860-6221,
(212)512-2555
jferraro@mcgraw-hill.com
Jeanne Beeson (617) 860-6349
jbeeson@mcgraw-hill.com
The McGraw-Hill Companies
24 Hartwell Avenue

Lexington, MA02173
FAX: (61 7) 860-6307

NEW YORK

NY Metro, NJ
MichaelFeinberg (212) 512-4811
feinberg@mcg raw-hill, com
Jill Pollak(212) 512-3585
jpoliak@mcgraw-hill.com
The McGraw-Hill Companies
1221 Avenue of Amerieas-28th Floor

New York, NY 10020
FAX: (212) 512-2075

SOUTHWEST, ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AL,AR,LA,MS,OK,TN,TX
Bert Panganiban (214) 688-5165
bertpang@mcgraw-hill.com
BrianHiggins(603) 924-2596
bhiggins@mcgraw-hill.com
The McGraw-Hill Companies
MockingbirdTowers
Ste. 1104E

1341 W.Mockingbird Lane
Dallas,TX 75247-4943
FAX:(214) 688-5167

MID ATLANTIC-SOUTHEAST

NEW MEDIA/ONLINE PRODUCTS
DC,DE,FL, GA,KY, MD,NC,PA,SC,VA WV
Neil Helms (770) 242-6298
nhelms@mcgraw-hill.com
Paul Franchak (614) 899-4912
franchak@mcgraw-hill.com
The McGraw-Hill Companies
6050 Peachtree Pkwy.
Suite 340-191

Noreross.GA 30092
FAX:(770)409-9622

CENTRAL U.S.

IA,IL,IN,KS,MI,MN,MO,ND,NE,OH,
SD.WI
LoriSilverstein (614) 899-4908
lorisf@mcgraw-hill.com
Paul Franchak (614) 899-4912
franchak@mcgraw-hill.com
The McGraw-Hill Companies
921 Eastwind Drive,Suite 118
Westerville, OH 43081
FAX: (614) 899-4999

NORTH PACIFIC

AK,Northern CA, HI, ID,MT,OR,Silicon
Valley, UT, WA, WY,
Western Canada

RoyJ.Kops(415) 513-6861
rkops@mcgraw-hill.com
LisaFarrell (415) 513-6862
lfarrell@mcgraw-hill.com
The McGraw-Hill Companies
1900 O'Farrell Street, Suite 200
San Mateo, CA 94403
FAX: (415) 513-6867

INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING SALES STAFF
L. BradleyBrowne, InternationalSales Director, OnePhoenixMillLane, Peterborough, NH03458,

Tel: (603) 924-2501, Fax: (B03)924-2602, bbrowne@mcgraw-hill.com

UNITED KINGDOM, BENELUX

Jonathan McGowan
jonmcgow@mcgraw-hill.com
The McGraw-Hill Companies
34 Dover St.

LondonW1X4BR

England
Tel: +44 171 495 6781

FAX:+44 171 4956734

ISRAEL

Dan Aronovic
rhodanny@actcom.co.il
DARA International

41 Ravutski

Ra'anana 43220

Israel

Tel:+972-9-7419544

FAX:+972-9-7481934

KOREA

Young-SeohChinn
JES Media International

6th Fl., Donghye Bldg.
47-16, Myungil-Dong
Kangdong-Gu
Seoul 134-070, Korea
Tel:+82-2-4813411

FAX:+82-4813414

ITALY, FRANCE, SPAIN,
PORTUGAL, SCANDINAVIA

Zena Coupe,Amanda Blaskett
101645.1710@compuserve.com
A-Z International Sales Ltd.

70 Chalk Farm Road

London NW1 8AN

England
Tel:+44 171 2843171

FAX:+44 171 2843174

GERMANY, SWITZERLAND,
AUSTRIA

Jurgen Heise
jheise@mcgraw-hill.com
The McGraw-Hill Companies
Emilvon Behring Strasse 2
D-60439 Frankfurt

Germany
Tel:+49 69 5801 140

FAX:+49 69 5801 145

JAPAN

Hirokazu Morita

Japanese Advertising
Communications, Inc.
Three Star Building
3-10-3 KandaJimbocho

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101Japan
Tel:+81 3 3261 4591

FAX:+81 3 3261 6126

SOUTH PACIFIC

AZ,Southern CA,CO, NM, NV
Beth Dudas (714) 753-8140
bdudas@mcgraw-hill.com
Geanette Perez (714) 753-8140
gperez@mcgraw-hill.com
The McGraw-Hill Companies
15635 Alton Pkwy.,Suite 290
Irvine, CA92718
FAX: (714) 753-8147

PETERBOROUGH, NH OFFICE:

Sales FAX: 603-924-2683
Advertising FAX: 603-924-7507

BUYERS MART

Mark Stone (603) 924-2533
stonem@mcgraw-hill.com
BYTE
One Phoenix Mill Lane

Peterborough, NH03458

BYTE Deck

Brian Higgins(603) 924-2596
bhiggins@mcgraw-hill.com
BYTE

One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH03458

EURO-DECK

Mark Stone (603) 924-2533
stonem@mcgraw-hill.com
BYTE

One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458

BYTE ASIA-PACIFIC

AUSTRALIA, HONG KONG, INDIA,
INDONESIA, KOREA, MALAYSIA,
PAKISTAN, PHILIPPINES, OTHER
ASIA AND PACIFIC COUNTRIES,
SINGAPORE, TAIWAN
Weiyee In
weiin@mcgraw-hill.com
Jennifer Chen

jennchen@mcgraw-hill.com
#305 Nanking East Road, Section 3,
10th floor

Taipei,Taiwan,R.O.C.
Tel:+886-2-715-2205

FAX:+886-2-715-2342

Subscription Customer Service

US 1-800-232-2983

Outside U.S. +1 -609-426-7676

For aNew Subscription

US. 1-800-257-9402

Outside U.S.+1-609-426-5526
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INDEX TO ADVERTISED PRODUCTS
For free productinformation from individual advertisers, circle the corresponding
inquiry numbers on the responsecard!
To receive information foran entireproductcategory, circle the categorynumber on the responsecard!
CATEGORY NO, CATEGORY NO. CATEGORY NO.

INQUIRY NO. =>AGE NO. INQUIRY NO. PAGE NO. INQUIRY NO. PAGE NO.

HARDWARE
174

175

MICRON ELECTRONICS

MICRON ELECTRONICS

56-57

74-75 740-741

MICRO-INTERNATIONAL INC

MITAC

224

CV

• MICROWAY 100 742-743 MITAC 48IS24

1 ACCESSORIES/SUPPLIES 740-741 MITAC CV 166 TOSHIBA AMERICAINC 28-29

108-109 JENSENTOOLS 223 742-743 MITAC 48IS24 167-168 TRAVELING SOFTWARE 127

2 ADD-IN BOARDS 266-267 NOVOTEC 95 612 WINBOOKCOMPUTERCORPORATION 11

82-83 AXIOM TECHNOLOGY 221 154 NSTL 243 613 WINBOOKCOMPUTERCORPORATION 45

94-95 CAMELEONTECHNOLOGYINC 223 247 POLYWELL SYSTEMS 205
14 MAILORDER

215 COMTROLCORP 138 88 RACKMASTER 221
234 ALTEX COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS 202

604-605 DARIM 104NA2 220 RAVECOMPUTERASSOCIATES 148
235 COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE 196-197

190-191 DEXON SYSTEMS LTD 22 75-76 RECORTECINC 222
. JAMECO ELECTRONICS 209

746-747 FIRSTINTERNATIONAL COMPUTER 48IS2 230-231 RENEGADESYSTEMS 164
250-251 STARTECH INTERNATIONAL 212

61-62

MICROWAY

QUATECH INC

100

219

183

163

SAG ELECTRONICS

SILICON GRAPHICS

21

34-35 15 MEMORY/CHIPS/UPGRADES

86-87 U.S.LOGIC 222 79 SILICONRAX 222 94-95 CAMELEON TECHNOLOGY INC 223

264-265 TEKNORINDUSTRIALCOMPUTERS 215 241-242 FIRSTSOURCEINT'L 210

3 BAR CODING
74 TRI VALLEYTECHNOLOGYINC 222 145-146 KINGSTONTECHNOLOGY 66

63 VIDEXINC 219
86-87 U.S.LOGIC 222 256-257 LATRADE 200

4 COMMUNICATIONS/
NETWORKING

6
82-83

DATA ACQUISITION
AXIOMTECHNOLOGY 221

760

161-162

PHILIPS SEMI-CONDUCTORS

ROSSTECHNOLOGYINC

8-9

46-47

767-768 ACCTON TECHNOLOGY 48IS23
104 GAGE APPLIED SCIENCES INC 222 16 MISCELLANEOUS HARDWA

234 ALTEXCOMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS 202
105 IOTECH 222 110-111 AEHOMECORPORATION 225

64 AMERICAN ADVANTECH 219
714 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 48IS36

* MOTOROLA-SEMICONDUCTOR 96-97

744-745 ATRIE 48IS18
106 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 223

* MOTOROLA-SEMICONDUCTOR 98-99

721-722 AXIS COMMUNICATIONS 11
61-62 QUATECH INC 219 96-97 SLIGER DESIGNS 224

602 BAYNETWORKS

COMPEXINC

COMPUTERLANEUNLIMITED

70

43

20S

86-87 U.S.LOGIC 222 17 MODEMS & MULTIPLEXORS
701-702

236 53 DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT 767-768 ACCTON TECHNOLOGY 48IS23

215

736-737

COMTROLCORP

DBTEL

138

46IS39

255

108-109

FOREFRONT/ALLMICROINC

JENSENTOOLS

201

223

744-745

603

ATRIE

CARDINAL TECHNOLOGIES

48IS18

104NA5

738-739 E-TECH 48IS31 224 MICRO 2000 158-159 736-737

738-739

DBTEL

E-TECH

48IS39

48IS31
216 INTEGRIXINC 157 7 DISKS OPTICAL DRIVES

610-611 NEWCOM 104NA7
108-109 JENSENTOOLS 223 219 ARTECON 155

752-753 TAINET COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 48IS22
66 MINICOM/CLASSNET VIDEO 219 252-253 CONSAN INC 198

761-762 NOKIA MOBILE PHONES 48IS5 91-92 GRANITE DIGITAL 223 18 MONITORS & TERMINALS

716 RADDATACOMMUNICATIONLTD 83 • IOMEGA 55 754-755 GVC 481S 37

67-68 RCI 220 147-148 KINGSTONTECHNOLOGY 39 748-749 KUO FENG CORPORATION 48IS19

248-249 ROSE ELECTRONICS 204 243-244 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD 203 740-741 MITAC CV

70 STARTECH COMPUTER PRODUCTS 219 245-246 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD 207 742-743 MITAC 48IS24

752-753 TAINET COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 48IS22 155-156 PINNACLE MICRO 7 205-206 PHILIPS BUSINESS ELECTRONICS 118

65 TALKING TECHNOLOGY INC 220 250-251 STARTECH INTERNATIONAL 212 194-195 PRINCETONGRAPHICSYSTEMS 52

5 COMPUTER SYSTEMS 9 FAXBOARDS/MACHINES
170-171 VIEWSONIC 62

80-81 ACI 220 93 ADVANCED IMAGECOMMUNICATIONS 223 19 MULTIMEDIA/CD-ROM
* ACORN COMPUTER GROUP KEY 610-611 NEWCOM 104NA7 252-253 CONSAN INC 198

72 AMERICAN ADVANTECH 220
12 LAN HARDWARE

604-605 DARIM 104NA2

71 AMERICAN ADVANTECH 220
767-768 ACCTON TECHNOLOGY 48IS23

736-737 DBTEL 48IS39

77-78 APPRO INTERNATIONAL INC 221
110-111 AEHOMECORPORATION 225

185-186 ELEKTROSONBV 191

82-83 AXIOMTECHNOLOGY 221 733 INFOCUS 48IS13

758-759 CHICONY ELECTRONICS CO 48IS15
215

704-705

COMTROLCORP

CYBEX COMPUTER PRODUCTS CORP

138

CVI
* MCGRAWHILLONLINE 481529

COMPAQ 8-9 99 MICROPATENT 224

* DELLCOMPUTERCORP CV-CVI
239-240

237-238

CYBEX COMPUTER PRODUCTS CORP

CYBEX COMPUTER PRODUCTS CORP

199

206
192-193 MIRO COMPUTER PRODUCTS AG 51

* DELLCOMPUTERCORP CVII-CVIII * PROXIMA CORPORATION 169

* DELLCOMPUTERCORP

DELLCOMPUTERCORP

40-41

104NA1

241-242

720

183

FIRSTSOURCEINT'L

LANSOURCETECHNOLOGY

SAG ELECTRONICS

210

48IS16

21

•

PROXIMA CORPORATION

PROXIMA CORPORATION

171

173

142-143 DTK COMPUTER INC 88
227-228 SEH COMPUTERTECHNIK GMBH 161

176-177 PROXIMA CORPORATION 175

746-747 FIRSTINTERNATIONALCOMPUTER 48IS2 163 SILICON GRAPHICS 34-35

84-85 ICP ACQUIRE 221 13 LAPTOPS & NOTEBOOKS 98 TAPEDISK CORPORATION 224

216 INTEGRIXINC 157 758-759 CHICONY ELECTRONICS CO 48IS15
57 PCMCIA

* INTEL CORPORATION 24-25 236 COMPUTERLANEUNLIMITED 208
187-188 MRT 166

89-90 INTERLOGIC INDUSTRIES 221 141 DOLCH COMPUTER SYSTEMS 117

73 KILA 221 746-747 FIRSTINTERNATIONALCOMPUTER 48IS2 20 PRINTERS/PLOTTERS
173 MICRON ELECTRONICS CII-1 733 INFOCUS 48IS13 750-751

236

AVISION

COMPUTERLANEUNLIMITED

48IS27

208
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CATEGORY NO. CATEGORY NO. CATEGORY NO.

INQUIRY NO. PAGE NO. NQUIRY NO. PAGE NO. NQUIRY NO. PAGE NO.

734-735 KYOCERA 45 167-168 TRAVELING SOFTWARE 127 121 OBJECT MANAGEMENT LABORATORY 227

227-228 SEH COMPUTERTECHNIK GMBH 161 211-212 VOCALTEC 194 719 ON TIME MARKETING 48IS28

165 TEKTRONIX 69 • WALKER,RICHERSQUINN 179 172 POWERSOFTC++ 85

21 PROGRAMMABLE HARDWARE 29 DATABASE
178 POWERSOFTOPTIMA 31

127-128 ALADDIN SOFTWARE SECURITY INC 190 144 FAIRCOM CORPORATION 187
717-718 RAIMA CORP

WALKER, RICHER 4QUINN

48IS14

179
708-709 FAST SECURITY AG 237 725-726 HYPERSYSTEMS 48IS40

225-226 WIBUSYSTEMSAG 160
102 JK MICROSYSTEMS 224 179-180 IQ SOFTWARE 12-13

101 TERN INC 224 712-713 MAGIC/MSE 48IS11 41 SECURITY
100 Z-WORLD ENGINEERING 225

30 EDUCATIONAL
125-126 ALADDIN SOFTWARE SECURITY INC 78

56 RAID DRIVE ARRAYS 115-116 CLOU CONSULTING 226
127-128

122

ALADDIN SOFTWARE SECURITY INC

DUNN SYSTEMS

190

227
110-111 AEHOMECORPORATION 225

31 ENGINEERING/SCIENTIFII 706-707 EUTRON 48IS8
219 ARTECON 155

115-116 CLOU CONSULTING 226 708-709 FASTSECURITYAG 237
769-770 CMDTECHNOLOGY 481S 6

719 ON TIME MARKETING 48IS28 763-764 PANDA SOFTWARE INTERNAIONAL 48IS20
140 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSINGTECH 93

114 SCITECH INTERNATIONAL 226 160 RAINBOWTECHNOLOGIES 58
216 INTEGRIXINC 157

266-267 NOVOTEC 95 33 GRAPHICS 225-226 WIBUSYSTEMSAG 160

209-210 NSTOR CORPORATION 23 213 CLEAR SOFTWARE 186 45 UNIX
258-259 RAIDTECCORPORATION 217 139 COREL 109

' COPIAINTERNATIONALLTD 22

183 SAG ELECTRONICS 21 190-191 DEXON SYSTEMS LTD 22 144 FAIRCOM CORPORATION 187

22
750-751

SCANNERS/OCR/DIGITIZERS
AVISION 48IS27

229

MICROGRAFX

MIPS DATALINEAMERICA INC

PROXIMACORPORATION

73

165

169

260-261 SOFTWAY SYSTEMS

WALKER,RICHERSQUINN

217

179

59 SCSI • PROXIMACORPORATION 171
46 UTILITIES

769-770 CMDTECHNOLOGY 48IS6 • PROXIMACORPORATION 173
255 FOREFRONT/ALLMICROINC 201

52 SECURITY
176-177 PROXIMACORPORATION 175

224

157

MICRO 2000

PKWAREINC

158-159

189

125-126 ALADDIN SOFTWARESECURITYINC 78 35 MAILORDER 98 TAPEDISK CORPORATION 224

127-128 ALADDIN SOFTWARESECURITYINC 190 235 COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE 196-197 167-168 TRAVELING SOFTWARE 127

708-709 FAST SECURITY AG 237 703 COMPUTER QUICK 48IS26

47 WINDOWS
160 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 58 710 GREY MATTER LTD 48IS32

* COPIAINTERNATIONALLTD 22
107 SOFTWARESECURITY 225

36 MATHEMATICAL/STATIST 98 TAPEDISK CORPORATION 224
225-226 WIBUSYSTEMSAG 160

115-116 CLOU CONSULTING 226 VISIO CORPORATION 61

23 TAPE DRIVES 153 MINITABINC 168 612 WINBOOKCOMPUTERCORPORATION 11

765-766 EXABYTE EUROPE 48IS29 164 STATSOFT 81 613 WINBOOKCOMPUTERCORPORATION 45

243-244

245-246

MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD

MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP PROD

203

207
37 MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE 48 WORD PROCESSING/DTP
184 FINbUN l/U 214 ADOBE SYSTEMS INC 153

103 QUALSTARCORP 225

24 UPS/POWER MANAGEMENT
38
232-233

ON-LINE SERVICES
AIRMEDIA 162-163 GEN ERAL

129 AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION 33 . AMERICA ONLINE OUTSERT

130 AMERICAN POWERCONVERSION 65
207-208 AUTONOMY SYSTEMS 128 49 BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS

132-133 BEST POWER 103
450 BIX 246

• AVIATION WEEK 142-143

134-135 BEST POWER 107
117-118 HIWAYTECHNOLOGIES 226

* BYTE ON CD ROM 245

136-137 BEST POWER 111 .
IDTINTERNET 215

* DATACOMMUNICATIONS 40-41

729-730 FISKARS POWERS SYSTEMS 48IS21
. MICROSOFT CORPORATION 2-3

* MICROSOFT PRESSINC 91

756-757 MAINPOWER ELECTRONICS 48IS30 • OSBORNEMCGRAW-HILL 238-239

55 VOICE TECHNOLOGY
39 OPERATING SYSTEMS

MICROSOFT CORPORATION 136-137

• TELE.COM 16-17

610-611 NEWCOM 104NA7
159 QNXEXPLR2 18 50 RECRUITMENT

SOFTWARE 158

262-263

54

QNXSOFTWARESYSTEMS LTD

VCOMMUNICATIONS

OS/2

183

204 51

MICROSOFT CORPORATION

MISCELLANEOUS
BYTE

BYTE

188

25 BUSINESS
174

193
223 CARDIFF SOFTWARE 165 * IBM 15

BYTE BACK ISSUES 87
184 FINSON 170 IBM 43

. BYTE BACK ISSUES 218
608-609 LOTUS 16-17

40 PROGRAMMING . BYTECUSTOMERSERVICE 218
606-607 LOTUS 83 LANGUAGES/TOOLS . BYTE EURODECK 61
* PROXIMA CORPORATION 169

731-732 ADONTECGMBH 48IS10 ,
BYTE FIELD SALES 48IS38

* PROXIMA CORPORATION 171
138 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL 37 .

BYTE MOVING? 192
* PROXIMA CORPORATION 173

• COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD 22 . BYTE PUBL STATEMENT 231
176-177 PROXIMACORPORATION 175

122 DUNN SYSTEMS 227 . BYTE REPRINTS 70

27 COMMUNICATIONS/ 144 FAIRCOM CORPORATION 187 • BYTE SUB MESSAGE 218

NETWORKING 221 GLOBETROTTERSOFTWAREINC 149
« BYTE WEB SITE 48IS35

601 ATTACHMATECORP 87 710 GREY MATTER LTD 48IS32
• BYTE WEB SITE 237

268-271 DISTINCTCORPORATION 150 723-724 INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE 48IS40 196 CETRA 172

241-242 FIRSTSOURCEINT'L 210 202 INNOVUS MULTIMEDIA 131
« MICROGRAFX 176

112-113 INTERNETSHOPPER 226 179-180 IQ SOFTWARE 12-13 222 NRW 147

121 OBJECT MANAGEMENT LABORATORY 227 119-120 LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS 226

715 PERSOFTINC 48IS9 712-713 MAGIC/MSE 48IS11
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For more information on any of the companies covered in articles, columns, or news stories

in this issue, circle the appropriate inquiry number on the response card. Each page number refers
to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears.

INQUIRY NO. 'AGE NO. INQUIRY NO. PAGE NO. INQUIRY NO. PAGE NO. INQUIRY NO. PAGE NO.

A 1012, Digital Equipment 59,112,129,
1063 134,139,240

Madge NetworksEurope 48IS7 R

1009 Access Software 185 1065 MarketScape 26,54 1029 RadMedia 122

Acer 48IS25
1069 Digital Harbor 49

981 Mathcornp 48IS33 977 Rhetorex Europe 48IS33

Acorn 105 E

985 Ematek Infomatik 48IS33

1031 Maximizer Technologies 240 S

998 Advantech 48IS33 McAfee 167 S&S International 167

1023 Aimteoh 122
Envox 48IS7

989 MCEComputer Peripherie48IS 33 1016 SAG Electronics 112

1070 AlpsElectric 50 F 1049 MCSI 240 The Santa Cruz Operation 139

997 First International 48IS25,
AMD 89 Computer 48IS33 979 MegaSoft 48IS33 1039 Sequel Technology 240

1034 AmericanData Acquisition 240
Folio 26 Men and Mice 129 1041 ServerTechnology 240

996 APE Ptacek Engineering 48IS33 1030 FractalDesign 240 1027 mFactory 122 1032 ServiceSoft 240

AppleComputer 14,26,101, Fujitsu 48IS 25 1043 Micro DesignInternationa 240 Sharp Electronics 26

105,134,151

G
1007 Micro Logic 185 SiliconGraphics 139

AsustekComputer 48IS25

1052 Gage AppliedSciences 240 1048 Micronics Computers/ 240 SiliconIntegratedSystems 89
1025 Asymetrix 122

1047 Gateway 2000 240
OrchidTechnology

software.com 26

995 ATDI 48IS33 Microsoft 14,26 13.
GroupeBull 139 1033 Solid Oak Software 240

ATML 48IS17

GVC 48IS25

988 miro ComputerProducts 48IS33
1044 Strata 240

1038 AutoGraphInternational 240

H

Mitel Telecom 48IS7
Sun Microsystems 14,63,79,

1054, AxisCommunications 240 Motorola 4,26,67 105,139
1062 991 Hantz & Partner 48IS33

N
Symantec 167

B 1013, Hewlett-Packard 112,139,
1057 240 NChannel International 105 T

BackWeb 26

1055 HitachiComputer Products 240 NetChannel 105 TCT-ThunderByte 167

1042 Bluecurve 240

• Netscape 105 984 TechLog 48IS33

986 BradfordUniversity 48IS33 1

Software Services IBM 14,105,139, 1008 Nimantics 185 1058 TecmarTechnologies 240

C

Caere

167,248
1068 Novell 53 983 ToolShop 48IS33

26
1014 IBMPersonal Computer 112

0
980 Toplevel Computing 48IS33

1040 CambridgeQuality
Management

240
992 ICP Vortex 48IS33

Computersysteme

1024 Innovus 122

1060 Okidata

Olicom

240

48IS17

Toshiba

Touchstone Software

48IS3

167

Canal + 48IS3

Intel 14,89,167
1059 Olympus Image Systems 240 u

1004 Centura Software 177

International MetaSystems 89
990 Opti International 48IS33 1051 U.S. Robotics 240

1037 CenturySoftware 240

1066 Iomega 184
1028 Oracle 105,122 V

Cheyenne Software 167

976 Isoft 48IS33
Oxford Parallel 71 1067 Verilog 181

1064 Compaq Computer 240

P
1050 Vivitar 240

1000 Computertechnik 48IS33 J

1046 JASC 240
1053 Pacific Data Products 240 VoiceBit 48IS7

1026, Corel 122,240
1035 JetForm 26

PhoNet 48IS7 VSN Systemen 48IS7

1045 CoreTechnology 240
K

1056 PixelVision 240 w

1010 Creative Labs 185 993 KTT 48IS33
PointCast 26 1036 Wessex 240

1006 CyberMedia 185
L

1015 Polywell Computers 112 982 Windmill Software 48IS33

Cyrix 26,89 994 LoughboroughSound 48IS33 1005 Powersoft 177 X

D
Images 1061 ProcomTechnology 240 1017, Xi Computer 112

1018

1011 Dell Computer 112 M

1022 Macromedia 122

Q

978 QBS Software 48IS33

IS pages appear onlyin the International edition.
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(the BYTE Site brings you today's
hottest technologies with
extended product and technology
coverage that's the perfect
complement to
BYTE magazine.

e.
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htt p ://www. byte. com

The World's Technology Authority
Online! X

The BYTE Archive

Two years of BYTE, more than
3,000 full-text articles,
illustrations, and photos... all
indexed for quick retrieval!

The BYTE Network Project

The BYTE Site... a living laboratory
showcasing the best tools for
building Web applications. Read
about it in BYTE... try it out online!

The virtual Press Room

Instant access to vendor press releases and
white papers! Links to vendor web sites!

BYTEMarks

FREE Benchmark! Download the BYTEMark -

the benchmark with teeth!

Direct Access to Advertisers

Contact Byte advertisers DIRECTLY through the
online advertiser index!

IMQ The BYTE Site. The World's Online Technology Authority.
ADivision ofTheMcGraw-HiUCompanies
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PEAK PERFORMANCE IS
THE NAME OF THE GAME
The name ofthe book to getyou there is the

YTE Guide to
timizing Windows 95
Don't let Windows 95 run your life. With the
BYTE Guide toOptimizing Windows 95, you're in
control. Filled with fresh solutions and optimizing

ij shortcuts, you'll find slick tips and expert advice on
'Installing Windows 95

•TheInternet

'Multimedia

•Handling old Windows and DOS applications

' Networking with Windows

' Troubleshooting... andmuch more

You'll also getthereal scoop on hardware issues and
third-party products. An ideal guide and handy
reference, you'll turn tothe BYTE Guide to
Optimizing Windows 95 again and again as you
power up Windows 95 toyour standards.

CD-ROM
HttlllMiW

OmvaUfxrKivtW-KMtiln
•Dtmnrifmfirtsl

:\ frM-rknttJOMiSm*.

Everything You
Always Wanted
To Know About

CD-ROMand More!

11 J I • He]!

OpenDoc

H5TJ
OPTIMIZING
WINDOWS

Lenny Salle!with
CharlesBernuint,
Craig Menefee,
& Mm Heilbotn

BYTE Guide to Optimizing Windows 95
by Lenny Bailes
withBermant, Menefee, and Heilbom
$29.95USA
ISBN:0-07-882120-7

Shortcuts and
Techniques

for Increased
Productivity

BYTE Guideto CD-ROM,
Second Edition

byMichael Nadeau
Includes One CD-ROM Disc

$39.95 USA
ISBN: 0-07-882104-5

BYTE Guide to OpenDoc
byJoshua SusserS
Andrew MacBride

$29.95USA
ISBN:0-07-882118-5

Schildfs Windows 95

Programming inCandC++
byHerbert Schildt
$29.95 USA
ISBN: 0-07-882081-2

Schildfs Advanced Windows 95

Programming inCandC++
byHerbert Schildt
$29.95 USA
ISBN: 0-07-882174-6

mOsborne r?
http://www.osborne.com

C0DE=SF36BYL

Available now atyour local book and computer stores
or call 1-800-822-8158 and use your American Express,
VISA, Discover, orMasterCard.

ADivision ofThe McGraw-Hill Companies
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*ALABAMA
Madison
Madison Books &
Computers
PH:205-772-9250
FAX:205-461-8076

ARIZONA
Phoenix
Computer Library
PH:602-547-0331

CALIFORNIA
Berkeley
Cody's Books Inc.
PH:800-479-7744 in CA
PH:800-995-1l80

Nationally

Citrus Heights
Tower Books
PH:916-961-7202

Cupertino
Computer Literacy
Bookshops
PH:408-973-9955

Davis
UCD Bookstore
University ofCalifornia
Davis
PH:916-752-2944

Los Angeles
ASUCLA Students Store
PH:310-206-0763

MountainView
Printer's Inc.
PH:415-961-8500

Palo Alto
Printer's Inc.
PH:415-327-6500

StanfordBookstore
PH:800-673-2348

Sacramento
Tower Books
1600 Broadway
PH:916-444-6688

San frandsco
Stacey's Professional
Bookstore
PH:800-926-6511
EMAIL: staceysbk@aol.com

San Lais Obispo
Earthling Bookshop
PH:805-543-7951

FAX: 805-543-8488

Santa Barbara
Chaucer's Bookstore
PH:805-563-0010

UCSB Bookstore
The University ofCalifornia
Santa Barbara
PH:805-893-2082

Sunnyvale
Computer Literacy
Bookshops
PH:408-730-9955

COLORADO

Boulder
University Book Center
CUBoulder
PH:303-492-6411

FAX:303-492-0421

Colorado Springs
The Chinook Bookshop MINNESOTA

MinneapolisPH:719-635-1195
FAX: 719-635-0792 University ofMN East Bank

Bookstore

Denver PH:612-625-3005
BiblioTek FAX: 612-625-1861

PH:303-534-3460
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Longmont Hanover

United Techbook Co. Dartmouth Bookstore

PH:303-651-3184 PH: 800-624-8800 (outside

FAX:303-651-3405 NH)
PH:800-675-3616(inNH)

CONNECTICUT FAX: 603-643-5170

New Haven
YaleCo-Op NEW JERSEY

PH:800-EU-YALE New Brunswick

FAX:203-772-3665 Rutgers University
Bookstore

FLORIDA PH:908-246-8448

*A%%%
#* &<SN

&

Gainesville
Construction Bookstore
PH:904-378-9784
FAX: 904-378-2791

GEORGIA

Atlanta
Oxford Bookstore
PH:404-262-3333
FAX: 404-364-2729

HAWAII

Honolulu
University ofHawaii
Bookstores
PH:808-956-4338

FAX: 808-956-4323

ILLINOIS
Naperville
Books andBytes
PH:708-416-0102

FAX: 708-416-0375

MARYLAND
College Park
Maryland Book Exchange
PH:301-927-2510

FAX: 301-209-7118

Boston
Charlesbank Bookshops
PH:617-236-7442

FAX:6l7-236-7418

Burlington
SoftPro Books
PH:617-273-2919

FAX:617-273-2499

EMAIL: books©
softproeast.com

Cambridge
Quantum Books
PH:617-494-5042

FAX:617-577-7282
EMAIL:
quanbook@world.std.com

Newton Highlands
New England Mobile
Bookfair
PH:617-527-5817

FAX: 617-527-0113

MICHIGAN

Kalamazoo
Western Michigan
University Bookstore
Western Michigan
University
PH:616-387-3930
FAX:616-387-3941

NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque
Page One, Inc.
PH:505-294-2026

NEW YORK

Buffalo
Village Green Bookstore
PH:716-884-1200
FAX:716-884-3007

Huntington
Books Revue
PH:516-271-1442

FAX:516-271-5890

New York City
Benjamin Books
PH:212-432-ll03
FAX:212-432-1104

Coliseum Bookstore
PH:212-757-8103
FAX: 212-489-0925

J&RComputer World
PH:212-732-8600

McGraw-HillBookstore
PH:212-512-4100

FAX:212-512-4105

New York University
Computer Store
PH:212-998-4591

Rochester
Campus Connections (RIT)
PH:716-475-2504

Village Green Bookstore
1954 West Ridge Road
PH:716-723-1600

FAX:716-723-1669

Village Green Bookstore
716Monroe Avenue

PH:716-461-5380

FAX: 716-461-9333

Syracuse
Syracuse University
Bookstore
PH:315-443-1654

OHIO

Cleveland
Business Outreach
PH:216-348-1744

FAX: 216-348-0375

Dayton
Wilkie'sDowntown
PH:513-223-254l
FAX:513-223-2869

Fairbom
Wilkie's Fairborn
PH:513-429-1677

Lima
Readmore

217 Flanders
PH:419-225-5826
FAX:419-225-5537

Readmore'sHallmark
3330 W. Elm Street

PH:419-225-5826

Youngstown
Youngstown State
University Bookstore
PH:216-742-3589
FAX:216-742-3145

OREGON

Beaverton
Powell's Bookstore at
Cascade Plaza
PH:503-643-3131

FAX',503-641-1554

Eugene
Book Mark
PH:503-484-0512

FAX:503-484-3130

Portland
Powell'sTechnical Books
PH:503-228-3906

FAX: 503-228-0505

PENNSYLVANIA

Doylestown
Village Green Bookstore
PH:215-230-7610
FAX:215-230-7615

Erie
The Erie Book Store
PH:800-252-3354
FAX:814-456-2702

Philadelphia
Bookstore ofthe University
ofPennsylvania
PH:215-898-4900
FAX:215-898-6997

Pittsburgh
Book Center
University ofPittsburgh
PH:412-648-2321
FAX:412-648-1902

Scranton
Paperback Booksmfth
PH:717-346-9162

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Brown Bookstore
PH:401-863-3168
FAX:401-863-2233

^%
fc
%

TEXAS
Arlington
Taylor's Technical Books
PH:817-548-TECH

Austin
University Co-Op
PH:5l2-476-7211

Dallas
Taylor's Technical Books
PH:214-239-TECH

Houston
Brown Book Shop
PH:713-652-3937
FAX:713-652-1914

VIRGINIA

Blacksburg
University Bookstore,
Virginia Tech
PH:703-231-5991

FAX:703-231-3410

Vienna
Computer Literacy
Bookshops
PH:703-734-7771

EMAIL:
sales@tc.clbooks.com

WASHINGTON

Bellevue
University Bookstore
PH:206-646-3300
FAX: 206-646-3340

Pullman
Students Book Corporation
PH:509-332-2537
FAX: 509-332-8239

Seattle
Tower Books
PH:206-283-6333

FAX: 206-285-2188

Tacoma
TowerBooks
PH:206-473-3362
FAX: 206-473-9141

WISCONSIN
Madison

University Bookstore
PH:608-257-3784

FAX: 608-257-9479

Milwaukee
University ofWisconsin
Milwaukee
PH:4l4-229-4201
FAX:414-229-6194
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Expression Fractal Design Corp.

$449 Aptos, CA

(800)846-0111

Circle 1030 (408) 688-5300

on Inquiry Card. http://www.fraotal.com

imnssBBHj

Mr. Natural Does Vector Graphics
Imagine van Gogh doing technical illustrations: chip schematics

done with thick dabs ofyellow paint; network diagrams that look
likefields of wheat. Not that you'd want impressionistic schemat
ics, but this should give you an idea of the kind of output you can
create with Expression, Fractal Design's new drawing program.

Ifyou've worked with other vector packages, you know that to
draw, you put down a path. Expression's innovation,called "skele
tal strokes," lets you easilychange the attributes of a path (which
Fractal Design calls a "stroke"), but italso lets you applyany vec
tor picture to a path. The best part is workingwithvectors ina way
that's close to working with traditional art tools.

Expression's toolbox includes line- and shape-drawing tools,
node tools, a freehand brush, and color gradients and fills. The Win
dows 95 beta version that I used delivered snappy performance
without making me wait several seconds for the lines Idrew to
appear on-screen. Iused Expressionwitha Wacom pressure-sen
sitive tablet (the ArtZ II),and the combination worked likea charm.

Expression can handle most vector formats and can save filesin
these formats, as wellas export in bit-mapformats. IfIhad to buy
my first illustration program now, I'dbuyExpression. Itgoes beyond
the standard packages, and ithas that naturalfeel. -Dennis Barker
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Download Sales Leads
from the Internet

YOU CAN ACCESS, SEARCH, AND DOWNLOAD

contact information on 10 million

North American businesses direct

ly into MaximizerEnterprise 3.0is
(US$660 perseat)via the Internet
and MultiActive Data's MultiActive

Eagleon-line database. The prod
uct combines a contact manager,
an application that automatically
synchronizes field and home-office

databases, and a translator that en

ables you to read and write Maxi

mizer data from ODBC-compliant
applications.

Contact: Maximizer Tech

nologies, Inc., Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada,
(800) 804-6299 or
(604) 601-8000; http://
www.maximizer.com.

Circle 1031 on Inquiry Card.

Self-Service
Customer Support

NOWORGANIZATIONS CAN PROVIDE GUID-

ed, self-service customer support
using the Web or corporate intra

nets.TheKnowledgeBuilderdevel

opment environment ($5000 per
development-system license) inte
grates several problem-resolution

methodologies, such as natural-

language retrieval,case-based rea

soning, decision trees, and cause/

effect models, into an object-ori
ented development environment
used by the WebAdvisor applica
tion.Web Advisor ($1500percon
current user session) guides users
through dialog boxestosolve their
problems; it also records customer

interaction.

Contact:ServiceSoft Corp.,
Needham,MA, (800) 737-
8738 or (617) 449-0049;
http:1'/www.servicesoft.com.
Circle 1032 on Inquiry Card.

Advanced E-Mail
Processing

Designed for Windows 95 and NT,

Re:Ply ($59.95) checks for and
downloads e-mail from multiple
accounts; generates responses to

e-mail according to your criteria;

maintains a library of responses

or letters that it can automatically

plug in;and maintains mailing lists.
Youcan send and receiveencrypt
ed e-mail to and from other Re:Ply

users; instructthe program to auto

matically return unwanted e-mail;

forward and redirect messages;and

send MIME and UUE attachments.

Contact: Solid Oak Software,
Inc., SantaBarbara, CA,(800)
388-2761 or (80S) 892-2550;
http://www.solidoak.com.
Circle 1033 on Inquiry Card.

Data Acquisition

Windows Data-
Acquisition Software

WithWlNview ($99),youcanacquire,

display, and store data from data-



acquisition boards. The program

can displaycollected data inengi
neering units, including volts, de
grees, and microstrain; display in
puts in one graph or in separate
graphsperchannel;provide select
able x-axis settings for samples,
seconds, minutes, hours, or days;

and stream to diskat up to 333 kHz.

Contact: American Data

Acquisition Corp., Woburn,
MA, (800) 648-6589 or
(617) 935-3200; http://
www.adac.com.

Circle 1034 on Inquiry Card.

Macintosh

Graphics and Word
Processing Solution

The CorelDraw 6 Suite for Power

Macintosh (US$595) includes

CorelDraw 6, WordPerfect 3.5,

Corel Dream 3D 6, Corel Texture 6,

Corel Artisan 6, Corel Multimedia

Manager 6, CorelTrace6, Master-

Juggler 2.0 Pro, and CorelChart 6.

It offers more than 25,000 clip-art
images, 1000 high-resolution pho

tos, 1000Type1fonts.and 700True

Type fonts.

Contact: Corel Corp., Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada, (800) 772-
6735or(613) 728-3733;
http://www.corel.com.
Circle 1035 on Inquiry Card.

Mapping

Mapping in Excel 95

A mapping add-in for Microsof Ex

cel 95 and Microsoft Office 95, the

FirstMap CD-ROM ($69) includes
boundary maps and data for coun

ties, ZIP codes, and census tracts in

Software

For our Previews, we take a look at Fractal Design's drawing package,
Expression, and Gateway's big-screen notebook, the Solo 2100 S5-120.

the U.S. The package also includes

U.S. census information, such as

age, gender, race, household, in
come, employment, and industry.
In Excel,you can use FirstMap to
create maps of your sales, poten
tial earnings,and competition, from

a national level to a neighborhood
surroundingaspecificstoreorout-

let, and print them out.

Contact: Wessex, Inc.,

Winnetka, IL, (800) 892-6906
or (708) 501-3662;
http://www.wessex.com.
Circle 1036 on Inquiry Card.

A Client/Server
Intranet Suite

TOGIVE DESKTOP PC USERS SHARED ACCESS

to applications, information, and
peripherals located on a server or
on another workstation, Plus[NFS]

(singleuser,$199; multiple-license
packages, from $179 per user)of-

PlusINFS] from Century Softwaie
file Edit View Help

TinyTERM NetworkFile
Transfer

Internet Dialer;

Networ
Printinc

Internet Internet N

Explorer

ferstheTinyTerm terminal-emula

tion utility, which allows desktop
connections to popular Unix ap

plications; FTP file transfers; an e-
mail and newsreader client; a Web

browser; TCP/IP file and printer
sharing;andclient/serverand peer-
to-peer networking capabilities
using TCP/IP.
Contact: CenturySoftware,
Inc., Salt Lake City, UT, (800)
877-3088 or (801) 268-3088;
http://www.censoft.com.
Circle 1037 on Inquiry Card.

Advanced CD-ROM
Networking

With SCSI Express 2.0 for Windows

NT ($1995to $3995,dependingon
devicesupport), you can use NT's
performance monitoring to choose

optimal configurations for net

worked CD-ROM drives. The pro

gram can map multiple CD-ROMs

as a single networkshare to bypass

the 23-drive-letter limitation; it

also enables users to share a CD-

ROM across multiple groups. The
Autoshare feature provides auto

matic sharing of CDs.

Contact: Micro Design
International, Inc., Winter
Park, FL, (800) 228-0891 or
(407) 677-8333;
http://www.mdi.com.
Circle 1043 on Inquiry Card.

Scanning Software
for Unix

Now Unix users have a set of tools

for scanning and working with
scanned images. EasyCopy/Scan
(single-user license, $695) letsyou
prescan a page in low resolution,

display the prescan, and modify it

before the final scan. You can set

the resolution to match a given
file'ssize or an image's dimensions,

oryou can impose a maximum file
size on the available resolution.

Contact:AutoGraph
International, Inc., SanJose,
CA, (408) 436-7227;
http://www.augrin.com.
Circle 1038 on Inquiry Card.

Web-Server
Log-File Analysis

WithWebTracker 1.0($495),youcan

analyze access patterns for your
Website.The program,for Windows

3.x, 95, and NT, supports explor
atory analysis through fast drill-

down and a variety of trending and

geographical charting functions.

Contact: Cambridge Quality
Management, Inc.,
San Francisco, CA, (415)
750-1327;bttp://www
.CQMlnc.com/.
Circle 1040 on Inquiry Card.

Monitor
Internet Usage

Companies can manage and report

their Internet, intranet, and on-line

usage with Sequel NetAccessMan

ager 1.0 (one to 49 users, US$89
peruser). You canhave the program
report at the group level; activate

or deactivate loggingor monitor-
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ing functions; and grant or deny
site access. The program enables
you to monitor Internet activity
based on protocols such as HTTP,
NTTP, FTP, and SMTP;internal Web

servers; and centrally accessed on
line services.

Contact: Sequel Technology
Corp., Willowdale, Ontario,
Canada, (800) 881-2465
or (416) 756-3551;
http://www.sequeltech.com.
Circle 1039 on Inquiry Card.

Windows NT

Analyze Windows NT
Client/Server Systems

Dynameasure (foundation license,
$29,995) puts controlledstresson
Windows NT client/server systems
and then measures the effect of the

stress. Test specifications include

OLTP reads, writes, and mixed read/

write tests, includingversionsthat
use BLOBs.

Contact: Bluecurve, Inc.,
Oakland, CA, (510) 267-1500;
http:i'/www.bluecurve. com.
Circle 1042 on InquiryCard.

Orderly Shutdown for
Windows NT Servers

Designed for unattended remote Wi

dows NT servers, Sentry ShutDown
Remote Power Manager provides
a multilevel-password interface for
power management of mission-

critical NT servers and worksta

tions. The product comes in two
versions, supporting out-of-band

modem and RS-232 communica

tions($669.95 and$719.95, respec-
tively);anoptional model supports
an in-band telnet TCP/IP session.

Contact:Server Technology,
Inc., Sunnyvale, CA,(800)
835-1515 or (408) 745-0300;
http://www.servertech.com.
Circle 1041 on Inquiry Card.

Software Updates
StudioPro 2.0 for Power Macintosh, a modeling, rendering, and
animation package, adds in-context modelers; on-the-fly anima
tion; a deformation tool; spline and polygonal-based modeling;a
project window; an Environment Palette; a scan-line Tenderer; and

camera controls. $1495.

Contact: Strata, Inc., St. George, UT, (800) 678-7282 or
(801) 628-5218; http://www.strata3d.com.
Circle 1044 on Inquiry Card.

Acomputerized in/out board and messaging packagefor LANs and
WANs, Who's Where 2.0 for Windows offers automated status log

in upon start-up, automated status log-out upon shutdown, group

messaging, TCP/IP support, reporting capabilities,and integration
with e-mail. Stand-alone version, from $50; 10-user license, $395;

25-user license, $835; 50-user license, $1295.

Contact: CoreTechnology Corp.,Lansing,MI, (800) 338-
2117 or (517) 627-1521; http:/1www.ctc-core.com.
Circle 1045 on Inquiry Card.

An image editor for Windows95 and NT, Paint Shop Pro 4.0 pro
vides an enhanced paintbrush tool; specialeffects; support for 33
formats;an enhanced retouch tool; a selections feature, which allows

youto adjust overall opacity,designatea transparent color, or feath
er a selected area; an Image Arithmetic feature; and an integrated
imagebrowser. $69.
Contact:JASC, Inc.,EdenPrairie, MN, (800) 622-2 793 or
(612) 930-9800; http://www.jasc.com.
Circle 1046 on Inquiry Card.
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2-D and 3-D
Graphics and Video
Acceleration

Based on the S3 ViRGE 64-bit graph

icsand videoaccelerator chip,the
FahrenheitVideo3Dpackage (with
2MBofmemory,$239)comesina
2-MB EDO DRAM configurationfor
the PCI busand supportsscreen res
olutions upto 1600 by1200 pixels,
true color depths, and refresh rates

up to 160 Hz. Digital video accel

eration and SuperZoomvideoscal
ing providefull-screen, full-motion

playbackat resolutions up to 1024
by 768 pixels.

Contact: Micronics

Computers, Inc./Orchid
Technology,Fremont, CA,
(800) 577-0977 or (510) 651-
2300; http://www.orchid.com.
Circle 1048 on Inquiry Card.

12-bit A/D System

TheCompuScope 8012 ($7995) isan

IBM AT-compatible ISA-bus card

capable of performing 12-bit A/D
conversion at real-time sampling
ratesupto 100MSPS insingle-chan

nel mode and 50 MSPS in dual-

channel mode, with a bandwidth

of 40 MHz.The card can store up to
4 million samples in its on-board

memory, and you can stack data

from successive triggers.

Contact: GageApplied
Sciences, Inc., South
Burlington,VT, (800) 567-
4243 or (514) 337-6893;
http://www.gage-applied.com.
Circle 1052 on Inquiry Card.

166-MHz 586 ISA/PCI
CPU Board

Designed for industrial applications,
the IPV-586 ISA/PCI Pentium board

($925) comes with twoserial ports,
a bidirectional parallel port, a dual
floppy drive port, a dual EIDE hard
drive port, aVGA accelerator inter
face with feature connector, a PS/2

keyboard port,a PS/2 mouseport,
an on-board speaker,a watchdog
timer, and up to 128 MB of DRAM.
Contact: MCSI, Vista, CA,
(619)598-2177;
mcsi@mcsil.com.

Circle 1049 on Inquiry Card.

Communications

ISDN/Analog
Multiport System

The MP/8-1 Modem andMP/16-1 Mo
dem integrate U.S. Robotics'V.34/
Everything modem technology
with ISDN terminal adapters. Be

cause each port has the ability to

automatically detect the remote

device type,you can send or receive

analog and ISDN calls.The MP/8-1
($6495) includes four ISDN termi

nal-adapter interfaces,supporting
eight B-channels/ports. The MP/
16-1 ($10,995) includeseightlSDN
terminal adapters, supporting 16

B-channels/ports.
Contact: U.S. Robotics, Skokie,
IL, (800) 877-2677 or
(847) 982-5010; http://
www.usr.com.

Circle 1051 on Inquiry Card.

Motion-Picture Phone

THEVlVITARMPP-2 ($249.95), AC0L-

or video phone system, transmits

sight and sound overstandard tele
phone linesusinga 486-based mul-
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What's New

Gateway 2100 S5-120
$3799 as reviewed

Circle 1047
on Inquiry Card.

Hardware

Gateway 2000

North Sioux City, SD

(800) 846-2000

(605) 232-2000

http://www.gw2k.com

Gateway's Big-Screen
Notebook Debut

The Solo 2100 series ofmultimedianotebooks blends rawpow
er and good looks into a 7-pound package that's a perfect fit

for on-the-go computing. Sporting a rich set of standard features
and availableoptions, the Solo 2100 affords Gateway the hope of
garnering a bigger share of the portables market.

Gateway lets you configure yourSolo witha wide arrayofoptions:
a100-, 120-,or133-MHzPentium;a256-KBcache;upto40MB
of EDO RAM; and a 540-MB to 1,3-GB hard drive. Multimedia
support includes a six-speed CD-ROM, which you can pop out to
insert a floppy drive module as needed; 16-bit sound; and speak
ers. Ifound the sound quality from the Solo 2100 S5-1 20's tiny
speakers adequate for Windows' sounds and business audio.

The Solo's 12.1-inch active-matrixcolordisplay (see the photo),
which is powered by a 32-bit accelerator with 1 MB of EDO video
memory, rivals a 14-inch desktop monitor. When configured for a
resolution of800 by 600 pixelsand 64,000 colors, images and text
were sharp and clear.

Fitting a keyboard and a pointing device onto a notebook can
create problems, and the Solo 2100 S5-120 is not exempt. The
keys in the top row-including the Ins, Del, Home, End, and func
tion keys-are smallerthan normal, making them difficultto findwith
out peeking. And the addition of four new keys to the bottom row
shrinks the space bar to a diminutive 3-inch target. The Synaptics
touohpad isa joyto operate, but Isoon found that its position, direct
lybelow the tinyspace bar,leftme no roomto rest mythumbs, which
led to a spate of accidental pointing and clicking.

Although it suffers from the same drawback as its peers-cram
minga lotof computer intoa small package-good looks and ver
satilitymake the Solo 2100 S5-120 an attractive choice formobile
computing. -Robert L.Hummel
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timedia PC and a 14.4-Kbps mo
dem. The plug-and-play system
comes with a golf-ball-size, prefo-
cused camera that mounts on top
of your monitor and provides re
fresh rates up to 10fps.Thepack
age includes PictureWorks' Pho

toEnhancer software and Smith

Micro's VideoLink videoconferenc

ing software.

Contact: Vivitar Corp.,
Newbury Park, CA,
(805) 498-7008.
Circle 1050 on Inquiry Card.

Networking

External and Pocket
Print Servers

The DirectNet EX II external print

server and the DirectNet PEPS2 Plus

pocket printserverfacilitate access
to printer locations on NetWare,

TCP/IP, andAppleTalk networks. The
EX II ($399) includes two high
speed bidirectional parallel data
ports; the PEPS2 Plushasone. Both
unitssupportNovell's4.x Network

DirectoryServiceand have 10Base-

2 and 10Base-T connectors.

Contact: PacificData Products,
San Diego, CA, (800) 737-
7117 or (619) 552-0880;
http://www.pacdata.com.
Circle 1053 on Inquiry Card.

Network-Ready
Color Camera

Designed for Internet and intranet

applications, the Axis NetEye 200

($1299) isa self-contained,palm-

size camera that attaches directly
to a 10-MB Ethernet network. You

can use the camera as a replace
ment for closed-circuit video or a

PCwith a frame-grabber.

Contact: Axis Communi

cations, Inc., Woburn,
MA, (800) 444-2947 or (617)
938-1188; http://www
.axisinc.com.

Circle 1054 on Inquiry Card.

Workgroup Switching

Four Fast Ethernet devices, the Hi-

Speed 150series (from $7595) pro
vides up to 32 Ethernet connec

tions, as many as 16 Fast Ethernet

connections, and the ability to let

users interchange FDDI, ATM, and
WAN uplinkswithinthesameunit.
All FastEthernetportssupportau-
tomaticswitchable operation at 10
or 100 Mbps.

Contact:Hitachi Computer
Products, Inc., Santa Clara,
CA, (800) 448-2244 or
(408) 986-9770.
Circle 1055 on Inquiry Card.

Peripherals

16-ineh Flat-Panel
Monitor

The PV116SX (under $10,000) isan
active-matrix color LCD flat-pan
el monitor that measures about 3

inchesdeep and has a resolution of
1280 by 1024 pixelsand a diago
nalviewingarea of 16.1 inches.The

monitor provides a 2-million-col-
or palette, on-screen menu con

trols, and optionsfor finger-touch
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B. Y. O. I. S. P.
(Bring Your Own Internet Service Provider)

Log into BIX and you'll find people like yourself. People who
are glad to lend a helping hand when someone asks a question.
People who listen to what you have to say. People who know

about things that will surprise you.

Now BIX is available at a price never before seen online.

If you already have Internet access, telnet to BIX
Flat Rate: $6.95/mo $14.97/3mo $24.97/6mo $34.97/year

This plan allows unlimited use of both our text-based services and
Web services available only to BIX members.

If you need Internet access, BIX offers a Flat Rate plan at prices ranging
from $23.95/month (down to as low as $16.95/month if you pay by the year)

including nationwide access at speeds up to 28.8kbps or X.25 access
at speeds up to 14.4kbps, and a pay-as-you-go plan for $12.95/month

for six hours of access plus $2/hour thereafter.

Complete details are available from our e-mail auto-responder
at info@bix.com or by visiting the BIX Web Site (see below).

To sign up for BIX, dial (800) 695-4882 or dial
(617) 492-8300, enter bix when prompted and enter bix.rd at the Name?

prompt. A step by step procedure will get you logged into BIX.
The same procedure works if you telnet to bix.com or x25.bix.com,

and you can also sign up on our Web Site.

• I I ^f ahead of its time
UI/m always was, always will be.

Visit us on the Web at http://www.bix.com/
Circle 450 on Inquiry Card.



and pen-input versions.
Contact: PixelVision, Acton,

MA, (508) 264-9443;
http://www.pixelvision.com.
Circle 1056 on Inquiry Card.

Low-Cost Color
Ink-Jet Printer

The DeskJet 400 (about$199) offers

600- by 300-dpi black printing,
Hewlett-Packard's Resolution En

hancement technology for crisp
text and smooth edges, and 300-

by 300-dpi color printing at a rate
of3ppm.Plug-and-play-readyfor
Windows 95, the printer includes
a 50-sheet paper tray and a man
ual-feed path for printing labels,
postcards, standard-size envelopes,
and nonstandard paper sizes.
Contact: Hewlett-Packard Co.,
Santa Clara, CA, (800) 752-
0900 or call local Hewlett-

Packard dealer;http:/1
www.hp.com.
Circle 1057 on Inquiry Card.

Universal QIC Drive

Featuring 2.5-GB linear technology,

the Wangtek 52000 Universal QIC
drive (about $475) offers a stan

dard SCSI-2 connection with a sus

tained data transfer rate of 17 MB

per minute. Linear recording and
read-after-write verification en

sure that information can be eas

ily and accurately restored in the

event of data-loss incidents.

Contact: Tecmar Technologies,
Inc., Longmont, CO, (800)
422-2587or (303) 682-3700;
http://www.tecmar.com.
Circle 1058 on Inquiry Card.

Optical Storage
on 230-MB Cartridges

A palmtop-size optical-storage device

for Mac, Windows, and DOS com

puters, the SYS.230 PersonalStor

ageSystem (about$359)canstore
imagesdownloadedfromthe Inter
net or from digital cameras; back
up and archive filesand databases;
store music; and transport your

work between office and home. The

SYS.230transfers data at up to 2.4
MBpsandoffersa seek time of less
than 17 ms.

Contact: Olympus Image
Systems, Inc.,Melville, NY,
(800) 347-4027 or
(516) 844-5000; http://www
.olympusamerica.com.
Circle 1059 on Inquiry Card.

Dot-Matrix Printers
for Multipart Forms

NOWYOU CAN PRINT ONMULTIPART FORMS

and on stockmeasuringupto twice

the thickness that standard dot-

matrix printers are able to handle.
TheMicroline320/321 Turbo (from

$499) includes Courier and Goth

ic fonts, plus NLQ, utility, high
speed draft, and super-speed draft,
as well as eight scalable bar codes.

TheWindows95-compatible print
er has 64 KB of RAM and a 28-KB

receive buffer.

Contact: Okidata, Mount
Laurel, NJ, (800) 654-3282 or
(609) 235-2600; http://
www.okidata.com.

Circle 1060 on Inquiry Card.

Servers

CD-ROM Servers with
Eight-Speed Drives

Procom's CD Tower-Rax (caddy,

$56,928; tray, $56,008) rack-en
closed CD-ROM servers can con

tain up to 56 caddy-or tray-based

CD-ROM drives to provide up to

36.4 GB of data over a network.The

servers deliver a sustained data

Hardware What's New
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transfer rate of 1200 KBpsand an
average seek time of 115 ms.The
CD Tower-Rax servers offer one to

eight racksof seven drives;a smart
board that maps each seven-drive
rack to one SCSI ID; 100-or 166-

MHz Pentium CPUs; 4 to 128MB

of SIMMs; eight CD-ROM man

agement software packages; two

SCSI host adapters; a VGA moni
tor; a keyboard;a mouse;and a hard

drive.

Contact:ProcomTechnology,
Inc., Irvine, CA, (800)
800-8600 ext. 414 or (714)
852-1000; http:llwww
.procom.com.

Circle 1061 on Inquiry Card.

Network CD-
Servers

ROM

TheAxisStorPointCD-ROM servers,

for Ethernet and Token Ring LANs,

allow users in NetWare, Windows

NT/95, Windows for Workgroups,
OS/2, Unix, and Web/intranet en

vironments to accessand share CD-

ROMs and CD-ROM-based infor

mation overa network. Theservers

(from $799)havethe abilityto si
multaneously connect seven drives

directlyand upto49drives through
LUN expansion.

Contact: Axis Communi

cations, Inc., Woburn,
MA, (800) 444-2947 or (617)
938-1188; http://www
.axisinc.com.

Circle 1062 on Inquiry Card.

Alpha 21164
Desktop Workstation

TheAlphaStation500/500 ($54,660)
supports Digital Unix, Windows NT,
and OpenVMS. The workstation
comes with 128 to 512 MB of mem

ory;2MB of cache; 4MB of texture

memory; a 256-bit-wide memory
bus;aPowerStorm4D60Tgraphics

adapter; a 2-GB hard drive; a 21-
inch color monitor; a floppy drive;

a quad-speed CD-ROM drive; five
storage slots; four PCI bays; one

64-bit PCI expansion slot; twisted
pair and thin-wire Ethernet; and
stereo-quality audio.

Contact:Digital Equipment
Corp., Maynard, MA, (800)
344-4825 orcall local Digital
dealer;http://www
.workstations,digital,com.
Circle 1063 on Inquiry Card.

Multimedia PC

Designed for multimedia and gaming

enthusiasts, the Presario 8000 Se

ries (from $2499, without a moni

tor) delivers PowerVRArcade 3-D

Graphics technology, featuring 6

MB of graphics memory and sup
porting up to 1 millionlarge poly
gons per second; the InterWave

sound system; and JBL Pro speak

ers,with a separate tweeter and full

elliptical driver. A 33.6-Kbps Talk
and Send DSVD modem provides

Internet access over standard tele

phone lines.Other features include

up-to-200-MHz Pentium proces

sors; 24 to 32 MB of RAM; 512 KB

of pipelineburst cache; and up-to-
3.8-GB hard drives.

Contact: Compaq Computer
Corp.,Houston, TX,(800)
345-1518 or (713) 514-0484;
http://www.compaq.com.
Circle 1064 on Inquiry Card.
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Viii H3 El IRL
Visual Age for BASIC..Sort Of

IBM's Visual Age for BASIC looks like VB but adds OOP underneath.

By Rick Grehan

Iegular readers of this column
may recall that in October
1995,1 examined IBM'sVisual
Age for C+ + on OS/2. Since

then, IBM has extended the Visual Age
product line to new OSes and languages.
Visual Age for Smalltalk existed before
the C++ variant. Visual Age for C+ + is
now available on Windows NT. IBM has

also released Visual Age for COBOL.
The most recent addition to the product
line, Visual Age for BASIC (the product
had a code name of Bart), however, more
closelyresemblesMicrosoft's VisualBasic
than it does any of the other Visual Age
products.

The Visual Age paradigm encourages
construction byparts(in IBM lingo, a part
is a visual or nonvisual component). The
developer specifies the interactions of
parts and, therefore, the execution behav
ior of the application by wiring together
parts and defining activities associated
with those connections.

For example, suppose you're building
a data-input screen that consistsof a list-
box and a "clear" button. You want the

clear button to erase whatever is in the

listbox. Using the Visual Age construc
tion methodology, you connect the but
ton to the box—the VisualAgeintegrated
developmentenvironment (IDE) willdraw
a line from button to box—and associate

an event with that connection. In this

case,you tell the systemthat aclickevent
on the button triggers the e r a s e ()
method of the listbox. This construc

tion technique applies to nonvisual
objectsaswell asthe visualones I used in
the example.

Thus, when Visual Age for BASIC ap
peared (I examined a late beta version
runningunder NT, but IBM saysitwillalso
release versions for OS/2 and AIX), I was
eagerto exploretheVisual Age interface
elements of the package and investigate
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how IBM had whipped BASIC into object-
oriented shape. Unfortunately, although
I was looking forward more to the for
mer aspect—the program's Visual Age-
ness-—it wasthe latter aspect—theobject-
oriented features—that proved to be
more interesting.

Bluntly put, it appears that the sole rea
son the package carries the Visual Age
prefix is that IBM chose to call it Visual
Agefor BASIC. Were VisualAgefor BASIC
and VisualAgefor C+ + presented to me
as siblings, I'd suggest that the presenter
go back and check the parentage. Visual
Age for BASIC'S interface is obviously
descended from Visual Basic.

Missing from all the documentation
(available in the beta version only in on
line format) is any mention of the word
part. Instead, the documentation speaks
oicomponents. Though some might sug
gest that I'm nit-picking, I can't shake the
feeling that there's some sort of capitu
lation going on here.

Applications construction under Vi
sual Agefor BASIC proceeds along lines
similar to those ofVisual Basic and draws

from a similar cast of characters. Forms

WHERE TO FIND

IBM

http://www.software.ibm.com
/ad/vabasic/

are the fundamental window units, and
you populate them with controls by se
lecting from a toolbar. Once a control is
situated, you can summon an associated
properties window and a code-editing
window. However, if you are familiar
with Visual Basic, you've seen all this
before.

On a more positive note, Visual Age
for BASIC does a good job of clothing
BASIC in object-oriented garb. It supports
classhierarchies and multiple inheritance

as well as inheritance-based polymor
phism. Also, Visual Age for BASIC can
digest System Object Model (SOM) ob
jects as well as OLEobjects.

Finally, if your design work tends to
ward client/server database development
using DB2 on NT, Visual Age for BASIC
recognizes a separate stored procedure
project, which allows you to build and
test stored procedures much asyou would
build BASIC applications. (Admittedly, I
did not experiment with that portion of
the package.)

Visual Age for BASIC'S first release
amounts to a somewhat improved Visual
Basic. (If you've been wondering, from
what I've seen so far, the syntax differ
ences between VisualAge for BASIC and
Visual Basic are so minor that porting
programs written for the latter to the for
mer should be—and I stress the words

should be—painless.) IBMrepresenta
tives have suggested that future versions
might incorporate more of the original
Visual Age environment. I'd like to see
that. 0

RickGrehan is a senior technical editorfor
BYTE reviews andthecoauthorofThe Client/
Server Toolkit. You can reach himbysending
e-mail to rick_g@bix.com.



DELL LATITUDE

Dependable Notebooks
With Superior Battery Life

DELL' LATITUDE8 LM P133ST

133MHz PENTIUM" PROCESSOR

• NEW Multimedia Notebook

• 12.1" SVGAActive Matrix ColorDisplay

• 16MB RAM/810MB Hard Drive

• 256KB L2 Cache

• Options Bay accepts 6XCD-ROM,
3.5" Floppy Drive (both included) or
Optional 2nd Li-IonBattery

• PCI Bus with 128-bit Graphics
Accelerator

• Integrated 16-bitStereo Sound

• Smart Lithium Ion Battery

• Touchpad

• IrDA 1.0Standard Compliant

• Under 7 Pounds*

• Extendable 1YearWarranty*

• Upgrade to 40MB RAM,
add $299.

• 28.8 XJACK/Cabled Modem,
add $199.

Business Lease*: $111/Mo.
Order Code #800051

Multimedia notebook meet affordable. Affordable

meet multimedia notebook. We refer to the Dell*

Latitude' LM notebook.

For a temptingly low price you receive Neo-Magic's
stunning 128-bit graphics accelerator, "an industry

first." MPEG

software for

i up to 30-
frames-per-

second video.

The vibrancy of a 12.1 inch SVGA (800 x 600)

active matrix display. A6X CD-ROM. Along with
integrated 16-bit stereo sound and built-in speakers.

What's more, this system isbuilt around Dell's
famous Lithium-Ion battery technology. Which
means your graphics presentations can dazzle
crowds for hours and hours.

We're the first on our block to offer such a

notebook. Why not bethe first on your block to
own one? Give us a call today.

1/
pentium

NEW Multimedia

Dell Latitude LM

Notebook

$2999

DVLL
I..M:MJ:I

800-433-6681
http://www.dell.com
Mon-Fri 7am-9pm CT • Sat 10am-6pm CT
Sun12pm-5pm In Canada; call 800-233-1589
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DELL DIMENSION'" XPS PENTIUM* PRO CHIP-BASED WORKSTATIONS DELL DIMENSION XPS PENTIU

Base features: Mini Tower Model 256KB Internal L2 Cache A/fW/12XEIDE CD-ROM

• MS®0ffice Professional with Bookshelf farWindows* 95 MS Internet Explorer 30 Days Free Support'
MS Mouse 3 Year Limited Warranty1 with 1 Year On-siteA Service

DELL DIMENSION XPS Pro200n
200MHz PENTIUM* PRO PROCESSOR

Base features: Mini Tower Model E

Professional with Bookshelf for Window

Windows 95 MS Plus! CD MS Inten

DELL DIMENSION XPS P200s
200MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

• 64MB SDRAM Memory

•3.2GB Hard Drive [9.5ms]

• 17HS Trinitron Monitor (15.9" v.i.s.,
.26dp, 1600x1200 max. res.)

• Matrox Millennium 4MB WRAM

Video Card

• WEW/12XEIDE CD-ROM Drive

• 33.6US Robotics Telephony Modem

• Upgrade toa 20TD Trinitron Monitor
(19.1" vis., .26dp, 1600x1200max.
res.), add $799.

• 64MB EDO Parity Memory

•3.2GB Hard Drive [9.5ms]

• 20TD TrinitronMonitor (19.1" v.i.s.,
.26dp,1600x1200max.res.)

• Imagine 128 Series 2 Graphics
Accelerator with 4MB VRAM

• Microsoft" Windows NT*
Workstation 4.0

• Upgrade to2GB SCSI Hard Drive
(7200RPM, 8ms), add $460.

$4299
Business Lease0:$155/Mo.
Order Code #500354

DELL DIMENSION XPS Pro200n
200MHz PENTIUM PRO PROCESSOR

• 64MB EDO Parity Memory

• 3.2GB Hard Drive [9.5ms]

• 17HS TrinitronMonitor (15.9" v.i.s.,
.26dp, 1600x1200max. res.)

• 2MB EDOViRGE3D Video Card

• Microsoft Windows NT

Workstation 4.0

• Upgrade toa2010 Trinitron Monitor
(19.Vv.Ls., .26dp, I600x 1200 max.
res.),add $799.

DELL DIMENSION XPS Pro180n
180MHz PENTIUM PRO PROCESSOR

• 32MB EDO Memory

• A/5W 2.1GB Hard Drive [10.5ms]

• 17LS Monitor (15.7" v.i.s.)

• 2MB EDOViRGE3D Video Card

• FREE Norton/Visio Express
Software Suite

• Microsoft Windows 95/MS Plus! CD

• Upgrade to64MB EDO Parity Memory,
add $399.

• Upgrade toa 3.2GB Hard Drive
(9.5ms), add $99.

$3399 $2499 $3499
Business Lease: $126/Mo.
Order Code #500355

Business Lease: $92/Mo.
Order Code #500356

Business Lease: $129/Mo.
Order Code #500352

DELL DIMENSION PENTIUM CHIP-BASED DESKTOPS

Basefeatures:'- Mini Tower Model 256KB Pipeline Burst Cache
8X EIDE CD-ROM Drive 64-bit PCI2MB DRAMVideo

* Microsoft Windows 95* MS Plus! CD + MS Internet Explorer -. 30Days Free
Support •• Dell Mouse 3 Year Limited Warranty with 1Year On-site Service

DELL" POWEREDGE' PENTIUM PRO CHIP-BASED SERVERS

Base features: MS Windows NT Server» 256KB Integrated L2 Cache • Integrated
PCI Ultra/Wide SCSI-3 Controller • 8X SCSI CD-ROM * 3Com 3C595 10/100 PCI
Network Adapter •• Intel LANDesk Server Manager v2.5 ♦ 3Year Warranty with
1Year On-site Service •••- 24 x7 Dedicated Server Hardware Tech Support'

DELL DIMENSION P200v

200MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

• 16MB SDRAM Memory

• A/£14/2.1GB Hard Drive [10.5ms]

• 15TX Trinitron Monitor (13.7" v.i.s.)

* Upgrade to32MB SDRAM, add$199.

• Upgrade toa 3.2GB Hard Drive (11ms),
add $85.

* Upgrade toa 17LS Monitor
(15.7" v.i.s.), add$179.

$1999
Business Lease: $74/Mo.
Order Code #500348

pentium
Genuine

DELL DIMENSION P133v

133MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

• 16MB SDRAM Memory

• NEW 2.1GB Hard Drive [10.5ms]

• 15LS Monitor (13.7" v.i.s.)

• 3Com EtherLink Interface Combo

PCI Card

• Upgrade to 32MB SDRAM,
add $199.

• Upgrade toa 3.2GB Hard Drive (11ms),
add $85.

• Upgrade to a 15TX Trinitron
Monitor(13.7" v.i.s.), add$40.

$1799
Business Lease: $67/Mo.
Order Code #500347

DELL POWEREDGE 2100 SERVER

180MHz PENTIUMPRO PROCESSOR

• 32MBError Correcting Code(ECC)
EDO Memory (256MB Max)

• 2GBFast/Wide SCSI-2Hard Drive
I7200RPM, 8ms] (12GB Max)

• 6 Expansion Slots: 3 PCI, 3 EISA

• 6 Drive Bays: 3 External 5.257
3 Internal 3.5"

• 2nd 2GBFast/Wide SCSI-2 Hard
Drive, add $749.

• Upgrade toa 15LS Monitor
(13.7" v.i.s.) add$349.

• Upgrade to3 Years On-Site Service,
add $99.

DELL POWEREDGE 2100 SERVER
180MHz PENTIUM PRO PROCESSOR

• 64MB Error Correcting Code (ECC)
EDO Memory (256MB Max)

• 4GBFast/Wide SCSI-2Hard Drive
[7200RPM, 8ms] (12GB Max)

• 6 Expansion Slots:3 PCI, 3 EISA

• 6 Drive Bays: 3 External 5.25"/
3 Internal 3.5"

• Upgrade to 96MB ECC EDO Memory,
add $649.

• 4/8GBDAT SCSIInternal TBU,
add $999.

• Upgrade to3 Years On-site Service,
add $99.

$3799 $4399
Business Lease: $137/Mo.
Order Code #250020

Business Lease: $159/Mo.
i Order Code#250012

IPricing isnot discountable. tFor a complete copy ofour Guarantees orLimited Warranties, please write Dell USA L.P., 2214 W. Braker Lane, Suite
D, Austin, TX 78758. ^Business leasing arranged by Leasing Group, Inc. "Norton/Visio Express Software Suite isavailable only on Dell Dimension
systemspurchased with the combination of MSOffice and Microsoft Windows 95. Visio Express 4.0 is an OEM version and a subset of Visio 4.0.
Software may notinclude alldocumentation andmay differ from retail version. 'System weight with floppy drive inoptions bay. A0n-site service
provided byBancTec Service Corporation. On-site service may notbeavailable incertain remote locations. "On-site service for thePoweredge 2100
Server isprovided by Digital Equipment Corporation and isavailable in29metropolitan areas. +Prices and specifications valid intheU.S. only and
subjectto changewithoutnotice. TheIntelInside logoand Pentium are registered trademarks and the Intel LANOesk logo is a trademark of Intel
Corporation. MS, Microsoft, Windows and Windows NT are registered trademarks and the Genuine Microsoft Products logois a trademark of
Microsoft Corporation, XJACK is a registered trademark of US Robotics Mobile Communications Corporation. 3Com andEtherLink are registered
trademarks of3Com Corporation, ©1996Dell Computer Corporation. All rightsreserved.

INCLUDES

Intel
LANDesk
Technology



H CHIP-BASED DESKTOPS

12KB PipelineBurstCache AWE32 Wave TableUpgrade Card Altec Lansing ACS-31 Speakers with Subwoofer MS Office
; 95 FREE Norton/Visio Express Software Suite (Norton Antivirus, Navigator, Utilities and Visio Express 4.0) Microsoft
et Explorer 30 Days FreeSupport MS Mouse 3 YearLimited Warrantywith 1 YearOn-siteService

DELL DIMENSION XPS P166s

166MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

• 32MB SDRAM Memory

• 3.2GB Hard Drive [9.5ms]

• 17HSTrinitron Monitor (15.9" v.i.s.,
.26dp, 1600x1200 max.res.)

• Matrox Millennium 4MB WRAM

Video Card

• 8X EIDE CD-ROM Drive

• Upgrade to64MB SDRAM, add$299.

• Upgrade toa 20TD Trinitron Monitor
(19.1" v.i.s., .26dp, 1800x 1200max.
res.) add$799.

DELL DIMENSION XPS P166s

166MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

• 32MB SDRAM Memory

• 3.2GB Hard Drive [9.5ms]

• 15TX Trinitron Monitor (13.7" v.i.s.)

• 2MB EDOViRGE3D Video Card

• 8X EIDE CD-ROM Drive

• Upgrade to64MB SDRAM, add$299.

• Upgrade toa 17LS Monitor
(15.7"v.i.s.)add$179.

DELL DIMENSION XPS P200s

200MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

• 32MB SDBAM Memory

• NEW2AGB Hard Drive[10.5ms]

• 15TX Trinitron Monitor (13.7" v.i.s.)

• Matrox Millennium 4MB WRAM

Video Card

• A/FW12X EIDECD-ROM Drive

• Upgrade toa 3.2GB Hard Drive
(9.5ms) add $99.

• Upgrade toa 17LS Monitor
(15.7"v.i.s.)add$179.

$2599
Business Lease: $96/Mo.
Order Code #500351

$2899 $2399
Business Lease: $107/Mo.
Order Code #500350

DELL LATITUDE* PENTIUM CHIP-BASED NOTEBOOKS

Basefeatures: •• 256KB L2 Cache - PCI Bus with128-bit Graphics Accelerator
l Integrated 16-bit StereoSound * SmartLithium Ion Battery <Touchpad
♦ IrDA 1.0Standard Compliant Optional Dell Latitude LM PortReplicator Available
• Extendable 1 Year Warranty1

DELL LATITUDE LM P133ST
133MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

• 12.1" SVGAActive Matrix

Color Display

•40MB/1.3GB Hard Drive

• Options Bay accepts 6X CD-ROM,
3.5" Floppy Drive (both included) or
Optional2nd Li-Ion Battery

• MS Office Professional for

Windows 95

• 28.8 XJACP/Cabled Modem

• LeatherCarrying Case

• 3Com 10BaseTNetwork Card,
add $159.

$3999
Business Lease: $144/Mo.
Order Code #800060

DELL LATITUDE LM P133ST

133MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

• 12.1" SVGA Active Matrix

Color Display

• 16MB/810MBHard Drive

• Options Bayaccepts 6X CD-ROM,
3.5" Floppy Drive (both included) or
Optional 2nd Li-Ion Battery

• DellLatitude PortReplicator,
add $159.

• 15TX Trinitron Monitor(13.7" v.i.s.),
MSMouseand 104-key Win95
Keyboard, add$479.

$2999
Business Lease: $111/Mo.
Order Code #800051

Business Lease: $89/Mo.
Order Code #500349

DELL LATITUDE LM P100SD

100MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

• 11.3" SVGA Dual Scan

Color Display

• 24MB/810MBHard Drive

• Options Bayaccepts 6X CD-ROM,
3.5" Floppy Drive (both included) or
Optional 2nd Li-Ion Battery

• MS Office Professional for

Windows 95

• Nylon Carrying Case

• 28.8XdACK/Cabled Modem,
add $199.

• 2ndLi-Ion Battery, add$249.

$2799
Business Lease: $104/Mo.
Order Code #800059

DIMENSION UPGRADES ADD

•33.6 US Bobotics Telephony
Modem $149

• 104-Key Performance
Keyboard $ 29

•1.6GB/3.2GBTravanTape
Backup with Accelerator $225

•3Com® EtherLink® Interface

Combo PCI Card $139

•Upgrade to 3 Years
On-site Service $ 99

FREE Norton/Visio Express
Software Suite includes

Norton Antivirus, Navigator,
Utilities and Visio Express 4.0.

DELL LATITUDE LM P100SD

100MHz PENTIUM PROCESSOR

• 11.3" SVGADual Scan

Color Display

• 16MB/810MBHard Drive

• Options Bayaccepts 6X CD-ROM,
3.5" Floppy Drive (both included) or
Optional 2nd Li-Ion Battery

• Upgrade to24MB RAM, add$99.

• Upgrade toa 1.3GB Hard Drive,
add $200.

* 2ndLithium Ion Battery, add$249.

• Leather Carrying Case, add$129.
• 3Com10BaseT Network Card,

add $159.

$2399
Business Lease: $89/Mo.
Order Code

DELLOPENS STORE ON THE WEB

Now you can buy Dell systems online. In fact, you can custom
configure,price and track deliveryof your PCsright on the Web.
It's simple, secure and open twenty-fourhours a day. So make
shoppingeasier onyourself. Visitthe new Dellweb site Storetoday.
Just pointyourbrowsertowww.dell.com andclickon"Buy ADell."

Mon-Fri 7am-9pm CT • Sat 10am-6pm CT
Sun 12pm-5pm InCanada; call 800-233-1589

t.'iM:Md:l

800-348-6153
http://www.dell.com
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$2599
With Free Software

Besides its formidable 200MHz Pentium processor,

this Dell Dimension comeswitha powerful package of

business software**pre-loaded. Notgames. Notfluff.

Serious stuff like Microsoft Office for Windows 95.

The 32-bit virus

protection

• of Norton

? Antivirus.

The powerful

tr,e4rt

pentium Gj$fc£>saft

DELL DIMENSION" XPS P200s

200MHz PENTIUM" PROCESSOR

• 32MB SDRAM Memory

• 512KB Pipeline Burst Cache

* NEW2.1GB Hard Drive [10.5ms]

• 15TX Trinitron Monitor (13,7" v.i.s.)

• Matrox Millennium 4MB WRAM

Video Card

• NEW MY, EIDE CD-ROM Drive

• AWE32 Wave Table Upgrade Card

• Altec Lansing ACS-31 Speakers

• MS* Office Professional with Bookshelf

• FREE Norton/Visio ExpressSoftware Suite'
• Microsoft* Windows 95/MS Plus! CD/

30 Days Free Support/MS Mouse

• 3 YearLimited Warranty' with 1Year
On-site Service-1

• Upgradeto a 3.2GB harddrive (9.5ms),:
add $99.

• Upgradetoa 17LS monitor (15.7"v.i.s.),
add $179.

Business Lease0: $96/Mo.
Order Code #500351

*n nitron

file management features of Norton Navigator.

The data protection and recovery tools of

Norton Utilities. And the many diagramming

tools of Visio Express 4.0. Ofcourse, it also

comeswith built-in Dell reliability, built-in Dell

value, and our guaranteed next-business-day

on-site4 service. So pick up the phone and

order today. It may be the fastest way to get

ahead in business yet.

DOLL
—
800-759-9783
http://www.dell.com
Mon-Fri7am-9pm CT• Sat 10am-6pmCT
Sun 12pm-5pm InCanada; call 800-233-1589
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